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EDITORS' PREFACE 

y | HERE are now before the public many Commentaries, 

written by British and American divines, of a popular 

or homiletical character. Zhe Cambridge Bible for 

Schools, the Handbooks for Bible Classes and Private Students, 

The Speaker's Commentary, The Popular Commentary (Schaff), 

The LExpositor’s Bible, and other similar series, have their 

special place and importance. But they do not enter into the 

field of Critical Biblical scholarship occupied by such series of 

Commentaries as the Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum 
A. T.; De Wette's Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch sum 

N. T.; Meyers Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar; Keil and 

Delitzsch's Biblischer Commentar über das A. T.,; Lange's 

Theologisch-homiletisches Bibelwerk ; Nowack's Handkommentar 

zum A. T. ; Holtzmann's Handkommentar zum N. T. Several 

of these have been translated, edited, and in some cases enlarged 

and adapted, for the English-speaking public; others are in 

process of translation. But no corresponding series by British 

or American divines has hitherto been produced. The way has 

been prepared by special Commentaries by Cheyne, Ellicott, 

Kalisch, Lightíoot, Perowne, Westcott, and others; and the 

time has come, in the judgment of the projectors of this enter- 

prise, when it is practicable to combine British and American 

scholars in the production of a critical, comprehensive 

Commentary that will be abreast of modern biblical scholarship, 

and in a measure lead its van. 
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Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons of New York, and Messrs. 

T. & T. Clark of Edinburgh, propose to publish such a series 

of Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments, under the 

editorship of Prof. C. A. Briccs, D.D., in America, and of 

Prof. S. R. Driver, D.D., for the Old Testament, and the 

Rev. ALFRED PLUMMER, D.D., for the New Testament, in 

Great Britain. 

The Commentaries will be international and inter-confessional, 

and will be free from polemical and ecclesiastical bias. They 
will be based upon a thorough critical study of the original texts 

of the Bible, and upon critical methods of interpretation. They 

are designed chiefly for students and clergymen, and will be 

written in a compact style. Each book will be preceded by an 

Introduction, stating the results of criticism upon it, and discuss- 

ing impartially the questions still remaining open. The details 

of criticism will appear in their proper place in the body of the 

Commentary. Each section of the Text will be introduced 

with a paraphrase, or summary of contents. Technical details 

of textual and philological criticism will, as a rule, be kept 

distinct from matter of a more general character ; and in the 

Old Testament the exegetical notes will be arranged, as far as 
possible, so as to be serviceable to students not acquainted with 

Hebrew. The History of Interpretation of the Books will be 

dealt with, when necessary, in the Introductions, with critical 

notices of the most important literature of thesubject. Historical 

and Archeological questions, as well as questions of Biblical 

Theology, are included in the plan of the Commentaries, but 

not Practical or Homiletical Exegesis. The Volumes will con- 

stitute a uniform series. 
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University of Edinburgh. 
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NUMBERS. The Rev. G. BUCHANAN GRAY, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, 
Mansfield College, Oxford. [Now Ready. 

DEUTERONOMY. The Rev. S. R. Driver, D.D., D.Litt., Regius Pro- 
fessor of Hebrew, Oxford. [Vow Ready, 
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PROVERBS. The Rev. C. H. Toy, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Hebrew, 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. [New Ready. 

JOB. The Rev. S. R. Driver, D.D., D.Litt., Regius Professor of He- 
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PREFACE 

— 

PERHAPS no one, especially during the last thirty years, 
has undertaken to write a Commentary on one of the 
Canonical Gospels, without experiencing again and again, 
during the process of production, that he had undertaken 
a task which was beyond both his strength and his equip- 
ment. That has certainly been my own experience in 
writing this Commentary on the First Gospel. For a 
commentator upon this book, who is to do his work 
efficiently, should have many qualifications. He should 
be a competent Greek scholar, versed in the Hellenistic 
Greek literature, and acquainted with the bearing of modern 
archaeological discovery upon the history of the language. 
He should be acquainted also with the Hebrew of the Old 
Testament, with the various Aramaic dialects, and with 

the later dialects of the Talmuds and Midrashim. If the 
writings of Deissmann on the one hand, and of Wellhausen 
and Dalman on the other, have shown what new light can 
be thrown upon the New Testament by experts in their 
own department, they have also illustrated the defective 
character of a one-sided knowledge, and have given indica- 
tions of the sort of work that may be done by a scholar of 
the future, who shall be at the same time a Grecian and an 

Orientalist. The commentator should further be a master 
of the material for the textual criticism of the Gospel, 
which is in itself the study of a lifetime. He should have 
a thorough knowledge of the literature dealing with the 
so-called Synoptic Problem, and should have formed a 
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judgement based upon independent investigation as to the 
literary relationship between the Canonical Gospels and 
the sources which lie behind them. He should have 
studied the growth of theological conceptions as illustrated 
in the Old Testament, and in the apocryphal and apoca- 
lyptic literature up to and during the period in which our 
Gospels were written. And he should have mastered the 
Talmudic and Midrashic theology at least sufficiently to 
be able to form an independent judgement as to the 
possibility of using it for the purpose of illustrating 
theological conceptions and religious institutions in the 
first century A.D. Ican lay claim to no such qualifications 
as these. Nevertheless, within the limits to be mentioned 

presently, I venture to hope that the present volume will 
give some help to those who desire to find out what this 
Gospel meant to the Evangelist as he wrote it. How 
much may here be done Dalman has shown us, but much 
still remains to be done; and it is probably the case that, 
in some measure, the secret of the Gospels will never 
altogether disclose itself to those who cannot approach 
them from the Jewish-Oriental view of life, as well as 
from other aspects. In view of what has been said, it will 
be understood that the following Commentary has been, 
of necessity and intentionally, made one-sided in its method 
and aim, and it will be desirable to try and explain the 
principles upon which it has been written. 

There are, I think, roughly speaking, two methods of 
commenting upon one of the Synoptic Gospels. One, and 
that the traditional and familiar one, is based upon the 
two assumptions, first, that all three Gospels are sources 
for the life of Christ of equal value; and, second, that the 

commentator is in direct contact with the words of Christ 
as He uttered them (due allowance being made for trans- 
lation from Aramaic into Greek) From this point of 
view the commentator will always be mindful that it is 
his duty to elucidate and explain the words of the Gospel 
upon which he is at work, in such a way as to enable the 
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reader to reconstruct for himself as nearly as possible the 
life of Christ; to see before him the scenes being once 
again enacted; to hear, and to understand as he hears, the 
words flowing from Christ's lips. From this standpoint 
that which is common to all the Gospels will be all- 
important. The special features of each, in so far as they 
cannot be easily harmonised with the other Gospels, will 
be treated as a difficulty to be explained away. Where 
two Gospels differ in detail, the commentator upon one of 
them will feel it to be his duty to account for the difference, 
and to try and ascertain what the actual historical fact 
was which underlies, and accounts for, the two divergent 
records. The atmosphere in which the commentator works 
will be one of effort to harmonise apparent discrepancies, 

and, so far as possible, to represent the Gospels as in 
essential agreement, 

The very important element in the Gospels which 
such a treatment of them overlooks, or minimises, is the 

individuality of the respective Evangelists. It leaves no 
room for the obvious fact that, as they penned their 
Gospels, these writers selected, arranged, compiled, redacted, 

with the intention of trying to set before their readers the 
conception of the Christ as they themselves conceived Him. 
In its haste to arrive at the actual facts of Christ's life, 

it tends to obliterate individual characteristics of each 
separate Gospel, and to lose sight of the contribution to a 
complete impression of the Christ which is made by each 
individual Evangelist. 

Further, the assumptions by which this method seeks 
to justify itself are thoroughly artificial and mechanical. 
The Gospels, of course, are not all, and, in their every 

component part, of exactly equal historical weight and 
value. For practical purposes, the ordinary Christian may 
safely regard them as such, and he will not be far wrong. 
But it is impossible for the student of life to allow such 
rough generalisations to keep him from studying the 
Gospels in the best and latest method that the science of 
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history can suggest to him ; and historical method is always 
improving year by year. Precious stones, eg., have a 
value for their beauty and brilliance to the ordinary public. 
But such wide generalisations as that “diamonds are 
beautiful ” cannot deter the student of life from endeavour- 
ing to investigate the life-history of diamonds, and to 
discover the cause of their radiance by scientific analysis. 
And the results of his investigation, that a diamond consists 
of such and such chemical elements, does nothing what- 
soever to destroy the value which diamonds have for the 
unscientific purchaser; nay, rather would a thousand times 
enhance their value and interest, if he understood but a 

thousandth part of the extraordinary process which has 
gone to produce the stone which he buys. 

The method of dealing with the Gospels upon the 
basis of these artificial assumptions seems to the modern 
student of life to cast an atmosphere of unreality round 
them, and to lead to results which are of the nature of 

theories without foundation in actual fact. Of course, it 

may ultimately prove to be the truth that these assump- 
tions are in reality intuitions of facts of first-rate importance. 
And that is, indeed, my own belief. The Synoptic Gospels 
are, I think, historical sources for Christ’s life of nearly 

equal value, and the reader is, I believe, in large measure 

in immediate touch with the acts and words of the historical 
Christ. The impression which he obtains of the Person of 
the Lord from one Gospel is, with very slight reservation, 

the same as that which is given him by another. In all 
of them it is the same Christ who acts and speaks. But 
these impressions or intuitions become vicious when they 
are used as grounds for treating the Gospels in a quite 
artificial and mechanical way. So far from being, from 
the point of view of the student of history, axioms with 
which he starts, they themselves need to be proved and 
justified by historical investigation. 

The fact that the study of the Gospels is in such a 
chaotic condition, is partly due to this radically false 
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method of studying them. On the one hand, traditional 
commentators have used these assumptions as a ground 
for treating the Gospels in a wholly artificial manner. By 
force of reaction the modern critic has often not only (and 
quite rightly) insisted on studying the Gospels on historical 
methods, but has also too often, and with fatal effect, 
refused to see that these assumptions are of the nature of 
brilliant intuition of elements in the Gospel, which are in 
part outside the range and scope of his scientific analysis, 
but which in some measure his analysis should have 
discovered, if he had not been wilfully blind to them. 

When, if ever, the irritating and provocative influence 
of false and artificial methods of dealing with the Gospels 
ceases to create an equally false opposition method of 
studying them, it will, I believe, be found that the scientific 

investigation of the Gospels, upon the best historical 
methods that the future can ever give us, will lead to 
results which will in large part coincide with the old 
conservative and traditional intuitions. On the one hand, 
it will be found that the sources of our Gospels are early 
in date, and that, with some slight reservations, they 

describe for us the historical life of the Saviour of Mankind. 
It will be seen that the personality of the Evangelists plays 
a relatively very small part in their records, whilst these 
agree in an astonishing degree in giving to us an harmoni- 
ous and consistent account of a unique Personality. 

No real student of life will ask, * Why then all this 
critical investigation of the Gospels, if it is simply to give 
us the old results?" and if the simple-minded should ask 
this, it is to be feared that no answers which could be 
given would satisfy him. But two obvious reasons are 
these. First, that false and antiquated methods of exegesis 
do incalculable harm to the young and simple, and to 
the coming generation of men. The science of history 
has within the last century undergone a revolution. It 
has adopted new methods of research, which are every day 
being improved and perfected, Nothing is more calculated 
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to shake the faith of the men of the new age in the 
historical character of the Gospels, than to find that the 
Christian commentator still interprets the Gospels on the 
basis of purely a priori assumptions which should them- 
selves be first proved, and by methods which are outworn 
and unlike the methods used by students in every other 
department of history. On the other hand, nothing will 
so reassure the faith of the younger generation of thoughtful 
men as the discovery that the Gospels, when studied and 
interpreted along the lines of ordinary historical research, 
still present to our love and adoration the figure of the 
Divine Saviour, and that the efforts to prove the Gospels 
to be late and legendary growths are in large measure a 
failure, because they start from unscientific presuppositions, 
and employ unscientific methods of historical inquiry. 

And, secondly, the consideration of value must, of course, 

always be kept out of sight by the student. A very large 
part of historical and scientific research will always seem 
to the practical man to be of little immediate value. But 
the student will care nothing for that. He investigates 
because he must. And the Gospels cannot, any more 
than any other element in life, be hidden away from the 
curious search and restless probing of the human intellect. 

It will hardly be necessary to add now that I have 
deliberately set aside the methods which I have just tried 
to describe. I have sof employed the other Gospels in 
order to weaken impressions left by the words of the First 
Gospel, zor have I allowed myself to approach it as an 
exact representation of Christ’s sayings and words. 

It remains, therefore, to describe the method which I 

have adopted. 
In accordance with this method, the work of a com- 

mentator upon a Gospel should form only one stage in a 
complicated process of historical investigation and inquiry. 
The first stages of this process should belong to the textual 
critic, and to the scholar whom, in default of a better 

name, we may term the literary critic. The former should 
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give us a Greek text of the Gospel upon which to work ; 
the latter should have decided for us such questions as the 
relationship of the Gospels one to another, and to any 
source or sources which have been embodied in them. 
Properly speaking, this first stage of textual and literary 
criticism should have been completed before the com- 
mentator begins his work. But, unfortunately, the day is 

not yet when we can believe that we have a final Greek 
text of the Gospels, and the work of literary analysis is 
probably much nearer its beginning than its end. I have, 
however, reduced to as small an amount as possible the 
textual critical element in this Commentary. Handbooks 
to textual criticism, and editions of the text with full 

critical apparatus, are now easily accessible. On the other 
hand, whilst assuming what I believe to be the one solid 
result of literary criticism, viz. the priority of the Second 
to the other two Synoptic Gospels, I have thought it 
desirable to try and prove, by a detailed and full com- 
parison of the first two Gospels, that, so far as they are 

concerned, this assumption everywhere justifies itself as an 
explanation of the relationship between them. This will 
explain the large part which S. Mark's Gospel plays in the 
following pages. S. Luke's narrative, in so far as it is 
parallel with the Second Gospel, lies, of course, on this 
assumption, outside the range of a commentator on the 
First Gospel. 

The second stage in the process should be the work 
of the commentator on the text of each separate Gospel. 
Starting with the results given to him by the literary 
critic, and equipped with the Greek text supplied by the 
textual critic, the commentator will approach each separate 
Gospel with the purpose of ascertaining what were the 
conceptions of the life and Person of Christ which governed 
and directed the Evangelist in his work. From this point 
of view the main interest of the commentator will lie 
rather in what is characteristic of, and peculiar to, each 
Gospel, than in what is common to them all. He will 
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refuse to try and harmonise discrepant details or diver- 
gent conceptions. Rather he will emphasise these as 
important, because they enable him to reconstruct the 
life of Christ as it presented itself to the minds of the 
Evangelist and of his readers. He will always be mindful 
of the fact that he is immediately concerned, not with the 
actual facts of the life of Christ or with His doctrine, but 

rather with these as mirrored in the mind of the particular 
Evangelist with whom he is dealing. 

The third stage in the process belongs to the historian. 
Just as the commentator is obliged to rely very largely 
upon the work already done by the literary critic, so the 
historian must depend for his material to a great extent 
upon the work of the commentator and of the critic alike. 
He will have as his material the Gospels as analysed into 
their sources by the critic, and the mass of not always 
harmonious impressions of the life of Christ, as given to 
him by the commentators upon the separate Gospels. 
With this material at his disposal, it will be his duty to 
attempt to recover the historical facts of Christ's life, to 
ascertain as far as possible the exact words which He 
spoke, and to determine the meaning which these words 
originally carried with them. 

In accordance with what has been said, I have felt it 

to be my duty to begin my work equipped with some 
acquaintance with the results of the literary criticism of 
the Gospels. If I have found it necessary partly to 
assume the results of such labour, and partly to work out 
a view of my own as to the sources of the Gospel, that 
is only because the work of the critic and of the com- 
mentator cannot in the present conditions of knowledge 
be quite kept apart. On the other hand, I have done 
my best not to encroach upon the sphere of the historian. 
Here and there I may have been tempted to express some 
view as to the historical character of some incident or 
saying, as apart from the general credibility of the source 
of which it forms a part, but generally speaking it bas 
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been my aim to consider the contents of the Gospel always 
in the first place from the standpoint of their meaning 
for the editor of the Gospel, and only secondarily from 
the point of view of their relation to the historical Christ. 

This explains, of course, in large measure, the limita- 
tions of the Commentary which follows. Considerations 
as to the historical character of the incidents which the 
Gospel records, have for the most part been carefully 
avoided; and no attempt has been made to discuss the 
question whether the teaching here put into the mouth 
of Christ was as a matter of fact taught by Him. These 
are questions which should be left to the historian who 
is dealing with all the sources which are available for the 
reconstruction of the life of Christ, and should not be 

approached by the commentator who is dealing with only 
one Gospel. 

This limitation carries with it the omission of reference 
to much literature, ancient and modern. If the commen- 

tator is engaged in explaining the meaning of a single 
Gospel from the standpoint of the Evangelist, he clearly 
need not discuss those ancient and modern conceptions 
of the historical Christ with which an historian of Christ's 
life must grapple. Consequently purely controversial dis- 
cussion of modern critical views has been purposely avoided 
in the following pages. 

Of course, I am aware that in practice the several 
stages in the process which I have described cannot 
be kept rigidly apart. The commentator must to some 
extent exercise his independent judgement in revising 
the work of the literary critic, and the historian will 
always find it necessary to test the work of both critic 
and commentator. But the range of subjects and acti- 
vities connected with the work of using the Gospels as 
historical sources is so vast, that it is probable that in the 
future as, and in so far as, scientific method is improved, 
the commentator on the Gospels will not be expected to 
cover more than a part of the ground. He will, e.g., to 
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a greater extent than is at present possible, be able to 
accept a Greek text from the hands of the textual critics, and 
so relieve his Commentary of any textual critical apparatus. 
He will be able also, with more justification than he can 
at present, to adopt the results of the labours of the 
literary critics, and so omit from his Commentary a good 
deal of critical analysis that is at present indispensable. 
This will leave him free for the more important work of 
endeavouring to ascertain the meaning of the contents of 
the Gospel to its writer and first readers, by the methods 
of investigation into the philological meaning of the words 
of the Gospel, and of illustration of its ideas from con- 
temporary sources. 

But within narrower limits the absence from these 
pages of continual reference to the vast literature dealing 
with the Gospel requires some apology. It would have 
been easy to double the size of this book if constant refer- 
ence had been made to the interpretation of single passages 
by previous commentators. The limitation that I have 
imposed upon myself of stating simply the meaning that, 
as it seemed to me, a particular passage had to the mind 
of the Evangelist as he wrote it, without giving also the 
several or many other interpretations which have been 
given of such a passage by ancient and modern writers, 
requires some defence, and is, I feel, open to criticism. 

I have adopted this course on the following grounds : 
(1) the purpose of this Commentary, to attempt to make 
clear the conception of the Evangelist, made it desirable 
to omit the interpretations of many writers who have 
commented on the book, with the quite different object 
of ascertaining the meaning of the sayings here recorded 
as they were spoken by Christ Himself. If, e.g., in deal- 
ing with 16- I had given in detail, and with some dis- 
cussion, all the views that have ever been taken of these 

much debated verses, I should have required many pages; 
but the reader’s attention would only have been distracted 
from the end which I had in view, viz., to set before him 
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as clearly as possible the meaning which these words had 
in the mind of the Evangelist when he placed them in 
their present position in his Gospel. 

(2) In writing the following pages, I have always had 
chiefly in view the needs, not of the preacher nor of the 
general reading public, but of the student who desires to 
have some understanding of the growth and development 
of the Gospel literature in the first century A.D., and of 
the meaning which this particular Gospel had for the 
Evangelist and his first readers. Now a Commentary which 
is also a catalogue of all possible interpretations which 
have ever been read into the Gospel, and at the same time 
an Encyclopaedia of information upon all subjects directly 
or indirectly connected with the subject-matter, is no doubt 
a very useful book, but Commentaries of this nature already 
exist, and they are very tedious to read. The student 
who wishes for information of this kind knows that on 
the one hand he can turn to the Commentaries of Meyer 
or Alford, and on the other to such indispensable works 
of reference as Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible, and 
Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels, or the Encyclopædia 
Biblica. I have myself often felt the need of a Commen- 
tary on this Gospel which would tell me, not all that 
can be known about every subject mentioned in it, nor 
every view that has ever been held about its sayings; 
but, what the words of the Gospel meant to the Evangelist, 
that I might form my own conclusion as to the value of 
that meaning; and I have purposely avoided filling these 
pages with, what seemed to me to be, needless iteration 

of information, which is easily accessible to every student. 
Anyone who turns over the following pages will 

realise how impossible it is for me to express adequately 
my obligations to others. I have added to the Intro- 
duction a list of the writers to whom I have referred by 
name in the Commentary, but I owe an equal and in some 
cases a much greater debt to many others whose names 
will not be found there. I am particularly indebted to the 
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editions of Meyer's Commentary edited by Dr. B. Weiss, 
' to Zahn's admirable Commentary on St. Matthew, to 
Wellhausen's brilliant notes on the first three Gospels, to 
the English Commentaries of Dr. Plummer on S. Luke, 
Dr. Swete on S. Mark, and Dr. Gould on S. Mark, and 
to Dr. A. Wright for his excellent Synopsis. To the 
members of the class which has met at Dr. Sanday's 
house for some years to study the Synoptic Problem I 
owe much, and especially to Mr. C. Badcock, the Rev. 
V. Bartlet, the Rev. B. W. Streeter, and the Rev. Sir 
John Hawkins, whose Hore Synoptica is the invaluable 
companion of every student of the Gospels. Sir John 
Hawkins was so kind as to read the proofs of the Intro- 
duction of this book, and it owes much to his correction 
and addition. Lastly, Dr. Plummer, as supervising editor, 
has very kindly made many most valuable suggestions 
and corrections. 

Of my obligations to Dr. Sanday I cannot write ade- 
quately. He is in no sense directly responsible for anything 
that these pages contain, but if there be any sound element 
in method or in tone in what I have written, it is probably 
ultimately traceable to his influence and to that of his 
writings. 

Finally: I think that no scholar will mistake the 
character and purpose of my translation of the texts of 
the First and Second Gospels. It aims neither at elegance 
of diction nor at correctness of English idiom. On the 
contrary, I have not hesitated to sacrifice idiom and 
correctness alike, in order to give a literal and bald ren- 
dering which should, so far as is possible, represent in 
English the differences in tense, in syntax, and in vocabu- 
lary between the Greek of the Second and that of the 
First Gospel, 



INTRODUCTION. 

THE SOURCES OF THE GOSPEL. 

4. S. MARK. 

1. ALMOST the entire substance of the second Gospel has been 
transferred to the first. The only omissions of any length are the 
following : 

(a) Mk 1259? Healing of a demoniac. 
b) 195-9 Preaching in the synagogues of Galilee. 
c) 4***99 Parable of the seed growing secretly. 

7387 Healing of a deaf man. 
e 82225 Healing of a blind man. 

955-99 The exorcist. 
(g) 12% The widow and her alms. 

2. But in 3-13°° the editor makes a good deal of alteration in 
the order of Mk.’s sections. The following table will exhibit this. 
Passages enclosed in square brackets are interpolations into Mk.’s 
narrative : 

[4. Birth and Infancy of the Messiah. 1. 2.] 
B. Preparation for His ministry. 

1-12 as 1-8 (1) Toe Mk 1!*, 

(2) 3%" = Mk 1911, 
t 

(3) 4 ae 
sm Mk 112-18, 

C. First t period of work in Galilee. 

(1) 4 ar Mk 11425, 
ra 

=æ Mk 11€9, 
aa (a) n substituted for Mk 1%, 

(b) D. 224 
= Mk 1%, 

— Mk 129-35, 
xiii 
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(9 814———————— ———— 

14-1$ aa Mk 125. 
16071 BR Mk 15994 

omits Mk 135-9, 
Mk 14-55 
Mk 212, 

Mk 221-3. 
— Mk 31$, 

Mk 3196-81. 

— — — Mk qt 

p=] gii — — —— — 
19-96 = Mk 521-9, 

-U 

(4) 977 E —— Mk 61 
[7758] = Mk 6%, 

101 = Mk 67. 
1076 —_______ — — 

A -| | owe 
p 

14 expansion of Mk 611, 
[21] 
omits Mk 6125, 

(s) [rit] 
(6) (a) 121 

5-7. 11-12. 17-21 
33 substituted for Mk 319m, 
ee eee ae. 

-28. 80. 82-45 
— 131-62 

6-17. 24-80, 93, 85-5 
mits Mk 42!-%- 26- 

St a 
The alteration of order here shown is not arbitrary nor without 

reason, but is dae to the scheme upon which the editor is building 
up a first part of his Gospel 

3-4!’ he has matter parallel to Mk 11-5 with considerable 
dins It may be doubted whether he is here borrowing 
from another source, or whether he is borrowing from Mk. and 
expanding his narrative by additions, either from oral tradition, or 
from a second written source. 

492 comes from Mk 116%, 
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The editor then comes to Mk 1*1, 
He has already (45) anticipated the mention of Capharnaum,! and 
can therefore omit Mk 17*, Mk 1% speaks of teaching in the 
synagogue. Here, therefore, is an opportunity of inserting an 
illustration of Christ's teaching, which is to be followed by an 
illustrative group of His miracles As an introduction to these 
two sections of illustration, the editor substitutes for Mk 1?! a 
general sketch of Christ's activity (42535), using for this purpose 
phraseology borrowed from various parts of the second Gospel. 
The reason why he places his illustration of Christ's teaching 
before that of His miracles is no doubt to be found in Mk 1%, 
which describes the effect produced by that teaching on the people. 
The editor therefore inserts the Sermon on the Mount between 
Mk 1” and ??, and closes it with this latter verse. Thus: 

41935 are substituted for Mk 1%, 
5-77 are inserted. 
28-29 122, 

The editor now proposes to give illustrations of Christ’s 
miracles. The next five sections in Mk. are: 

175-38 The demoniac. 
17781 Peter's wife's mother. 
182-34 Healing the sick. 
19 39 Retirement and tour. 
14945 Healing of a leper. 

We therefore expect the editor to begin his series of illustrations 
with the narrative of the demoniac, but he omits this altogether, 
and, passing over Mk 19*-9, continues with Mk 11955 the healing 
of the leper: 

814 = Mk 140-46, 
It is not easy to account for the omission of Mk 1%*-%8, and for 
the transposition of #5, The following reasons may have co- 
Operated to produce them : 

(a) Mt. has omitted the reference to Capharnaum (Mk 1%), 
and has adapted Mk 1” to an entirely different situation. But 
still he might have inserted a statement of an entry into Caphar- 
naum to form a link between the Sermon and the healing of the 
demoniac. 

(6) The incident of the leper is recorded by Mk. without any 
detail of time or place, after a verse which states that Christ 
“came preaching in their synagogues throughout the whole of 
Galilee.” It is therefore not unnatural to place the healing of 
the leper after the Sermon, which may be taken as illustrative of 
this synagogue preaching. 

(c) Leprosy was perhaps the most dreaded of all bodily 

The xaróxyce» of 49 implies that Capharnaum will henceforth be the 
headquarters of Christ’s ministry. 
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ailments in Palestine, and its cure forms a fitting introduction to 
a series of three healings of disease. 

d) The reason why, after inserting the healing of the leper, 
the editor did not continue with that of the demoniac, may have 
been that he wished to form a series of three healings of disease, 
and that in the Church tradition the healing of the centurion's 
servant was closely connected with the Sermon. Lk. has the 
same connection. 

(e) Moreover, there were features in the story of the demoniac 
which did not recommend it to the editor, features which Lk. 
found it desirable to modify. See below, p. xxxiii. 

After inserting Mk 1945 and omitting 3*35, the editor inserts 
the healing of the centurion's servant, 8518, and can then continue 
with Mk 12931, thus forming a series of three healings of disease— 
leprosy, paralysis, fever. He closes the series with words borrowed 
from the succeeding verses of Mk 5*4, adding a quotation from 
Isaiah. Thus: 

814 x Mk 140-45, 

8518 are inserted. 
814-15 em 129-91, 

816 = 152-94, 

817 is inserted. 
The next section in Mk. is 15539, This would be out of place 

in a series of miracles, and is therefore omitted. Mk 1499-55 has 
been already inserted. The editor, therefore, comes to Mk 21:33, 
This he postpones, perhaps because it occurred on a visit to 
Capharnaum different to that just described. By recording it here 
the editor would confuse the two visits. Mk 27-38 he reserves 
for a controversial section. 3/35 contain no miracle. 41** he 
reserves for his chapter of parables. He therefore comes to 4%. 
Here Christ is surrounded by a crowd. The editor adapts this to 
his context : | 

818 Mk 4%, 

inserts 819-22, 
and then takes over Mk 4%-5% with considerable omissions : 

823-34 = Mk 49-59. 

In Mk 5*! Christ returns to the western side of the lake. Mt. 
adds to this, that * He came to His own city”: 

Mt 9! = Mk 525, 
and can then go back and borrow Mk 21-3 with its sequel 195 ; 

thus completing a second series of three miracles which illustrate 
Christ's power over natural forces (835-77), over the hostility of demons 
(35-94). and in the spiritual sphere (the forgiveness of sins, 91-3). 

The editor now postpones Mk 2-4" for the same reasons as 
before. He comes therefore to 5**8. This he abbreviates, and 
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adds two other miracles, thus forming a third series of three 
miracles illustrating Christ's power to restore x i and speech : 

911-31 inserted. 
gu y 

Having thus given illustrations of Christ's teaching and miracles, 
the editor now proposes to show how this ministry found extension 
in the work of the disciples. He therefore postpones Mk 61-*, 
and expands ® into an introduction to this mission modelled on 
the similar introduction 425-25 ; 

99*-99 inserted. 
Chapter 10! continues with Mk 67; but the editor here inserts 

Mk 31*19, which he had passed over. The rest of ro—11! is an 
amplification of Mk 6911; 

10! Mk 67. 
10f-111 6511, 
11%% inserted. 

There now follows a series of incidents illustrating the growth 
of hostility to Christ on the part of the Pharisees. For these the 
editor now goes back to Mk 299-23 ; 

1219 * Mk 238-28, 
1294 - 314, 
1215-16 summarises 3713, 
121731 inserted. 

Having already borrowed Mk 31919 he now comes to 19b31 
and 3*9, For this he substitutes a similar but longer discourse 
introduced by another miracle : 

1291-45 enlarged from Mk 3195-90, 
and continues with the next section in Mk. 

12-99 = 81-35, 3 
This brings him to Mk 4, which is a chapter of parables. The 

editor borrows this and adds other parables : 
121453 - Mk 41%, 

As he has already inserted Mk 455—515 he now comes to Mk 6! ; 
1 355-68 = Mk 61, 3 

From this point the editor follows the order of Mk.'s sections. 

8, The editor not infrequently abbreviates Mk.'s record. 
(a) Some examples of abbreviation in expression are given 

below on p. xxiv. 
(4) In other cases details are dropped from the narrative. 
E.g. Mk 118 “ He was with the wild beasts." 

19 “with the hired servants." 
19 “with James and John.” 
29 “in the days of Abiathar the high priest.” 
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Mk 277 “The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for 
the Sabbath." 

311° Boanerges. 
438 “upon the cushion.” 
513 “about two thousand." 
63 the mission of the Twelve. 
637 “two hundred pennyworth." 
65?-99 “by companies—green—in ranks, by hundreds and 

by fifties." 
7*4 the explanation of * unwashen hands." 
95 “so as no fuller on earth can whiten them.” 

145 “three hundred pence.” 
1451 the young man who fled naked. 
15?! * the father of Alexander and Rufus.” 
15*4 Pilate’s inquiry about the death of Christ. 

Especially statements of the thronging of the multitudes and the 
inconvenience caused by it. 

E.g. Mk 1% “and the whole city was gathered together at the 
door." 

155 “so that He would no longer enter into a city.” 
22-4 * And many were gathered together, so that there 

was no longer room for them, no, not even 
about the door. . . . And when they could 
not come nigh unto Him for the crowd." 

3° “And He spake to His disciples, that a little boat 
should wait upon Him because of the crowd, 
lest they should throng Him." 

310 “ pressed upon Him." 
3” “so that they could not so much as eat bread.” 
6°! “they had no leisure to eat.” 

(c) Not infrequently sayings are omitted from a discourse. But, 
for the most part, such sayings have already been inserted in an earlier 
part of the Gospel. The left-hand column shows where the saying 
has been omitted, the right-hand column where it has been inserted. 

Mt 132% Mk 47 Mt 515. 
139 428 10%, 
1323 que 73, 

185 ot 1043, 
18? 9° 518, 
21% 11% 614, 
248 1 39b. 11-13 1017-2, 

(d) In other cases a whole narrative or section is given in a 
much abbreviated form. 

E.g. Mk 37% is compressed into two verses in 121916, The 
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reason is obvious. "The editor is collecting illustrations of the 
controversies between Christ and the Pharisees. Having just 
borrowed Mk 223—319, which is suited to his purpose, he comes to 
3113, which has nothing bearing upon the subject. He might well 
have omitted it, just as he omitted 19599, But the thought of 
Christ's ministry of healing, Mk 310, suggested to him a contrast 
between the Lord's quiet work of love with its shrinking from 
publicity, Mk 3!2, and the hostile clamour of the Pharisees. He 
therefore shortened Mk 372 and added a quotation from Isaiah 
to emphasise this contrast. 
- Mk 51-5 is much shortened in Mt 87994 91595, See notes on 

Mk 61*99 is abbreviated in Mt 1413, 
„Mk 9149 appears in a shorter form in Mt 17!*, See note on 

178, 

4. Contrasted with this shortening of narrative sections is the 
amplification of discourses. 

E.g. Mk, D the preaching of the Baptist is expanded into 
Mt 375, 

Mk 3235, the refutation of the charge of diabolical agency is 
expanded into Mt 12?*-45, 

Mk 4, the chapter of parables is considerably lengthened in 
Mt 13. 

Mk 6*1, the charge to the Twelve is expanded into Mt 10°42, 
Mk 955-9, teaching about greatness is expanded into Mt 181-55, 
Mk 12°7> denunciation of the Pharisees forms the nucleus 

of a whole chapter in Mt 23. 
Mk 13, the discourse on the last things is expanded in Mt 

24-25 into double the length. ; 
Four of these bodies of discourse, formed by interweaving 

some other source or sources with the shorter discourses found in 
Mk., viz. chs. 10. 13. 18. 24-25, are closed by a formula: xai éyévero 
Gre éréAeoev ô “Inoots ardoowy rois 0d0«xa. pabyrais airod, 11); 
xal éyévero Gre tré&decey ô Tycovs tas wapaBodas ravras, 1399; xai 
éyévero öre éréAeaey ó ‘Inaovs rovs Ad rovrous, 19! ; xai éyévero 
Gre éréA«aev ô Ingos mávras Tovs Adyous rovrovs, 261. "These to- 
gether with the Sermon on the Mount, chs. 5—7, which closes with 
a similar formula 7%, cf. Lk 7}, form one of the most striking 
features of this Gospel. 

5. In linguistic detail there are a certain number of character- 
istic changes made in Mk.'s language. 

(a) Mk.’s characteristic words xal eifis, rdéAcv, the adverbial 
wodAd, and dr: after verbs of saying, are frequently omitted, and &¢ 
is repeatedly substituted for xai. 
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«59 Or xai ers occurs in Mk. about 41 times, in Mt. about 
7 times only, all borrowed from Mk. 

vé» occurs in Mk. about 26 times, in Mt. about 16, only 4 of 
these coming from Mk. 

The Aramaising adverbial zoAAd occurs in Mk. about 13 times, 
in Mt. 4 times. 

ôri after verbs of saying occurs about 50 times in Mk. Of these 
about 42 are omitted by Mt It occurs in Mt. some 38 times, 8 
of these being from Mk. Of the others, about 20 occur in the 
formula, “I say unto you that." In a few instances it is inserted 
in Marcan passages where Mk. omits it, eg. 13!! 19% 9. 33-35 2,35. 

Mt. substitutes ĉé for Mk.'s nai about 60 times. On «ai in 
Mk., see Hor. Syn. p. 120. 

(5) Mk.’s historic presents and imperfects are frequently sup- 
planted by aorists, and his paro with an infinitive is generally 
avoided. So also eva with a participle, and changes are made in 
the voices of verbs. 

Sir John Hawkins! reckons 151 historic presents in Mk., of 
which Mt. retains only 2r. Mt. has about 93 such presents, 21 
of them being from Mk. About 66 are cases of Aéya or Aéyovaw, 
about 11 of them being from Mk. Nine of the historic presents 
retained from Mk. occur in Mk 147-8 = Mt 2631-5, It seems clear, 
therefore, that Mt. generally avoided the historic present when 
reproducing Mk., and some of the 21 cases where he retains it 
may be due to assimilation. In reproducing other sources he 
seems also to have avoided the present, except in the case of A€ya 
and Aéyovsw. The small number of other exceptions occur in 
parables (but in the nature of things the Logia would not have 
many such presents), and in chs. 2-44, The presence of some 9 
presents not including Aéye in this section is very curious, and 
would be naturally explained by the theory that this section was 
drawn from a source in which such presents were a marked 
feature, if there were sufficient corroborative evidence, See below, 
p. Ix. 

Mt. substitutes aorists for imperfects in the following cases: 
Mk 153 éjepov. Mt 816 zpooyveyxav. 

39 ilow, BL; é&roiov, 121 daBov. 
A al; &rolgcay, & C. 

32 éreripa. 1216 érer{unoe. 
4° Backer. 13° éAdAnoe. 
4% dda. 13% 3 
513 irvi 883 áxéÜavov 
517 wapexdXovr, D. 8% gapexdAccay. 
67 Bov. I0! exer. 
6% doro. 145 doy. 

! Hor. Syn. pp. 114 ff 
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Mk 6*! e&iBov. 
655 ta olovro. 

9!l érgperov. 
918 $0eXov. 

1015 x poo épepo 
1018 éxeripwv, A D al. latt. 
1048 émeripwv. 
1018 éxpaley. 
10°? 3xoXovOet. 
118 érrpóvvvov, D curss. Sl, 
1 11? é£eropevovro, 
12"! éceÜaspa(ov. 
1218 exnpwrev. 
12% érdA pa, 
1455 irerrey. 
145 7 LO'KOV. 
145 éxordgifor, D ack, 

15% Axodovow. 

Mt 14?? dwxev. 
1499 dceradOnoav. 

171° érypérrcav. 
1712 20éAncav. 
1913 poa yvéxOnoar. 
1918 éreriuynoay. 
205! éreripnoe. 
208! (xpa£ay. 
20% xorAovOnoay. 
218 érrpwoay. 
21" éfmAGev. 
2272 €favpacay, 
223 érnpwrynouy. 
224 erdAunoey. 
2699 drecev. 
2699 ebpor. 
2697 éxoAdduicay, 
267? 3pyjcaro. 
2675 (kAavcer. 
2718 nde. 
2794 (Boxay. 
2755 3koAoUOncav. 

xxi 

To these may be added about ro cases where elre (ov) is sub- 
stituted for éAeyey (ov). In about 187 other cases the imperfect is 
avoided by omission or by paraphrase. 

nptaro (avro) with infinitive : 
Mk 1*5 5pfaro xypiocey. 

233 ypfavro óó0v mowiy T- 
Mt. omits the verse. 
Mt 12! 3pfavro T(AA€v. 

Aovres. 
1 $ofaro &doxew. 

5!7 3pfavro apaxaA«iy. 
vapexáAovy, D. 

59 $pfaro xypicc «v. 
6? $pfaro Sddoxev. 
67 $pfaro årooréàdev. 
6% 3pfaro Siddaoxey. 
655 3ofavro—Tepubépev. 
811 3ofavro avv(grev. 
31 paro Ódckev. 

853 $pfaro émiripay. 
10% nogaro Aéyev. 
10% 
rofl flp£avro &yavakreéiy. 
1047 jo£aro xpd£ew. 
1115 $ofaro éxBadrAav. 
12! gpfaro—Aahéiv. 

13) éxa@ryro. 
89* zapexdAecay. 

Mt. omits the verse. 
Mt 13% edidacxev. 

10° dméoTeu«v. 
14M omits clause, 
14% mpooýveykav. 
16! omits. 
16?! npgaro dexviey, 
rom Fptaro ériripay. 

27 elrev. 

211? egéBarev. 
2195 omits. 
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Mk 1 38 paro Aéyew. 

1409 jp£avro—AÀeyev. | 

14° paro kau Berhan 
14% 3p£avro—turrieav. 
14% jp£aro Aé ye. 

1417 5$ pato ay aGepar iLe. 

158 Hpcaro aire bar : 

1518 jpfavro ümüterÜat, 

Mt 244 ere. 
2693 3pfavro—Aeyev. 
2687 3ofaro AvireiaDa:. 
269! evérrvcay. 
267 Aéye, 
267* jjp£aro xarabeparifey. 
2716 omits verse. 
2779 paraphrases. 

518 ppa TO mapaka Aeir, D latt. Mt. omits the verse. 

835 Hplaro ávaBAéya D latt. 

147 paro KAatetv, D. 

- section. 
Mt 2675 éxAavorev. 

It wil be seen that Mt. retains the construction six out of 
twenty-six times. 

elva: with a participle. 
(a) Imperfect. 

Mk 1° 7 fv —tvdedupévos. 
13 fyv—emiowvyy pen. 
2° joav—xabnpevor. 
218 haav—vnorevortes. 

1033 Aoav—dvaBaivovres. 
10° fv mpodyov. 
144 §oay—byavaxroivres. 
1499 jpyv—bddonwv. 
14% fv cuvxabnpevos. 
157 Hv—dedenévos. 
15% iv—tr ab basanites 
155 7 Trav ae 
1548 Vid pog — 
1546 y AeAarounpévoy. 

He has it also in 4! 117: 99 14% 18% 2449, 

Mt 3* elyev tò Gvdupa abro. 
816 omits. 
9? 

gM os 
8% exabevder. 
838 omits. 

20!" paraphrases. 
2017 omits. 
268 wyardxryncay. 
2655 exabeLopny diddoxey. 
2658 éxa Pyro. 
2616 omits. 
2787 paraphrases. 
27% fray éxei—ewpodoar, 
27°’ paraphrases. 
27 ddaropnoer. 

Mt. has the construction four times from Mk., viz. 7 899 197 
26%, Besides only twice, 999 124, 

(46) Future. 
This occurs only once in Mk. (133? — Mt 10? 24°). Mt. has 

it besides four times in the saying about binding and loosing, 
1619 (3) 1818 (3), 

Perhaps we might place under this head: 
Mk 1* éyévero—knpvo cov. Mt 3! rapayivera:—xypioowv. 

9! éyévero—émi kidlovaa. 175 érecxiacer. 
99 éyévero oriABovra Xevkd. 17? éyévero Aevxd. 

Cf. 4% &yévero årókpvýov. 

For éyévero in these cases as equivalent to 7», cf. Dn 116 fy 
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dvaspovpevos, LX X. = éyévero dvatpovpevos, Th.; Dn 255 Aerrà éyévero, 
LXX = errwOnoay, Th.; La 11 dy &ovro—ipavic péro 

Changes of voice. 
Passive for Active or Middle: 

Mt 4! dsjyOy Mk 112 é&xBdAXe. 
815 ; . I9 $»yewpey. 

95 duo, —2 
141! jyéxOn. 638 Sveyxev. 
141! (5005. 635 lwrev. 
15!7 ex fdAAera:., 419 éxsropeverat. 
16% $deA»Üjcera., 895 obe. 
189 BAw»0gva:. 9*9 áxeAÓ&y. 
1915 zpooyvéxÜ»cay. 1018 mporépepov. 
2493 éxodkoBwGnoar. 13% éxodAdBwoev. 
24% xodoBwhjrorrat, 13» » 
2657 ovrýxņoav. 14593 avvépxovraa. 
279 oravpovras, 15?! cravpovow. 

Active for Middle: 
19” éfvAaga. 109 édurdagduny. 
267 du Bassas. 14” éuBarropevos. 
269 &xéoao«v. 14*! oracdpevos. 

Middle for Active: 
147 alrjonrat . 698 alrjoys. 

Active for Passive: 
2799 dAaróp qc ev. 1599 ty AeAarouxutvov. 

A parallel to this substitution of aorists or perfects for presents 
or imperfects, of imperfects for 7» with participles, and of passives 
for actives, may be found in the two Greek versions of Daniel. 

LXX. Theodotion. 
Dn 2% édpanas. tÜcópeis. 

2% 99 ” 
29 karj ecce. dAérrvvev 
255 avygAógaev. éAérrwvev 
3t emjputer. éfóc. 
3! HKovcay, Tjkovov. 
3! Tpocexvvgcav, T poc €kUvovy. 
39 à i &éflaA Xov. 
5 éypasav. €ypadov. 

6** £0Xacav. dA érrvvay. 
92 dyvérecorv, zpoaéBaAXov. 
95 dro. deyor. 
817 fresa. ular, 
818 éxounFyy. , l 
99 ¿àdÀnoav. dovy. 

107 &TéÓpacay. épvyov. 
619 Crorrev. fjv káporroy. 
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LXX. Theodotion. 
Dn 6'9 roie: jv roiv. 

85 OuvooUpyv. jv cvviov. 
A cvyjx0ncav. ovvayovrat. 

118 elojx0gcav. elovyyayer. 
215 ér1j0s. yrncay. 
419 dwreordAn. xareBn 

617 jjvéxOn. fjveyxa». 
617 éré iyéBaXov. 
810 éppáxOn. érecey. 
81 xarexarnOy. ouveratnoay. 

(c) The repetition and redundancy which are such striking 
features of Mk.’s style are avoided. In the following list, words in 
brackets are omitted by Mt. because they are verbally or in 
substance repeated in an adjacent clause : 

(1) 15 

116 
132 

618 

6% 

695 

415 

gis 

[wewAnpuras ó Ó Katpos xai] rye 7 Bac eia TOU Geov 
peravocire [ka : murrevere èv TH edayyeXiy ]. 

Zipuvos, Mt. abroi. 
éyias 5 yevoperns [Gre duce ô ó j9uos]. 
kai eùfùs [dA 0ev ån] avro) 3) Aérpa [xai] exafepiaO. 
(hrav yàp rOMot. xai nKodovdour aire]. 
iSovres [Sr éobies pera Tay dpaprwaw xai i reovóv]. 
[Saov xpóvov €xovcw Tov vupdiov per abrüv ov Suvayra: 

vyereóew], 
tére—[ dv éxeivy TH ý tpe]. 
ore fay toxer Kai éreivacey. 
[atros] | Kat ol per avrog. 
mpós THV 0aXaccay è eri ms yns. Mt. éxt rov alytaAóv. 
Kai Didar xev ... Kal eye avrois èv rjj Ódyy abrov. 

Mt. kai Addynow avrois. 
jj èv rive abri zapa oA Oapev}. 
Gray crap) 
ry éri ijs vis] 
xai éxdrace 6 ô dvepos] kai éyévero yadyvn peydAn. 
iva els aŭroùs ; eloreA Oper ]. 
iva ow] xai (yoy. 

Se] xpos pas. 
xai èv rois ovyyevevow avrov] xai év T) — avrov. 
TY yuvaixa TOU adeAgov cov. Mt. airpy 
[ro kopáaov ]. 
5399 Gpas moAXis—1[09 Spo. roÀA$. Mt. avoids the 

repetition. 
Tjj rapabóce: i pw [2 rapebixare ]. 
(rwber) yàp €x ris Kapdias. 
Mt. omits because it is substantially repeated in the 

next verse. 
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10% [AN ob wapa beo]. 
10 [xal épyovras els 'Iepeuo]. 
11% | iva ravra ros). 
1214 [Soper À pij Soper). 
123  |voÀv wAavaobe], cf. v.%, 
139 da’ dpyis xríceus [fv éxrwev ô Oebs]. 
13% rots éxAexrous [obs efeXdfaro]. 
139 BAérere dypurveire. Mt. ypryopeire. 
145 púpov [vapdov morus]. 
14° [dhere abr»]. 

14% | ovjpepov] ravry rjj vuerl. 
14% | iva ei Suvardv éorw rapéAOy år avro? ù dpa]. 
14“ [xparjoare abróv [xal dmáyere do doAGs]. 
14% |tA0àv] eb0vs vpoceA0dv. 
149 dws [éow els} riy atv. 
149! éctóra [xai ovx dwrexpivaro obér]. 
14° [érypóra atróv xai] A€ye atbrq. 
14® ovre olda [ovre ériaraga: ]. 
14% [dw] els Tò xpoavrAtor. 
1516 | dow ris avAns 0] €orw mpatrapioy. 
1593 [duper] xai morevowper. 

2) Double negatives. 
he words bracketed are omitted by Mt. 
Mk 1 $e [pn der]. 

31! ob Svvara ovdels, Mt. mas Svvdtal ris. 
98 [obxéri] ovdéva. 
114 unxéri—pnydeis. Mt. ob pyxére 
12% ovdeis [oixer]. Mt. transfers oùxérı to the next 

clause. 
1495 otxére où ui) ring Mt. ob py (o ár dort. 
149! oüx áTexpívaro oùðév. Omitted in Mt 2699 ; cf. Mt 

2713 ovdey ümexpívaro. 
But Mt. retains the double negative in the parallels to: 

Mk 121* ob péct cos mep ovderds. 
12% obdels ovxére rópa. Mt. ob82 éroApnoév tis—otxére. 
155 m ovdey dwrexpiOn. Mt. ox ámekpiÓg—1rpós ovde 

fpa. 
(3) Mk. is fond of using a compound verb followed by the same 

preposition. Mt. not infrequently omits the compounded preposi- 
tion, or substitutes another verb, e.g. : 

Mk 116 rapáywv tapá. Mt 418 mepvraróv rapá, 
171 elowopevovras els. 418 X\dav—eis. 
2! «lo«A9àv —eis. 9! $AÓcv eis. 
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Mk 3! «io5A0ev —els. Mt 12? Alev es. 
513 elo'nAov eis. 852 ádxjAÜar eis. 
517 axreAÓeiv ax. 84 pera fy åró. 
6! &£3A0ev exeiber. 1395 nerjnpey keiher. 
619 2£éAGnre éxeitcv. Iol! fé sre. 
49. dfe Os dx. 159 neraBas xeber. 
935 Abc e£. Cf. 1718 é£5A0ev dad. 
998 wepixecrar—repl, 186 racy — 

107 §:a—dreABetv. 199 6 —e«lo«AOciy. 
10% ¢is—eloed Bei. 19% omit elaeAÓciy. 
13! éxropevop.évou—er. 24! ée\bar—dwo. 

But in Mk 2% 387 610.11 415(2. 18. 20.21 942.45 [0398 711.15 728 7418 

Mt. retains the double preposition. Other cases in Mk. are 
129. 45 c2. 8.18 G54 719. 24. 25. 96. 29 935. 36 025. 38 1615.94 112.16 765, where 
Mt. omits the whole paragraph or clause. 

That Mt. has less liking than Mk. for these redundant phrases 
may be seen from the following, the relative length of the two 
Gospels being borne in mind. I quote from the Concordance of 
Moulton and Geden: 

elaépxeaÜat eis—Mt. 27, Mk. 24. 
Of Mts 27 all but 5 are in sayings. Of the 5, 2 (2119-12) are 

from Mk., and another (85) probably a reminiscence of Mk. The 
reading in 2*! is doubtful This leaves one (2755) to the credit of 
the editor. 

On the other hand, of Mk.’s 24, ro occur in narrative. 
efépyeoOar éx—Mt. 11, Mk. 13. 
Of Mts 11, 2 only are in narrative, 15%! 2117, and both are 

from Mk. Of Mk.’s 13, 7 are in narrative. 
elowopeverGa: eis—Mt. 1 in a saying, Mk. 4 in sayings, 2 in 

narrative. ! 
éxropeverGar éx—Mt. 2 in sayings, Mk. 3 in sayings, 2 in 

narrative. 
OvipxenÜa Sud—Mt. 2 (199) in sayings, Mk. 2 in sayings. 
Starropever Gar Sid —M t. o, Mk. r in narrative. 
wapayey Tapá—Mt. o, Mk. 1 in narrative. 
wepixecoOas ep(—Mt. o, Mk. 1 in a saying. 
cvvaravpovo Ga: ovv—Mt. 1 in narrative, from Mk., Mk. r. 
In other words, these iterated prepositions are common in both 

Gospels in sayings. In narrative there are about 24 cases in Mk. 
and about 8 in Mt., of which 6 come from Mk. 

Once in a saying Mt. has eloéAOyre «is (2693) where Mk. (14%) 
has byre els, N* B ; but «loA0gre, RCAC DL al 

(d) Not infrequently a commonplace word is substituted for an 
uncommon or unusual one; eg. : 
Mk 10 exdopévovs. Mt 326 ved x090a».. 

113 &BddAa. 4! ápjx0». 
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Mk 118 dudsSddAovras. Mt 415 BdAXovras dudiBAnorpov 
211 xpaBarroyv. 99 kÀ. 
27l éxipdrret. 916 dre Bác 
3% rois viois Trav dyOpwrav. 125! rois dvÜpenroq. 
95 arüA ovra. 173 ós rò $x. 
10% rpuuaJuás. 199 rpyparos. 
118 ortBddas. 218 xAddovs. 
1499 wpoavArov. 261 wvduv. 
1472 ér:Badov 2675 efed\Oiwv lw ?. 
1511 dvévacay. 279 éxracay. 

(e) Mt. often corrects the harshness of Mk.’s syntax; cf. 
especially the notes on rol? 138 35. 83, 

(f) Prepositions and adverbs. 
åxó and èx: 

Mt 310 dad = Mk 1” ix, 
I6! ¿x = 811 dard, 
1719 dad cf. 935 èx. 
24! dro = 13! 2. 
249 ,, = 13% ix, 
264 = 1448 rapá. 29 

In 3!5 the change is perhaps intentional. See note. 
In 16! 241? 2647 the changes seem without significance, but in 

1718 24! the substitution of dad avoids Mk.’s iteration: é£eA6e 4£, èx 
wopevopévou— éx. 

els and & and èri: 
Mt 31! év darı ms Mk 1° sarc. 

316 ir" abróv = 110 els abróv. 
4% eis = 116 év. 
995 ip’ dco = 219 ey & 

12! dative = 233 év. 
13! dxf - 4’ eis. 
I 38 = 48 

n 

91 dr abri = 523 abri 
15% «y = 8t éri. 
103 «lc = 4 ey, 
194 éxiriOels—atrois = 1016 Geis ex’ —aird. 
219 ey = 118 els. 
2219 éy ddnbela = 1214 ér ddnOeias. 
245 exi = 138 «is. 
1017 év = 13° els. 
2415 ey = 1319 «is. 
249 erí = 13% ey, 
264 óg = 14! év ódy. 
265 év T AaQ = 14? To) Àaoj. 
2619 els e: 14° dy. 
2618 êv I49 els. 
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Mt 2635 év = Mk 14™ eis. 
26% èv = 149 omit. 
26% emi ròv “Incoww = 14% avr. 
26% erí = 14°? perd. 
838 Saipovilópevot = 53 èv wrvevpare dxaDápro. 
99 aiuoppoovca = 5% obra dy pice aiparos. 

In 3'6 the change of èri for eis is probably intentional. See 
note. In 41? els is perhaps more natural than é after fáAAovras. 
In 137-9 êri is also more natural after the verb «érrew than cis. 
In 9!3 and 269 Mt. substitutes érí with accusative for the dative 
after éririJerGar riv xpa; but he has the dative in rg! where 
Mk. has the accusative with èrí, so that the change is without 
significance. In r595 é& is perhaps easier than ré In 10% Mt. 
has els õvopa for èv óvóparc ; but the succeeding words are different, 
and the passages are not really parallel. For eic óvoua, cf. Mt 
1041 (2 1899 2819, In 218 éy is easier than eis, and this is the case 
with eri, 245, and év, 10! 2418, The substitution of éri for ev, 2499, 
and for perá, 26%, is due to desire to assimilate to Dn 7!3 (LXX). 
And the participles in 82$ 9” avoid Mk.’s curious use of êv. 

eri with different cases : 
Mt 919 éri ipariy Mk 2% ézi ipárwv. 

13* éwi Tóv alywMóv = 4! éwi ris yijs. 
I41* èr avrois = 6% èr aùroús. 
141? éxi ToU xóprov = 69 hri re xó 
14% éxi r3v ÜdAaccav = 648 emi rhs Gadacons. 

Saale yr = 8 án ys 
1018 éri Tyepuóvas = 139 êm. yeuóvov. 

Cf. 217 én’ avrüv = 117 abrj 
217 éráyo abràv = 11’ êr airov. 
93 èr abriv = 33 airy 
195 avrois = 1016 êr aura. 
2699 èri róv ‘Incovy = 14% arg. 

In 9!6 the dative is perhaps more natural after the weakened 
sense of émudjdAAew, which Mt. substitutes for Mk.'s éipásrew, 
than the accusative. 

In 13? cf. for the accusative after torn, Rev 1219 14! 153; but 
the genitive is found in Lk 617, Ac 219, Rev 105 8, 

ext with the dative after owAayyviferbar is found in Mt 14! 
and Lk 7!3. Mk (6** 8? and 93?) has the accusative, and so Mt 15%. 

In 149 the verb is ávaxAiÜgvat. After the similar verbs 
xa@noOos and xafifey, éri frequently takes genitive or accusative. 
The dative only occurs in Rev 7!° 194 215. Mts substitution of 
genitive for dative is, therefore, not unnatural. Cf. his substitution 
Of xaOnpévov è avro) éxi ToU "Opovs, 243, for Mk.'s xai xaOnpévov 
abro) els Tò “Opos, 138. For the latter, cf. 2 Th 2* dore aùròr «is tov 
vaóv TOU leod xaDica. 
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In 14% Mt. substitutes the accusative for Mk.'s genitive and 
has the accusative in v.9, but in v.? he retains Mk.'s genitive.! 
Jn 6!? has the genitive. The change of accusative for genitive in 
10? is conditioned by the change of verb, áx:je«c0« for cradjoerbe. 

In 217 Mt. has ér aùróv for Mk.’s simple dative, but he has 
changed the verb from ézigáAAev to émıeriðecĝa After this verb 
the usual constructions are the simple dative or erí with accusative, 
but Mt. has the genitive again in 27%. In the same verse Mt. has 
€ráro abrüy for ér atrüy,  €rávo occurs 8 times in Mt., only once, 
14% = - more than," in Mk. 

apes : 

Mt 8!6 dative = Mk 1° rpós. 
3 x 23 

» 99 

nm 3 9» 9 
21 j - II 
22% s or. 1218 s 

2758 99 = 154 » 

In 8'6 and 9* Mt. substitutes mpoopépew for Mk.’s $épew. 
xporgpépey is a favourite word with him, and he always uses the 
simple dative of a person after it In 17! the verb is $ép«w in 
Mt. and Mk. Mt. has the dative again in 1418. Mk. uses the 
dative 733 872, or «pós 182 28 919.99 117, In 2113 2233 and 2758, 
Mt. substitutes his favourite word mpocépxeaÓac for épxea0a4, Mk 
1177 1215, and eivepxerOau, 15°. The substitution of the dative for 
spós is a natural consequence. 

Other changes : 
Mt 124 per’ atrod = Mk 2% oiv airg. 

1295 kaĵ édavris = 3% ep éauryv. 
12% » — 3* 
But Mt. retains é$ éavróv in v.™, 
1319 ey rjj xapdig. aorüv = 415 eis avrovs. 
10l* omit = 611 bmokáro. 
2418 ériow = 1316 «ls rà drricw. 
14” dative = 648 mepi with accusative. 
147 y = 699 perà abróy. 
AaAeiy pera occurs only here in the Synoptic Gospels, 4 

times in Jn., 6 in Rev. But cf. Mt 17? awAaXoivres 
per atrov= Mk 9* the dative. 

152 rapá = Mk 7*! els. 
167 év éavrois = 816 mpòs dAAnAovs. 
16?! dative = 8! nerd with accusative. 
125 y» - 9" » 

! See Abbott ( Johannine Grammar, 2342), who urges that Mk.'s reptrardy 
aih Oa Mays is ambiguous, and might mean ** walking about on the edge 
of the sea. 
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Mt 20!? dative Mk 1o* perá with accusative. 
211 els rò "Opos 111 ™pos TÒ “Opos. 
21% év éavrois = 1151 zpos éavrovs. 
21 » - ra? » 
26% repi = 14% rép. 
26% ty = 14% dative. 
27° eOdvres «ls = 1532 dépova wt. 
27% = 15% dative. 
27™ dative = 15 erí with accusative. 

Many of these changes are without significance, but those in 
3° 249 26% are probably intentional, whilst those in 24! 137-5 19 
15% 215 248 roll 2418 8% 990 916 1419 ease the construction. Those 
in 816 93 1417 2135 2233 and 27% are to conform to Mt.’s usage else- 
where. 
e Conjunctions. 
Mk. three times has déray with the indicative, viz. 3 1119. 95, 

Mt. avoids this construction. Cf. Mk 65 Srov ay elowopevero, which 
Mt. omits. Cf. Rev 14‘ drov áy i Vráye, (A C). 

el in a statement meaning “that not," Mk 81%, Mt. substitutes où. 
(4) Changes made in Mk.’s language are sometimes due to the 

fact that the editor has inserted similar sayings from another 
source in another part of his Gospel, and assimilates Mk.'s 
language to these similar passages. 

E.g. Mk 4355-2 Mt 1313; but Mt adds xal mepwroevÜjoeros, to 
assimilate to 2 5”, 

Mk 813 has ly | yere ağn Emre onpeiov ; dui A€yo óir el 
erat Tjj ye raír) onpeiov; but - 

Mt 16* has ye ovypà xai poxaAis — éri{yrea kal 
onov où Sobjcera airy el pi) Td onpeioy "Iova, to 
assimilate to 12°, 

Mk 8% has cage; but Mt 16% has eipyce, to assimilate 
to ro”. 

Mk 9*5 has day oxavdarion—dxoxoyor—ce—rd wip rò 
do B«arov ; but Mt 185 has el | oxavdadiler—éxxoyor—ooi, 
and adds xai BdA« årò cod, to assimilate to $9, and 
has rò wip rò alwnov, to assimilate to 25%., 

Mk 99 has xaAóv éorw ef; but Mt 189 has oupdpéper—iva, 
to assimilate to 5%. 

Mk 9*' has éav—oxavdarlly—éxBare—oe ; but Mt 18? has 
«l—onxavdadfe—eiehe—ool, and adds xai BdA« dws co, 
to assimilate to 599, and rot zvpds, to assimilate to 5%, 

Mk roll=Mt 19% Mt. adds (et) ale E ENTOR to as- 
similate to Mt 593 zapexrós 

Mk 119 = Mt 213. Mt. adds dà» Los — to assimilate 
to 179. 

In 15559 Mt. assimilates the language to 141931, 
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(#) A few changes seem to be due to the desire to emphasise 
an antithesis, e.g. : 

Mt 157) dca rf of pabyrai cov rapaBalvovor. 
I M dia. th kai Spets wapaBal ere. 
154) 6 yàp Oeds elrev ripa. 
155] peis 82 Aéyere—o) p) Tyson, 
190) Move ?s—érérpeyer. 
199] Aéyo 52 piv. 

6. More important, however, than changes in language, are 
alterations which seem due to an increasing feeling of reverence 
for the person of Christ. The second Evangelist had not scrupled 
to attribute to Him human emotion, and to describe Him as asking 
questions. Such statements are almost uniformly omitted by the 
editor of this Gospel. 

E.g. he omits the following : 
Mk 3° wepiBAejápevos aùroùs per Ópyüs ovvAvrovpevos. Cf. 

the way in which Mt 12% avoids wep:BArabdyevos of 
Mk 3%. 

19! oxrayynobds ; but Da ff? have ópyw6cls.! 
19 lu Bounodpevos. 
3% fér. 
6° Mavpace. 
813 dvacreváfas TQ wvelpar, S! has: “He was excited in 

spirit”; Arm. * He was angry in His spirit.” Cf. 
Mt.’s omission of Tẹ vve/pari atrov from Mk 28, 

104 jyaváxrycev. 
1041 du Aéjas aire Trydma0«v abróv. 
149 Mt has Avro la for éxÜay Beto Bar. 

He omits also clauses which seem to ascribe inability to 
Christ, or desire which was not fulfilled. 

E.g. 1% daré pnxére abróv 9vyaofau—e«lo «A0 y. 
65 oix dOvvaro xê worjoa obdeuiov Siva. Mt 1358 

substitutes oùx éroincey xe Ovyájus odds. 
6% JOA vapeAÜeiy atrovs. Mt. omits. 
7% obiha Beara yrova kal obk fÓvvácÓg Aa0c». Mt. 

omits. 
9” xai oix Oee tva. Tis yvot. Mt. omits. 

1495 xaradvow. Mt 2699 ðúvapaı karasa. 
In 1118 Mk. describes the Lord as coming to a fig tree [eì dpa 

Tt ebpijo et dy airy kai bùr) èr abrijy otdw «Dpey al uù QiAXa [6 yàp 
xaipos OUK fv dUkov]. t. omits the bracketed clauses, which 
might give rise to the question why Christ expected to find figs 
which did not exist, and that out of season. 

. _? See note on 8, Mt. uses evwyy»ifes0a« of Christ four times (99 14M 
15 20"), and probably read épytoGels in Mk 1%. 
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The same feeling of reverence may have caused the following 
changes : 

Mk 65 ô réxraw. Mt 13% ô row Téxrovos vids. 
1018 ri pe — &yaóv; Mt. 19" ví pe épwrgs epi rou dyaDov ; 
139 ovde ó Mt 24% omits. 

He omits also the following questions which Mk. places in the 
mouth of the Lord : 

Mk 5° T óvopa, gof; 
5% tis prov Taro : vow iparioy ; 
659 xdcous éxere dprovs ; 
813 ri 3) yeveà atry Core onpeion ; 
895 ef si BAéres ; 
913 wis yéyparraı €xi Tov viðr roù dvÜpsrrov; 
9!* ri ( outyreire «pos. abrovs ; 
9n woos xpóvos rriv às rovro yéyovev abrQ ; 
955 ri êv rjj 099 Suedoyiler Oe ; ; 

10° rí ii» ay eniin Moves ; 
141* vo égriv TÒ karáAvpá pov; 

Due to the same causes are, no doubt, changes made in regard 
to the miracles. 

There is a tendency to emphasise the immediacy of a miracle ; 
cf. the insertion of awd ris dpas éxetvys, Mt 993 1539 17185, A more 
striking case of this occurs in the parable of the Fig Tree. In Mk. 
an interval of a day is placed between the denunciation of it by 
the Lord and the observation of the disciples that it had withered 
in the meantime. But Mt. draws together the two sections of the 
narrative, states that the tree withered immediately upon Christ's 
word, and that the disciples were astonished at this immediate 
fulfilment of the Lord's word (21%). There is a similar heightening 
in the universal scope of Christ's healings. Mk 1%% 33 records that 
“all” who were sick were brought to Christ, and that He healed 
* many." Mt. reverses the adjectives—'* many ” were brought, and 
* all” were healed (819). There is a similar alteration in Mt r12!5 
as compared with Mk 371% Here, too, may be noticed the 
heightening in number in the two miracles of feeding by the 
insertion of the phrase xwpis yvvawüv xal wadiwv, 147 15%. 

Noticeable also is the omission of the two miracles, Mk qar 
8221. in which the cure is effected by physical means: “ He put 
His fingers into his ears, and spat, and touched his tongue," 7%; 
* He spat on his eyes,” 83, Moreover, in the latter incident the 
cure is a gradual one, necessitating a twofold laying on of hands. 
Contrast the emphasis laid by Mt. in two cases on Christ as 
healing “with a word," 8*6. Another noticeable change of 
this sort is found in Mt 1717738, Mk 9936 describes how the 
spirit tare the sufferer as he was brought to Christ, so that he fell 
on the ground and wallowed foaming. The Lord presently bade 
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the spirit come forth ; whereupon, “ having cried out and rent him 
sore, he came out. And he became as one dead, so that many 
said that he had died." Mt. omits all these details, simply saying 
that “the demon came forth from him." St. Luke retains much 
of this description, but omits all traces of physical suffering after 
Christ's command. A similar desire to avoid descriptions of bodily 
anguish after Christ's healing word may have co-operated with 
other motives in causing the omission of Mk 139339, Mk. records 
that after Christ's word “the unclean spirit rent him, and cried 
with a loud voice." Here again a similar motive has influenced 
St. Luke, who states indeed that * the demon threw him down in 
the midst, but adds, * came out from him, having done him no 
hurt," 4%. 

In view of the facts recorded above, it may perhaps be not too 
fanciful to see a striving after a reverential attitude in the following 
changes. In Mk 4% the disciples ask the half-reproachful question, 
* [s it not a care to Thee that we perish?” Mt 8% substitutes 
“ save, we perish.” In Mk 6% they ask a question which might be 
interpreted in an ironical sense: ‘‘ Are we to go away and buy two 
hundred pennyworth of bread?” Mt 14!” omits. Does Mt. omit 
Mk 1*5 because, side by side with the statement that Christ was 
unable to do something, it records an act of direct disobedience 
to Christ's express command? Lastly, Mt. has substituted for 
Mk 12%% a narrative of very different tone. Did he find the 
approbation of Christ's teaching expressed by the scribe too 
patronising? See note on 22%. For the relation of Mt. to Mk. in 
the account of Christ's use of the parabolic method in teaching, 
see on Mt 131913, 

7. Side by side with these changes in expressions dealing 
with the person of the Lord runs a series of somewhat similar 
alterations in favour of the disciples. 

E.g., in Mk 4 there is a rebuke addressed to the disciples, 
“ Do ye not know this parable, and how shall ye appreciate 
all the parables?” In Mt 131*7 this rebuke is omitted, 
and there is inserted instead a blessing, “ Blessed are your 
eyes," etc. 

In Mk 4 otro £xyer« mior becomes Ouyórwro: in Mt 8%, 
Mk 6° où yàp cuvijxay eri rots áprow GAN fjv abróv 7) Kapdia 
werwpwpévn, is omitted from Mt 1455. 

Mk 81 rerwpupévyy (yere ri xapdiay tiv; dpOarpors Cxovres 
ob Brérere kai Gra dyovres oüx dxovere, is omitted at Mt 16°, 
and in v.!2 a statement is inserted to the effect that the 
disciples did understand. 

At Mk 89 Mt. inserts the eulogy of St. Peter, “ Blessed art 
thou, Simon Barjona,” etc., 1617-19, 
€ 
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At Mk 9!? another clause is inserted to emphasise the fact that 
the disciples understood Christ's teaching (Mt 1715). 

From Mk 95, Mt r7* omits the statement that St. Peter “knew 
not what to answer. 

Mk 99, which records that the disciples disputed about the 
rising from the dead, is omitted at Mt 179. 

For Mk 9* “And they understood not the saying, and were 
afraid to ask Him,” there is substituted in Mt 17% the 
harmless words, “ And they were very grieved.” 

From Mk g% Mt. omits the statements that the disciples had 
disputed who was the greater among thefn, 18}. 

In Mk 10% an ambitious request is ascribed to James and 
John. In Mt 20? this request is transferred to the mother 
of the two Apostles. 

In Mk 4!*!* the Twelve are represented as ignorant of the 
meaning of Christ's parables. Mt. avoids this. 

From Mk 14 the words, “and they knew not what to answer 
Him,” are omitted by Mt 2645, 

Compare also the omission of of 5¢ pa@yrai éQap.o)vro éwi rois 
Aóéyow avro (Mk 10%) in Mt 1933, and the omission of 
kai éGapBovvro (Mk 1053) in Mt 20", 

8. The following alterations are due to a desire to emphasise 
a fulfilment of prophecy in an incident recorded by Mk. : 

Mk 11? wadov SeSeuévov. Mt 21* dvov Sedenévyy kal wadow per 
aùrĝs. The citation from Zec 9? follows in v.5. 

Mk 14! érzyye(Aavro abrQ dpyipwov Sotva. Mt 2615 gorncar 
aire tpidxovra dpyópa. Both écrgcav and rpiáxovra 
occur in Zec 111%, and are here inserted to prepare the way 
for the quotation of Zec 111? in 27% 10, 

Mk 15% éopupycpévov olvov. Mt 27% olvoy pera xoàñs 
peuypérov, with probable reference to Ps 69%, 

9. The following changes or brief insertions are made by Mt. 
to qualify or explain a statement of the second Evangelist : 

Mk 8! = Mt 164. Mt. adds ef uù) Tò onpetoy 'Ióya, remembering 
that in 12€ he has already represented Christ as making 
this qualification of His words. 

815 — Mt 166. Mt. substitutes xai Saddouxalwy for kai rs 
{épys 'Hpgóov to prepare the way for his explanation in 
v.12 that “leaven ” meant “ teaching." 

899 — Mt 1616, Mt. adds ô vids roù «ov rod Carros. 
10!!— Mt 19% Mt. adds (el) py éri wopveig. 
10%= Mt 2019, Mt. substitutes cravpoom for droxrevovew. 
149 — Mt 26% Mt. adds ris dor ô waious ge to explain 

mwpodyrevooy. 
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1598— Mt 279. Mt. has of & Awol drayv for Mk.’s 
ambiguous Aéyov. 

Lastly, the substitution of obros gory in Mt 3!” for Xù ein Mk 1!1 
may be due to a desire to make it clear that the divine 
voice was heard not by Christ alone, but by others also. 
It was a public announcement of His divinity. 

10. Under the head of changes made for the sake of greater 
accuracy may be noted the following : 

Mk 29 im “ABidbap dpxrepews. Mt 12* omits. 
gu ds Tov apxiowaywyov. Mt 918 dpxwy els; cf. Schürer, 

II. ii. 6 
614 Baordevs. j Mt 14! rerpadpxns 
6% rips —eãſ (atriis) "Hpeluldos. Mt 14° ġ Gvydryp 

“Hpyd 
gn 2 — pera rpéis Huépas. Mt 1631 1799 2019 75 rpiry 

g’ "His cv Moavoci. Mt 17? Movers kal 'HA«las. 
14! TÒ TÒ wdoxa. Ke xal rà djvga. Mt 26! omits kai ra dfvpa 
14" 7j —— qipe Tày dfvpor à Gre TÒ Tdoxa tvor. Mt 

261! omits dre rd áo Xa čĝvov. 
1531 épydpevoy dx’ &ypov =“ coming from work.” Mt 27% 

omits. See note. 
15% &yopácas owddva. Mt 27 omits. See note. 

11. Some noticeable Ac in point of fact are: 
Mk 214 Acvely róv rod “AAdafov. Mt 9° dvÜpwxoy—MaÓÜatoy 

—**⁊ 
$! I'epacgvüv, Mt 899 I'abapyvàv. 
53 dvÓpenros. Mt 8% Bio, 
81? AcÀuavovÜd. Mt 159 Mayaddy. 
10% 6 vids Tyalov Bapriposos Tv$As xpocairys. Mt 20% 

dvo rudAol. 
1457 tives. Mt 2699 duo, 

It is hoped that the facts collected above will be sufficient to 
convince the reader that of the two Gospels, that of S. Mark 
is primary, that of S. Matthew secondary. They seem to point 
all in the same direction. That is to say, whilst it is not 
inconceivable that such changes should have been made by a later 
writer in the text of S. Mark, it is extremely improbable that the 
author of the second Gospel should have been dependent on the 
first, and have made the changes in the reverse direction. From 
every point of view, whether it be of linguistic style, of reverence 
for Christ, of esteem for His Apostles, or of consideration for the 
reader, the alterations made by Mt. give the impression of be- 
longing to a later stage of evangelic tradition as compared with 
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that represented by Mk. Isolated cases may seem open to 
question, but anyone who reads through the first Gospel with 
Mk. before him, asking himself why it is that Mt. differs from the 
second Gospel, will, I believe, be led to the conclusion that, taken 
as a whole, his deviations from Mk.'s text can only be explained 
as due to motives which interpenetrate every part of his work. 

This subject, however, must not be left without some con- 
sideration of the fact that Mt’s treatment of Mk. often finds a 
parallel m Lk. In other words, Mt. and Lk. often agree against 
Mk. in omission and in substitution of a word or phrase, and 
(rarely) in an insertion. This fact has led to the suggestion that 
in addition to Mk., Mt. and Lk. had a second source containing 
parallel matter, and that they not infrequently agree in preferring 
the language of this second source to that of Mk. This second 
source might, of course, be either a document already used by 
Mk, or a document independent of Mk, but containing many 

el sections. 
The following facts are worthy of consideration : 
Lk. like Mt. omits many details from Mk.’s narrative. 
Eg. Mk 1! the wild beasts. 

1% James and John. 
2% Abiathar. 
gite Boanerges. 

495 the cushion. 
533 “about two thousand." 
6*3! “two hundred pennyworth.” 
69? “green”; Lk. also omits “ grass.” 
6% “in ranks ”—“ by hundreds.” 
9* the fuller. 

14°! the young man. 
15?! the father of Alexander and Rufus. 
15* Pilate's question about Christ's death. 

Especially the statements about the thronging of the multitudes : 
13S: 45 22 49.10.30 681, 

Lk. like Mt. frequently omits Mk.’s characteristic words and 
phrases, xai eùĝús, máy, wodAd, ore after verbs of saying; and 
substitutes &€ for xac. 

xai «vs occurs only once in Lk. in a non-Marcan passage, 6*9. 
wdduy occurs 3 times in Lk., once, 239, from Mk. 
voAAá. (adverbial) occurs in Lk. twice, both from Mk., 33 1735. 
órv after verbs of saying is omitted by Lk. from Marcan 

passages 14 times. 
&é is substituted for xa by Mt. and Lk. 26 times. See Hor. 

Syn. p. 120. 
Like Mt, Lk. avoids Mk.’s historic presents. There is but 

one instance in Lk., viz. 8° = Mk 595, See Hor. Syn. p. 119. 
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Like Mt, Lk. substitutes aorists for imperfects, e.g. in Mk 15 
4* 5911! 67 1215 1472, But Mt. is much more consistent than 
Lk. in this change. 

Like Mt., Lk. omits 7p£aro, avro, from Mk 517. 99 6% 831 1038. 53. 47 
135 1499; but Lk. has this construction 27 times. 

Like Mt, Lk. sometimes avoids Mk.'s redundant phrases 
Clauses bracketed in the following are omitted by Lk.: 

Mk (ac 96 yevo Sip 

Lk. sometimes agrees with Mt. in the substitution of one word 
for another, generally a common word for a rare one, e.g. : 

Mk 1! oxopévous; Mt. Lk. qveqyOyoay, dvegx0jvas. 
113 Bda; Mt. dyjx09 ; Lk. 7Tyero. 
211 kpáfarrov ; Mt. ; Lk. xAuwiwoy, 
n Dra. 

147 éxBarov; Mt. Lk. é£eA9ày tfo? 
15° evenoe; Mt. Lk. dver'Au£or. 

Lk. agrees with Mt. in nearly all the changes mentioned on 
pp. xxxi ff. with reference to the person of the Lord, omitting either 
the words in question or the whole paragraph. Exceptions are 
that Lk. retains the questions in Mk 5* 9 and 1414, and ri pe Adyes 

in rol). He omits the entire incident of the cursing of the 
fig tree which Mt. has modified, and avoids the direct statement 
of disobedience to Christ's command in 1%, which Mt. omitted. 

In the following changes of the same kind he has not the 
support of Mt. 

Mk 1% 4£5A00v ; Lk. dweoráAqv, to make it clear that the 
coming forth from God is intended. 

Lk. omits the agony in the garden, Mk 1439?! (Lk 2248-44, which 
is not in Mk., is omitted by N*A B R T S); the mockery by the 
soldiers, Mk 151*9** ; the spitting, Mk 14% ; the feeling of desertion 
by God, Mk 15%; the rebuke of Christ by St. Peter, Mk 833, 
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Lk. also agrees with Mt. in some of the changes with reference 
to the disciples. 

Mk 4» Lk. omits. 
499 ovwe (yere siarw. Lk. so j) rions opi». 
693 Lk. omits the whole section. 
817 Lk. omits the whole section. 
9'* Lk. omits the whole section. 
99! Lk. adds a clause to explain that the ignorance of the 

disciples was due to the fact that the matter was 
hidden from them (by God?) ; cf. Lk 18% 2416, 

109 Lk. omits. 
10% Lk. omits. 
109-5 Lk. omits the whole section. 
14 Lk. omits the paragraph. 

In the following changes of the same kind Lk. has not the 
support of Mt. : 

833 the rebuke of St. Peter. Lk. omits the paragraph. 
149 the flight of the disciples. Lk. omits. 

(1) Of these changes many of the more important might well 
be due to independent revision of Mk. by Mt. and Lk., especially 
those relating to Christ and His Apostles. It is evident that 
contemplation of the life of the Lord, and reflection upon His 
Person and work, and all that it meant for human life; and the 
deepening reverence that springs spontaneously from the life of 
meditation upon His words, and from spiritual communion with 
Him, and from worship of God in His name, was gradually leading 
Christian writers partly to refine and purify, partly to make careful 
choice of the language in which they described His life. In 
connection with His Sacred Person the choicest words only must 
be used, choicest not for splendour or beauty of sound or of 
suggestion, but as conveying in the simplest and most direct way 
the greatest amount of truth about Him with the least admixture 
of wrong emphasis. In this respect the Synoptic Gospels present 
in miniature the same process that afterwards took place on a 
larger scale in the history of the creeds. Already the Gospel 
writers found themselves committed to the task of describing the 
life of One whom they knew to have been a truly human Person, 
whom yet they believed to have been an incarnation of the Eternal. 
This task, in which it could never be possible to attain more than 
a relative amount of success, was increased by the fact that the 
books to be written were intended not for Christians with years of 
Christian thought and instruction to soften apparent inconsistencies, 
nor for men trained in the art of so softening the intellectual 
paradoxes of life as to escape from mental paralysis, but for the 
average member of the Christian congregation, simple-minded and 
matter-of-fact, to whom the narrative of the Lord's life with its 
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double-sidedness would repeatedly suggest hard questions, until 
use and custom blunted their edge. How could the Lord, if He 
was divine, ask for information? How could He wish or will 
things that did not happen? How could it be said that He could 
not do this or that? Did God really forsake Him in the garden? 
Could it be that He had prayed a — which was unfulfilled ? 
Was it possible that S. Peter had rebuked Him? Why was He 
baptized if baptism implied repentance and forgiveness of sin? 
The first and third Gospels prove themselves to be later than 
the second by the consideration which they show for the simple- 
minded reader in questions like this, and it is quite possible that 
Mt. and Lk. may often have agreed in a quite independent revision 
of Mk. in these respects. A good many of the verbal agreements, 
e.g. the grammatical changes, such as the substitution of aorists for 
historic presents, or the correction of an awkward turn of phrase in 
Mk., might also be due to independent revision. But no doubt 
this explanation will not account for all the agreements between 
Mt. and Lk. taken in their entirety, and we must look for other 
more comprehensive or supplementary explanations. 

(2) The theory that Mt. and Lk. had in addition to Mk. a 
second source, containing parallel matter to almost the whole of 
Mk., is very unsatisfactory. Here and there it seems to promise 
a solution. But the attempt to make it explain all the agreements 
in question ends in the reconstruction of a lost Gospel, almost 
identical with our S. Mark, save for the points of agreement 
between Mt. and Lk. which are in question. Is it in the least 
likely that there should have existed a second Gospel so similar 
to that of S. Mark? And granting this, is it probable that two 
later writers would have independently turned from S. Mark to pick 
out words and phrases from this Mark's *double"? See, further, 
Abbott, Corrections of Mark, 319. Here and there, however, the 
principle which underlies this explanation will be of service. Mt. 
and Lk., e.g., agree, against Mk., in certain words of the parable 
of the Mustard Seed. It is possible that Mt. turned here from 
Mk. to the Logia (see p. lvi), whilst Lk.'s account of the parable, 
which does not stand in his Gospel in the place where Mk 450-8 
should occur, but later, was taken from some source where it 
occurred in a form like that of the Logia. This would account 
for agreements between Mt. and Lk. 

Along these lines, that the agreements in question are sometimes 
due to the fact that Mt. and Lk. independently agree in re-editing 
Mk., and they are sometimes due to the fact that Mt. and Lk, 
sometimes substitute for Mk. a second tradition which they drew 
immediately from different sources, much may be explained. 

But three other factors must probably be taken into account. 
(3) Some of the agreements in question are probably due to 
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the fact that the copy of Mk. used by Mt. and Lk. had already 
undergone textual correction from the original form of the Gospel. 
That is to say, the text of Mk. used by Mt. and Lk. may be called 
a recension of the original Mk., whilst the text of Mark as we 
have it is another recension. Eg. Mk 1*! has exAayyvurÓcis, but 
Mt. and Lk. both omit the word. It is quite possible that their copy 
of Mk. had ópywÜes, which is read by Daff*. The omission of 
Mt. and Lk. would then be parallel to other changes made by 
them in Mk.’s text. 

In Mk r1? the majority of MSS. have éorpecay, but D S! curss. 
have the imperf. érrpévrvov, which has the advantage of being in 
Mk.'s style and is probably original. Now Mt. probably read the 
imperfect in Mk. He alters it in accordance with his custom into 
the aorist in 215, but he shows his knowledge of it by repeating 
the verb in the imperfect. And Lk. also read the imperfect in Mk. 

(4) Some of the agreements in question are probably due to 
the fact that the texts of the second and third Gospels have been 
assimilated. 

E.g. Mt. in 2259 and Lk in 10%% have a narrative similar 
to Mk 122*4, in which they have several agreements against Mk. 
One of the most important of these is the word vojuxós, by which 
they describe the questioner. But vopuxds is omitted rei Mt. by 
I. S! Arm. Orig., and may be due to assimilation to Lk. 

In Mt 21% the majority of MSS. have a verse which is not 
found in the section in Mk., but which is also inserted in the 
corresponding section in Lk. But in Mt. the verse is omitted by 
D 33a beff!-* S!, and may be due to assimilation to Lk.; or, as 
suggested in the commentary, it may be a gloss which came into 
the first Gospel, and was incorporated into the third by the same 
or by a later copyist. 

If we could recover the text of our two Gospels as they left 
the hands of the Evangelists, it is quite possible that the number 
of their agreements would be largely diminished. 

(5) Lastly, amongst his many sources (Lk 1!) Lk. may have 
seen and read Mt., though his use of it is so slight that he cannot 
have had it constantly before him. This can nowhere be proved, 
but would obviously explain many agreements, both in matter parallel 
to Mk. and in non-Marcan material. I am inclined to believe that 
Lk 17!+ is due to abbreviation of Mt 18*1l (see notes), and the 
agreement of Mt. and Lk. in substituting dveroufer for the 
éveAnoe of Mk 15% seems to me to be most naturally explained by 
the theory that Lk. had read Mt. and was here influenced by reminis- 
cence of his language. Of course, if a reasonable case could be 
made out for Lk.'s dependence upon Mt. in any one case, then a 
large number of agreements between the two Gospels would be at 
once more easily explained by this fact than by any other theory. 
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B. MATTER COMMON TO MATTHEW AND LUKE ALONE. 

Mt 37-12 = Lk 37-17, 

See note on Mt 372, Probably not borrowed from a 
common written source. 

4ru = Lk 423, 

See note on Mt 4* Probably not borrowed from a 
common written source, 

gH Sermon, = Lk 617. 20-28, 
580d 40. 42 - 639. 50 
42b 634. 35 

5 » 
g« » 617». 28b 

545. on 

5% i 6*1, 
zu 688 
515 . 636 

n " — 

lss : — 
m 93 — 

7 , 
78 s 6 
2 i 646, 
7M 647-49, 

These parallels suggest that Mt. and Lk. had before 
them different recensions of the Sermon on the Mount. 

wa Lk 14% % 151 on. = Lk 14% %, ss j s 
518 b 1617, 

535. 28 » 1257-59, 
32 618. 

5 » I 
68 i cf. 12%, 

6915 » 1114, 

orn 99 1288. 4 

612. 38 " 1124. 85 

6% , 1613, 
625-86 7 1222-81, 
Tul » 119-15 
718. 14 » 13%, 
22. 28 132-27, 

99 

It will be seen that Mt. has in close connection sayings 
which in Lk. appear in different contexts. There is 
also a good deal of divergence in language. The 
former fact makes it unlikely that these sayings were 

! Cf. Mk 9”, 
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drawn from a common written source unless it were a 
document containing detached sayings and groups of 
sayings. The latter fact suggests diversity of source. 

Mt 81113 East and West. = Lk 132990, 
85-18 Centurion. 71-10, 
Not from a common source, but either from oral 

tradition or from independent written sources. See 
note on Mt 8513, 

819-23 Two aspirants. g5r-90, 
Not from a common source. See note on Mt 89. 
o9 Beelzeboul. Lk r11? 
o7. 38 Labourers few. 10%, 

rol0b Charge to the Twelve. 107, 
1012 1 » Io 6. 

1015 * rol, 
101%% » ro? 
109. 3$ 5 64, 
1026-88 j 12%, 
1054-56 i 125155 
1087. 38 á 14% 7, 

10% ” 179. 
Not from a common written source, but from oral 

tradition or from different written sources. Or Lk. 
has been influenced by Mt. See the commentary. 

1128 The Baptist. pean, 

— E II : 
1116-19 a i 75-5, 
y 121-288 » 1015-15, 
r1% A 10H, 
112517 rot. 34, 

Not from a common written source, but from independent 
written sources. See the commentary. 

r21 Lost sheep. 145. 
Not from a common written source. 

1222. 35 Beelzeboul. r1M, 
The similarity here may be accidental. See note on. 

1227. 38 Beelzeboul. 111% 2, 
129 2; 11%, 
128 " 1210, 

125 Sign. 1116, 
12599. 40 » 1129. 9, 
1241 e 11%, 
12€ " ris 
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From independent written sources. See note on Mt 12%, 
Mt 1316 17 Blessed are your eyes. Lk 10% € 

From independent sources. 
135 Leaven. 13% 2, 

From a common written source. Or Luke has been 
influenced by Matthew. 

1514 Blind leading blind. 69, 
Independent fragments. : 

162! E e 1254-66! 
1720? Grain of mustard seed. 17°, 
1819-14 Lost sheep. 15*7, 

Independent versions of the parable. See the commentary. 
187 Offences. 17}, 
1816 Forgiveness. 175. 
1871. 23 I 4 

Independent written sources. Or Luke may have been 
influenced by Matthew. See note on Mt 18%, 

$1! 19 30, 

Independent. 
2144! i 2018?, 

But the verse is probably spurious in Mt. See note. 
22895901 The Great Commandment. 1025-7, 
23* Denunciation of Pharisees. 11465, 
2 338 T I 401 1814, 

2314 NM m 
232 11%, 
2325.9 9 11941, 

23241 - rrt. 48 

235-99 13% 55, 

Not from a common written source. See note on Mt 231. 
24759 5 End of world. 1725. 94. 87, 
2487-0 M 1799. 7. 20, 
4 499 41 I 7 85, 

From independent sources, 
2419591 End of world. 129946, 

Perhaps from a common written source. 
251490 Talents. 1911-38, 

Independent versions of the parable. 
It will be seen that the material tabulated above falls into two 

groups. A. A few narrative sections: 
Mt 8518 = Lk 7110 The Centurion. 

819-23 = 957-9 The two aspirants. 
122999 cf. 93:299 — =r "The dumb devil. 

1 Cf. Mk 1219, 
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Mt 12% = Lk 11^ Request for a sign. 
2295-90 = 1039! The great commandment. 

To which may be added— 
Mt 3^3 = Lk 37 John’s preaching. 

11 = 4*5 The temptation. 
B. Sayings of Christ. 
Some of these are isolated sayings or small groups D sayings 

which occur in different contexts in the two Gospels; ag. : 
* Mt 515 = Lk 14% 

515 = 1195 
* 518 = 1617, 
+ 525-96 = 1207-99, 

* 5" = 1638, 
68 cf. 12%, 

* — 695 = ril, 
* gen = 1282-04, 
t 621138 zz I 19495, 

t 6% = 1615, 
1 625-94 = I 22291, 

t 30H = r %3, 
* 715-14 = I 3%, 

* 22-23 = I 391, 

* 811-12 = I 3:990, 

* Io% = 645, 
* = ros = 1219, 

* — [937-58 - 14%-87 
* — 109 = 17%. 
T7. ‘aah = 145, 
t 131617 = 1025-4 
T 15M = 69», 
& 9738? = 929. 802, 
t 21! = 2018! 
t 232 - 1411 18M 
t 239 5 139635, 
+ 2443-81 1290-46, 
# 251400 = 1011-38, 

In the passages marked * there is, besides the difference of 
setting, considerable verbal variation. Note, however, in Mt 693 
= Lk 1114 the remarkable agreement in ézwovovos. In the passages 
marked f there is very close verbal agreement, with occasional 
variation, 

So far as these passages go, the divergence in setting, combined 
with the differences of language, are adverse to the theory of a 
common Greek source, unless that were a collection of detached 
sayings or groups of sayings. The few passages marked ¢ might 
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be explained by the view that Luke was acquainted with Matthew, 
and was sometimes influenced by his language, or by the view that 
the different sources used by the two Evangelists contained these 
sections, the agreement in language being due to derivation from 
a document lying behind the sources of our two Gospels. 

Other passages, however, present more difficulty, since the 
agreement is greater in extent ; eg. : 

di The Sermon on the Mount, Mt 5-7 =Lk 6. 
2) The charge to the Twelve, IO =  9g.IO. 
3) The discourse about the Baptist, II = 7.10. 
4) The discourse about Beelzeboul, 12 = II. 
(5) The denunciation of the Pharisees, 23 II. 
(6) The discourse about the last things, 24 = 17. 

In the Sermon on the Mount there is very substantial agree- 
ment combined with, as, e.g., in the Beatitudes, remarkable diverg- 
ence. The charge to the Twelve is remarkable, because Mt. 
has expanded and enlarged Mk.'s short charge. Lk. in the parallel 
to Mt. borrows Mk., but has one or two agreements with Mt. 
against Mk. But in the next chapter he gives a charge to the 
eu which agrees in many respects with Mt.'s expansion of 

In the discourse about the Baptist there is great verbal agree- 
ment. In the sayings of denunciation of the Pharisees the context 
is different, but there is great verbal agreement. "The discourse 
about Beelzeboul has remarkable features. If Lk. were non- 
existent, it might be supposed that Mt. had expanded Mk., adding 
a further section dealing with the request for a sign. But Lk., 
who omits Mk.'s discourse from its proper place in his Gospel, 
inserts later a discourse similar to that of Mt.'s, but places at the 
beginning of it both the charge of casting out devils by the aid 
of Beelzeboul and the request for a sign, thus weaving Mt.’s two 
consecutive discourses into one. ‘The discourse about the last 
things in Mt 24 contains several sayings which Lk. has in a 
different context but in similar language in ch. 17. 

We may now take into consideration the whole of the sayings 
common to the two Gospels. 

The following theories have been put forward to account for 
their agreement : 

(1) “Both Evangelists drew from a common written source." 
This 1s a natural way of explaining the fact that the two Gospels 
have so many sayings in common; and if they contained these 
sayings and no others, the conclusion that they drew from a 
common written source would be almost irresistible. But the 
fact that in both Gospels there are found many sayings not pre- 
served elsewhere, considerably weakens the argument. For the 
fact that they both record many similar or identical sayings may be 
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equally well explained by the probability that these were the best 
known and most widely current sayings of Christ in the early Church. 

Against this theory of a common written source may be urged 
the following objections : 

(a) It is almost impossible to reconstruct any sort of written 
document out of the common material unless indeed it were a 
series of isolated and detached sayings, or short groups of sayings. 
If the two Evangelists had before them a common written source 
containing discourses and parables connected with incidents, how 
is it that they differ so widely in the general order in which they 
record these sayings, and very often in the context or occasion to 
which they assign them? In following S. Mark the editor of the 
first Gospel rarely transfers sayings from one context to another. 

(ò) If, however, it be supposed that the alleged source was a 
collection of detached sayings, the variation in language is still to 
be accounted for. However, it is true that in following S. Mark 
the editor of the first Gospel not infrequently alters the words of 
Christ's sayings. Cf. e.g.: 

Mt 8* rò dapoyr. Mk 1 wepi rot kaÜapw pod cov. 
9* evOupetobe, 28 dwroyilerde. 
96 xAivqv. 211 kpaflarrov. 
915 revOetv. 219 ynorevey. 
919 émfdAAe. 231 éripdarret, 

139? dy rois xAddous abro. 493 brò riv oxy abroV. 
And it might be urged that he (and perhaps S. Luke also) has 
sometimes departed from the phraseology of the alleged source. 
But, taken as a whole, the variation in language in these sayings 
common to Mt. and Lk. suggest rather independent sources than 
revision of a common source, and in some cases the former 
alternative is necessary if Wellhausen! is right in explaining the 
variations which occur in them as due to translation from an 
Aramaic original. For his suggestion that the two Evangelists 
had access not only to a Greek translation of the supposed 
common written source, but also to the Aramaic original, is a 
clumsy theory. It is simpler to suppose that the two Evangelists 
drew from different Greek sources.? 

(2) “Both Evangelists drew from oral tradition.” There is a 
great deal to be said in favour of this, for it will be remembered that 
we are dealing with groups of sayings, parables, or discourses which 
would be easily retained in the memory. And amongst the Jews, 
as to-day amongst the Chinese, the current educational methods 

! Einleitung, p. 36. 
2 I welcome a tendency in Germany to speak doubtfully about the matcrial 

to be assigned to the alleged common source. Cf. Harnack: '*ich zweifle 
nicht das Manches, was Matth. und Luk. gemeinsam ist und daher aus dieser 
— stammen kónnte, nicht auf sie zurückgeht, sondern einen anderen 

rsprung hat,” Lukas der Arst, p. 108, Anm. I. 
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trained the memory to retain masses of teaching. When Josephus 
(c. Apion. ii. 19) says that “if anybody ask any one of our people 
about our laws, he will more readily tell them all than he will tell 
his own name," he may have generalised too far, but there is 
every probability that Christian converts in the early Church knew 
by heart sayings and parables which had been taught to them as 
traditional sayings of the Master. 

However, there is little need to force the oral tradition theory 
to cover all the facts presented by the agreement between Mt. and 
Lk., because there is reason to think that both writers used written 
Sources, ù 

(3) “The two Evangelists drew from independent written 
sources.” Itis quite unlikely that when these editors drew up their 
Gospels, S. Mark’s writing was the only written source before them. 
So far as S. Luke is concerned, he distinctly implies that there were 
many evangelic writings. And, indeed, nothing is in itself more 
probable than that sayings, parables, and discourses of Christ 
should have been committed to writing at a very early period. 
Not, of course, necessarily for wide publication, but for private use, 
or for communication by letter, or for the use of Christian teachers 
and preachers. The assertions frequently made, that the Christian 
eschatological doctrine would have acted as a prejudice against 
writing down the words of Christ, and that the Jewish scruple 
about committing the oral law or the targums to writing would 
have transferred itself to the early Christian community and the 
teaching of their Master, are purely conjectural, and without founda- 
tion. We are dealing with a society in which, as the letters of the 
New Testament show, writing was well known and in common use.! 
In every Christian community there would probably be found 
individuals who possessed in writing some of the words of Christ. 

(4) S. Luke was acquainted with the first Gospel. This is at 
present a view very much out of favour amongst critical writers. 
But there is much to be said for it. S. Luke may well have read 
the first Gospel and been influenced by its phraseology, and here 
and there by its arrangement of sayings. On the other hand, its 
Jewish-Christian colouring, its anti-Jewish polemic, its artificial 
grouping of Christ's sayings, may well have seemed to S. Luke to 
be features in it which it was undesirable to imitate. The popular 
supposition, that if he had been acquainted with it he could not 
have omitted from his Gospel anything that the editor of the first 
Gospel had recorded, is an entirely conjectural and unnecessary 
fiction. There is no reason to suppose that he intended, any 
more than the author of the Fourth Gospel, to record everything 
that tradition handed down of the sayings and acts of Christ. On 

! [n Oxyrhynchus Papyri, 1-4, there are about twenty-eight private letters of 
the first cent. ; in Faydm Ti owns about twenty. 
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the other hand, the fact that he had read the first Gospel amongst 
many other evangelic writings would sometimes explain agree- 
ments in language and arrangement between the two Gospels in 
matter common to them. It would also explain another feature. 
In matter parallel to S. Mark, where they are presumably copying 
the second Gospel, they often agree in omission or in alteration of 
a word or phrase against S. Mark. For this there are probably 
several co-operating causes. In part, they may independently agree 
in revising the second Gospel Again, the copies of S. Mark 
which lay before them may have been recensions! of the second 
Gospel differing from that which has come down to us, but 
agreeing in some of those points in which Mt. and Lk. agree 
against Mk. Further, the second Gospel may have undergone 
revision since its use by the first and third Evangelists, or the 
ments of Mt. and Lk. against Mk. may in part be due to textual 
assimilation of one of these Gospels to the other. But, lastly, 
some of these agreements may be due to the fact that Lk. has 
read the first Gospel, and was influenced by its phraseology even 
where he had Mk. before him, and was reproducing it. 

If, now, we ask how far these hypotheses can be applied to the 
matter tabulated above, we shall find the theory of a single written 
source unsatisfactory. Variation in order, in setting, and in 
language all alike are evidence against the use e of such a source. 
And what can be more uncritical than to heap together in one 
amorphous and conjectural document a number of sayings simply 
because they occur in two Gospels? Is there any more reason 
for supposing that they come from one document than for assigning 
them to a number of sources? It is urged that, whereas other 
written sources are entirely conjectural, we do know of one 
source the writing of which? Papias speaks. But not only does an 
earlier writer than Papias speak of many who had undertaken to 
draw up evangelical records (Luke 11), but the reconstruction 
of the Aramaic document mentioned by Papias out of the material 
common to Mt. and Lk. is an impossible task. Let us assume 
that the two writers had before them the same translation. Why 
then do they present its contents in such different methods? 
Why does Mt. mass together in the Sermon on the Mount sayings 
which Lk. distributes over chs. 11-16? Why does Mt. give us 
seven beatitudes, whilst Lk. has four blessings, counterbalanced by 
four woes? Why does Mt. place the Lord’s Prayer in the Sermon, 
whilst Lk. records it in quite a different connection, and in a 
shorter form? Or, allowing that in spite of this arbitrary treat- 
ment of their source, such a document can be reconstructed, why 
then do they so wilfully alter its phraseology ? Upon what sort of 
principle did Mt. alter xpdxrops into tarnpéry (Mt 5%, Lk 1299), or 

1 Translations of the second Gospel is based on an Aramaic original, 
3 See p. lxxviii. 
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Aerróv into xoôpávryv (Mt 5%, Lk 1299), or olxripuoves into réAeo. 
(Mt 54, Lk 6), or xópaxas into serewà ro) obpavod (Mt 6%, 
Lk 12%), or sveüpa dyov into åyaĝd (Mt 7!!, Lk 1118), and the 
like ; or for what reason did Lk. make the reverse changes? What 
is needed to explain the variations in order, in context, and in 
language between these sayings as they appear in the two Gospels, 
is not a single source, but a multiplicity of sources And if 
Wellhausen is right in saying, e.g., that xafápwov, Mt 23%, and 
Sére D enposivgr, Lk 11%, are derived from an Aramaic original, 
how is it possible that in this and similar cases Mt. and Lk. had 
before them a Greek document as the source of this and all the 
other sayings which they record in common? 

Shall we say, then, that the two writers drew these common 
sayings from oral tradition? The counter argument, that they 
agree in phraseology to a very remarkable extent, is no good reason 
against oral tradition as a source. For there is every probability 
that sayings and discourses would be handed down in oral tradition 
with just that predominant uniformity of language, varied with 
occasional divergence, which the Gospels present to us. Nothing, 
e.g., is more likely than that there might be in different parts of the 
Christian Church traditional forms of the Sermon on the Mount 
the same in general outline but differing in length and varying 
very often in expression. If there were any good reason for 
denying the existence of a multiplicity of written sources, the con- 
ception of oral tradition as a source for these sayings would be less 
artificial and more agreeable to the data than the hypothesis of a 
single written source. 

In view, however, of the facts that Mt. demonstrably used one 
written source, viz. the second Gospel, and that Lk. professes that 
he was acquainted with many, out of which he certainly used one, 
viz S. Mark; in view, further, of the great probability that 
collections of the Lord's words were committed to writing at a 
very early date, and of the fact that Papias speaks of one such 
collection as made by Matthew the Apostle, it would be arbitrary 
to assign all the sayings common to Mt. and Lk. to oral tradition. 
Wherever verbal agreement extends over several verses, it may 
reasonably be supposed either that Lk. had seen Mt., or that both 
writers had before them written sources containing, not, indeed, 
identical, but similar sayings. That amongst these written sources 
one or more may have been used by both Evangelists is, of course, 
possible, but can nowhere be proved with certainty so long as the 
possibility remains that the literary link consists in the dependence 
of Lk. upon Mt. 

B. If we turn now to the common narrative sections tabulated 
on p. xliii f., it may be at once admitted that there are two possible 
solutions. Either the verbal agreement is due to the fact that Lk, 

d 
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has been influenced by Mt, or both Evangelists drew from 
common sources. The agreement in language in the case of “the 
centurion’s servant” and of “the two aspirants” is very close. 
And this is also the case in the narratives containing the Baptist's 
preaching and the Temptation. The incident of “the great 
commandment” is still more remarkable. Mt.’s account of it 
differs considerably from Mk 12?*4, Lk. has omitted Mk 123534, 
but has placed earlier in his Gospel a narrative which has some 
points of agreement with Mt, where Mt. differs from Mk. In 
all these cases it is a plausible view that the two Evangelists 
were using common sources. Is it possible to combine these 
narratives with the discourses specified on p. xlv, and possibly 
with all the sayings common to the two Gospels, and to reconstruct 
a Gospel used by both writers? Hardly, because the few narrative 
sections with which we are dealing, combined with six discourses 
and a large number of detached sayings or groups of sayings, seem 
insufficient material wherewith to construct a Gospel. And even if 
it were done, the question why did the two Evangelists dismember 
this document and change the form of the Lord’s words, raises 
itself again as an insoluble problem. Nor, indeed, is there any real 
need for this heaping together into one document a few narratives 
and discourses and many sayings, because there is more probability 
that Lk., if not Mt, was acquainted with several non-Marcan 
documents than there is that he knew of only one writing containing 
Gospel material. The Sermon on the Mount is really the crucial 
case. Both Evangelists had before them a Sermon, but not 
identically the same Sermon ; that is, they were borrowing from 
different sources. In the same way it may be supposed that their 
sources contained the other sayings, discourses, and narratives 
which are substantially common to them both, in forms varying 
from close agreement to very considerable variation. 

C. MATTER FOUND ONLY IN MATTHEW. 

311) An insertion in Mk.'s narrative. Editorial. 
4946 Quotation. 
4935 Description of Christ's ministry. Editorial. 
5*4 Sermon on the Mount.  Vv.-3 editorial. 
55 , » 

5 » 99 

s o o 
19 

99 39 ` . 

p ” ji Editorial. 

51$ is V.14 editorial. 
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616-18 
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Sermon on the Mount. 

99 

mapextos Aoyov ropvelas. 
Sermon on the Mount. V.°® editorial ?, 

99 99 

^ cf. Lk 64 ; 425. 37, 
> 2; Editorial. 
- " Editorial 

Quotation. 
An insertion in Mk.'s narrative. 
Editorial. 
Healing of two blind men. Editorial. 
Cf. Lk 1114, Healing of a deaf demoniac. Editorial. 
A description of Christ's ministry. Editorial. 
Editorial. 
Charge to the Twelve. 

99 99 

Editorial. 
Elias. Editorial. 
Editorial. 
Come unto Me. 
An insertion in Mk.'s narrative. 

3 

Quotation. 
i but cf. Lk 145. 

Cf. Lk 114, Healing of a blind demoniac. Editorial. 
Every idle word. 

Quotation. Editorial 
Editorial, cf. Lk 8!!, 
The Tares. 
Quotation. 
Explanation of the Tares. V.” editorial. 
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The Hid Treasure. 
The Precious Pearl. 
The Draw Net. 
Every scribe instructed. 
Editorial. 
S. Peter on the water. An insertion in Mks 

narrative. 
An insertion in Mk.’s narrative. 

Editorial. 
Taking the place of Mk 7%, Editorial 
An insertion in Mk.’s narrative. Editorial (if genuine). 
Editorial. 
S. Peter and the keys. An insertion in Mk.’s 

narrative. 

Editorial. 

99 

An insertion in Mk.’s narrative, cf. Lk 179. 
The Stater in the fish's mouth. 
As a little child. 
An insertion in Mk.'s narrative. 
One of these little ones. 
The Church. 
The two debtors. 
Editorial. 

(cl) pÀ exi ropveig. 
Eunuch. Vv.1€1! editorial. 
An insertion in Mk.’s narrative, cf. Lk 2239-90, 
The Labourers in the Vineyard. — V.!6 editorial. 
Quotation. 
And insertion in Mk.'s narrative. 

j - Editorial. 

zapaxpr Editorial. 
The Two Sons, cf. Lk 729-90, 
Editorial 
Editorial if genuine, cf. Lk 2018, 
The Marriage Feast. 
Editorial. 

Denunciation of Pharisees. —V.! editorial. 
n 99 

99 93 

99 99 

9» ,» 

Pd 26 
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23359  Denunciation of Pharisees. 
241-13 False prophets., 
249 pds ca Báro. -— 
248 . Sign of the Son of Man. Editorial. 
251-18 The Ten Virgins. 
2519 Cf. Lk 191135, 
258146 The Sheep and the Goats. 
261 Editorial. 
26% » 

269-4 ^ An insertion in Mk.'s narrative. Editorial 
27*! Judas and the blood money. 
27-1? ^ Quotation. 
2719 Pilate’s wife. 
27%- 235 Pilate washes his hands. 
27% Editorial. 

99 

27558 The resurrection of the dead Saints. 
277996 The sealing of the Tomb. 
agiet24 Editorial. 
2811-15 The bribing of the guard. 
28199 Christ's last words. 

This may be classified as follows : 
(a) Editorial 12-17 41415 429-95 51-2. 18a. 14a. 88? 728 gl-óa QU. 27-81! 

83-94. 1O% grla 1924.30 223-99 1314-16. 18, 86a, 68. 28-25, 80-81 ņ(63b-8. 
(if genuine) 115-12. 22b z 76-7.18 ; 91a. 10-11 2916 2 514. 19 «415. 44 (if genuine) 

2289. 94 241 24808 261. 44. 52-64 5486.45 281 Üeuppgat róv ráhov, **. 
11-17 js a compilation of the editor, and 435-35 and 955. 9600 are 

from his hand. 314 15 is inserted by him into a section from Mk., 
but may, of course, rest on tradition. 51.2 are probably due to him. 
For 5!9* 4935 see the notes. 779 and the similar formulas 1130 
1353 191* and 26! are probably from his hand. 8! and perhaps ®, 
see p. 73, are editorial connecting links. 9% and *! are due to the 
editor, and 939-9. 33-4 may be his work. ro% is an editorial link. 
So is 119 probably. 111314 is probably due to the editor, but 
13-14 embody traditional logia. 12??2* may be the editors work. 
131*15 are from his hand, and so is 13!?, and probably 99» — 1535-35 
may be his work, or may rest upon a non-Marcan source. 1599-81 
are due to him. 163 and 21“ are from his hand if they are 
genuine. 161153 are his work, and so is 16>, 1757 are due to 
revision of Mk. 19! is probably editorial, and so less probably 
is v.l, 2016 is an editorial repetition of 199.  211* is due to 
editorial revision of Mk. 2115516 may be due to tradition. 211? 
xai é£HpdvOn wapaxpypa 5) avri), is editorial, and so is v.*9. 23! is 
due to the editor. So ) probably are 2499 2644. 52-04, 2788 is in- 
serted by him, and 28! ** to * are due to revision of Mk. 
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(ò) Sayings inserted into a section borrowed from Mk. : 
14-15 gl$& [257.123 ygl3-13. 928-35 162.179 590 184.10 

1910-3. 38 2,15b-16.43 2410-12. 808 5553-54? 

(c) Sayings peculiar to this Gospel in one of the great dis- 
courses formed by the editor on the basis of short discourses 
recorded by Mk., or in the Sermon on the Mount, or. in chs. 11 

— 4. 5. 7. 8. 9. 10. 14. 16. 17. 19-90. 21-24. 37-38. 81. 83-87. 38-592. 41. 43. 
61-7. 8. 10b. 18b. 16-18, 84, 
6. 12b. 15. 19. 20-23, 
TOSS. 10b. 16b. 28. 25b. 36. 41. 
l 114- 28-80, 
129687, 
1 224-90. 36-43. 44. 45-46. 47-50. 51-53, 
13% 4. 10. 14. 16-90. 33-85. 
241-9. 5. Tb-11. 15-22. 34. 28. 82-88 
251-1. 14-30. 81-46, 

(d) Other sayings : 
2ohl6 213533 221-16, 

(e) Incidents: 
118-95 9, p429-1 p72-87 2710.11 2652-549 255-10. 19. M-35. 5la-58. 

62-66 589-10. 11-15. 16-20, 

(f) Quotations from the Old Testament: 
133 215. 18. 38 418-16 817 p 217-81 7485 21456 279, 

It will be noticed that the great majority of the sayings tabu- 
lated under à and ¢ have a common character. They are (a) 
parabolic, or (2) anti-Pharisaic, or (c) strongly Jewish-Christian, or 
(d) couched in Jewish phraseology. 

Thus (a) Parables: 
1334-90. 86-48. 44. 45-40. 47-50 898-85 201-16 22114 2118149, If we 

count 251-9 as one section, all these parables are introduced by 
similar formulas of a type which finds parallels in the Rabbinical 
literature. 13% OQpowsĝn, 91. 4. 45.47 poia égriy, 183 dpowwly, 20! 
dpoia €oriv, 22! powh, 25! róre GporwOnoerar, In all except the 
last the subject is 7 acu eía ray obpavov. 

(4) Anti-Pharisaic : 
5” “except your ‘righteousness’ surpass that of the 

scribes and Pharisees.” 
61-5. 16-18 By the “hypocrites” of this section the Pharisees are 

no doubt intended. 
9 * mercy and not sacrifice,” cf. v.14, 

10%> It was the Pharisees (12%) who called the master of 
the house Beelzeboul. 

1257 occur in an anti-Pharisaic context, cf. 122. 
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12111? also in an anti-Pharisaic context. 
151213 the Pharisees are blind guides. 
2148 “the kingdom shall be taken from you.” Cf. v.45 

* the chief priests and the Pharisees.” 
2 31-9. 5. Tb-11. 15-22. 24. 38. 82-88 are directly anti-Pharisaic. 

(o) Jewish-Christian : 
517. 19. 31-22. 27-38. $1. 38-87. 88-398. 48. The Mosaic law to be 66 ful- 

filled,” not destroyed. 
TO Üva wo rüjptov. 

g5 wapexros AGyou Tropyeías represents Christ as reaffirm- 
ing the Mosaic law. 

610b *'Thy will be done," a Jewish prayer. 
76 “ swine" = the Gentiles ?. 
lab Emphasis on the law and the prophets. 
415 “ false prophets.” 
22 “ prophesied.” 

1055-8. 23 See note on 10%, 
rofl “a prophet.” 
1353 * every scribe.” 
15724 “I was not sent but to the lost sheep of the house of 

Israel." 
1816 * two witnesses" to conform to the law. 
19? (el) p) éxi *opveig represents Christ as reaffirming 

the Mosaic law. 
19% * judging the twelve tribes of Israel.” 
249 pdt caBBdry. The Mosaic law is to be observed.! 

(d) Coloured by Jewish phraseology : 
5$ See note. 
55 = Ps 361! (LXX). 
57-89% See notes. 
510 % Bao ela. rev obpavóv. 
516 Tov warépa, tpiov TÓv év TOIS OUpavois. 
y Tois Kkugi—TÜv xoipay. 

112999 — See notes. 
129-97 — (y jupe Kpig us. 
1617-19  gàpf xai alua—é marijp Ó ev rois oüpavots—T/Aat ddov 

—ris Bastheias TÜV paviv—byoys—voys, and 
the contrast eri 75 yis—v Tots OUpavois. 

1884 & ka) Baciheg Trav ovpayay. 
1810 TOU Warps pov TOU €v ' ovpavois, 
1814 OéAnpo. (jsrpoaÜev ToU varpós pov Tov év obpayois. 

1 The editor probably inserted 455? cadre into Mk 128 because he found 
a saying with this addition in the Logia. In the same way he has inserted (el) 
ph éxt ropvelg, 19°, into Mk 10!!, because a parallel saying which he has in- 
serted in 59 was to be found in the Logia with a similar limitation. 
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1816-20 ‘Two witnesses," “ binding and loosing,” “earth and 
heaven,” * My Father who is in heaven." 

199 dy rj wadtyyeveols Gray xabioy ô vios rou dvÜperrov ér 
Üpóvov ðóčnņs avrov. 

To these may be added 81113, which is Jewish-Christian (* with 
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob”), and anti-Pharisaic (“the sons of 
the kingdom ") in character, and which seems to have been inserted 
by the editor into its present context. 

The following phrases are characteristic of these es: 
(1) } BacuXeía rav oùpavâv, 51919 (82. 90 gll oT 1394 44 45. 47. 51 1619 

189 & 33 1913 20! 223 251, We might on that account add to our 
list 58, which differs in language from Lk 6” ; 731, which differs from 
Lk 6“; 111%, which differs from Lk 1616; and 2313, which differs from 
Lk 1153, The phrase occurs in these passages 23 times, and else- 
where in the Gospel 9 times, viz 3? 4! rr} 1311.81.83 181 
19132, In 32 4!7 1311-81? 781 1914-35 the editor has inserted the 
phrase into Marcan passages. The two remaining verses, 114 and 
13%, might, with some probability, be added to our list. 

(2) warnp ó dv (rois) ovpavois : 
516 61 1617 1810.14. 19, 

We might on this account add to our list 5“ (which differs from 
Lk 655) 69 711-21 10%% 33, The phrase only occurs besides in 12, 
where it is substituted for Mk.’s roù Geov. 

(3) warp à oópávws : 
1515 1855 249, 

We might on this account add to the list 5% (which differs from 
Lk 699) 614 26.33, ‘The phrase occurs nowhere else. 

(4) varip ùp, tpóv, cov, abrüv : 
g16 61. 4. 6(2. 8. 18( 7 448 339, 

We might on this account add 5% 4 69.14.15.26.83 ^11 and 10%, 
which differs from Lk r2*. 

It is not unreasonable to suppose that these verses, character- 
ised as they are for the most part by special features, and dis- 
tinguished by the use of two or three striking Jewish phrases, 
came as a whole, or in large part, from a single source.! And 
here, if anywhere, the information of Papias can assist us. He 
speaks of a compilation put together in Hebrew or Aramaic by 
Matthew containing ra Asya. On the other hand, we find in our 
Gospel a number of sayings of marked Palestinian characteristics 
and phraseology. If the editor of the Gospel borrowed these 
from the Matthzan document, whether it lay before him in its 
original form or in a Greek translation, we have at once an 
explanation of the reason why the name Matthew attached itself 

! Cf. E. De Witt Burton, Principles of Literary Criticism and the Synoptic 
Problem, p. 41. I have been much indebted to this book, 
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to the first Gospel, of which these sayings form a substantial 
proportion. Of course, if there be sufficient reason for supposing 
that the editor used this Matthzan source, it will then be probable 
that he borrowed from it some of the sayings which he has in 
common with Lk., but in a different form and context. Whilst he 
drew them from a Greek translation of the Logia, Lk. will have 
drawn them from other sources into which they had passed from 
the Matthzan collection. The following would be not out of 
harmony with the tenor of many of the Logian sayings : 

$18 “nota jot or tittle to pass from the law." Cf. Lk 1617. 
$9 Cf. Lk 1675, who has not the limitation zapexrós Aóyov 

wopveias. 
6915 the Lord's Prayer. The prayer as found in a different 

context in Lk 11!4, has lost some of its Jewish 
colouring. 

131917 »podijra: xai Sixawe is Jewish. The verses occur 
m a different context in Lk 10%™ with faeuvs for 
LKQLOL, 

23% 23. 25-26. 27. 29-81. 4-30, All anti-Pharisaic. Cf Lk 11%? in 
a different context. 

52 Anti-Pharisaic : “they persecuted the prophets.” Cf. 235. 
I venture, therefore, to assign the following to the Matthæan 

* 5812 

dps Probably not in Sermon. 
17- 

21-04 
525-9 Probably not in Sermon. 
17-25 
gm Probably not in Sermon. 
551-23, 

* 

655, 
67-15 Perhaps not in Sermon. 
616-18, 
E Probably not in Sermon, 
7 e 

* 97° Probably not in Sermon. 
T Probably not in Sermon. 
73. 
714 Probably not in Sermon. 
15-25. l * 4 
2647, 

k kke o o o o8 & 
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* gu. 12 

+ 

1035, 
* 10?*35 Not in this connection. 

1029-53 Not in this connection. 
109*H1 Not in this connection. 
11%% Not necessarily in this order. 

+ I 211-13 

1225-45 Not necessarily in this order. 
1316-17, 

* 

* 23 Not necessarily in this order. 
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* 2514-00, 
acS1-46! 

* 265254? 

Of course, much that is here assigned to the Logia may have 
come from other sources. "The passages marked with an asterisk 
are in the main peculiar to Mt., and have the Palestinian character- 
istics referred to above. These may be assigned to the Logia with 
much probability. "The remaining passages are for the most part 
found also in Lk. But his variations in setting and language 
make it probable that he drew them from other sources than the 
Logia. And, to some extent, he may have been influenced by 
reminiscence of the first Gospel. 

We must, therefore, think of the Matthzan Logia as a collection 
of Christ's sayings containing isolated sayings, sayings grouped into 
discourses, and parables. If there was any particular arrangement 
or order observed, it is, of course, not possible now to rediscover 
it One of the longer discourses was probably the Sermon on the 
Mount ; but as this now stands in the first Gospel, it has been 
enlarged by the editor, who has inserted into it sayings from other 
parts of the Logia. There were also in all probability a group of 
eschatological sayings, and groups of parables. The original 
language was either Hebrew or Aramaic. Papias calls it 'Efpaibi 
&aXékxro ; Irenæus, rjj iq abrüv (of 'EBpaío) &adéxre ; Eusebius, 
warpig yAwrry; and Origen speaks of the Gospel as ypdppacw 
'Efpaixors cwvreraypévov. On historical as well as philological 
grounds it is probable that the language was rather Aramaic than 
Hebrew. When the editor of the first Gospel used it, it had 
already been translated into Greek. The fact that he was using 
a Greek rendering of S. Mark's (probably originally Aramaic) 
Gospel does not, of course, preclude the possibility that he may 
have had the Aramaic Logia before him, but suggests that this was 
not the case. A stronger argument is the fact that some of the 
many sayings which Mt. and Lk. have in common agree very 
closely in language. This is not best accounted for by the theory 
that both Mt. and Lk. used a common Greek translation of the 
Logia, nor by the view that Lk. is dependent on Mt. Rather, the 
editor of the first Gospel used a Greek translation of the Logia. 
Then other translations were made, and from these excerpts and 
groups of sayings passed into the “ many" evangelic writings with 
which Lk. was acquainted. This accounts for the fact that Lk. 
had before him, or was acquainted with, sources containing sayings 
and groups of sayings which are often nearly identical with sayings 
contained in the first Gospel, and yet frequently differ from them. 
The Logian sayings must have passed through several stages of 
transmission before they reached Lk., whilst Mt. drew from a 
translation of the original collection. Wellhausen has rightly seen 
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that some features in sayings common to Mt. and Lk. cannot be 
explained without reference to an Aramaic original (Einleitung, 
p. 36). Since, however, he clings to the theory that the verbal 
agreement in many of these sayings forces us to suppose that 
they used a common Greek source, he is obliged to hazard the 
complicated and unnecessary conjecture that the two Evangelists 
sometimes altered their Greek original and sometimes substituted 
for it a new translation from the original Aramaic (p. 68). But, as 
I have already shown, the great amount of disagreement in sub- 
stance, in setting, in order, and in language between Mt. and Lk. in 
these sayings is only explicable if they were not directly using a 
common source. Mt. drew directly from a Greek translation of 
the Logia. Other translations were also made, and from these the 
Logian sayings passed in a form substantialy agreeing, whilst 
often slightly differing in language, into the evangelic writings of 
the Church. 

Hence, when Lk. wrote his Gospel, he found these sayings 
dispersed in many quarters. Some of them, e.g. the Beatitudes 
and the Lord's Prayer, had passed through many stages since they 
were first extracted from the Logia. Others had suffered but little 
change. If at times the agreement in language between Mt. and 
Lk. seems remarkably close, it must be borne in mind that Lk. 
may well have read the first Gospel, and have been sometimes 
influenced by it. 

The narrative sections tabulated above under (e) call for special 
consideration, since it is unlikely that they came from the same 
source as the sayings just discussed. The narratives contained in 
118-95 21-12. 15-93 p 498-81 y 494-97 10-11 978-10. 19. 34-35. 510-68. 62-66 9811-15 a]] 

look very much like Palestinian traditions. Judgment upon their 
date and value must be almost wholly subjective, but to the present 
writer they seem to be early in date, or, to say the least, there seem to 
be no cogent reasons for placing them late. For 172+ as written 
before the fall of Jerusalem, see Wellhausen, i» oc. Whether 
they came to the editor in written form, or whether he had himself 
collected them in Palestine, it is impossible to conjecture. Some 
little evidence might be adduced to show that 1184!" came from 
a special source which in 31-4 overlapped with Mk 1135. Æg.: 

(a) The editor of the Gospel shows a distinct tendency to remove 
historic presents from a source before him (p. xx). In Mk. there 
are 151 such tenses. Of these, 72 are cases of Aéye or Adyouow. 
Of the remaining 79 the editor of the first Gospel omits or alters 
69, retaining only 10. Yet in 3!-4" there are 7 such tenses,! 
viz. 311815 45.92.11, This would be explicable if the editor 
were following a source of which the use of the historic present 
was a marked feature. 

1 Cf. galvera:, 2 (but B has é$áry) and 2” 
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(5) There are some words and phrases which occur only or 
chiefly in this part of the Gospel ; eg. : 

AdBpa, 119 27, 
"lepoodAupa, fem. sing, 23 451, 
xapayiyverĝa, 2! 3}-1 
ruvôdveoĝa, 24. 
xaT Gvap, 1% 212 13. 19.22. Besides only 27!9. 
wapaAaufdyey, 8 times. Besides from Mk 17! 20 26%. 

Elsewhere, 12% 1816 24%. 41 27%, 
dyaxwpeiy, 5 times. Elsewhere, 99* 1215 1413 15% 155, 
xaroweiv, twice. Elsewhere, 12% 23%), 
The construction dvaxyopgodyrov 8 abrüv ov, 1% 21.18. 19, 

Elsewhere, 9*3 2811, 
But this evidence is insufficient to prove the existence of a 

special written source for this part of the Gospel; and the fact 
that the Old Testament quotations in 1!&2 and in 279! have 
probably been introduced by the editor into originally independent 
narratives, rather suggests that all the narratives above mentioned 
came to the editor as independent traditions, and not from a 
document into which they had been collected. — 2652-94 and 41415 
may belong to the same cycle of traditions. 26102 is probably 
based on the lost ending of Mk. I have thought it advisable not 
to confuse these narratives peculiar to Mt. with the few narrative 
sections (see p. xliii) common to Mt. and Lk. The former are 
marked in the commentary by P (= Palestinian), the latter by 
X (=unknown source). 

The quotations in 129-29 25: 6. 16. 17-18. 23 414-16 817 [217-31 p 485 214-6 
27? present peculiar difficulties. 
à ) Five of them, viz. 41416 817 1217111 13% 2145, seem to have 

been inserted into or appended to a section of Mk. by the 
editor. 

(2) Six of them, viz. 133 29.15. 17-18. 35 249, might seem to be an 
integral part of the narrative in which they stand. 

(3) One of them, 2%, cannot be verified. 
(4) All of them are introduced bya striking formula : 

1233 rovro 82 SAov yéyovey iva sAgpoD[j rò pôv brs rod Kuplov 
àà * spodjrov AMyovros. 

oUTOS Xs da ToU mpod»jrov. 
= iva "ag Seal Pa 
21! rére —* a pnb Sa ‘lepeplov ToU mpopýrov 

28 5 Dres wAnpwhf TO POr &a roy vpodnirüv 
41 tva rÀnpubi tò pnbev &à 'Hoafov rod — Myovros. 
817 Gros wAnpwh7 tò f0iv B 'Hoalov rov mpopýrov A€yorros. 

1217 The same. 
13% The same, with the omission of "Hoafov. 
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21* rovro St yéyovey iva sÀAgpo05 Tò yO da ToU rpopýrov 
,Myovros. 

279 réreéxAnpwby tò py bey did "Iepepiov rod xpopyrou Myovros. 
(5) 133 agrees in the main with the LXX ; 2° seems to be an 

independent rendering of the Hebrew; 21 is also a rendering of 
the Hebrew; 2!5 is apparently quoted from the LXX, with 
reminiscence of the Hebrew in rà réxva atrys; 2% cannot be 
traced; 41516 is from a Greek Vs, but not from the LXX (see 
note, ín loc.) ; 87 is an independent translation from the Hebrew ; 
121131 is from the Hebrew, with reminiscence of the LXX in the 
last clause, or more probably from a current Greek version, which 
is already implied in Mk 1H; 13% seems to be an independent 
translation from the Hebrew, with reminiscence of the LXX in the 
first clause; 215 agrees partly with the Hebrew, partly with the 
LXX ; 27? appears to be a free translation, with reminiscence of 
the LXX. Further, 25 seems to come in the main from Mic 5-4 
with assimilation of the last clause to 2 S 5%; 128 from Is 42!+, 
with assimilation of the last clause to Hab 1* (Heb.); Mt 215isa 
conflation of Is 621! and Zec 9°; 2799 comes from Zec 1118, but 
has probably been influenced by Jer 32%. 

With these quotations might be compared 11°, which occurs 
also in Mk 13, and which therefore seems to have been current in 
Christian circles in a form slightly differing from the LXX. Here, 
too, there seems to have been a slight assimilation to Ex 239. 

It will be seen that there is a good deal of agreement with 
the Hebrew against the LXX. This makes it very unlikely that 
these quotations are due to the editor. For (a) in the quotations 
borrowed by him from Mk. the editor shows a tendency to 
assimilate the language more closely to the LXX. The single 
exception of change in favour of the Hebrewi is Mk 129 = Mt 2257, 
For such assimilation, see Mt 1 35 Kat láo opa avrous for Mk.’s 
kai — avrois ; Mt 15° à Aads otros for Mk.’ s otros ó Aads; Mt 
195 adds xol (poc )koAA pO eras T[ yvvouxc avrov; Mt 2283 adds 
— Mt 26° adds ris molus. So LXX A. Mt "2746 iva vi for 
els T 

(^) In nine quotations not borrowed from Mk., viz. 4* 7 10 
5*1. 27. 88, 4Sa 913 as 127 21, there is a general agreement with the 
LXX, except in xai où, ọ9!8= 127, which agrees with Heb. and 
LXX AQ against LXX B. 

It seems, therefore, probable that the eleven quotations intro- 
duced by a formula, and also 1119, were already current when the 
editor compiled his work in a Greek form. They may come from 
a collection of Old Testament passages regarded as prophecies of 
events in the life of the Messiah. In this connection 2% is very 
important, because it must have originated in Jewish Christian, #.e. 
probably in Palestinian, circles, 
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THE PLAN AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GOSPEL. 

In making the second Gospel the framework of his own, the 
editor has adopted the general outline and plan of that Gospel, 
which is as follows : 

A. Mk 11-18 Introductory. The Messiah had been heralded 
by the Baptist, had been declared to be the Son of God at His 
baptism, and had been prepared for His ministry by temptation. 

B. 145-72 Ministry in Galilee. 
C. 7**-9 Ministry in the surrounding districts. 
This period is marked by the confession of S. Peter, and by 

ing as to Christ's death and resurrection. 
JD.: 10153 The Journey through Perza to Jerusalem. 
Æ. 11-16? The last days of the Messiah's life. 
To this general framework the editor prefixes two chapters 

dealing with the genealogy, birth, and three incidents of the 
Messiah's childhood.! 

[4. 1.2 Birth and Infancy of the Messiah.] 
He then inserts Mk.'s introductory section with considerable 

ons. 
B. 31-41! Preparation for His ministry, — [3710 12-14-16 48:1 
Passing to Mk.’s section Ø, the editor makes considerable 

alterations in the order of Mk 115-618, For a detailed examination 
of these alterations, see pp. xiii-xvii. 

The result is as follows: 
C. 493—159 Ministry in Galilee: 

I) Public appearance as a teacher, 41237 [18-16 
2) First disciples, 419-34, 
3) Illustrations of His teaching and work: 

a) Preliminary, [425-5 
5) His teaching, gl_72 [ c1.» 
¢) His work, 81.994 [85-15. 19-22 917-31. 83-4 

(4) Extension of His mission in the work of the Twelve, 
g% 111 [485-88 1955-9. 10b. 15-16. 22. j1 

(5) Survey of His ministry, 1129 
8 Illustrations of His controversies with the Pharisees, 

1 21-45 [6-7. 17-21, 22-23. 37-88. 80. "el 
7) His relations seek Him, 1246-50, 
8) Illustrations of His teaching in parables, 13 [16-17 

34-90, 88, 85-5 
From this point the editor is entirely guided by the order of 

"EUST as they stand in Mk.  [143**! and 151? are not found 
in Mk. 

(9) Various incidents, 1398-1590, 
2 Passages enclosed in square brackets are interpolations into Mk.'s narrative. 
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In the next sections he follows the order of incidents in Mk.’s 
section C. Thus: 

D. 1591-1895 Ministry in the neighbourhood of Gahlee, 
[152934 162-9. 17-19 , 24-17 1884. 7. 10-96]. 

E. 191-20% Journey to Jerusalem, [191112 38 291-15]. 

F. The last days of the Messiah's life, 219 [21*5. 1011. 16-16 
229991. 4545 551-4 23 (very greatly enlarged from Mk 
1397040) 249939 25, 2635. 62-54 255-10. 19. 24-35. 48. 52-58. 62-06 
289-10. 11-22 

The life of Christ as thus presented in the Gospel is framed in 
an Old Testament setting. 

He was the Jewish Messiah descended from Abraham, the 
father of the Jewish nation (1!, cf. 39), and within narrower limits 
from David (1-99 12% 219.15 2243), In particular, he was the 
Messianic King (2? 215 2711. 29. 87.42), the Messianic Son of God 
(327 49 11% 14% 1616 175 27%), and the Messianic Son of Man. 
See pp. Ixxi ff. 

Many of the incidents of His life had been foretold by the 
prophets. His birth (122-3) by Isaiah, at Bethlehem (2°) by Micah, 
Herod’s massacre of the children (21738) by Jeremiah, Christ's 
return from Egypt (2!^) by Hosea, the settlement of His parents 
at Nazara by the prophets, the coming of His herald (35) by 
Isaiah, His own mission in Galilee (41*16) by Isaiah, His work 
of mercy in healing the sick (8!7) by Isaiah, His avoidance of 
publicity (121733) by Isaiah, His preaching in parables (1395) by 
the Psalmist, and the inability of the people to understand them 
(131*15) by Isaiah; His entry as king into Jerusalem (21**) by 
Zechariah, and the use to which the price of His life was put 
27939) by “ Jeremiah.” His betrayal (2634 545), His desertion 
GN and many of the incidents of His death and burial had 
been foretold in Scripture (275: 35. 89. 48.57), And of His three 
days’ sojourn in the tomb Jonah was a type, 12%. 

Three features of the Gospel are prominent as characteristic of 
the editors method: 

(a) the grouping of material in 435—153 into sections illustrative 
of different aspects of Christ's ministry. 

(45) the massing of sayings into long discourses. 
(1) the Sermon on the Mount (5-77), which seems to 

be an expansion of a shorter Sermon found in the 
Logia. 

2) the charge to the Twelve (10). 
3) the chapter of parables (13). 
4) the discourse about greatness and forgiveness (18). 
$) the discourse about the last things (24—25). 

These are all ended by a special formula. 
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We might add : 
(6) the discourse about the Baptist (11). 
(7) the denunciation of the Pharisees (23). 
(8) the parables of warning, 2125-2214. 

(c) the arrangement of incidents or sayings into numerical 
groups. 

e.g. three, five, and seven: 
three divisions in the genealogy, 117, 
three incidents of childhood, 2. 
three incidents prior to His ministry, 31-41, 
three temptations, 41H, 
three illustrations of righteousness, 61-18, 
three prohibitions, 619—478, 
three commands, 776*. 
three miracles of healing, 81-15, 
three miracles of power, 833-99, 
three miracles of restoration, 9*9, 
threefold “fear not," 10%. 38. 81, 
threefold answer to question about 

fasting, gie, 
three complaints of the Pharisees, gl, 
three oix €crt pov dws, 103738, 
three parables of sowing, 13-9, 
three sayings about “little ones,” 186. 10. 14, 
three prophetical parables, 2129-22, 
three questions, 221540, 
three parables of warning, 24535-2590, 
three prayers at Gethsemane, 269944, 
three denials of S. Peter, 2609-75, 
three questions of Pilate, 2717. 31. 22. 35, 
three incidents which vexed the Pharisees, 121%, 
three petitions in the Lord's Prayer, 611-18, 
three aspirations in the Lord's Prayer, 6°. 
five great discourses, 5-77" 10. 13. 18. 24-25, 

ended with a formula. 
five illustrations of the fulfilment of the law, 531-45, 
seven woes, 23. 

Cf. also 12% seven demons, 187133 forgiveness seven times, 
22% seven brethren, 15% seven loaves, 9' seven baskets. 

Many commentators reckon seven beatitudes in the Sermon 
on the Mount, and seven petitions in the Lord's Prayer, and Sir 
John Hawkins! reckons ten miracles in 81-99. 

For fwo, cf. the two demoniacs, 8%; two blind men, 20%; two 
false witnesses, 2699; two blind men, 97. 

1 Hor. Syn. p. 134. 
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THE THEOLOGY OF THE GOSPEL. 

4. CHRISTOLOGY. 

Jesus was the Messiah of the Old Testament (1!) and was 
therefore descended from David and from Abraham (i1!) His 
ancestral line rose to monarchical power in the person of David 
(19), lost their royal dignity at the time of the Captivity (113), but 
recovered it in the person of Jesus, the anointed Messiah (11°), 
Jesus was therefore born as King of the Jews (2?) entered 
Jerusalem as its king (21*5), and died as a claimant to royal 
power (2711. 39. 87.43). He was born of a virgin, as the Prophet 
Isaiah had foretold (1%), by conception of the Holy Spirit (1%), 
so that He could be called God-with-us (1%), or Son of God 
(215 317 45.6 839 1489 176 2668 2740.48.54), At His baptism the 
Spirit of God came down upon Him; and here, as at the Trans- 
figuration, He was proclaimed by God to be His Son, the Beloved, 
divinely elected (3! 175). He therefore spoke of Himself as 
* Son," and of God as “ Father” in a unique sense! (1177 2439). As 
Messiah, He fulfilled the prophecies of the Old Testament. His 
supernatural birth (123), several incidents of His early years 
(2515.17.33), His public ministry in Galilee (414), His ministry of 
healing (817), His avoidance of publicity (1217), the misunderstand- 
ing of His hearers (1314), His use of parables (13%), the manner of 
His entry into Jerusalem (214), His betrayal (26%), His desertion 
(2681), His arrest (26° 55), and the use to which the money given 
for His betrayal was put (27%), had all been foretold in the Old 
Testament. As Son of God, He cast out demons by the Spirit of 
God (12%). He preached the near advent of the kingdom of 
heaven (see below). He performed miracles, chiefly of healing, 
but He also cast out demons, raised dead persons to life, walked 
on the water on one occasion, and twice fed multitudes with a few 
loaves and fishes. He foretold His death and resurrection, and 
promised that He would come again in the near future (see below) 
to inaugurate the kingdom. He spoke of Himself as the “Son of 
Man." As such He had angels at His command (13% 24%), and 

1 The distinction is also implied in the fact that Christ is represented as 
speaking of ** My Father," but not of ** our Father,” except in 6°, where the 
phrase is put into the mouths of the disciples. Schmidt (74e Prophet of 
Nasareth, p. 154) argues that “‘Jesus said neither ‘My Father’ nor ‘your 
Father,’ but ‘the Father who is in heaven." But whilst it is true that Christ 
mar have used Abba (=the Father) in the sense of ‘* My Father," cf. Mk 14% 
and Dalm. Words, 192, the evidence of the first l, that He spoke of 
** your Father” and ‘‘ their Father," must not be set aside, since it is supported 
by the usage of the Jewish literature. Cf. the instances cited on p. 44. 
onsequently the absence from the Gospel of **our Father," except in 6°, is 

very significant ; cf. Dalm. Words, 190. 
2 But see note on 249. 
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would come again in glory with angels (167 24%), and sit on the 
throne of His glory (19% 25%). 

Thus three aspects of the Messiah's work are represented in 
the Gospel: (1) The work of healing and preaching, which formed 
a sort of preparation for the coming kingdom; (2) the reappear- 
ance at the end of the age, when He would come again to 
inaugurate the kingdom; (3) His death. This was, from one 
point of view, a necessary stage in the development of the divine 
purpose. If the Son of Man was to appear on the clouds of 
heaven in His kingdom, He must first return to the Father in 
heaven to be invested with the divine glory. Thus the Son of 
Man “ must " suffer (16%). This was a part of the divine scheme 
(1633). It had been foretold in prophecy (26*- 54). 

But it was something more than a necessary link in a divinely 
foreseen chain of events. It had in itself a redemptive aspect. 
His blood was “shed for many,” that their sins might be forgiven 
(26%). This bloodshedding signified the ratification of a covenant 
between God and man (26%). The idea presumably is that the 
death could be regarded as a sacrifice which once and for all 
propitiated God, brought men into a right relation to God, in 
virtue of which men could approach Him and be received by Him 
without further sacrifices. Hence it can be said that He came for 
this very purpose to “give His life a ransom for many" (20% from 
Mk 10%). 

B. THE KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS. 

This phrase occurs in the Gospel 32 times, viz. 3? 4!7 5% 
10. 19 (9). 9 ^31 BU yo? yyll. 12 131. 24. 8l. 44. 45. 47. 53. 1619 1 Ql. 5. 4. 33 

1912 M. 28. 24 (Z 133 124 157 S! S2 abce, but R Bal roù Oco) 20! 
223 23 251. We find also 5 flacukeía roð Geo in 12% 19% 
(x B af) 21543 and 6% (E al latt S?, but N Bg!k omit ro? 0«o). 
This phrase occurs in Mk. 14 times; Mt. 5 times substitutes 
ý Baa ia. raw obpavov, and 8 times omits or paraphrases. In the 
remaining case, Mk 10%=Mt 19%, both readings are found in 
Mt.; but, in spite of the fact that rar oùpavôv is not so well attested 
as ToU eoù, there is a strong presumption against the latter, from 
the fact that in the 13 other cases the editor omits, paraphrases, 
or substitutes rov oùpavõv for rod O«o?. In any case, it is clear 
that in 12% 219! and 4 there must be special reasons for the 
occurrence of 4 Baeu eia rot Geot. In 12%, which finds a parallel 
in Lk 119, the phrase probably occurred in the source used by 
the Evangelist. He would, no doubt, have substituted rv otpavay 
if the context had admitted it. But, as will be shown below, he 
everywhere uses 7 Bacuela trav obpavüv of the kingdom which 
Christ announced as at hand, to be inaugurated when the Son of 
Man came on the clouds of heaven. In 12” the editor found in 
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his source the words, “ But if I by the spirit of God cast out devils, 
then the kingdom of God came upon you.” Whatever “the 
kingdom of God" means here, it clearly has not quite the same 
significance as **the kingdom of the heavens” in such passages as 
81! 13%, The editor therefore retains rot «o9 to mark the contrast 
between “the kingdom of God” as used here, and “the kingdom 
of the heavens" as used elsewhere in the Gospel In 21% 
3) Bao. ea. To) «o9 is again probably due to the source used. And 
here we might have expected the editor to substitute ray obparav 
with a future verb. ‘‘ Will go before you into the kingdom of the 
heavens" would have given a very good sense. But he is faithful 
to his source, which had a present tense, “ go before you into the 
kingdom of God." It was clear to him that, whatever the phrase 
meant, the kingdom here was not quite the same as “ the kingdom 
of the heavens" as used by him elsewhere in the Gospel, and he 
recorded his sense of the difference of meaning by retaining rov 
0«o. In 2155, on the other hand, 7) Bacdeía ro? cov is probably 
editorial (see the notes). Why, then, does not the editor use raw 
o)pavav? Because he wished to explain the taking away of the 
vineyard, and the giving it to others (€). And there was no 
phrase which would so well correspond to the vineyard as “the 
kingdom of God." ‘The kingdom” alone would have been too 
suggestive of merely earthly political power. ‘The kingdom of 
the heavens," as elsewhere used in the Gospel, had never been, 
like the vineyard, entrusted to the Jewish nation. But “the 
kingdom of God" might well be used to sum up that whole 
revelation of God to the Jewish people which was to be transferred 
to others. 

We find, further, the simple 4 fac eia in 4% 82 955 1319, 
and the following: * His kingdom," 6° 13% 16%; ** Thy kingdom,” 
619 2031; “the kingdom of their Father," 13$; “the kingdom of 
My Father," 262. For the idea of “the kingdom of heaven” in 
Jewish literature, see Dalman, Words, pp. 9rff.; Bousset, Rel 
Jud. 199 ff. Dalman has shown that in Jewish writings “ msdn,” 
when applied to God, means always the “kingly rule,” never 
the “kingdom.” In other words, it should be translated by 
‘Ssovereignty” rather than “kingdom.” The “kingly rule” of 
God was His divine sovereignty, which governed all things in 
heaven and in earth; cf. Ps 103!? “ His ‘sovereignty’ ruleth over 
all,” Dn 4** * His dominion is an everlasting dominion, and His 
sovereignty from generation to generation," Enoch 843 “Thy 
power, and kingship, and greatness abide for ever and ever.” 
Hence men, in devoting themselves to the service of God, can be 
said to choose or accept His sovereignty, cf. /udilees 1219 “ Thee 
and Thy dominion have I chosen”; Mechilta (Ugol.) 384: 
“ They joyfully agreed to receive ‘the sovereignty’”; and the 
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service thus accepted is called a “ yoke”; cf. Sipkri (Ugol.) 916: 
“Take upon you the yoke of the sovereignty of heaven." 

But the conception of God's sovereignty is an ideal one, and 
there is much in life which seems inconsistent with it. The future 
would see a universal recognition of it. Hence the idea easily 
becomes an eschatological one, and blends with the conception 
of the coming Messiah as king. Cf. Dn T$, Sib. Or 315455 róre 

; Bac ea peyiory áfavárov baoAqo⸗ èr dyOpurourt havera 
167 kai rore dy éfeyepet BaorAjov eis alüvas rávras én’ åvôpórovs ; 
Assumption of Moses xo! **'Then will His kingdom appear through- 
out all His creation”; Mechilta (Friedmann) 56° ** Then shall God 
alone be absolute in all the world, and His sovereignty shall 
endure for ever.” It is in this eschatological sense that the phrase 
is used in this Gospel. Jesus was of the royal line (1116). In 
Him the Davidic family recovered once again its lost Sovereignty ; 
but more than recovered it, for Jesus was the anointed Messiah 
(116), He was born “King of the Jews” (23. As “king” He 
entered Jerusalem (215), and as king He suffered (2711-2. 87. 43), 
As king He would sit upon the throne of His glory to judge all 
nations (259* 4), cf. Orac. Sib i un ee ô dyvòs dvag wdons yijs 
exiprrpa xparjcov eis alüvas ümavras €mevyojévow xpóvow. The 
announcement of the coming kingdom was frequently the subject 
of His preaching. 

He proclaimed its near advent. It was at hand (41), and 
He bade His disciples make the same proclamation (107). This 
preaching was an evangel, #.e. good news (429 9%). The disciples 
were to pray for the coming of the kingdom (61°). It would, 
however, not come in the lifetime of the Messiah, but after His 
death, when He would come as Son of Man (16%, cf. 31). This 
coming would usher in the end of this dispensation (249) It 
would take place immediately after the great tribulation (2499) 
which would accompany the fall of Jerusalem (2415 19), Ze, within 
the lifetime of that generation (24%, cf. 1675 1035). But God alone 
knew the exact day and hour (24%), and the good news must be 
preached first to all nations (2414 cf. 2819). It seems clear that 
the Evangelist saw no obstacle to this preaching being effected 
within a very short period (10%). The inauguration of the 
kingdom is called the new birth (19%). Then the Apostles would 
sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel They 
who should find a place in it were “the pure in heart” (58), those 
who were “ persecuted in the cause of righteousness” (519). Those 
who broke the Mosaic law and taught others to do so would be 
called least in it (519). They alone whose righteousness exceeded 
that of the scribes and Pharisees would enter into it (52). Rich 
people would hardly find entrance (19?595. But they should 

1 Quoted by Dalman, Words, p. 99. l 
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obtain admission who did the will of God (77), and who were of 
childlike character (189 1914. On the other hand, the chief priests 
and elders, the representatives of the Jewish nation, would have 
the kingdom which should have been theirs taken from them 
(215, cf. 813). Publicans and harlots would enter in before them 
2151), 

Christ's disciples were to give up all earthly possessions for the 
sake of the kingdom (1999) even life itself (1674). Some of 
them would renounce marriage (19!3). ‘They were to strive after 
the kingdom first (633). 

In ch. 13 we have a series of illustrations intended to throw 
light upon the nature of the kingdom. But it is clear that no 
definition of the kingdom can be deduced with certainty from 
them. They can only be used as illustrations of a conception 
which is already clearly defined. In some of these parables the 
kingdom might seem to denote an abstract principle, the divine 
sovereignty, so that “the kingdom of heaven” would be equivalent 
to the “will of God.” In others it lends itself easily to definition 
as the Church, the Christian Society in which the principle of 
recognition of the divine sovereignty finds expression. But without 
inquiring into the ideas involved in the phrase as used by Christ 
Himself, it seems probable that so far as the editor of this Gospel 
is concerned we should give to the phrase in these parables the 
meaning which it seems to bear elsewhere in the Gospel, że. the 
meaning of the coming kingdom to be inaugurated at the end of 
the age. 

Thus in r3?*9 3045, a parable from the Matthzan Logia, the 
story deals with the period of preparation for the kingdom which 
is to be set up at the end of the age (9). The world during this 
period is compared to a field. Christ the Son of Man (?") has 
sown in it the good seed of the knowledge of the true nature and 
near approach (cf. 417) of the coming kingdom. But in the 
meantime the Devil also sows tares, z.e. false teaching. The good 
seed ripens to maturity in the “sons of the kingdom," £.e. those 
who are destined to enter into it (cf. the same phrase of the Jews 
in 8B). The tare seed develops into unbelievers, f.e. sons of the 
evil one ($9), Ze. those who partake of his nature, and who will be 
excluded from the kingdom. "The end of this period of preparation 
is likened to a harvest (9). "Then the Son of Man will come and 
inaugurate the kingdom (cf. 16% “coming in His kingdom”). 
From it will be excluded the wicked, whilst the righteous will shine 
forth in it as the sun (8). 

The teaching of the parable of the Sower (13*35) seems to be 
to the same effect. The seed is “the word of the kingdom " (15), 
£e. the doctrine of its near advent, and of the requirements of 
entry into it. This must fall into receptive hearts if it is to develop 
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into the righteousness which qualifies for admission into the 
kingdom. 

The short parables of the Mustard Seed (1331-83) and of the 
Leaven (139), another parable from the Logia, seem to illustrate 
the quick spreading and deeply penetrating influence of the 
doctrine of the kingdom. 

Two other Logian parables, “the Hid Treasure” (13) and 
“the Goodly Pearl” (x $640), teach the lesson that a man must 
strain every nerve and give up all else that he may acquire the 
right to enter into the kingdom. 

Lastly, the parable of the Drag Net (13179) describes the 
doctrine of the kingdom as a truth which attracts disciples of 
different qualities, some good, some bad. At the end of the age, 
when the kingdom is inaugurated, there will be a separation. 

Besides these parables in ch. 13, there are seven others bearing 
upon the kingdom. 18%- (Logia) teaches the necessity of a 
forgiving spirit as a qualification of a disciple preparing for the 
kingdom (cf. 18* “Shall not enter"). 20.9 (Logia) seems to 
teach that in discipleship of the kingdom priority in date of 
admission to discipleship did not necessarily carry with it special 
privileges. All alike would receive eternal life when the kingdom 
came. 

On the three parables, 212*** (Logia) 2155-4 and 2211 (Logia), 
see the notes. 

It has been noticed above that the phrase 5 Bacueia rv 
oùpav&v occurs 17 times in passages which are peculiar to this 
Gospel, and which probably come from the Logia, viz. 510. 19 (2). 20 
1 334. 44. 45. 47. 63 1619 188 4 38 1912 20! 223 251, It occurs, besides, 
8 times in sayings which are paralleled in Lk., but which may 
also come from the Logia, viz. 5° 7?! 107 x 111.13 1 [45 189 2 35. 

In passages of the first class we find also 813 1338 oi viot Tis 
Baorrcias, 1341 rìs Baceias abro), 1399 ris Baaue(as Tov marpós 
abrav, 21°! riy Baorrciay ToU «ob, 2145 5j Baca ToU Geod, 25% riv 
yropacpérny tiv Bac eíay ; and in passages of the second class, 
655 riy Bacircdiav avrov. It seems not improbable, therefore, that 
this Jewish phrase was characteristic of the Matthzan Logia, and 
that the editor of the Gospel was strongly influenced by it. He has 
inserted it into matter parallel to Mk. in 3? 18!, and has substituted 
it in 4!7 131} 31 1914.33 for Mk.’s 4 Bacreia ToU «ov. 

C. THE SON OF MAN. 

Mk. has this phrase 14 times. Mt. retains it in all these cases. 
83! is not an exception ; for though Mt. in the parallel to that verse, 
1671, has atróv for róv viðv ToU ávÜperov, he has already inserted 
the latter phrase by anticipation in 168. Mt. has the phrase in 
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addition 19 times. The editor seems to have seen in the phrase 
two lines of signification. On the one hand, «he phrase had 
previously been used in Messianic connections. The writer of 
Daniel had foretold the coming of “one like a Man or Son of 
Man,” 733, And whatever may have been the precise meaning 
of the original writer, his phrase was soon taken up and used with 
Messianic significance. The Messiah regarded as “Son of Man” 
or “Man” was of mysterious origin. Already in the Book of 
Daniel the “one like to a Man or Son of Man” comes “ with 
(Heb.) or upon (LXX) the clouds of heaven” (cf. Sid. Or 3*9. © 
quoted on p. lxix and 952. ; 

Kai Tor dm HeAtowo Geos méja Bao ja 
Ós Tücav yatav sace voXéjoto KaxKoto), 

and the phrase “Son of Man" is adopted by the writer of one 
section of the Book of Enoch to designate the supernatural Messiah ; 
cf. 4624 48? 62. In the same way the writer of 2 Es 13 describes 
the Messiah as coming from the midst of the sea **in the likeness 
of a man,” v.3; cf. v.12 “the same man," v.” “a man coming up 
from the midst of the sea," v.5! “the man coming up from the 
midst of the sea." "The motive power that gave rise to these 
conceptions was probably the desire to represent the coming 
Messiah as of divine origin. And yet, to fulfil His functions, He 
must be also man, or at least in the guise of man. 

The editor of our Gospel clearly saw in the phrase thus put 
into the mouth of Christ in the sources which he was using, a 
proof that Christ would fulfil this anticipation of a supernatural 
Messiah. He was to come as Son of Man (109) in the glory of 
His Father (16277) upon the clouds of heaven (249). He would 
then send forth His angels and gather the elect (243!; cf. 13%), 
and sit upon the throne of His glory (199 253). Then He would 
render to every man according to his deed (167), and all nations 
would be gathered before Him (259. For “upon the clouds 
of heaven,” cf. Dn 71%; for “render to every man according to his 
deed," cf. Enoch 458 “On that day Mine Elect One will sit on 
the throne of glory, and make choice among their deeds”; 618 
“ He will weigh their deeds in the balance"; for the gathering the 
elect, cf. Enoch 51? “He will choose the righteous and holy 
from amongst them”; for the gathering of all nations before the 
throne of glory, cf. Enoch 625 “ There will stand up in that day all 
the kings, and the mighty, and the exalted, and those who hold 
the earth, and they will see and recognise Him, how He sits on the 
throne of His glory." 

But, secondly, if Christ had used the phrase “Son of Man" of 
Himself with reference to His future coming, He had also used 
the phrase in non-eschatolegical contexts. He was to come as 
Son of Man, but He also was the Son of Man during His life. 
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This Sonship was not a prerogative to be bestowed upon Him in 
the future. It was a present possession. Of course, we might 
suppose that the editor thought that Christ had often used the 
phrase of Himself in an anticipatory sense. But there are features 
in the Gospel which make it rather probable that he believed 
Christ to be by nature “the Son of Man,” and regarded the phrase 
as illustrative of the mysteriousness of His person. 

Christ was born of a virgin (11%). He was in an unique sense 
Son of God (117 22416). He had been chosen by God (3). 
What better phrase could be found to express the mysterious 
nature of such a personality than the * Son of Man," which was 
already in use to designate the supernatural Messiah? It empha- 
sised His real humanity, it hinted at the mysterious nature of His 
birth, it drew attention to His Messianic office and functions, and 
it heralded His future glory. 

It does not lie within the scope of this Introduction to raise 
the question whether Christ did or did not use this phrase of 
Himself, or in the latter case why the Evangelists have attributed 
it to Him. Only two facts need here be noticed. Firat: the 
editor found the phrase so applied in both his main sources, Mk. 
and the Logia. It has therefore as much attestation as any phrase 
attributed to Christ. Second: the argument that the phrase “ Son 
of Man" as a title is linguistically impossible in Aramaic, is 
unwarranted. “Son of Man” having already been used by the 
author of Daniel and converted into a semi-technical term by the 
writer of Enoch, it must have been as possible in Aramaic as in 
any other language to refer to it, and to say “ fke Son of Man,” or 
* the ‘man,’” or “fhe whatever else may be the right equivalent of 
v» ?3 in Daniel.” 

In order to make the matter clearer, it may be well to add a 
few words on the origin of the phrase and its meaning. That 
* Son of Man" is a semi-technical description of the supernatural 
Messiah in Ern and in 2 Esdras is clear. But whence did they 
derive it? Almost certainly from the YR ^3 of Dn 7%. Dalman 
is inclined to the view that v3 ^2 was not in common use in 
early Palestinian Aramaic. W38 was employed to denote “a man,” 
KYN *33 to denote “men.” VI "3, on the other hand, was a 
literary phrase formed by imitation of the rare and poetic DWN [23, 
and means “one of the human species,” “one who had in himself 
the nature of a human being" But in the later Jewish Galilean 
dialects it came to be used in the sense of “a human being,” 
“anyone.” If it were desired to express in Aramaic the vw 53, 
this phrase would become wv 13. This was the original of 
ó vids rov dvOpwrov, and was the phrase used by Christ. The 
Greek expression is an intentionally over-literal translation, because 
the more idiomatic rendering ó dv@pwros would have introduced 
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inexplicable confusion into the Gospel narrative. From this point 
of view Christ borrowed the title from the Book of Daniel, and its 
use by Him was quite distinctive, since JN ^3 was not at that 
time in use to denote “anyone.” 

On the other hand, it is urged by Wellhausen that NYIN 73 and 
WX "3 can mean nothing but “man”; not an individual man, but 
man in general Already in Daniel tW ^3 means a man, a 
member of the human race. Hence it is impossible to express 
in Aramaic the Son of Man, because **son of Man” in that idiom 
means simply “man” collectively. Christ, therefore, could not 
have used the phrase “the Son of Man." And 6 vids ro) dvÜpwrrov 
was created by the Evangelists. For a discussion of the linguistic 
point, see Driver, DB iv. 579ff. So far as I can judge, the follow- 
ing points seem to be clear. (1) It has not yet been shown that 
NU3M 3 was in use in Aramaic of the first century to mean “ man.” 
It is still, therefore, possible that Dalman is right in supposing that 
this phrase was used by Christ in the sense of /Ae “Son of Man” 
of Daniel. (2) vow ^3 in Daniel means “a man,” i.e. “a member 
of the human race." The subsequent use of “Son of Man” in 
Enoch, of “man” in 2 Esdras, and of the phrase underlying 6 vids 
tov avOpwrov in the New Testament, is due to reminiscence of 
Daniel The later writers would have been linguistically more 
correct if they had spoken of Ae '* man" of Daniel ; but their exact 
translation *Son of Man" seemed more appropriate, as retaining 
the outward form of the phrase to which they were referring, and 
as less likely to introduce confusion than the more accurate trans- 
lation ‘ke “man.” (3) Christ adopted the semi-technical term 
already in use to designate the supernatural Messiah, and spoke 
of Himself as že “Son of Man,” i.e. the **Son of Man” of whom 
Daniel and Enoch had spoken. That there was some way of 
giving expression to such a designation in the Aramaic which He 
spoke, cannot be doubted in the face of the evidence of the 
Gospels. 

But this, of course, only carries us back to the Book of Daniel. 
It is often supposed that wx ^22-—like a man, simply describes 
the Jewish nation as humane in comparison with the four empires 
which had preceded it in the sovereignty of the world. But it is 
doubtful whether such an interpretation really satisfies the terms 
of the vision. Rather those writers are moving in the right direc- 
tion who see in the phrase as used in Daniel the adaptation to 
the Jewish Messiah of a term “man,” borrowed from an earlier 
eschatological tradition of “the man” who should form the meet- 
ing point between heaven and earth when the final act in the 
drama of the world’s history was being played. The primitive 
unfallen Man of God’s original creation should once again appear. 
(See Gressmann, /sraelitisch-judischen Eschatologie, 334 tf. ; Volz, 
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Jiid. Eschat. p. 215; Gunkel, Z WT, 1899, 582-590.) If this be 
the case, then the conception of the “ideal” man had been for 
long a part of the pre-Christian Jewish Messianic theology. When 
the Lord used the term “the Son of Man" = fke “ Man,” as a title 
for Himself, He thereby claimed for His own person such qualities 
as pre-existence (cf. Enoch 48°), uniqueness as contrasted with 
other men, yet real humanity, and such prerogatives as election 
by God to fulfil Messianic functions and to receive Messianic 
glory. 

Parallel to this conception of the Messiah as “the Man," runs 
the more fragmentarily illustrated conception of the Messiah as 
mysteriously born of the woman (cf. Is 714, and Gressmann, pp. 
270ff.). The fact that we get the two side by side in the first 
Gospel throws light upon the Evangelist's conception of the Person 
of Christ. He was born of a virgin (11925). He was therefore 
God's Son (3). He had been elected to Messianic functions 
(317), and was the King Messiah, the Beloved (3!7. He was 
also “the Man," the meeting-point between the divine and the 
human, who should come, as Daniel had said, on the clouds of 
heaven to inaugurate the kingdom of heaven. 

Cf. Driver, DB iv. 579 ff. ; Dalman, Words, pp. 234 ff. ; Well- 
hausen, Skizzen u. Vorarbeiten, vi. 200f., Einleitung, pp. 39f.; 
Drummond, /77S, April July 1901; Lietzmann, Der Menschen- 
sohn, Leipzig, 1896; Gunkel, ZWT vii. ; Volz, Jüd. Eschat. pp. 
214f.; Fiebig, Der Menschensohn, 1901; Gressmann, Zsr. Jüd. 
Eschat. pp. 334 ff. ; and the references in Driver's article. 

D. THE CHURCH. 

The Messiah had come. He had preached the coming of the 
kingdom. He had been put to death. He would come at the 
end of the age on the clouds of heaven. In the meantime His 
disciples were to preach the doctrine of the kingdom, and make 
disciples by baptism into the name of the Father, and the Son, and 
the Holy Ghost (281?). The disciples constituted an ecclesia (1618 
1817). "They were to cultivate such qualities as humility (55 189-4), 
mercy (57), forgiveness (61*15 1815. 21-85), love (544) ; and to practise 
almsgiving (62), prayer (6515 77-11), and obedience to Christ's com- 
mands (7?*77). They were to be prepared to give up all things for 
Christ's sake, e.g. marriage (1912), property (19%), earthly relation- 
ships (1999 10%), even life itself (10° 162529), They were to rely 
upon God's providence, and to avoid the accumulation of riches 
619-4). Wealth was a hindrance to admission into the kingdom 
M, Marriage was an ordinance of God (19*9); but divorce, 
except for zopveía (5*3 19°), was an accommodation to human 
weakness (199). 
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The righteousness to be aimed at by them was to be based on 
right motive rather than observance of rules, upon the spirit rather 
than the letter of the law (521-48 151-29), 

All the disciples were brethren, having one Father, God, and 
one Master and teacher, Christ (23919). As such they constituted 
the ecclesia (18!7), and possessed common authority to legislate 
for the Church's needs (1813) Wherever two or three met for 
prayer, Christ would be with them (181%). (Cf. 28%.) 

As in the Jewish Church so in the Christian, there would 
be prophets (109 23%), wise men (23%), and scribes (13°? 
2394). 

But from among the disciples twelve in particular were com- 
missioned to preach and to baptize (105 2819). Amongst these 
Peter was pre-eminent (cf. 10? zpa@ros) It was he to whom first 
was revealed the true nature of the Christ which was to be the 
foundation rock of the Church (1617). He was to have adminis- 
trative and legislative power within the kingdom (161819), But in 
that kingdom all twelve would sit on thrones, judging the twelve 
tribes of Israel (199). 

KA. JEWISH CHRISTIAN CHARACTER OF THE LOGIA. 

The probability that these sayings were collected and preserved 
by the early Church in Palestine is suggested by the following 
considerations : ; 

(a) The title and conception of the kingdom of the heavens 
as found in these sayings is Jewish in character. See above. 

(4) The interest shown in S. Peter, and the prominent position 
attributed to him, points in the same direction. 

(c) The mission of the Messiah and of His Apostles is limited 
to the Jewish nation. 

C£ 15% “I was not sent save to the lost sheep of the house 
of Israel." 

109 “Go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel." 
10% ‘Ye shall not exhaust the cities of Israel till the Son 

of Man come." 
19399 “Ye shall sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve 

tribes of Israel." 
49 See note. 

(81-12, though in its present position it seems to express a 
forecast of the admission of Gentiles into the kingdom, would not 
necessarily convey this meaning to a Jewish Christian society. 
Nor need the parables 2128-32. 83-46 221-14 have seemed to such a 
community to bear this meaning.) 

The editor of the Gospel has preserved these sayings in spite 
of the fact that he himself clearly believed that the good news of 
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the kingdom was intended for Gentiles. For he inserts 8513, 
adding to it from the Logia vv.!! 12, the result being that the 
admission of Gentiles is clearly alluded to. And the three parables 
2179-2214 in their present position in the Gospel seem to suggest 
the same lesson. Compare also his insertion of 253!46, possibly a 
Christian homily, of 24!* from Mk. ; and of 2819?9, especially v.19, 
which is probably also derived from Mk.'s lost ending. l 

There is, however, nothing in these passages as recorded by 
Mt. which takes us outside the Jewish Christian point of view of 
the early Church at Jerusalem as described in Ac 1-15. In that 
Church reluctance to the admission of the Gentiles into the 
Church was at length so far worn down, that it was admitted that 
the Gospel should be preached to the Gentiles. But the stand- 
point adopted was somewhat similar to that of the canonical 
prophets, who advocated the view that the Jewish religion was 
destined to attract to itself all nations, but who never seem to 
have doubted that the result would be the submission of the 
Gentiles to the privileges of Judaism rather than the complete 
supersession of Judaism by a new religion. In the same way 
there is nothing in the first Gospel which is not consistent with 
a conception of Christianity as a purified Judaism which was 
destined to absorb within itself disciples (proselytes) - from all 
nations. 

Of course, Christ's sayings contain within themselves a wider 
and freer spirit than this, but the Jewish Christian Church of 
Palestine may well have failed to see the ultimate goal of 
universalism towards which this teaching inevitably tended. 

(d) The insistence on the permanent validity of the Mosaic 
law. 

Cf. 517-39 1816 235-35 ratra $è fe movjcat Cf. 712, and especi- 
ally the law of divorce for unchastity, 532. 

This has so far influenced the editor, that he inserts a similar 
saying into Mk.’s narrative 10*1? — Mt 19915, where it is certainly 
out of place. See notes on Mt 19. Cf. also the insertion of the 
words pyè caBBare in 24%, the omission of Mk 27°, and the 
emphasis on the fulfilment of prophecy. 

(e) The Jewish phraseology of the sayings. 
Cf. especially : 

7) Baccia TOv obpavov. 
ó zarnp ô èv (rois) ovpavots. 
Ô vaTijp ô ovpdytos. 
TATHP ÜpV, VOV, TOV, GUTOV, 

on which see above. 
518 lara ty 1) pia xepaía. 
53 faxd. 
6?3 xoynpós. See note. 
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135 (ava. 
13599 of viot rhs acu eías. 
139 ouvréAaa ToU alóvos. 

1818 A 

19% wodsyyeveota—Opévov 8ó£ms. j 
Cf. also the word-play in Nafwpatos, 29, and in BeeAZeBovA, 

12%, 
(f) Anti-Pharisaic polemic : 

3*. 

23. 
Cf. 811 1388, 
Of course, this anti-Pharisaic attitude is observable also in a 

less degree in the editors other source, viz. the second Gospel, 
where the Pharisees are represented as finding fault with Christ's 
teaching, 2°, or conduct, 216 32%, or with the conduct of His 
disciples, 21*?* 75, They combine against Him with the 
Herodians, 39 1218. They ask Him for a sign, 8", and question 
Him about divorce, 10? (but see note on 19%). They question 
Him about His right to teach, 117%. Christ bids His disciples 
beware of the leaven of the Pharisees, 8!5, and beware of the 
scribes, 12%, "They plot to kill Him, 14! The Pharisees are 
mentioned by name in nine of the above cases, viz. 21% 18. % 36 45 
81.15 1653 1213, In the others, viz. 29 3% 141, it is the scribes 
who are mentioned, and it is scribes who with other members of 
the Sanhedrin effect the arrest of Christ, 14, and His condemna- 
tion, 1455 15}, 

But the editor of the first Gospel extends the anti-Pharisaism 
of his sources. He not only borrows the polemical sayings from 
the Logia and the polemical incidents from S. Mark, but so 
arranges and adds to them as to give a very dark picture of the 
Pharisees. To them and to the Sadducees the Baptist spoke his 
words of denunciation and warning, 372, Against their teaching 
was directed a considerable section of the Sermon on the Mount, 
5* 61-18, His teaching was, says S. Mark, “not as the scribes,” 
not, adds S. Matthew, as the scribes and Pharisees. The editor 
also alters Mk.'s of ypapparets TOv Sapicuiwy (210) into of $apuatot, 
and Mk.’s oi ypappareîs (37) into of Papıraîor (12?*, cf. 9%). The 
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same change occurs in Mk 12955 — Mt 22%, and in Mk 12%= 
Mt 22%, See also critical note on 19%. 

Mk.’s short denunciation of the teaching of the scribes, 1 2375-40, 
is lengthened into a long and severe denunciation of the scribes 
and Pharisees, ch. 23. The parable, Mk 12133, is there, as in 
Mt 21%, addressed to the chief priests and elders; but in Mt 21% 
it is the chief priests and the Pharisees who recognise that it was 
aimed against them. Indeed, the whole section, 2125—22*6, seems 
to be directed against the Pharisees; cf. 2145 22159441, This 
polemical motive probably explains the fact that in 2131-4! 22% the 
opponents are made to utter their own condemnation (A€yovow). 
The whole section seems to develop towards the terrific condemna- 
tion of ch. 23. Lastly, in 279? it is the chief priests and the 
Pharisees who effect the sealing of the tomb and the placing of 
the guard before it. It is perhaps due to the same anti-Jewish 
motive that we owe the insertion of the incident of Pilate's hand- 

washing (272425) 

THE AUTHOR. 

I. Papias apud Eusebius, Hf. E. iti. 39: 
MarÜaios piv otv 'EBpaió. Staréxry rà Adya ovveypdwaro! 

“Hppyvevoe 9 atta as Fv Suvaris? Exacros. 
: Irenæus, iii. I. 1 apud Eusebius, H. E. v. 8. 2: 
ó piy 9j MarÜoios dy rois "Efpaíows Tj ibig abrüv —B Kat 

ypadiyy tiveyxer Ecayyc ov, TOU IIérpov xai ToU IlavAov èv ‘Popy 
evayyeulopévov kai Óeueuosvrov riv éxxAnolay. 

3. Origen apud Eusebius, H. E. vi. 25: 
$i. vpüTov piv yeyparrat TÒ Kata Tov Tore T vy, Do repov 

Se Hil Inooũ —R MarOatov, éxdeduxcra. airs Tois dard 
‘Tovéaiopod moreicact, ypdppacw “EBpaixois avvreraypvov. 

4. Eusebius, H. Æ. rii. 24. 6: 
MarÜaios pé ye apórepoy EGpaiots Knpugas, & os pee xai èp 

érépous i iévat, arp yAarry ypapû mapaðoùs TÒ kaT abróv EbayyeMov, 
Tò Àcîrov Tjj abro) apovaig Tovros ad àv éaréAAero, dia THs ypadijs 

dvexAypov. 
5. Eusebius, H. E. v. 10. 3: 
ó Háyrawos Kal eis Idods eGeiy Adyerat, €yÜa. Adyos evpetv aürdr 

xpopGdcay Ti avrov mapovgiay TÓ xarà MarÜatov ebay yeMov tapá 
Tu avróbı Tov Xpurrov éreyvuxdowy, ols BapÜoAopaioy Tay doc TÓAoy 
éva rypõfat atrots T€ 'EBpaav ypdpquac TV rob 9 MarÜatov xaraXciyas 
ypadyy, fv xoi owherGa cis Tov SyAovpevoy xpóvov. 

If we interpret rá Ady in No. 1 as equivalent to “the 
Gospel,” £e. “phe Gospel which bears his name,” we seem to 
have a uniform second century tradition (Papias, Irenzus) 

! v.l. ewerd£aro, 3 v. 4. )6óraro. 
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repeated in the third (Origen) and in the fourth (Eusebius), to 
the effect that the first Gospel was written by Matthew, the toll 
gatherer and Apostle, in Hebrew. ‘lhe necessary inference 
must be that our canonical Gospel is a translation of the 
original Apostolic work. 

This tradition (and inference) is, however, directly con- 
tradicted by the testimony of the first Gospel itself, for that 
work clearly shows itself to be a compilation by someone who 
has interwoven material from another source or other sources 
into the framework of the second Gospel. This renders it difficult 
to suppose that the book in its present form is the work of the 
Apostle Matthew. It is indeed not impossible, but it is very 
improbable, that an Apostle should rely upon the work of another 
for the entire framework of his narrative. If he did so, he certainly 
composed his work in Greek, not in Hebrew, for the first Gospel 
has largely embodied the Greek phraseology of the second Gospel 
It is inconceivable that the compiler should have rendered Mk.’s 
Greek into Hebrew, and that this should have afterwards been 
retranslated into Greek so closely resembling its Marcan original. 

It would therefore seem that if the five passages quoted above 
represent a uniform tradition, the only course open to us is to 
assert that tradition has here gone astray. Our first Gospel was 
not originally written in Hebrew, nor is it likely that in its present 
form it is the work of an Apostle. But such a direct negative only 
forces us to examine more closely the facts at issue. The main 
points are these: 

(1) From the end of the second century it has been believed 
that our first Gospel was the work of the Apostle Matthew, who 
wrote it in “ Hebrew.” How did it come to bear his name? 

(2) According to the tradition represented by Papias, Matthew 
composed rà Adyia in “ Hebrew.” 

In the first place, it is clear that whilst the description ra 
Àóyia. need not necessarily exclude narrative material, it is admir- 
ably qualified to describe a book containing sayings, discourses, 
and parables. If there is corroborative evidence, we may 
reasonably suppose that S. Matthew's Hebrew work was of 
this description. 

Secondly, our first Gospel contains some 411 verses, being 
about two-fifths of the whole book, which consists of sayings, 
some of them in small groups, others forming part of long 
discourses or of parables. These sayings are in large part 
characterised by common features. See above, p. liv f. 

Now, if we assume that the compiler of the first Gospel 
drew these sayings from the Apostolic work or from a Greek 
Sola of it, we have at once an explanation of the following 
acts : 
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(1) That our first Gospel has been ascribed to Matthew from 
the end of the second century. On the one hand, an anonymous 
Gospel based on S. Mark’s Gospel and on the Matthzan Logia 
was in use in the Church. It might, of course, have been called 
after its compiler. But there would be an irresistible tendency 
to find for it Apostolic sanction; and the tradition as represented 
by Papias, that the Logia, which formed so large a part of it, were 
drawn from a work of the Apostle Matthew, would naturally suggest 
the name of that Apostle as a sanction for the importance ascribed 
to the first Gospel. To have called it after its other and chief 
source, S. Mark's Gospel, would have led to confusion, since the 
second Gospel was also in common use. 

(2) That the Church writers from the second century onwards 
speak of the first Gospel as having been written in “ Hebrew." 
This is quite simply explained as an after consequence of the 
transference of the name Matthew from the original Apostolic 
work to the canonical Gospel. It was traditional knowledge that 
Matthew had written an Evangelic work in Hebrew, and this 
statement easily became attached to the first Gospel If there 
seems to be a measure of unreality about such a statement as 
applied to the first Gospel, the fault must lie at the door of those 
who first transferred the name Matthew from the primary to the 
secondary work. Yet what could they do? They wanted a name 
for the first Gospel. "The compiler was either unknown, or, if 
known, a man of second rank in the Church. The book embodied 
much of the Apostle's work, and it would be a pity to allow his 
name as an authority for the Church's records to pass into oblivion. 
And so the first Gospel became the work of the Apostle. But S. 
Matthew, as all men knew, had written in “Hebrew.” And so 
wherever the first Gospel became known as his work, the state- 
ment that he had written in Hebrew followed his name, and was 
attached to the Gospel. 

The canonical Gospel was not the only work ascribed to the 
Apostle Matthew in the second century. The Jewish Christian 
sect of the Nazarenes possessed a Gospel, which is referred to by 
second and third century writers as the Gospel according to the 
Hebrews. I give below some of the references to it. Lists of quota- 
tions from it may be seen in Preuschen's Antilegomena, or Nestle's 
Novi’ Testamenti Supplementum, or (in German) in Hennecke's 
Neutestamentliche Apokryphen. For critical discussions of the 
questions connected with the Gospel, see Zahn, Gesch. des Kanons, 
ii. 642 ff., or Adeney in the Hibbert Journal, Oct. 1904. 

1. Ignatius (Hieronymus, De Vir. Illus. 16): 
Ignatius—scripsit—ad Smyrnaeos—in qua et de evangelio, quod 

nuper a me translatum est, super persona Christi ponit testimonium 
dicens “ Ego vero et post resurrectionem in carne eum vidi et credo 

f 
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quia sit; et quando venit ad Petrum et ad eos qui cum Petro erant 
dixit eis: Ecce palpate me et videte, qui non sum daemonium in- 
corporale. Et statim tetigerunt eum et crediderunt" Cf. Ignatius, 
Ad Smyrn. iii. 1. 2. Jerome himself ascribes the expression *' in- 
corporale daemonium" to the Gospel * quod Hebrzorum lectitant 
Nazarei,” Comm. in Isaiah, pref. to Bk xviii. Origen, De Princip. 1, 
procem. 8, says that the expression “non sum dzmonium incor- 
poreum " came from the book called Petri Doctrina. 

2. Hegesippus (Eusebius, ZZ. Æ. iv. 22): 
& Te ToU xa “EBpaious evayyeAtou kal ToU ZupuaxoU xai 

Ts ‘EBpaidos QuAékrov rwà tribo. 
3. Papias (Eusebius, ZZ. Æ. iii. 39): 
éxréÜcvras 8& kai aAXAnv ioropiay epi yuvaixòs éxi moais dpap- 

riais SiaBAnbeioys eri trod Kupiov, Fv Tò xaf "Efpa(ovs evayyeAiov 
WEpLexet. 

Eusebius does not here assert that Papias quoted from the 
Gospel according to the Hebrews. 

4. Irenæus, Adv. Her. i. 26. 2: 
Solo autem eo quod est secundum Mattheum evangelio 

utuntur (Ebionz!), et apostolum Paulum recusant, apostatem eum 
legis dicentes. 

5. (a) Origen, Comment. in Joh. vol. ii. 6 (Paris, 1759, vol. iv. 63). 
day 5¢ mpocierai tis TÒ xab’ 'Ef9paíovs ebayyyéuov. 
(5) Origen, Comment. in Mt. vol. xv. 14 (Paris, 1740, vol. iii. 67 1). 
Scriptum est in evangelio quodam, quod dicitur secundum 

Hebreos, si tamen placet alicui suscipere illud, non ad auctoritatem, 
sed ad manifestationem propositz questionis. 

6. Clement Alex., Stromata, ii. 9: 
ý Kav rà kaf’ “EBpaious evayyeAip—yéypazraa, 
7. (a) Eusebius, Æ. Æ. iii. 25: 
“Hôn ô év rovrows Twis xai rò xa? “EBpaious etayyéAcov karéAc£ar, 

9 padiora ‘EBpatwy oi róv Xpwrróv wapadegdpevor xatpovor. 
(4) Eusebius, ZZ. Æ. iii. 27: 
«bay yéAup 8¢ povy ro kal’ 'Efpaíovs XAeyopévo xpwpevot, rv Aourüv 

opxpov érotoUyro Aóyov. 
8. (a) Jerome, De Vir. Illus. 3: 
Porro ipsum Hebraicum habetur usque hodie in Czsariensi 

bibliotheca, quam Pamphilus martyr studiosissime confecit Mihi 
quoque a Nazareis, qui in Bercea urbe Syriz hoc volumine utuntur, 
describendi facultas fuit. 

(5) Jerome, Contra Pelag. iii. 2: 
In Evangelio juxta Hebrzos, quod Chaldaico quidem Syroque 

Sermone, sed Hebraicis literis scriptum est, quo utuntur usque 
hodie Nazarzeni, secundum apostolos sive, ut plerique autumant, 
juxta Matthaeum, quod et in Czsariensi habetur bibliotheca, narrat 
historia, etc. 

seer 2 
EK 
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(c) Jerome, Comment. in Is 11°: 
Evangelium quod Hebraeo sermone conscriptum legunt 

Nazarzi. 
(d) Jerome, Comment. in Mic 7°: 
Evangelium *'*quod secundum Hebreos editum nuper trans- 

tulimus." 
(ce) Jerome, Comment. in Is 40°: 
Evangelium “quod juxta Hebraeos scriptum Nazarei lecti- 

tant." 

(f) Jerome, Comment. in Ezech 1615: 
* In evangelio quoque Hebrzorum, quod lectitant Nazarei.” 
(g) Jerome, Comment. in Mt 1215: 
In evangelio quo utuntur Nazarzeni et Ebionite, quod nuper 

in Grecum de Hebreo sermone transtulimus, et quod vocatur a 
plerisque Matthaei authenticum, etc. 

(4) Jerome, £f. 20. 5: 
Denique Mattheus, qui evangelium Hebrao sermone con- 

scripsit, ita posuit: Osanna barrama. 
(i) Jerome, Comment. in Mt 23%: 
In evangelio quo utuntur Nazarzni, etc. 
(7) Jerome, De Vir. Tilus. 2: 
“ Evangelium quoque, quod appellatur Secundum Hebreos et 

a me nuper in Graecum Latinumque sermonem translatum est, quo 
et Origenes szpe utitur," etc. 

It will have been seen that Papias and the Gospel had a narra- 
tive in common ; but it does not, of course, follow that Papias had 
seen the Gospel Ignatius has a saying which was also contained 
in the Gospel. Hegesippus quoted from it. Irenæus speaks of it 
as in use among the Ebionites; but he probably uses Ebionites 
loosely as a general term for the Jewish Christians of Palestine. 
It was, as Jerome many times states, the Gospel of the Nazarenes, 
whilst the Ebionites had another Gospel (Epiphanius, Heres. xxx. 
3. 13). Jerome saw the Gospel at Bercea, and says that there was 
a copy in the library at Cesarea. He translated it into Latin and 
into Greek, and not infrequently (some eighteen times) quotes from 
itin his writings. The extant fragments of it are too scanty to 
admit of positive judgements, but it is unlikely that there was any 
dependence of our canonical Gospel upon the Gospel according 
to the Hebrews, or vice versa. All that can be said is, that from 
the beginning of the second century the Jewish Christian Nazarenes 
had a Gospel which they ascribed to Matthew, and which was 
written in the Aramaic language and in Hebrew letters. It may 
have been ascribed to Matthew for the same reason that caused 
his name to be connected with our canonical Gospel, viz., the 
fact that one main source for its material was that Apostle’s col. 
lection of sayings of Christ. 
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THE DATE. 

The data furnished by the Gospel itself seem best satisfied if 
we suppose that its author compiled it within a period of a few 
years before or after the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70. An earlier 
date does not seem possible, in view of the fact that the compiler 
had S. Mark's Gospel before him. 

The writer's forecast of history is clear and unmistakable. 
The coming of the Son of Man, whom he clearly identifies with 
the crucified Christ, would be the first stage in a series of events, 
comprising the gathering of the elect and the final judgement, 
which together would form a terminus to the present dispensation 
of the world's history. Compare the following: 

245 * What is the sign of Thy coming, and of the consumma- 
tion of the age?" . 

249 “ They shall see the Son of Man coming upon the clouds 
of heaven,” etc. 

253! “When the Son of Man shall come in His glory, then 
shall He sit on the throne of His glory, and all nations shall be 
gathered before Him." 

This coming and the consummation of the age lay in the near 
future. Compare the following: 

10% “Ye shall not finish the cities of Israel, till the Son of 
Man be come." 

16% “There are some of those who stand here, who shall not 
taste of death, until they see the Son of Man coming in His 
kingdom." 

24** “ This generation shall not pass away, until all these things 
come to pass." 

But it could be still further defined, for it was to take place 
“immediately after the tribulation of those days," 2499; and this 
tribulation is clearly to the writer the distress which would accom- 
pany the downfall of Jerusalem ; cf. 24* 5 “ There shall not be left a 
stone upon a stone.— When shall these things be, and what shall be 
the sign of Thy coming, and of the consummation of the age?” 

It is true that the writer anticipates a previous preaching of 
the goodness of the kingdom in all the world to all nations, 24!*; 
but he makes it clear that in his opinion this could be accom- 
plished before the great tribulation of the final overthrow of the 
Jewish nation ; cf. 241% “then shall come the end. When, there- 
fore, ye see (the approaching fall of the city)," etc. It is probable 
that he saw in the aposto'ic preaching in the West, culminating 
in the arrival of S. Paul at Rome, an ample fulfilment of this 
"preaching in all the world (oixovuévy) for a testimony to all 
nations." 
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It seems impossible to suppose that a Gospel in which Christ's 
sayings are so arranged as to give this quite definite impression 
that He had foretold His coming as Son of Man, and the con- 
summation of the age, in close connection with the events of the 
year 70 A.D., could have been written more than a very few years 
after that date. 

Nor does the Gospel contain anything that decisively conflicts 
with such a date. 

Certainly not the narratives of chs. 1. 2. Whatever the amount 
of historical fact here recorded may be, there is no reason why these 
traditions should not have been recorded before the year 75 A.D., 
this date being chosen as the latest probable limit. See note on 
chs. 1. 2. It is only the narrow and undiscerning logic of modern 
criticism which finds it necessary to detect earlier and later stages 
of thought in these chapters, on the ground that one and the 
same writer could not have recorded the story of the supernatural 
birth, asd, at the same time, have compiled as an introduction to 
it a genealogy professedly designed to emphasise the fact that 
Joseph was in a real sense the father of Jesus. I have en- 
deavoured to prove in the commentary that the Gospel as it now 
stands is an indivisible unity ; and that the only stages required are 
an early cycle of Palestinian traditions, and a compiler who placed 
them at the beginning of his Gospel, and compiled as an intro- 
duction to them a genealogy of the main figure in his Gospel 
narrative. The traditions may well have been current in Palestine 
before the year 7o A.D., and the compiler need not have done his 
work much later, if at all later, than this. 

Nor need such sayings as 1617-19 1819-9 reflect a late period of 
Church history. The “Church” may well be the Palestinian com- 
munity of Jewish Christian disciples of Christ in the middle of 
the century, and the prominence given to S. Peter probably 
reflects his position in the Palestinian Church during that period. 
If we regard the writer of the Gospel as a Jewish Christian, and 
do not read into his record of Christ's words ideas which the 
later Church quite naturally found there in the light of the develop- 
ment of Christianity, there seems no reason to suppose that he 
may not have written his book within the period 65-75 A.D. 
And his arrangement of Christ's eschatological sayings almost 
conclusively points to that period. 

THE STYLE AND LANGUAGE. 

The Greek of the Gospel is not so full of Aramaisms and of 
harsh constructions due to translation from Aramaic as is the 
Greek of the second Gospel. Nor, on the other hand, has it the 
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Septuagintal and, so, Hebraic ring of the language of the third 
Gospel It has rather the lack of distinction which characterises 
any narrative compiled from previous sources by an editor who 
contents himself with dovetailing together rather than rewriting 
the sources before him. 

The following phrases are strikingly characteristic of the 
Gospel : 

sore. This occurs in narrative at the beginning of a new para- 
graph,! 318 4! olf y 139 1232 38 13% 151 1,811 1913 26939 2215 231 261. 81. 36 
2757, or in the course of a section, 21- 16. 1T 35 15 4* 10. 11 8326 g® 39. 87 

1218 yol2 38 1612 9M 1515.19. yof? 211 2221 26% 38 45. 50. 52. 56. 65. 67. 74 
279.13. 16. 26.39.55 5819. Frequently also in sayings and parables, 5% 
5. 23 1229. 4. 45 1,9545 G97 1833 228.13 249. 10. 14. 16. 21. 25. 30 (3). 40 
2gl T. EL 94. 37. Q1. 44. 45, 

Sov.2 This occurs in narrative, either alone, 1% 21. 15. 19 918. 32. 46 
26", or with xai prefixed, 41€ 1T 82 2 29.32.34 g2. 3.10.30 7210 152 
175 5 1916 20% 265! 275! 28? ; in sayings and parables, either alone, 
118 19.19 122.47 138 191! 2018 gat 2493-35. 99 26% 2837. or with xaá 
74 287-9, 

ores, 17 times. 
dvaxwpeiy, ro times. 

wpooépxeo Gat, 52 times. 
poc vv, 13 times. 
xpor$épar, 14 times. 
cvráyev, 24 times. 
óxAo. Mk. has óxAos 37 times, xào once, ch. rx (but 

D Slabcfiikq Boos). On the other hand, Mt. has óxyÀ« 30 
times, óxAos 17. 
Ad other phrases, see Hore Syn. pp. 4-7, 25-27, and above, 

P. lv 
Another characteristic of the editor's style is a tendency to 

repeat a phrase or construction two or three times at short 
intervals. This is particularly noticeable at the beginning or close 
of a section. 

Ct. the following : 
(1) ro? de 'Inao? yevrg0érros— 9o), 21. 

dvaxwpnodyrey 82 airiv—idov, 2". 
TOevrjcayros 52 rod ‘Hpwdou tod, 219, 

(2) vapayiveras, * 

(3) —*—— —8 A 
weprraray 0€, 418, 
Bay 8é, 5}. 

! As arranged in the text of Westcott and Hort. 
3 This word is characteristic of Mt. only as contrasted with Mk. It is 

common in Lk. 
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(4) xaraBayre (os) 9€ aire (ov), 81. 
clo Oovros (4) òè avrov (9), 85. 

(5) xa eu Barre avri, 833, 
xai Aborri avro, 8%, 

(6) kal ipfás, 9l. 
Kat wapdywr, 9°. 

(7) eis oAnv T" yv ixen, 9%, 
êv y T YD éxeivy, gît. 

(8) èv éxeív TQ xatpp, 11% 121, 
Plus aévres, 4?9- 22, 

(11) kal dehh éxeiDev, 15%. 
Ka pera às éxeidey, 1599, 

(12) riv Bac env TOU Ü«ov, 21°!, 
7 ) TOU Geov, 2148, 
Kai kataßawóvrwv atrin—tvereidaro avrois, 17°. 
kai iXBóvruv —tvpoaijA0ev avro, 1714, 

(13) dvaarpedopévav à abróv, 17%. 
éA0óvrov 0$ atrév, 17%. 

(14) dA mapaBodyy mapéOnkey avrots Aéyoy, 1334 31, 
dX : jv €AdA sev abrois, 1399. 

(15) Spoia 6 ecTív, 134. 
máy pola ecriv, 1315: 47, 

THE TEXT. 

The task of an editor of the first Gospel is complicated by the 
fact that he not only has to decide questions bearing on the text 
of the first Gospel, but also to investigate the text of S. Mark. 
I am unable to assume that the edition of Westcott and Hort gives 
us a final text in either Gospel. In particular, I am inclined 
to believe that the second century readings, attested by the 
ecclesiastical writers of that century, and by the Syriac and Latin 
versions, are often deserving of preference. I have made no 
special study of the Latin versions, but some investigation of the 
tliat versions has long convinced me that the Curetonian may 
be regarded as a revision of the text presented by the Sinaitic 
version ; and that whilst the former, when it differs from the 
Sinaitic, rarely retains an original reading, the latter is often of 
great importance. On the other hand, I cannot subscribe to the 
exaggerated estimate of the value of the Sinaitic versions taken by 
Dr. A. Merx.! For the early Syriac versions, the student should 
study the admirable edition of Mr. Burkitt. 

1 Die Vier Canonischen Evangelien, 
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I have used the ordinary symbols for the Greek and Latin 
MSS. To those usually quoted add 

Ox = A papyrus fragment, containing Mt 112 13- 4-9. published 
in OxyrAynchus Papyri, i. 

The Syriac versions are quoted thus: 
l S! = the Sinaitic MS. 

S? =the Curetonian. 
S5 = the Peshitta. 
S‘ =the Harclean. 
S5— the Jerusalem Lectionary. 

The Old Latin (pre-Vulgate) MSS. are quoted under the 
ordinary letters (a b c, etc.), or in cases where several agree as 
latt 

No attempt has been made to give the whole of the evidence 
for textual readings. The syllable a/ means “with other uncial 
MSS.,” e.g. E F a/ means that a reading is attested by E F and 
ether uncials. 
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO 
S. MATTHEW. 

A.—I. IL BIRTH AND INFANOY OF THE MESSIAH. 

L 1-17. His Genealogy. 

L 1. Book of the generation of Jesus Christ, Son of David, Son E 
of — BiBros vViceus is clearly borrowed from Gn 2 
LXX. So far as the Hebrew of that passage is concerned, 
“These are the generations," etc., would seem to close the pre- 
ceding section. But it is probable that the LXX translator 
connected it rather with 2*°-4%, This section contains J’s narra- 
tives of the creation of man, of the garden, of the Fall, of the 
birth of Cain and Abel, and of the descendants of Cain down to 
Lamech ; ending with the births of Seth and of his son.  yévecis 
here, therefore, covers the genealogy of mankind from Adam to 
Seth, and includes a good deal of narrative-matter relating to this 
period. In Gn 5! BífAos yevérews occurs again, and here covers 
the genealogy of Adam as far as Japheth (592), with an appended 
history containing an account of the wickedness of men in the 
days of Noah (619). In 6? occurs the shorter superscription atra, 
&& al -yevrétous Noe, introducing the account of the Flood, 69-939, 
In 10! abra; 82 al yevéceis rõv viðv Nie introduces a list of the 
descendants of Noah, with an appended narrative of the tower of 
Babel (1119). In 1126 abra, ai yevéces Zýp introduces a list of 
the descendants of that patriarch to Terah; and in 117" a similar 
formula ushers in the descendants of Terah. It is therefore 
clear that to a Jewish Christian writer acquainted with the LXX, 
9 B(BXos yevéoews, or abrar al yevécas, was a biblical phrase which 
might be used to describe a narrative containing, as in the case of 
Noah, a list of descendants, and some account of the life of the 
person named. In strict analogy we should expect Sios yevéceus 

1 
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"Afpadp. But, since for the editor the main interest centred in 
the person of Christ rather than of Abraham, it was not unnatural 
for him to depart from literary usage in this respect. It seems 
probable that the title should be taken as covering not the whole 
Gospel, but only that portion of it which gives Christ's ancestry 
and the circumstances of His birth and childhood. 

"Incod Xpwrov.] This collocation is rare in the Synoptic 
Gospels. It occurs here, 139* 162!" Mk 1! only. Also in Jn 1" 
17? Xpicros has become a proper name, and lost its adjectival 
force. ` For the history of Xpioros as a Messianic title, see Dalm. 
Words, 289 ff.—viotd Aaveid} For “Son of David” as a title 
of the Messiah, see Dalm. Words, 319 ff.—viot 'Agpaau] Cf. 
He 216 grépparos "ABpadp éxAapuBaverar. The descent of the 
Messiah from Abraham is emphasised in Zest. Levi 8. Cf. Volz, 
Suid. Eschat. 216. 

The genealogy which follows was probably compiled by the 
editor for the purpose of his Gospel. (a) In accordance with this 
purpose he carries back the genealogy to Abraham, the first 
founder of the Jewish race. (2) He inserts details which are out 
of place in a strict genealogy, but which are in harmony with the 
theme of his Gospel, eg. ex rs 6dpap, v.2; éx ris "Paxaf, v.*; 
ex rìs “PovO, v.5; éx rijs ToU Obpíov, v.5. These names are prob- 
ably introduced as those of women, in whose case circum- 
stances were overruled by the divine providence which, as it might 
have seemed, should have excluded them from a place in the 
ancestral line of the Messiah. They were in a sense forerunners 
of the Virgin Mary. (c) The division into three groups of fourteen 
names also has its purpose. In David the family rose to royal 
power (Aaveid róv BacrAéa, v.°). At the Captivity it lost it again. 
In the Christ it regained it. 

For the names in the genealogy the compiler naturally had 
recourse to the Old Testament so far as that availed him. He 
appears to have used the LXX text. 

V.2 comes from 1 Ch 1™ 2!, v.? from 1 Ch 245-9 yy, 44a 
from 1 Ch 21915, yy,911 from 1 Ch 35 1915, yy,12.15 to Zopo- 
BaBed from 1 Ch 3!79, The names in vv.1*!6 come from an 
unknown source, probably from information received from Christ's 
relations. 

B 9. Abraham begat Isaac; and Isaac begat Jacob; and Jacob 
begat Judah and his brethren.) "ABpaap eyévvyce tov "Iaadx, from 
I Ch 1% xai éyévrgoev ‘ABpaap roy ‘Ioaax. In the next clause 
jlaxw8 comes from 1 Ch 1** where the Heb. has “Israel.” This 
is at the outset a hint that the compiler is using the LXX rather 
than the Hebrew.— Tovday xai rots ddeAgovs aŭro) The compiler 
borrows 'Iovóa from 1 Ch 2!, and then summarises the brethren 
whose names are there given as rots ddeAgots atrov. The fact 
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that he mentions the brethren at all suggests that he has this 
verse in Chronicles before him. 

8. And Judah begat Phares and Zara from Tamar ; and Phares E 
begat Esrom ; and Esrom begat Aram.| Clause a is from 1 Ch 2* xoi 
@apap 3) voor atro) érexev abr róy apes kal roy Zapd. The fact 
that the compiler adds xai róv Zapà éx rs apap, which is quite 
superfluous in a genealogy proper, shows that he had 1 Ch 24 
before him. Zapa is the Septuagintal form of Mm}, On the 
editors special reason for mentioning Tamar, see above.— Ecpoy] 
In 1 Ch 2? B has 'Ecepóv, A Luc. 'Ecpóp. In 1 Ch 25 B has 
'Apséóv, B *'h! 'Egpaóv, A Luc. 'Eepóp. Elsewhere 'Eopóp is 
peculiar to A Luc., never appearing in B. Its use in Mt. shows 
that the compiler was using Septuagintal forms, and not trans- 
literating the Hebrew.— Apap] In 1 Ch 2? 'Apáp appears as a 
son of 'Ecpdp. | 

4. And Aram begat Aminadab ; and Aminadab begat Naasson ; B 
and Naasson begat ary eine gar d In 1 Ch 2? B has 'Appáy, 
but A Luc. 'Apdu.— AjuvaódB] In 1 Ch 21 B has 'Ayevabaf, 
but A Luc. 'AjyuvabdB. Naagowv and XaXyóv come from 1 Ch 
21.11, They are the Septuagintal forms of jin) and RoW, 

b. And Naasson begat Boes from Rahab ; and Boes begat Iobed E 
from Ruth ; and Jobed begat Jessai.]—Bóot] In x Ch 21}13 B 
has Bóos, but A Luc. Bdof.—é& ris ‘Paya For the insertion, 
see on v.l. “Payaf is not a Septuagintal form. This version 
uniformly has “PaaS. However, Josephus has 4 'Paxáf or 
*‘PadBy, Ant. v. 8, 11, 15. The editor adopts here a form which 
represents the Hebrew more nearly than 'Paag. ‘IwB8yd and 
"leovai are the Septuagintal forms of "303p and w^ or ‘wx, They 
come from 1 Ch 21%, where B has '0856 and A "IwB76. 

6. And Jessai begat David the king.) . The insertion of “the E 
king,” which was perhaps suggested by éBacitevce,, 1 Ch 34 
or by Ru 4% LXX A, marks the close of the first division of the 
genealogy. At this point the family obtained royal power. 
Aaved is the Septuagintal form. For róv fjacuéa, cf. also Jos. 
Ant. V. ix. 4:— From Obed came Jessai, and from him David 
the king (ô fas c/cas) and left the sovereignty to his sons 
for twenty-one generations. I thought it necessary to recount 
the history of Ruth, because I wished to show the power of 
God, that He can advance even the ignoble to splendid dignity ; 
such as that to which He brought David, though born of such 

ts. 
6,7. And David begat Solomon from the wife of Uriah ; and 

Solomon begat Roboam.| 1 Ch 3*1.—ZXoXouóva| The LXX AB 
has XeXegev, Luc. SaAopev, Josephus ZoXouóv. ‘“PoBodp is the 
Septuagintal form.—éx Tis tod Ovpeiov] Perhaps suggested to 
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the editor by 1 Ch 35. For the insertion of a woman's name, see 
on v... Oópeov is the Septuagintal form. 

E 7,8 And Roboam begat Abia; and Abia begat Asaph ; and 
Asaph begat Joshaphat ; and Joshaphat begat Joram.) Cf. 1 Ch 
339-11 —AfBu] LXX A B has ‘ABad, Luc. “AfBia. Josephus 
"ABías.— Acdd] In r Ch. LXX A B Luc. has 'Aed, Josephus 
"Acavos. But Acad is a Septuagintal form. See Burkitt, Evan- 
gelion Da-Mepharreshe, 203. 'Iocadár and "Iwpap are Septuagintal 
forms. Josephus has ‘Iwoddaros and 'Iópagos. 

E 8,9. And Joram begat Ozias ; and Ozias begat Joatham ; and 
Joatham begat Akaz ; and Akas begat Hesekias.| Cf. 1 Ch 32-12, 
Joram begat Ozias. Commentators usually note that Mt. has 
here omitted three kings, Ahaziah, Joash, and Amaziah. But this 
is not the case. 1 Ch 31! records that "Ole was the son of 
Joram. That is to say, Mt. follows the LXX of the Chronicles. 
Mt. continues: "Ofeias 52 éyévvae rov 'lodÓap. The Chronicler 
LXX has Twas vids atrov, Apacias vids atro, A(ap«à vids avrov, 
"Iwafay vids abrov. That is to say, Mt. has omitted not Ahaziah 
—'O(«as, Joash, and Amaziah, but Joash, Amaziah, and Azariah 
= Uzziah. The reason must be sought in 1 Ch 3! LXX. The 
son of Joram is there called "Ofed. Now for Ahaziah the LXX 
generally has 'Oxofeías, whilst "Ofed is generally the equivalent of 
Uzziah, e.g. 2 Ch 269, 'Ofed in 1 Ch 3!! is possibly a mistake. 
Mt. as he copied it seems naturally enough to have connected it 
with Uzziah, and so to have passed on to this king’s son, Jotham, 
thus omitting unconsciously the three intervening kings. Or the 
copy of the LXX which he followed may have made the omission 
for the same reason.—'Ofeias] The Septuagintal forms are 'Ofed, 
B; 'O(ías, A Luc.—'Ioo0du| The LXX A B has ‘Iweédy, but 
Luc. reci ed The LXX A B bas "Ayas, but Luc. 'Axa£. 
"Efexias is the LXX form. l 

E 10. And Hezekiah begat Manasseh ; and Manasseh begat 
Amos ; and Amos begat Josiah.|\—Mavacoys| So LXX, Josephus. 
—leoceas] LXX AB has 'Ioced, but Luc. 'Iecías ; so Josephus. 
— Apos] LXX B has Avuy, Al’ B®” "Apes. Josephus, "Aperos 
or "Appasy. 

E 1l And Josiah begat Jechoniah and his brethren, at the time 
of the captivity into Babylon.) kai rots adeAfors abro? is inserted 
because in 1 Ch 348 the names of the brethren of Jehoiakim are 
recorded just as the same words occur in v.?, because the brethren 
of Judah are registered in 1 Ch a!. 

The verse as it stands gives rise to great difficulties, because 
Jehoiakim has been omitted. But the text must be corrupt. As 
it stands there are only thirteen names in the third division, 
beginning with Salathiel. And this is impossible in view of v.!7. 
If we suppose that ‘Iexoviay in v.!! is a corruption for Iware, 
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everything is plain. The xal robs ddeAgovs is then due to 1 Ch 
355, where the names of Jehoiakim’s brethren are given.—éri rys 
perowecías] petouecia, a rare word. It occurs ten times in the 
LXX, besides only Anth. P. 7. 731. The mention of the Captivity 
closes the second division of the genealogy. In the generation of 
Jechoniah the family lost the royal power to which it had risen in 
the person of David. 

19. And after the captivity into Babylon, Jechoniah begat Sala- E 
thiel.| From 1 Ch 3%, 

19, 18. And Salathiel begat Zorobabel ; and Zorobabel begat E 
Abiud; and Abiud begat Eliakim.) In 1 Ch 3! the Hebrew 
represents Zerubbabel as the son of Pedaiah. But the LXX BA 
gives xai viol YaArafiwrA ZopofdfjeA, x.T.X. The editor is therefore 
clearly using the LXX. It seems clear that up to this point the 
editor has been using the LXX of 1 Ch 1-3. For (1) the names 
are given in the forms of the LXX. The only apparent exceptions 
are ‘Acad and '"Paxáf. The latter does not occur in 1 Ch 1-3, 
and the editor substitutes a traditional form for the ‘Padf of the 
LXX. (2) Several of the details in Mt. are explained by his use 
of the LXX of 1 Ch., eg. (a) Iaxóf, v... So LXX 1 Ch 1%, 
Heb. Syn, (4) "Iopàp 82 èyévvyoe róv "Offer (v9. So LXX 
I Ch 3! (c) Zaa 82 eyavyce Tóv ZopoBaBedr (v.18). So 
LXX 1 Ch 39. Other details in the genealogy point to a use 
of 1 Ch. but not necessarily of the LXX version, e.g. (a) xai robs 

Us avrov (v.2), is explained by 1 Ch 21-2; (4) xai róv Zapà 
èx THs @apap (v.5), by reference to 1 Ch 24; (c) xai rovs ddeAgois 
atro? (v.!1), by reference to 1 Ch 315. 

For the names which follow, the editor is dependent on other 
information. 

18, 14. And Eliakim begat Azor ; and Azor begat Sadok ; and E 
Sadok begat Acheim ; and Acheim begat Eliud.| 

15. And Eliud begat Eleazar ; and Eleazar begat Matthan ; E 
and Matthan begat Jacob.) 

16. And Jacob begat Joseph. Joseph, fo whom was espoused E 
Mary a virgin, begat Jesus, who is called Christ.| Thus ends 
the third division of the genealogy. The family now regained in 
the Christ, the anointed King, the sovereignty which it had won 
in David and lost at the Captivity. There is no sufficient ground 
for supposing that the genealogy ever existed apart from the 
Gospel. The references to Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, Bathsheba, can 
only be explained as due to the editor of the Gospel, who saw in 
the life histories of these women a divine overruling of history 
from which a right understanding of Mary’s virginity might be 
drawn. Of course these references might have been inserted by 
the editor of the Gospel in a genealogy which he found ready 
made to his hand. But the artificial arrangement into three 
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groups of fourteen names reminds us of the not infrequent pre- 
dilection for arrangements in three which runs through the entire 
work. Cf. the following: three incidents of Christ's childhood, 
ch. 2 ; three incidents prior to His ministry, 3-4!!; three tempta- 
tions, 41; threefold interpretation of “do not commit murder,” 
v.2; three illustrations of ‘‘righteousness,” 6118; three prohibi- 
tions, 619-79; three injunctions, 77-27; three miracles of healing, 
8115; three miracles of power, 83—98; three complaints of His 
adversaries, 9117; threefold answer to question about fasting, 
g1*'7 ; three incidents illustrating the hostility of the Pharisees, 12; 
three parables of sowing, 133? ; three sayings about “little ones,” 
ch. 18; three parables of prophecy, 2179-2214; three parables of 
warning, 2452-259, There is, further, no ground for the wide- 
spread belief that the genealogy is in itself a proof of a belief that 
Christ was the natural son of Joseph and Mary. This particular 
genealogy contains the condemnation of such a belief. The man 
who could compile it and place immediately after it 11935, clearly 
did not believe that Christ was the son of Joseph. He inserted 
in the genealogy the references to the women and the relative 
clause *to whom was betrothed Mary a virgin," in order to antici- 
pate vv.1925, In other words, éyévvge« throughout the genealogy 
denotes legal, not physical descent. He had before him two 
traditional facts—(a) that Christ was born of a Virgin in a super- 
natural manner, (4) that He was the Messiah, £e. the Son of 
David. How could a Jewish Christian, indeed how could anyone, 
reconcile these facts otherwise than by supposing that Mary's 
husband was the legal father of Christ? So non-natural a sense of 
fatherhood may seem strange to us, but the fact of the super- 
natural birth which gave rise to it is stranger. Whatever we may 
think of it, this was the belief of the editor of the Gospel; so that 
there is no ground for the widespread opinion that the existence 
of a genealogy of Christ is proof of an underlying belief that He 
was the natural son of Joseph and Mary. If the editor simply 
tried to give expression to the two facts which had come down to 
him by tradition—the fact of Christ's supernatural birth, and the 
fact that He was the Davidic Messiah, and did not attempt a 
logical synthesis of them, who shall blame him ? 

E 17. Therefore all the generations from Abraam to David 
are fourteen generations; and from David to the Captivity into 
Babylon are fourteen generations; and from the Captivity into 
Babylon to the Christ are fourteen generations.| The artificial 
character of the genealogy is obvious from this verse. The 
arrangement into three will be found to be characteristic of this 
Gospel. The grouping into three fourteens may be due to the 
fact that in the Hebrew name David «m, there are three letters, 
and that the numerical value of these letters is 4+6+4=14. 
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* By this means the genealogy was invested with the character 
of a sort of numerical acrostic on the name David" (G. H. Box, 
Interpreter, Jan. 1906, p. 199). 

The genealogy thus constructed is no mere antiquarian attempt 
to discover genealogical facts. The writer is interested in the 
question whether Jesus was legally descended from David, and 
believes that this was the case. But his interest in this point 
arises from some other than a purely antiquarian motive. The 
clue to this motive is furnished by the insertion of the women. 
Why did the compiler think it necessary to safeguard in this 
manner the fact of the supernatural birth and of Mary’s innocence. 
The reason can hardly be any other than that these things were 
already the ground of anti-Christian polemic on the part of the 
Jews. Celsus, c A.D. 170-180, is already acquainted with the 
Jewish slander that Jesus was born out of wedlock; cf. Orig. 
Contra Celsum, i. 28, 32, 33, 39. And we may be sure that the 
Christian tradition of the supernatural birth which lies behind the 
first and third Gospels evoked Jewish slander as soon as it became 
known to the Jews. For the later Jewish forms of this slander 
cf. Laible, Jesus Christus im Talmud; Herford, Christianity in 
Talmud and Midrash; Krauss, Das Leben Jesu nach Jüdischen 
Quellen. 

I. 1. Aave] So NABCD a. The LXX has Aavelð or Aavld; 
Josephus Aaviðns or x eg —ABpaáu] So LXX. Josephus has *ABpapos, 
— (once), 'Afpa 

aáx] So LXX. — Idaxos. —laxá8]. So LXX. Josephus 
— — Icaàx 96] Om. é here and throughout S!*, 
- , 1o58as] LXX has 'Iovóás or Tovl. In r Ch 2! "Tovdd, B ; "Iovdas, 

4. 'AyurabáB, N C al; 'AueiwabdB, B A. In 1 Ch 2? LXX B has 
"AnewabáB, A Luc. ’Apuraðáß, Josephus 'AjuráfaBos.—Naaccóv] So LXX. 
— In 1 Ch 2!! Heb. has xobw, LXX B Luc. ZaMuór, A ZaMuár. 

5. Bos] N BOxk ; Boós, C 33; Boss, EK al; LXX has Bods, Boóf. 
In t “Chr a B Bods, A Luc. Bods, Josephus Béatos, Bow{ns.— Paxd8] 
LXX ‘Pads. osephus 'Paáfis, 'Paxáf».—' 198560] N B Ox ; '0859, EK al; 
LXX has ‘agi Ie858 (A). In 1 Ch 213.18 B Luc. "0838, A T4905 
Josephus 08485. —Poó0] So LXX; Josephus 'Po/0y.—' Ieccat] So LXX 
Josephus 'Ieeca:os. 

é. Zoova) LXX has ZaXAwuó», ZaXoudr, ZaAwuo, Zooms» (A). In 
1 Ch 3 ZaXwpór, Luc. ZaXoudr, Josephus —R -Oðboelou] B Ox. 

7. ‘Po podu] So LXX; Pepe Poßóapos. — — Afid] LXX 'ABedd, 'ABid ; 
Josephus fA Blas, — AcáQ] X B C D " Ox. i. 209, 543, 700, kal. LXX has 
Acá, Josephus "Acaros. 

8. "IusaQár] LXX 'Iocagdr, "Iucae40. In 1 Ch 3° "Iwcagdr, Josephus 
"Iwodparos.—'Ilwpdx] So LXX ; Josephus’ Iópopos. —'Ofelay] S? has '* Ahazia ; 
Ahazia begat Joash ; Joash begat t Amozia.” So Aphr. 
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0$. 
11. 'Iucelas) NBD !*»; LXX has 'Iuceías, "Iwolas ; Josephus "Iwoias.— 

Tür "Ieyovlay] We must read here rà» "Iwaxelu xal rods ddeXgods avroi. 
Iwaxelu 06 éyévynce ray 'Iexoría» él ris peroxeclas BagvAGOvos. So sub- 
stantially M U a? S* S® with asterisk. 

19. ZaÀa0:$3] So LXX ; Josephus ZaAa0(3Aos. —ZopoBágeX] So LXX ; 
Josephus ZopoSd8n os. 

6. On the text, see the admirable note of Mr. Burkitt, Evangelion da 
Mepharreshe, ii. 258 ff. The reading of NB a? is: 'IaxoB 8è éyérryoe ròr 
"Iwohd ró» ävõpa Maplas ef js éyerríj0n 'Inooós à Aeyóueros Xporés. Besides 
this there is a second reading : 'Iaxóf 8è éyévynce rà» 'Iuct$ Q prnorevOcica 
wapbévos Map éyéprnaoe 'InaoÜ» roy Aeyóperor Xpwrór. This is the reading 
of the Ferrar group, 346, 556, 826, 828. So S? Jacob begat Joseph, him to 
whom was betrothed Mary the Virgin, she who bare Jesus the Messiah. So, 
too, the old latt abcd gkgq. So, too, the text which underlies the Armenian ; 
cf. Robinson, Eutha/iana, p. 82. Besides these two readings, S! has a third : 
** Jacob begat Joseph. Joseph, to whom was betrothed Mary the Virgin, 
begat Jesus, called the Messiah.” Burkitt believes this to be a paraphrase of 
the reading of the Ferrar group, and thinks that S? is derived from it. In 
this last point he is no doubt right. S? is, as a whole, dependent on S!, and 
it is therefore probable that S! has the earlier reading here. But it is 
questionable whether S! does not represent a Greek text found nowhere else 
(not in the Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila ; see Burkitt, p. 265), namely, 
Iaxùf 82 éyérrnce ròr Iwoto. 'Iocho 56 Q urnorevôeica f?» Ma wap0éros 
dyévence "Incoty TÓ» Xeyóueror XCiorov. Burkitt objects that ‘‘ the practice 
of the writer is to interpose no words between the name and the verb é¢yérrnce, 
so that the clause @ urnorevðeisa wap). M. ought to follow the first mention 
of Joseph, not the second." But the relative clause is clearly required in 
close connection with éyéyynce in order to qualify it, meaning ‘‘ begat,” but 
‘from a virgin," s.e. not ''literally," but ‘‘legally.” It seems probable, 
therefore, that the text underlying S?! is the nearest approach now extant to 
the original Greek, and it must remain possible that even here the relative 
clause is an insertion. This earliest Greek form was gradually altered from 
a desire to avoid words which, though in the intention of the writer they 
expressed legal parentage, Not paternity, in fact, might be misunderstood by 
thoughtless ers. The first step was perhaps the insertion of the relative 
clause. The second, the insertion as in S? of a second relative, ‘‘ she who,” 
as a subject to éyéyynce. The third, the substitution of rà» dvdpa Mapías for 
Q prnorevOeica M. rapôéros by assimilation to v.!? à dehp airis, drhp being 
used as there in the sense of ** betrothed husband," and the substitution of 
the passive for the active in the following clause. 

I. 18-25. His Supernatural Birth. 

P 4 18-28. And the birth of the Christ was in this manner: His 
mother Mary being betrothed to Joseph, before that they came 
together, she was found with child of the Holy Spirit.) — yéveows 
here means birth, begetting, as in Gn 31!5, Ru 2!!, Lk 1/4; cf. also 
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Hdt. 12 69, Since yéveors has been used in 1! in a different sense, 
and since yévvqais is the common term for birth, we should expect 
the latter here.— uvgorevaÜeiogs] Betrothal according to Jewish 
marriage law constituted a legal relationship which could only be 
dissolved by legal means. See Merx, Die vier Evangelien, ii. 1, 9 ff. 
The narrative in this respect rests on an accurate knowledge of 
Jewish civil law.—zvevparos dyiov] For the omission of the 
article, cf. Blass, p. 149.—*piv 9] cf. Blass, p. 229. 

10. And Joseph her husband, being a righteous man, and ( yet) P 
not wishing to disgrace her, was minded to put her away secretly. 
—ó dvinp abrjs] According to Jewish law, a betrothed woman 
was already the wife of her betrothed husband; cf. Merx, of. cit. 
p. 1o.—xa:os] i.e. God-fearing, and a keeper of the law. Mary's 
condition seemed to make the fulfilment of their contract of 
marriage impossible for a religious man.—py OéAuwv ŝecyparioar] 
On the other hand, he did not wish to expose her to shame. 
dayparioa: occurs besides only Col 215, Asc. Js. in Am. Pap. 
i I. vii 21. ĉeyparırpós occurs on the Rosetta Stone.—Aa0pa 
drodvoa] Appeal to the courts for a divorce would expose Mary 
to public ignominy, and make her liable to severe penalties. 
Refusal to carry out the contract of marriage would leave her and 
her child in disgrace in the house of her parents. The latter 
seemed the more merciful course, and Joseph determined, there- 
fore, to repudiate her by private arrangement. 

20. And whilst he purposed this, behold, an angel of the Lord P 
appeared to him in a dream, saying, Joseph, son of David, fear 
not to take Mary thy wife: for that which is begotten in her is of 
the Holy Spirit.) —ióo] Exclusive of quotations, iBoó occurs 
30 times in Mt., 29 in Lk., 7 in Mk. ; xai iddv, 28 in Mt., 26 in 
Lk., o in Mk.—xar’ óvap] 6 times in Mt., not elsewhere in NT; 
cf. Ditt. .Sy//. 780. 5, 781. 4, 782. 4.—7apaAa(jéiv| According to 
Jewish law, marriage begun in the betrothal, was completed in the 
* taking " of the bride to the house of her husband ; cf. Merx, of. 
at. p. 11. 

21. And she shall bear a son, and thou shalt call His name P 
Jesus: for He shall save His people from their sins.) "Tyoots is the 
Greek form of jnvim or pe, “ Jehovah is salvation" ; cf. Philo, 
De Mut. Nom. i. 597: '1go00s 8 cwrnpia xupiov, ews Óvoua THs 

forns.—airés yàp cdce tov Àaòv abro) dro Trav duapriav avrov] 
cf. Ps 1298 xai abrós Avrpwcerat tov IopanA êk rasv TOv dvopuðv 
abro). For régera: 8 vióv kal xaXéceas Tò õvopa avrod, cf. Gn 17° 
TéÉeraí got vióy kai kaXégeis TO Gvopa abro. 

22. And all this came to pass, in order that tt might be fulfilled O 
which was spoken by the Lord through the prophet, saying.| The 
formula iva (drws) tAnpwhj rò pnOév recurs 215 ?3 414 817 1217 7 385 
21*, cf. 269, rére vAgpo0j TO pyO& occurs 21 27°, The quota- 
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tions thus introduced are for the most part free renderings of 
the Hebrew. They are sometimes composite in character. The 
formula occurs in Jewish writings. Cf. Bacher, Exegef. Terminol. 
der Jud. Traditionsliteratur, i. 171.  yéyove here and 21* 26% 
seems equivalent to an aorist; cf. Jn 19%. 

O 393. Behold, the virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and 
they shall call His name Immanuel, which is being interpreted, 
With us is God.) The quotation comes from Is 7", and is 
given according to the rendering of the LXX, with the exception 
that xaAéces of the LXX (ca x, -cere Q*), which would not suit 
this context, is altered into xadécovow. For da (LXX x A Q), 
Ajpyera is read by LXX B. There are signs that the view that 
Isaiah was using current mytholoyical terms, and intended his 
np5yn to carry with it the sense of supernatural birth, is rightly 
regaining ground. Cf. Jeremias, Babylonisches im Neuen Testa- 
ment, p. 47; and Gressmann, Der Ursprung der Israelitisch- 
Jüdischen Eschatologie, p. 270ff. In any case, the LXX translators 
already interpreted the passage in this sense, and the fact that the 
later Greek translators substituted veans for wap@évos, and that 
there are no traces of the supernatural birth of the Messiah in the 
later Jewish literature, is due to anti-Christian polemic. Cf. Just. 
Mart. Trypho, xliii., Ixvii It is probable that the editor is here, 
as elsewhere, adapting words of the O.T. to a tradition which he 
had before him.! 

P 24, 25. And Joseph being raised from sleep did as the angel of 
the Lord commanded him, and took his wife: and knew her not 
until she bore a son : and he called His name Jesus.| 

For the redundant and Semitic use of éyep6eis see Dalman, 
Words of Jesus, 23, 36. The imperfect éytvwoxey is against the 
tradition of perpetual virginity. 

18. Xpwroi]) SoabcdS'S?; Irenæus, 111. xi. 8, xvi. 2; Tert. de Carne 
Christi, xxii. This Western reading is probably right. Nowhere in the N.T. 
is the article used before 'Iyc. Xp. B has 'Xpicrol "Iycod, an assimilation to 
the later usage of S. Paul. NC al Ox have roi 82 Iyoo? Xp. The variation 
in the position of 'Incoó is against its originality. 

yéverrs] So NBCalOx. ‘yéveows here means begetting (see above), 
whilst in 1! it has another meaning. The early translators differ in their 
treatment of the word. The latins render by generatio in both verses. The 
Syriac S! S? render in v.! by ** generation," in this verse rightly by ‘‘birth.” 
But -yévynots was more common in the latter sense, and is therefore substituted 
here by E K Lal.—oqerevielom) Addyáp EK Lal Omit, 8BC* Z Oz, 

mo. b drhp aris] Om. S*.—8eryparicac] So N? BZ Ox; Eus. Quest. i. 3. 
The word is very rare. It occurs in Col 2!5 and in Asc. 7s. in Am. Pap. 
1. i viii. 21. Here it presumably means to expose to open and notorious 
disgrace. Secyuarwuós on the Rosetta Stone means ''inspection." Cf. 
Herwerden, Lex. Grec. Sup?M. p. 190. N* CEK Lal substitute the more 
common wapadseryparioa:, which occurs in the LXX $ times, Nu 25‘, Es 4”, 
Jer 13%, Ezk 28", Dn 2°; /'s-So/ 2", in Polyb. and Plut. 

! See Briggs, “Criticism and the Dogma of the Virgin-Birth," in North 
Amer. Rev., June 1906. 
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20. rh» yuvaixa cod] S? has “‘ thy betrothed.” Cf. the omission of à dvhp 
abris, v.19, 

21. Aaà» abro] S? has “‘ the world.”—xadéoes) | S? **shall be called." 
22. Aor] Om. S! S3, 

24. Th» yuvaixa aro] S? substitutes ** Mary." 
25. oüx éylpwoxer airiy] S* has '' purely was dwelling with her.” S'k 

omit oóx éylywoxer abri» Ews ob.—vió»] SoN BZ S!S*k. rò» við» airijs Tie 
wptrórokop is substituted by C D a/ by assimilation to Lk 2’.—éxddecer] S? has 
“ she called." On the Syriac VSS in these verses, see Burkitt, of. cif. p. 261 ff. 

IL Zncidents of His Childhood. 

1. Now when Jesus was born im Bethlehem of Judæa in the P 
days of Herod the king, behold, Magi from the cast came to 
Jerusalem, saying. |—rijs Tov8aias] ‘Tovdafa in this Gospel always 
signifies the southern division of Palestine. It is here specified to 
emphasise the fact that Jesus as the Messiah was born in the 
territory of the tribe of Judah; cf. Zest. Judah 24; He 7M; 
Rev 55.—éy $uépas]| For the omission of the article, cf. Blass, 
p. 151.—180o$| See on 19. For the construction Tod & “Inaot 
yevvnüévros . . . Bod, cf. 120 218.19 918.83 1246 i155 2647 2811 .— 
payo] For the presence of Magi in the west, cf. Pliny, Wat. 
Hist. xxx. 16: “Magus ad eum (£e. Nero) Tiridates advenerat 
... magos secum adduxerat" The same account is told by 
Dio Cassius, lxili. 1-7 ; Suetonius, Vit. Vero, xiii. That Messianic 
hopes were widespread at this period seems clear; cf. Virgil, 
Eclogue iv. Messianic language is used of Augustus in the 
inscriptions from Priene and Halicarnassus. He is owrjpa Tov 
xowov TOv dvOpwrwy yévous. Since his birth elpyvevovor pèv yap 
yf kai ÜdAarra. If the hope of finding the world’s Saviour drew 
Tiridates and his Magi to Naples, it is quite probable that other 
Magi may have come to the metropolis of Palestine on a like 
errand. They came probably from Babylon. Astrologers there 
had at a very early period busied themselves with astrological 
observations which portended good or evil for the “ Westland,” 
i.e. Canaan. Cf. Jeremias, of. cit. sof.; von Oefele, Die Angaben 
der Berliner Planatentafel, P. 8279, p. 9; Campbell Thompson, 
Magicians and Astrologers of Nineveh and Babylon, vol. ii. No. 
234: “ When a star stands at its (Virgo) left horn, there will be an 
eclipse of the ring of Abharrü" (= Phoenicia and Palestine). 
222: “ When Leo is dark, the traffic of Aharrf will be hindered.” 
211: "When Venus appears in Virgo, the crops of Abarrü will 
prosper.” 192: "When Jupiter enters the midst of the moon, 
there will be want in Abarrü." 167: “When Saturn the star of 
Aharrü grows dim, it is evil for Aharrü; there will be a hostile 
attack on Aharrfi.” Now that the whole world was expecting the 
Saviour King (cf. Bousset, Rel. Jud. p. 212), the attention of these 
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heaven-searchers directed itself towards portents of the coming 
peacemaker. 

wapayiverOat occurs only here and in 3'!? in Mt.; in Mk. 
once, 14.  'IepooóAvpa occurs 1o times in Mt. as a neuter plural ; 
once, 25, as a feminine singular. It is used by Mark 1o times, 
by Luke 4, by John r2, frequently in the Acts, and by S. Paul 3 
times in Galatians. Mt. once (2397) has ‘IepovcaAjp. This form 
is common in Lk., Acts, S. Paul, and occurs in He 12%, 
Rev 33? 21* V, It is the form used in the LXX, except in 2, 3, 4 
Mac. and Tobit. 

P 2 Where is He who has been born King of the Jews? for we 
saw His star at (its) rising, and are come to worship Him.| The 
widespread expectation of the birth of a great monarch in the 
west led the Magi to connect some particular star, or conjunction 
of heavenly bodies, with His birth. Just so on the birth-night of 
Alexander, Magi prophesied from a brilliant constellation that the 
destroyer of Asia was born. Cf. Cicero, De Divinatione, i. 47. 
—airo) róv ácrépa] On the position of the pronoun, cf. Blass, 
p. 168.  áerépa, t.e. the star with which their astronomical 
calculations had led them to connect the birth of the expected 
monarch. é rj dvaroAjj might mean “in the east,” cf. Nu 3% B, 
Jos 187 B, Jer 31%, Rev 2135; but it is unlikely that the Magi should 
say “in the east" instead of “in our native country”; and it is 
improbable that the editor should use plural and singular in two 
successive verses in the same sense. It is difficult not to suppose 
that dvaroAy here is a technical astronomical expression denoting 
the beginning of the particular phenomenon expressed here by 
ácrjp. We should certainly expect abro? ; and it is probable that 
the editor has omitted “his” from his source, or that atrov 
dropped out at an early stage in the transmission of the text of 
the Gospel, because ávaroÀ was misunderstood and interpreted 
as = “ east.”—rpooxuvjcat] The word is a favourite one in this 
Gospel. Mt. 13 times, Mk. 2, Lk. 3. Mt. alone uses the dative 
with reference to Christ. The one exception is Mk 15!? of mock 
homage. See Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary, 1644. 

P 8. And Herod the king having heard tt, was troubled, and all 
Jerusalem with him.|—waca 'IepocóAvpa] see on v... For the 
feminine, cf. To 14. 

P 4. And gathering together all the chief priests and scribes of the 
people, he tried to learn from them where the Messiah is being born.| 
wuvOdver Gaz only here in this Gospel. 

P 5,6. And they said, In Bethlehem of Judaa: for so it is written 
through the prophet, And thou Bethlehem, land of Judah, art in no 
wise least amongst the rulers of Judah: for from thee shall come 
forth a ruler, who shall shepherd My people Israel. | 

ris 'lovjaías] cf. on v... For the official expectation of the 
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Messiah from Bethlehem, cf. Jn 7*!f, and the Targ. on Mic s!. 
Also Jer. Berach. v. a, quoted by Lightfoot on Mt 2!. The 
quotation comes from Mic 5! 3, with an assimilation of the last 
clause to 2 S 53 The LXX text is not followed here, though 
it seems to have been in the mind of the editor ; for deris rocpavel 
roy Aadv pov Tv 'lopaxj4, which reminds us of 2 S 25? ov mouavets 
rov Aady pov Tov ‘IopanA, seems to have been suggested by 'IopasjA 
and souayé of Mic 5^? LXX. The rest of the quotation 
appears to be an independent rendering of the Hebrew text. xal 
e$ Byôàeép corresponds to onoma nnm. yf ‘Tov8a is substituted 
for nn^óbN by assimilation to vv.'-5. ovdapis dAaxiory et (LXX : 
édtyoorés el ro? elvai) seems to represent a Hebrew original xd 
yyy nn (M.T. nvnb yy). y rois tyepdow Iova (LXX : êv yQudow 
'Iov9a) corresponds to n" ‘pox, BON being read as DON; cf. 

Gn 3615 Ex 1515, ix cov= 0D. ydp is inserted as a necessary 
connecting link. 4$eie/cerau.— «Y. So LXX.  *5 is omitted. 
doris ropare Tov Aaóv pov roy 'Iapa:jÀ represents Senn Senna, the 
Greek words being assimilated to 2 S 5%. yéypawra: means “it 
stands written,” the inspired text runs. It corresponds to 2in3 
or 333 of the Jewish literature. Cf. Bacher, ii. go. 

7. Then Herod having secretly called the Magi, made accurate P 
inguiry of them as to the time of the appearing star.| tore is a 
favourite word in this Gospel. Mt. go times, Mk. 6, Lk. r5. 
Tov xpóvov Tov pawopédvou ácrépos, i.e. the period since the star first 
appeared to them at (its) rising. 

8. And having sent them to Bethlehem, said, Go, accuratelyP 
inquire concerning the child. And when you find, report to me, that 
I may come and worship Him.| 

9. And they, having heard the king, went; and, lo, the star, P 
which they saw at (its) rising, went before them, until it came and 
stood still above (the place) where the child was.|—xai Wor] see 
on 1%, 

10. And when they saw the star, they rejoiced exceedingly with P 
great joy. }—ogpóspa] Mt. 7 times, Mk. 1, Lk. 1. 

ll. And when they had come into the house, they saw the child P 
with Mary His mother, and having fallen down, they worshipped 
Him: and having opened their treasures, they brought to Him gifts ; 
gold, and frankincense, and myrrh.| For gold and frankincense 
as costly offerings, cf. Is 609 yfovow  épovres xpvoíov xai 
AiBavoy otgovor, Ps 721% 11-15, For frankincense and myrrh, cf. 
Ca 3°. 

19. And having been divinely warned in a dream not to return P 
to Herod, they departed to their own country by another way.|— 
xpnparcobévres| The verb in the passive means to be instructed, 
admonished ; cf. Lk 2%, He 85; Fayüm Towns (Grenfell and 
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Hunt), 137. 2; Ditt. Sy/Z. 738. 8, 807. 1, 7, 11, 15.—«ar' óvap] 
cf. on 1.—8 dAAns 6500] The same feature occurs in the story 
of Tiridates' visit io Nero, Dio Cassius, lxiii. 7. dvaxepeiy occurs 
in Mt. 10 times, Mk. r, Lk. o. 

The main outline of the story of the Magi is in many respects 
noteworthy for its historical probability. The expectation of a 
world's Redeemer, or in Palestine of a Jewish Messiah ; the interest 
of Eastern Magi in these questions ; their presence in the west to 
do homage to the supposed Saviour; the inference from Mic 5! 
that Bethlehem was to be His birthplace: all this violates no canon 
of historical probability. The only detail that has a legendary 
atmosphere about it is the statement that the star moved before 
the Magi as they went to Bethlehem, until it stayed over the house 
where the child lay. This may be due to the Jewish narrator 
poetically accounting for the fact that the Magi were successful 
in their search for the child. It is extremely unlikely that he in- 
tended it to be taken as a bald statement of fact, literally describing 
how the star in some strange manner enabled the searchers without 
other aid to identify the particular house in Bethlehem in which 
the holy family were dwelling. In view of the editor's interest in 
the fulfilment of prophecy, it is very strange that he does not 
cite Nu 24!" for the star, or Is 605, Ps 7219. 11-15, for the bringing 
of gifts. But it is difficult to think that the two last passages 
were not in his mind, and that they may account for the speci- 
fication of two of the gifts as gold and frankincense. On the 
other hand, such gifts would be natural enough as the offerings 
of Magi who came to search for a world’s Redeemer. The 
modern theory, that the story is a literary fiction, based only upon 
legendary motives and folklore analogies, violates every proba- 
bility In view of the matter of fact character of the editor of 
this Gospel, it is almost certain that he believed that he was 
transmitting matters of actual fact. And it is in every respect 
probable that he was not altogether mistaken. If we suppose 
that astrologers in Babylon were acquainted with current expecta- 
tion of the birth of a universal King, that they inferred from some 
unique astral phenomenon that He had been born in the west, #e. 
in Palestine; that some of them came to Jerusalem in search of 
Him; that their errand came to the ears of Herod, and that the 
Jewish authorities suggested Bethlehem as the right place in which 
to expect the birth of the Messiah ; that the Magi went there and 
found the newborn babe, whether by popular rumour that Mary, 
wife of Joseph ben David, had given birth to a child under 
strange circumstances, or by inference from the position of the 
heavenly bodies; that they did homage to the child, and, thinking 
it best not to trust Herod, left secretly on their journey home- 
wards: we need not press every detail of the narrative. De- 
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scriptive detail may in some small measure have crept into it from 
the Old Testament or from analogous literary or folklore stories, 
just as they have certainly been used to embellish the story in its 
later history in the Church (cf. Zahn, in /oc). But these, if they 
exist at all in Mt.’s account, are mere literary „embellishments of 
a story which in outline is intrinsically probable in view of the 
atmosphere of thought of the period described. 

1. "Iovdalas] ff! g*S* have Judah. S! is ambiguous. The translator 

renders “Ioé8as and ‘Tovdala alike by locu in the early part of Mt. In 

I9! he began to render 'Iovjala by }OOLa, and continues this throughout 

the Gospels, retaining locu for 'loójas. So Lk 39. S? has 9001. for 

'Iovjaía, and |3OO'La for ‘Ioddas. 
5. 'Iovja[as] ff!g!k* S? have Judah. 
6. yf] Om. S! S*?,— Ioóa] Dacfg!q have rfjs 'Iovéaías. 

18. And when they had departed, behold, an angel of the Lord P 
appeareth in a dream to Joseph, saying, Arise, take the child and 
His mother, and flee into Egypt, and be there until I tell thee. For 
Herod is about to seek the child to destroy Him.| 

dyaxwpnoavtwy 9$ atrav—idov’] For the construction, see on 
v. On idov and xar’ óvap, see note on 19, For the redundant 
éyepOeis, see on 1. —4éXXe«—(7éy] For the pres. inf., see Blass, 
p. 197.—rov ámoAéca:]] For the construction, cf. Blass, p. 235. 
It occurs 6 times in Mt., never in Mk. The aorist signifies a single 
definite action. So in 3!% Contrast 13*. 

14. And he arose, and took the child and His mother by night, P 
and departed into Egypt.) 

15. And was there until the death of Herod: that it might be PO 
fulfilled which was spoken by the Lord through the prophet, saying, 
Out of Egypt I called My Son.) Herod died shortly before 
Passover B.C. 4. See Schiirer, i. 464 ff.—iva TA»pe05] On the 
formula, see on 138, The quotation is from Hos rir! The 
LXX rendering here is ¿f Alyérrov perexdA«ca Tà Tékva adroi, 
which is not suitable for the editor's purpose. He therefore 
makes an independent translation of the Hebrew, or more prob- 
ably cites from a current Greek translation. Cf. Introduction, 

Ixii. 
à 16. Zhen Herod, seeing that he was mocked by the Magi, was p 
very wroth, and sent, and slew all the male children in Bethlehem, 
and in all its borders, from two years old and under, according to 
the period which he inquired from the Magi.\|—dwo &wro?s] If the 
star or constellation when first seen “at (its) rising” signified 
the conception of the child, it would have been sufficient to kill 
children in their first year. But Herod may have thought it best 
to reckon on the possibility that the phenomenon denoted the 
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actual birth, in which case the child would now be in His second 
year. See Von Oefele, p. 14. 

IO 217,18. Then was fulfilled that which was spoken through Jeremiah 
the prophet, saying, A voice was heard in Rama, weeping, and much 
lamentation, Rachel weeping for her children, and would not be 
comforted, because they are not. 

róre €xAnpwOy] For the formula, see on 1!$, The quotation 
comes from Jer 31 (LXX 38) 5. It appears to be a citation 
from memory of the LXX text: ġwv) «v ‘Papa 9xovc0n = LXX. 
rg a xai dduppos ToÀvs represents the LXX Opyvov xai xAavOpo0d 
xai édvppov. “Paynd xAaíov:ca paraphrases the LXX 'PayjA åro- 
kXawojévn (-ys, X A Q). Tà Tékva ars inserts from the Heb. a 
clause which the LXX omitted, but A Q have èri ràv viðv airs. 
—kai oix heev rapaxdnOyva] So LXX. xai (& A Q) olx pA 
vapakAyÜjva. (B*. m8 A, but B saícacfa). Here “for her 
children” of M.T. and LXX B is omitted, with LXX A Q.—6re 
oix eiciy] So LXX. 

P 19. And when Herod was dead, behold, an angel of the Lord 
appeareth in a dream to Joseph in Egypt, saying.] For the con- 
struction see on 2!.— xar' óvap] see on 19. 

P 20. Arise, take the child and His mother, and go into the land 
of Israel: for “ they are dead who seek the life” of the child.) For 
the redundant éyepÜcís, see on 1%, reÜvijkaaw yap of Cyrowres rv 
yuxy is a reminiscence of Ex 419. Throughout this section the 
editor seems to have had the story of Moses in mind, and to have 
borrowed phrases from it. Cf. v.18 péAXa—{yrety—rod aroAfoat, 
and !5 áyéAe, with Ex 215 ere dveAciy ; v.14 áveyópgoev, with 
Ex 215 åvexwpnoev. 

P 21. And he arose, and took the child and His mother, and came 
into the land of Israel. | 

pP 92. And having heard that Archelaus is reigning over Judæa 
in the place of Herod his father, he feared to go there. But bein 
divinely instructed in a dream, he departed into the regions of Galilee. 
For xpyparioGeig, see on v.1?; for kar ovap, on 1™, 

PO 28. And came and settled in a city called Nazara: that it 
might be fulfilled which was spoken through the prophets, that He 
shall be called a Nazarene.) This verse contains a still unexplained 
difficulty. It is clear that Jesus was popularly known as 6 NaZwpaios, 
Mt 23 2671, Lk 1887, Jn 1857 19%, Acts 7 times; or ô Nalapyvos, 
Mk 4 times, Lk twice ; and it seems obvious to suppose that these 
adjectives are equivalent to 6 dro Nafapé6, Mt 21!!, Jn 1%. *6 Ac 
10%, The town is written Nafapd, Nafape6, or Na{apér, represent- 
ing mv», noy) (cf. Dalm. Gram. p. 152). Na{wpaios presupposes 

a form y) from rrmyv3—-rny3 (Dalm. Gram. p. 178). Others, 
however, would connect the two adjectives with Nesar in Genne- 
sareth ; cf. Wellhausen on Mt 26°; and it must remain doubtful 
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whether Ne£epaios at least had any original connection with 
Nafapa. But in any case the editor clearly wished to find such a 
connection. Jesus was ô Na(wpatos because He had dwelt at 
Nazara. And this name of Nazorean had been foreshadowed 
by the prophets. The use of the plural trav vpo$yróv suggests 
that the editor had no single passage in mind. But it is not easy 
to find any references in the Old Testament which could furnish 
a basis for the application of ó Na{wpatos to the Messiah. The 
attempt to connect the word with the Heb. ?*35-a Nazirite, has 
little in its favour. More plausible is the supposition that the 
writer is playing on the Hebrew words "¥) and nyy. In Is 11! 
the x)= branch, from the roots of Jesse, is interpreted as the 
Messiah in the Targum. In Jer 23° 33!5 a branch = riy, is to be 
raised up to David. The editor may have seen in the prophecies 
of a ^y3 and n'Dy a sort of foreshadowing of the fact that Jesus was 
popularly known as the Nazorean or man of Nazara. The ore 
introduces the clause which summarises the content of the pro- 
phecies. Cf. 49, where ór« introduces a direct quotation, and 2654 
where it introduces another summary of the contents of Scripture. 
Na[wpatos xA2Ü5cera. summarises the prophecies referred to. 
Is 11! had called the Messiah (so Targ.) %3 = branch; Jer 23° 
334 had called Him moy = branch, and Is 4? had spoken of Him 
also as nov (Targ. has Messiah). His parents settled at Nazara ; 
and He was popularly known as the Nazorean, that these pro- 
phecies might be fulfilled. Zahn, who thinks this explanation too 
artificial, points out three peculiarities of the introductory formula} 
—(a) Grws instead of iva; (4) rüv rpopyray instead of the singular; 
(c) the absence of Aeyóvruy. He thinks that the Evangelist saw in 
the settlement at Nazara, and in the fact that Christ's early 
years were spent in this obscure village of ill fame, a fulfilment of 
the general tenor of Old Testament prophecy, that the Messiah 
should be rejected by His own people. re is therefore equivalent 
not to “that,” and does not introduce the contents of the pro- 
phecies referred to, but = “ because," and introduces an epexegetical 
remark of the Evangelist. Christ lived at Nazara, and so fulfilled 
the prophecies that He should be despised and rejected of men, 
because He was to be known as the Nazorean. But it is very 
questionable whether ór.—xA7Ó0:jcera« can be so translated. Zahn 
himself remarks that we should expect ¢ueAAc—xAnOyva. If the 
play on the words ^y) = branch, and my) = Nazara, be thought too 
artificial for the Evangelist, his statement that the prophets had 
foretold that Christ should be called a Nazorean must remain 
unexplained. We might, of course, conjecture that ér-—xAnOyjoerat 
is a copyist’s gloss. In that case the clause will end with zpodyray ; 
cf. 2699, and the reference in d7ws zAnpw6j—zpodyray may be to 

1 As compared with the formulas in 19 29, Elsewhere Saws occurs 8" 139, 
2 
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the settlement in Galilee as contrasted with Judæa. In this case 
the editor probably had in mind the passage of Isaiah which he 
reserves for insertion at 41*16, Or the reference in the mind of 
the compiler may be to the whole of vv.'*#4. Jesus came up 
from Egypt when Herod was dead, and settled in Galilee in order 
that He might begin there His Messianic work. ' The return from 
a strange country when a persecutor was dead had been fore- 
shadowed in the history of Moses (Ex 419); the settlement in 
Galilee had been foretold by Isaiah. 

18. draxepncárrw» è aùrôr] S! S? have ‘‘and after them." B adds 
els ry» xópa» arv from v.!3, —$alreru] N CDal B has éódry as in 1”, 

16. wpo$yroó] S! prefixes ‘‘ Isaiah." 
18. xAávóuós] CD a/ S! S? prefix 0pfjvos xal to assimilate to O.T. 

Just as in ch. 1 there is an undercurrent of apology against 
Jewish polemic, so too in this chapter. The fact which underlies 
it is the sojourn of Jesus in Egypt. Celsus is already acquainted 
with Jewish tradition that Christ worked as a labourer in Egypt, 
learned magical arts there, and made use of them when He 
returned to Palestine in order to support His claim to divinity 
(Contra Celsum, i. 28, 38). For the later forms of this tradition, 
see Krauss, p. 256, who emphasises the fact that the Talmudic 
tradition is not dependent on the first Gospel ; Laible, pp. 44-48 ; 
Zahn, p. 104, Anm. 4. To rebut such misrepresentations of the 
influence of His sojourn in Egypt on the character of Jesus, the 
editor states the simple facts. Jesus had, indeed, gone down into 
Egypt, but as an infant, to escape from the wrath of a king. In 
all the circumstances of the visit to Egypt there had been un- 
mistakable evidence of divine guidance. Just as of old the 
Israelite nation, Jehovah’s firstborn (Ex 472), had been called out of 
Egypt to be the chosen people ; so Jesus the Son of God by super- 
natural conception was called out of Egypt to save His people. 
Just as Moses fled from Egypt to escape the wrath of Pharaoh, 
and returned there when his persecutor was dead (Ex 4"), to be the 
deliverer of his people; so Jesus was taken into Egypt to escape the 
wrath of Herod, and returned to Palestine when Herod was dead, to 
deliver His people from their sins. See the admirable commentary 
of Zahn ; and cf. G. H. Box, Znferfreter, January 1906, p. 201. 

The Origin and Date of the Narratives in Chs. T. I. 

t. The opinion of Usener (Zncycl. Bib. iii. 3350), that in the 
narrative of the supernatural birth * we unquestionably enter the 
circle of pagan ideas,” and that “the idea is quite foreign to Juda- 
ism,” is to be decisively rejected if it be intended to carry with it the 
inference that this idea had not already been used in the interests 
of Jewish Messianic speculation before the Christian era. It is 
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probably to be found in Is 71* and Mic 55, and certainly in the 
Alexandrian Jewish interpretation of Is 7!* as represented in the 
LXX. Cf. also Enoch 625 “ Son of the Woman,” all MSS. except 
G ; 69” “Son of the Woman," G, and Rev 121-5, See Gunkel, pp. 
68—69 ; Jeremias, pp. 47-49; and for Is 7, Gressmann, pp. 270 ff. 

2. The accumulation of heathen parallels is therefore only valu- 
able as proving that the conception of the supernatural origin of the 
world’s Saviour was very widespread. It is found in Assyria and in 
Egypt, in Parseism and in Buddhism, and had been used with refer- 
ence to the birth of heroes in the Greek and Roman mythologies. 

3. The stories of the supernatural birth might therefore very 
well have originated in Palestine! in the first half of the first century 
A.D. ; the idea of the authors being to explain the divine nature of 
the Messiah in terms of physical Sonship without any conscious 
borrowing from non-Jewish sources of speculation. "The universal 
belief in the supernatural birth of gods and heroes, as represented 
in Judaism by, e.g., Is 714 LXX, would have been quite sufficient to 
supply the central idea, without any recourse to non-Jewish forms 
of this speculation. 

4. But, on the other hand, the fact that the conception of 
supernatural birth was widespread in the ancient world, and had 
already been used in pre-Christian speculation on the person of 
the Messiah, is not in itself an argument against the historical 
accuracy of the tradition that the Messiah was born in a super- 
natural manner. If that were so, we should be reduced to the 
unphilosophic position that the Jewish anticipation of a Messiah 
could never be fulfilled in any of its developments, because the 
supposed realisation of these anticipations would always be regarded 
with suspicion on the ground that anticipation and fulfilment were 
too closely in agreement. On these lines the only possible Messiah 
would be one who contradicted in every respect the ideas which 
previous generations had formed of Him. 

The truth, no doubt, is that the idea of supernatural birth was 
one of the many grooves in the mould in which the conception of 
the Messianic King had been shaped, and that the fulfilment did 
not prove the anticipation to have been altogether false. 

5. Assuming, then, that the tradition of the supernatural birth 
might have arisen on Palestinian soil in the first century A.D., is 
it possible to define more closely the period of their publication? 

6. In favour of as early a date as possible, is the fact that the 
agreement of Mt 1 and Lk 1 as to the central fact of super- 
natural birth presupposes the existence of the tradition for some 
years prior to the publication of these Gospels. It is here assumed 

! Cf. Harnack, “die Legende von der Jungfrauen-geburt, die Matthäus 
zuerst für uns bezeugt, auf Judenchristlichem, náher jerusalemischem Boden 
entstanden ist," Lukas der Arst, 118, Anm. I. 
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that Lk 1%: 35 form an integral part of Lk.’s narrative. See Gunkel, 
p. 67; Jnterpreter, February 1905, pp. 116 ff. 

J. The silence of S. Paul seems adverse to an early date.! 
Whether this Apostle was or was not acquainted with the tradition, 
it is clear that he did not make any extended use of it as a basis 
of Christological doctrine in his extant letters. 

But, on the other hand, it is in every way probable that even 
if the Apostle had received this tradition, he would not have em- 
ployed it as an argument for Christianity in his preaching to the 
Gentiles. To him the resurrection of Christ was the conclusive 
proof of His divinity (cf. Ro 1%). The supernatural birth neither 
enhanced nor diminished that proof. And, on the other hand, 
there was every reason for keeping in the background a tradition 
which in the early stages of Church development would probably 
have proved a great stumbling-block to the progress of Chnistianity, 
and a continual source of wounded feeling for the reverence of 
Christians for the Person of their Master. On the one hand, the 
proclamation of the supernatural birth amongst the pagan peoples 
of Asia Minor and Greece and Italy would no doubt have seemed 
to lower Christianity in this respect to the level of the heathen 
mythologies. Nothing could be more disastrous, and S. Paul 
was no doubt far-sighted enough to see it, than quite unnecessarily 
to give pagan hearers facts which would encourage many of them 
to think of Christ as they thought of the deities and heroes of 
their mythologies. When the risen Christ had been revealed in 
them as in S. Paul, the tradition of His supernatural birth would 
come to them safeguarded by their belief in Him as the only- 
begotten Son of God. The silence of S. Paul is analogous to 
the silence of the author of the Fourth Gospel. This writer almost 
undeniably wrote at a period when the tradition of the super- 
natural birth was current. Yet he does not put it forward as a 
main argument for Christianity. On the other hand, he certainly 
does not wish to deny its historical character nor to depreciate its 
value. But he seems to assume it as a part of the Christian faith 
just as he does the tradition of the Ascension, and to use it as 
an analogy of the spiritual birth of the Christian believer, rt, 
See Interpreter, Oct. 1905, pp. 51 ff. 

And again, if the proclamation of the supernatural birth would 
have lowered Christian doctrine in the eyes of the pagan world, so 
it would have led to debate which would have been distasteful and 
painful to Christian reverence. At a very early period Jewish cari- 
catures of the story of the supernatural birth were current. They 
may already underlie Mk 6°, and more probably are reflected in Mt 
1135, And wherever Christianity spread, Jewish misrepresentation 
followed it. If the proclamation of the supernatural birth would 

1 Cf., however, Gal 44, 1 Ti 214, 
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have encouraged on the one hand semi-pagan conception of the 
Messiah, so on the other it would have provoked Jewish slander 
of a most offensive kind. The silence of S. Paul may well be 
due partly to his common sense, which enabled him to see that 
there are wise ways and unwise ways of presenting the facts of 
Christianity to the world (pearls were not to be cast before swine), 
and partly to that highly developed Christian reverence and modesty 
which also marks the narratives of the Gospels. 

The alleged silence of S. Paul seems, therefore, to be no 
sufficient argument against the existence of the tradition of the 
supernatural birth in Palestine during his lifetime. 

8. In favour of the early date of the narrative as it now stands 
in the Gospel, is the prosaic matter of fact style, and the absence 
of ornamental detail. There is nothing in the narrative itself 
which forbids our supposing that it formed one of a series of tradi- 
tions preserved in the Christian Church in Palestine in the middle 
of the first century A.D., and there is nothing in the narrative, 
except a supposed impossibility of the central fact recorded, which 
prevents our supposing that this particular tradition originated with 
the family concerned in it. 

9. Asregards the incidents of ch. 2, the Palestinian atmosphere 
of literary style and religious belief is very strongly marked. See Box.! 

The narratives certainly received their present form at the 
hands of Jewish Christians. If we allow for a certain element of 
poetic looseness, and do not examine every phrase by a rigid 
standard of photographic accuracy which is quite foreign to Ori- 
ental standards of historical narrative, there is nothing to prevent 
our supposing that these traditions were current in the Palestinian 
Church in the middle of the century, and that they represent in 
the main events of history. That Babylonian astrologers should 
have sought for the expected king in Jerusalem ; that the Jewish 
authorities should have referred them to Bethlehem; that Herod 
should have killed the infants of that village ; that Joseph and Mary 
should have sought refuge in Egypt, and have eventually settled in 
Galilee,—all this is entirely within the limits of probability, due 
account being taken of the circumstances of the age and the 
political condition of Palestine. 

10. Something should be said in conclusion as to a recent 
attempt to show that the story of the Magi was added to the 
Gospel as late as 119 4. D.2 The alleged evidence is a Syrian 
document? which states that Balaam prophesied the destruction 

1 Interpreter, January 1906, pp. 195 ff. 
3 Conybeare, joi jan, A dn 29, 1903. Cf. also Nestle, Zeifsch. f. 

Wissensch. Litt. xxxvi. 435-438 ; Hilgenfeld, 25. xxxviii. 447—451. 
® Published by W. Wright in the Journal of Sacred Literature, New Series, 

vols. ix. x., April and October 1866, 
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of the Assyrians by the Greeks, and the rise of the star in Israel. 
This was recorded in a letter written by Balak to the Assyrian 
monarch. It was laid up in the Assyrian archives, and handed 
down from king to king. At last, in the reign of Pir Shabour, the 
star appeared, and the Magi were sent. The colophon at the end 
states that “in the year 430 (= 118-119 A.D.), in the reign of 
Hadrianus Cæsar, in the consulship of Severus and Fulgus, and 
the episcopacy of Xystus, Bishop of Rome . . . this concern 
arose in the minds of men who were acquainted with the Holy 
Books, and through the pains of the great men in various places 
this history was sought for, and found, and written in the tongue 
of those who took this care." 

Mr. Conybeare argues that the ** Holy Books” are the books 
of the Old Testament, and seems to imply that “this history” 
was Mt 2!!5, He further argues that the story of the Magi 
thus elaborated was “an echo of the story as told by Dio and 
Pliny of the visit of the Magi to Nero, and of their worshipping 
him in Rome." But there seems to be no reason why we should 
not rather agree with Zahn (Ain. ii. 266 f.), who sees in the ** Holy 
Books" the New Testament, including Mt 2, which was already, 
therefore, an integral part of the Gospel in 119 A.D. ; and in the 
question with which men at that time busied themselves, the 
question as to the year in which the Magi came to Bethlehem, or 
the problem of the harmonisation of the infancy narratives of Mt. 
and Lk. The history which they wrote will therefore be not Mt 2, 
but the legend about the preservation of Balak's letter, and the 
coming of the Magi to Bethlehem in the reign of Pir Shabour. 

B.—IIL-IV. 11. PREPARATION FOR HIS MINISTRY. 

(1) IL 1-19. He was heralded by the Baptist. 

1-12. The editor now begins to copy Mk. But he consider- 
ably paraphrases and expands Mk 1213. 

M 1. And in those days cometh John the Baptist, preaching in the 
wilderness of Judæa.) Mk. has, v.* “ John the Baptizer was in the 
wilderness preaching.” 

dy 82 rais Hydpats éxeivass] is a loose connecting link (cf. Ex 21!) 
anticipated from Mk v.?. Between chs. 2 and 3 is a gap of some 
thirty years.—7apaylvera:] occurs once in Mk. (145), where Mt. 
substitutes as usual an aorist. The present here is unexpected.—é 
Barnorýs] Mk. has 6 BarriLwv. For the same change, cf. Mk 6!4 = 
Mt 14%,.—4y 7j ipp] the editor adds the explanatory rijs ‘Iovdaias. 

M 2 Saying, Repent : for the kingdom of the heavens ts at hand. | 
Mk has: “preaching a baptism of repentance unto remission of 
sins.” The editor omits the last clause in view of the fact that Christ 
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came to be baptized.—p«eravoére]| On repentance as necessary for 
the coming of the Messianic period, see Volz, /Zd. Eschat. 112 f. ; 
and for peravoa in Alexandrine Jewish Philosophy, see Philo, De 
Penit. ii. 405; De Prem. et Pæn. ii. 410. For sayings about 
repentance in the Talmud, see Joma 86^. It brings healing to 
the world, reaches to the thfone of glory, cancels a prohibition in 
the Torah, brings salvation, and lengthens the life of men. 

Bac «a tév oipavav] See Introduction, p. lxvii. The concep- 
tion here involved is obviously one of warning and judgement: 
“ Repent: for the kingdom is near”; that is to say, the coming of 
the kingdom will involve judgement upon the unrepentant. 

8. For this is he that was spoken of through Isaiah the prophet, M 
saying, A voice of a crier in the wilderness, Prepare the way of the 
Lord, make straight His paths.) Mk vv. * has: “As it is written 
in Isaiah the prophet, Behold, I send My messenger before Thy 
face, who shall prepare Thy way. A voice of a crier in the wilder- 
ness,” etc. Mt. omits the citation from Malachi as irrelevant after 
the express reference to Isaiah, but he has inserted it later at 
1110,_obros yap éorw] The sanction of the Baptist's message lay 
in his personality. He was the ** voice" spoken of by Isaiah. The 
quotation is from Is 408. It was clearly taken by Mk. from the 
LXX, in which êv rjj épjp.« is connected with Boayros, whereas the 
Hebrew connects it with the following imperative. Mk.’s context 
demanded the LXX order.—àà "Hoaiov] Mk. has & rà Hoa. 
Mt. 13 times uses 9 in this sense; cf. 123, 

4. Now he, John, had his raiment (made) of came?s hair, anda M 
leathern girdle about his loins. And his food was locusts and wild 
honey.| Mk. has: “ And John was clothed with camel's hair, and a 
leathern girdle about his loins, and (was) eating locusts and wild 
honey.” —airos 9é] For atrés before the proper name, cf. Mk 61, 
** Nach aramüischer Weise," Wellhausen. But cf. Moulton, p. 91.— 
elyev] Mt. avoids Mk.’s harsh construction 7v évdedupévos rpixas xapy- 
Aov xai (ovqy.—7 9€ rpod7 7v abro?] Mt. thus avoids Mk.'s loosely 
connected participle xai érQwv.—dxpides] Vegetarian tendencies in 
the early Church led to the alteration of locusts into * milk” (so 
Tatian ; see Harris, Fragments of the Commentary of Ephrem, p. 17) 
or “cakes” (so the Ebionites, according to Epiph. Her. 30. 13). 

B. Then went out to him Jerusalem, and all Judæa, and all the M. 
district of the Jordan.| Mk. has: “ And there went out to him all 
the country of Judza, and all the inhabitants of Jerusalem.” The 
weplxwpos Tod ‘lopddyov, cf. Gn 13! 4, is found also in Lk 38, For 
rére, see on 27. 

6. And were being baptised in the river Jordan by him, confessing W 
their sins.] Mk. has: “And were being baptized by him in the 
river Jordan,” etc. Mk. has the description of the Baptist and the 
thronging to him of the people in the reverse order. Mt.’s change 
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is due to a sense of literary fitness. The description of the Baptist 
comes more appropriately after the statement of his appearance 
as a preacher, than it does after the account of the effect of his 
preaching upon the people. "There is no reason to suppose that 
Mt. had any other source than Mk. for these six verses, unless 
wapayivera: is a hint of such a source (cf. Introduction, p. lx) In 
Mk. they stand at the beginning of the Gospel, and are written in 
Mk.’s abrupt style. The construction of Mk vv.!* is not altogether 
clear (see Swete, in /oc.), and v.’ is awkward. Mt. rewrites the 
passage in a smoother and more connected style. 

3. &d] So M BCD 1 13 33 124 157 209 latt; iró, E K al.—purh 
Boàrros év rp dph) Om. S!.— eiOclas woetre ras rpiBovs. a/roj] Om. S! k. 
avrod is substituted by Mk. and Mt. for the LXX rod Oeo huar; b S? 
assimilate to the LXX. 

kal tdwny—dagdr abro is omitted in Mk. by Dab ff3. 
4. péh &ypior] S! has *' honey of the hills,” S? ** honey of the waste." 

7. The next two verses in Mk. contain a summary of the 
Baptist's preaching. Mk. had selected from Peter's account of the 
Baptist’s preaching a few words which suited his introductory 
section (1')), because they represented the Baptist as looking 
forward to the coming of Christ. John contrasts the work of the 
coming Messiah with his own as being not merely symbolical 
* with water," nor merely preparatory “ of repentance,” but spiritual 
and final “with the Holy Spirit.” Mt. takes these words, and, 
combining with them other sayings traditionally attributed to the 
Baptist, frames a discourse of which the keynote is “ judgement.” 
He represents it as addressed to the Pharisees and Sadducees, and 
indeed it is very unlikely that the Baptist should have spoken 
words like these to the common people who crowded to his baptism. 
If the first two chapters have been apologetic, rebutting Jewish 
calumnies, this speech of the Baptist’s is marked by the tendency 
to anti-Jewish polemic which runs through the whole Gospel. The 
authorities and representatives of the Jewish nation had been fore- 
warned, even so far back as the days of John’s preaching, of the 
fatal results of their short-sighted policy towards the Messiah and 
His teaching. 

X 7. And seeing many of the Pharisees and Sadducees coming to his 
baptism, he said to them, O offspring of vipers, who bade you to ffee 
from the coming wrath?) Lk. has: “He said, therefore, to the 
multitudes who went out to be baptized by him,” etc. Both rís 
and ipi» are emphatic, and the tone is one of ironical surprise. 
* Can it actually be the case that you have been persuaded to 
believe that the divine judgement is near, and stirred to endeavour 
to escape from it?" For the divine wrath, cf. Enoch 9o! “ the 
staff of His wrath”; 9i? “the holy Lord will come forth with 
wrath”; Wis 5? “He shall sharpen stern wrath for a sword"; 
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Jub 249 “the day of wrath”; Secrets of Enoch 50°a “lest the 
wrath of God come upon you”; Ro 1! “the wrath of God is 
revealed”; 1 Th 1!? “the coming wrath”; Ro 25 “the day of 
wrath”; Rev 6!6 etc. 

8. Bring forth therefore fruit worthy of repentance.| So Lk. with X 
* fruits " for “fruit.” If you are really alive to the necessity of escape 
from the divine wrath, take the only possible way : repent, and act 
as only men who have repented can act. For the connection be- 
tween repentance and good works, cf. Rabbi Eleazer ben Jacob! (4d 
45), “ Repentance and good works are a shield against punishment.”. © 

9. And think not to say in yourselves, We have Abraham as X 
(our) father : for I say to you, that God is able of these stones to raise 
up children to Abraham.| Lk. has: “ And do not begin to say,” 
etc. Do not suppose that you can substitute for repentance and 
good works the plea of descent from Abraham. The divine wrath 
is about to break in judgement. The Jew will not escape by virtue 
of his nationality. For a commentary on the idea that member- 
ship of the Jewish polity could save from judgement, cf. Ro 217-%9, 

10. And already the axe is laid at the root of the tres. Every X. 
tree therefore which bringeth not forth good fruit is cut down, and 
cast into the fire.| So Lk. Moreover, delay will be fatal. Already 
the judgement is beginning. 

ll. J indeed baptize you with water to repentance. But He who M 
comes after me is mightier than I, whose sandals Iam not worthy to 
carry. He shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit, and with fire.| 
Mk. has these four clauses in the order 2. 3. 1. 4. Lk. agrees with 
Mt.—eyó pay das Barrifw] Mk. has the aor. erra, which is 
due to Semitic influence.—ev véarc] For the instrumental év, cf. 
Blass, 116f. Mk. has the simple dative.—els perdvocay] with a view 
to repentance, i.e. the baptism denoted that those who submitted 
to it repented of their sins and wished to be cleansed from 
them. It symbolised both a present and future state of repent- 
ance. Mt. adds these words by way of compensation for the 
Bérrwpa peravolas which he has omitted from Mk v.t. For the 
prepositional use of dériow, cf. Blass, p. 129.—Tà i"oóyuara 
Baeráca] Mk. has was Atoa rov ipdvra TOv úroðņpárwv 
avrou. To carry the sandals after his master is the duty of a 
slave.—airds] Cf. Blass, p. 164: èv rvevpars dyiw. Baptism with 
water and baptism with the Holy Spirit need not be regarded as 
antithetical and exclusive. The former symbolised repentance. 
But repentance anticipates the gift of righteousness. Baptism 
with the Holy Spirit conveys this righteousness. The former is 
preparatory, the latter final. The Messiah was Himself to be en- 
dowed with the Spirit; cf. Is 113, Enoch 49° 62%, Ps-Sol 174? ô Oeds 
xareuryácaro avroy Suvaréy dv mvevpare dyig, and so able to transmit 

1 A disciple of Akiba. See Bacher, Die Agada der Tannaiten, ii. 283. 
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it to other people. Cf. Test. Levi 18, Juda 24. But if His work 
should in one direction be a work of transmission of righteous- 
ness, in another it would be one of judgement. He should baptize 
with fire xai mup Not in Mk. The words are interpreted in the 
next verse. The fire is that of judgment upon sinners. 

X 12. Whose fan is in His hand, and He will purge His threshing- 
Noor, and will gather His wheat into the granary ; but the chaff He 
will burn with fire unguenchable.) So Lk. with infinitives for the 
future tenses. These words furnish a commentary on xai svp of 
the last verse. The Messiah will separate between the repentant 
and the unrepentant. The former He will baptize with the Holy 
Spirit, and gather them like wheat into a granary (£.e. into His 
kingdom). The latter He will exclude from His kingdom, and 
commit them to fire to be burned like chaff. For the work of the 
Messiah in destroying sinners, cf. Enock 69%" “He caused the 
sinners and those who have led the world astray to pass away and 
be destroyed from off the face of the earth”; 62? “‘ And the word 
of His mouth slew all the sinners, and all the unrighteous were 
destroyed before His face.” The unrighteous descend, 63!° “into 
the flame of the pain of Sheol.” 

7. Baxriwpa abroü] Om. abro), N* B. 
8. LU ala g? S! S? have ‘‘ fruits,” assimilating to Lk. 
11. wredpart dyly xal rupi] S! has ** with fire and with the Holy Spirit." 

Om. xal rupl, ES Val. But the words are essential to the context. 

= 7-12. In place of Mk vv." 8, both Mt. and Lk. have a longer 
discourse, Mt 7-12, Lk 37-7, which embodies Mk.'s two verses. In 
the parallels to Mk 78, Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the fol- 
lowing respects. Both arrange the four clauses in the order 3. 1. 
2. 4 as against Mk.’s r. 2. 3. 4. Both have pé after éyo, and 
Barritw for éfdzrwa. Both have & before rvejpar, and xai 
wupi at the end. In the remaining verses there is very great verbal 
agreement. The only divergences in the words of the Baptist are 
Mt ? uù 9ofgre - Lk 9 py apfyobe, Mt !? the ind, Lk ẹ7 the inf. 
It seems possible, therefore, that the two Evangelists had before 
them a second source, containing words ascribed to the Baptist. 
It is not, however, likely that in this source the sayings were set 
in any historical connection ; for whilst Mt. makes of them a dis- 
course of warning to the Pharisees and Sadducees, Lk. divides 
them into short addresses to the multitude, viz. 7-9 1€- 17 separated 
by other sayings to the multitudes, to toll-gatherers, and to soldiers. 
The source, therefore, seems to have contained sayings only without 
historical incident. Again, it is possible that the two Evangelists 
drew these verses from oral tradition or from different Greek 
sources. Such short summaries of sayings may well have been 
preserved orally, and would tend to become stereotyped in language 
during the process of transmission and use in the services of the 
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Christian Churches and in the discourses of preachers. Or, lastly, 
Lk. may have read the first Gospel and been influenced by its 
phraseology. Against the theory of one common source may be 
urged (a) the different descriptions of the audience; (4) the ab- 
sence of Lk vv.!-14 from Mt. ; (c) the variations in language. Mt 
3° Sdfyre= Lk 39 dp£go0e; Mt 3!!* els perdyoay; Lk. omits; Mt 
3! rà trodypara facrácai- Lk 319 dca roy ipdvra rv tro- 
óÓnuadrev avrov; Mt 3!* xai OwxaDaput, kaà avváfe = Lk 3! &axa- 
Oapat, kai ouvayayeiv. On the other hand, the otherwise close and 
minute agreement in language may be urged in its favour. But 
we are possibly dealing with fragments of four (three) and two 
verses in length. "There seems to be no reason why such scraps 
should not have been stereotyped in language and widely known. 
It is a matter of indifference whether the Evangelists borrowed them 
from oral tradition or from independent written sources. But ad- 
mitting that close verbal identity does not necessarily presuppose 
direct and immediate community of source, the variations in Mt ? 
= Lk 8 Mt 12= Lk 17, combined with the differences of setting, are 
clearly adverse to a common written source. It must remain 
probable that Mt. drew the words from an unknown source, whilst 
Lk. also had them in an independent source. 

(2) 18-17. At His Baptism He received the Holy Spirit, and was 
supernaturally proclaimed to be the Son of God, the Beloved 
whom God has chosen = Mk 1911, 

13. Then cometh Jesus from Galilee to the Jordan unto John, to be M 
baptized by kim.) Mk. has: “And it came to pass in those days, 
that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized in the 
Jordan by John.” ` Mt. substitutes rére (see on 27) for xai &yévero. 
The latter connecting formula is common in Lk. Mk. has it 
rarely—19 215 (xai yiveras) 2?) 4* 97? Mt. retains it only in 919 = 
Mk 2%. Elsewhere he has it five times in the formula xoi éyévero 
ore dré&kecey ô 'Igoote, 7% r1! 13595 19! 261, dy dxeivas rais 
?uépais he omits here, having anticipated it in 3. For Mk.’s 
2A9« he has wapayivera to assimilate to 3. årò No[apér he omits 
as needless after 235, For the substitution of “to be baptized” for 
“and was baptized,” cf. the similar change in 4! “to be tempted” 
for Mk 1!? *and He was—tempted.” "The editor has in mind the 
fulfilment of the divine purpose in the life of the Messiah. For ro) 
with the inf. (7 times in Mt.) expressing purpose, cf. Blass, p. 235 
and 21%, The aorist implies a definite and completed action. 

14, 15. And John tried to forbid Him, saying, I have need to be B 
baptized by Thee, and dost Thou come fo me? And Jesus answer- 
ing said to him, Suffer st now: for so it is fitting for us to fulfil 
all righteousness. Then he suffers Him.) These verses are not 
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found in Mk., and appear to be an attempt to explain why the 
Messiah submitted to John’s baptism. wAnpaca waaay dixato- 
ovvnv apparently means “to leave nothing undone that had been 
revealed as the righteous will of God.” John’s baptism had the 
divine sanction, and the Messiah therefore must submit to it. 
In Mk.’s Gospel the baptism of Christ would seem to be recorded 
as the period when He received His Messianic authority. Then 
the Spirit came down into Him, and the divine voice declared 
Him to be the beloved Son. But when Mt. prefixed the narra- 
tive of the supernatural birth, the question was at once raised, 
How could one who was conceived of the Holy Spirit need to 
be baptized in order to receive Him? Mt. leaves the question 
unsolved, but attempts a partial solution by suggesting that the 
baptism was not necessary to the Messiahship of Christ. The 
Spirit, indeed, then came down upon Him, but He was not then 
constituted the Son of God. This He had been from His birth. 
The divine voice only ratified and publicly proclaimed an already 
existing Sonship. With this insertion and its attempt to explain 
why Christ was baptized, cf. the omission of Mk.’s statement that 
John’s baptism was «is deri dyapriav. A somewhat parallel 
account is quoted by Jerome, Contra Felag. ii. 2 from the 
Gospel according to the Hebrews: “Ecce mater domini et fratres 
ejus dicebant ei: ‘Joannes baptista baptizat in remissionem 
peccatorum ; eamus et baptizemur ab eo.’ Dixit autem eis ‘ Quid 
peccavi ut vadam et baptizer ab eo? nisi forte hoc ipsum quod 
dixi ignorantia est.’” Here the point seized for explanation is 
the sin/essness of Christ. How could one who was sinless submit 
to a baptism “of repentance unto remission of sins" Mk 14? 
The editor of the first Gospel has also felt the difficulty, and 
partially removed it, by omitting eis d$«cw dpaprióv. See on v.2. 
But since he has prefixed to the account of the baptism the narra- 
tive of the supernatural birth and the words of the Baptist, “ He 
shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire," the question 
was raised in a new form, How could one who was begotten of 
the Holy Spirit (12) receive the Holy Spirit at baptism? And 
how could one who was Himself to baptize with the Holy Spirit 
come to John for baptism? I have marked the insertion vv.1*15 
as editorial, but of course the editor may be borrowing from a 
source known to him.—róre] see on 27.—d4$üyow] For the historic 
present, cf. Introduction, p. lx. 

M 16. And Jesus, having been baptised, went up straightway from the 
water: and, behold, the heavens were opened to Him, and He saw 
the Spirit of God coming down as a dove, and coming upon Him.] 
Mk. has: “And straightway going up out of the water, He saw 
the heavens being rent, and the Spirit as a dove coming down into 
Him." 
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Mt. by substituting åró for é« and avoiding eis in the previous 
verse, suggests that the “baptism” did not necessarily involve 
complete immersion. 

After the insertion of vv.1* 15 he adds Barrıgôeìs 82 6 "Incovs as 
a connecting link = Mk.'s xal. He then retains Mk.'s «60s, which 
he elsewhere generally omits. xai edfis is characteristic of Mk., 
and seems to be used by him without any emphasis on the idea of 
immediacy, but rather as a mere connecting link. Mt. prefers 
Tóre; Lk. xai éyévero.—«aí ov] See on 1i9.—4v«dx0ncav] a 
commonplace word for Mk.’s graphic ex«jopévovs, which is not 
used elsewhere in this sense. Cf. Is 64! “O that thou wouldest 
rend the heavens," where the LXX has day dvoí£gs róv ovpavóv. 
Ezk 1! xai qvotxOyoay ot obpavot, xai eldov.—xai elOev TO srveUpa ÜcoU 
xataBaivoy wot mepurrepàv épxónuevoy èr abróv] Mk. has: “the 
Spirit as a dove coming down into Him.” The óc«i wreporépay 
must mean like a dove in appearance. Lk. so interpreted it and 
explained it. Philo describes Wisdom as a dove, Quis Rer. Div. 
Her. i. 491. Mk.'s “coming down as a dove into Him” is rather 
harsh. Mt. expands to smooth the construction: “coming down 
as a dove and coming upon Him.” The editor may have felt that 
“coming down into” seemed to suggest too forcibly that up to this 
time Jesus had been without the Spirit. The ro—@eot—éx’ may 
be due also to Is 42! Tò «veia. pov êr aùrór. 

17. And behold a voice from the heavens, saying, This is My Son, M 
the Beloved, in whom Iwas well pleased.) Mk. has: “And there 
came a voice from the heavens, Thou art My Son, the Beloved, in 
whom I was well pleased."— aei ioù $wv$j] Mk. has xai gory 
éyévero. For xai idov, see on 1%, In Mk. it would seem that the 
voice was heard by Jesus alone. Mt. alters ov ef into obrós èst 
to make it clear that the proclamation was a public one. The 
passage is modelled on Is 42! as quoted in Mt 1219?! 'Ióoy, ó sais 
pov, Sy pjpérwra: ó dyarnrds pov, Sy eiddxnoe 7) yvy). pov Ojac TO 
xvevpd pov èr avróv. The Messiah is in a higher sense than Israel 
the Son and the Beloved of God. The aor. «$9óxyoa is modelled 
on the aorists of the LXX in this passage, which were probably 
interpreted as implying the divine election of Israel, and so here 
the divine election of the Messiah. Cf. the aorist é06@y, 2818; 
xapeðóĝn, 11%, ô dyaryrés is not an attribute of ô vids pov, 
but an independent title *the Beloved" -the Messiah. Cf. 
Armitage Robinson, Ephesians, pp. 229 ff. ; Dict. Bib, art. “ Isaiah, 
Ascension of." 

15, 10. róre dglyow aóróv* Baxrw0els 82 6 Ingots] S! has: ‘Then he 
suffered Him to be baptized. And when He was baptized.” S? ** Then He 
sufiered Him to be ptized. And Jesus had been baptized; and when 
He was baptized.” ag’ have: ‘‘et cum baptizaretur (Jesus) lumen ingens 
(magnum) circumfulsit (fulgebat) de aqua ita ut timerent omnes qui advenerunt 
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(congregati erant).” For the light, cf. the Ebionite Gospel as quoted by 
Epiphanius, xxx. 13: wal e0600s (after the voice) wepuiéAauye rò rÓxo» Qs 
— and Just. Dead. Ixxxviii. : kareA8órros ToU '1gs00 éri rò Sdwp xal wip 
dr$$07 dv rep 'Iopüáry. 

Wellhausen and Blass both note that the text presents difficulties, and 
both come to the conclusion that xal Bisriefds - Maror is an interpolation 
from Mk. But the difficulties are due to the work of the editor in dove- 
tailing his insertion vv.1*-!5 into the text of Mk. After the insertion he 
comes to Mk.'s words: xal eċĝùs dyaBalywr éx roÜ Daros elder. As he has 
previously changed Mk.'s xal éSarric@n els ròr 'Iopódrg» bro 'Ioárov into érè 
T)» 'Iopbáry» :wpós rò» 'Ioáryg» ToU Barrıoh ira: be’ aùroÑ, he feels it n 
to take up the thread of the narrative, and to state the fact of the baptism by 
inserting gaxriÜels è à 'Igcoüs. This carries with it the change of Mk.'s 
eb00s dvaBalywy into e000s drégy. The subject of elder is as in Mk. 'Igooós. 
Contrast Jn 12. We might have expected Mt. to make the publicity of the 
whole scene more emphatic by introducing John or others as the subject of 
ele». But be has followed Mk. in this particular, contenting himself with 
suggesting the publicity of the divine proclamation by changing Zò el into 
obrós sr». S! S? add **to be baptized” in order to relieve the TAE 
of dglnow and its Syriac equivalent. Both might mean '']eaves Him. 
adds also: ** And jeu had been baptized,” from an over-scrupulous desire 
to have the fact of baptism explicitly stated. 

17. Obrósécr»y] DaS! 5 Iren. have od el as in Mk 14. The fact that 
Mt. in 17* assimilates to 3!" by adding i806, M-yovca, and é» Q eddébayoa, makes 
it probable that obrés éorw of 175 occurred also in 37. If od ef had stood 
there, we should probably also have found it in 17°. 

6 viós pou ò dyaryrés] S! S? have ** My Son and My beloved.” 

18-17. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following: jveo- 
xonoay, Mt 1° = ávepxÜva, Lk ?! for oxıiopévovs, Mk 19; èr abróv, 
Mt 16, Lk 2 for «is avróv, Mk ™, 

(3) IV. 1-11. He was prepared for His ministry by temptation. 
An expansion of Mk 11? 18, 

M 1. Then was Jesus led into the wilderness by the Spirit to be 
tempted by the devil] Mk. has: “And straightway the spirit 
driveth Him into the wilderness. And He was in the wilderness 
forty days, being tempted by Satan.”—-rére] For Mk.'s xai «00s, 
see on 316.—6 ‘Ingos åvýxôņ—ürò To) sveiparos] For Mk.'s harsh 
TÒ avea avróv éxBadAa, thus avoiding éxfjdAAew, a harsh word 
in this context, Lk. also has #yero. Mt. substitutes a passive 
for Mk.'s active voice in 995 1411 16% 188 1918 2432() 2657 2788 
289.—repasÜjva] for Mt.’s emphasis on the divine purpose, 
see on 3!8. For the final infinitive, see Blass, p. 223. Mt. 
avoids Mk.s repetition of “the wilderness.”—td ro) OuSóAov] 
So Lk. 

M 2. And having fasted forty days and forty nights, He was after- 
wards hungry.| Mk. has only the “forty days,” omitting the 
fasting and the hunger (which Lk. also has). But he has the 
obscure, “And he was with the wild beasts,” which Mt. omits. 
The verse reminds us of the fasting of Moses, Ex 34%. For the 
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form ézeyaca, see Blass, pp. 40, 47. Lk. has: “And He ate 
nothing in those days ; and when they were accomplished He was 
hungry.” "Vv.*1? are not in Mk. Lk. has a parallel narrative, but 
the temptations are in a different order, and the descriptive verses 
differ in phraseology. There is also less verbal agreement here in 
the dialogue than there is in 37-13 - Lk 371)", As in that case the 
two Evangelists may have drawn from independent written or oral 
sources. 

8. And the tempter came and said to Him, If thou art God's X 
Son, say that these stones become loaves.) Lk. has: “And the 
devil said to Him, If thou art God’s Son, say to this stone that 
it become a loaf."—xai rpooeAbiw—elrev] Lk. has elev . mpoo- 
épxerOa: is a favourite word in Mt. It occurs 52 times: in Mk. 
6, in Lk. 10.—é vepáfov] a reminiscence of Mk.'s wepatópevos. 
—vids rod Ó«o?] Cf. Dalm. Words, 274 ff.—ot M0o.] Lk. has the 
singular. For Mt.’s predilection for plurals, see on 877, 

4. And He answered and said, It is written, Not upon bread X 
alone shall man live, but upon every utterance that proceedeth through 
the mouth of God.] Lk. has: “And Jesus answered him, It is 
written that, Not upon bread alone shall man live.” The quota- 
tion is from Dt 8° in the language of the LXX. B has rẹ before 
éxropevopévy, but AF Luc omit. In Deuteronomy the writer 
describes how the Israelites in their wanderings learned that 
natural products do not always suffice to support life. They were 
thus led to live in dependence on the creative word of God. 
Christ restates this principle as valid for Himself. He will rely 
upon God’s will for the necessities of life. The tempter implied 
that Sonship involved power to perform miracles. Christ neither 
affirms nor denies this, but replies that God, if it be His will, can 
provide food for His needs. Cf. Jn 4%. For an earlier application 
of Dt 8°, cf. Wisd. 16%, 

6. Then the devil taketh Him into the holy city, and placed Him X. 
upon the wing of the temple.| Lk. has: “And he led Him to 
Jerusalem, and placed Him upon the wing of the temple.”—r7 
dyiay mów) Cf. 2755, Rev 11? 21210 2219 Dn 9%, To 139— 
*TepV For the diminutive form, see Blass, p. 63.—apadap- 
Bára] T e historic presents here and in the succeeding verses are 
striking ; see Introduction, p. Ix. 

6. And he saith to Him, If Thou art God's Son, cast Thyself down: X 
Jor it is written, that His angels He charges concerning Thee : and 
upon (their) hands they shall bear Thee, lest Thou strike against a 
stone Thy foot.) Lk. has: “ And he said to Him, If Thou art God's 
Son, cast Thyself hence down. For it is written, that His angels 
He charges concerning Thee, to guard Thee; and that upon 
(their) hands they shall bear Thee, lest Thou dash against a 
stone Thy foot.” The quotation is from Ps go!!-1%, Mt. omits rot 
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&adovAd£a oe v (sow) rats ó9ois aov, and Lk. omits éy (áo) rais 
60ois gov, which would not have been suitable to this context. 

x 7. Jesus said to kim, Again it ts written, Thou shalt not tempt 
the Lord thy God.) Lk. has: “ And Jesus answered and said to 
him that, It has been said," etc. The quotation is from Dt 619 in 
the words of the LXX. 

X 8. Again the devil taketh Him unto an exceeding high mountain, 
and showeth Him all the kingdoms of the world and their glory.| 
Lk. has: “ And taking Him up, he showed Him all the kingdoms 
of the inhabited world in a moment of time.” Lk.’s dvayaywy is 
ambiguous, “into the air”? For Mt.’s mountain, cf. the mountain 
of the Sermon, 5!; the mountain of Transfiguration, 17!; and the 
mountain of Ascension, 2816, 

X 9. And said to Him, All these things will I give Thee, if Thou 
wilt fall down and worship me.| Lk. has: “ And the devil said to 
Him, To Thee I will give all this authority and their glory: because 
to me it has been delivered ; and to whomsoever I will, I give it. 
Thou, therefore, if Thou wilt worship before me, all shall be Thine.” 

X 10. Then saith Jesus to him, Away, Satan: for it is written, The 
Lord thy God shalt thou worship, and Him alone shalt thou serve.] 
Lk. has: “And Jesus answered and said to him, It is written,” 
etc. The quotation comes from Dt 6%. B has there doByOnoy, 
and omits óv. But A has zpooxuvjoes and pévw..—xpooxuvety 
a favourite word with Mt., generally takes a dative; cf. 22 5-11 49 8 
918 1435 15% 18% 289, 

X 1L Zhen the devil leaveth Him.) Lk. has: “And having 
accomplished every temptation, the devil departed from Him for 
atime.” Mt. now returns to Mk 133, 

M And, behold, angels came and were ministering to Him.) Mk. 
has: * And the angels were ministering to Him.” For rore, see 
on 27; for xal ov, 12°; and for rpoayAGor, v.?. 

6. wept coi] S! adds: “that they should keep thee,” assimilating to Lk. 
8. roi xoopod) S! ‘of this world.” 

kal rh» ddtar atrdvy}] Omit S!. 
9. S! has: ** And said to Him, These kingdoms and their glory Thou 

hast seen. To Thee will I give them, if," etc. 
„10. rey] So NBC*al1fk. Add éwicw pov C?D al S&, S? has 

t behind." 
11. àidgoAos] S! S? add “for a time,” assimilating to Lk. . 

The three temptations are clearly symbolical. That is 
suggested at the outset by “was led by the Spirit," an external 
representation of an inward experience. "The first temptation was 
to put to the test His own consciousness of divine *Sonship." 
The *Son of God" could change stones into loaves when 

1 The editor (or his source) either had wpocxurjoes (rather than $o8n64og 
z: Heb. svn) in his copy of the LXX, or has substituted it for $o505ey to 
emphasize the antithesis with spooxurhoys of v.*. Cf. Introduction, p. xxxi. 
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necessity arose. In answer, Christ refuses thus to test His own 
convictions. He would act only as God willed. The second 
was a temptation to put God to the test. If the “Son of God” 
were in danger, God would protect Him. In answer, Christ 
appeals to Scripture for proof that such testing was forbidden. 
The third was a temptation to grasp at once and by one act 
the Messianic sovereignty of the world, which His consciousness 
of Messiahship led Him to expect in the future. For answer, 
Christ finally dismisses (raye Sarava) the tempter. The service 
of God to which He was pledged forbade the premature hastening 
of events by methods which involved rebellion against God’s will. 
Lk. has the last two temptations in the reverse order, and con- 
sequently'no traye Zaravü. His arrangement avoids the double 
change of scene which is found in Mt.—desert to Jerusalem, 
Jerusalem to a high mountain. On the other hand, Mt.’s 
arrangement is probably due to his belief that the offer of 
universal monarchy formed the fitting climax to the series. By 
inserting the mountain, the editor may have intended to drawa 
contrast between the mountain upon which Christ refused 
Messianic power with that other mountain (2819) upon which at 
alater period He told His disciples that all power was given to 
Him in heaven and upon earth. It seems probable that the 
three temptations are artificially connected with Mk.s brief 
statement (112-18), where the whole scene takes place in the 
wilderness. “He was in the wilderness forty days, being tempted." 
There He was with the beasts, and there presumably angels 
ministered to Him. But in Mt., after the first temptation, we 
leave the wilderness, and the ministration of angels presumably 
took place on the high mountain. 

O.—IV.19-XV. 20. MINISTRY IN GALILEE = Mk 114-73, 
(1) 12-17. Appearance in Galilee. From Mk 11 M, 

19, 18. And when He heard that John was delivered up, He M 
departed into Galilee. And having left Nazara, He came and 
settled at Capharnaum, which is on the lake, in the districts of Zabulon 
and Naphtali.| Mk. has: “And after that John was delivered up, 
Jesus came into Galilee.” For áxovcas, cf. 1415, a second occasion 
on which Christs movements were conditioned by tidings of the 
Baptist.—dvexwpyoe] See on213.—4«A00v karuryoer eis Kadapvaovp | 
The editor anticipates the arrival at Capharnaum from Mk 1%, 
because he wishes to make it the subject of a fulfilment of 
prophecy.—rijv vapaaAaccíay] Capharnaum, whether identified 
with Tell Hàm or Khán Minyeh (see Sanday, Sacred Sites, 36 ff.), 
being on the shore of the lake.—ev ópíows ZaBovAwy xai NepOare/u] 

3 
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This geographical note is necessary to explain the bearing of the 
following quotation : 

O 14. Zn order that it might be fulfilled which was spoken through 
Isaiah the prophet, saying.) For the formula, see on 1%, The 
quotation comes from Is 9}-2. 

O 18. Land of Zebulon, land of Naphtali, way of the sea, over 
Jordan, Galilee of the nations. | 

O 16. Zhe people which (was) sitting in darkness saw a great 
light. And for those sitting in a region and shadow of death, light 
rose for them.| The editor seems to be quoting a Greek version, 
otherwise he would hardly have rendered 7711 by the accusative 
ó$óv. In the original it is the object of a verb; but Mt., who 
wrests the words from the context and omits the verbs, would, if 
translating from the Hebrew, have rendered ó9ós just as he has 
given us yi, not ygv. óóv can only be due to careless copying 
from a version before him. This version was not the LXX, which 
differs a good deal from Mt.'s rendering. B of the LXX has not 
600v ÜnXdcows, but these words stand in LXX « ** A Q, and were 
found in Aquila and Theodotion. Mt. presumably had before 
him a Greek version which was either different from the LXX, or 
was an early form of the LXX, containing ó9óv @aAdooys. In the 
latter case he has adapted the verbs to suit his context. We need 
not inquire as to the exact signification of the geographical terms 
in the original. The editor tears the words from their context, 
because he saw in them a prophecy of the fact that Christ went 
to Galilee to begin His ministry, and settled for that purpose at 
Capharnaum, which became from henceforth His headquarters. 
Isaiah had spoken of Galilee (TaAuala rôv viv). He had also 
spoken of ó9óv @ardcons, and Capharnaum was sapaÜaAácoua. 
Isaiah had spoken also of Zebulon and Naphtali, and Capharnaum 
was in the territory of these tribes. The prophet had said of 
these places that their inhabitants should see a great light. When 
Christ began His work amongst them this was fulfilled. Whatever, 
therefore, may have been the original signification of D'1 J, or 
of its Greek equivalent ó8óv Oardocys, it is hardly possible to 
doubt that Mt. had in mind when he copied the words the lake 
of Galilee, and described Capharnaum as rjv wapafadacciay to 
make his meaning clear. 

I5 ZafovXàv kai y) NepOareip] LXX has xopa ZafovAóv 3) y5 
Ne@Oarciu.—éidov Garacons| See above.—Tépav rod 'Iopbdrvov] So 
LXX, the usual equivalent of rr» *3y.—T'aAuAaía rGv d0vov| So 
LXX.—6 Aads ô xabjpevos v axóre] LXX B has ropevopevos after 
the Heb., but A «afjpevos.—elde fas péya] LXX ere B, cideren*T, 
ee M ^, —xai rois kaÜquévois] LXX of xarouoUvres.—4v xüpa kai 
oki Üavdrov]] So LXX (om. kaí B x*).— is dvérede abró«] 
LXX: Pas Adupe e$ opàs. 
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17. From that time Jesus began to preach, and to say, Repent : W 
Jor the kingdom of the heavens ts at hand.) Mk. has xnpicowy tò 
evayyédoy ToU Ocot, xai A€ywy Gre TewAyjpwras ó xaipos kai ipyyuey 9) 
Bacureia ToU «o0 Meravoetre xol swrrevere év TQ eiayyediy.—ard 
tore] The editor contrasts this early period of the preaching of 
the kingdom with a later preaching of His death and resurrection ; 
cf. 1671, and abbreviates the statement of the contents of Christ's 
preaching. For his habit of retaining only one of Mk.'s many 
double expressions of an idea or fact, see Introduction, p. xxiv. 
He has already assimilated the statement of the contents of the 
Baptist's preaching to this verse, cf. 3?. 

18. Kadapraoóg] So&BD2Z33latt.—Nojapd] Nb B* X Z 33 k Orig. 
Nafapt0, N* D ai. 

18. év xopa xaloxig] S!has: “in sorrow and in the shadow of death” ; 
S? “in the shadows of death.” 

l7. peravocire] Om. S! S? k Blass. 

(2) 18-99. The calling of four disciples. From Mk 11699. 
18. And walking by the sea of Galilee, He saw two brethren, M. 

Simon called Peter, and Andrew his brother, casting a net into the 
sea: for they were fishermen.| Mk. has: “ And passing by the sea 
of Galilee, He saw Simon and Andrew the brother of Simon casting 
in the sea: for they were fishermen.” 

xepirarav 04] for Mk.’s xai sapd-yov, Mt. prefers the construction 
with ĉé and avoids Mk.’s iteration of the same pronoun mapdyey wapd, 
cf. 1719241. He inserts dvo ddeAgovs and ror Aeyópevov IIérpov, and 
substitutes avrov for the tautologous Sipwvos. Xov is a Greek 
name substituted for the Hebrew Symeon. It occurs in Ecclus 50!, 
Josephus, and the N.T., and is a common Greek name; see Pape, 
Worterb. der griech. Eigennamen; and Deissm. Bib. Stud. p. 315. 

"Avdpéas] is a not uncommon Greek name. It occurs of a Jew 
in an Olympian inscription of B.c. 169, Ditt. Sy. 3o1. s. Mt. 
substitutes BaAAovras dudiBAnorpov for Mk.'s vaguer duditBadXAovras, 
which is used absolutely here only. The subst. déudiBorAcds=a 
fisherman, occurs in Is 195.—7eav yàp des] For the occurrence 
of this clause in Mt. and Mk. as a proof of dependence of one 
Gospel on the other, see Hor. Syn. p. 43. GAteds occurs from 
Homer downwards. For the first cent. A.D., cf. Ox. Pap. 11. ccxciv. 6. 

19. And He saith fo them, Come after Me, and I will make you M. 
fishers of men.) Mk. has: “And Jesus said to them, Come after 
Me, and I will make you to become fishers of men.” Mt. omits 
yerécÜa, as superfluous. For driow as a preposition, see Blass, 
p. 129.—Sedre dxicw] is Semitic. 

20. And they immediately left the nets and followed Him.| Mk. M 
has: “And immediately they left the nets and followed Him.” 
Mt. substitutes oi 5¢for Mk.’s ka. See on v.!8,and Introduction, p. xx. 
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M 21. And going forward thence, He saw two other brethren, James 
the son of Zebedee, and John his brother, in the boat with Zebedee their 
father, mending their nets. And He called them.) Mk. has: “ And 
going forward a little, He saw James the son of Zebedee, and John 
his brother, these also in the boat mending the nets.” Mt. inserts 
éxetOev, which occurs 12 times in this Gospel, 5 in Mk., 3 in Lk., 
2 in Jn. He inserts also dAAovs vo ddeAdous, as in v.18, and omits 
Mk.'s Semitic «ai avrovs. He adds “ with Zebedee their father” by 
anticipation from the next verse of Mk., and “their” after ** nets." 

M 22. And they immediately left the boat and their father, and 
Jollowed Him.) Mk. has: “ And they left their father Zebedee 
in the boat with the hired servants, and went after Him.” Mt 
substitutes oi &€ for xa as in v.®, and jxoAovPyoay abro for dx_AGov 
Oriow QUTOU. 

(8) Ldlustrations of His teaching and work, 42-9% 

(a) Anticipatory sketch, 439-35. 

23-25. The editor now comes to Mk 121-22, He has already 
(4!) spoken of the entry into Capharnaum, and therefore omits 
it here. Mk 12! speaks of teaching in the synagogue. But 
here the editor wishes to develop his scheme of giving illustrations 
of Christ’s teaching and work in successive sections. He therefore 
inserts at this point an introductory sketch of Christ’s activity 
in these two respects, 429-35, The teaching in the synagogue at 
Capharnaum becomes a synagogal teaching throughout the country, 
and a summary of Christ’s work of healing is added. 

E And Jesus passed through the whole of Galilee, teaching in their 
synagogues, and preaching the good news of the kingdom, and healing 
every sickness and every disease among the people. And the rumour 
about Him went into all Syria: and they brought to Him all who 
were in evil plight, holden with manifold sicknesses and torments, 
demoniacs, and lunatics, and paralytics ; and He healed them. And 
there followed Him many multitudes from Galilee, and Decapolss, 
and Jerusalem, and beyond Jordan. | 

The phraseology of this editorial summary is largely borrowed 
from Mk. 

For xai wepuyevr—diddonwv, cf. Mk 69 xai wepiizye—Sddoxwv ; 
for èv GAy rjj Taddaig, Mk 19? els GAny ri TadAaav ; for kgypvcawv 
To evayyeAuov, Mk 114; for amņàĝev jj axon atrov eis OÀgv Tiv 
Zvpiay, Mk 199. é£5A0€ 86 y) dxoy abroU evOis TavraxoU eis OÀqv THY 
Tepixopov ; for mpoonveyxay avrà Távras ToUs Kaxw@s €xovras, Mk 1% 
é$epoy mpos avrov ravtas ToUs Kaxa@s éxovras ; for sowiAats vorots— 
kai éÜepárevaev avrovs, Mk 1% xai éÜepáseva ey —1TowiAais vócots ; 
for &a«ovdopevovs, Mk 152; for :xoAov0gcav abrQ dyAot wodXAoi, 
Mk 5% 4xoAovÜ« atrd OxAos modus, cf. Mk 37; for Aex&roAus, 
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is $n 491; for IepovoAvpow xal “Iovdaias kal mépav ToU lopódvov, 
38. 
28. ró edayyeuov ris Baovreias] i.e. the good news that the 

kingdom was near, cf. v.7.  e)ayyéuov in Cl Gk. is the reward 
given to a bearer of good news. So in 2 Sam 4”. In later writers 
it means, as here, the good news itself. So in Lucian, Plutarch.— 
paXaxía] only in Mt. amongst New Testament writers, cf. 995 ro!, 
ie ial bs For the history of the synagogues, see Schürer, 1. 
ii. 52 ff. 

24. Xvpía] never occurs in Mk.—evvéyoja] in this sense only 
here and in Lk. and Acts amongst the New Testament writers. 
—fácavos] of disease only here.—Bacdvois ovvexopevos] occurs in a 
different sense in 4 Mac 15%?,—SapovifeoOa:] in this sense only in 
late writers.—^TapaAvrwós] a New Testament word, Mt. and Mk. 
Lk. (51% 4) and twice in Acts has sapaAeAvpévos.—oc' ew op&vos] 
i.c. epileptic, again in 1715; a late and rare word.—xai eÜepdrevov 
avro] Dabcglh have xai rdvras Oepdrevoer. Cf. 819 1215 1456, 

25. óxXot ToAAo(] the plural is characteristic of Mt. He has 
the plural čo: about 30 times, the singular 16 times. Mk. has 
the singular about 37 times, the plural once.! In Lk. the numbers 
are more equally balanced. 

Aexaróàcws] occurs twice in Mk. For its history, see Schürer, 
11. 1. 94; DB, art. “ Decapolis." 

"IepovoAvpwv] is here treated as a neuter plural. In 2° it is fem. 
sing. The aspirated form is apparently due to association with iepds. 
Cf. West. and Hort, Introduction?, p. 313; Blass, p. 31. Mk. and Mt. 
(except in 2797) always have this form. Cf. Blass, p. 31.—"répav rov 
"Iopbáyov]is the rre "ag of the Mishna, and the Perza of Josephus. 
For its extent, see Schürer, 11. i. 3, 4; DJ, art. “ Perza." 

The reason why the editor now gives his illustration of Christ's 
teaching before that of His work is probably to be found in the 
next verse of Mk., viz. 122, which describes the effect of Christ's 
preaching. He therefore here inserts the Sermon on the mountain, 
5-77", and closes it with this verse from Mk 122 = Mt 727. 39, 

(6) V.-VII. Illustration of the MessiaA's teaching. 
From the Logia* 

Analysis— ys 
A. Nine Beatitudes, 5512, 
B. Two metaphors of discipleship, 515-16, 
C. Relation of the Christian character to the Law, 517-45. 

The Christian character is not released from the obli- 

3 yo, but D S! latt have the singular also here. 
3 On the Sermon on the Mount, see especially the article of Votaw in DB, 

Extra Volume, pp. 1 ff. 
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gations of the Law. It is under still heavier re- 
sponsibilities. 

Christian “righteousness” is to be not less than that 
of the scribes, but greater, 17-9), 

Five illustrations of the permanence of the Law and 
of this greater righteousness, 

(1) Threefold interpretation of “do not kill,” 21-22, 
Twofold application, 7-20, 

(2) Interpretation of “do not commit adultery,” 37-28, 
Twofold application, 39-90, 
Application of this to divorce, 51-33, 

(3) Interpretation of “do not swear falsely,” 83-34», 
Fourfold application, 545-57, 

(4) Interpretation of the Æx talionis, 55-39», 
Fourfold application, 995-42, 

(5) Interpretation of “love thy neighbour,” 19-45, 
Twofold illustration, 4648, 

D. 'Three illustrations of the way in which the Christian 
* righteousness " is to exceed that of the Pharisees, 
61-18, 

(1) Alms, *. 
(2) Prayer, 515, 
(3) Fasting, 1615, 

E. Three Prohibitions, 619-79, 

—— — 
3) pù dare, 9. 

£F. Three Commands, 7-33, 
I) aireire, 7-3, 
2) elaédOare, 15-14, 
3) *poaéxere, 15-35, 

G. Concluding Parable, *4?7, 

E 1. And seeing the multitudes, He went up into the mountain: 
and having sat down, His disciples came to Him.) Lk 617 has: 
* And He came down with them, and stood upon a level place.” 

tò Ópos] Cf. 143 152% The article is less natural here than 
in these two places, where it may not unnaturally designate the hill 
country adjoining the lake. It suggests that the Sermon had long 
been traditionally connected with a mountain, and seems to mean 
the mountain upon which the Sermon was delivered. 

kaÜicavros abro) wpoarjA0ov avrà] For the unclassical construc- 
tion, see Blass, p. 251. 

erporijAov is a favourite word with Mt. It occurs 52 times, 6 in 
Mk., ro in Lk., 1 in Jn. 

of pabyrai avrov] Since nothing has been told us apart: from 
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4131 of any disciples, their sudden appearance here is a hint that 
the Sermon is anticipated here from a later period. 

2. And He opened His mouth and taught them, saying.] Lk. E 
has: * And He lifted up His eyes upon His disciples, and said.” 

droífas Tò ordua atro?] Again of Philip, Ac 855; Peter, Ac 10%; 
Paul, Ac 1814; cf. Lk 1%. It is a somewhat formal introductory 
clause; cf. Job 3}. 

8. Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of L 
the heavens.| Lk. has: “Blessed are ye poor: for yours is the 
kingdom of God.” jaxdptos in the LXX is equivalent to Wx, 
It describes a state not of inner feeling on the part of those to 
whom it is applied, but of blessedness from an ideal point of view 
in the judgement of others. 

of wrwxot TÊ Tveóuari| Cf. xadapot Tj xapdig, v.2; ramewois 
T mvevpart, Ps 3319; (éov re wvedpar, Ac 18%; dyia rp Tveipari, 
1 Co 7%. By analogy with these parallels the clause must mean 
* those whose spirit is poor.” The idea of poverty intended can 
best be reached through the corresponding Hebrew word ‘3y, 

for which -rexós stands in the LXX 38 times. The ‘sy is the 
man who is poor in the sense of being needy. But the word fre- 
quently denotes the poor man who is oppressed by the rich and 
powerful The word then attracts to itself the sense of poor, 
pious, religious people who are oppressed by the ungodly. They 
are therefore the objects of God’s favour. He does not forget 
them, Ps 9!5, but delivers them, Ps 341, and has compassion on 
them, Is 49!4. On these lines zroxoc here will mean those who, 
because they endeavour to lead pious lives of obedience to God, 
are “poor,” i.e. are oppressed and downtrodden by ungodly people. 
They are “poor” as needing God's help. The rẹ zvevpari serves 
to spiritualise the sense, and to lay the emphasis rather on the 
religious and moral than on the social condition of those referred 
to. Their spirit is “ poor,” because they feel their need of God's 
help, and are aware that it can come from Him alone. In their 
inner spiritual life they realise their need of God, and this con- 
scious spiritual poverty constitutes their claim to the blessings 
promised in the next clause. The rẹ mveúparı here suggests that 
zroxoí in Lk 6” should be interpreted in the same sense and not 
of literal poverty. The editor of the First Gospel probably felt 
quite rightly that the simple zrexoí would be misinterpreted by 
Greek readers unacquainted with Semitic idiom. -It compressed a 
complicated Hebrew train of thought in a Greek word which would 
be misunderstood if literally interpreted. See Zahn’s admirable 
note on the passage. 

For theirs is the kingdom of the heavens.| On the meaning of 
this phrase, see Introduction, p.lxvii. It is clear that the meaning 
must be determined from a general survey of the sense which the 
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phrase has throughout the Gospel. The éerw probably was not 
represented in the Semitic original, and cannot be pressed. If 
the “kingdom” be a state or condition which is necessarily future, 
the éorw must naturally be equivalent to érran “The kingdom 
is theirs, Ze. will belong to them when it comes or is realised." 
Or, “they will enter into it when it comes” ; or, “the kingdom will 
consist of such as these." The future tenses in the following 
verses suggest that the whole emphasis of the blessings lies upon a 
future condition which shall compensate for the unsatisfying present. 

4, 5. The order of these two verses is uncertain. The arrange- 
ment e«vÓo)vres — rpqeis is found in N B C and most unc., in 
most curss. in S! S8 S4 Së b f q, Tert. Orig. On the other hand, the 
order vpgeis—T7evÜobvres occurs in D 33 a c ff! g! h k S? Tat.? That 
is to say, both arrangements were known in the second century. 
Zahn is probably right in saying that if vv.* 5 had originally stood 
together with their rhetorical antithesis of heaven and earth, it is 
unlikely that any copyist would have thrust v.* in between them. 
On the other hand, the Western scribes, who represent the order 
5.4 may have preferred this arrangement because it heightened 
the antithesis, or to draw together the closely allied srexoé and 
paces. Wellhausen, observing that the clause about the xpgeis is 
directly quoted from Ps 36!!, and that its position in this chapter 
varies in the manuscripts, condemns it as an interpolation. If 
TTeXol TH Tvejpar, in v.5, and not rather srexoí simply (= D"3y), 
were original, there would be something to be said for this on the 
ground that «rexoi re wvevpars and wogeis are practically syn- 
onymous terms. -roxoí as we have seen, corresponds in the LXX 
to Oy, and implies not poverty alone or in the literal sense, but 
misery suffered at the hands of others because of godliness. «pacis, 
on the other hand, corresponds to 03y (8 times). This word 
emphasises not the social condition implied in psy, but humble- 
ness of mind. (See Driver, art. “ Poor,” DB.) But by adding 
TQ wvevpars the editor has obliterated the distinctive meaning of 
TToxo( as - D"Jy, and made it practically equivalent to mpgeîs = 
D". But this identity belongs to the Greek forms of the sayings, 
not to their Semitic original. There the distinction would have 
been clear. The Lord singled out for His approval both the godly 
oppressed and the godly humble-minded. Of the former, He 
declared that when the kingdom came, they and, by implication, 
not their ungodly oppressors, should enter into it. Of the latter, 
He affirms that because they humbly submit themselves to God's 
will, and look for His help, they shall, as the Psalmist said, ‘inherit 
the earth,” which, purged of the ungodly, will be coextensive with 
the kingdom. It seems best, therefore, to retain the usual order of 

1 iii. 780 on Mt 17%, but in iii. 740 on 16*6 the other order is given. 
3 See Zahn, Forschungen, i. 131. 
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verses, on the grounds (a) that it is best supported ; (4) that it was 
more likely to be reversed than the rival order, which would at 
once suggest itself to scribes who would like to bring zrexoc and 
pes into close connection, and to emphasise by close contact 
the antithesis between “heaven ” and “earth.” 

4. Blessed are those who mourn : because they shall be comforted.) L 
Cf. Is 61? zapaxaAécat vávras rods ?revÜoovras. The thought is of 
those who mourn for the sin in Israel, which checks and thwarts God's 
purposes for His people, and delays the coming of the kingdom. 

5. Blessed are “the humble-minded”: because “they shall in- T, 
herit the earth.”| Quoted from Ps 36. See above. 

6. Blessed are those who hunger and thirst after righteousness : L 
because they shall be filled.) Lk has: “Blessed are ye who mourn 
now : for ye shall be filled.” Cf. Jer 38% (LXX) ore éud6voa wacav 
Vvyiv Supacay kai rârav Yuya sewocay évérAnoa ; Is 551, Ps 106? 
(LXX) ore eydpracey Wuyi xevijv xal jvyijv rewdoay évérAgov &yaDàv. 

The thought is of those who spend their lives in endeavours to 
fulfil the requirements of the law, and to obtain the “ righteous- 
ness " which God demands. Such whole-hearted search will not fail. 

xopracÜ:covra:|] A coarse word softened down in Comedy and 
in colloquial use. Common in the LXX and N.T. in the sense to 
feed. See Kennedy, Sources, 82. 

7. Blessed are the merciful: because they shall obtain mercy.) L 
i.e. in the day of judgement. 

8. Blessed are the pure in heart : because they shall see God.) L 
xaBapoi rjj xapdig| Cf. Ps 234.—dypovra:] Cf. Ps 10% For the 

vision of God as the aim of the religious life, cf. Philo, De Vit. 
Contempl. ii. 473: The Therapeute aim at vision roù "Ovros. 
They persevere péxpis av rò moboúpevov wow. Leg. Alleg. i. 
115: the wise man is Oewpig Tüv Oeiwy tpepdpevos. De Vit. 
Mos. ti. 106: Moses by his ascetic life entered into the darkness 
where God was, rà åĝéara dice vnr xaravoay. Cf. Fried- 
lander, Die Relig. Beweg. pp. 258 ff., from whom these references 
are taken. Cf. also Rev 224, 1 Jn 3? dyopueba abróv xabus srv, and 
Philo, de Abr. ii. 10: Grp & éeyévero pù uóvov rà dAAa doa dy TH 
$vc« 6 ruris karoAapSádyew, áAXAÀ kal. TÓv warépa kal Tourijv 
Tøv cuprdvrwy Spay, èr dxpoy evdaipovias tao TpocAgAvÓds. 

9. Blessed are the peacemakers; for they shall be called sons of L 
God.) Cf. Secrets of Enoch 52" * Blessed is he who establishes 
peace and love”; Aboth 112 “Hillel said, Be ye of the disciples 
of Aaron, loving peace and pursuing peace”; Ps-Sol 179? yyócera: 
yàp abrovs Gre mavres viol ÜeoU abrav «lav; Aboth 318 “ The Israelites 
are beloved, for they are called children of God.” Cf. Dt 141. 

10. Blessed are they who have suffered persecution for righteous- 
ness sake ; because theirs is the kingdom of the heavens.] 

The preceding eight blessings seem to form a complete para- 
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graph, begun and ended with the same promise, “because theirs 
is the kingdom of the heavens.” It is clear that this phrase contains 
in itself all the blessings promised in the six intermediate clauses. 
It seems clear also that the kingdom is regarded as a condition of 
things still in the future. When it comes, those whose spirit is 
poor, £e. those who humbly rely upon God, or, as originally spoken 
without rẹ mveúparuų those who are poor, f.e. the oppressed godly 
people, will be its citizens. . Then those who mourn for the sin 
which now delays its coming, will receive consolation when they 
see righteousness triumphant. Then, too, the humble minded, ;.e. 
those who feel their need of God, will inherit the earth. It seems 
best to suppose that this clause should be understood literally in 
spite of the fact that it is a quotation from the Psalter. The earth 
purified from sin and purged of the ungodly, who now oppress the 
* poor " and meek godly people, will then be coextensive with the 
kingdom. Then, too, those who hunger and thirst after the divine 
righteousness, will be satisfied when they find it to be the ruling 
principle in their own lives and in those of other people. The 
merciful, z.e. those who show mercy and compassion to be the 
ruling principle of their lives, will obtain mercy at the great day of 
judgement, which divides the present age from the establishment 
of the kingdom. The pure in heart will then see God. The 
peacemakers will be openly proclaimed as God's sons. Those 
who have been persecuted for their devotion to religion will 
become its citizens. 

L 11,12. In the ninth blessing Christ addresses Himself directly 
to the disciples. S. Luke has the second person throughout. 

Blessed are ye when they shall reproach you and persecute you, and 
speak all manner of evil against you for My sake. Rejoice and exuit, 
Because your reward is great in the heavens. For so did they per- 
secute the prophets who were before you.) Lk. has: “ Blessed are ye 
when men shall hate you, and when they shall separate you, and 
reproach you, and cast out your name as evil for the sake of the 
Son of Man. Rejoice in that day and leap: for, behold, your 
reward is great in heaven. For likewise did their fathers treat the 
prophets.” 

poés) The later Jewish theology is much coloured by 
ideas of reward and punishment. In Wis 2” we read of the 
“reward of holiness” ,uo0ós—óoiórgros. Cf. Wis 5%, 2 Es 799 
83. 98 833. 89 7356. Occasionally, however, we find a protest against 
the idea of reward for goodness. “Be not,” saith Antigonous 
of Socho, “as slaves who minister to the Lord in order to 
receive recompense,” Adoth 18. Here the thought is not that of 
reward for piety, but of future recompense for a present condition 
of persecution and reproach. The number of the Beatitudes is 
much disputed. They can be reckoned as seven by disconnecting 
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1-13 from the preceding verses and uniting * and Y as one (so 
Meyer), or by regarding v.5 as a marginal gloss (so Bacon, Well- 
hausen); or they may be reckoned as eight by treating 1*1? as one 
beatitude (so Votaw), or by disconnecting !-13 from the preceding 
(so Zahn) But it seems better to treat them as nine in number 
in spite of the fact that 11-13 only repeat and apply v.! to the 
disciples. In the Secrets of Enoch, two groups of Blessings occur, 
one (429145) of nine, the other (52) of seven Beatitudes. 

11. xab’ pâr] Add yevõópevo:, N Bal. Om. DkS!. The word seems 
to have been added to limit a wide generalisation ; cf. v.™. 

18-18. Not in Lk.s sermon. 
18. Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the salt have become B L 

insipid, wherewith shall it be salted? it is no longer of any use, ex- 
cept to be cast out, and trodden under foot of men.) Cf. Lk 14% %. 

The idea underlying “salt” here is probably its use as a pre- 
servative. The disciples are the element in the world which keeps 
it wholesome, and delays the day of decay and of consequent judg- 
ment. But since salt may become useless for household purposes, 
and be thrown out of doors, so the disciples should beware lest they 
lose their essentially Christian character. The saying is probably 
proverbial, and it is needless to object that, properly speaking, salt 
cannot change its nature. It may become so soiled or mixed with 
dirt and other extraneous substances as to become practically useless. 
"y Ye are the light of the world. A city set upon a hill cannot B L 

be hid. 
If .salt designates the disciples as an element in the world, 

so light describes their attitude to it as one of aloofness and 
separation. But though separated from it they cannot but exer- 
cise an influence upon it, just as a city built on a hill is too 
conspicuous to remain unnoticed. For the light, cf. Zest. Levi 148 
* Ye are the lights of Israel”; 2 Es 12? “Thou only art left... 
as a lamp in a dark place”; Phil 215. For «eur» of a city, cf. 
2 Mac 49. For the city, cf. Logia Jesu 7: mós exoBouguérg 
dx dxpov dpous UmAoU kal tornptypévn ovre secety Sivara: ovre 

. «puBrva. For the combination of “light” and “city,” cf. Cicero, 
Catilin. iv. 6: ** Videor enim mihi hanc urbem videre, lucem orbis 
terrarum atque arcem omnium gentium." 

18. Neither do they light a lamp, and place it under the bushel, L 
but on the lampstand ; and it lightens all who are in the house.) CÈ 
Lk 816 1135, Mk 42. 

16. So let your light shine before men, that they may see your L 
good works, and glorify your Father who is in the heavens. | 

Avyvia] a word of the later Greek writers for the Attic Avyvíov. 
It is used in the LXX, Joseph., Luc., Philo, Galen, but was an old 
vernacular word. Cf. Kennedy, Sources, 40. 
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16. róv xarépa jpüv rov èv rois obpavois] The phrase is 
characteristic of Mt. See Introduction, p. lvi. It occurs besides 
only in Mk 11%, cf. Lk 1135, As early as the books of Wisdom 
and Ecclesiasticus we find Israelites addressing God as “ Father" ; 
cf. Wis 219 148, Ecclus 23-4 “O Lord, Father and Master of my 
life”; and the idea of God as Father of the nation had been familiar 
from very primitive times. For examples from the later literature, 
cf. To 13* “our Father," Jud 1% “ their Father," 3 Mac 5T * their 
merciful God and Father." The term “Father in heaven" is not 
infrequent in the Rabbinical literature; cf. Afechilta (Ugol.) 397: 
“my Father who is in heaven”; 331: “their Father who is in 
heaven”; SipAri (Ugol.) 871: ‘his Father who is in heaven" 
Aboth si “Jehuda ben Tema said, Be . . . strong as a lion to 
do the will of thy Father who is in heaven”; Sofa, ix. 15 (49): 
* Upon whom shall we lean? Upon our F ather who is in heaven" ; 
Rosh kha-Shana, iii. 8 (29°): ** As often as the Israelites directed their 
heart towards their Father who is in heaven they were strong"; 
Shabbath 116*, Joma, viii. 9 (855), Pestkta (Wünsche), pp. 228, 
238; Vayyikra R. (Wünsche), p. 222; Siphri (Ugol.) 593. These 
examples carry us back to the beginning of the second cent. A.D., for 
the speaker in the last case is Simeon ben Jochai, who lived ¢. 130 
A.D.! Cf. Bacher, Ag. d. Zann. ii. 70 ff. For the phrase in Jewish 
literature, see Dalm. Words, pp. 184 ff. Bousset, Rel. Jud. p. 357, 
sees in the phrase a possible influence of Christianity upon Judaism; 
cf. Bischoff, Jesu und die Rabbinen, p. 74. But it is not improbable 
us the phrase was already current in Palestine at the time of 

hrist. 
13-16. Two of the verses in this section find parallels in Lk. 

V.48 occurs in Lk 149* 55 in a somewhat different form, akin partly 
to Mt, partly to Mk 995 where Lk. in his parallel passage omits it. 
Mt. also omits it in the parallel to Mk. V.!5 finds a parallel in 
Lk 8!6= Mk 4%, where Mt. omits it, and again in Lk 11%. It is 
therefore probable that Lk. had not this section in his Sermon, and 
that the editor of Mt. has inserted it here; because it is more likely 
that Mt. should have inserted, in accordance with his general 
tendency to enlarge discourses, than that Lk should have omitted. 
The setting of these sayings in Lk 14% and r1% is not internally 
probable, and it seems very unlikely that he would have omitted 
them from the Sermon in order to place them afterwards in such 
artificial connections. The clauses tpeis ¿ore rd dAas THs ys, ùpeis 
tore rò is TOU Kéopov are very probably editorial additions to link 
together detached sayings. 

L 17-20. Think not that I came to destroy the law or the prophets. 
I came not to destroy, but to fulfil. For verily I say to you, Till 
heaven and earth pass away, one yòd or one tittle shall not pass 

! He was a disciple of Akiba, 
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from the law, till all things come to pass. Whosoever therefore 
shall weaken one of these commandments (even) the least, and 
Shall teach men so, shall be called least in the kingdom of the 
heavens: but whosoever shall do and teach (them), he shall be 
called great in the kingdom of the heavens. For I say to you, 
That except your righteousness shall exceed (that) of the scribes 
and Pharisees, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of the heavens.) 
The meaning of the words is clear. Christ did not come to over- 
throw the authority of the Mosaic law, which was to be eternally 
binding upon the hearts and consciences of men. So long as the 
world lasted its authority was to be permanent. If any of His 
disciples taught men to disobey any of its commandments, he 
would be placed in an inferior position in the coming Kingdom. 
If he was a faithful servant of the law, and upheld its authority 
before men, he would receive high rank in the Kingdom. 

Commentators have exhausted their ingenuity in attempts to 
explain away this passage, but its meaning is too clear to be mis- 
understood. Christ is here represented as speaking in the spirit 
of Alexandrine and Rabbinical Judaism. 

Cf. Philo, Vita Mos. ii. 136: “(The Laws of Moses) will, it may be hoped, 
remain to all eternity immortal so long as sun and moon and the whole heaven 
and world last.” ss. Mos 113 ** He has created the world for the sake of His 
law " (reading /egem for plebem. See Bousset, Rel. Jud. p. 90). 2 Es 9! ** The 
law perisheth not, but abideth in its honour." Joseph. Contra Apion. ii. 277: 
‘Our law remains immortal.” Bereshith R. x. 1 (Wünsche, 39): '' Every- 
thing has its end, the heaven and the earth have their end, wd one thing is 
excepted which has no end, and that is the law." Skhemoth R. 6 (Wünsche, 
67): **Not a letter shall be abolished from the law for ever”; Midrash Koh 
71* “ The law shall remain in perpetuity for ever? ;! Adoth 1* '* Upon three 
things is the world supported: on the Thorah," etc. Shemoth R. 33 
(Wünsche, 261): *'*(The law) is an everlasting inheritance for Israel. 
Vayyikra R. 19 (Wünsche, 123): “If all the peoples of the world came 
together to rend a single word from the law, they could not do it." 

The attitude to the law here described is inconsistent with 
the general tenor of the Sermon Vv.*!-8 are clearly intended to 
explain and illustrate the way in which Christ fulfilled the law. 
But they describe a fulfilment which consists in a penetrating 
insight into the true moral principles underlying the enactments 
of the Mosaic Code, and vv.** 9 directly traverse two propositions 
of the law. Fulfilment in this sense is something very different 
from the fulfilment which rests upon the idea of the permanent 
authority of the least commandment of the law (cf. v.19). It seems 
probable, therefore, that vv.1* 19 did not originally belong to the 
Sermon, but have been placed here by the editor, who has thus 
given to xAnpaca (=to bring into clear light the true scope and 
meaning) a sense (viz. to reaffirm and carry out in detail) which is 

1 Cited by Schoettgen, in /». 
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foreign to the general tenor of the Sermon. . V.!? finds a parallel in 
an artificial context in Lk 1617. It is therefore a well-authenticated 
traditional utterance of Christ. Both it and v.9? may well have 
been spoken by Him on different occasions, and under circumstances 
which made His meaning clear, as hyperbolical expressions of respect 
for the authority of the general tenor and purport of the law. 

17. For xaraAvew of overthrowing or destroying the authority 
of the law, cf. 2 Mac 2% 411, 4 Mac 5% 17°.—rov vopov ù rovs 
wpopyras] The reference to the prophets seems out of place. It 
is the law alone which is taken into consideration i in the rest of the 
chapter. The editor has probably added ĝ rovs mpoġýras in view 
of the fact that, according to Christ’s teaching elsewhere, Prophets 
and Law alike (i.e. the whole O.T.) found their fulfilment in Him. 

xAnpaca}] See above. The sentence finds a distorted remini- 
scence in the Bab. Tal. S4add. 116^ “I gospel came not to diminish 
the law of Moses, but to add to the law of Moses did I come.” 

The verse as originally followed by v.9 meant: “I did not 
come, as you might think, to overthrow the authority of the law 
of Moses. In its general scope and purport its authority as an 
expression of the divine will is permanent. I came to fulfil it by 
emphasising its true meaning, and as being the Messiah whom 
it dimly foreshadowed. So far from depreciating it, I tell you 

` that your ‘righteousness ' must be more fundamental than the 
'righteousness' of the scribes and Pharisees, based not upon 
external adherence to the letter of the law, but upon insight into 
the principles which underlie it." 

If Christ was from this point of view the fulfiller of the law, 
He was from another its “end”; cf. Ro 104. 

As here expounded by the editor, the passage means: “I came 
to reaffirm the authority of the law of Moses, not to overthrow it. 
No particle of it shall lose its validity so long as the world lasts. 
Anyone who weakens the hold which the smallest commandment 
has over the minds of men will receive an inferior position in the 
coming Kingdom. He who obeys its precepts and teaches others 
to do so, will be ranked high in the Kingdom. For your 'right- 
eousness' is to be not less, but more exacting than that of the 
scribes and Pharisees." 

$A9ov] (cf. 919 10 111? 15%) has behind it the thought of the 
divine sending. 

L 18 Cf. Lk 16.—áj,jv] For this word as characteristic of 
Christ's diction, cf. Dalman, Words, 226 ff.—£ws ay mapéAÓy ó 
obpayós xal 3) y] a hyperbolical expression signifying “never” ; cf. 
the passages from Philo and Bereshsth R. quoted on v.17; cf. also 
2495.—lóra| Yod=y, is the smallest letter in the Hebrew Square 
Alphabet. Bab. Sank. 107* “If the yod which I took from 
Sarai (in changing it to Sarah) stood and complained many years 
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until Joshua came and I added it to him,” etc. xepaía] The 
xepaias are presumably the small strokes that distinguish from one 
another otherwise similar letters of the Hebrew Alphabet. For 
examples of similar letters which may be confused and pervert 
the sense of a passage, see Vayyikra R. 19 (Wünsche, 124).—od 
pù xapi) For the construction, see Moulton, pp. 190-92. 
It is rare in the N.T. (except in words of Christ) and in the 

éws dy wayra yévyra:| (1) Until all things (in the law) happen, 
i.e. receive their fulfilment” ; (2) parallel to and synonymous with 
éws dy rapAGy, x.1.A., “until the end of the world." The similarity 
to Philo, Vit. Mos. ii. 136: dws Gy HAcos xal cedyy xai ô cipwras 
oùpavós Te kai xoopos 1), rather favours this meaning. 

21-26. First illustration of the fulfilment of the law. 
21. Ye heard that it was said fo the ancients, Thou shalt not L 

commit murder; and whosoever commits murder is lable to the 
judgement. | l 

provocare Gre éppeOy Tois åpxaíors] We might have expected, 
* It is written in the law,” or '* Ye have read in the law”; cf. 125 
2116. 42 2231; but bere the audience presupposed is one of un- 
learned people (cf. 735). For the “hearing,” compare the saying of 
the multitude in Jn 12% $«ovcap.€v èx rov vduov. Moreover, each 
word in the sentence is chosen in order to form a direct antithesis 
to éy& è Aéyo piv. This partly accounts for ġxovsare rather 
than dyéyvwre, and for é$5é05 rather than yéyparraı. Further, “it 
was said," is the most frequent form of biblical citation in the 
Rabbinical writings ; cf. Bacher, i. 6. For antithesis in this Gospel, 
cf. 1528 and * 5, rots dpxaios is difficult to parallel; but desire 
for antithesis to “I say," having produced “Ye heard that it was 
said," it is not easy to see what other phrase could have been 
found as a contrast to $jtv. For the use of dpyxaio as the men of a 
past age, cf. Aristoph. Æg. 507; Arist. Metaphys. xi. 1. 2, p. 240; and 
the phrases xarà rovs ápxaíovs Or xar dpxaiovs quoted by Steph. 
Thes. 1. ii. 2098.—ov $oveices] is quoted from Ex 2015, Dt 51? 
(LXX) The following words are not a direct quotation, but a 
summary of the teaching of the law; cf. Ex 21!2, For rjj «pice. = 
the verdict of the judges, cf. Dt 178 êv xpice: dva pécov alpa alparos 
xai dva uécov xplois xpicews.—évoxos] is here apparently equivalent 
to the Rabbinic 2M = condemned, guilty. voxos rjj xpire: means 
guilty, and so condemned by the properly constituted authority. 
The phrase is therefore equivalent to “shall be put to death”; cf. 
2696 goxos Üavárov = He is guilty (and worthy) of death. 

22. But I say to you, That every one who is angry with his brother T, 
shall be liable to the judgement. And whosoever shall say to his wp 
brother, Raca, shall be liable to the Sanhedrin. And whosoever 
shall say, Thou fool, ‘shall be liable to the Gehenna of fire.) 
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Not only will the external act receive due punishment at human 
tribunals, but the inner feeling that prompts it is liable to the 
verdict of condemnation which will be pronounced by God. In 
other words, both prohibition and penalty must be interpreted 
spiritually as well as literally. The addition of the last two clauses 
is unexpected and difficult. Nothing further seems wanted. The 
law said that murder should be punished by the proper authority. 
Christ says that the feeling of anger which prompts the crime will 
meet with the divine condemnation. In this way He fulfilled the law 
by drawing out the moral principles which underlay the enactment. 
But the next two clauses seem to create an artificial distinction 
between different grades of enmity and between the penalties to 
be assigned to them. r9 cuvedpi, the Sanhedrin, z.e. the Supreme 
Court in Jerusalem, seems to presuppose the interpretation of rj 
xpioe as equivalent to “the local district court.” Thus we have 
a climax: the local court, the Sanhedrin, the final judgement of 
God. The corresponding sins are anger, contempt, and abuse. 
But, of course, only the last two of these would, in fact, lead to 
trial either before a local court or the Sanhedrin. Nor is there 
any distinction between them to justify the increasing severity of 
punishment. 

Zahn thinks that Christ is here satirising by imitation the 
Scribal methods of exegesis ; showing their futility by a reductio ad 
absurdum which at the same time serves to emphasise his main 
point, that sins of the inner life are as culpable as those of the 
external act. Others would reconstruct the passage. Prof. 
Richards suggests that #° and ° should follow v.™. The three 
clauses would then form a Rabbinical comment and explanation of 
the text ** Thou shalt not commit murder,” followed by Christ's 
simple antithesis, ** Whosoever is angry " is liable to the judgement. 
But in this case rj «pice. = the local court, must be understood in 
a sense different from that of rj xpice in Christ's answer where 
itzthe judgement of God. For another rearrangement of the 
verses, see DB, art. *Sermon on the Mount,” 26. The fact that 
as the passage stands «píse of v.*! and xpice of v. must be taken 
in two different senses, suggests that 3 and ° do not originally 
belong here. They may be duplicate versions of a saying which 
originally stood in some context similar to this, where a distinction 
was being drawn by Christ between moral disorder and external 
action. Or they may be current Scribal precepts added here by the 
editor in a manner which has led to their being understood as part 
of Christ's words: ** And (it was also said by the Scribes) whoso- 
ever," etc. For parallels, cf. Kiddushin 28* * He that calleth his 
neighbour a slave, let him be excommunicated ; he that calleth him 
a bastard, let him be punished with forty stripes"; Bab. Aes. 58°. 
Vv.?l and 3? will then mean: “It was said in the law that the 
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murderer should be subjected to the judgement of death. I say 
that anger is equally deserving of judgement." 

"Paxá| seems to be equivalent to the Aramaic 8p) = empty. 

It was a term of contemptuous address; cf. Ja 29. It is not 
infrequently used in Jewish writings; cf. Bab. Berakk 32, where 
it is applied by a ruler to one who had not returned his salute, 
Mechilta (Ugol.), 389, Sanhedrin 100%. 

f| is the Greek word. It has quite unnecessarily been 
identified with the Hebrew mip, Nu 20!. Since the Jews 
borrowed many foreign words, it is quite possible that pwpós was 
in use amongst the Aramaic-speaking population in Christ’s time. 
Or pwpé may be a translation of “Paxd. For examples of pwpds 
in the Midrashim, cf. Levy, Meuheb. Worterb., and Festkta, Rab. 
Kahana 14 (Wünsche, p. 158), where it is used to explain Nu 20%. 

yéevvav To) wvpós] 37°) was the name of a valley on the 
south-west of Jerusalem. In Jewish literature it became a name 
for the place of punishment of the godless. It occurs in Apoc. 
Bar 59” “the mouth of Gehenna”; 2 Es 7% “the furnace of 
Gehenna shall be revealed” ; and Zarg. Zs 331* “ the wicked shall 
be given over to Gehenna, (to) burning of everlasting fire.” It 
occurs frequently in the later Rabbinical literature. It has three 
doors and seven names, Bab. EruóA 19*. Fire has 45th part of 
the heat of the fire of Gehenna, Bab. Berakh. 575. ‘Those who 
are destined for Gehenna are called sons of Gehenna,” Rosh ha Sh 
17* It was one of seven things created before the world, Bab. 
Pes 54*. Cf. Weber, /Zd. Theol. 341 ff. ; Volz, Jüd. Eschat, 288 ff. 

rg dep abro] D a/ S! S? add elxj. The word has strong second 
century attestation, but may perhaps more probebly have been added as a 
limitation of & wide generalisation, than omitted as unnecessary ; cf. on v.i, 

28, 94. First application of the preceding. 
Jf therefore thou art offering thy gift upon the altar, and there L 

shouldest remember that thy brother hath aught against thee ; leave 
there thy gift before the altar, and go, first be reconciled to thy 
brother, and then come and offer thy gift.| 

dxa re xara. co)] Cf. Bab. Joma 87° b endo nb mn-he 
had something against. This section deals with the necessity of 
reconciliation with one's neighbour before the day of Atonement. 
“ Rabbi Isaac said, If a man vexes his neighbour, even if it be only 
by what he has said, he must be reconciled to him." 

95, 26. Second application. Cf. Lk 12579, 
Be agreed with thine adversary quickly, whilst thou art with him L 

on the way (to judgement) ; lest the adversary deliver thee to the 
judge, and the judge deliver thee to the officer, and thou be cast into 
prison. Verily I say to thee, Thou shalt not come out thence, until 
thou payest the last farthing. | 

4 
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«bvo«y only here in N.T. “Its regular meaning is ‘be well 
disposed to, ‘have goodwill to." Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary, 
1714*. The dyriBixos in this passage should be parallel to ddeAdds 
in the preceding verses. The brother who has been wronged must 
be appeased ; and the adversary must be agreed with, in accordance 
with the principle that murder includes anger and all such tur- 
bulent passions of the soul! dyriduos in this connection should 
therefore mean “prosecutor”; cf. Lk 18%. But with this meaning 
vv.25> and % have no real point, and 35 and 2% are not in any 
true sense parallel. Vv.393* apply the principle of v.. “ Because 
anger is implied in the command *do not murder,’ therefore 
remove all cause for anger before coming before God with a gift.” 
That is an exhortation with an implicit warning. “God will not 
accept the gift of an offerer whose heart is stained with evil 
passion.” Vv.%-% suggest in the first few words that we have a 
second application: “For the same reason be reconciled with 
one who has legal claims against you”; but the following words 
carry us into a new atmosphere of thought: “ Be reconciled” not 
* because God condemns anger,” but “lest you meet the due re- 
ward of your wrongdoing and languish in prison.” Of course it is 
possible to obtain some sort of connection between the verses by 
spiritualising the details of vv.2999, ‘On the road through life be 
careful to settle your accounts with spiritual enemies, lest you come 
at last before God, the Judge of all, and by Him be cast into hell.” 
But in this case the idea involved in dvridixos falls into the back- 
ground, and must remain in ambiguity as an unessential element 
in the saying, whereas its position shows that it is obviously as 
important as is ddeAgos in v.35, There can be little doubt that 
the connection here is literary and artificial, The editor has 
appended to the saying about “the brother who has aught — 
thee" another about * thy adversary,” £e. "thy prosecutor,” 
spite of the fact that as a whole the general purport of the n 
is quite different. Vv.%-?6 are clearly a warning against the risk of 
appearing before God at the judgement day unreconciled to Him. 
He is alike Prosecutor and Judge and executor of judgement. Lk 
(1257-9) has the saying in a context to which this meaning is more 
applicable. For a somewhat similar legal simile of the relation of 
men.to God, cf. 45 39. “The office is open; and the broker 
gives credit; and the ledger is open; and the hand writes; and 
whosoever will comes and borrows ; and the bailiffs (23) go round 
continually every day and exact from a man whether he wills or 
not; and they have whereon to rest (s.e. the arm of the law), 
and the judgement is a judgement of truth.” For God as Judge 

1Cf. The Instruction of Ptak-Hotep, p. 53: “Set out therefore after a 
quarrel ; be at peace with him that is hostile to (thee) his opponent. It is 
such souls that make love grow." 
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and Prosecutor, cf. 45 4% “He is Judge, and He is Witness, 
and He is Plaintiff” (pt 5y2). 

27-28. Second illustration. 
Ye heard that it was said, Thou shalt not commit adultery. L 

But I say to you, That every one who looks upon a woman to desire 
her hath already committed adultery with her in his heart. 

ob poyxeioas| Ex 20!5, Dt 517. The prohibition includes also 
lustful thoughts.—é BAérwy yuvaixa] Cf. Jer. Challah 58°; Bab. 
Berakh 24°, quoted by Lightfoot; and Shadéath 64>. 

éxBupjoa airy] Unclassical; but cf. Ex 20V, Dt 5™ otk 
émÜvpojo es tiv yuvaixa ToU rAnalov cov; cf. Blass, p. 102. 

29. First application of this. 
And if thy right eye is causing thee to stumble (by inducing lustful L 

thoughts), pluck st out, and cast tt from thee: for it is better for thee 
that one of thy members perish, than that thy whole body be cast 
into Gehenna. 

js as applied to a hand seems to emphasise it as being 
the more valued of the two. It is here transferred to the eye by.a 
natural assimilation of the two phrases. 

oravaa occurs outside the New Testament in LXX Dn 
119 ; in Aquila, Ps 63°, Is 409 6315, Pr 412, Dn 1141; in Ecclus 9° 
239 3215; in Sym. Is 8%; in Ps-So/ 167, and in eccles. writers. 

80. Second application. 
And if thy right hand is causing thee to stumble, cut it off, and Y, 

cast if from thee: for it is better for thee that one of thy members 
perish, than that thy whole body go away into Gehenna.] 

For the hand as an instrument of lust, see Bab. Middah 13, 
quoted by Lightfoot. For the greater value of the right hand, cf. 
Bab. Berakh 62°. Vv. æ. occur again in substance in 189? ; and 
it has been questioned whether their position here is not artificial. 
V.9 is omitted by D and S. But they may well have been spoken 
in this connection. The lustful look, v.*, suggests the thought 
that the offending member, the eye, should be plucked out; and 
this leads quite naturally to the thought of another member, 
the hand, which is a ready instrument wherewith to satisfy desire. 
Sight and contact which stimulate passion are alike to be avoided. 
For sight in this connection, cf. Job 31! 

30. Is omitted by S'. This and the previous verse have the same ending 
xd rad verse may have been passed over for that reason by the 
scri ; 

81. Special application to divorce. 
And it was said that, Whosoever shall put away his wife, let L 

him give to her a bill of divorcement.] Cf. Dt 24}? ypdye abrj 
BiBMov  &xocraciov. dxvordowy occurs also in Is $o!, Jer 3° 
uxa airy AiBNiov drorraciov. 
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L 32. But I say fo you, That every one who puts away his wife, 
except on account of fornication, causes her to commit adultery : 
and whosoever marries her that has been put away commits 
adultery.) Cf. Lk 16!*.—aapexros Adyou wopveias| Adyou wopreias 
is probably equivalent to the Heb. my 37 = something un- 
chaste,” which the school of Shammai decreed to be the only ground 
of divorce; cf. Gittin go"! “ No one shall divorce his wife unless 
there be found in her something unchaste." wopveía defines the 
unchastity as illicit sexual intercourse. It is, however, open to 
question whether this exception is not an addition of the editor, 
representing no doubt two influences, viz Jewish custom and 
tradition, and the exigencies of ethical necessity in the early 
Christian Church. A similar exception is made in 19°, and it 
will there be seen that the clause is clearly an interpolation. 
There is, therefore, a presumption that it has also been inter- 
polated here. Moreover, the teaching of Christ as recorded by 
S. Mark (ro!) seems to preclude any such exception. And S. 
Luke represents His teaching as a simple prohibition of divorce 
without reservation (1615). The same may be said of S. Paul's 
account of Christ's teaching, 1 Co 719- "moet aùr potxevOrvai] 
The clause implies the circumstance that after divorce the woman 
will be likely to marry again. In that case the divorce will have 
been the means of leading her to marry again ; and so from Christ's 
standpoint, though not legally, committing adultery, because accord- 
ing to His teaching the divorce was ideally wrong, and the first mar- 
riage was ideally still valid.—&s é&v] cf. Moulton, 42 ff.—pocx&ra:] 
because she is ideally still the wife of the first husband. Christ's 
teaching here therefore seems to admit of no exceptions. If a 
man divorces his wife, he causes her to commit adultery (it being 
presupposed that she will remarry), because ideally her first marriage 
still holds good. If a man marries such a divorced woman, he 
not only causes her to commit adultery, but himself does so, since 
he marries one who ideally is still the wife of her first husband. 
The interpolated clause confuses the issues. If a man divorced 
his wife for «opvea, he would not then cause her to commit 
adultery, because she would already be guilty of this crime. 

82. râs ô ároiówr] So XBAl. ôs a» åroħúrņ has strong second cen- 
tury attestation, D S! S*k. The first reading might be due to assimilation 
to vv. 9- 3, the second to assimilation to v.". But in a writer fond of 
antithesis, the second reading is more probable here, to contrast with v.? ; 
cf. Introduction, p. xxxi.—xal ôs ddy—poydra}] Omit Da bk. 

83-37. Third illustration. 
EL Again, ye heard that it was said to the ancients, Thou shalt not 

swear falsely, but shalt pay thy oaths to the Lord. But I say to you, 
Swear not at all; neither by the heaven, because tt is the throne of 
God ; nor by the earth, because if is the footstool of His feet ; mor by 

1 = Mishnah Gittin g”. 
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Jerusalem, because it is the city of the great King. And swear 
not by thy head, because thou canst not make one hair white or black, 
But let your speech be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: and whatever goes 
beyond these (comes) of what is evil. 

For the whole passage, cf. Secrets of Enoch 491: “For I 
swear to you, my children; but I will not swear by a single oath, 
neither by heaven, nor by earth, nor by any other creature which 
God made. God said, There is no swearing in Me, nor injustice, 
but truth. If there be no truth in men, let them swear by a 
word, yea, yea, or nay, nay,” and the passages from Philo cited in 
Charles’ note. 

obx èmoprýoas) Cf. Lev 19!%,—dédroddces—rois Ópkovs cov 
Cf. Dt 23%, Ps 5014, Nu 30%.—Opdvos] Cf. Is 661.—bzoróbtov 
A late word found in Lucian, Athenzus, LXX, Egyptian Papyri; 
cf. Deissm. Bib. Stud. 223. Cf. Is 661, La 2!.—'TepoodAvpa] 
Cf. on 21.—=addus deri rot peydAov Baoitéws}] Cf. Ps 47%. dpuview 
év is common in the LXX. For the interchange of «is and @, cf. 
Blass, p. 123, and for swearing, cf. 231622, Ja 512, In its present 
connection the sequence of thought is confused. ‘Thou shalt 
not swear falsely, but shalt pay to the Lord thy oaths," must, as 
a reference to Nu 30? shows, mean, *If you bind yourself by an 
oath, you must carry out your promise.” The emphasis is here 
clearly not on the way in which the promise is made, whether by 
an oath or otherwise, but on the necessity of fulfilling promises 
made to God. That is to say, the “swearing” is merely incidental. 
* Promise” or “ pledge yourself" would be equally in point. But 
“swear not at all" lays all the emphasis on émopxyoes, and 
neglects altogether the second half of the clause. Again, it seems 
improbable that Christ should have found in the incidental 
references to swearing in connection with religious vows in the 
Old Testament, a text upon which to hang His “swear not at all” ; 
because it is clear that His utterance has in view not the solemn 
use of oaths in religion, but the casuistical distinctions made by 
the Jews between different formulas in swearing. In other words, 
His teaching here is opposed to Jewish tradition, instead of being, 
as we should here expect, interpretative of Scripture. It seems 
probable that the editor has adapted words traditionally ascribed 
to Christ, vv.5*?7, to this context by providing for them an artificial 
antithesis from the Old Testament, v.88. Leaving v. out of con- 
sideration, the meaning will be that Christ's disciples should avoid 
as far as possible the use of unnecessarily strong expressions of 
affirmation. The Jews avoided swearing by the divine name, and 
used equivalents for it. The Christian disciple should avoid these. 
For him Yes and No should be sufficient. His ungarnished 
statements should carry with them the authority of truthfulness. 
The necessity for supporting simple statements of fact by artificial 
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formulas of swearing, arises from the evil in life which obscures 
truth. The Talmud .SasAed 36* discusses the question whether 
Yes and No are oaths, and decides that they are oaths if repeated 
twice. Here we should expect a simple vai and ot. They seem 
to be repeated to add emphasis Ja $!* has the saying in a 
slightly different form: * Let your Yes be Yes," that is, let your 
statements carry with them the assurance of their accuracy. And 
the saying is not infrequently quoted in this form in early writers. 
Cf. Resch, Paralleltexte, i. 96ff. Zahn thinks that James 
represents Christ’s words more closely than the Gospel. But it 
may be questioned whether the construction in the Epistle is not 
lue to a grecising of the original. 

38-30". Fourth illustration. 
r Ye heard that if was said, Eye for eye, and tooth for tooth. 
But I say unto you, Resist not the malicious.) Cf. Ex 2194 
Lev 24™, Dt 19%. 

We are here carried into the atmosphere of the law court. 
One element in Jewish law was the rough adaptation of punish- 
ment to crime. From the individual point of view, recourse to 
law for protection against injury meant an attempt to retaliate 
upon the offender through the arm of the law. The question is 
here contemplated from the point of view of the individual 
wronged, not from that of social justice. So far from seeking to 
injure his oppressor by calling in the aid of the law to inflict 
penalties upon him, the Christian disciple should quietly submit 
to wrong. We need not ask as to the gender of rẹ rompẹ. Just 
as in v.U it meant the evil and sinful element in life regarded 
from the abstract point of view, so here it is the same element 
contemplated as in action through an individual. For the 4x 
talionisin Jewish and Babylonian law, cf. Johns, Zhe Oldest Code, 
and Cook, Zhe Laws of Moses and the Code of Hammurabi, 249 ff. 

895-42. Fivefold application. Cf. Lk 639-90, 
L But whosoever smiteth thee upon thy right cheek, turn to him 

also the other. And ifa man wishes fo go to law with thee, and 
fo take thy coat, suffer him (to take) also thy-cloke. And whosoever 
shall impress thee for one mile, go with him two. To him that asketh 
give, and turn not away from him that wishes to borrow of thee.| 

xirév] The coat worn with a girdle over the shirt.—ipdrios] 
The cloak worn over the xov. See DB, art. “Dress.” 
dyyapeveay is Persian in origin. dyyapo were the mounted couriers 
who conveyed the royal messages, cf. Hdt. 89. The verb is 
found in Jos. Ant. xiii. 52, with reference to the compulsory trans- 
portation of military baggage, but occurs as early as the third 
century B.c. in Egypt in reference to a boat used for postal service. 
See Deissm. Bib. Stud. 86f. The substantive dyyapeta seems to 
have been borrowed by the Jews. Cf. Dalman, Worterbuch, i. 23. 
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A word of Latin origin used in later writers, Polyb., 
Plut, Strabo. Like dyyapeia, it occurs in the later Jewish litera- 
ture, Targ., Bab. Talmud (Joma 67*, Sank 96*), Midrashim. 
Only here in the N.T. 

For r$ 6é\ovr: in v.9 D has à O&v, the nominative being a 
casus pendens. Cf. 17° xai xaraBaivovres, D ; 171* xai €\Ouyv, D. 
See Moulton, 69, 225, and Wellhausen, £54. p. 13. 

48-48. Fifth illustration. Cf. Lk 637-96, 
Ye heard that it was said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and L 

shalt hate thy enemy. But I say to you, Love your enemies, and 
pray for those who persecute you ; that you may be sons of your Father 
who is in the heavens: because He causes His sun to rise upon evil 
and good, and sends rain upon just and unjust. For tf ye love those 
who love you, what reward have ye? do not even the toll-gatherers 
do the same? And tf ye have saluted your brethren only, what more 
do ye (than they)? do not even the Gentiles do the same? Ye shall 
therefore be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect. 

The first clause is found in Lev 1918, the second is an inference 
from the distinction drawn in the Old Testament between conduct 
towards Israelites and conduct towards Gentiles. Christ here 
sweeps away all casuistical distinctions between neighbours and 
enemies, Jews and Gentiles. The neighbour of the Old Testa- 
ment is to include the enemy. Love 1s to seek the good of all 
men alike, regardless of moral or racial distinctions. In this 
respect the Christian disciple is to be a son of the heavenly Father, 
i.e. like Him in moral character. For He bestows His blessing 
on all alike. Cf. Secrets of Enoch 504 “When you might have 
vengeance do not repay, either your neighbour or your enemy.” 
Buddhist and Christian Gospels, Edmunds, p. 82: 

“Let one conquer wrath by absence of wrath, 
Let one conquer wrong by goodness, 
Let one conquer the mean man by a gift, 
And a liar by the truth.” 

For warpós ipv roð £v otpavois, see on v.1°.—Bpéxe] In this 
sense poetical and vernacular. See Kennedy, Sources, 39: It is 
common in LXX and N.T. rws here as in the Rabbinical 
literature, used as descriptive of a despised class of men; cf. 
Schürer, 1. ii. 71. dowdono6e defines the practical method of the 
prayer of v.“4. The divine blessing is to be invoked on all, regard- 
less of distinctions of race and religion, not only on brethren, f.e. 
Jews. viol is apparently equivalent to Gentiles, cf. 67 18!7, and 
3 n 7. In Oxyrhynchus Papyri, i. 126. 13, A.D. 573, it seems to 
signify a collector of taxes. 

48. réAeos] Lk. has oixrippwy, but it is probable that he sub- 
stitutes this word to emphasise the particular aspect of “ perfection,” 
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which the whole context in his Sermon makes prominent. *'Per- 
fection” in the Old Testament means “ without moral blemish,” 
and can be used of upright men such as Noah (Gn 6?), Job (1!). 
It is enjoined in Dt 183 réA&os gop evavrioy kvpiov tov ÜcoU cov. 
Here the context defines it as perfection in love, which seeks the 
good of all men. God is perfect, because He bestows His favour 
on all alike. The whole section is aimed at definitions of the word 
“ neighbour,” which would limit its application to a particular 
class who must be treated in accordance with the command “to 
love," whilst others not included in it might be treated in a differ- 
ent way. “ Perfection” contemplates all men alike from the stand- 
point of love, and this is in accord with God's dealings with men. 
Compassion or mercy is a rather one-sided application of this idea. 

44. rods éxOpods buoy] Add eddcyetre rods xarapwpévous buds cade 
wotetre rods pucodrras ops, D al from Lk 6%. 

ixtp ray] Add érnpeatorres opàs xal, D al from Lk 69; cf. note on 19. 
47. The verse is omitted by S! k either by homoeoteleuton or intention- 

ally. The ‘‘salute” is widened into ‘‘ love” by Aphraates. 

VI. 1-18. Three illustrations of the statement that “ righteous- 
ness " is not to be like that of **the hypocrites." 

L 1. Take heed that ye do not your righteousness before men, to be 
seen of them: if ye do, ye have no reward from your Father who ts 
tn the heavens. 

Scxaroovvny refers back to 5%, “Righteousness” is to exceed 
that of the scribes and Pharisees in the sense illustrated in 521-8, 
It is also to differ in kind from that of the scribes and Pharisees in 
avoiding ostentation.—VeaOjvat abrois] For the construction, cf. 
235, and see Blass, p. 113. 

2-4. First illustration. 
L 2. But when thou art doing alms, do not sound a trumpet before 

thee, as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, that 
they may be glorified by men. Verily I say to you, They have their 
reward already. 

gadxioys| Not to be taken literally, but as a metaphor for 
methods of attracting notice.—oi troxpirai] i.e. the scribes and 
Pharisees ; cf. 157 2218 2315. 14. 15. 23. 25. 97. 29, 

Pónas] See Kennedy, Sources, p. 15. 
ómus GofacÓocw] Contrast Bab. Bathra 10> “ They (idolators) 

only do alms to be exalted." 
dwéxovor] For évéxo and its use in receipts, see Deissm. Bid/e 

Studies, p. 229. It means here, “ They have their reward now, and 
can expect none in future.” 

L 3. But when thou doest alms, let not thy left hand know what 
thy right hand doeth.|—cov 8 rowtvros] For the construction of 
the participle, see Blass, p. 252; Moulton, p. 74. 

L 4 That thy alms may be (done) in secret: and thy Father who 
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sees what is secret shall recompense thee openly.] Cf. Bab. Bathra 
g> “ He who does alms in secret is greater than Moses our teacher." 

ó Brérwv dv tê xpvmrrQ] Cf. Sofa o* “She does it in secret; 
but He who sits in the secret place, the Most High, looks upon her.” 

l. S&cxasortrny] So N* #> BDS!; Aenuosóryr, EK al; óc, N 5 ; gift, 
. _Sixasoréry is probably original, because v.! is a general introduction to 

the following section. The ‘‘ righteousness” which is not to be ostentati- 
ously paraded is illustrated under the three subdivisions of “alms” *, 
t‘ prayer” *$, *'fasting? 1-18, dixasoodyny has, therefore, much the same 
sense as in 59, and means the religious life as expressed in the carrying out 
of religious duties. The variant reading is due to the fact that the Hebrew 
and Aramaic npa, w"px had acquired the sense of ‘‘alms,” and that so«ety 
Suxaootyrny might, therefore, have the meaning to do alms in any context 
where this meaning was required. —éAenuocórn] is the substitution of a more 
direct synonym for ĝıxarogúry understood (wrongly here) in the sense of **alms." 

4. áxojócev co]. Add ér rg gavepp, EKa/S'abcfg!hq. The agree- 
ment of the Old Syriac and the Old Latin proves the reading to be an ancient 
one. And such antithesis is in the style of Mt. Cf. Intro. p. xxxi. If it is 
genuine here, its occurrence, in some authorities, in vv.5 and ¥ is accounted 
or as an assimilation to this passage. 

5-8. Second illustration. 
5. And when ye pray, ye shall not be as the hypocrites: because L 

they love to pray standing in the synagogues and in the corners of the 
open places, that they may be seen of men. Verily Isay to you, That 
they have their reward already.) The whole verse is omitted by S!. 

obk éc«aÜ«) For the fut. ind., cf. Blass, p. 209. 
6. But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy chamber, and L 

having shut thy door, pray to thy Father who ts in secret; and thy 
Father who sees what is secret shall recompense thee.| 

rapecov| The word thus spelt occurs in the Papfri. See Deissm. 
Bible Studies, p. 182; Blass, p. 23; Ditt. Syll. 418. 10, 87; 892. 6. 
—dérodica} The verb seems less relevant here and in v.!® than in 
v.5, where it forms a contrast to ‘“‘give alms.” Here the emphasis 
is not on the answering of prayer, but on the reward of avoidance 
of ostentation. Mt. adds other sayings which bear upon the same 
subject, vv.7-15, 

7. And when ye pray, do not speak idly, as do the heathen: for L 
they think they shall be heard for their quantity of words.) 

dQrxo(] See on 547.—farroroyjoyre] The Sinaitic Syriac 
renders “do not be saying batt4lath4,” £e. idle things. The mean- 
ing of BarroXoyey is unknown. It may be an attempt to render 
si. Bd ox. This and the following verse probably comes from 
the Logia, but did not stand there in the Sermon. It is directed 
against heathen, not against hypocrites = Pharisees. 

8. Be not therefore like to them: for your Father knoweth what L 
things ye need, before you ask Him. 

olde yap à marp ópóv] Cf. v. — Lk 12%.—alrica:] Dh have 
fa: rò ordépa, For “before you ask Him,” cf. Is 65%. 
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9. The editor here adds, vv.*!?, the Lord's Prayer. This is 
found in Lk 11'* in a different context and in a shorter form. 
Mt. probably drew it from the Logia. In the source from which 
Lk. drew it its Jewish and eschatological colouring had been 
partially obscured. The Jewish phrase “which art in heaven” 
had been omitted. The further omission of * Thy will be done 
as in heaven, so upon earth,” partially obscures the eschatological 
significance of the first three petitions as they stand in the first 
Gospel The substitution of sins (dpaprias) for éfeAjpara avoids 
the Jewish metaphor implied in the latter word. Lastly, the 
omission of “but deliver us from evil” avoids an ambiguous 
phrase. See below. 

L Thus therefore pray ye: Ou» Father which art in the heavens, 
Hallowed be Thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, as in 
heaven so upon earth, Our daily bread give us to-day. And forgive 
us our debts, as we forgave our debtors. And lead us not info tempta- 
tion, but deliver us from the evil.|—ovrws] i.e. “after this manner,” not 
“in these words.” —tyeis| in contrast to avrots, v.2°.—adrep—s èr rois 
obpavois] See on 516, The first three petitions are eschatological 
in scope, and pray for the inauguration of the kingdom; cf. 
Introduction, p. lxix. For the aorist imperatives as appropriate in 
prayer, cf. Moulton, p. 173. When the kingdom has come, God's 
name will be sanctified and His will will be realised.—&ywoOjre rò 
évouá cov] Cf. Is 29% “They shall sanctify My name," Ezk 36% 
* I will sanctify My great name.” The ** name" of God is equivalent 
to His nature as revealed. In one respect His name is profaned 
when His people are ill-treated. The sin of the nation which 
brought about the captivity had caused a profanation of the Name, 
Is 43% 4811, Ezk 369-33, By their restoration His name was to be 
sanctified. But this sanctification was only a foreshadowing of a 
still future consummation. Only when the “ kingdom ” came would 
God’s name be wholly sanctified in the final redemption of His 
people from reproach. Thus the petition, “ Hallowed be Thy 
name,” carries with it the anticipation of the next clause. 
* Hallowed be Thy name.” Yes, but when can that be? Only 
when the kingdom is inaugurated. So “Thy kingdom come.” 
Cf. the collocation of the two clauses, ** May His great name be 
sanctified,” and “ May His sovereignty reign,” in the Jewish prayer 
cited below. Further, when His name has been sanctified in the 
redemption of His people and in the establishment of the kingdom, 
then, and then only, will it be true that God's will is done. Hence 
the third petition forms the climax of the first two. D*abck 
omit ws before v obpavà. With or without és the sense is the 
same: “ May Thy will be done” throughout the universe. The 
addition of as êv obpavd xai éwi (r9s) y5s does not exclude the 
reference to the coming “kingdom,” since there is nothing in the 
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Gospel which leads us to believe that the editor thought of that 
kingdom as purely heavenly or spiritual. True, the Son of Man 
is to come on the clouds of heaven, and the elect are to be 
gathered from the ends of the earth. But, on the other hand, the 
wicked are to be gathered out of the kingdom, and the just to 
shine forth in it (13-5). The phrase “heaven and earth shall 
pass away," 2455 need not be anything more than a rhetorical 
statement by contrast of the eternal validity of Christ's words; 
cf. 518, Even if they are understood as a direct statement of a 
future passing away of the heaven and earth (cf. Is 65!" 6633), they 
must be interpreted in the light of the conception of the waAcyyer- 
egia of 19%, in which the apostles are to judge the twelve tribes of 
Israel The contrast heaven-earth is frequent in the later Jewish 
literature ; cf. Berakh 29^ “ Do Thy will in heaven above, and give 
rest of spirit to them that,fear Thee beneath”; 17* '* May it be 
Thy will, O Lord our God, to establish peace in the upper family 
and in the lower family”; Joma 39° “If a man sanctifies himself 
below, they sanctify him above”; cf. Ps 135°. 

The prayer passes from aspiration for the sanctification of God's 
name by the inauguration of the “kingdom,” in which His will will 
be universally recognised and carried into effect, to three petitions 
which concern the daily life of those who are awaiting the “ king- 
dom." The first is for the satisfaction of bodily necessities. 

ll Give us to-day our daily EL c] Lk. has rà xaf 
jupav and 8(8ov for 5bs.—értovowos] The word is obscure. The 
Syriac versions S! S? have “ continual bread," but S® ** bread of our 
necessity.” Jerome says that the Gospel according to the Hebrews 
had “of the morrow,” and this would agree with the usual deriva- 
tion of érovo.os from the participle erotoa, Cf. the phrase 7 
erwvoa (juépa)= “the morrow.” But this meaning does not 
harmonise readily with oypepov in this verse, nor with 6% “Take 
no thought for the morrow,” and Greek phrases for “for the 
morrow” were ready to hand without coining a new adjective for 
the purpose. Jerome substituted supersubstantialem in Mt. For 
this and other renderings, see Chase, Texts and Studies, i 3, 
PP. 42-53. It is difficult not to think that rov €rtova(oy rests upon 
misunderstanding (false transliteration?) of an original Aramaic 
phrase, or upon a Greek corruption. If Lk. did not borrow it 
from Mt., their agreement proves that the word must have become 
stereotyped in Greek versions of the prayer at a very early period. 
We should expect a phrase corresponding to the “my needful 
bread” of Pr 30°; cf. Job 231%. 

The second is for the divine forgiveness of sin: ‘And remit 
to us our debts, as we also remitted to our debtors.” The concep- 
tion of man’s indebtedness to God, and of his inability to pay the 
debt as constituting a state of sin which can only be removed by 
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the divine remission of the debt and forgiveness of the sin, is 
illustrated in 183135, where also the divine forgiveness is represented 
as conditional upon the forgiveness by men of their fellows. Cf. 
the saying of Rabbi Akiba in Adoth 39 “ Everything is given on 
pledge, and the net is cast over all the living. The office is open; 
and the broker gives credit; and the ledger is open; and the hand 
writes; and whosoever will borrow comes and borrows ; and the 
bailiffs go round continually day by day, and exact from a man 
whether he wills or not; and they have whereon to lean ; and the 
judgement is a judgement of truth." For the Aramaic &2n— debt 
or sin, cf. Targ. Js 535 = Heb. yw. 

The third petition is for deliverance from the evil that is in the 
world. The thought is that God allows men to be led into 
circumstances of moral danger and temptation. They are to pray 
that He will so overrule the circumstances of life that they may not 
come into positions of trial and difficulty, and that in any case He 
will deliver them from the snares of evil. The terms are left 
purposely ambiguous. 6 xovypós in 1319-35 means the Devil, who 
is the personification of evil. But here as in 5° it is better to 
assume a nominative rd rovgpóv, and to think of “the evil” as a 
wide generalisation of the evil element in life. 

19. défxape] W*BZ. dou», Dal; ddleper, £N Ga? ; dgloper, L. 
* So that we also may," S*. The right reading in Lk r1* is dglouer. The 
renderings of the Syriac versions are — In Mt. S! is wanting. S* has: 
‘‘so that we also may.” In Lk. S ‘and we also ourselves forgive ” ; 
= “and we also will forgive.” The pel ‘of Thomas has: *'that also we may 
— " S*has: ‘‘have forgiven” in both Gospels. In other words, the 

tradition understood the clause as a final one. But vv. and > 
Seman a comparative sense. d¢ijxaper has the best attestation. The variants 
seem to be assimilations to Lk. 

18. The doxology is omitted by N BDZ. Its insertion seems to be due 
to the liturgical use of the Lord's Prayer, and the early forms of it vary. k 
has: ‘‘ quoniam est tibi virtus in ssecula seculorum" ; S? *' Because Thine is 
the kingdom and the glory for ever and ever, Amen. " "The Acts of Ti komas 
omits it. The DidacAé has: ‘‘ For thine is the power and the glory for ever.” 

With vv.*!2 compare the ancient synagogal prayer known as the 
Kaddisch. I translate from Dalman's Messtanische Texte, appended 
to his Die Worte Jesu, Leipzig, 1898: 

“ May His great name be magnified and sanctified in the world 
which He has created according to His will May His sovereignty 
reign” (or kingdom rule); or, “ And may He cause His sovereignty 
to reign [and His redemption to shoot forth, and may He bring 
near His Messiah, and redeem His people] in yourlife and in your 
days, and in the life of all the house of Israel, speedily, and at a 
near time. And say ye Amen” 

L 14. For if ye forgive mea eir trespasses, your heavenly Father 
will also forgive you. | 

Similar words occur in Mk 11% “ And when ye stand praying, 
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forgive, if ye have anything against any one : that your Father who 
is in heaven may forgive you your trespasses.” Mt. has omitted 
them in the parallel to that passage, if indeed they stood in his 
copy of Mk. He inserts them here with the next verse from the 
Logia; cf. also 18%. 

15. But if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Y, 
Father forgive your trespasses. 

16-18. Third illustration. 
* And when ye fast, be not, as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance ; L 

Jor they disfigure their faces that they may be seen to fast by men. 
Verily I say to you, That they have their reward already. | 

oxvOpwroi| in the N.T. only again Lk 24V. In the LXX it 
occurs Gn 40’, Neh 21, Ecclus 25%, and Dn Th 119, —ád$avüovo: . 
Cf. Joel 299 xai ddavi rò mpocénrov abro, where, however, the sense 
is different. ddavifew seems not to be used elsewhere in this sense 
of the face. Cf. the epithet pasm = “dyed,” applied to the 
Pharisees by King Jannai in B. Sota% 22> (Wünsche, 299). ddavi- 
{ew may have been chosen here to rhyme with davon. 

17-18. But thou, when thou art fasting, anoint thy head, and L 
wash thy face ; that thou be seen not by men to fast, but by thy Father 
who is in secret, And thy Father, who sees what is secret, shall recom- 
pense thee.) - 

drodwcea| See on v.8, 
VI. 19-VIL 6. Three prohibitions. 
(a) VI. 19-84. Relation to wealth. 
This section finds parallels in Lk 1222-94 119455 7618, Mt. drew 

most of it from the Logia, but may have massed together sayings 
or groups of sayings which were there disconnected. V.!® may 
have been attached to 1618 because of the occurrence in both of 
the verb ddavLey. 

19. Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon the earth, where L 
moth and rust mar, and where thieves break through and steal.| 
Lk 12% has: “Sell your goods and give alms. Make for yourselves 
purses that do not become old.” 

20. But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither Y, 
moth nor rust doth mar, and where thieves do not break through nor 
steal.| Lk 12% has: “a treasure unfailing in the heavens, where 
thief approaches not, nor moth corrupts.” Cf. Test. Levi 13° “ Do 
righteousness, my sons, upon earth, that you may have treasure in 
heaven” ;? Buddhistand Christian Gospels, Edmunds, p. 83, **Let 
the wise man do righteousness ; a treasure that others can share 
not, which no thief can steal; a treasure which passeth not away.” 1 

1 Mr. W. T. Lendrum (C/ass. Rev. July 1906, 307) quotes the following 
parallel from Pindar, Frag. 22 : 

Ards wais 6 xpvcós* 
&eivo» od offs o084 xls Sdarret. . 

3 See Charles, Hibbert Journal, April 1905, p. 563. 
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uU 1. For where thy treasure is, there will be thy heart also.] 
Lk 12% has: “For where your treasure is, there also your heart 
will be.” 

22. To obtain this heavenly treasure you must keep your inner 
eye healthy by almsgiving. 

L Zhe lamp of the body ts the eye. If therefore thy eye be sound 
(= liberal), shy whole body will be light.| Lk 11% has: “The lamp 
of the body is thine eye. Whenever thy eye is sound, then thy 
whole body is light.” 

The idea here is the naive one that the eye is the organ through 
which light has access to the whole body, and that there is a 
spiritual eye through which spiritual light enters and illuminates the 
whole personality. This spiritual eye must be kept sound, or else 
light cannot enter, and the inner man dwells in darkness. But how 
can it be kept sound? The contrast dxAots—aornpds suggests the 
answer, by liberality and almsgiving. Treasure is not to be hoarded, 
but to be given away. In Jewish idiom, “a good eye" is a metaphor 
for liberality, ** an evil eye" for niggardliness. Cf. Dt 15? “ Beware 
that . . . thine eye be evil against thy poor brother, and thou give 
him nought,” 28556; Pr 236 “Eat not the bread of him that 
hath an evil eye,” because he is niggardly, and grudges what you 
eat, 282 ** He that hath an evil eye hasteth after riches" by hoarding 
up wealth, 22? “ He that hath a good eye (py 210) . . . giveth of 
his bread to the poor”; To 4’ “Give alms of thy substance . . . 
and let not thine eye be evil"; Ecclus r4! “An evil eye is 
grudging of bread, and he is miserly at his table”; doth $5 
* He who is willing to give, but not that others should give, his 
eye is evil towards the things of others," £e. he wishes to have a 
monopoly of liberality for himself; Semoth R. 31 (Wünsche, 235). 

We should therefore expect here, as a contrast to sovnpos, 
dyads rather than dwAovs. But (1) the phrase “a sound eye” 
may have had in the original saying a wider meaning than that 
of liberality, which is here imparted to it by the context. There is 
no such limitation in the passage as it stands in Lk. (2) dxAoix 
may have been chosen because it interprets &yafós as = liberal; cf. 
Pr 11% yvy ebXoyovgévg Táca åràń, where dxAy after the pre- 
ceding verse seems to mean liberal; Ja 15, where dzAós seems to 
mean “liberally,” and the use of dwAdrys=liberality in 2 Co 8? 
9!l, Ro 128, 

Cf. Zest. Issach 34 * I slandered none, and I walked in singleness 
of eye." 

L VL 28. But if thine eye be evil (niggardly), thy whole body ts 
dark. If therefore the light which ts in thee be darkness, how great 
is the darkness /| Lk 11%% has: “But if it be evil, then thy body 
is dark. Take heed, therefore! Perhaps the light which is in 
thee is darkness.” 
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The meaning is, “If thine eye be evil, 4e. if you are miserly 
and grudging, keeping your wealth for yourself, then spiritual 
light cannot penetrate unto you; and such light as you have be- 
comes ever darker, till it ceases to be light, and becomes dark- 
ness.” 

24. Moreover, you cannot have both the treasure upon earth 
and the treasure in heaven. 

No one can serve two masters. For either he will hate the one L 
and love the other, or he will cleave to the one and despise the other. 
Ye cannot serve God and Mammon.) So Lk 1613 with olxérgs after 
ovdels. Lk. has the saying in quite a different context. Mt. 
probably drew it from the Logia, where it need not have stood 
in this connection. 

Svc(] See Blass, p. 35. For à els—é érepos, cf. Blass, p. 144. 
—pappevüs] is derived by Dalm. Gram.? p. 170, Anm. 1, from 
fipbXD = “deposited.” pop and Nowy occur in the Talmuds, see 

Levy, and in the Targums. 
us 25-88 occur in Lk 1229, Mt. probably drew them from the 

gia. 
25. Therefore I say fo you, Be not careful for your liſe, L 

what ye shall eat, or what. ye shall drink; nor for your body, 
shams ye shall put on.) So Lk. omitting the first ópáv and 9 rí 

mre. 
Js not the life more than food, and the body than raiment?) Lk. 

has: “For the life,” etc. 
The connection seems to be: “Because you cannot lay up 

treasure on earth and in heaven, therefore give up all thought of 
earthly treasure, and even of the necessities of life, which God 
will provide for you.” 

The à rovro occurs also in Lk. in quite a different context. 
Here the connection seems loose. After v.* we should expect: 
“Therefore serve God and renounce wealth," or words to that 
effect. The &a rovro seems to refer back to some assurance of 
the providential care of God for those who trust in Him. Mt 
may have transferred it to this place from some context in the 
Logia where the &ià rotro would be more applicable. 

The thought of the last clause seems to be that God, who has 
given the life and the body, will also provide the lesser gifts of 
food and raiment. 

26. Look at the birds of heaven, that they sow not, nor harvest, L 
nor gather into granaries. And your heavenly Father feeds them. 
Are ye not of more value than they?) Lk. has: “Consider the 
ravens, that they sow not nor harvest, who have neither chamber 
nor granary, and God feeds them; of how much more value are 
ye than the birds!” 

Cf. Job 1279, and New Sayings of Jesus, ll. q-14. “Jesus saith, 
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(ye ask who are those) that draw us (to the kingdom if) the kingdom 
is in heaven? The fowls of the air, and all beasts that are under 
the earth, or upon the earth, and the fishes of the sea." s-So/ 
5"! rà werewa xai rovs ixOvas av rpépes. 

L 27. And which of you by being careful can add to his stature 
one cubit?) So Lk. omitting &a. Lk. adds: “If therefore ye are 
able (to do) not even the least, why are ye careful about the 
rest?" The saying is a difficult one. x5xvs is a measure of space, 
not of time. A:xéa can mean either age, duration of life, or stature. 
In Mt the latter seems more appropriate. V.95 lays down the 
double precept, Take anxious thought neither for the nourishment 
of the life, nor for the clothing of the body. V.™ illustrates the 
former precept, Take no anxious thought for the nourishment of 
the life. God nourishes the birds of heaven. Much more will He 
care for you.  Vv.37-9 seem to illustrate the second precept about 
the body. You cannot increase your bodily stature, and are 
not so foolish as to spend thought on trying to do so. Why 
then be anxious about the clothing of the body? God who clothes 
the flowers will clothe you. The structure of the passage may be 
illustrated as follows : 

General proposition. Take no,thought either (a) for the 
nourishment of your life; nor (2) for the clothing of your body 
v.25), 

For (a) God will provide nourishment (v.*). 
(4) (1) You cannot increase the height of your body. Why 

then trouble about its clothing? (v.37). (2) God will clothe you 
(vv.3)-9), It will be seen that there is nothing in (a) corresponding 
to 4 r, and the argument from the impossibility of adding to the 
height of the body to avoidance of care about its clothing seems 
so forced that many commentators prefer to render #Atxia by length 
of life. For -75xvs in reference to time, cf. Ps 39° ** Behold thou 
hast made mine age as handbreadths" ; and see Zahn, in loc. V.9 
must then be connected with v.* thus: 

General proposition. Take no thought for life or body (v.35). 
For (a) God will nourish your life. And you cannot add to 

its length (vv.99?7), 
(4) God will clothe you (vv.25-90), 
The difficulty of the verse is increased by Lk.'s addition, for 

dAdyirrov seems to refer to the “adding to one's age or stature,” 
and ray Aorróv to nourishment and clothing ; and it is not easy to 
see how the former, whether #A:n/a be translated age or stature, 
can be said to be “least” as compared with the two latter. 

28. And for raiment, why are ye careful! Study the flowers 
of the field, how they grow ; they toil not, they spin not.) Lk. has: 
“If therefore ye cannot even (do) the least, why are ye careful 
about the rest? Consider (xaravoyoare) the flowers, how they grow. 
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They toil not, nor spin."—xaerauáDere] see Moulton, p. 117, who 
suggests “ understand, take in this fact about.” 

29. And I say to you, That not even Solomon in all his glory was Y, 
clothed as one of these.) So Lk., omitting ore 

80. And if the grass of the field, which to-day ts, and to-morrow L 
is cast into the oven, God so dresses, will He not much more (clothe) 
you, O ye of little faith?) Lk. has: * And if in the field the grass 
which is to-day, and to-morrow is cast into the oven, God so 
dresses, how much more (will He clothe) you, O ye of little faith !” 
—éAyórwro] The object of the «écris here is God, and faith is 
confidence, assurance, trust in His power and willingness to care 
for the bodily needs of those who trust in Him. See on 8% 148 
168. The word does not occur in Mk., once in Lk, 12%. 

81. Be not therefore careful, saying, What shall we eat? or what L 
shall we drink? or wherewith shall we be clothed?) Lk. has: 
* And ye do not seek what ye shall eat, and what ye shall drink, 
and be not of doubtful mind (?)." i 

89. For all these things the Gentiles seek after. For your L 
heavenly Father knoweth that you need all these things.| Lk. has: 
* For all these things the Gentiles of the world seek after. But 
your Father knoweth that ye need these things." 

83. But seek first His kingdom and righteousness ; and ail these L 
things shall be added to you.| Lk. has: “ But seek His kingdom, 
and these things shall be added to you. 

84. Be not therefore careful against the morrow ; for the morrow Y, 
will be careful of its own (affairs). Sufficient for the day is its evil.] 

Cf. Sanhedrin 100" “Trouble thyself not about the trouble 
of the morrow, for thou knowest not what a day brings forth. 
Perhaps on the morrow thou wilt not exist, and so wilt have 
troubled about that which does not exist for thee.” 

dpxerés| a late and rare word; cf. Deissm. Bid. Stud. p. 257: 
* Outside the N.T. only authenticated hitherto in Chrysippus (in 
Athen. iii. 79, p. 1135); is also found in the Fayüm Papyri, B U 
531, ii. 24 (second cent. A.D.) and 33. 5 (second to third cent. 
A.D.)" Add Jos. Wars, iii. 130: dpxernv Ovvajuv. 

88. rh» Bacidtelay] Add roi Geo, E al S? latt. k has roO 8co6 for aóro 
after 3cxatocvyny. B transposes Pasıàelay and Sixasocdvny. The explanatory 
TOU Geo is quite needless after ó rarhp óu» of the previous verse. The 
transposition of B, which is hardly likely to be genuine, is perhaps due to 
observance of the fact that &:xasortry is said to be a requisite for admission 
into the kingdom, v.9, and should therefore come first. 

84. Mepiprices éavrfs)] the harsh construction is due to translation from 
Aramaic. See Wellhausen, in fc. E Kal have rà éaurfjs to ease the Greek. 

(ò) VIL 1-5. Judgement of others. Cf. Lk 63743, 
1, 9. Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what judgement L 

ye judge, ye shall be judged. And with what measure ye mete, tt 
shall be measured to you.) Lk. has: “ And judge not, and ye shall 

5 
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not be judged. For with what measure ye mete, it shall be 
measured back to you.” Lk. who has nothing in his Sermon 
corresponding to 6), connects this saying about judgement with 
his saying: ‘ Be ye merciful,” which is parallel to Mt 5%. There 
is a good connection between the ideas of compassion and fair 
treatment of others. In Mt. there is no connection between 7! 
and 6%, The verse probably stood in the Logia after 69, Mt 
has drawn together 67! from other parts of the Logia. The 
compiler of the Sermon as it lay before Lk. omitted 618, just as 
he had omitted 5!7-5™ 43 because of its controversial tone. 

The sayings in this verse are of the nature of proverbs, and 
were probably current maxims of life. For py xpivere, cf. Rosk 
ha S^ 16^ * Who accuses his neighbour, will himself be punished 
first.” dv È pérpo, x.T.X., occurs in Mk 4%, where Mt. omits it. 
It is common in the Jewish literature, eg. Mechilta (Ugol.) 136, 
140, Siphri (Ugol.) 884, 904, cf. 512, Sofah 8^, Sanhedrin 100*. 
The meaning here seems to be that hasty or unjustifiable con- 
demnation of others will provoke the just judgement of God. 

L 89. And why dost thou behold the mote that is in the eye of thy 
brother, and considerest not the beam which ts in thine own eye? 
Lk. has the same, with a slight variation in order. Cf. Arachin 16 
where R. Tarphon (end first cent. A.D.) says: “If one says, Take the 
mote from thy eye; he answers, Take the beam from thine eye." 

The thought is, that so far from judging others, a man should 
consider that in himself which will expose him to judgement. 

L 4. Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me cast out the mote 
out of thine eye ; and, behold, the beam is in thine own eye?| Lk. has: 
“How canst thou say to thy brother, Brother, let me cast out 
the mote which is in thine eye, when thyself seest not the beam 
in thine own eye?”—ddes éxgdAo] See Blass, p. 208; Moulton, 
p. 175, who quotes Ox. Pap. 413: does éyó abri» 0 

L 5. Thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam out of thine eye; and 
then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brothers 
eye] Lk. has: “Thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam out of 
thine eye ; and then shalt thou see clearly the mote which is in 
thy brother's eye to cast out”; cf. Grenfell and Hunt, Sayings of 
Our Lord, ll. 1-4. 

(c) 6. Perverted zeal. 
L 6. Give not that which is holy to dogs, nor cast your pearls before 

swine, lest they trample them with their feet, and turn and rend you.] 
This saying occurs only in Mt., and has no particular connection 
with the preceding. But it may have stood here in the Logia. 
619-20 41-6 and this verse form a group of three prohibitions. 

The “swine” and the “dogs” symbolise alien and heathen 
men. For “dogs,” cf. Phil 3%, Rev 225. The “pearls” symbolise 
religious truth ; cf. 1316. 
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The verse is, of course, capable of infinite adaptation. As it stood 
in the Logia (and here in the mind of the editor ?) it may express 
the Jewish-Christian point of view with regard to the preaching of 
Christianity to pagans; cf. Introduction, p. lxxvii, and the appli- 
cation of xvydpua to Gentiles in 15%. It was applied to the Eucharist 
in the second century. Cf. Didaché ix. ; Tert. de Preser. xli. ° 

7-923. Three Commands. 
(a) 7-12. Prayer. 

7-11 occur in a different context in Lk 1195, Mt. probably 
drew them from the Logia, where they probably did not stand in 
the Sermon. 

7. Ask, and it shall be given to you, seek, and ye shall find; L 
knock, and it shall be opened to you.) So Lk. with: “And I say to 
you," at the beginning. 

xpovere] Cf. R. Benaiah (c 200 A.D.) in Pesikta 176* with 
reference to the study of the Mishna: “If he knocks, it will be 
opened to him." 

8. For every one who asks receives; and he who seeks finds ; L 
and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.] So Lk. 

9, 10. Or what man is there of you, who, if his son ask for bread, L 
—will he give him a stone? Or also (if) he shall ask for a fish, 
will he give him a serpent?) Lk. has: “ But which of you being a 
father, shall his son ask a fish, will he give him instead of a fish a 
serpent ? or also shall he ask an egg, will he give him a scorpion?” 

ll. Zf ye therefore, who are evil, know how to give good gifts to L 
your children, how much more will your Father who ts in the heavens 
give good things to those who ask Him.) Lk. has: “If ye, there- 
fore, who are (imrdpxovres) evil, know how to give good gifts to your 
children ; how much more will the Father who is from heaven give 
the Holy Spirit to those who ask Him?" 

12. All things therefore whatsoever ye wish that men should do to L 
you, so also do ye to them : for this is the law and the prophets.) Lk 691 
has: “And as ye wish that men should do to you, do ye to them like- 
wise.” Lk. has this saying after the parallel to Mt 5€. Mt. no doubt 
found it in the Logia in the Sermon, possibly after 71-2, But it seems 
more in place in Lk.’s connection, £.e. to say somewhere within Mt 
$5545 which concern the treatment of others. In its present connec- 
tion in Mt. the verse seems out of place, but 71-3 deal with behaviour 
to other people, and so does 7°. If vv.® and 7"! are interpolations 
from other parts of the Logia, 713 may have stood in connection 
with 71-26 A negative form of this saying was attributed to Hillel : 
“ What is hateful to thee, do not do to thy neighbour," SAadéath 
31°; and is found in To 416 å puceis unem moons. Cf. Philo 
apud Eus. Prep. Ev. viii. 7. 6: â ris raĝeiy éyPaipe pn woceiy abróv.! 

1 Cf, also Isocrates, Nicocl. 39 C: & wdoxovres ig’ érépur dpyisecde, rara 
ros Dros ph wosetre. 
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(5) 18-14. The narrow gate. Cf. Lk 13%. 
L 18. Enter in through the narrow gate: because broad and wide 

is the way which leadeth to destruction, and many are they that go 
in through it] Lk. has: “Strive to enter through the narrow 
door: because many, I say to you, shall seek to enter, and shall 
not be able." 

L 14. How narrow is the gate, and contracted is the way, which 
leads to life, and how ( few) are they who find it / 

14. The narrow gate or narrow door (Lk.) 1s the gate or door 
into the kingdom of heaven. Lk. has the phrase in an eschato- 
logical context. Here the meaning is less definitely eschatological, 
but it is not improbable that we should interpret the words in the 
light of vv.2% with reference to the future kingdom. “Enter 
through the narrow gate" will then mean, “remember that the gate 
by which you must enter into the kingdom is a narrow one”; cf. 
199 “Jt is easier to go through the eye of a needle than—into the 
kingdom”; and 2 Es 714. The metaphor of the narrow gate 
suggests the parallel and more common metaphor of the two ways. 
And the speaker states the first member of that simile: ** Because 
broad and wide is the way that leadeth to destruction, and many 
are they that go in through it." For & abris = ka rijs 6900, cf. 212. 
Then instead of simply stating the second member of the simile, 
the speaker breaks into an exclamation which combines both 
metaphors: “ Ah! how narrow is the gate and contracted is the 
way which leads to life, and few there are who find it" For the 
two ways, cf. Jer 219; Sipkri on Dt 11% (Ugol) 604, where 
* blessing and cursing” are interpreted as “two ways; the one at 
first level and at last full of thorns, the other at first full of thorns 
and at last level.”—dAlyor elofy, «.7.A.] cf. 2 Es 83 “There be 
many created, but few shall be saved.”—els rjv ov] cf. 189? 
19", In 19199 25$ we have “eternal life." For “life” as 
equivalent to “eternal life," see Dalm. Words, 15611. ; Volz, Jud. 
Eschat. pp. 306, 326, 368. 

18. 4 v^] is omitted by N*abchk m for and by many Fathers. S! 
is unfortunately wanting. e words have probably been inserted by the 
copyists to complete the parallelism with v.M, 

4. ri] SoN^"M***pB*Eg/ S? latt. sre, N” B*, is perhaps due to 
assimilation to the previous verse. 

(c) 15-93. False prophets. Cf. Lk 64949 133637, 
L 18. Beware of false prophets, such as come to you in sheep's 

clothing, but are inwardly ravening wolves. | 
L 16. From their fruits ye shall recognise them. Do men gather 
from thorns grapes, or from thistles figs?) Lk 6“ has: “For not 
from thorns do they gather figs, nor from a bramble-bush do they 
pluck grapes.” 

L 19%. So every good tree makes sound fruit; but the rotten tree 
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makes evil fruit.) Lk 6 has: “For there is not a sound tree 
making rotten fruit; nor again a rotten tree making sound fruit." 

18. A good tree cannot make evil fruit, nor a rotten tree make L 
good fruit.) - 

19. Every tree which does not make good fruit is hewn down, and L 
cast into the fire.| 

20. Therefore from their fruits ye shall recognise them.) Mt L 
has an application of this saying about trees and their fruit con- 
taining sayings parallel to Lk 6*** and in 125%, He probably 
found in the Logia after the saying about false prophets, v.15, the 
words : årò rév xapréy abrüv érvyvicec Oe avrovs, 16, This suggested 
to him the insertion from elsewhere in the Logia of the saying 
about trees and fruit which he closes by repeating the words, v.99, 
which had suggested the insertion. Compare his insertion of a 
parable 20l15 to explain 19". Here, too, he closes his inter- 
polated section with the text from which he started, 201. Com- 
pare also his insertion of parables 2455—25!? to explain 24%. Here, 
too, he repeats at the end 2515, the verse from which he started. 

21. Not every one who saith to Me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into Y, 
the kingdom of the heavens ; but he who doeth the will of My Father 
who is in the heavens.) Cf. Lk 6%. 

ó mov rd OéÀnpa, x.T..] Cf. Aboth 5% (R. Jehudah ben 
Thema): * Be bold as a leopard, and swift as an eagle, and fleet 
as a hart, and strong as a lion to do the will of thy Father which 
is in heaven” ; 24 (R. Gamaliel iii, ¢ 210 A.D.): * Do His will as if 
it were thy will”; Sipkri (Ugol.), 872: “If any one keeps the law 
and does the will of his Father who is in heaven.” The phrase 
to do the will is common in Jewish writings ; cf. MecAi/ta (Ugol.) 
220, 222, 230, 240, 242; Sipkri (Ugol.) 956; Berakhoth 16^ “It 
is our will to do Thy will." 

22. Many shall say to Me in that day, Lord, Lord, did we not L 
prophesy in Thy name? and in Thy name cast out demons? and in 
Thy name do many miracles?| Cf. Lk 12%. 

év éxeivy TH mép. For “that day " as a technical eschatological 
term, see Volz, Jüd. Eschat. p. 188. 

28. And then will I confess to them that I never knew you: L 
depart from Me, ye workers of lawlessness. Cf. Lk 127. 

24-27. Closing parable. Cf. Lk 647-4. 
24. Every one, therefore, who hears these My words, and doeth L 

them, shall be likened fo a wise man, who built his house upon the 
rock.) Lk. has: "Every one who cometh to Me and heareth My 
words, and doeth them, I will show you to whom he is like. He 
is like a man building a house, who digged and went deep, and 
laid the foundation upon the rock.” 

25. And the rain came down, and the streams (worapot) came, L 
and the winds blew, and fell upon that house; and it fell not: for tt 
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was founded on the rock.) Lk. has: “ And when there was a flood, 
the river (woraycs) beat against that house, and could not shake 
it, because it was well founded." 

Bpoxy] is a late and rare word. The lexicons quote Orac. 
ap. Clem. Alex 50. In Ox. Pap. ii. 593, A.D. 172, ii 280. s, 
A.D. 88—89, Bpoxa are artificial inundations of land. 

L 26. And every one who heareth these My sayings, and doeth them 
not, shall be likened to a foolish man, who built his house upon the 
sand.) Lk. has: “ But he who heard and did not, is like to a man 
who built a house upon the soil without a foundation.” 

L 2%. And the rain came down, and the streams came, and the 
winds blew, and fell upon that house; and it fell: and its fall was 
great.) Lk. has: “Upon which the stream beat, and straightway 
It fell in, and the destruction of that house was great.” 

EM 28. And it came to pass when Jesus finished these words, the 
multitudes were astonished at His teaching.) Cf. Lk 7! “ When 
He had fulfilled all His words (fýpara) in the hearing of the people.” 

Kal éyévero, x.r.X.] For the formula, see Introduction, p. lxiv.— 
éfexAyacovro oi óxXox eri rjj &ayjj abrot] With these words Mt. 
returns to Mk 1?? after his long insertion, 5-7*". 

M 29. For He was teaching them as one having authority, and not 
as their scribes.) Mk. has the same without airayv. 

The relation of the Sermon to S. Luke, 630-49, 
The Introduction, 5} 3. 
Lk. introduces . His Sermon at a later period in the narrative. 

After borrowing Mk 3!%=Lk 661, he passes on to the appoint- 
ment of the Twelve, Mk 3!*99—[Lk 6!?16 This took place, 
according to Mk., on a mountain. He then records the descent 
into the plain again, xai xarafjàs per’ avrav ory éxi Tózov mewo, 
617, and then turns back in order to summarise Mk 3^* = Lk 67-19, 
thus obtaining an audience for the Sermon which he introduces 
in 69 with the words: “And He, lifting up His eyes upon His 
disciples, said." It is clear that the two Evangelists independently 
create a suitable time and place and audience for the Sermon. 
Mt. places it early in his Gospel to illustrate Mk 13-3? “He was 
teaching—at His teaching—He was teaching." Lk. places it after 
the formal appointment of the Twelve, and provides an audience 
by transposing Mk 3!*1? and 71%, Mt.’s rò opos and Lk.’s rérov 
wedtvov may both represent a tradition that the Sermon was spoken 
on a hillside. But Mt.’s rò ópos may equally well be due to the 
Evangelist. It was fitting that the exposition of the Christian law 
of the kingdom should have been given on a mountain as the Old 
Law to Moses on Mount Sinai. Cf. in this Gospel the mountain 
of temptation (4°), the mountain of transfiguration (171), and the 
mountain upon which the Lord gave His final commands to the 
disciples (2816). Lk.’s xarafjàs—€ri rówov wedwod is probably an 
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editorial connecting link. It was more natural to represent the Lord 
as descending from the mountain upon which He had appointed 
the Twelve to find an audience for His Sermon in the plain than 
to bring the multitudes from Judza and Tyre and Sidon up into 
the mountain. Lastly Mt. has provided an audience for His 
Sermon by collecting phrases from Mk. (see on 4%*%), whilst Lk. 
provides an audience by transposing Mk 37:12 and 1*9, 

There is therefore no necessary connection between the 
introduction to the Sermon in Mt. and Lk. other than a common 
use of Mk.s Gospel. 

A. The Beatitudes, 5515, 
Lk. has a corresponding section, consisting of four blessings 

and four woes, 6999, The four blessings are addressed in the 
second person (Mt. in the third) to of mrwyoi (Mt. rrwxoi T9 
wvevpart), oi revavres (Mt. of sewüvres kai Qujüvres Tijv Suxacocvvyr), 
of xAaiovres (no parallel in Mt.), and to those who are hated and 
persecuted ; cf. Mt vv.1-12, It is clear that the Evangelists in this 
section are independent of one another, and that they did not use 
a common written source. The Sermon traditionally began with 
Beatitudes, but the number and form of these varied in different 
recensions. 

B. The two metaphors of discipleship, Mt 51916, do not occur in 
Lk.’s Sermon. They have probably been inserted here from other 
parts of the Logia. Lk. has parallels to 519-15 in 1454 8 816 1183, 
See notes on vv.1*^, He drew the sayings from some source, or 
sources, other than the Logia. 

C. Relation to the Old Law, 517-45, 
Lk. has no parallel in his Sermon to 51759» But in 627-99 he 

has parallels to Mt 5995-49. The ddd ópiy Aéyo rois áxovovow (cf. 
Mt 5** yù Se Aéyw bpiv) suggests that Lk. himself, or the source 
which he follows, has omitted from the Sermon matter parallel to 
Mt 517-8 on account of its polemical character. On the other 
hand, Mt. has probably added to this section of the Sermon as it 
stood in the Logia sayings from other parts of the Logia. Such 
additions are probably vv.18-19. 23b. c. 25-26. 8-37, See the notes on 
these passages. 

D. Three illustrations of righteousness, Mt 61-18, 
No parallels to this occur in Lk.’s Sermon. The Sermon in 

the Logia may have contained it; but if so, Mt. has probably 
added 7-15 from other sections of the Logia. Lk. has parallels to 
8 in 129, and to ?1? in 1174, He was drawing from independent 
sources, 

Æ. Three prohibitions, Mt 619-78, 
Lk. has no parallels in his Sermon to 619-94, but has sayings 

corresponding to 61931 in 1288-3, to 622-33 in 1154-85, to 6% in r618, 
and to 6%% in 12331, The Sermon in the Logia may have 
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contained Mt 61-9, which Mt. has enlarged by adding *'-* from 
other parts of the Logia. Lk. drew from independent sources. 
Lk. has parallels in his Sermon to 7!5 in 65-9, Mt. probably 
drew from the Logia, Lk. from his independent source. 

F. Three commands, Mt 77-95, 
Lk. has parallels in his Sermon to 719* 1€15 and 11 = Lk 645-4. 46 

The section probably stood in the Logia, but may have been 
enlarged by Mt., e.g. vv.19*-9), from other parts of the Logia. 

G. Concluding parable, Mt 73**7, is found at the end of Lk.’s 
Sermon, 647-9, 

These facts seem most easily explained on some such lines as 
these : 

Mt. found in the Logia a sermon containing— 
A. Beatitudes, 53-12, 
B. Relation to Old Law, 517- 90. 21-94. 37-90. 81-82. 38-42. 43-48. 
C. Three illustrations of righteousness, 61-4 6-9. 16-18, 
D. Three prohibitions, 619-3! 41-5. 6. 12, 
E. Two commands, 719-14. 15-168, 
£F. A warning and concluding parable, 731-35. 34-27, 

This sermon he has enlarged by adding to it sayings which also 
were probably contained in the Logia, viz. 515-16. 18-19. 35-36. 83-37 67-15. 
22-34 47-11 16b-20 

Lk. also had in one of his sources (not the Logia) a Sermon 
which was parallel in outline to that of the Logia. It contained, 4, 
a section of blessings and woes (69-9*), and then passed, B, to a 
series of exhortations to Christian love (637-9) followed by, C, 
various precepts (659-455). and ended by D, a parable (699). Either 
Lk. himself or, more probably, an editor at an earlier stage, in the 
transmission of the Sermon, omitted before Z a section dealing with 
Christ's relation to the Old Law. Of course, the Hebrew or 
Aramaic Logia may be the ultimate source of both Mt. and Lk.’s 
Sermon. But if so, it is probable that the Sermon was excerpted 
from the Logia, and passed through several stages before it reached 
S. Luke. Mt., on the other hand, seems to have used a Greek 
translation of the Logia itself. That Mt. and Lk. were not using 
the same Greek source for the Sermon is suggested by their 
frequent divergence in language, and is decisively proved by the 
remarkable differences in the section containing blessings, with 
which the Sermon opens. Lk. also has, not in the Sermon, but 
elsewhere in his Gospel, sayings corresponding to sayings which 
Mt. has in the Sermon. Whilst Mt. drew these probably from the 
Logia, where some of them need not have stood in the Sermon, 
Lk. borrowed them from oral tradition or from other sources. 
That the two Evangelists did not draw them from the same Greek 
source is proved by the variations in setting and in language, and 
by other differences. The Lord's Prayer alone, with its striking 
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variation in the two Gospels, proves that the Evangelists took it 
from quite independent sources or streams of tradition. For it is 
very improbable that Lk. should have shortened Mt 695, or that 
Mt. should have expanded Lk 1174. On the other hand, it is very 
probable that the Prayer should have received different forms in the 
period of transmission prior to our two Gospels. The Logia may 
be the ultimate source of tradition. But if Mt. drew directly from 
a Greek translation of the Logia, Lk. borrowed from some source 
in which the Prayer had been borrowed from the Logia after 
passing through several stages of transmission. The fact that in 
both Gospels the Sermon is followed by an entry into Capharnaum 
(Mt 8°= Lk 71), and by the miracle of the centurion’s servant, has 
led to the supposition that both Evangelists used a source in which 
this connection was already made. But this is very doubtful. In 
Mt 85 Elo eA0óvros 94 atro) els Kaóapraoíy. may be purely editorial. 
The editor places immediately after the Sermon Mk.'s narrative of 
the leper, 8-4, He now wishes to continue with the story of the 
centurion's servant. Capharnaum was the obvious place in which 
to locate this, cf. Mt 4!5, especially as the editor intends to 
continue with Mk 17931, which did take place in Capharnaum. He 
was therefore obliged to insert a statement of the return to that city 
somewhere, and 85 was an obvious opportunity for doing so. In 
Lk. also, if we allow that Capharnaum was the natural place for the 
miracle, there was an obvious reason for inserting 7! between the 
Sermon and the miracle. Of course, there are other possibilities. 
The statement in Mt 85 may be editorial, whilst in the source 
which Lk. was following the Sermon may have been immediately 
followed by the return to Capharnaum and the miracle. In that 
case the agreement of Mt. and Lk. in linking the Sermon to the 
miracle by the entry into Capharnaum may be accidental. Or this 
may be just one of those points in which the first Gospel has 
influenced Lk. He remembered the closing formula of Mt 7% 
** And it came to pass, when Jesus had finished these words," and 
reproduced them in 7! in the form, “ When He had fulfilled all His 
sayings in the ears of the people.” Then, passing over Mt 7295-99 
and 814 because he has them in other contexts in Mk., he came to 
Mt 85, and recorded the entry into Capharnaum and the miracle, 
not slavishly following Mt., but giving the miracle in the form 
known to him from another source. The view that Mt. and Lk. 
were both following a source in which Sermon and miracle were 
already linked by the statement of the entry into Capharnaum, would 
have everything in its favour if it did not make it impossible to 
understand the variations in the Sermon in the two Gospels. 

(c) Illustrations of his work, 81-994, 
(1) Three miracles of healing, 81-17, 

814 = Mk 140-45, DN 
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The next section in Mk. is 133-38, the account of the demoniac 
in the synagogue at Capharnaum. We should expect the editor to 
begin his account of Christ's miracles with this incident. But he 
omits it, and, postponing several verses which follow, continues with 
the account of the leper, which in Mk 1 is found without 
notice of time and place, unless we may infer from Mk 199 that it 
took place during the journey throughout Galilee there mentioned. 
This change in Mk.'s order is difficult to explain. We have to 
account for (1) the omission of the incident of the demoniac, (2) 
the insertion of the account of the leper immediately after the 
Sermon, and before the entry into Capharnaum and the incidents 
there. (r) The omission of the account of the demoniac is 
probably intentional. (a) Both Mt. and Lk. seem to have disliked 
the story as found in Mk. We read there that the demon obeyed 
the Lord's command to come out, but not until He had * rent? 
the patient and “cried with a loud voice." Lk. materially modifies 
this when he omits the “crying,” and adds, “having in no way 
injured him.” A somewhat similar modification is found in the 
parallels to Mk 9!*99, where Mt. altogether omits the details that 
the demon after Christ's command “cried out and tore him much,” 
and that the patient “became as one dead, insomuch that the 
more part said, He is dead"; whilst Lk. retains indeed the 
* rending,” but places it before Christ's command, and, like Mt., 
omits the * becoming as one dead." (2) Mt. takes over two of 
Mk.’s narratives of expulsion of demons, 519 and 91*99, omitting, 
however, from the latter all traces of demoniac possession except 
in v.18, Elsewhere he sometimes omits references to this subject 
from Mk. ; cf. his omission of Mk 19?* 9 31, (2) In view of his 
habit of arranging incidents and sayings in numerical groups, it is 
probable that he wished to begin his illustrations of Christ's 
miracles with three incidents of healing of typical diseases—leprosy, 
paralysis, fever. "The incident of the leper, which in Mk. seems to 
have no expressed details of time or place, is therefore substituted 
for that of the demoniac, and becomes the first miracle (814). 
The fact that this incident illustrates Christ's attitude towards legal 
ceremonies may have co-operated in influencing the editor to place 
it immediately after the Sermon on the Mount. A healing of a 
paralytic, which Lk. also has in close connection with the Sermon, 
is inserted as the second (8515) ; whilst the healing of Peter's wife's 
mother, which follows the omitted incident in Mk., supplies the third. 

E 1. And when He came down from the mountain, great multitudes 
followed Him.| In this way Mt. forms a connection with the 
following incident. 

M 2. And behold a leper came and was worshipping Him, saying, 
Lord, if Thou wilt, Thou canst cleanse me.) Mk. has: * And there 
cometh to Him a leper, beseeching Him, and kneeling down, saying 
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to Him, that if Thou wilt Thou canst cleanse me.” For xai ov 
as a connecting link, see on 1%. Mt. avoids Mk.'s historic present 
épxeras, and substitutes his favourite word wpocépxerbar. See on 
492. For Mk.’s vivid “beseeching Him, and kneeling down," he 
substitutes another word (mpoexvvetv) which is characteristic of the 
first Gospel. See on 2% Mt. omits Mk.’s ore (see Introduction, 
p. xix). xopie as a form of address to Christ is common in Mt. 
and Lk. In Mk. it occurs only 72 1091, xaĝapíģew is late, and 
rare outside the LXX and N.T. It occurs in Jos. Ant. xi. 153, and 
two or three times in inscriptions in a ceremonial sense ; cf. Deissm. 
Bib. Stud. p. 216, and Ditt. Syll. 633. 3, 653. 37. 

8. And stretching out the hand, He touched him, saying, I will ; 1 
be cleansed. And immediately his leprosy was cleansed.] Mk. has: 
* And having compassion (Da ff? Tat Eph. “being angry”), He 
stretched out His hand and touched (him), and saith to him, I will ; 
be cleansed.” Since Mt. elsewhere omits words descriptive of 
human emotion in the case of Christ (see Introduction, p. xxxi), 
with the exception of oxAayxvilerOas which he has four times, it is 
probable that his copy of Mk. had épyweis, and that he intention- 
ally omitted it.—7aro avro) Aéyov| Mk. has ğyaro xal Adye ; 
Mt. prefers subordinate to co-ordinate clauses; cf. 85=Mk 4%, 
gt = 218, 1487 = 650, 20% = 1017, 2113-5 111.2, 2667-68 = 14%, 2138 = 

1 17. 38, __&xaGaploOy abrot ý Aérpa] Mt. combines two clauses in 
Mk. He elsewhere omits one of two synonymous clauses; see 
Introduction, p. xxiv. 

4. And Jesus saith to him, See that thou tell no man; but go M 
show thyself to the priest, and offer the gift which Moses commanded, 
Jor a testimony to them.) Mk. has: “And he urgently charged 
(€uBptpnodpevos) him, and immediately sent him out (é£éaAe); 
and saith to him, See that thou tell no man: but go show thyself 
to the priest, and offer for thy cleansing the things which Moses 
commanded, for a testimony to them.” Mt. omits Mk.’s first 
clause as unnecessarily strongly worded. For the omission of 
éuBpipnodyevos, cf. Introduction, p. xxxi. Mt. inserts ô ‘Ingots, 
and omits one of Mk.’s negatives; cf. Introduction, p. xxv. He 
also substitutes ro Sdpow for epi ToU xaĝapıopoð cov. For the 
offerings made by a leper, cf. Lev 14.—«ls papriptoy atrois] i.e. to 
the priests, but not to assure them that he was healed. The 
priests would exercise their own judgment as to this before the 
customary offerings were made at Jerusalem. The clause can only 
refer to the supposed hostility of Jesus to the law already implied 
in 517-99 The fact that Christ bade His patient present himself 
to the priests and offer the usual sacrifices, should convince them 
that He did not seek to undermine the Mosaic ritual. The illus- 
tration here given of Christ's attitude towards legal ceremonies 
may be one reason why the editor places this incident immediately 
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after the Sermon on the Mount. Mk. adds here: “ But he went 
out and began to publish (it) much, and to spread abroad the 
matter, so that He could no longer openly enter into a city, but 
was without in desert places: and they came to Him from every 
quarter.” The words are ambiguous. The first **he" is probably 
the healed leper, the second “he” Jesus. But the subject in 
both cases may be Jesus. “He went forth from the place where 
He healed the leper, and began to preach much, and to spread 
abroad the word of the good news of the kingdom, so tbat in 
consequence of the thronging multitudes He was obliged to avoid 
the towns with their narrow streets, and to receive the people in 
the open country." For róv Aóyovy =the Gospel message, cf. Mk 
23 414€. 833. Mt. omits the verse partly because it does not suit 
the connection in which he has placed the incident. In his 
narrative, Christ, so far from being unable to enter into a city, is 
immediately to enter into Capharnaum, partly perhaps on account 
of the ambiguity in the words, partly also from a feeling of dislike 
to recording an act of direct disobedience to Christ's expressed 
command, and of hesitation at the pù SvvacGaz as applied to Christ. 
He elsewhere omits clauses attributing failure or inability to Christ ; 
cf. Mk 65 oix édvvaro—otjoa = Mt 1358 oü« éxoígoev ; Mk 619. xai 
HOA rapeAOetv atrovs, Mt. omits; Mk 99 xai oix Ode a ris 
yvot, Mt. omits. Cf. also Mk 8? and 1178 with Mt.’s parallels, 
and see Introduction, p. xxxi. 

In one or two small points Mt. and Lk. agree in their account 
of this incident against Mk. Both have xai ov and xvp« at the 
beginning, and sw/aro—Aéyev for aro xai Aéye. Both omit 
eTÀayxvurÜcs and Mk ** Lk. paraphrases Mk * in such a way 
as to avoid the disobedience of the man, and the “could not” 
of Christ. Mt. omits the verse. This partial agreement in treat- 
ment and the omissions may be due to the same tendency operating 
independently in two writers. The other agreements may be due 
to the influence of one Gospel upon the other in respect of the 
original writers, or of later copyists assimilating one passage to 
another; to oral tradition independently influencing the original 
writers; or to some unknown cause. "They are not sufficient to 
make it probable that Mt. and Lk. had any other written account 
of this incident before them in addition to Mk. 

5-18. The Paralytic; cf. Lk 71-10, 
X 6,6. And when He entered into Capharnaum, there came to Him 

a centurion, beseeching Him, and saying, Lord, my boy lies in the 
house sick of the palsy, terribly tormented,|\—avrot—aire| For the 
construction, cf. Blass, p. 251. For rpooépyeo Gaz as a characteristic 
word of Mt, cf. on 4*.—éxaróvrapyos] In Hellenistic writers 
éxarovrdpyys also occurs; cf. Blass, p. 28.—2:xapaxaAGy avrów xai 

, 

A€yov] It is curious that the editor should omit wrapaxaAéy in 
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Mk v.* and insert it here. Perhaps he thought it more suitable 
in view of the long appeal which here follows, than in reference 
to the short sentence of v.2. For «ipi, see on v.2—6 mais pov] 
vais may be either “child” or *servant."—«apaAvruxós] See on 
4%,—BéBAyra| Lies prostrate. The strong word represents a 
Semitic original. 

7. And he saith to him, Shall I come and heal him?) The X 
centurion was probably a Gentile. He had not ventured to bring 
his servant to a Jewish healer. Only in the case of Jairus’ 
daughter does Christ go to the patient. Elsewhere the sick are 
brought to Him. It matters little whether we translate the last 
clause as a question or as a simple statement, * I will come,” etc. 
In either case the main point is that Christ should be willing to 
enter the house of a foreigner. 

8. And the centurion answered and said, Lord, I am not worthy X 
that Thou shouldest enter under my roof : but only speak, and my 
servant shall be healed.) For xópw, see on v.2.—ixavós tva] Blass, 
227f. For the position of pov, cf. 7%-%; Blass, 168; and see 
on 95. 

9. For I, foo, am a man under authority, having soldiers under X 
me: and I say fo one, Go, and he goes ; and to another, Come, and 
he comes ; and to my servant, Do this, and he does it.) The officer, 
impressed with the spiritual power of Christ, believes that He must 
have spiritual agencies at His command, who could carry out His 
command that the patient should be healed. 

10. And Jesus hearing, marvelled, and said to those who followed, X. 
Verily I say to you, With no one did I find such faith in Israel. 
vürrw] “Faith” here is “confidence,” “ trust," * assurance,” that 
Christ could, if He would, heal with a word. 

ll. And I say to you, That many from east and west shall come L 
and sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom 
of the heavens.) For this and the next verse, cf. Lk 132°, The 
gap between this and the last verse must be bridged by the 
thought that such faith as that exhibited by the Gentilic centurion 
would admit him into the kingdom. And he was only typical of 
a clas. Many in all parts of the world would be found to have 
this faith. When the kingdom came, they would come from the 
remote corners of the world, and, entering into it, would sit down 
to feast with the righteous patriarchs, The metaphor of a meal is 
frequently used in the N.T. to symbolise the joys of the kingdom. 
Cf. 2629, Lk 141524 229, Rev 3% 19% It is common in Jewish 
literature. Cf. Adoth 3*9 “Everything is prepared for the ban- 
quet," Secrets of Enoch 425 “At the last coming they will lead 
forth Adam with our forefathers, and conduct them there, that 
they may rejoice, as a man calls those whom he loves to feast with 
him” ; and /¢stkfa 188", Behemoth and Leviathan are reserved for 
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the meal of the righteous. Cf. Volz, Jüd. Eschat. 331; Enoch 
6214 Apoc. Bar 29%. 

L 12. But the sons of the kingdom shall be cast forth into the outer 
darkness: there shall be the wailing and the gnashing of teeth.| 
* Sons of the kingdom ” is in Semitic idiom equivalent to those who 
Should inherit it, its rightful heirs. Here it, no doubt, signifies 
the Jewish nation or people. Such of them as are lacking in the 
faith which the centurion possessed will be cast out of the king- 
dom, whilst Gentiles sit down with the righteous patriarchs at 
the banquet. For “sons of the kingdom,” cf. Bab. Skadd. 153°; 
* Who is a son of the world to come?” Fesahim 8*, and cf. 1335. 
Tò oxdros TÒ €{wrepov occurs only in Mt. ; cf. 221? 259, Cf. Enock 
103? “into darkness—will your spirits enter”; 1081* “those who 
were born in darkness will be cast into darkness”; Ps-Sol 14$ 
"their inheritance is—darkness,” 15" “the inheritance of the 
sinners is—darkness”; Sid. Or 4** He will send back the un- 
godly into darkness. For the Rabbinical literature, cf. Vayytkra 
AR. 27 (Wünsche, 183): ‘God names gehinnom ‘darkness.’” 
Shemoth R. 14 (Wünsche, too): “the sinners in gehinnom will be 
covered with darkness.” Cf. Bousset, Rel. Jud. 266; Weber, /ud. 
Theol. 393; Volz, Jüd. Eschat. 284f.: exet dorar 6 xAavÜpos xai 
ô Bpvypós trav dddvrwy. This refrain is characteristic of Mt. It 
occurs again in 1342-5 2213 2451 25%, and once in Lk 139. Cf. 
Enoch 1083, the transgressors “will cry and make lamentation” ; 
5 “the voice of crying, and weeping, and lamentation, and strong 
pain " ; Secrets of Enoch 4012 “the mighty hell—full of lamentation.” 

For the whole verse, cf. Philo, de Exsecr. vi. The proselyte 
(éryAvs)—receive(s) for reward a sure and firm foundation in heaven, 
such as cannot be described. But the rightful heir (evrarpidys) ** will 
be dragged downwards, and brought into Tartarus and deep darkness.” 

X 18. And Jesus said to the centurion, Go; as thou hast believed, be 
it to thee. And the boy was healed at that hour.) For the healing 
at the moment of Christ's utterance, cf. 97% 1529 1718. —4y éxeivy 
Tj pg] is a formula of frequent occurrence in Rabbinical litera- 
ture; cf. Schlatter, Die Sprache und Heimat des vierten Evan- 
gelisten, p. 64. - ò s éxiotrevoas] see on v.29, 

5. For ** And when He entered into Capharnaum." S! k have: ‘ After 
these things." This abrupt introduction is quite unlike Mt.'s style, and may 
be original S? has: ‘‘ After these things, when He entered into Caphar- 
naum”; adding the last clause from a Greek MS. which had assimilated to 
Lk 7!. The Gk MSS. vary between elceXOdvros 3¢ abrod, N B C Z, eloeXórri 
82 avrg, and elceX0órri Se TQ 'I9000. 

éxarórrapxos] So the Greek MSS. S! has *'* chiliarch," which may be 
original, éxarórrapxos being in that case due to assimilation to Lk. 

urd dovela») N B add racodépevos, assimilating to Lk. S? has: **I also 
am a man that hath authority.” S? ** I also am a man under authority, and 
I have authority also." S! has misinterpreted the rather ambiguous òrò 
éfouclay, and S? has prefixed a more exact rendering. 
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10. rap’ odderl rocaórq» rior» ér ry 'Iopaf^] So Bakq S? (‘not even 
in any one of the house of Israel have I found asgA? like this faith,” Burk). 
The variant obdè é» rg 'IopajÀ rocatrny riore», N Cal S! (**not even aught 
like this faith have I found in the house of Israel," Burk), may be due to 
assimilation to Lk. 

5-13. The Paralytic. 
Lk 7!39 records a similar incident in a similar connection 

immediately on the entry into Capharnaum, which followed the 
Sermon. The narrative setting of the two Evangelists is very 
different. In Mt. the officer himself comes to Christ. In Lk. he 
sends, first, elders, and then friends, to intercede for him. On 
the other hand, the dialogue Mt &!2=Lk®>® is almost verbally 
identical ; but Mt. has two verses, 11-12, which are not found in Lk. 
The similar position of the story might be accounted for by sup- 
posing that Mt. and Lk. drew from a common documentary source. 
Against this is the divergent narrative setting. Or on the sup- 
position that the incident was connected with the Sermon in oral 
tradition. The agreement in dialogue is not too great to be 
accounted for on this view. Or, lastly, the agreement in position 
may be due to reminiscence of Mt. by Lk. The reverse is on 
many grounds hardly probable. It seems probable that the two 
Evangelists record different versions of the same story. For a 
third, cf. Jo 41^, The text of Mt. seems to have undergone con- 
siderable assimilation to Lk. See the critical notes. 

14-16. From Mk 12>, 
The editor now returns to the incident in Mk. which follows 

the omitted section of the demoniac. 
14. And Jesus came into the house of Peter, and saw his wifes M 

mother abed, and fever-sick.| Mk. has: “And straightway they 
went out of the synagogue, and came into the house of Simon and 
Andrew, with James and John. And the wife’s mother of Simon 
lay fever-sick, and straightway they tell Him of her.” Mt. must 
omit «x THs cvvaywyns éfeAPdvres because he has omitted the 
previous scene in Mk. which took place in a synagogue. He 
abbreviates Mk.'s account by omitting as unnecessary xai ’Avdpéov 
pera "Iakófov kai 'Iodvov and xai eùbùs A€yovow aùr mep abris. - 
BeBdrAnpéry for Mk.’s xaréxero is an assimilation to v.®; see note 
there. Cf. a similar change in 9?, and cf. Mk 799. 

15. And He touched her hand, and the fever left her: and she 
arose, and ministered to Him.) Mk. has: “And He came and 
raised her, having taken hold of (her) hand; and the fever left 
her, and she ministered to them.” The editor slightly paraphrases 
Mk. wmparo for Mk.’s xparjoas is an assimilation to v.8. Mk. has 
the plural throughout, “they came—ministered to them,” because 
since 11620 he has represented Christ as accompanied by the four 
disciples ; cf. v.21 “they come.” But Mt. has left the incident of 
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the call so far behind that he has ceased to be influenced by it, 
and substitutes the singular. 

M 16. And when it was evening, they brought to Him many 
demoniacs ; and He cast out the spirits with a word, and healed all 
that were in evil plight.| Mk has: “And when it was evening, 
when the sun set, they were bringing to Him all who were in evil 
plight, and the demoniacs. And the whole city was gathered at 
the door. And He healed many who were in evil plight, and cast 
out many demons; and did not suffer the demons to speak, 
because they knew Him to be the Christ." 

This passage is very characteristic of Mk.’s style. Notice the 
tautologous * When it was evening, when the sun set,” the repeti- 
tion of robs xax@s €xovras and of rà Sasudma, and the emphasis 
upon the multitude who thronged the door. Mt. omits “ when 
the sun set”; cf. Introduction, p. xxiv. He substitutes the aorist 
axpooyveyxay for Mk.’s imperfect épepov. See Introduction, p. xx. 
apoodépeyv occurs fifteen times in Mt, three in Mk. The sub- 
stitution of the composite for the simple verb carries with it the 
substitution of abro for xpos abróv ; cf. the same change in 9?= 
Mk 23, the dat. for mpós pe in 17! = Mk 9?9, the dat. for xpos abrov 
in 223 — Mk 1218, and the dat. for «pos roy IleAároy in 2757 = 
Mk 1545. He abbreviates the rest in such a way as to omit one 
occurrence of rovs xax@s éxovras and of rà Gau», and by a 
slight transposition has “ many brought, all healed" for Mk.’s “all 
brought, many healed.” Cf. Introduction, p. xxxii. Aéye is an 
assimilation to v.85. It enhances the miraculous character of the 
healing. Cf. Introduction, p. xxxii. 

O 17. The editor closes his first series of miracles with a quotation 
from Is 53‘, which seems to be an independent translation of the 
Hebrew. The LXX is quite different (otros ras dpaprias pav 
$épet xai epi Hwy ddvvarat), and would hardly have been applicable 
here. We need not ask as to the exact signification of the verbs. 
The translators thought was centred on the nouns “ weaknesses 
and diseases. Christ healed these, as the three illustrations of 
leprosy, paralysis, and fever just given show. In so doing, He “bore 
and carried" them in any sense in which these verbs can be pre- 
dicated of a physician. The translator therefore chooses two 
colourless Greek verbs—Aapfavay, Baordfew—to represent the 
Hebrew originals, giving us no clue whether the thought in his 
mind was that Christ “took away" and “carried away” disease 
from the sufferer, or rather that He took upon Himself and carried 
in His own person these ailments in the weariness which such 
work caused Him. Cf. Deissm. Bib. Stud. 102 f. 

(2) Three miracles of power, 818—917, 
18. The next section in Mk is 15599, This the editor omits 

as being irrelevant to his purpose, since it contains no miracle. 
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Mk 14045 he has already inserted. He comes therefore to 212, 
But this occurred at a second visit to Capharnaum (Mk 21), and 
Mt, who has already inserted Mk 14°, which separates the two 
visits, cannot by continuing with 21-3? confuse them. He therefore 
postpones 2132, 233—459 contains controversial matter, which Mt. 
reserves for a special controversial section (12). 3755 furnishes no 
miracle of healing. 414 is reserved for a special parable section 
(13) He therefore comes to 4%, where Christ is described as 
surrounded by a multitude at evening time, and about to cross the 
lake, possibly being wearied with His ministry. Mt. adapts this 
situation to what he has just recorded, inserts 819-32, and then takes 
over Mk 49-59 — Mt 83% with considerable omissions. "These 
verses contain two incidents which form the first two of a second 
series of miracles illustrating Christ's power over natural and 
supernatural forces. 

18. And Jesus, seeing great multitudes! about Him, gave command M 
to depart to the other side.) Mk has: “And He saith to them on 
that day when it was evening, Let us cross to the other side." 
Mt. omits *on that day when it was evening," because he has 
already recorded the latter fact in v.16, 

19-22. Lk 95753 has the story of these two claimants to X 
discipleship, with the addition of a third, at a later stage in the 
ministry. ‘The substantial agreement in language is no reason for 
supposing that both drew from the same documentary source. 
Lk.'s addition and the difference of context is against this. But it is 
not easy to see why Mt. should have placed the section here in his 
series of miracles. Possibly the thought of the sickness bearer sug- 
gested to him the companion picture of the homeless Son of Man. 

19. And there came a scribe, and said to Him, Teacher, I will X. 
follow Thee whithersoever Thou goest away. 

wpogceA0ov| Cf. on 49.—«ts ypappare’s}| For the Semitic use 
of eis— ru, cf. Blass, p. 144; Win.-Schm. p. 243. But contrast 
Moulton, p. 96; and for one z *a" in Aramaic, Dalm. Gram. 121. 
In Aramaic it is placed before the substantive, in Hebrew after it. 
Its use in Hebrew in this sense seems to be occasional and limited. 
Hatzidakis, Zin/. 207, says that this use occurs in Greek writers 
since Polybius. Zahn prefers to take els ypayparevs in apposition, 
* one, a scribe,” cf. 18% els dgecAérps, on the ground that when 
Mt. uses els as = ris, he places it after the substantive ; cf. 9!8 121! 
185 2115, Lk. has simply ris. 

&&doxaA«] = faBBet. See Dalman, Words, 336. What induced 
this scribe to wish to accompany Christ in His wanderings we 

1 s oAXods ÓxAovs, cf. 8... So Ne Ca/ latt; Sxdovs, N*; 5yXor, B, assimilating 
to Mk 4% ‘‘the great multitude," S! S?; turbam multam, cg! ; 8yAos soA/s, 
abffhkq. Ina half editorial note of this kind the plural is more probable ; 
cf. Introduction, p. Ixxvi. 

6 
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cannot say. The next verse suggests that the Lord doubted his 
sincerity of purpose. 

X 20. And Jesus saith to him, The foxes have earths and the 
birds of the heaven nests, but the Son of Man hath not where to lay 
His head.| “Son of Man” is here quite clearly a self-designation 
of Himself by Christ. For its meaning, see the Introduction, p. lxxi. 

X 2L And another of the disciples said to Him, Lord, suffer me 
first fo go away and bury my father.) 

repos] is used loosely for dAAos, as in rof? 12% 159. — n» 
pa8qrov] loosely qualifies repos without implying that the 
ypapparevs was a disciple. 

X $22. And Jesus saith to him, Follow Me, and let the dead bury 
their own dead.) It is generally suggested that rovs vexpovs means 
the spiritually dead, £e. those who had not felt the call to follow 
Christ, and were dead so far as He was concerned. They could 
perform the duties of burial. The questioner had received the 
call, and that was the more urgent duty. In this case, the burial of 
the dead parent would come under the rule that sometimes the call 
to follow Christ might necessitate the abandonment of human rela- 
tions; cf. 199. But it is possible that “let the dead bury their dead” 
was a proverbial saying, meaning, 'Cut yourself adrift from the past 
when matters of present interest call for your whole attention.” 

M 28. And when He embarked into a boat, His disciples followed 
Him.| Mk. has: “ And they left the multitude, and take Him as 
He was in the boat. And other boats were with Him.” The 
editor adapts Mk. to his context. In Mk. Christ was already in a 
boat, and had been speaking from it (Mk 41). Mt. is obliged to 
insert a statement of the embarkation, and omits the reference to 
the other boats as superfluous. 

24. And, behold, there arose a great storm in the sea, so that the 
boat was being covered by the waves: but He was sleeping.| Mk. has: 
* And there arises a great hurricane of wind, and the waves were 
beating into the boat, so that the boat was already being filled. 
And He was in the stern upon the cushion sleeping.” 

xai lov] see on 1%.—ceopés| Mt. has the stronger phrase 
AatÀaij—ávép ov.—tyevero] for Mk.’s historic present, cf. Introduc- 
tion, p. xx.—«xadvrrecOa:| for Mk.’s stronger yepilerfar. Mt. 
avoids the repeated rò wAotov ; see on v.!6.—aitros &«] for Mk.'s xai 
aùrós, cf. Introduction, p. xx Mt. omits é& rp xpuipry éwi rò 
wporxepdAaov ; cf. Introduction, p. xvii. 

M 28. And they came and aroused Him, saying, Lord, save ; we 
are perishing.| Mk. has: “And they arouse Him, and say to Him, 
Teacher, dost Thou not care that we are perishing?" The editor 
inserts his characteristic mpore\ĝóvres.—rpooeÀbórres yapay abróv 
Aéyovres] for Mk.’s ¢yeipoveww abróv xai A€yovow, see note on 8°. 
Mt. as usual avoids the historic present. Cf. Introduction, p. xx. 
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—3acoy dxoAAvp«0a] for Mk.'s où péet aot dre ároAA pea ; rcov 
is a conventional substitute for the half reproachful où uéA« coc ; 
cf. Introduction, p. xxxiii. 

26. And He saith to them, Why are ye cowardly, O ye of littl M 
faith? Then He arose, and rebuked the winds and the sea; and 
there was a great calm.) Mk. has: “ And He rose up, and rebuked 
the wind, and said to the sea, Be silent, be muzzled. And the 
wind ceased, and there was a great calm. And He said to them, 
Why are ye cowardly? have ye not yet faith?” The editor trans- 
poses Mk 340 in order to bring the answer of Christ in close 
juxtaposition to the appeal of the disciples. He modifies the 
severity of the rebuke by substituting éAcyorwroe for ovrw éxere 
xiorw. For other instances, cf. Introduction, p. xxxiii. óÀeyómuorros 
addressed to the disciples does not occur in Mk., but in Mt. here 
and 69 1495 168, in Lk. only 12%. Here the object of riers 
seems to be the power of Christ, for He was with them, and that 
should have kept them from fear of danger: or perhaps more gener- 
ally the providence of God.—róre] see Intro. lxxxv.—vois dvéuors] 
Mk. has the singular. It is characteristic of Mt. to prefer plurals. 
Cf. his frequent óxAo. for Mk.’s dxAos ; dAAa and werpwdy, 135, 
for Mk.’s dào and werpodes; pvorýpia, 13", for Mk.'s pvoryptoy ; 
and dpyvpu, 2615, for Mk.’s dpyvptov.—xai rjj GarAdooy| Mk. has: 
xai erev rij OaAdcoy Sura wepipwoo. The editor perhaps wished 
to avoid Mk.’s strong imperatives, and he elsewhere avoids the 
oratio recta; cf. v.19 &kAevoe dxeAQety = Mk v.95 Aéyee—dreASwper. 

Q7. And men marvelled, saying, What manner of man is this, M 
that even the winds and the sea obey Him 1] Mk. has: “ And they 
feared greatly, and were saying to one another, Who then is this, 
that even the wind and the sea obey Him?" The subject of the 
sentence in Mk. must be inferred to be the disciples from Mk vv.* 
and %, In the whole of the succeeding section Mk. speaks 
ambiguously of “they” and “them.” Mt. has introduced “the 
disciples” in v.. oi dvOpwroe might mean “men.” It generally 
has this meaning in the first Gospel; cf. 51? 161? and 24 times. 
If so, the verse would mean that “men (hearing of the miracle) 
marvelled," cf. 98. This is more probable than that the editor 
should refer to the disciples as “oi dv@pwro.” Feeling that 
Mk.s “and they feared greatly” refers to the disciples, he sub- 
stitutes ** marvelled " to soften the expression, and then to remove 
all reference to the disciples inserts of dvy@pwiroe as subject to the 
sentence. Cf. 98, where he inserts oi óxyAo« to remove all possible 
reference to the disciples. 

28-27. There are some small points of agreement between Mt. 
and Lk. as against Mk. Both report the embarkation. Mt. éuBdvre 
atte «is tAotov AxoAovGneay airy oi pabyrat avro ; Lk. atrós évéBn 
«ls rÀoîov xai of paĝyral abrov. But since both editors have broken 
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Mk.’s connection, it is necessary for them to say that Christ entered 
into, rather than that He was in, a boat. éuSaivew is the common 
synoptic word for embarkation, and in other respects the two 
clauses could hardly agree less. Both agree almost verbatim in 
the words wposeÀ\ĝóvres yyapay (Lk. Suzyeapay) abjróv Atyovres. 
The main point here is the agreement in the insertion of spoceA- 
0óvre. Both agree in @Oavpacay (Mt 7, Lk 3) and in the plural 
dveuot. Lastly, both agree in omitting Mk ©, in paraphrasing 5*5, 
in omitting all or part of 99, in omitting or paraphrasing ov pa 
got in 55, in omitting the direct command in 9, in modifying the 
rebuke in €. It does not, however, seem necessary to suppose 
that they had another written source besides Mk. These agree- 
ments are probably in part independent changes, and in part 
may be due to reminiscence of Mt. by Lk. and to assimilation in 
process of transmission. 

M X 98. And when He had come to the other side, fo the country of 
the Gadarenes, there met Him two demoniacs coming forth from the 
tombs, exceeding fierce, so that no one could pass by that way.| In 
these words Mt. paraphrases and abbreviates Mk 5'*. The two 
most striking changes introduced are the “two” and Gadara for 
Gerasa. In view of the brevity of Mt. as compared with Mk. in 
this section and the following, and to a less extent in the preceding 
one, it seems not improbable that when the editor came to Mk 1% 
and was proposing to pass on to Mk 455-599, he did not unroll Mk.’s 
Gospel to these verses, but summarised them from memory, per- 
haps purposely shortening them. If that was the course adopted, 
8/o may be a slip of the memory; but it should be borne in mind 
that, having omitted a previous history of a demoniac, he may 
purposely have duplicated here by way of compensation. Cf. 2099, 
where he has two blind men and Mk. has one, with the fact that 
he had previously omitted a history of a blind man, Mk 8126, 
The change of Gadara for Gerasa is probably intentional. The 
best known Gerasa lay 30 miles to the south-east of the lake. 
Mk.'s Gerasa is therefore a geographical crux, and has been 
corrected into Gadara by ACI X S5, and into Gergesa by 
ca LUAS, in that Gospel. Mt. seems to have felt the diff- 
culty, and to have substituted Gadara. This city lay 6 miles south- 
east of the lake, and the miracle might be supposed to bave taken 
place within its district (ywpa). He does not say, as does Mk., that 
the demoniacs met Christ immediately on His landing, but seems 
to imply that Christ had come into the district of Gadara when 
the meeting took place. The herd of swine by the lake was “far 
from them," v., when the demons entered into them. That is to 
say, Christ had left the lake “far” behind Him. 

Saipovi{opevo.] Mk. has dvOpwros v wve/pari dxabdpty; cf. 
the change in 9” of aioppoovca for odra dv pice atuaros. 
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29. And, behold, they cried out, saying, What have we to do with M 
Thee, Thou Son of God? art Thou come here before the time to 
torment us?| Mk. has: “And seeing Jesus from afar, he ran 
and worshipped Him. And cried with a loud voice, and saith, 
What have I to do with Thee, Jesus, Son of the Most High God? 
I adjure Thee by God, do not torment me.” 

For xai ot, see Introduction, p. Ixxxv. 
vii rod Geot] We may suppose that the fame of Christ's miracles 

had preceded Him, cf. 4%. The demoniacs, seeing Him approach- 
ing, guessed Him to be the great healer. They address Him as 
* Son of God," meaning no more than one who was endowed with 
divine power, or possibly using it as equivalent to Messiah. Cf. 
Dalm. Words, 274 ff.—Bacavioa:| The word carries us into the 
atmosphere of the then current belief about demons, their activity 
and their destiny. See the art. “Demon” in DB. It was be- 
lieved that evil demons could enter into human beings and 
dominate their personality. They could also be expelled by 
magic. Josephus speaks of one Eleazar whom he had seen curing 
demoniacs by holding a magical ring to the nose of the patient. 
He then drew the demon out through his nostrils (nt. viii. 46, 47). 
The demons have power to afflict mankind until the day of judg- 
ment, when they will be punished, Enock 15-16. Cf. Weber, — 
Theol. 254 ff.; Bousset, Rel. /üd. 331 ff. The demons who have 
taken possession of the two men here spoken of see coming one 
whose fame as an exorcist had preceded His arrival They beg 
Him not to anticipate for them the destined torments of hell by 
casting them out homeless into the wilderness. Mt. here omits 
Mk vv.939, which are not necessary to the story, and contain a 
question: “ What is thy name?" ascribed to Christ. Cf. the 
omission of such questions from the parallels to Mk 599 658 819-30. 28 

13. 16.31.83 163 1414; and see Introduction, p. xxxii. 
80. And there was far from them a herd of many swine feeding.) M. 

Mk. has: “ And there was there at the mountain a great herd of 
swine feeding." For paxpay dw abróv, see note on v.”, and cf. Mk v.°. 

81. And the demons were beseeching Him, saying, If Thou cast M 
us out, send us into the herd of swine.) Mk. has: “ And they were 
beseeching Him (apexdAovv, A D ai latt Syrr), saying, Send us 
into the swine, that we may enter into them.”—oi dé] For Mk.'s 
xai, cf. Introduction, p. xx. The editor omits Mk.'s tautologous 
iva els abrovs ciceAOwper ; cf. Introduction, p. xxiv. 

89. And He said to them, Go. And they went out, and went away M 
into the swine: and, behold, all the herd ran down the declivity into 
the sea, and perished in the waters.) Mk. has: “And He suffered 
them. And the unclean spirits went out, and entered into the 
swine. And the herd ran down the declivity into the sea, and 
were choked in the sea.”—oi 8à éfeA0óvres] For Mk.’s xai 
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é£e\Gorra, cf. Introduction, p. xx—xai iSov] see on 2!. For the 
omission of Mt.’s às &vcxOuo, cf. Introduction, p. xxiv.—ev rois 
jaw] Mt. avoids the repeated @dAacca of Mk. See note on 8€. 

M 83. And the herdsmen fled, and went away into the city, and 
reported all things, and the (affairs) of the demoniacs.| Mk. has: 
* And the herdsmen fled, and reported into the city and into 
the country.”—oi ôe] For Mks xat as usual, see Introduction, 
p. xx—els rjv wok] Mk. adds xoi eis rovs dypovs. Mk. uses 
&ypós here and in 659 56 in the sense of “farm” or “hamlet.” Mt 
avoids it in this sense. 

M 984. And, behold, all the city went out to meet Jesus. And when 
they saw Him, they besought (Him) that He would depart from their 
frontiers.] With these words Mt. abbreviates Mk wv.)-!"_—wape- 
x«dAecay] For Mk.’s 7p£avro vapaxaA«iy, cf. Introduction, p. xxi. 

els Urdyrnow T$ "Iyvov} For the construction, see Moulton, 
P. 14, n. 3 

Mk. has here three verses which Mt. omits. 

28. Tadapyrav} So B al S! ; Tepacyrdy, latt; D'epyeowrov, N° al; 
Tajapyróv, N". 

28-34. Mt. and Lk. have a few points of agreement against 
Mk. in the following : 

Sa:povfopevan, Mt B = Sarzona, Lk 77, 
Saipoves, Mt 99; cf. &auuóvia, Lk $9, 
Se, Mt 93, Lk 55, for xai, Mk 3. 
de, Mt 3, Lk %, for xai, Mk M. 
é£5A0ey, Mt 9* = Enbor, Lk 55, for 2A9ov, Mk M. 
IX. 1-8. The healing of a paralytic, from Mk 21-2, 
1. And He embarked into a boat, and crossed over, and came fo 

M His own city.) Mk 5?! has: “And when Jesus had crossed over 
in the boat again to the other side.” The editor now wishes to 
return to Mk 2!, which begins: “And He entered again into 
Capharnaum after some days, and it was reported that He is at 
home. And there were gathered together many, so that there 
was no longer room for them ; no, not even about the door (R.V.) : 
and He was speaking to them the Word.” "The editor omits, as 
usual, the thronging of the multitude, cf. Introduction, p. xviii, 
and substitutes for eis Kadapvaovpz the words eis ty idiay our. 
He has already (41%) made it clear that Christ's headquarters were 
at Capharnaum. For the omission of Mk.’s £v oixo, see on 15!5, 
He now inserts Mk 2*12, and thus completes his second series 
of miracles over forces natural (837*37), supernatural (8%), and 
spiritual (forgiveness of sin, 99). He then adds Mk 2!** simply 
because it is closely connected in Mk. with the preceding section, 
and in spite of the fact that it interrupts his series of illustrations 
of Christ's healings. 
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2. And, behold, they were bringing to Him a paralytic lying on M 
a bed. And Jesus, seeing their faith, said to the paralytic, Be of 
good courage ; Son, thy sins are forgiven thee.) Mk. has: “ And 
they come, bringing to Him a paralytic borne of four. And not 
being able to bring him to Him on account of the crowd, they 
unroofed the house where He was. And digging a hole, they let 
down the pallet upon which the paralytic lay. And Jesus, seeing 
their faith, saith to the paralytic, Son, thy sins are forgiven thee.” — 
xai iov] See on 2!.—apocdpepov] See on 816; and for the past 
tense for Mk.’s historic present, cf. Introduction, p. xx.—éri 
xrivys BeBAnpévov] In these words the editor summarises 
Mk 9^4, thus avoiding the emphasis on the multitude; cf. 
Introduction, p. xviii. For BeBAnpévov, cf. 89. Here, as in 815, 
it takes the place of Mk.'s xaréxevro. For xAcyy, Mk. has the 
vernacular and dialectic xpdSBaros.—@dpoa]| inserted by the 
editor, as in 9?$—ísrw] as in 81, the quality of assurance, 
trust, confidence in the power of Christ to heal the patient.— 
gov ai dpapría] See on v.5. 

8. And, behold, certain of the scribes said within themselves, This M 
man blasphemes.| Mk. has: “And there were certain of the 
scribes there sitting, and reasoning in their hearts. Why doth 
this man so speak? He blasphemes.”—xai iov] See on 17,— 
v éavrois] for Mk.’s èv rais xapdiacs abrüv refers to inward 
reasoning, not to outward expression. Mk. adds: ‘“ Who can 
forgive sins save one, God ?" 

4. And Jesus, knowing their thoughts, said, Why do you think M 
evil things in your hearts?) Mk. has: “ And straightway Jesus, 
perceiving in His Spirit that they so reason within themselves, saith 
to them, Why do you reason these things in your hearts?” Mt. 
omits Mk.s r@ mvevpar: atrov. Cf. the similar omission from 
Mk 812; and see Introduction, p. xxxi. 

b. For which is easier, to say, Thy sins are forgiven ; or to say, 
Arise, and walk?) Mk. has: “Which is easier, to say to the 
paralytic, Thy sins are forgiven, or to say, Arise, and take up thy 
bed and walk?” Mt. omits rw wapaAurixe after the first eimeiv, 
and xai dpov róv xpaBparrov cov after éyeípov. evxoros is a late 
and uncommon word. It occurs in Ecclus 22/7, 1 Mac 319; 
cixowia, 2 Mac 2%.—gov ai ágapríu] This order occurs in 
Mk 2*9 14%, and parallels in Mt., also in Mk 65? 719 1087 148 
1519, Mt 23 516 64 724.35 o, 96 1213.50 1715 etc, 

6. But that you may know that the Son of Man upon earth M 
hath authority to forgive sins, then He saith to the paralytic, 
Arise, take up thy bed, and go to thy house.] Mk. has: “ But that 
ye may know that the Son of Man hath authority upon earth to 
forgive sins, He saith to the paralytic, Take up thy pallet, and go 
to thy house.” For the parenthetical clause breaking the construc 
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tion as suggesting dependence of one Gospel upon another, cf 
Hor. Syn. p. 42, and Mk 1106 Mt 433, Mk 53$ — Mt g?!, Mk 14? 
= Mt 265 Mk 159 2 Mt 2712, The construction of éwi rs yqgs is 
ambiguous. In Mk. it occurs as here before, ád«éras dpaprias 
(so X C D a/ latt S*, but B 4 place it afterward). The ambiguity 
is therefore due to Mk. The somewhat emphatic position of éxi 
THs yrs seems intended to give implicit expression to the under- 
lying contrast in heaven. In heaven, God alone can forgive sins, 
but on earth the Son of Man has authority (delegated to Him by 
God) to do so. For “Son of Man,” see Introduction, p. lxxi. It 
is, of course, possible that in the Aramaic phrase originally used here 
by Christ, **Son of Man" meant (in this passage, not necessarily 
elsewhere) “ man ”—“ That you may know that men share with 
God His divine prerogative of forgiving sins." But if Mk. had 
thus mistranslated the original Aramaic! by 6 vids rov dyOperoe 
instead of oi avOpwrot, it is hardly possible that Mt. would not 
have corrected him. He therefore probably understood the 
phrase in Mk v.!° as referring to Christ. The Son of Man has 
received from God the power of exercising a function otherwise 
restricted to God alone. Cf. Dalm. Words, 261. 

kAtyy for Mk.’s xpáflarros, as in v.$. For róre in Mt., see on 
27.—cov riy kàv] See on v.5. 

M — 7. And he arose, and went away to his house.) Mk. has: “And 
he arose, and straightway took up the pallet, and went out before all.” 
Mt. omits the taking of the bed, as in v.5. Mk. has it three times. 

M 8. And the multitudes, seeing (it), feared and glorified God, who 
had given such power fo men.) Mk. has: “So that all were amazed, 
and glorified God, saying that we never saw anything like it.” Mt. 
makes it clear that the mayras of Mk. means the multitude.— 
édoByOncav| Mk. has the strong word éficrac@a. Mt. once (1233) 
uses this in reference to the effect produced by the healing of a 
blind and dumb demoniac, where its use is probably due to Mk 
3%. He twice omits verses of Mk. which have it (Mk 5*1 651), 
Here he substitutes “fear” as being more appropriate to the 
forgiveness of sin than “astonishment.” But Mk., no doubt, has 
chiefly in mind the effect produced by the miracle of healing, 
rather than by the exercise of forgiveness, 

ros ávÜpenros] Christ, the “Son of Man,” was also man. If 
He had the power to forgive sins, then this power can be said to 
have been given to mankind as represented by Him. It is, 
therefore, pedantic to see in rois ávÜperros a proof that the editor 
regarded 6 vids rod ávÜpurrov as equivalent to “ mankind.” 

1-8. There are several small points of agreement between Mt. 
and Lk. against Mk: Both have a different introductory verse to 

! For Mk as resting on an Aramaic basis, see Exfosiory Times, xiii. 328 fi., 
and, more recently, Wellhausen’s Commentary, 
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that given by Mk. Mt 9l is due to his alteration of Mk.’s order, 
and his omission of Mk ? is in harmony with his omissions else- 
where, e.g. of Mk 19945 218 39.20.82, He does not, like Mk., 
emphasise the pressure of the multitudes. But there seems no 
reason why Lk. should omit Mk.'s reference to Capharnaum and 
introduce the incident in such ambiguous terms. Both have xai 
i8ov and «Aivy or wAcvidiov, Lk 19- % for «páfarros. Both omit r9 
zrapaÀvrucqo and xai dpov Tòr kpaarróv cov from Mk?. Both insert 
dane «ls tov olkov cov in Mk !?, Both have an expression of 
“ fear” in the parallels to Mk 13, Lk. also has several details 
peculiar to himself. 

Many commentators, therefore, think it necessary to suppose 
that Mt. and Lk. had before them a second documentary source 
which would account for these agreements, and in particular for 
Lk 17s, But it is questionable whether the facts are sufficient to 
warrant the conclusion. «Aivy, e.g., and the omissions from Mk ? 
may well be independent alterations. dw7Abe «is róv olxov abro 
may be due to independent inference from Mk !! traye eis róv 
olxoóv cov, whilst the insertion of “fear” at the end, and all these 
agreements, may be due to reminiscence of Mt. by Lk. It seems 
better to leave them unexplained than to build upon them the 
theory of a second source, which, whilst it affords an explanation of 
these details, introduces other difficulties. 

9. The calling of Matthew from Mk 21? 14, 
9. And Jesus passing thence, saw a man sitting at the place of M 

toll, called Matthew, and saith to him, Follow Me. And he arose, 
and followed Him.| Mk. has here: *And He went out again by 
the sea. And all the multitude was coming to Him, and He taught 
them.” Capharnaum lay on the lake side, and the customs house 
was probably on the outskirts of the town. But Mt. in this section 
is not concerned with the teaching of the multitude, and omits. 
Mk. continues : “And passing by He saw Levi, the son of Alphzus, 
sitting at the place of toll; and He saith to him, Follow Me; and 
he arose, and followed Him.” Mt. inserts éxeiüey. See on 4%. 
In substituting ** Matthew” for * Levi, son of Alphzeus,” he pre- 
sumably follows tradition, which identified the Apostle Matthew, 
cf. 105, with Levi the toll-gatherer. MaÓ6aios represents the Hebrew 
‘no shortened from irminp or Anny. A similar name NND occurs 
in a Palmyrene Inscription. Cf. Dalm. Gram. p. 178; Eneyel. 
Bib. art. * Matthew." The customs at Capharnaum were levied 
for Herod Antipas; cf. Schürer, 1. ii 67f. For dvaeras as an 
Aramaic or Hebrew idiom, cf. Dalm. Words, 23 f., 36. 

10. And if came to pass, as He was sitting in the house, that, M 
behold, many toll-gatherers and outcasts came and sat with Jesus and 
His disciples.| Mk. has: “ And it cometh to pass that he sat in 
his house, and many toll-gatherers and outcasts sat,” etc. Mt. 
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avoids as usual the historic present y/era. In Mk. the atror is 
ambiguous. It might refer to Jesus, but more probably signifies 
Levi. However, the connection, *he arose, and followed Him. 
And it cometh to pass that he sat in his house," is a harsh one. 
Mt. seems to have understood the house to be that of Jesus, and 
attempts to make this clear by altering the construction into the 
Septuagintal Hebraic: “ And it came to pass as He (= Jesus) was 
sitting in the house (=at home) and (=that),” etc. For xai 
éyevero—xai, cf. Blass, p. 262. It seems improbable that Mt, who 
in 418 has spoken of Christ as settling at Capharnaum, and in 9! 
has referred to it as “ His own city,” can mean by the simple & rp 
oixia any other than Christ's own house. By dpapreAoí are no 
doubt meant people who were regarded with suspicion by the 
orthodox Jews because their lives were immoral, or because, like 
the toll-gatherers, they practised a trade which was looked upon 
with disfavour. At the end Mk. has “for they were many, and 
they followed Him.” Mt. omits this as tautologous. 

M. 11. And the Pharisees seeing tt, said to His disaples, Why 
does your Teacher eat with toll-gatherers and sinners?) Mk. has: 
* And the scribes of the Pharisees seeing that He eats with toll- 
gatherers and sinners, said to His disciples, (Why is it) that He 
eats with toll-gatherers and sinners?” Mt. avoids the iteration of 
the phrase éoOia pera trav ápaproAow kai Telavàv ; cf. Introduction, 
p. xxiv. dià ré seems to be a grammatical correction of Mk.'s õrn 
—'why." Cf. Mk 9!!, Mt. ri; 9%, Mt. ĉ&à r We need not suppose 
that the Pharisees (Mk. the scribes of the Pharisees) were guests 
at the meal. They were acquainted with the fact that Christ had 
sat at table with outcasts, and took an early opportunity of remon- 
strating with the disciples. 

M 12. And He hearing, said, The strong have no need of a physician, 
but they who are in evil plight.) Mk. has: “And Jesus hearing, 
saith to them that," etc.—ór:] recitative, is characteristic of Mk. 
Mt. generally omits ; cf. Introduction, p. xix f. 

L 18. But go and learn what is (i.e. what the meaning is of the 
words), Mercy 4 desire, and not sacrifice.” 

These words are not found in Mk. The quotation with a 
different introduction is also inserted by Mt. (127) after Mk 2%. 
It is, therefore, probable that the words represent a traditional 
detached utterance of Christ inserted twice by the editor in what 
seemed to be suitable connections. Here they emphasise the 
different attitude of Christ and of the Pharisees to religion. They 
laid stress on obedience to the law and to its sacrifices. He 
emphasises the moral aspect of the Old Testament revelation. 
The quotation comes from Hos 65, and is in the words of the 
Hebrew and LXX (A Q); for xai ov B has 7. 

M 18. For I came not to call the righteous, but sinners.) Mk. has: 
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“I came not to call the righteous, but sinners.”—ĝÀĝov] cf. on 
5!7, has behind it the conception of the divine mission.—o? yap 
HAbov xaréoat Sxafovs àÀX dpaproAoís] Had Christ, then, no 
message for the dafovs? Not as such. The word implies 
righteousness obtained by obedience to the law. Only when the 
(xau, as in the case of S. Paul, realised their essential un- 
righteousness, and ceased to strive after righteousness as a condi- 
tion to be produced along the lines of orthodox Jewish teaching, 
could they need or appreciate Christ's call to repentance; cf. Gal 
317 (eipéOnpev kai abroi dpaproXot). 

10-18. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following: 
of dapirator, Mt !1, Lk®, 
&à ri, Mk !!, Lk 9; ór, Mk 1° 
dre, Mt 12, Lk 9; Adye, Mk 1”. 

18. duaprwrots] Add, els perdvaay, CEalS'cg'*, Omit, N BD al. 
The words have probably been added by Lk 5?! to Mk. in order to explain 
why the ikar were not called. From Lk. they have crept into the 
authorities for Mt. and Mk., partly in order to assimilate the Gospels to 
each other, partly because the same motive that influenced Lk. probably 
still affected the later translators and copyists. 

14. Then come to Him the disciples of John, saying, Why do we M 
and the Pharisees fast often, but Thy disciples do not fast?) Mk. 
has: “ And the disciples of John, and the Pharisees were fasting 
(z.e. were performing one of the stated fasts), and they come and 
say to Him, Why do the disciples of John and the disciples of the 
Pharisees fast, but Thy disciples do not fast?” The iteration of 
words and phrases here is characteristic of Mk. Mt. avoids by 
omitting clause a, inserting oi pabyrat ‘Iwdvov as the subject of 
wpocépxovra, and substituting jets for these words in the next 
clause, with oi Papuato for ot paSyrai rv Pap. He substitutes for 
Mk.s épyovra: his favourite compound (see on 45), but, against his 
custom, retains the historic present. For fasting among the Jews, 
see Schürer, 11. ii. 118 ff. ; Bousset, Hel. Jud. 157 f. 

15. And Jesus said to them, Can the sons of the bride-chamber M 
mourn so long as the bridegroom ts with them? But the days will 
come when the bridegroom shall be taken from them, and then shall 
they fast].—vioi ro? vupgavos] Hebrew npn 93, Aramaic $233 ‘92. 
The guests at a wedding, in particular, the friends of the bride- 
groom.—zevOeiv] Mk. has vnorevew. mevOeiy is probably due to a 
desire to avoid iteration of the same word.—é$' óeov] for Mk.'s 
êv à, to compensate for the omission of ócov xpóvov in the next 
clause of Mt. The coy is necessary to suggest that amongst the 
Jews the wedding festivities might last for some days.—per abràóv 
éoriv ô vundios}] We should expect some such phrase as “ whilst 
the festivities last.” Christ singles out the bridegroom as essential 
to His application of the analogy ; His disciples cannot fast in His 
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company any more than the guests and friends of a bridegroom 
during the wedding festivities. Mt. omits here Mk.’s tautologous 
* so long as they have the bridegroom with them they cannot fast." 
Cf. Introduction, p. xxiv. —éAe/covras è nuépas, x.T..] After His 
departure from them they will fast. The words need not be under- 
stood as a prophecy, nor as a command, but may be a way of 
saying “they cannot fast now, but there will be time and cause for 
such expressions of mourning then."—vyorevcovcw] Mk. adds 
the tautologous éy éxeivy rj *?juépg. For Mt.’s omission, cf. Intro- 
duction, p. xxiv. 

14. vod] Om. N” B. Nb vela® sucerd, S! “ eagerly,” as in Lk. The 
omission in X B may be due to desire for absolute antithesis between fasting and 
not fasting, and to assimilation to Mk. Mt. either found the word, which is 
very characteristic of Mk., in his copy of that Gospel, or added it to weaken the 
impression that Christ condemned fasting absolutely. 

16. But no one places a patch from an undressed piece of cloth 
upon an old coat, for such a patch drags away from the coat, and a 
worse rent is made.) Mt. inserts €, thus connecting what follows 
with the foregoing incident, and substitutes ér:BaAAa for Mk.’s 
otherwise unknown éripdwre.—fdxos]=rags. Artemidorus, 27, 
uses it of strips of cloth wrapped round a mummy. In. Ox. Pap. - 
I. CXvii 14, pdxy Óvo-two strips of cloth_—dyvddov] A word 
dyvaxros = undressed, uncarded (so new ?), occurs in Plut. 169 C, 
691 D. In the second clause Mk. has «i 9é py aipe rò rAnpwpa 
ax avro) Td kauvóv Tov maXaovd. The sentence is obscurely worded, 
and has caused difficulty to the copyists (see Swete’s notes). 
wAypwpa is apparently synonymous with ériGAypa, and both words 
mean the patch sewn on an old garment to mend it. Wellhausen 
regards xAnpwya as an Aramaism. He cites examples of the 
Syriac = to mend, and la S50 =a cobbler. ériBAnpa. will de- 
note the patch as that which let in or on to the coat; sApopa. 
emphasises its function as that which fills up and completes it. 
We need not ask whether zAypwpa has a passive or active sense. 
It is used as a rough equivalent of an Aramaic noun or participle 
derived from a verb of which the primary meaning is “to fill” 
(see Armitage Robinson, E?Aesiazs, p. 256). Mk.'s clause ap- 
parently means: “If he does (sew a patch of undressed cloth on an 
old coat), the patch drags away from it (by its weight, and because 
it shrinks), (I mean) the new (patch drags away) from the old 
(coat) Mt., like the copyists in Mk., attempts to relieve the 
awkwardness of the words, “ For (in such a case) its (his?) patch 
drags away from the coat," and omits the rather obscurely expressed 
explanation, rò kaiwóv ToU zaAaov. The connection of this verse 
with the preceding is obscure. Mk. has no connecting particle. 
He may be compiling detached sayings round a convenient 
incident. The strife about fasting suggests the contrast between 
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new and old, between the old systems of the Pharisees and of 
John and the new system of Christ. But Mt., who connects by 
dé, understood v.16 as the continuation of the foregoing. Christ 
had justified the abstention of His disciples from fasting in v.l5. 
He now explains why He did not graft His teaching on to the old 
and outworn Pharisaic system of religion ; why, in other words, He 
did not reinforce the whole system of religious observances as 
taught by the orthodox Jews. He does not emphasise the effect 
which would be produced on His own teaching. That is suggested 
by the next verse. Here He lays stress on the disastrous effects 
which His teaching would produce on Judaism. As the new patch 
makes a worse rent in an outworn coat, so His teaching would 
weaken rather than heal weak points in the religious system of 
Judaism. A system to which fasting and the like was essential, 
was outworn. That is why He introduced a conception of religion 
in which fasting was perhaps an expedient, but not a vitally 
essential element. 

17. Nor do they put new wine into old skins. Otherwise the M 
shins are burst, and the wine ts poured out, and the skins are 
destroyed. But they put new wine into fresh skins, and both are 
preserved. |—ovda PA for Mk.'s xai oióeis BáAAe..—nryvvvrat 
of ácxoí] Mk. has Ange ô olvos robs adoxovs.—xai 6 olvos éyxetrat xai 
oi doxot droAAvvra| Mk. has xai 6 olyos àxóAAvrat kai of doxot. We 
should expect Mt. to omit the second and redundant 6 olvos. But 
he retains it, and furnishes it with an appropriate verb.— BdAAovovr] 
Mk., in his abrupt manner, has no verb. Mt. inserts to make the 
Greek smooth, and adds xai duddrepor ovyrnpovyra: to describe the 
effect of this better course of action. 

The verse carries on the thought of the preceding, but from a 
new point of view. To graft Christianity on to Judaism would not 
only increase the rents in the latter, and ultimately destroy its 
forms and ordinances ; it would also be disastrous for Christianity 
itself, which, confined in the forms of Judaism, would burst them 
asunder and be dissipated like wine poured on the ground. Forms 
such as fasting could not hold the wine of the new Christian spirit. 
The last clause, “and both are preserved,” can only give expression 
to the thought that if Christianity be allowed to develop in- 
dependently of Jewish modes, both Christianity and Judaism are 
preserved. But the thought of the preservation and continuance 
of Jewish modes of religion is foreign to the context. The clause 
is doubtless due to the editor, who is thinking rather of completing 
the literary parallelism than of the meaning underlying the words 
which he records. 

16-17. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following: 
émidAAe, Mt 16, Lk 96; &ripdrrei, Mk 21, 
al 38 piye, Mt 17, Lk 8; e(t pý, Mk 7%. 
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éxyetrat, Mt 17; éxyuOyoerat, Lk 3. Mk. has no correspond- 
ing verb. 

BáAXovaw, Mt 1 ; BAnréov, Lk 35, 
(3) Three miracles of restoration, 91934, 
18. The editor now, as before (see on 8!5) postpones 

Mk 29—4*, He has already inserted 45-59. This brings him 
therefore to Mk 5243, which contains two miracles, one set within 
the other. The editor probably counted this as one incident rather 
than as two miracles. He then adds two miracles from other 
sources, and thus completes a third series of three miracles illus- 
trating Christ’s power to restore life, sight, and speech. Sir Jobn 
Hawkins’ Hore Synoptice, p. 134, reckons ten miracles in 81-9**, 
and quotes Pirke Aboth 5° and 9 “Ten miracles were wrought 
for our fathers in Egypt and ten by the sea. . . . Ten miracles 
were wrought in the sanctuary." But ten is not by any means a 
number exclusively used of miracles or wonders in Jewish literature ; 
cf. Ad 5} ten utterances at creation; 5? ten generations from 
Adam to Noah; 5? ten generations from Noah to Abraham; s* 
ten temptations of Abraham; 5° ten temptations of God; 5® ten 
things created on the eve of the Sabbath ; ten days of repentance, 
B. Rosk ha Sh 18*; ten things through which the world was 
created, B. Chagiga 12*; ten praise Psalms of David, B. Rosk ha 
SA 32°; ten words at creation, ib.; ten things incompatible with 
study, B. Horayoth 13; ten times Israel is called a bride, 
Midrash Shir, p. 123 (Wiinsche); ten journeys of Shechinah, 
Midr. Echah. p. 32 (Wünsche); ten famines, Midr. Ruth, p. 12 
(Wünsche) ; ten expressions of joy, Midr. Shir, p. 28 (Wünsche) ; 
ten terms for prophecy, sd. p. 84. Moreover, other numbers are 
used of wonders or miracles; cf. six wonders done by Phinehas, 
B. Sanh. 82*, and six miracles at the fiery furnace, 20. 925. In both 
these cases the same word D'O) is used as in 440 55-8, It is true that 
as a matter of fact there are ten miracles in 81-995, but 91*3$ con- 
tains a miracle within another, and may be counted as one. And 
the fact that there are two previous series of three miracles, suggests 
that the editor reckoned this last series as three, not four. For 
the frequent use of three in this Gospel, see Introduction, p. lxiv. 

M X— 18. Whilst He was saying these things, behold, a ruler came and 
was worshipping Him, saying that my daughter is just dead, but come, 
lay Thy hand upon her, and she shall live.) Mk. has, “ And there 
cometh one of the rulers of the synagogue, by name Jairus; and 
seeing Him, he falls down at His feet and beseeches Him much, 
Saying that my daughter is very ill, (I pray Thee) that Thou wilt 
come and lay hands on her, that she may be saved and may live.” 
—taira abrov AaXovvros avrois| inserted by the editor to form a 
connecting link; cf. Mk 555, This section is much longer in Mk. 
than in Mt. In part, this is due to the difference of situation in 
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the two Gospels. In Mk. Jairus comes to Christ when He is by 
the lake side, and surrounded by a multitude (5?!). But when Mt. 
transfers the incident to 9!8, Christ is in a house discoursing to the 
disciples of John. Consequently he has to omit Mk vv.90-33, 
which could not have taken place in a house. The shortening 
may also be due to the method adopted by the compiler, who, 
instead of unrolling his copy of Mk. from 2??-59, may have 
summarised 59-45 from memory, purposely shortening (see on 838). 
It is certainly noticeable that the sections in which Mt. is con- 
siderably shorter than Mk., viz. Mk 495-91 51-20. 21-48 are just those 
to obtain which the editor must be supposed to have unrolled his 
copy of Mk. if he wished to see them before him.—i8ov] See on 
129.—4dpxov els] Mk. has els rv dpyvrvvayoyov. For these titles, 
see Schürer, 11. ii. 63ff. For efc — r«s, see on 812, Mt. as usual 
substitutes his favourite compound for Mk.’s simple épyera:, and 
avoids the historic present. Mt. omits Mk.'s ôvóparı 'Idetpos.— 
awpocexives air A€ywv Sti] these words summarise Mk.'s xai say 
abróy wire: pós rovs móðas abroD Kai mapaxadel abróv ToAAG Aéyov 
ór. Mt. substitutes his favourite word, mpooxuvely (see on 22), 
avoids as usual Mk.’s present tenses, and omits the clause of 
entreaty as in 8?— Mk 19.—5 @vydrmp] Mk. has rò Ovydrpuwov. 
Mk. is fond of diminutives; Mt. avoids them.—dpre éreAevryoev] 
Mk. has éoxdrws éxey and records later on that a message came 
that the girl was dead. Mt. summarises.—dAAd] Mk. has the 
pregnant iva = * I pray thee that."—xai (jcera4] Mk. has iva o«05 
xai (joy. For Mt.’s omission of one of two synonymous clauses, 
see Introduction, p. xxiv. 

19. And Jesus arose, and was following him, and His disciples.] M. 
Mk. has “ And He went with him ; and a great multitude was fol- 
lowing Him, and they were thronging Him.” Mt. elsewhere omits 
the references to the pressure of the multitude. Cf. Introduction, 

. xviii. 
y 20. And, behold, a woman, with an issue of blood for twelve M 
years, came behind, and touched the tassel of His cloak.| Mk. has: 
* And a woman, being with an issue of blood for twelve years, 
and having suffered much from many physicians, and having spent 
all her substance, and being not at all benefited, but rather having 
become worse, having heard about Jesus, came in the crowd behind 
and touched His cloak.”—xai iov] See on 21.—aipuoffoobca] for 
Mk.’s awkward otca èv fice aiparos, cf. on 82. Mk. has a lon 
and awkward string of participles, which Mt. omits. — 
the editor substitutes his favourite word for Mk.'s éA8obva. See 
on 43.—démoGev] Mt. omits éy TQ óxA«, see above, on v.!°.—rod 
xpaorédov] the editor adds to assimilate to 14%, where Mk. has 
it.—xpdoweda] are the tassels attached to the corner of a garment, 
in accordance with Nu 15%, Dt 2212, See DB, art. “ Fringes.” 
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M 21. For she said to herself, If only I shall touch His cdoak, I 
shall be saved.) Mk. has: “ For she said that, If I shall touch but 
His garments, I shall be saved." For Mt.’s omission of ora, cf. 
Introduction, p. xix.—jóvov] Mk. has xdv; for a similar change, 
cf. Mk 696 = Mt 1496. 

M 22, And Jesus turned and saw her, and said, Be of good courage, 
daughter, thy faith hath saved thee.) In these words the editor 
summarises Mk vv.9 4. — Gdpoet} is inserted by Mt. as in 9%. For 
his insertion of xai éow6y 9 yur ávà rìs ópas exeivys, cf. 813 15% 
1718 and Introduction, p. xxx1i.— mistis cov] rioris here, as in 
810 9? = assurance, trust in the power of Christ to heal. 

M 23. And Jesus came into the house of the ruler, and saw the fute 
players and the multitude making a noise, and said.] Mk. has: 
“ And they come into the house of the ruler of the synagogue, and 
He seeth the noise, and those who wept and bewailed much. And 
He entered in, and saith to them.”—é\ey] the editor avoids, 
as usual Mk.'s historic present; cf. Introduction, p. xx.—roevs 
abAgrás] a touch of Jewish knowledge for Mk.’s vaguer xAaiovras 
xai dAaAdfovras. Cf. B. Chethuboth 46^, “Even the poorest in 
Israel will provide two flutes and a wailer."—T7óy dxAov] Mt. here 
retains Mk.’s sing. ; see Introduction, p. lxxxvi. 

M 224 Depart, for the girl is not dead, but is sleeping; and they 
laughed Him to scorn.) Mk. has: “ Why do you make a noise, and 
weep? The child is not dead, but is sleeping." 

M 25. And when the multitude was put out, He entered in, and 
took her hand, and the girl arose.) The editor here summarises 
Mk 10-43, —é£6e8A:3)09, iryépOn] Mk. has éxBaddy, dvéorn. For Mt.’s 
preference for passives, see Introduction, p. xxiii. 

E 26. And the fame of this went out into all that land.| This 
clause is inserted by the editor. His next section ends with 
similar words. 

18-26. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following : 
iSov, Mt 38, Lk 41, 
dpxwy, Mt 1—dpxov rìs cuwvaywyys, Lk €l, for Mk.’s es rae 

åpxıovvayaywv. 
Ovyárnp, Mt !8, Lk €, for Mk.’s Ovydrptoy. 
TOU xpaozredov, Mt 9, Lk 4, 
epogeA00)ca, Mt 9, Lk 4, for Mk.'s é\fodca. 
dày —«is rv oixiay, Mt?*, Lk 51, for Mk.'s &pxovraa els róv olxov. 
yáp, Mt **, Lk 53 
avrys, Mt *5, Lk *4 for Mk.'s rov wrasdiov. 
27. Mt. here inserts two miracles which illustrate Christ's 

power to quicken defective physical senses. The first of these, 
that of the two blind men, is noticeable for two reasons—(a) Mk 
records two healings of a blind man, 822-99 101652, Mt. omits the 
first of these, but both here and in the parallel to 10? has two 
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blind men. The case is similar to that of the demoniacs. Mk. 
records two healings of a man èv mvevpart axaOdpry, 12928. 5120, 
Mt. omits the first, but in the parallel to the second has dvo 
Sarpove{opnevor. — (2) It is striking that Mt., who in 8* omits 
épBptunodpevos and the disobedience to Christ's express and 
urgent command from Mk 1445, should here (vv.9-3?) have 
dvefBpusjsaro followed by just such an act of disobedience. It 
looks as though the editor, both in his insertion of v.?9, cf. v.81, 
and in his record of the fact that the blind men spread Christ's 
fame, was preparing for the extension of Christ's work in the mis- 
sion of the Twelve, which forms the subject of the next chapter. 

27. And as Jesus passed thence, two blind men followed Him, cry- E 
ing and saying, Have mercy on us, Thou Son of David. |—éxeidev] (see 
on 4?) £e. from the rulers house.—srapayóvri] cf. 20°°.—xpd{ovres 
xai Aéyovres] cf. Mk 10f7.—' EAejooy pâs vii AaBid] cf. Mk 1047 
vie Aafid 'Inco? éAégaóv pe. For “Son of David" as a current 
Messianic title, see Dalm. Words, pp. 319f. 

28. And when He came into the house, the blind men came to E 
flim. And Jesus saith to them, Believe ye that I am able to do 
this? They say to Him, Yes, Lord.]—«ls viv oixiay] presumably 
the house in which Christ lived at Capharnaum.—zpoo7ABov 
Mt.’s favourite word. See on 48.—morevere] See on 8!°,—xvpre 
See on 82.—4óvr. à] Dabcg!hk have xoi épyerat. 

29. Then He touched their eyes, saying, According to your faith B 
be st to you.]—7aro] cf. 815 of the hand, 20% of the eyes, Mk 7% 
the tongue.—xara ri miot bpàv] cf. Mk 1053 7j rioris cov cecwxev 
c'«.—TTíaTis] as in 819 g? 23, 

80. And their eyes were opened; and Jesus urgently charged E 
them, saying, See, let no one know it.\—éveBpisjoaro|] The verb 
is used of horses snorting (Aésch. 77:5. 461), of men fretting or 
being downcast (Luc. /Vec. 20), or being angry (Dn 119 LXX). 
It occurs twice in Mk., 199 145, where Mt. both times omits it. In 
Mt. it occurs only here. It is found twice in a different sense in 
Jn 119-55 followed by T$ mveúparı or & éavrg. Here, as in 
Mk 1*5, it presumably means “to command with emphasis." ! 

81. But they went out and spread abroad His fame in all that E 
land. |\—d:ad¢npifav occurs in Mk 1% and again in Mt 28%. 

89-84. And when they were going out, behold, they brought to E 
Him a deaf man possessed with a demon. And when the demon 
had been cast out, the deaf man spake: and the multitudes marvelled, 
saying, Never was it so seen in Israel. But the Pharisees said, By 
the prince of the demons He casts out demons.) A similar story is 
substituted by Mt 12%- for Mk 3!%3!, But no mention is there 
made of the casting out of the demon, as in éxBAvÓévros ToU 

1See Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary, 1811, *'* Gk. usage seems to demand 
some such rendering as ‘roar.’ ” 

7 
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Sarzoviov, Mt 993. It is curious that Mt. should not have reversed 
the order. 9*?** would suit the discourse (Mt 12%-%) better than 
does 1272-4, Another curious fact is that Lk 111*15 also substitutes 
for Mk 31?! an incident which has greater similarity to Mt 992-9 
than to Mt 12??*4, If, however, Mt 9** be omitted, see below, 
this agreement is much lessened. It would seem that Mt, 
wishing to find a miracle to conclude his series, has fashioned a 
short account of the healing of a deaf demoniac from phrases 
which for the most part occur again in the Gospel avraéy ôè 
¿$epxopévwv is a mere connecting link. tov and xpooyveyxay abre 
are Mt.’s favourite words. See on 1” and 4?*. For xe$ov 
6auuovdopevovy, cf. Mk 733 and 9%, both of which Mt. omits. 
éxBáAXew is the word used frequently of the expulsion of demons. 
When he comes to Mk 31-21 the editor wishes to substitute a 
more suitable introduction to the following discourse. He 
therefore inserts 123?2*, Lk. omits Mk 319*?1, and at a later point 
in the narrative substitutes for the discourse which follows in Mk, 
another similar one from a different source which Mt. has also 
seen. As an introduction to it, Lk. inserts r11*15, very possibly 
by reminiscence of Mt 95233, 

84. Om. S! Dak. It may be due to assimilation to 1224 — Mk 3H, 

(4) Extension of His work in the mission of the Twelve, 
9S—r1l, 95555 an expansion of Mk 6°. 

85. Having finished his illustrations of Christ's teaching (5-7) 
and healing (8-995, the editor now proposes to show how this 
ministry found extension in the mission work of the Twelve. The 
fame of Jesus had gone forth into all the land of Israel (99931), 
and men were everywhere desirous to see Him. He therefore 
sent forth the Twelve to carry on His work. In order to introduce 
his account of this sending, the editor postpones Mk 61%, and 
expands Mk 69^ into an introduction to this mission, modelled on 
the similar introduction to his illustrations of Christ's preaching 
and healing (473-35). 

E 88. And Jesus passed about all the cities and villages, teaching in 
their synagogues, and preaching the good news of the kingdom, and 
healing every sickness and every disease.| Mk. has: ** And He passed 
about the villages in a circuit teaching." For ras roAas vacas xat 
ras xwpas, cf. Mk 65 eis xapas Ñ eis móA«s ; for èy rais ovvayeryais 
avrüy, 495; for xai xypvcowv tò «bayyéuov rìs Dacus, 49; 
for kai Üepasevov wacay vogov Kai rücay padaxiay, 49. 

E 936. And when He saw the multitudes, He was moved with com- 
passion for them, because they were harassed and cast down as sheep 
that have not a shepherd.]—4oXayxvíoÓn] ordayyxvilerOar occurs 5 
times in Mt, 4 in Mk., 3 in Lk., in Zestaments of XIT. Patriarchs, 
in LXX A, Pr 175, 2 Mac 68, in Symm., 1 S 23?, and Ezk 24”. 
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—éoxvrpévor] oxidAXev in Æsch. and the Anthol. = to “flay” or 
“ mangle.” In the N.T. to “annoy,” “importune,” Mk 5%, 
Lk 79 89. In Berlin Pafyri, 757.14 (12 A.D.), to “ plunder”; in 
a 4th cent. papyrus (Fayim Towns, 134. 2), oxov o«avróv = to 
“hasten”; cf. roinoor abróv oxvAnvac=“make him concern 
himself,” Ox. Pap. i. 123.10. The substantive exvAuós means 
“vexations,” Artemid. 11. xxxi.; "fatigue" of a journey, Fayûm 
Towns, ii. 5; “insolence,” Tebtunis Pap. 41.7, B.C. 119; 
“ violence,” 24. 48. 22, B.C. 113. Used here of the common people, 
it describes their religious condition. They were harassed, im- 
portuned, bewildered by those who should have taught them; 
hindered from entering into the kingdom of heaven (2315), laden 
with the burdens which the Pharisees laid upon them (23$). 
épıppévoi denotes men cast down and prostrate on the ground, 
whether from drunkenness, Polyb. v. 48. 2, or from mortal wounds. 
Here “ mentally dejected."—4óoc«i mpóßara pů éxovra mouiéva] An 
Old Testament simile. Cf. Nu 27, 1 K 2217, Ezk 345. The 
words are anticipated here from Mk 6%. 

87,88. Zhen He saith to His disciples, The harvest indeed is L 
abundant, but the labourers few; pray, therefore, the Lord of the 
harvest that He will send forth labourers into His harvest. — 
See on 27.—éxfjaAj] For the weakened sense, “ bring out," “sen 
out,” cf. 1299 1235, Mk 19, These two verses occur in Lk ro? at the 
beginning of the charge to the Seventy in identical words, except 
that Lk. has in the introductory clause *and He said to them." 

86. dcxvApévar] MBC D al; éxNeAupérot, L. 

X. 1. The editor continues with Mk 67. 
And having called His twelve disciples, He gave to them authority M. 

over unclean spirits, so that they should cast them out, and heal every 
sickness and every disease.) Mk, has: “ And He calleth the Twelve, 
and began to send them forth two by two, and was giving them 
authority over the unclean spirits.”—xai vpocxoAecapevos| The 
editor avoids as often Mk.’s historic present. See Introduction, 
p. xx.—rovs Sddexa pabyras avrov] Mk. has simply rovs dadexa, 
In Mt., who has previously omitted Mk 31519», and has not hitherto 
recorded the choice of the Twelve, the mention of the twelve 
disciples is abrupt and unprepared for. édwxev for Mk.'s édiov. 
See Introduction, p. xx. The editor omits Mk.'s “and began 
to send them forth two by two" ; but shows a reminiscence of it by 
arranging the Apostles in pairs. For the last clause, cf. 473 and 955. 

2. The editor thought that this would be a suitable place for 
the insertion of the names of the Apostles, Mk 31919, which he 
had previously omitted. 

Now of the twelve apostles the names are these: First, Simon, EM 
who is called Peter, and Andrew his brother; and James the son 
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of Zebedee, and Joka kis brocker.| Mk. has: “And He appointed 
the Twelve. And he added to Sumon a name Peter, and James the 
son of Zebedee, and Join the brother of James ; and He added to 

editorial introduction. — &rooroAos, which occurs only here in Mt, 
is a reminiscence of Mk 35!*Q1—zpores] The word is unexpected 
in a mere catalogue like the folowing. It can only mean that 
Peter was the most prominent amongst the members of the 
Apostoic band; cf. 16179.—Zigew ó Acydperos Ilérpos)} The 
editor simpiftes Mk.'s harsh construction On Zur, see note 
on 4% Mk. places the three chief Apostles first, and thus brings 
together the Greek names Andrew and Philip Mt. places the 
igo in pairs.— Arópéas & dedos airo] Lk. also has 'Arópéay 

adeAdor atrovt. — ledrq4s 6 dÓA$ós avrov] avoiding Mk.'s 
doni of the name James. See on 4% For Mk.s éxé@nxer 
atrois óropara,! cf. Dn 1* LXX, Th. 

M —8. Philip, and Bartholomew ; Thomas, and Matthew the toli- 
gatherer ; James (the son) of Alphaus, and Thaddeus.) Mk. has: 
* And Philip, and Bartholomew ; and Matthew and Thomas ; and 
James (the son) of Alphzeus, and Thaddzus." 

BapóoAoua:s] an Aramaic name; cf. Dalm. Gram. 176.— 
Guys] another Aramaic name = “ twin”; cf. Dalm. Gram. 145.— 
Maófaios] also Aramaic. Cf. Dalm. Gram. 178; Words, 51. The 
editor transposes Thomas and Matthew, and adds to the latter 
ô reAwrys in order to identify the Apostle with the Matthew of 9°.— 
"AAdaios) Aramaic; cf. Dalm. Gram. 179.—@addaios] according 
to Dalm. Gram. 179, Words, 50, is of Greek extraction = @evdas. 

8. Oadsaios] K Bcf'g; AcBBaios, Dk; AeBfaios à éruchydels Oad- 
aios, C? E al. S'has ‘Judas the son of James," assimilating to Lk 6'*. 
In Mk. @aédaios is read by most authorities, including S!; Aeffaios by 
Dab fi*iq. It is best to suppose that in both Gospels Gad3aies is original, 
and that Aeffflazos was substituted in Western texts for reasons that can only 
be — It is possible that someone who supposed Thaddæus to be 
connected with the Aramaic word for ‘‘ breast” substituted Lebbzeus, which 
he had formed from the Hebrew word for ‘‘ heart,” as a more fitting name for 
an Apostle. The Thaddzus of Mk. and Mt. may — ee 
which Lk. has rightly replaced. Cf. Excycl. Bib. I se Thaddoeus. 

M 4. Simon the Cananaan, and Judas Iscariot, who also delivered 
Him up.) Mk. has: “And Simon the Cananzan, and Judas 
Iscariot, who also delivered Him up.” 

Kavavaios| according to Lk. means “Zealot,” f.e. a member of 
the fanatical sect known to us from Josephus, Wars, iv. 160, v 

! dyéuara is read by N A C L al, éroua by B D. 
3 ods xal d'rocróNovs wrduacer, RB C a A. But this clause may be an 

interpolation in Mk from Lk 6'*. If so, the title drosróňos in Mt. is duc to 
reminiscence of Mk 69. 
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310, vil. 268 ; cf. Schürer, 1. ii. 80 ff. Dalman (Gram. p. 174) thinks 
that the Greek form should be Kayvaios, and this has been changed 
into Kavavatos by assimilation to the geographical term Canaanite. 

"Ioxapwwrys| Mk. has 'Iexapus0, which Mt. has found unin- 
telligible, and has greecised. ‘Ioxapw has been explained in many 
ways, but none of them are satisfactory. Dalman, who thinks that 
it is equivalent to the Hebrew nw»p wx, admits that it is surprising 
that this phrase should have been left untranslated. Cf. Words, 51 f. 

b. These twelve Jesus sent forth, having charged them, saying.] M 
Mk 6* has: “And He charged them.” 

The relation to Mk. of the discourse which follows may be 
shown as follows : 

Mt 10%, 

10b 
11-14 10-11 ae Expand 610-11, 

17-83 
$5—; 11, 

omit. 613-313, 
It is clear that Mk describes a sending out of the Twelve on a 

definite occasion. "They go forth in pairs, Mk 67. "Their activity 
brings the name of Jesus to the notice of Herod, 614, They return 
and report the result of their work, 69. To the editor of the first 
Gospel this mission of the Twelve during Christ's lifetime seems 
to have had little interest. He omits the statement that they went 
forth, and the notice that they returned. Further, he draws 
together here sayings that clearly refer to the work of the Apostles 
in the interval between Christ's death and His return, e.g. 17-23. 88-89, 
His discourse seems to have in view the circumstances of the band 
of disciples after His death whilst they were still in Palestine 
expecting their Master's return. The startling feature in it is that 
Christ is represented as bidding His disciples to limit their preach- 
ing to the Jews (v.°), and as assuring them that they will not have 
exhausted the cities of Israel before His return (v.28). We may com- 
pare with this the parallel conception that Christ's return would 
immediately follow the fall of Jerusalem. It might be possible to 
harmonise these sayings with the rest of the Gospel by interpreting 
* cities of Israel," not geographically, but ethnographically = “ cities 
where Israelites lived," thus including the Jews of the dispersion. 
Along these lines v. would mean “do not go out of your way 
to preach to non-Israelites, rather go to the dispersion of the 
Jews.” But it seems more probable that the two sources Mk. and 
the Logia, which the editor of the Gospel is combining, represented 
different standpoints on this question. The compiler of the 
Jewish Christian Logia preferred to emphasise those sayings of 
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Christ's teaching which seemed to limit the preaching of the 
kingdom to the Jewish people. The Twelve were to preach in 
Palestine, 105-33; but the Jews in the dispersion, and proselytes 
from the heathen, would also furnish disciples of the kingdom, 8!!. 

In Mk., on the other hand, emphasis is laid on a preaching to 
all nations; cf. 131° “The good news must first be preached to 
all nations,” and Mt 28!? “all nations,” which probably comes 
from Mk.'s lost ending. Mt. borrows these passages, but defines 
the object of the preaching of Mk 13! as els papripoy süow rois 
«Üvecw. He seems to have found it possible to combine the ideas 
of a coming of Christ to usher in the end of the world immediately 
after the fall of Jerusalem, and of a previous preaching of the good 
news of the Kingdom to all nations. We may suppose that to him 
the phrase ** all nations" was only a wide generalisation, and that he 
saw no difficulty in the idea that the good news could be paaa 
“in all the world ” within a single generation. The difficulty of 
completely harmonising 10% with other parts of the Gospel, arises 
from the fact that the editor is borrowing from sources representin 
different points of view, which he has not found it possible to blend 
so thoroughly that no trace of the original divergence remains. 

L 5,6. Go notaway to the Gentiles, and enter not into a Samaritan 
city ; but be going rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel. 
els óôòv] means apparently “to,” “towards,” “in the road 
leads to.” The reference is to the large Gentile population in 
Palestine. For the Hellenistic towns there, see Schürer, 11. i. 57 ff. 
For the Pharisaic view of the Samaritans as “in many res 
on a level with the Gentiles, see Schürer, 11. i. 8.—7à zpóflara rà 
&xoAcAóra] cf. 15%, Jer 509 2 LXX 275. 

7. And as you go, preach, saying that The kingdom of the heavens 
is at hand.] Cf. 33 417. 

L 8. Heal sich ups, raise the dead, cleanse lepers, cast out demons. 
Freely ye received, freely give.] For xaGapifey, see on 83. —4áoc0«vov- 
ras] cf. larpóv róv Üepazrevcovra roUs daÜ«vobvras, Ditt. Sy. 503. 16. 

M 9,10. Acquire neither gold, nor silver, nor rass in your girdles ; 
nor a wallet! for travelling, nor two coats, nor sandals, nor a staff ; 
Jor the labourer is worthy of his rations.] Mk. has: “That they 
should take nothing for travelling except a staff only; neither 
bread, nor a wallet, nor brass in the girdle; but being shod with 
sandals, and not to put on two coats." 

In Mk. these regulations seem intended to teach the disciples 
that they need make no preparations for their journeys. Their 
wants will be supplied. A staff is all that they will require. No 
bread need be carried, and consequently no travelling sack will 

! Deissmann, Exp. Times, Nov. 1906, p. 62, suggests that Týpa means ‘‘a 
beggar's collecting bag," and quotes in support a Greek inscription of the 
Roman period found in Syria, 
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be needed. Nor need they take money to purchase food. The 
recommendation of sandals seems to strike a discordant note. 
How could it be of any importance whether the missioners went 
barefoot or not? The prohibition of wearing two coats seems to 
refer to the under and overcoats (see DB, art. “ Dress”). It is, 
however, difficult to think that the text of Mk. is in order. The 
Greek is harsh (see Swete), and the command to wear sandals 
seems quite pointless. The command not to wear them, though 
difficult, would at least be easier, as having the same sort of 
meaning as the prohibition of two coats. In B. Berakhoth 54° 
it is said that men were forbidden to use the Temple courts as 
a thoroughfare. Consequently they went there without a staff in 
the hand, without shoes on the feet, and without money, whether 
in the girdle orin a purse. It is possible that Christ wished His 
missioners to avoid anything that would make them look like 
ordinary travellers journeying for purposes of trade or pleasure. 
In that case, the prohibition of staff and sandals would be more 
natural than the command to take them. Mt. has pyde trodyjpara 
pyde paBdov. Lk. in the parallel section has pire Báf9óov, and 
omits the reference to the sandals ; but in the next chapter, in the 
charge to the Seventy, he has py trodjpara. Both Mt. and Lk. 
seem to be rewriting Mk. in the light of a more familiar tradition of 
Christ's words, according to which staff and shoes were forbidden. 

dios yap ó épyarys trys rpodjs abrov éorw.] Lk., in the charge 
to the Seventy (107), has the same words with pobot for rpodrijs, 
and without éorw; and Lk.’s form occurs in r Ti 518, where the 
words seem to be quoted as Scripture. 

ll. And into whatsoever city or village you enter, inquire who M 
in it is worthy, and there abide until you go out.) Mk. has: 
* And He said to them, Wheresoever you enter into a house, 
there abide until you go out thence.” Lk. in the parallel 
section has: * And into whatsoever house you enter, there abide 
and thence go out.” But in the charge to the Seventy He has 
separate sections dealing with the entry into a house and into 
a city. It would seem, therefore, that Mt.'s mów 1) xwpyy is 
due to reminiscence of a traditional form of this saying which 
contained these words.—4éerácare, x.r.4.] comes probably from 
this tradition. For e£erdew, cf. 2°. 

12, 18. And when you enter into the house, salute tt. And if] 
the house be worthy, let your peace come upon it ; but if it be not 
worthy, let your peace return to you.| Mk. has no parallel words ; 
but Lk., in the charge to the Seventy (105°) has: “And into 
whatsoever house you enter, first say, Peace to this house. And 
if a son of peace be there, your peace shall rest upon him. But if 
not, it shall return to you.” "The words differ from those in Mt. 
The two Evangelists are drawing from different sources. 
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I 14. And whosoever will not receive you, nor hear your words ; 
as you go outside that house or city, shake off the dust of your feet.) 
Mk. has: “And whatsoever place will not receive you, and they 
will not hear you ; as you proceed thence shake off the dust which 
is under your feet for a testimony against them.” Lk. has: ** And 
whosoever will not receive you, as you go out from that city, shake 
away the dust from your feet for a testimony against them." Both 
Mt. and Lk. substitute xonoprós for Mk.’s yous, and introduce the 
reference to the city. Lk. has the same features in the charge to 
the Seventy (1019) They are due to the use of independent 
non-Marcan sources. 

L 15. Verily, I say to you, It shall be more tolerable for the land 
of Sodom and Gomorrhah in the day of judgement than for that aty.) 
Lk. has similar words in the charge to the Seventy: “I say to you, 
that for Sodom in that day it shall be more tolerable than for that 
city.” Sodom is used in the N.T. as a typical instance of the 
execution of divine judgement ; cf. 112%, Lk 10!3 1739, Ro 9”, 
2 P 25, Jude’. So in Jub 361? “On the day of turbulence, and 
execration, and indignation, and anger, with flaming devouring fire, 
as He burnt Sodom, so likewise will He burn His land and His 
city.”"—npépa xpicews.} For the omission of the article in a 
technical phrase, see Blass, p. 151. For the end of the world 
as a day of judgement, see the references in Volz, /ud. Eschat. 
p. 188; Charles, Enoch, p. 126; and cf. Ps-Sol 152 “The sinners 
shall perish in the Lord's day of judgement for ever” ; Jud 419 “ until 
the day of judgement”; Secrets of Enoch 391, 2 Es 70% 118 12%, 

L 16. Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves : 
be therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves.| The first 
clause, with dpvas for mpóßara, occurs in Lk 10 in the charge to 
the Seventy, and is probably to be reconstructed in the fragment 
called Fragment of a Lost Gospel, published by Grenfell and 
Hunt. It there stands immediately after fragments of a saying 
parallel to Lk 1159 = Mt 2315.—póvquo œs of ões.) Cf. Gn 3! 
ó 82 ódus Fv ppoviswraros. 

It will have been noticed that in the preceding verses Mt. 
seems to have borrowed Mk 6°", Lk. in the parallel section 
seems also to have borrowed Mk 673, Mt. and Lk., in several 
striking respects, agree against Mk., e.g. xpooxaX\erdpevos—downer, 
Mt 10! = cuvcadeodpevos—ddwxey, Lk 9! ; xai epasevew wacay vórov 
Mt 1 — xai vócovs Ü«pasxevew, Lk 9!. Both have pire (8è) Ad Bdor. 
Both add “nor silver.” Both add a reference to a city, efepydjevcn 
(Co—Tijs médews éxeivys, Mt 14 = èfepxópevor dwd ris woAews exedvys, 
Lk 95. Both have xovıopróv for Mk.'s xoty. The case is com- 
plicated by the fact that Lk., in the charge to the Seventy (ch. ro), 
has verses parallel to Mt 957-38 197.105. 12-18. 15.168 and also has 
parallels to Mt.’s expansions or alterations of Mk. in Mt 10° pj 
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trrodjpara,"™ róXw. These facts seem to be best accounted for 
by supposing that Mt.’s modifications of Mk. are due to the 
fact that he not infrequently substitutes for Mk.'s phrases others 
which were more familiar to him. He may, of course, have 
had before him in writing another account of the charge to 
the Twelve, or of words spoken to disciples with reference to 
their mission work, and it is probable that the Logia contained 
such an account. Lk., in copying Mk., has also been influenced 
by his memory of other forms of Christ's charge. Sometimes the 
phraseology which he remembers, or the second source which he 
uses, agrees with Mt.'s source. In compiling or copying the charge 
to the Seventy, the language of his source, oral or written, is often 
in agreement with the language of verses which Mt. has inserted 
in the charge to the Twelve. In other words, the situation is best 
explained as follows. Mt. has before him Mk.’s short account. 
He also has quite probably a section of the Logia containing a 
charge to the Twelve. These he combines, with quite possibly 
insertions or turns of phrase from his reminiscence of forms of the 
charge current in Church circles. Lk. has before him Mk., and 
quite possibly one or more other accounts of the charge. Amongst 
these may have been the first Gospel. He sometimes substitutes 
for Mk.’s phrases others drawn either from Mt, or from another 
source which was closely allied to Mt. in phraseology. The 
common theory that Mt. and Lk. both used (e) Mk., (4) the 
Logia, and that Lk. had also a third source, is too artificial to be 
carried through the Gospels, and does not leave enough to the 
independence of the Evangelists. 

17. The editor is reminded by the v pére Avewv which he 
has just written of a passage which occurs later in Mk.'s Gospel 
(139915. He therefore inserts it here, though ‘it is clear that it 
does not, like the preceding sayings, refer to the Apostolic mission 
during Christ's lifetime, but to their preaching after His death. 

But beware of men: for they shall deliver you up to Sanhedrins, M 
and in their synagogues shall they scourge you.] Mk. has: “ But 
take ye heed to yourselves. They shall deliver you up to San- 
hedrins, and in synagogues shall ye be beaten.”—=zpocéxere åró] 
cf. 715, and Blass, p. 126. Mk. has fAérer« &è ipis. éavrois ; cf. 
Mk 8!5 BAérere. dod, where Mt. again has wposéxere awd. Mt. 
omits BAérere from Mk 13% 55.—rapaóócovo.] Mt. as often 
inserts a connecting particle, here -yáp.—cvvépu] the local 
courts of justice; see Schürer, 11. i. 151.—xai éy rais avvaywyais 
paorrywcovow vpüs] Mk. has the harsh xai els evraywyàs ĉapo ac. 
For the substitution of èv for eis, cf. 241®= Mk 1319, and Introduc- 
tion, p. xxvii. 

18. And before rulers and kings shall ye be led for My sake, for M 
a testimony to them and to the Gentiles.| Mk. has: “And before 
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rulers and kings shall ye stand (fast) for My sake, for a testimony 
to them.’ ——dx6ro cobe] for Mk.'s eraf ceat is suggested by & yeso 
of Mk v.!—xai row veow] for Mk.’s harsh xai eis wavra ra 
€6vm, which in Mk. belongs to the following verse. The editor could 
not take over the next few words, zperov Set enpvyGyvat ro «vay yOuor, 
since they are obviously unsuited to this charge | to the Twelve. 
He should therefore have stopped at paprvpior avrois. See on 24K. 

M 10. And when they shall deliver you up, take no thought how or 
what ye shall speak : for there shall be given to you in that hour what 
ye shall speak.| Mk. has: “ And when they shall lead you, deliver- 
ing you up, do not be taking thought beforehand what ye shall speak. 
But whatsoever shall be given to you in that hour, this speak.” 

Gray 6€] Mk. has xai cray; see Introduction, p. xx.—wrapadeow] 
Mk. has dywoı:—rapaðôórres. The editor has carried the d&yecw 
into the previous verse (àx8:e«o0«). The editor adds ras %, which 
are found also in Lk 12!!. 

M 20. For not ye are the speakers, but the Spirit of your Father 
which speaketh in you.) Mk. has: “For not ye are the speakers, 
but the Holy Spirit.” 

M 21. And brother shall deliver up brother to death, and father, 
child: and children shall rise up against parents, and shall kill 
them.| So Mk. with xai for 8€ at the beginning. See Introduction, 
p. xx. Social strife is a common feature of the Apocalyptic 
description of the last days; cf. 2 Es 5° “all friends shall destroy 
one another"; 6% “At that time shall friends make war one 
against another like enemies”; /ud 2319 “And they will strive 
one with another, the young with the old, and the old with the 
young, the poor with the rich, and the lowly with the great, and 
the beggar with the prince" ; Apoc. Bar 70° “ And they will hate 
one another, and provoke one another to fight ; and the mean will 
rule over the honourable, and those of low degree will be extolled 
above the famous”; Enock 567 995 1001. See note on v.™, 

M 22. And ye shall be hated by all for My names sake. But he 
that endured to the end, he shall be saved.| So Mk. In Mk. the 
téXos is the coming of the Son of Man in the period after the 
great tribulation; cf. 2 Es 695 “ Whosoever remaineth—he shall 
be saved, and shall see My salvation, and the end of the world" ; 
9? 8 « And every one that shall be saved—shall be preserved."— 
tropeivas] cf. Dn 121? (Th) paxdpros ô tropévov. 

L 28. But when they persecute you in this city, flee to the other: 
jor verily I say to you, Ye shall not exhaust the cities of Israel, 
until the Son of Man come.) The els réAos of the last verse has 
carried away the mind of the editor, in spite of his context, to the 
thought of the Second Coming. The apostles had been forbidden 
to go to the Gentiles or Samaritans. They were to preach to the 
lost sheep of the house of Israel, vv.*9, In this work they would 
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suffer persecution, vv.1722, But persecution would not become so 
universal that a city of Israel could not be found as a refuge 
before the Son of Man came. It seems to be impossible to 
interpret this verse of a coming of Christ to His missionaries during 
His lifetime. In this Gospel the coming of the Son of Man is 
always a final coming after His death to inaugurate the kingdom. ` 

19. rós 5] om. Stabk. 
23. After rh» érépay] DLS!abkg!qh add: ‘‘and if they persecute 

you in the other, flee ye to another.” e words, as Merx points out, seem 
necessary to explain the following exhortation. 

24. The editor here collects together other sayings bearing 
upon persecution. 

A disciple is not above the teacher, nor a slave above his master.) L 
Lk. in his Sermon (6) has clause a, adding: “ but every one who 
is perfected shall be as his teacher.” 

25. Sufficient for the disciple that he be as his teacher, and the L 
slave (shall be) as his master. If they called the master of the 
house Beelseboul, how much more the members of his house?) In Lk. 
the saying about the disciple and his teacher illustrates the saying 
about the blind leading the blind. Because a blind man cannot 
be directed by a blind man, so a scholar dependent on his teacher 
cannot receive more wisdom than his teacher has. At the best, 
he will he as wise as his teacher. Here the words have a different 
application, and are intended as a warning to the disciples to 
expect persecution. If their Master has been ill-treated and 
slandered, they must expect similar treatment. It is clear that 
Mt. and Lk. were acquainted with the saying in a detached form 
or in different contexts.—iva yéyra] Here as in 89 practically 
equivalent to the infinitive. See Moulton, p. 206 ff.—BeedLeBovA ] 
Here clearly a term of reproach.! In 12% it is wrongly made 
equivalent to arch-devil. It has been traced to the 2137 Sya= 
god of flies, of 2 K 19. This has been changed into bx 5y3 in 
order to introduce assimilation to the sound of 5b3t- dung. In B. 
Ab. Zar 189 the sacrifice (n31) of the heathen is ironically called 
bar "dung" Cf. Dalm. Gram. p. 137. The objection to this 
explanation is that there is no evidence that Baalzebul was 
adopted into the popular demonology as a powerful devil, or that 
flies were particularly identified with evil spirits. Others connect 
sebul with the Hebrew 31, meaning “lofty dwelling,” cf. 1 K 815, 
Is 6315; but Nat in this sense is used as the dwelling of God, 
whereas we should expect here some term equivalent to Hades, 
the abode of evil spirits. In the Rabbinical literature, Zebul is the 
name of the fourth heaven, in which are the heavenly Jerusalem, 
the Temple, the Altar, and Michael? In the apocalyptic literature 

1C E al have BeeAeBoA ; V B, BeefeBovr; S! c g* Beelzebub. See 
on 12%, 1 Cf. Chagiga 12>. 
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the lord of evil spirits and the Antichrist is called Behar; c 
Charles on Ascension of Isatah 1. 

25. ápxeróv] See on 6%4.—6 Sotdos] sc. “let him be” or “shall 
be" We should expect rẹ SovAg. The nom. is probably due to 
careless translation. 

26-33. The editor here inserts a section which finds a parallel 
in Lk 12?*, where it is ascribed to an occasion at a later period in 
Christ’s life. There is a good deal of agreement in language, with 
some striking differences. These differences do not favour the 
theory that the two Evangelists borrowed from the same written 
source ; and the difference in historical setting is still more unfavour- 
able to such a view, unless the supposed source contained sayings 
without any historical settings. It is probable that the two writers 
drew these words from different written sources, Mt.’s being the 

Logia. 
L 26. Fear them not, therefore ; for nothing is covered which shall 

not be revealed, and hidden which shall not be known.) Three times 
in the following verses we get this “fear not.” See Introduction, 
p. lxv. The saying about that which is hidden being revealed 
seems to have been a traditional utterance of Christ which could 
be adapted to any context. Mk. has it after the parable of the 
Sower, 47, in the difficult form, ob yap | dor kpux Toy day py ira 
pavepwhy o008 éyévero dwrdxpudov GAN’ iva eis avepór AGy. It there 
seems to be applied to the teaching in parables. The truth was 
hidden in the parabolic teaching, but only that it might gain the 
greater publicity. Mt., having inserted a similar saying here, omits 
Mk 4" in his parallel section. Lk. in the parallel to Mk. has : 
ov yap tor kpvirrày ô ob pavepòv yerýoera: ovde dxoxpudoy ð ov py 
wol xai els pavepòv XGy. Lk. here in yrwo6j shows remem- 

branes of the form of the saying which occurs in Mt., yruOyoerae. 
Lk. has the saying again in 127, where he has a section, 12%°, 
parallel to Mt 103€5, but assigned to a different occasion. The 
saying in r2? runs thus: obdey à avykexaXvpqiévoy coriy, ò où 
droxahudOyjcerar xal xpvrróv & où yvwĝýoeran This is almost 
identical with Mt., where the words seem to be used as a proverbial 
saying, affording an analogy for the following exhortation : “ Just as 
all hidden things are destined to be brought to light, so you must 
publish to the world what I tell you now in'obscurity.” In Lk. 
the application seems different: “ Beware of hypocrisy, because 
the truth will come to light.” 

L 37. What I say to you in the darkness, speak ye in the light ; 
and what you hear at the ear (in whispers), proclaim upon the 
housetops.) Lk. has: “ Wherefore (åy dy), whatever things you 
say in the darkness shall be heard in the light, and what you speak 
to the ear (7.«. privately) in the chambers shall be proclaimed upon 
the housetops.” In Mt. the meaning seems to be: “I give you 
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My teaching in privacy and obscurity. But I wish you to be the 
agents in making it everywhere public" In Lk. the idea rather is: 
* Hypocrisy is essentially futile, inasmuch as all things hidden 
ultimately come to light, and your secret words and whispers 
will one day be known." 

28. And fear not those who kill the body, but cannot kill the L 
soul. But fear rather Him who ts able to destroy both soul and body 
in Gehenna.) The second “ fear not,” cf. v.% The warning there 
is against fear of slander; here, against fear of persecution to the 
death: “In your work of making My teaching public you will 
meet with persecution. Fear not physical death. But fear the 
wrath of God against unfaithfulness to Him, for He can destroy 
soul and body together in Gehenna.” The Talmud (B. Rosh ha Sh 
16> 17°) says that the school of Shammai taught that at the 
judgement-day there would be three classes of men. Of these, one 
would remain in Gehinnom for twelve months, after which their 
bodies would be destroyed and their souls burned. But, as a rule, 
both in Apocalyptic and Talmudic literature, the punishment of 
the wicked is regarded as eternal ; cf. Volz, Jud. Eschat. pp. 286 f. 
Lk. has: “But I say unto you, my friends, Fear not those who 
kill the body, and after these things have nothing more that they 
can do. But I will show you whom you should fear. Fear Him 
who has power after killing to cast into Gehenna. Yea, I say unto 
you, fear Him." 

For $of703r« dé, a Hebraistic idiom, cf. Blass, p. 88. 
For yéevva, cf. on 5%. 
29. Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing? and not one of L 

them falls to the ground without your Father.) Lk. has: “ Are not 
five sparrows sold for two farthings? and not one of them is 
forgotten before God.” 

doodpov|] The Latin as, known to the Talmudic writers as 
sox. It was equivalent to th of a denarius, #.e. to something 
less than a halfpenny. Cf. Pesikta des Rab. Kahana, 10 (Wünsche), 
p. 113: “If the bird is not captured without the will of heaven, 
how much less we!” | 

80. But even the hairs of your head are all numbered.] So Lk. L 
with dAAà xai—$u Ov for ópày 8% xa. The emphasis here is rather 
upon ai zpiyes than upon dpav. 

81. Fear not, therefore, you are more valuable than many L 
sparrows.) So Lk. without otv or Queis. This is the third “ Fear 
not”; cf. vv.% 38, 

89. Every one, therefore, who shall acknowledge Me before men, I L 
also will acknowledge him before My Father which is in the heavens.] 
Lk. has: “And I say to you, Every one who shall acknowledge 
Me before men, also the Son of Man will acknowledge him before 
the angels of God.” époXoyely èv occurs only here and in Lk 128. 
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It is an Aramaic and Syriac idiom. Cf. even Moulton, p. 104: 
“It seems best not to look for any justification of this usage in 
Greek.”—rot xarpós pov roð èv rois oüpavois] See on 5!*. 

L 8S8. But whosoever shall deny Me before men, I also will deny kim 
before My Father which is in the heavens.) Lk. has: “ But he who 
denied Me before men, shall be denied before the angels of God." 
Vv.3-8$ find a differently worded parallel in Mk 8*5, which the 
editor of Mt. omits when he comes to that section of Mk. 

L 3S4 The thought of persecution, especially of persecution at 
the hands of near relatives, reminds the editor of other sayings 
bearing upon the divisions caused by Christ's teaching in families. 

Think not that I came fo cast peace upon the earth. J came not 
fo cast peace, but a sword.| This and the following verse find a 
parallel in Lk 1251-59 in a different context. Lk. has: '' Think ye 
(Soxetre) that I came (rapeyevóuyy) to give peace on the earth? No, 
I tell you, but division.” Phraseology and context alike differ. 
The two Evangelists draw from different sources. 

My voulonre ór« 7AGov—ovx FAGov] The same formula occurs 
in 5. The editor probably assimilates. 

35. For I came to divide a man against his father, and a 
daughter against her mother, and a bride against her mother-in-law. | 
Lk 1252 58 has a similar thought in different words. 

Cf. B. SanAed. 97* “In the period when the Son of David 
shall come, a daughter will rise up against her mother, a daughter-in- 
law against her mother-in-law.” For similar formulas in Babylonian 
Inscriptions, cf. Jeremias, Badylonisches im NT, p. 97. 

Cf. also Sota 49*^ “ The son despises the father, the daughter 
rebels against the mother, the daughter-in-law against the mother- 
in-law, and a man's enemies are they of his own household." 

L 3980. And a man’s enemies (shall be) those of his household.| ‘This 
and the previous verse seem to be a reminiscence of Mic 7°. 

L 87. He who loveth father or mother more than Me, is not worthy 
of Me ; and he who loveth son or daughter more than Me, is not 
worthy of Me.| This and the following verse find a parallel in 
Lk 14%-27, But context and phraseology are alike different. The 
Evangelists draw from different sources. Lk. has: “If any man 
come to Me, and hate not his own father, and mother, and wife, 
and children, and brothers, and sisters, yea, and also his own life, 
he cannot be My disciple.” 

L 88. And he who taketh not his cross, and followeth after Me, ts 
not worthy of Me.) Lk. has: “ Whosoever beareth not his cross, 
and cometh after Me, cannot be My disciple.” It is clear that in 
the Synoptic Gospels we have three recensions of this saying, viz. 
(a) Mk 8%=Mt 169 = Lk 9%, a positive form, e«t ris OA rise 
pov Abety (Lk. pyesa) dpvncdcbw davróv xai dpáre tòr aravpóv 
avrov (Lk. adds xaf uépav) xai dxoAovÜciro uo. (5) Mt 10%, a 
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negative form, &s ob AapBave rov oravpov abro xal dxorovbel dricw 
pov. (c) Lk 147’, another negative form in a different context, 
ortis ov Baorale Tov cravpóv avroð xai épxerar ómíoc pou The 
two latter look like independent translations of a Semitic original. 
It is commonly assumed that this saying betrays reflection upon 
the manner of Christ’s death. So far as Lk. is concerned, the 
thought of discipleship as involving probable death in persecution, 
seems less obvious than that of faithful discipleship simply. It 
would not have been surprising had we found “ yoke” for “ cross” 
there. The Rabbis spoke of a man as receiving the yoke of 
the law, cf. 4d 3°; or the yoke of the kingdom of the heavens, 
cf. B. Berakhoth 13°. So Christ, elsewhere, Mt 1129, spoke of His 
yoke. But it is historically probable that Christ in speaking of 
His death should anticipate it as one of crucifixion. This had 
become, as it would seem, typical of violent death. It is so used 
in the parables of the Mechilta. Cf. Fiebig, Altjüd. Geichnisse, 
p- 44: "(Like) a robber who entered in and outraged the king's 
palace, (saying), If I find the king's son I will seize him and kill 
and crucify him.” Cf. Plato, Rep. ii. 361 : “ The just man—will be 
impaled.” The condemned man carried his cross to the place of 
execution. Cf. Artemidorus, ii. 56: ô uéAXuv aire (aravpó) mpos- 
yAroctcGa «pórepov abróv flacráte ;! Bereshith Rabba, Par. 56 
(Wünsche, p. 266) : ** Abraham took the wood of the offering as one 
who bears his cross upon his shoulder" ; Plut. de Sera Num. Vind. 
C. 9: xai TQ owpare Tov koAaCopévov éxacros KaKoUpywy éexpépe Tov 
avro) cravpóv. The thought in Mt 10% is no doubt of death in per- 
secution. The disciples would be dragged before courts of justice, 
v.17; they would be killed by their relatives, v.24. But they were not 
to fear physical death, v.33, If they shrank back and recanted their 
faith in Christ, He would deny them before God, v.88. They must be 
prepared to go to a shameful death, following His example, v.88, 

89. He that found his life shall lose tt; and he that lost his life I 
Jor My sake shall find it.) This saying occurs in four forms: (a) 
Mk 8%=Mt 16%=Lk 9% s yap àv (Lk. av) Oén trav jvyiiy 
avro? (Mk. éavrod yvyiy) coca drodéca airy, ôs © ay drodtoy 
(Mk. dwroddce) rijv Yuy aŭro? vexey énod (Mk. xai Tod evayyediov) 
otros (om. Mt. Mk.) côse aùrýv (Mt. epee, assimilating to 1099). 
(5) Mt 10% ô ebpóv rjv jvyijy avro? drodévea abrijv, kai ó ároAécas 
TH Puxi abro? verev épo0 epoce aityv. (c) Lk 17%, in a different 
context, ôs dày {yrjoy trav wvvyv abro) TepurovjcacÜDat dxoAéce 
aùr, 8s 9 dy drodécn fwoyovyce avráv. This and No. 1 look like 
independent translations of a Semitic original. They are not based 
on a common Greek source. (4) Jn 12% 6 pôv rijv yvyijv abro 
ámroAAve abri] xai 6 mov Tiv oxy avroU èv TQ kócp Tovro «ls 
Conv alóvioy dvAafet aŭrýv. 

1 Quoted by Dr. Bigg, The Churchs Task under the Roman Empire, p. 79. 
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In Mk 8= Mt 16=Lk 9, and in Mt. 10, this saying is connected 
with the saying about bearing the cross. 

Here in Mt. it clearly has reference to death in persecution. 
* He who shrinks from death, and wishes to preserve his life of 
the body, will indeed do so, but will lose the higher life of the soul 
into which he would have passed through martyrdom. He who is 
content to suffer death because of his faithfulness to My teaching, 
will forfeit the life of the body, but will make discovery on the 
other side of death of the higher life of the soul.” 

L 40. He who receiveth you receiveth Me, and he who recetoeth 
Me receiveth Him that sent Me.) Cf. Mk 9%. 

L 41. He who receiveth a prophet in the name of a prophet shall 
receive the reward of a prophet; and he who receives a righteous 
man in the name of a righteous man shall receive the reward of a 
righteous man.] V. finds a parallel in Mk 99^ ôs år fv r&r 
rovovrwy radiwy Séfyras eri TG Ovópari pov pè O€yerar kai Ss ay dpi 
Séxytar oix gue dSéxerae GAA Tov dxooteiavra pe. Mt. adapts to 
his context here by substituting duds for “one of such children,” 
and omits from Mk when he comes to that passage. The thought 
passes from the fate of the disciples to that of those who receive 
the teaching of Christ, which they are to proclaim to the world. 
Those who receive them, £e. welcome their teaching, receive 
Christ, because it is His teaching which the disciples transmit, 
and receive God who sent Him. This idea of Christ's mission 
from God has already underlain the #A@ov of 5V 10%. In v. the 
Christian missionaries are called zpo$:jra« and Sixao. For the 
first, cf. 23%. They were &(xawx as practising the &uatoovvg which 
he taught them, 6118; cf. 57. eis óvoua is a translation of the 
Jewish nv> =“‘in the capacity of,” “as,” “on the ground of his pro- 
phetic qualifications.” Cf. Heitmüller, Zm Namen Jesu, pp. 112 ff. 
Those who receive the Christian missionaries in respect of their 
Christian message, £.e. accept their teaching and become Christians, 
will receive the same reward as the preachers themselves. For the 
idea of eternal life as a reward, see on 193?; and for the concep- 
tion that early and late comers into the kingdom receive the same 
reward of eternal life, see on 201-76, 

M 42. And whosoever shall give to drink one of these little ones a 
cup of cold water only in the name of a disciple, verily I say to you, 
he shall not lose his reward.] This saying is clearly out of place 
here, because there is nothing in the context to explain the mean- 
ing of ry puxpov rovrov. It occurs again in Mk 9*! with dpas for 
* these little ones.” ôs yap &v morion tyas rorjproy Boatos èv óvópart 
drt Xpurro? doré, dur Aéyo ùpiv ore ov py droreoy róv peo Ody avroi, 
Mt. in the parallel section to Mk. omits this verse. Mk., however, 
has rüv pixpóv rovrwy in the next verse, 9*3. Mt. seems to be 
quoting from memory, and to have brought in the “ these little 
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ones” inadvertently. Mk.’s ùpâs would have suited the purpose 
much better. If Mt. had known the saying independently with rov 
paxpàv rovrov, he would almost certainly have inserted it in this form 
in the parallel to Mk 9*, On the other hand, ray juxpàüv ToUrwv 
in Mt 109 can only be explained as a reminiscence of Mk 9*- 43, 

XL 1. And it came to pass, when Jesus finished charging His E 
twelve disciples, He departed thence to teach and fo preach in their 
cities.) For this formula at the end of five long discourses, cf. 
Introduction, p. lxiv. For éxet6ev, cf. on 4%.—rot Sddoxev] Mt. 
has rov with inf. 7 times. The present tense emphasises the con- 
tinuance of the action; cf. 135, and contrast 215 315, See Blass, 
pp. 196 ff. ; Abbott, Johannine Grammar, 2496. 

(5) Survey of His ministry, 117%, 
2. The editor gives a survey of Christ’s work. It falls into 

three sections. Christ’s work is considered (a) in relation to that 
of the Baptist, *19; (4) in view of its apparent failure, %-*4; (c) in 
view of its real success, *vo. 

No part of this is found in Mk. 
Vy.*19 find a parallel in Lk 71995, But 

Mt ** bear little resemblance to Lk 36-21, 
*1! agree verbally for the most part with 23-39, 

At this point Lk. breaks the thread of the discourse by inserting 
an editorial comment, vv.?™-%, Mt. seems to carry on the speech, 
but vv.1?35 are probably inserted here by him from another 
context. Vv.12-18 find a parallel in Lk 1519, where the clauses are 
in the reverse order. 

Mt 16-19 agree very closely with Lk 51-35, 
% iş an editorial comment. 
41-388 agree closely with Lk 101515 from the charge to the 

Seventy. 
38b has no parallel in Lk. 
** agrees closely with Lk 101. 
35-37 agree closely with Lk 1071-2 after the return of the 

Seventy. 
38-0 have no parallel in Lk. 

So far as vv.9-9 are concerned, it seems probable that the 
editor is bringing together detached sayings, some of which Lk. 
has placed in or after the charge to the Seventy. The two 
Evangelists cannot have had a common source for these sayings, 
unless the source consisted of sayings only, without historical 
connections. These sayings had probably become stereotyped 
in tradition, and were drawn by the two writers from different 
sources. But the relation of Mt £1. 1619 to Lk 2228. 315 is very 
puzzling Why do both writers connect these groups of sayings ; 
and why do both insert between them a paragraph which is quite 
different in the two Gospels? It is probable that the two groups 

8 
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existed independently before the two Evangelists. Why both 
writers connected them is not easy to explain. But since both 
groups deal with John the Baptist, it is not altogether unnatural 
that two or more Gospels should have connected them together. 
That they did this independently is shown by the different char- 
acter of the connecting links, Mt 12-16, Lk 39-30, 

If it be'thought that the close verbal agreement of Mt u = 
Lk 323? and of Mt 1€19 = Lk 73135 compels us to think of a direct 
connection between the Gospels, it would be better to fall back 
upon the view that Lk. had seen Mt., than to suppose that both 
are borrowing from a common source. In the latter case it is 
impossible to explain the fact that both editors independently 
insert extraneous words at the same point in a common source. 
If Lk. had seen Mt., he may well have taken objection to vv.!t-15 
as obscure, and substituted for them a comment which prepared 
an anticipatory explanation of Mt >, In that case he has not 
cared to pass over Mt !*13 altogether, but has placed them in 
another context, transposed them, substituted årò rore for &szó 5 
Tüy pepy ‘Iwavov which he felt to be anachronistic, substituted 
evayyeAifera: for the ambiguous fidera, and paraphrased  iacrai 
&prd£ovatw aityy by was els atryy BiaLera, thus making the sentence 
clearly express the idea that the Baptist's ministry was the in- 
auguration of the kingdom of heaven. Cf. Ac 1% 10%. 

L 32,8. And John having heard in the prison the works of the 
Messiah, sent through his disciples, and said to Him, Art Thou the 
Coming One, or are we fo wait for another?) Lk. agrees only in 
the last clause. 

év rp Secpwrnpiy|] The imprisonment of the Baptist has been 
referred to in 412. —rà épya] of which illustrations have been given 
in 81-994, —6 épxópevos] i.e. the Messiah ; cf. 34, Ps 118%, Dn 735. 

L 46. And Jesus answered and said to them, Go report to John 
what ye hear and see: blind men see, and lame men walk, Lepers 
are cleansed, and deaf men hear. And dead men are raised, and 
poor men are told good news. And blessed is he who shall not be 
made to stumble in Me.|—xaOapifovra] See on 82. —ebayyeAGovrax] 
The verb occurs only here in this Gospel. For the construction, 
cf. He 4* 6&.—oxavdartw69}] See on 5”. 

Lk. agrees almost word for word. He omits ó ‘Iycois, has 
elere kai qxovoare for dxovere xai BAérere, omits xal before woi, 
vexpoi, and sroxot, and has éay for dv in the last clause. 

L 7%. And as they were going, Jesus began to speak fo the multitudes 
concerning John, What went ye out into the wilderness to behold? A 
reed shaken by the wind? or: Why went ye out into the wilderness? 
To behold a reed shaken by the wind?| | Lk. has: dweAfovrav è row 
&yyéXwv "Iodyov, for rovrwy 86 mopevopévwr. 

The reed shaken by the wind seems to be a metaphor for a 
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commonplace event. But there is probably a side reference to 
the thoughts of the multitudes concerning John. He had predicted 
the coming of One mightier than he (33). He had recognised in 
Christ one who honoured him by coming to his baptism. Now 
his message seemed to show that he was vacillating, doubtful 
whether after all Christ was the coming mightier One. 

§eacacGa:| does not occur in Mk. The seeing implied is the 
beholding, gazing at, e.g. a spectacle or pageant. It occurs in 6! 
** to be gazed at by them," 22!! “to look at the guests,” 23° “ to be 
gazed at by men." 

8. But what went ye out to see? A man clothed in soft (raiment)? L 
Behold, they who wear soft (raiment) are in kings’ — Lk. has 
èv padraxots ipariois in the first clause, and for the second : ioù ol dy 
iparispe evdcky kai tpupy trdpxovres v rois Bacutciors cioiv. The 
meaning is: “ You did not go all that way into the wilderness to 
see a worldly sensualist.” 

9. But what went ye out to see? A prophet? yes, I say fo you, L 
and more than a prophet.| So Lk. 

* You went to see a spiritual leader of men. And the fulfilment 
exceeded your expectation. You saw a prophet, and that no 
ordinary prophet." 

10. This is he, of whom it stands written, Behold, I send My L 
messenger before Thy face, who shall prepare Thy way before Thee] 

* For John is he whom the Scripture predicted as the messenger 
who should prepare the way for the Messiah." The quotation 
comes from Mal 3l, where the LXX has loù (éyó, N° A QT) 
éfaxocréU. Tov dyyeAdv pov, kai émBAdperat òv xpd mpoowmrov 
pov. Mt, Mk 13, and Lk 7%” agree against the LXX—(a) in 
&xogTéAXo for éarocré\Aw ; (D) in mpò mpoowrov cov after * My 
messenger” ; (c) in čs for kaí; (d) in xaracxevace for érBAdpera, 
and Mt. and Lk. agree; (e) in éjspooÓév cov for mpd xpocuov 
cov after “way.” Both Mt. and Lk. omit in their parallels to 
Mk 12. It seems clear that the quotation was current in Christian 
circles in a form slightly different from the LXX. pd xpoodmov 
pov after “ My messenger,” may be due to assimilation to Ex 23™. 

ll. Verily I say to you, There hath not arisen among women-born L 
a greater than John the Baptist. But the least in the kingdom of 
the heavens is greater than he.) Lk. has: pelov & yerrrois 
ay 'Ivedvov ovdeis gor, and “ of God ” for “of the heavens." 

“Thus as fulfilling the prophecy of Malachi and heralding the 
Messiah, John is pre-eminent. But the least who shall stand 
within the kingdom shall be more privileged than he.” The 
thought is that it is better to enter the kingdom than to herald its 
coming. John was unique amongst men, but citizenship of the 
kingdom will be better than his unique position. On dy, cf. on 
518, — (y yevvyrots yuvaixov] is equivalent to “amongst mortal men”; 
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cf. Job 14! 154 25*.—q,uxpórepos] For grades within the kingdom, 
cf. 59. The comparative form is probably used in a superlative 
sense. Cf. Blass, p. 33; Moulton, pp. 77ff. In 139, Lk 9*, 
paxpórepos has the same superlative sense. For f laeua ră 
ovpayvaw, see Introduction, p. lxvii. Here as hitherto in this Gospel 
it is thought of as the kingdom to be inaugurated when the Son of 
Man comes. The least in that kingdom will be more privileged 
than if he had been its herald. 

EPL 12-15. And from the days of John the Baptist until now the 
kingdom of the heavens suffers violence, and violent men ravage 
if. For all the prophets and the law prophesied until John. And 
if ye will receive it, this is Elias which was about to come. He that 
hath ears to hear, let him hear.| 

These obscure verses serve as a connecting link between 
vv.*!! and 1618, Lk. has instead two verses of editorial comment 
describing how the people and the toll-gatherers were baptized by 
John, whilst the Pharisees and the lawyers refused to submit to 
his baptism. Of Mt.'s four verses, Lk. in 1615, in quite a different 
context, has a parallel to ?3 and 5 in the reverse order: ô vópuos xai 
ol rpodrjra. péxpe "Iwdvov årò rére ý Barreda rot Oeod ebayyeAiLera 
kai was els abriv fidera. Mt v.ìt is not found elsewhere. V.4 
is a refrain which occurs again in 13* 9. In Lk 16!6 BidfLerat is 
clearly middle. ‘Every one presses into it with vehemence.” 
That is to say, the good news of the kingdom is preached, and 
men welcome the good news. For the middle sense, see Deissm. 
Bib. Stud. p. 258, and add to his reference to Ditt. Sy/Z 379 the 
following, ei rss—Pracdpevos avolty riv xapápav, Ditt. Syu. 893. 5. 
Cf. also BiaLeoGar = **to take forcible possession of,” in a decree of 
B.C. 140-139, Zebtunis Papyri, 6. 31. In Mt. the subject of Butlerax 
is 7 Baoweia. The verb, therefore, can hardly be middle, for in 
what sense could it be said that the kingdom forces its way with 
violence. We must translate, The kingdom of the heavens is 
violently treated, that is, in the persons of its messengers and 
heralds. The editor has in mind the death of the Baptist and the 
similar ill-treatment meted out to subsequent Christian preachers, 
cf. 23%85, Cf. Dalm. Words, pp. 139 ff. So far the words might 
be taken as a simple editorial comment parallel to the editorial 
comment at this place in Lk. But just as Lk 729-9 are so worded 
that they might appear to be a continuation of Christ's words, so 
Mt 111? suggests the question, Is this a simple comment of the 
editor reflecting on the fact that John was the first of a long line 

2 doriy need not on us to suppose that the kingdom is here thought of 
as a present condition of things in any other sense than that the good news of its 
near advent and of its nature was after a fashion a present foretaste of its future 
blessedness. The verb would not be represented in the original Aramaic. 
See note on 5°. 
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of men who suffered on behalf of the kingdom, or did he intend 
the verse to be taken as a continuation of Christ's words? "The 
parallel in Lk 1616 seems to prove that Mt. was acquainted with a 
traditional saying of Christ which brought into close connection 
the kingdom and the verb /fjfesÜa, That is to say, in his 
comment in v.1? he is paraphrasing words traditionally ascribed 
to Christ, and he probably intended the verse to be taken as 
spoken by Christ in continuation of v.!! in spite of the fact that 
the phrase dio 8 ray jpepov 'Iodyov ToU fSazrwrro? clearly betrays 
either Christ speaking on another occasion than that described in 
vv.*5, or the Evangelist himself. It seems probable that he knew 
of a saying ascribed to Christ which described the kingdom, since 
John preached as in some sense the object of men’s violence. He 
therefore inserted it here, together with vv.!* and 15, as affording a 
connecting link between vv.*!! and 16-19, and with the intention of 
preparing for the latter paragraph in which John’s career is viewed 
as finally closed. 

V.18 seems to be brought in here only on the ground that it 
contains the name John. It seems impossible to find any good 
connection with v.12, What is the meaning of “all the prophets and 
the law prophesied until John”? And why the “ prophets and the 
law,” and not “the law and the prophets”? Does the verse mean 
that in foretelling the Christ, John had been preceded by the pro- 
phets and the law, and that these had borne witness until he came 
to supplant them, and to give the finishing touch to their witness? 

If, however, we prefer to disregard the obvious clue to com- 
pilation in the words årò 8 ràv qpepay 'Iodyov ToU Bamrwrro) ews 
&pri and to interpret Biaferac in a middle sense, as in Lk., it will 
be possible to connect the verses in the following manner: 

V.9. John was more than a prophet. He was a fulfilment of 
prophecy. A prophet foretells the future. John helped to 
inaugurate what he preached. He proclaimed the Messiah, and 
at the same time prepared the way for Him. 

V.0, He was thus the messenger foretold by Malachi. 
V., Hence he was the greatest of men. But though in a 

sense he inaugurated the kingdom, yet he stood outside it. The 
least who has become a disciple of it is more privileged than he. 

V.13, For since his preaching men can, in a sense, stand within 
the kingdom. The good news of its near advent has entered into 
life with all the force and energy of a spiritual movement, and men 
and women fired with enthusiasm welcome it. 

Vv.1- M, Before John's coming the prophets had foretold the 
kingdom ; and when there were no prophets, the law, £.e. the whole 
divine Scriptures, bore the same witness. But when He came, 
prophecy was at an end, and fulfilment began. For He was Elias 
whom the Scripture foretold. 
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18. wpoedj»jrevcay] For the augment, see Blass, p. 39. 
14. Already in Ecclus 481? the coming of Elijah to accomplish 

a work of restoration is presupposed on the basis of Mal 45 € 
This idea is common in the later Jewish literature; cf. Weber, 
Jüd.. Theol. 352f.; Volz, Jüd. Eschaf. p. 192. There is a remark- 
able discussion as to the work of the prophet in B. Ædujoth 8*. 
It is there said that Johanan ben Zakkai had received from his 
teacher a tradition that Elijah would not come to pronounce clean 
or unclean, to separate or receive (ře. to decide upon the legitimacy 
of Israelites whose descent was doubtful) but to separate those 
who had been received by force (W3 Panppn), and to receive 
those who had been separated by force, £e. to remove those who 
had fraudulently claimed Israelitish descent, and to receive back 
those whose legitimacy had been wrongly denied. Here we have 
the idea of membership of the Israelite community suffering 
violence, and violent men wrongly laying claim to it. It is possible 
that this throws some light on the sayings underlying Mt 11?3, 
Lk 16!5, The Baptist strongly denounced the claim to Abrahamic 
descent as in itself conferring merit (3°). In other words, he threw 
open the kingdom, or the stage of preparation for it, to all men 
without regard to the question of legitimacy. Consequently, since 
his day men forced their way into it whose claims would have 
been denied from an orthodox Jewish standpoint. The common 
people and men of suspected orthodoxy like the redva: welcomed 
his teaching, Lk 799, and forced their way into the kingdom. In 
thus opening the kingdom to invasion on the part of those whom 
orthodox Jewish theologians would have excluded, John fulfilled 
one of the functions expected of the coming Elijah ; cf. Ecclus 4819 
* to restore the tribes of Israel," but in a sense opposed to Jewish 
theological expectation, not merely by restoring to their rights 
those whose true membership was wrongly denied, but by clearing 
away the superstition that purity of descent in itself was essential 
to participation in the Messianic blessings. In this respect John 
was Elijah who was to come. 

9.84] NBC’ Dal 33 1249, 860 of C* EF al seems to be an assimila- 
tion to Lk. For &á, cf. 18 17. 38 33 414 87 121! 139 214 2415 279 &” of, 
187 26%, and óuóca: &’ Aye wr, Ditt. Syll. 122. 25. 

D. xal vrwxol ebayyeXlforrac] Omit Sik. ebayyeAlfecPae occurs only 
here in Mt. Itis common in Lk. For other Lucan words occurring once 
in texts of Mt., cf. curdxerGa:, 49 5 royukós, 229^. 

15. The words occur again in 139.*9*. Here they seem to call 
attention to a fulfilment of prophecy, and they may have a similar 
purpose in 1343. See note there. 

16. But to what shall I liken this generation? Jt is like fo 
children sitting in market-places, who call to the others, and say. | 
Lk. has: “To what therefore shall I liken the men of this genera 
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tion, and to what are they like? They are like to children who 
sit in the market-place, and call to one another. Who say." 

rive 66 éuowow—dpola ori] In the Jewish Midrashic literature 
the most common formula for introducing a parable is no5 bwy 
e.. 2 NON NITI “a parable. To what is the matter like? to," etc.; 
cf. Bacher, Exeget. Termin. der Jiid. Traditionsliteratur, i. p. 121 
ii. p. 121.—4yopais] on Mt.'s preference for the plural, see on 8%, 

17. We piped to you, and ye did mot dance; we wailed, and L 
you did not lament.) Lk. has éxAavcare for éxójao6«. The idea is 
that the children could get no response from their playmates, whom 
they could attract to no games, whether cheerful or mournful. 

18. For John came neither eating nor drinking, and they say, L 
He hath a devi] Lk. has: “For John the Baptist has come 
neither eating bread nor drinking wine," and you say, He hath a 
devil. The austere life of the Baptist (cf. ch. 3), and his call to 
repentance, failed to influence his contemporaries. “He has a 
demon,” they said, ** who drives him to an excess of asceticism.” 

19. Zhe Son of Man came eating and drinking, and they say, L 
Behold a man a glutton and a winebibber, a friend of publicans 
and sinners.) Lk. has again &ujAvOev for jAGev and Aéyere for 
Aéyovsw. On the other hand, the sociability of Christ, His inter- 
course with the common people, equally failed to attract His 
contemporaries. He associates, they said, with men of lax life. 

It is clear that this paragraph is aimed at the orthodox Jews, 
the Pharisees, who judged the Baptist and the Lord by the standard 
of their Pharisaic righteousness. It seems out of place as addressed 
to the multitudes, and probably originally belonged to a context in 
which Christ was addressing the Pharisees. Lk. has endeavoured 
to prepare for it by inserting 72% 90, 

And Wisdom was justified by (against) her children.] Lk. has: t 
“all her children.” 

This obscure verse is full of difficulty. coda is presumably 
the divine Wisdom of God to whom the Baptist and the Lord 
alike owed their inspiration. Both had been sent by Wisdom, 
and the responsibility for the different character of their teaching 
and methods rested with her. Cf. Lk. 114 &à roro xai 7) codia 
TOU eoù «LUrev áwocreAó, x.t.X., and see on Mt 239.—48uau509] 
If we suppose that the editor wishes this clause to be taken as a 
continuation of Christ's words, the aorist must be compared with 
the similar aorists in 4!' (evddxynoa), 11% (zapeó005), 2819. (40005), 
as implying a pre-temporal foreordaining of future events by the 
divine Wisdom, which was eternally “justified” as it developed 
itself in history. If it were not that the clause occurs also in Lk., 
it would be natural to interpret it (cf. on v.12), as a comment of the 
Evangelist reflecting on the fact that the divine Wisdom which had 
seemed to fail in its methods, so far as Christ’s contemporaries 
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were concerned, had nevertheless justified her plan of action in the 
history of the Christian Church. If the Jews had failed to respond 
to her summons, others had obeyed her call; cf. 81? the sons of the 
kingdom rejected, whilst many from east and west take their place. 
åxó here is apparently equivalent to dro; cf. Blass, p. 125. The 
divine Wisdom, which had planned and ‘carried out its purposes 
of sending the Baptist and the Son of Man to call the Jews to 
repentance and to the kingdom, was declared to be right, approved, 
justified by her children, że. by those who did not pass condemna- 
tory judgements on the Baptist and on the Son of Man, but did 
respond to their teaching, and become their disciples. These 
showed themselves to be the sons of the Wisdom who called to 
them through John and through the Son of Man. The clause 
therefore seems to qualify the “ this generation" of v.*, Asa whole, 
or in large part, they were indeed as irresponsive children un- 
affected by the message of Baptist or Son of Man. But there 
were exceptions, Wisdom's sons. "These caught the sound of her 
voice in the preaching of the Baptist and of Christ, and re- 
sponded to it. In so doing they justified the methods and agents 
used by the divine Wisdom. For the “sons” of Wisdom, cf. Pr 
833 Ecclus 48!!; and in this Gospel the parallel voi rgs fae eas, 
1393. Lk. seems to have anticipated the meaning of é&cxa:w4y in his 
insertion in 7?? “ All the people and the tax gatherers justified God, 
£e. declared, proved Him to be right by submitting to John’s 
baptism." Thus Wisdom was justified of her children. Well- 
hausen gives a different turn to the passage by taking &wó as = 
Dp W or 9bD-against. The divine Wisdom represented by John 
and Jesus was justified against her children, i.e. the Jews, in so far 
as their complaints against her (vv.19 19) were seen to be conten- 
tious contradictions. For “sons of Wisdom" as =the Jews, cf. the 
viol rìs Bac eas of 813, which also is equivalent to the Jews. 

16. å spor$wroürra — M-yovzsw] so N B D Z. — xal. poc$uroüct — ral 
Aéyourw] so E Fal, S! S? have ‘t send” for posceret», and so S! in Lk. 
79. —rois érépous] so N BDZ; rois éralpas aùrúr, GS U V al S'S% CEF 
al S! S? add a/róv to rois érépocs. éraipos occurs in this Gospel three times in 
the vocative, 20! 22!? 26, but rots Érepo:s is both best attested and most 
likely to have given rise to the variants. Lk. has dAMjA ots. 

9. réxvwr) B? D a/S! S*ack; Epywr, N B* S! S* codd. ap. Hier. In 
Lk. Épycv is read by Monly. It might be urged that réxvur in Mt. is due to 
assimilation to Lk. ; but, on the other hand, fpyw» may be a late conjec- 
tural emendation. There seems to be no trace of it before the fourth century, 

20. The editor adds a connecting link in order to introduce the 
following paragraph, which in Lk. occurs in the charge to the Seventy. 

E Then He began to reproach the cities in which His many miracles 
happened, because they repented not. 

róre] See on 27.—ai wrciora Suvdues} For ô wAecros = 
ToÀvs, cf. Blass, p. 143; Moulton, p. 79, "those very unes 
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mighty works.” dvvayis = “a miracle,” “a mighty deed," is common 
to the Synoptic tradition, but is avoided by Jn. Cf. Abbott, 
Johannine Vocabulary, 1686 e. 

21. Woe to thee, Chorasin! woe to thee, Bethsaida! Because L 
if in Tyre and Sidon had happened the miracles which happened 
in you, long ago they would have repented in sackcloth and ashes. | 
Lk. has éyenjncav for éyévovro, and adds xafjpevos after owody. 
Chorazin lay about an hours distance north from Tell Him 
( = Capharnaum ?) ; see Sanday, Sacred Sites, p. 24. Bethsaida was 
situated on the left side of the Jordan, a little north of the lake; 
see Sanday, p. 41. It is remarkable that the Gospel tradition 
should have preserved the name Chorazin without at the same 
time transmitting some account of the “many” miracles done 
there. For sackcloth and ashes as symbols of grief, cf. Jon 3°, 
Dn 9°, Is 585. 

22. But I say to you, For Tyre and Sidon it shall be more L 
tolerable in the day of judgement than for you.) Lk. omits A€yw dpiv, 
and has £v rjj «piae for èv pép xpicews. See for this phrase on 1015, 

23. And thou, Capharnaum, shalt thou be exalted up to heaven? L 
Unto Hades shalt thou come down. Because if in Sodom had 
happened the miracles which happened in thee, they would have 
remained unto this day.] Lk. has only the first clause. Clause a 
seems to contain a reminiscence of Is 1419.15 «ic róy oùpavòv 
dvaByoopa:r—els gdnv (adov, R A) xaraByoy. The words are purely 
metaphorical. The men of Capharnaum dwelt in a flourishing 
city, of which they were proud. But they had failed to appreciate 
the true significance of Christ’s works, and need expect no better 
fate than the judgement which overwhelmed the inhabitants of 
Sodom. On Sodom, see note on rolb. 

24. But I say unto you, That for the land of Sodom it shall be 
more tolerable on the day of judgement than for thee.| The verse 
does not occur in Lk. Similar words have already occurred in 
1015; see note there. 

23. ph—thpwhheq) RBCDSabcfi'g’; $—0yw0eica, N Zal; $— 
E Fal. S'has “that hath been uplifted,” S? ** not unto heaven shalt thou be 
uplifted,” k ** ne quomodo in ccelum elata es.” The variation between the 
two Greek readings is explicable as due either to a repetition of the a of 
Kad$apraoín or the omission of the p of uh. The rendering of S? is due to 
misunderstanding of h. Either reading gives a good sense. For the exclama- 
tory question, cf. 7!* rl crevh, K.T. À. 

caraBioy} B D ; xaragiSacóey, X Cal. The former is probably original 
here, and is due to assimilation to Is 14 on the part of the editor. The 
latter is due to assimilation to Lk. by the copyists. 

25. The editor here inserts a paragraph which, in Lk. 101-8, 
occurs after the return of the Seventy. 

25. At that time Jesus answered and said, I praise Thee, Father, L 
Lord of heaven and earth, because Thou didst hide these things from 
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wise and prudent men, and didst reveal them to babes.) Lk. has: 
“In that same hour Jesus rejoiced in the Holy Spirit, and 
said,” etc. 

dwoxpbeis ô 'IycoUs elre] For the Hebraistic droxpdeis, see 
Dalm. Words, pp. 24 f.—éfopoArcyotpa] used as in the LXX = 
S mm, “to give praise to”; cf. 2 S 229, and see Kennedy, Sources, 
p. 118. In view of the dependence of vv. 39 upon Ecclus 512*27, 
cf. also Ecclus 511-1". ravra in this connection means the dvrdpes 
which the men of Chorazin, Bethsaida, and Capharnaum failed to 
recognise in their true bearing, and the methods of the divine 
Wisdom which the Jews misunderstood.—cogay xai cvveruy]| ie. 
the Jews, with their arrogant condemnation of Wisdom's methods.— 
vimos] £e the children of Wisdom who justified her methods. 
There is an underlying contrast here between the stereotyped 
orthodox Jew, who misunderstood Christ's teaching, and the 
unlearned, childlike simplicity of His disciples, the “children of 
Wisdom," who accepted it. 

L 9290. Yea, O Father, because so it was well-pleasing before TAee.] 
So Lk.—ó varjp] For the nominative used as the vocative, cf. 
Blass, p. 87, and 27” ô Bac eis. —éyévero. eb0okía Euxpoober oov] 
is equivalent to the late Hebrew and Aramaic Bho py, op in. 
Cf. Tabo nya m, B. Berakhoth i7* 29%, B. Taanith 245, and 
"a DID xin DN, Targ. Jud. 13%. 

L 97. All things were delivered to Me by My Father. And no one 
understandeth the Son except the Father. Neither understandeth 
any one the Father except the Son, and he to whom the Son wills to 
reveal (Him).| Lk. has ywdone ris tore for éxvywecne, and xai ris 
écrw 6 rarnp for ode TOv warépa Tig ércywaoKxe. — Órvyweokew iS 
used in 716299 1435 1712in the sense “to recognise,” and so four 
times in Mk. Jn. uses ywooxey of the relationship between 
Father and Son. See Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary, 1626. 

For the aorist sape800m, cf. eùôóryoa, 31%; 4000», 2815. 
The idea involved is of a pre-temporal act, and carries with 
it the conception of the pre-existence of the Messiah. The 
same thought probably underlies the #A@ow of 5!’ 10%, and 
the dwoore(Aayra of 109. For the belief in the pre-existence 
of the Messiah, cf. Æroch 48° “Before the sun and the 
signs were created, before the stars of heaven were made, 
His name was named before the Lord of Spirits," 489 ** He has 
been chosen and hidden before Him before the creation of the 
world, and for evermore”; and see Charles on Enoch 485; Schiirer, 
11. ib 160; Bousset, Rel. Jüd. pp. 250 ff. ; Volz, Jud. Esch. pp. 
217 f. ; Weber, /Zd. Theol. p. 355; Dalm. Words, pp. 129 ff., 299 ff. 
Dalman endeavours to show that “Judaism has never known 
anything of a pre-existence peculiar to the Messiah antecedent fo 
His birth as a human being”; but however true this may be of 
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Rabbinical Judaism, traces of a conception of a premundane 
existence of the Messiah or Son of Man in the Apocalyptic 
literature cannot be altogether explained away. For traces of this 
idea in the LXX, see Bousset.—róv vidv] The remarkable antithesis, 
the Son—the Father, is found only here in this Gospel. But see 
note on 24% and Intro. p. lxvi, note r. It is a reminiscence of a 
side of Christ's teaching which is prominent in the Fourth Gospel. 
The occurrence of this verse in both Mt. and Lk., even if the two 
Evangelists borrow from a single source, proves that this saying 
reaches back to an early stage of the Gospel tradition. If, as is 
probable, the two writers drew from different sources, this tradition 
was widespread. If we add the fact that a similar use of the 
Son—the Father occurs in Mk 1393 this usage as a traditional 
saying of Christ is as strongly supported as any saying in the 
Gospels. It implies consciousness of a unique relationship to God, 
and that relationship, as the context suggests, consisted in part of 
fulness of revelation, “all things were delivered,” and in part of 
pre-existence with God. Whether the words as originally uttered 
involved consciousness of pre-existence is, no doubt, open to 
question. But it is difficult not to suppose that the editor of this 
Gospel interpreted them in this sense. The Messiah was super- 
naturally born of a virgin, 11835, His return from Egypt fulfilled 
the words, “Out of Egypt I called My Son,” 215 The devil 
challenged Him upon this point: “If Thou be God's Son," 4* €. 
At His baptism the divine voice proclaimed Him to be * My Son, 
the Messiah, elected by divine choice from all eternity,” 317. In 
His teaching He spoke of having come, “ I came” (5! 10%), and 
of having been “sent” (109). In accordance with this line of 
thought, 112*37 are most easily explained if the tenses be treated 
as aorists referring to pre-temporal acts of God wrought in the 
prehistoric “ beginning" or eternity : * Thou didst conceal—didst 
reveal—all things were delivered." Since the Son was pre-existent 
with God, it follows that no one knows the Son (£.e. knows fully) 
except the Father; and the reverse is equally true. 

e idv] édy is found after relatives for dv in the LXX, in MSS 
of the N.T., and in the papyri; cf. Blass, pp. 60 f. ; Deissm. Bibl. 
Stud. 202 ff. ; and Moulton, Class. Rev. 1901, p. 32, Gram. pp. 42 f., 
who speaks of it as “a fashion of the first and second centuries.” 
“It seems fair to conclude that dv in cents. 1 and 2 was written 
by those who were particular about correctness, and that N.T. 
writers, therefore, used predominantly the popular édy.” 

28-80. These verses are peculiar to this Gospel. 
Come unto Me, all who labour and are burdened, and I will X, 

refresh you. Take My yoke upon you, and learn of Me. Because 
I am meek and humble-hearted: and you shall find refreshment for 
your souls. For My yoke is easy, and My burden is light.) There 
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seems to be an undoubted dependence of these words upon 
Ecclus 50, 51. Cf. the following : 

Mt 11% é£ouoXoyobpat cot warep Kipu ToU obpayod kai THs yy. 
Ecclus 51! é£oporoyjoopal rot Képie Bacrved . . . efopodoyotmat 

5110 drexakerduny Küptoy xarépa Kupiov pov. 
Mt 11% detre rpós pe. Ecclus 5125 eyyioure xpos pé. 

1138 wdyres ol xomtavres. 5177 éxoriaca. 
11% dpar« row (vyóv pov $19 soy rpdynAov Spas 

èp’ tas. urdbere two (vyór. 
11% kai udÜere dw euoi. 51% xai érideidcbe 75 

"ci yew va- 
(ay. 

11% kal eipyoere åvárav- 5137 xai ebpov ¿paure sroA- 
ow Tails  Vvxais Aq aydravow. 
Vy. 

For this last phrase, cf. also Ecclus 639 and Jer 6'*, Heb. "The 
LXX has xai eipyoere dynopov rais yvxais tov. 

29. rov (vyóv pov] See on 10%, and cf. Ad 3° “ Whoso 
receives upon him the yoke of the law”; B. Zera&Aoth 13° “Yoke 
of the kingdom of the heavens”; ** Yoke of the commandments,” 
Schemoth R. Par. 30 (Wünsche, p. 217); "the yoke of God,” 
Ps-Sol 78; ps tro (vyóv aov, 17%. 

There is throughout this passage an underlying contrast between 
the Pharisaic conception of religion and the teaching of Christ. 
The Pharisees maintained the authority of the law as traditionally 
interpreted: Christ had a higher authority committed to Him by 
the Father. ‘All things were delivered." The Pharisaic treat- 
ment of the law made it a heavy burden; cf. 23* Christ's 
teaching was a light burden and an easy yoke. The Pharisaic 
conception of religion made them despise the unleamed and 
common people. Christ summoned to Him these simple folk 
groaning beneath the burden of religion as expounded by the 
Pharisees. The paragraph may be paraphrased as follows: ‘I 
praise Thee because Thou hast concealed the working of Wisdom’s 
methods from the orthodox Pharisaic formalist, and hast revealed 
them rather to simple-hearted peasants innocent of religious techni- 
calities. So Thy divine pleasure foreordained it. The Pharisees 
claim authority and inspiration. I have complete and final authority 
from the highest source. The Pharisees fail to recognise the Son 
of God, and indeed no one knows Him but the Father. They 
misrepresent God, and indeed no one knows Him but the Son, 
and those to whom the Son wills to reveal Him. The Pharisees 
despise the unlearned and simple, and burden them with the heavy 
burdens of their expositions of the law. But I bid those who are 
weary of carrying Pharisaic loads to come to Me that they may be 
relieved. Let them take in exchange the yoke of allegiance to 
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Me; let them be disciples of one who is a sympathetic teacher, 
not harsh nor arrogant. They shall find My yoke which I lay 
on them to be mild, and My burden which I impose to be 
light." 

27. We should expect : ‘* And no one understandeth the Father save the 
Son, and he to whom the Son will reveal Him." The insertion of the words 
relating to the knowledge of the Son by the Father do not seem in place in 
the context, and the order *' the Son," ** the Father” is unexpected. Iren. 
i 13. 2 has the reverse order, but in iv. 11. 1 he ascribes this order to “ those 
who wish to be more skilful than the Apostles.” The same order is given 

Just. Dial. 100 and Afol. i. 63, and by Tertullian, Ady. Marr. iv. 25. 
But the difficulty is not removed by reversal of the order of the clauses. 
Even if placed second, the clause relating to knowledge of the Son by 
the Father seems irrelevant to the context. But it occurs also in Lk., and 
is no doubt genuine in Mt. The connection seems to be as follows: ** All 
things were delivered to Me by My Father," i. e. ‘“ I was appointed as the 
agent of His revelation of Himself.” ‘‘ And no one understands the Son 
save the Father," i. e. My true nature and functions are known to God 
alone.” ‘‘ Nor does any one understand the Father save the Son, and he to 
whom the Son wishes to reveal Him," ;.e. ** As the appointed representative of 
the Father, I alone have full knowledge of Him, which I can impart to whom 
I will.” But there does not seem to be any clear connection of thought with 
vv.9-95, where the Father is the revealer of things hidden from the wise. 
The link of ‘‘revelation” (dwexdAvpas, v.%; dwoxadiyas, v.7) may have 
brought together detached sayings in a source lying behind our two 
Evangelists, 

(6) Hostility of the Pharisees, 121-45. 
XII The editor now wishes to illustrate the grounds of the 

hostility of the Pharisees to the Messiah and His work. For 
material for this he goes back to the earlier point at which he left 
Mk.’s narrative, Ze. 23, He borrows Mk 2%28=Mt 121%, and 
also the next section, Mk 3!9- Mt 1294 In vwv.!5-2! he sum- 
marises Mk 372, and adds a reference to the Old Testament. As 
he has already inserted Mk 315195, this brings him to 3195-21, For 
this he substitutes Mt 127-33, thus completing a series of three 
incidents illustrative of Pharisaic hostility. For arrangement in 
threes, see Introduction, p. lxv. 

l. At that time, Jesus went on the Sabbath dey through the M 
cornfields. And His disciples were hungry, and began fo pluck ears 
of corn, and to eat.| Mk. has: “And it came to pass that He 
was going on the Sabbath day through the cornfields; and His 
disciples began as they went to pluck the ears of corn.”—éy 
exeivy TQ xaip@ éxopevOn & “Incots] Mk. has xai éyévero atróy. — 
ScaropeveoGar, The editor avoids xai éyévero as a connecting link 
except in a special formula; see on 315. év éxeivo TE xatp@ occurs 
three times, here, 1125, and 141, in this Gospel; never in Mk. or Lk. 
We have just had it in 11%. Formulas have a way of appearing in 
close connection in this Gospel; cf. els GAqv rij yi éxeivqv, 9% ; 
dy OAy Tj yp éxeivy, 99  ; the construction dvaxwpyodyrwv Óà abrüv 
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—iBov, 21-19-19. zapayiveras "Iodvgs, 3!; wapayiverar ô 'Inaovs, 313; 
the construction dxovcas 0i—áyexopygoev, 41*- 18 51; the construction 
kai éuBdyte avr —1)koXoU0naay abr, 899- 35; kai peraBas éxeiDev, 1599 ; 
kai é£eAOav éxeiÜev, 1591; the construction xai éufBas—ewépace, 
9-9. Cf Intro. Ixxxvi. The editor avoids Mk.’s pleonastic &a- 
wopeverOax dea. by substituting the simple verb. Cf. seperaróv rapá, 
418, for Mk.'s rapdywy rapá ; and cf. Intro. xxv.—rois aáfjBaa«] from 
adBBara, which seems to correspond to the Aramaic xnav, but is 

declined as though it were a neuter plural.—ra eópu:a] = sown 
land or crops, seems to occur only here.—oi 82 pabyrai] for Mk.'s 
xai oi paOyrai, see Introduction, p. xx. érefvacay kaí is omitted 
by Mk. For éreivacay, see on 4%—ipfayro T(ÀAay] Mk. has 
qpfavro óðòyv moiy ridAovres. Mt. omits the ambiguous ddcy 
vovv and substitutes after orayvas, xai éobiew. Mk. specifies 
one action, “making a way” and “plucking”; Mt. has two, 
“ plucking” and “eating”; Lk. has three, “plucking,” “rubbing 
with the hands,” and “eating,” The “eating” already involved 
in Mk.’s “plucking” is probably an explanatory addition of the 
later Evangelists. The “plucking” was, probably, from a Pharisaic 
standpoint, regarded as work on the Sabbath. “ Reaping” is 
one of the thirty-nine kinds of work forbidden on the Sabbath 
in the Talmud, B. Shad. 73>; and Lightfoot, Hor. Heb., quotes 
Maimonides as saying: ** To pluck ears is a kind of reaping.” 

M 2 And the Pharisees saw it, and said to Him, Behold, Thy 
disciples do that which is not lawful to do on the Sabbath.) Mk 
has: “ And the Pharisees were saying to Him, See! Why do they 
on the Sabbath that which is not lawful? "]—oi ài] as often for 
Mk.’s xai of.—iddvres ebray] for Mk.'s &Aeyov. For the form elra, 
see Blass, p. 45; Moulton, Class. Rev. 1901, p. 36.—idod oi 
pabyrai cov] Mk. has simply €—zowtow ô ox éfeorw Toiy 
èv caBBdrw| Mk. has: wxowdow rois cáffacw ő o)x eeorww. 
cdfiBarov is the Greek form of the Hebrew nav, 

M 3. And He said to them, Did you not read what David did, 
when he was hungry, and those who were with him.) Mk. bas: 
“ And He saith to them, Did ye never read what David did when 
he had need and was hungry ; he and those who were with him ?” 
6 82 elev] as often for Mk.’s xai Aéyer.—ovx] for Mk.’s oi$érore.— 
Gre €re(vacev] Mk. has two clauses: Gre xpeíav doxey xai éxeivaav. 
For Mt.’s omission of one of two synonymous clauses, see Intro- 
duction, p. xxiv.—xai of per’ atro?] Mk. prefixes aivós. 

M 4. How he entered into the house of God, and ate the bread of 
the setting forth, which was not lawful for him to eat, nor those 
who were with him, but for the priests alone] Mk. has: “How 
He entered into the house of God in the time of Abiathar the 
high priest, and ate the bread of the setting forth, which it is not 
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lawful to eat save for priests, and gave also to those who were with 
him." In clause a Mk. has èrì "ABidbap dpytepéws. Mt. omits as 
an erroneous reference (as do D latt S! in Mk.), Ahimelech (LXX 
Abimelech) being high priest at the time; cf. 1 S 21!.— rots dprovs 
THs wpoléc eus] is one of the renderings of the LXX for the Hebrew 
pen ond; cf. 2 Ch 4! Other renderings are dpro éveriwt, Ex 
2599; of dprot of xpoxeipevot, Ex 3919; dproe ToU xpoowzov, 1 K 21°. 
For its meaning, see Deissm. Bib. Stud. p. 157.—9 ox efor Fv 
aire payeiy ovde rots per abro el pù) Tots lepedow pdvors] Mk. has: 
ots oùk eLeorw þayety el pù rovs iepets kai Dwxey Tois ov aire obou. 
Mt. assimilates rots oiv aùr otow to oi per abro) of v.3, and 
substitutes the easier dative for rovs lepets. 

Christ meets the complaint that His disciples work on the 
Sabbath by pleading necessity, and by quoting an analogous 
instance sanctioned by Scripture. The charge was based on the 
Rabbinical exposition of the law of the Sabbath. “ Plucking the 
ears? was not in itself an offence, cf. Dt 2395, but it came under 
the category of work forbidden on the Sabbath by scribal tradition. 
Against this tradition Christ appealed to Scripture. David ate the 
shewbread. That was an illegal act. But he was impelled by 
necessity. In the same way the action of His disciples was 
sanctioned by their need. 

b. The second point in Christ's answer in Mk. is the statement L 
that *the Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath," 
with the inference that * the Son of Man is lord of the Sabbath." It 
is clear that this last statement in the form given by Mk. does 
not very well suit the context. It is the disciples who were 
blamed, not Christ Himself. Very possibly 6 viós roð dyvOperrov 
is a mistranslation for “man.” This would give the required 
justification of the disciples. The Sabbath was made to subserve 
man's need, therefore man is lord of the Sabbath, and may use it 
as need requires, working upon it if necessary But Mk.'s xai 
éXcyev atrots may be a hint that he has added here words spoken 
on the occasion of some other Sabbath dispute, when Christ Him- 
self was attacked, and the 6 vids rot ávÜpexrov would be in place. 
Mt. omits the words xai dAeyey—9ià Tò odBBarov, and substitutes 
a second appeal to the Old Testament. Just as it furnished a pre- 
cedent for the breaking of religious regulations in case of necessity, 
so it also sanctioned the overruling of general laws (in this case 
the prohibition of work on the Sabbath) in particular cases. The 
editor then adds an appeal to the general tenor of the Old Testa- 
ment witness, as illustrated in Hos 6°, and ends with Mk 2%, 
The argument in these verses is not easy to follow. The action 
of the disciples is in no sense parallel to that of the priests in the 
temple ; nor could the fact that the priests obeyed the injunctions 
of the law, by working on the Sabbath, justify the disciples for 
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disobeying the scribal expositions of the law which prohibited work 
on the Sabbath. The appeal to Hos 65 is more suitable in such 
a context as 9!?, where the editor has again inserted it, than it is 
here. 

It seems probable, therefore, that the editor here, as elsewhere, 
adds to a particular incident sayings spoken on other similar occa- 
sions. He is also, probably, influenced here by the difficulty of 
the present text of Mk vv.3733, **'The Sabbath was made for man— 
so that the Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath," seems to have no 
bearing upon the disciples and their plucking the ears of corn. If 
Ô vids roð áàvÜpdwov is a mistranslation for “man,” the saying 
becomes pertinent, * Man is lord of the Sabbath." "That justifies 
the action of the disciples But “the Son of Man is Lord of the 
Sabbath " seems to be no true inference from the preceding clause, 
nor to have any bearing upon the action complained of. The 
editor, therefore, omits “the Sabbath was made for man, not man 
for the Sabbath," and, losing sight of the incident of the disciples 
and the ears, adds a saying in which Christ on some other occasion 
justified His own action in working on the Sabbath. The priests 
in the temple work on the Sabbath. That is to say, the sanctity 
of the temple overrides Sabbath regulations. But the Messiah is 
greater than the temple. Much more, therefore, can He dispense 
Sabbath rules. For the Son of Man (=the Messiah) is, in virtue of 
His personality, Lord of the Sabbath. 

L 5. Ordid you not read in the law, that on the Sabbath the priests 
in the temple profane the Sabbath, and are without guilt ?\—é& ve 
vou] Cf. Nu 28° 1°.—BeBnActow] i.e. by performing the actions 
necessary to the offering of the sacrifices. 

L 6. But I say to you, That more than the temple is here.) The 
* more than the temple” is the Son of Man = the Messiah. If the 
temple was not subservient to Sabbath rules, how much less the 
Messiah ! 

L 7. But tf you had known what is “ Mercy I wish, and not 
sacrifice,” ye would not have condemned the guiltless.) See on 9}. 
The words are of the nature of a parenthesis. The yáp of the 
next verse continues the thought of v.*. 

M 8. For the Lord of the Sabbath is the Son of Man.) Mk. has: 
Gore kipiós éor ó vids ToU dyÜpenrov xai roô cáfjBarov. Mt.’s ydp is 
necessary to his argument. The Messiah is greater than the temple, 
for He is Lord of the Sabbath, Ze =to God who ordained it. 

1-8. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in one or two striking 
details. Both omit óóà» woety from Mk *, and specify the “ eat- 
ing" Both have elzay for &eyov in Mk ™, and elre for Aéya in 
Mk 35, Both insert uóvovs (-o1s) in Mk %, and both omit xpeiar 
éoxey from Mk 35; ézi "ABidBap ápyiepéos from Mk ™, and ro 
caf Barov—ró cáB[Jarov from Mk *'. It does not, however, seem 
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necessary to suppose that they had a second source other than Mk. 
See on 8*. 

9. And having departed thence, He went into their synagogue.] M 
Mk. has: “ And He entered again into a synagogue.”—«ai peraBas 
xev] for Mk.'s xai—adAwv. TaAur as a connecting link in descrip- 
tive narrative is characteristic of Mk., occurring 26 times. Mt. 
generally avoids it. For éxeiDev, see on 47. xai peraBas xeber 
occurs again in 1529. jeraPBatvew 5 times in Mt, never in Mk. 
—4$0« eis] avoids the redundancy of Mk.’s «ie;A9e—«is. See 
on I12l,—«ls riv awayeyijv atrov| Mk. has simply els cvvaywyy. 
Lk. also has the article. 

10. And, behold, a man having a withered hand. And they M. 
questioned Him, saying, Is tt lawful to heal on the Sabbath? that 
they might accuse Him.) “ Mk. has: “ And there was there a man 
having the hand withered. And they were observing Him, if He 
would heal him on the Sabbath, that they might accuse Him."— 
«ai [Sov] See on 19. Mk. has xai fw êk —xeipa &xov Enpdy | 
Mk. has é£ypaupévgv éxwv Tijv xeipa. Lk. also has fypa. —xat 
dxepwrycay airov Aéyovres] Mk. has xai maperýpovy airév. —ei 
éfcorw—Oepareiav] Mk. has ei—Oeparevoa avrov. For el before 
a direct question, cf. Blass, p. 260. 

Mk. has here: “ And He saith to the man having the withered 
(npár) hand, Rise into the midst. And He saith to them, Is 
it lawful on the Sabbath to do good or to do evil, to save life 
or to kill? And they were silent. And looking round at them 
with anger, being grieved at the hardness of their hearts.” Mt. 
omits all this. He elsewhere omits clauses which describe Christ’s 
human emotions. See Introduction, p. xxxi. Here he substitutes 
instead an example of the doing good of which Mk. speaks in v.4. 

That he may introduce vv.!-- 1? the editor changes Mk.’s “they 
were observing Him, if,” into a direct challenge, “they asked 
Him if." 

ll. And He said fo them, What man of you shall there be, whol 
shall have one sheep, and if this fall on the Sabbath into a pit, 
will he not take hold of it and lift it out ?] 

19. How much therefore is a man better than a sheep? So that L 
i£ ds lawful to do well on the Sabbath.) Lk. has similar sayings 
differently worded in another miracle, 14!*, There is no sufficient 
reason for thinking that the two Evangelists drew from a common 
Source. 

11. xpéBarov ty] See on 89, and Blass, p. 144. S! S? ff! k omit &. 
12. sóc otv Siadépa} Cf. 109! roiv orpovbiwy diadépere, 6% 

oby tpeis padrov duadépere abrüv. 
18. Then He saith to the man, Stretch forth thy hand. And M 

he stretched it forth ; and it was restored whole, as the other.) Mk. 
has: “He saith to the man, Stretch forth thy hand. And he 

9 
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stretched it forth, and his hand was restored." For róre, see on 
a'.—dwexatreoraGy| For the double augment, see Blass, p. 39. 
Omit $yojs, S! S? latt. 

M — 14. And the Pharisees went out, and took counsel against Him, 
how they might destroy Him.) Mk. has: “And the Pharisees 
straightway, with the Herodians, went out and gave counsel against 
Him, how they might destroy Him.”—2feAOdvres X] as often for 
Mk.’s xal éfeA0óvres. After Dapiwraio, Mk. has evÓvs pera row 
‘Hppdiavoy. For the omission of etfs, see on 3!6 The editor 
omits the Herodians here, but retains them in 2216 = Mk 124%.— 
oupPovrwy AaBov| Mk. has ouv or raoir. cupPBotdsow Aap- 
Bdvew occurs 5 times in Mt, here and in 2215 271-7 2813, ovp- 
Boúňiov occurs in Plutarch, Rom. 14, Lucas. 26; and in Ditten- 
berger, Syll. 316. 11 (second cent. &.c.), 328. 7. 8, 334- 7- 29, 39, 
55, 57 (73 P.C.) ; and twice in Egyptian Papyri of the 
century. See Deissm. Bid. Stud. p. 238. 

M 15,16. And Jesus perceived it, and departed thence: and there 
followed Him many, and He healed them all ; and He charged them 
that they should not make Him known.| The editor summarises 
Mt 3718, which he might have omitted as not congruous to this 
chapter of controversy. But Mk 3^ 12 suggested to him a contrast 
between the Lord’s quiet work of healing and His avoidance of 
publicity, and the hostile clamour of the Pharisees. He adds the 
quotation from Isaiah to emphasise the contrast.—6 8% "Iyoois] 
as often for Mk.'s xai ô ‘Incois. ts is not in Mk.  éxeifev 
added by Mt. ; see on 4*l.—7xoXoí0ngar atrg rooi] Mk. has 
TOAD wAg0os—ijkoXov0gcev. —rTávras| Mk. has wodXovs. For a 
similar change, see on 81€, Lk. also has vdvras. —éweripynoey] Mk. 
has woAAa èreripa. Mk.’s adverbial zoAAd (13 times) is generally 
omitted by Mt. He retains it twice, 13° 16?! ; and has it once 
besides, 2739. For the substitution of the aorist for the imperfect, 
see Introduction, p. xx. 

The editor here adds a fulfilment of prophecy. 
o 17-91. That it might be fulfilled which was spoken through 

Isaiah the prophet, saying, Behold My Son, whom I adopted; My 
Beloved, in whom My soul was well pleased; Iwill put My spirit 
upon Him, and He shall announce judgement to the Gentiles. He 
shall not strive, nor cry out ; nor shall any one hear His voice in the 
streets. A bruised reed He shall not break, and smoking flax He 
shall not quench, until He bring forth judgement to victory. And in 
His name shall Gentiles hope. | 

rws tAnpoby, nnd] For the formula, see on 1%. The 
quotation is from Is 42!*. The only trace of the LXX seems to 
be in the last clause, where the Hebrew has *His law" for 
“His name.” The editor may be translating from the Hebrew, 
but more probably is using an existing Greek version which is 
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already presupposed in Mk 141. The passage had probably been 
adapted in Christian circles in order to bring out the conception 
that the Messiah, the Son of God, accomplished the career that 
had been foretold of the idealised nation. We should expect to 
find vids here or wats in Mk 12=Mt 3". But vids as more 
applicable to the Messiah may have been substituted for sais 
either by the author of the Greek second Gospel, or at some stage 
between his time and the first appearance of the quotation in this 
Greek form. vais in Mt. is either a return to the original form of 
the quotation in Greek, or a reminiscence of the LXX.—$v jpérwa) 
aiperi{ew is a late word common in the LXX. It is used as= 
equivalent to “adopt” in 1 Ch 28° dre gpérwa ev aire elvaí pov vidy ; 
Mal 3)” oy rpórov aiperi{er dvÜparros rov vióv ; Kaibel, Epigrammata, 
252: alpericas è rarjp oropyat dvow émporépgoev. The aorist here 
and in eùôóxyoev may simply be due to imitation of the Hebrew 
tenses, but in the mind of the Christian translator probably imply 
the eternal pre-temporal act of God in the election of the Messiah. 
6 dyarnrés pou=the Messiah, see on 3!’.—eis dy eiSdxynoey 7) yyy 
— in 3)” ev œ edddxnoa. For the good pleasure of God in the 
Messiah as shown in election and adoption to Messiahship and 
Sonship, cf. Eph 1*5, and see Bacon, Am. Journ. Theol, ix. 458 ff. 
—érayyei] Heb. is x*¥y, LXX éfoice. — árayyéAAew, a very 
common LXX word, seems to be a translation according to the 
sense.—épíce] The Heb. is pys’, LXX x«expá£erat.—xpavyáaet | 
Heb. e’, LXX dvnoe (cf. NWI — dvégps, Gn 18%, Jos 249, Is 114 
2° 460 payaa] culy here in Mt., is used once in Ac 22%, 
and 4 times in Jn. of a multitude of people, and once Jn 11* of 
Christ at the tomb of Lazarus. By earlier writers it is used of 
discordant forms of utterance—of a dog, Plat. Rep. x. 607; of 
a drunken man, Demosth. Con. 1258; of a raven, Epict. Diss. 
iii. I. 37 ; of shouting in a theatre, 70. iii. 4. 4.—xaredfe] For the 
augmented fut, cf. Blass, p. 52; Moulton, C/ass. Kev. 19o1, p. 
36.—«ls vixos] Heb. nox, LXX els djfeay, but cf. Hab 1* 
DDYD mad ww Nb. After xpíaw, Is 42% is omitted, the translator's 
eye passing from DbU/D to the second occurrence of the same word. 

22. The editor here omits Mk 3}*>-2!. He elsewhere omits 
Mk.’s references to a house, see on 1515; and also elsewhere omits 
the descriptions of the thronging of the multitude ; cf. the omissions 
of Mk 19 from Mt 8!6, Mk 1% at Mt 8t, Mk 2? from Mt gl, 
Mk 3? from Mt 121%. And he has probably felt objection to Mk 321, 
especially &eyov yap Gre éféorn. The copyists of Mk. have felt 
the same difficulty. D has éeorara: airovs; abd ffiq exsentiat 
cos. But a reminiscence of this verse betrays itself in the 
éfioravro of Mt 12%, There follows in Mk. the statement that 
“the scribes . . . said that he hath Beezeboul, and this is 
followed by a short rebutting discourse of Christ. Mt. has here 
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a short introductory miracle followed by a much longer discourse, 
in which are verses parallel to the discourse of Mk. Thus: 

Mt 12?*33, Introductory miracle. 
24-26 = Mk 372-3, 
97-38, 
89 = 37, 
80, 

81. 32b = 329, 
35-87. 

Here follows the statement that some of the scribes asked for 
a sign, v.55, and a discourse in answer, vv.399-55, The question of 
relationship is complicated by the parallels in Lk. Lk. omits Mk 
3%2-% in its order. Itshould come at Lk 61? or 8*& But later in his 
Gospel he has a discourse which i is very similar to thatin Mt. Thus: 

Mt 122225 Lk 1114. 
94-36 ... Mk 3 129 15. 17-18. 

Lk. has here combined the pn for a sign which in Mt. comes 
later with the charge of demoniac agency. 

Mt 1288 = Lk 1128. 
37-38 = 19-20 
39 i Mk 377 E 31-22 
80 E * 
43-45 = 24-36 

Lk vv.?73? have no parallel in Mt. 
Mt vv.51-37 have no parallel in this discourse i in Lk. 
Mt 1299-49 Lk 1137? 32, 

It will be seen that both Mt. and Lk. prefix an introductory 
miracle. Both have parallels to Mk 3535, but in this section Mt. 
and Lk. have verbal agreements against. Mk. E. g.: 

eios dé ras éOupjoas atrav elrev abroi, Mt $5 = aires 0$ eb 
avray rà Scavonpara e'rev aùrois, Lk ™, 

vüca acu eia pepicbeioa, Mt % = — Baca — ĝia pepis- 
0cca, Lk 17. Mk. has xai dav Bac eia—pepuo5. 

épypovra, Mt*5, Lk !7, Mk. has où dvvara: araf£gvas ?; Bacuea 
éxeivn. 

wos—orabyoerat ý Boca avro, Mt *, Lk 18. Mk. has oò 
Ovvaras orvat GAAG rédos &xet. 

Both have parallels to Mk 27, but here Mt. agrees closely with 
Mk., whilst Lk. considerably diverges. Mt. embodies Mk 3990, 
Lk. ‘omits. Further, in Mt. the whole discourse falls into two 
portions, one an answer to the charge of demoniac agency, the 
second an answer to a request for a sign. In Lk. the charge and 
the request are combined, but the discourse is divided by wv.%-%8, 
which have no parallel in Mt. And, lastly, Mt. has a section, 
3-37, which has no parallel in the discourse in Lk. It is not easy 
to explain adequately this complex relationship. The fact that 
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Lk. omits Mk.s paragraph at the place where it would naturally 
occur in his Gospel, and gives instead a longer discourse later in 
his Gospel, would naturally suggest the explanation that he had 
before him a second source containing this longer discourse at a 
later period in Christ's life, and that he abandoned Mk. to follow 
this source. Cf. his omission of Mk 116-2 at Lk 415, because he 
proposes to insert a little later, 51, a similar narrative from 
another source. Cf. his omission at 855 of Mk 61%, because he 
has inserted a similar account in 41€9, It seems, therefore, 
necessary to suppose that Lk. had a second narrative before him 
containing matter parallel to Mk 322%, That being so, it is 
natural to suppose that Mt. also had a discourse longer than 
Mk 3?*9, and containing many features parallel to Lk. Their 
divergence in many points makes it unlikely that they were copy- 
ing from the same document. More probably they had before 
them different sources containing discourses in many respects 
parallel to one another. To some extent their agreement may be 
due to Lk.'s reminiscence of Mt. Mt.'s source is probably the Logia. 

22. Then there was brought to Him a demoniac, blind, and E 
dumb: and He healed him, so that the dumb spake and saw.) 
Lk. has: ** And He was casting out a dumb devil. And it came 
to pass when the devil was gone forth the dumb spake.” Mt. has 
already inserted in 983-9 a similarly worded miracle: ‘ Behold, 
they brought to Him a dumb demoniac. And when the devil 
was cast forth, the dumb spake.” It is striking that Lk 1114 is not, 
as we should expect, so nearly agreed with Mt 1:2?! as with 
Mt 99-3, It must remain doubtful whether this miracle was in 
the sources used by Mt. and Lk. It is quite possible that in 
993-4 Mt., wishing to add another miracle, described as shortly as 
possible the healing of a deaf demoniac (see on 99?) the fact of 
such a healing being current in Christian tradition. At 12?! he 
wants a suitable introduction to the following discourse, and 
rewrites shortly a similar account. But it is curious that he 
should not have specially mentioned, as in 9*5, the “ casting out” 
of the devil in order to prepare for the éxSdAA« of 12%. Lk., 
when inserting in 11Mf the discourse which follows, has felt the 
same need of an introductory miracle. His choice of a deaf 
demoniac may be due to reminiscence of the two passages in Mt., 
or may be accidental and due simply to the fact that both 
Evangelists inserted in this same connection the story of a deaf 
demoniac, known to them as an incident current in Christian 
tradition, of which no details had been preserved. Given the fact 
of the healing of a dumb demoniac, the agreement in language 
between Mt 99?53 and Lk 11!*is not very remarkable. It would 
be difficult to describe the bare fact of such a healing without 
some verbal agreement. 
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rére mpoonvéxGy abrQ] For róre, see on 27. For spoadpar as 
characteristic of Mt., see Introduction, p. Ixxxvi. — spooawvéx93 is 
the reading of X C D al latt. B S! S? have zpooqveyxay, as in g”. 
For the passive, cf. 18% 1913, 

E 28. And all the multitudes were astonished, and said, Is this 
indeed the Son of David?) éfioravro only here in this 
It is a reminiscence of Mk 37. For “Son of David” as a title of 
the Messiah, see Dalm. Words, 319 ff. 

M 24. But the Pharisees heard if, and said, This man doth not 
cast out devils, except by Beelseboul, chief of the devils.) Mk. has: 
* And the scribes who had come down from Jerusalem were saying 
that He hath Beelzeboul, and that by the chief of the devils He casts 
out devils.” Mt. and Lk. independently, or Lk. by reminiscence 
of Mt., fuse together the two clauses of Mk **, and wrongly make 
Beelzeboul equivalent to the chief of the devils and Satan. In 10% 
BeeX(«BosA is a name of reproach. Here in Mk. it seems to be 
the name of a demon by whom Christ was regarded as possessed. 
But it is not equivalent to Satan, the dpxev r&v dSarporiww from 
whom Mk. distinguishes Beelzeboul. For Beelzeboul, see on ro%. 

M 25. And knowing their thoughts, He said to them, Every kingdom 
divided against itself is made desolate ; and every city or house divided 
against itself shall not stand.) Mk. has: “And having called 
them, He was saying to them in parables, How can Satan cast 
out Satan? And if a kingdom be divided against (éwf) itself, that 
kingdom cannot stand. And if a house be divided against itself, 
that house shall not be able to stand." Lk. agrees closely with Mt. 
in omitting the summoning of the disciples, in substituting the know- 
ledge of the thoughts of the Pharisees, and in combining Mk.'s 
two analogies into one clause. ‘But He (airés), knowing their 
thoughts (Stavonpara), said to them, Every kingdom divided (&a- 
p«puoÜeica) against itself (ep éavrjv as in Mk., Mt. has xaf éavrz) 
is made desolate, and house falls on house,” or “a house (divided) 
against a house falls.”—olkes] Mt. and Mk. have oixía. Well- 
hausen argues that “house” in Aramaic, and so here, means “a 
political territory," as in “house of Lysanias.” This would give 
an appropriate meaning in Mt. No kingdom torn by internal 
dissension can escape devastation. And no city or State so divided 
can long maintain its independent existence. Lk.’s source seems 
to have differed here from Mt.'s. 

M. 20. And if Satan cast out Satan, he is divided against himself ; 
how therefore shall his kingdom stand?) Mk. has: * And if Satan 
rise up against himself and be divided, he cannot stand, but hath 
an end." Lk. agrees closely with Mt.: * And if Satan be divided 
(8teuepía 05) against himself, how shall his kingdom stand?" Lk, 

! C D al have BeedfeBovd, and so Eph. Syr., the Armenian and the Arabic 
Diatessaron. XN B have BeefeBodd, as in 10%, S! S* have Beelzebub, as in 10%, 
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adds — * because you say that by Beelzeboul I cast out devils” ; 
cf. Mk v.%, 

27-28. And if I by Beelseboul cast out devils, your sons by whom L 
do they cast (them) out? therefore they shall be your judges. But if 
I by the Spirit of God cast out devils, then the kingdom of God came 
upon you.| ‘These verses are not in Mk. Lk. has them in verbal 
agreement with Mt, except that he has daxrvAp for mvevpars 
Christ, after urging the absurdity of the charge brought against 
Him (39395, now throws back the accusation upon the Jews. 
They, too, practised exorcism. Were they also the agents of 
Beelzeboul ?—oi vioù tuav}] means “people of your own race and 
religion,” #.e. Jews. It is here an Oriental circumlocution for “ you.” 
For an example of Jewish exorcism, cf. Jos. Amz. viii. 46, 47 (quoted 
on 8), and Ac 1918.—&a rovro] occurs 11 times in Mt., 3 in Mk., 
4 in Lk.—xpcrai $póv] “shall convict you of hypocrisy in accusing 
Me of employing diabolical arts whilst you yourselves practise 
exorcism.”-—avevpart eo) Lk. has the striking SaxriA@ «o9 ; cf. 
Ex 8199 where it is applied to a miraculous event, and Dt 919. — 
épfacey] d6ávew occurs only here in the Synoptic Gospels. With 
prepositions it means to “arrive at," “reach to,” “come upon” ; 
cf. Jg 20% oix éyvwoay ore páva èr atbrovs ?) xaxia, The aorist is 
difficult, and we should expect the perfect. The same unexpected 
aor. occurs in 1 Th 216 &$6ac« &è èr’ aùroùs ?) ópy. “If I by the 
Spirit of God cast out devils, then when I began my work, or when 
I came, the kingdom of God came to and amongst you, though 
you were not aware of it.” Bac. rov Ó«o0 occurs 4 times in Mt, 
here and in 19% 2191-49, The kingdom is here regarded as some- 
thing present. But only by anticipation. Where the Messiah was, 
there must be the kingdom in some sense. But in a fuller sense 
it was still future, to be inaugurated when He came on the clouds 
of heaven. ý BaccAcia roù «o? here is certainly due to the source 
used by the editor, in this case probably the Logia, which therefore 
contained sayings about “the kingdom of God” and “the kingdom 
of the heavens." The reason why the editor did not here sub- 
stitute the latter for the former no doubt is that he always uses 
7j Baca rev oùpavôv in an eschatological sense, which would 
here be out of place ; cf. Introduction, p. lxvii f. 

29. Or how can any one enter into the house of “ the strong man, M 
and spoil his goods? unless first he bind “the strong man," and 
then he will spoil his house.) Mk. has: “ But no one can, havin 
entered into,” etc. Lk. has a different version of the saying. 
axis} In Mk. the sayingis loosely appended to the preceding with 
dAAd. The saying about the strong man and his goods bad probably 
become proverbial; cf. Ps-Sol 54 où yap Amperat ax)Aa  dyÜponros 
mapa dvdpos Suvarod ; Is 49% uù Ajpyperal rts wapa ylyaytos okta. 

So far from acting as a subordinate of Beelzeboul, Christ had 
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invaded his territory, and by ejecting devils from the possessed, 
was spoiling his goods. This implied a previous victory over him. 

L 80. He that ts not with Me is against Me : and he that gathereth 
not with me scattereth.| So Lk v.®. 

In this war against Satan’s strongholds there are only two sides: 
for Christ or against Him, gathering with Him or scattering with 
Satan. 

M 81. Therefore I say to you, Every sin and blasphemy shall be 
Jorgiven to men: but blasphemy against the Spirit shall not be 
Jorgiven.] Mk. has: “ Verily I say to you that all things shall be 
forgiven to the sons of men,! the sins and the blasphemies where- 
with soever they shall blaspheme. But whosoever shall blaspheme 
against the Holy Spirit hath not forgiveness for ever, but is guilty 
of an eternal sin. Because they were saying that He hath an 
unclean spirit." Lk. has no parallel in this discourse, but in 1219 has 
“ He who blasphemed against the Holy Spirit shall not be forgiven.” 

In Mt. the meaning seems to be: “ You have taken sides against 
Me in the war against Satan. In so doing you have committed 
an unpardonable sin, because in charging Me with being an agent 
of Satan you have hardened yourselves against a revelation of God's 
Spirit working in Me.” 

M 82. And whosoever shall speak a word against the Son of Man, 
it shall be forgiven him ; but whosoever shall speak against the Holy 
Spirit, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this age nor in the 
coming.) This verse seems to repeat the thought of the last, the 
difference being that as a contrast to speaking against or blasphemy 
against the Spirit, we have here speaking against the Son of Man 
in particular, instead of all sin and blasphemy in general The 
two verses seem to be different recensions of the same saying. 
Mt. has probably conflated Mk. and his other source, or Mk. = 
the other source and another form of the saying known to him. 
Lk. in 121? has: «ai was ôs dpe Aéyov «is Tov viv Tob , avÜpeirov 
ddcOjoeras airy re & cis rd “Aywov wvetua BAracdypyoarts oùx 
&deOjoerar. Lk. appears to borrow the first clause from Mt 9 
the second from Mt *! 2 Mk €, He may have done so from 
memory, or may have had the saying before him in this form. If 
Mt 3! and Mt 5 Mk 1*3? be different recensions of one saying, 
it is 3 probable that Mk.’ s striking rots viots ray dvÜuxev and Mt.’s 
xarà ToU vioU rot dvÜpurov go back to the same original Aramaic 
phrase. Of the two, Mk.’ s phrase is probably the more accurate 
translation. ** Anything shall be forgiven to men save blasphemy 

inst the Holy Spirit,” gives a clear and intelligible meaning. 
On the other hand, “Opposition to the Son of Man is pardon- 
able, opposition to the Holy Spirit is unpardonable,” is difficult to 

1 This Aramaic ‘‘sons of men” =‘‘ men” occurs only here in the Synoptic 
Gospels. Mt. avoids it. 
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explain. How could the Pharisees be supposed to be able to 
distinguish between the Son of Man (= Christ?) acting as such, 
and the Son of Man driving out devils by the power of the Spirit. 
We have here a fairly clear instance where an original Aramaic 
phrase meaning “sons of men”=“ men” has been mistakenly 
represented by ó vids roð dyOpwrov. Mk 4% is probably another 
instance. The general drift of vv.5!- 33 seems to be: “ You accuse 
Me of Satanic methods in casting out devils. In reality I cast 
them out by the power of God's Spirit. In substituting Satan for 
the Holy Spirit you are guilty of blasphemy. And this is an 
unpardonable sin. It is the lie in the soul.”—ovre év rovro rq 
alàv. ovre y rp péAAovTt] Mk 10% has: éy r9 alðvı T épxopévo. 
So Lk. ; but Mt. omits. Lk. also has: roù alwvos rovrov, 169 20%, 
and rov alavos éxeivov, 20%. These phrases are connected with the 
distinction which is common in apocalyptic literature of the first 
cent. A.D. between the present and the future age. See Dalm. 
Words, pp. 147-156; Volz, Jud. Eschat. p. 57; and cf. 2 Es 799 
“the Most High hath not made one world, but two”; 747 
“the world to come”; Apoc. Bar 15%8 4415 “the world to 
come." The distinction is also found in Rabbinical literature ; 
cf. Adoth 29. Hillel said: “He who acquires for himself the 
words of the law, acquires for himself the life of the age which 
is coming.” Dalman says of this, “if genuine.” Ser. R. 44 
(Wünsche, p. 209): According to Jochanan ben Zaccai, ¢. 80 A.D., 
God revealed to Abraham “this age, but not that age.” According 
to Akiba, “He revealed to him both ages." ‘The currency of 
these expressions ‘this age,’ the future age,” says Dalman, “is 
at all events established by the end of the first Christian century.” 
Mt. has also 5 times the expression evvréAea roù alüvos. See 
on v.9,—o0íx ád«Üjcera.] B has où pi áóe0p. For this construc- 
tion, see on 518. - 

88-85. The editor here inserts a paragraph which is similar to 
one which he has already recorded in the Sermon on the Mount, 
49, Lk. in his Sermon, 6459-55, also has a similar section, which, 
however, is more closely in agreement with Mt 12 than with Mt 7; 
that is to say, Lk 6*9 and ***— Mt 71916, whilst Lk 64% 45— Mt 
1 358 84b. 88, Lk. is here perhaps conflating the words of his source 
for the Sermon with reminiscences of Mt 13. 

88. Either make the tree good, and ifs fruit good; or make the L, 
free rotten, and ifs fruit rotten: for by the fruit the tree is known. | 
Cf. 417-18, Lk 648. The meaning here is * Be consistent. Either 
allow My acts of casting out devils to be good in result, and 
attribute the power to do such good acts to the Holy Spirit; or 
condemn them as evil in result, and attribute them to Satanic agency.” 

84. Ye offspring of vipers, how can you speak good things, being T, 
evilt] This bas no parallel in Lk. The meaning is: “The 
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reason why you utter judgements which directly gainsay plain facts 
is to be found in your evil nature." 

L 84. For out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. | 
L 35. Zhe good man from the good treasure brings forth good 

things: and the evil man from the evil treasure brings forth evil 
things.| Cf. Lk 6% “The good man from the good treasure of 
(his) heart brings forth (zpoedépe«) the good. And the evil man 
from the evil brings forth the evil. For out of the abundance of 
the heart his mouth speaketh." 

The meaning is: ** Your malicious judgements come from the 
treasure-house of your malicious nature." 

86-37. These verses have no parallel in Lk. 
L But say to you, that every idle utterance that men shall speak, 

they shall give account concerning tt in the day of judgement. For 
from thy words shalt thou be acquitted, and from thy words skait 
thou be condemned. | 

36. way ppa ápyóv|] The Pharisees might urge that their say- 
ing of v.* was after all only a pleasantry, and did not express their 
real beliefs. Christ warns them that such idle utterances, because 
they come from the heart (v.™), give expression to the inward 
nature, and will be called into judgement no less than the reasoned 
statement or the outward action. The last verse, with its change 
to the singular and its substitution of for pùa, sounds like 
a quotation or a proverbial saying. lause (a) is perhaps a 
reminiscence of Ps 50° ówws awhis dv rois Aóyos cov. 
For ô éd», see on 11%. 

L 88. Then answered Him certain of the scribes and Pharisees, 
saying, Teacher, we wish to see a sign from Thee.) In Lk 11" this 
request is combined with the accusation at the head of the 
discourse. ‘‘ But others tempting (Him), were seeking a sign from 
heaven from Him.” 

Tóre] see on 27, 
L 89. And He answered and said to them, An evil and adulterous 

generation seeks for a sign; and a sign shall not be given to it, 
save the sign of Jonah the prophet.| Lk. has: “And when the 
multitudes were crowding together, He began to say, This 
generation is an evil generation: it seeks a sign, and a sign 
shall not be given to it, save the sign of Jonah.” —jotyadis] means 
apostate, disobedient, and unfaithful to God. 

EPL 40. For as Jonah was in the belly of the monster three days 
and three nights; so shall the Son of Man be in the heart of 
the earth three days and three nights.) Lk. has: “For as Jonah 
was a sign to the Ninevites, so shall be also the Son of Man to 
this generation.” 

It is probable that Mt. (or the writer of his source) has para- 
phrased the saying as recorded by Lk., in order to explain the 
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parallelism between Jonah as a sign and the Son of Man as a 
sign. “As Jonah was a sign.” But how was he a sign? Cer- 
tainly not simply because he preached. His message of warning 
could in no true sense be called a sign. He was a sign because 
of his remarkable experience recorded in Jon 1-2. “So shall 
the Son of Man be a sign," in virtue of His remarkable life's history 
from beginning to end. The writer of the saying as recorded in 
Mt. has wished to make this parallelism clear. He has done so 
by illustrating it from one particular event in the life history of 
Jonah and of the Son of Man, in connection with which there 
was, as it seemed to him, a striking coincidence. The Son of Man 
(2 Christ) foretold, as tradition recorded, that He would rise 
again after three days; cf. Mk 89! 959! 10%, Mt 27%, (This was 
traditionally interpreted as equivalent to “on the third day,” cf. 
Mt 16?! 178 2019, Lk 933 1853 247-4, Ac 10). It might, therefore, 
be said that He lay in the grave for three days. Mt. turned to 
the Book of Jonah, and found in 2! the words: xai fv 'Iwvâs dv rjj 
Kota TOU KyTous Tpeis Hudpas kal rpeis vikras, Here was material 
for a comparison. Jonah’s wonderful story of guidance and pre- 
servation culminated in his sojourn in the belly of the sea monster 
followed by his miraculous deliverance. This, as illustrating his 
whole unique experience, made him a sign to the Ninevites. He 
preached to them as one miraculously accredited. The life history 
of the Son of Man culminated in His sojourn in the grave, followed 
by His miraculous resurrection. "This, as illustrating His whole life 
of wonder and marvel, constituted Him a sign to the men of that 
generation. Mt. has, of course, rather forced his analogy.! Putting 
aside the fact that according to Christian tradition Christ lay in 
the grave only one whole day and parts of two others, he has 
tried to increase the parallelism by adding rpeis vixras, when at 
the most there were only two. 

The words fw ‘Iwvas—vicras are borrowed from Jon 21.—rj 
xapiia Ts y7s] cf. Dt 44 Heb. “the heart of heaven," and ær 
maris, 4 Es (2 Es R.V.) 1335 51, 

4l. The men of Nineveh shall rise up at the judgement with this L 
generation, and shall condemn st: because they repented at the message 
of Jonah ; and, behold, more than Jonah ts here.) Lk. transposes this 
and the next verse, probably simply in order to secure a chrono- 
logical sequence. He has this verse in verbal agreement with Mt. 

dvaornoovras Èv rj) kpía«.] shall stand or rise up at the judgement. 
Except in this and the next verse, Mt. uses pépa xpicews in this 

! For an early attempt to account for the '* three days? and ‘‘ three nights,” 
see the Syriac Didascalia (ed. Lagarde), p. 88, where the *'three days" are 
reckoned as Friday 6 a.m. to noon, Friday 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., and Saturday ; 
the ‘‘three nights” as Friday 12 to 3 p.m. (darkness night), Friday night, 
and Saturday night. 
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sense; cf. 1015 113224 12%, For 3$ «pieis = the last judgement, 
cf. Lk 10!*, The idea is that at the final judgement the men of 
Nineveh will indict the men of this generation for not having 
repented at the preaching of Christ, who had been a greater sign 
to them than Jonah had been to the Ninevites Wellhausen 
urges that in Aramaic “stand or rise up in judgement with" means 
*to accuse.” That is true; but even so the implied period ot 
accusation must have been the final judgement day. The Greek 
translator, who rendered the Aramaic original by áraercorras dv 
vj xpioa perá, only made his words express what he supposed to 
be implied in the original —7A«tov 'Iovà| cf. 12° rod iepov peizov. 

L 42. The queen of the South shall rise up at the judgement with 
this generation, and shall condemn it: for she came from the ends of 
the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon ; and, behold, more than 
Solomon ts here.) So Lk. with rêy dvdpay after perá. éyepOyoera 
is synonymous with åvagrýcera: of v.4. Both represent the same 
Aramaic word. —vórov] In 1 K 10! N30 = LXX ZXaf. Jos. Ant. 
viii. 165 calls her queen of Egypt and Ethiopia. ButSheba was in 
southern Arabia Wellhausen remarks that this is the earliest 
instance of the name Jemen (=“south”=véros) for South-West 
Arabia. 

L 43-45 are placed by Lk. (11%) earlier in the discourse. There 
they seem to illustrate the futility of the methods of the Jewish 
exorcists (v.19). These seem to do the same work as Christ, but 
really they act against Him (v.9); for the evil spirit whom they 
drive out returns, making the sufferer worse than before. In Mt 
the verses seem rather to describe the condition of the Jewish 
nation in Christ's time. They had formerly repented at the 
summons of God, and their evil spirit had been driven out. 
But it had returned with seven others. And now the condition 
of the nation was such that even the preaching of Christ had no 
effect. Or the passage may have been added here by the editor, 
with immediate reference to the preceding verses, as bearing upon 
the subject of exorcism with which the discourse started. It is 
possible that Lk. may have tried to improve the connection by 
placing the verses within the body of the discourse. 

L 43. But when the unclean spirit is gone forth from the man, he 
passes through waterless places, seeking rest, and finds none.] So Lk. 
with uù ebpioxoy for oüx eipioxe.—dyvdpwy rérwv] Demons were 
thought to dwell in deserted places. Cf. Is 13% 3414 Bar 4%, Rev 
18%, Mk 51%. For the waterless place, cf. the incantation given in 
Thompson, Devils and Evil Spirits of Babylonia, i. pp. 61, 167: 

* Neither with sea water, nor with sweet water, 
Nor with bad water, nor with Tigris water, 
Nor with Euphrates water, nor with pond water, 
Nor with river water, shalt thou be covered.” 
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And for desert places as the abode of demons, cf. the same work : 
p. 123; “O evil spirit—to the desert. 

O evil demon—to thé desert. 
O evil ghost—to the desert. 
O evil devil—to the desert. 

p. 139: O evil spirit, get thee forth to distant places. 
O evil demon, hie thee unto the ruins. 

A ruined desolate house is thy home.” 
44. Then he saith, I will return to my house whence I came L 

out; and having come, he finds it vacant, swept, and adorned.] So 
Lk. with dardotpepw els rov olxdv pov for els Tov olkóv pou éxwrpéjo ; 
but x* A D a/ S! S? omit oxoAd{ovra in Lk.—cyxoAd{ovra] Rare in 
this sense ; cf. Plut. Caf Grec. 12; and of uncultivated land, Plut. 
Timol. ch. 22 end.—capéw| A late form of caipw, Artem. ii. 33. 

45. Then he goeth, and taketh with himself seven other spirits L 
worse than himself, and entering in they dwell there ; and the last 
state of that man becomes worse than the first.) So Lk. without pef 
éavrov, and with érrá after éavrod.—érra} For the seven evil spirits 
of Babylonian demonology, cf. Thompson, pp. xlii ff. 

So shall it be to this evil generation.) These words are not 
found in Lk. 

(7) His relations seek Him. 
46. The editor now goes back to Mk 35195, In Mk. Christ is ina 

house (3195), where the preceding discourse was presumably uttered. 
But in Mt. the last place mentioned is the synagogue of 129. In 
1215 He leaves the synagogue, and in 127? a blind and deaf demoniac 
is brought to Him ; but no detail of place is given. 

While He was still speaking to the multitudes, behold, His M 
mother and brethren had taken their stand without, seeking to speak 
fo Him.) Mk. has: “And His mother and His brethren come, 
and, having taken their stand outside, sent to Him, calling Him.” 
The outside here means outside the house in which He was (3??). 
In Mt. the outside must be interpreted as on the outskirts of the 
crowd. The editor is obliged to rewrite Mk.'s opening words, 
ér« abro? XAaXobvros] Cf. the insertion of a similar formula, ravra 
abroU AaXotvros, as a connecting link, in 98. —rois dxAors] cf. v.33.— 
Sov] See on 1”.—{nrotrres aùr Àaàñoaı) Mk.’s dwécreAay xpos 
2trov xaXovyres airov is unsuitable here, where Christ is separated 
from His relatives only by the circle of people round Him. Mt 
anticipates the {yrotety oe of Mk v.9* which he omits. 

48. And He answered and said to him who told Him, Who is M 
My mother? and who are My brethren?| The editor summarises 
Mk vv.5 55 * And the crowd sat about Him ; and they say to Him, 
Behold, Thy mother and Thy brethren without seek Thee. And 
He answered them, and saith, Who is My mother and brethren?” 
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M. 49. And He stretched out His hands towards His disciples, and 
said, Behold My mother and My brethren !| Mk. has: “And He 
looked round at those sitting in a circle about Him, and saith, 
Behold My mother and My brethren!” It is in Mt.’s manner to 
make the reference apply specially to the disciples.—i8ev] for Mk.'s 
ôe. See on 19. 

M. 60. For whosoever shall do the will of My Father who is in the 
heavens, the same is My brother, and sister, and mother.) Mk. has: 
* Whosoever shall do the will of God, he is My brother, and sister, 
and mother." For ro) warpds pov rod èv oùpavois, see on 51% Cf. 
Aboth 5% “ Be bold as a leopard, and swift as an eagle, and fleet 
as a hart, and strong as a lion, to do the will of thy Father which 
is in heaven." 2* * Do His will as if it were thy will, that He 
may do thy will as if it were His will. Annul thy will before 
His will, that He may annul the will of others before thy will.” 
B. Berakhoth 16^ “Our will is to do Thy will" See also on 6%, 

47. &* C D E a/ latt insert here: ‘‘ And one said to Him, Behold, Thy 
mother and Thy brethren are standing without, seeking to speak to Thee. 
Mk. has: **And there sat about Him a multitude ; and they say to Him, 
Behold, Thy mother and Thy brethren outside are seeking Thee.” The verse 
in Mt. is rightly omitted by N* B LT S! S? ff! k. Mt. has purposely omitted 
the corresponding clause in Mk., and has only taken from it the {yroiely ce= 
fyrobyres aùr AaMjsa,, Mt “. The interpolator has written the words to 
assimilate to Mk. and Lk., and to prepare the way for v.9. If the verse were 
genuine, Mt. and Lk. would agree against Mk. in éorjxacw, as they do in 
the next verse in ele» for Aéyet. 

(8) Illustrations of His parabolic teaching, 13. 
XIII. The editor now comes to Mk 4. 

. M L On that day Jesus went (out of the house?), and sat by the 
sea.) Mk has: “And again He began to teach by the sea.” 

év éxeivy rjj ")&épga] inserted to make the connection closer, as 
in 2225, and as a substitute for Mk.'s sáu, which Mt. often omits. 
èx rìs olxias if genuine is a reminiscence of Mk 3) xai &pyeras 
eis oixov, which Mt. had omitted, but which still underlies 1296; 
but DS! a be ff12g!k omit èx rs olxías. B omits èx. C E al have 
&xó. The words are probably a gloss to explain é£éA6wv.—éxdGyro] 
Mk. has 7péaro &iódexew. Mt. often avoids paro. For éxd@yro, 
cf. 152. Itis suggested here by the xa@jo6a of the next clause 
in Mk. 

M 22 And there were gathered to Him many multitudes, so that 
He embarked into a boat, and sat.) Mk. has: “And there is 
gathered to Him a very great multitude, so that He embarked 
into a boat, and sat in the sea.”—ovv7,@yoay| for Mk.'s hist. 
pres, as often.—óxAo] for Mk.’s singular, as often. Mt. omits 
Mk.’s superfluous £v rj 0aXacoy. 

M And all the multitude had taken its stand on the shore.) Mk. 
has: “ And all the multitude were at the sea upon the land."—éxi 
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tov alytadov| For aly:aAds, cf. v.48. Mt. avoids Mk.’s redundant 
* at the sea upon the land.” Cf. Introduction, p. xxiv. 

8. And He spake to them many things in parables, saying, Be- M 
hold, the sower went out to — Mk. has: “ And He was teach- 
ing them many things in parables, and He said to them in His 
teaching, Hear; Behold, the sower went out to sow.” 

voÀAá] Mt. generally omits Mk.’s adverbial woAAd.—2d\dAnoew] 
abbreviates Mk.’s éiSacxey—xai éAeyey. abrots dy Tjj Siddyy adrod. 
See Introduction, p. xxiv.—rov bus nde for Mk.’s eweipo. Mt. 
has ro? with inf. 7 times. The present tense emphasises the con- 
tinuance of the action. See Blass, p. 196 f., and note on r11!. 

4. And during his sowing, some fell by the wayside, and the M 
birds came and devoured them.) Mk. has: '* And it came to pass 
during the sowing, some (č) fell by the wayside, and the birds 
came and devoured it"—4] Mk. has the singular. For Mt.’s 
preference for plurals, see on 829, —éAovra—karédayev] for Mk.’s 
70v xai xarépayev. 

6. And others fell upon the stony places, where they had not much M 
earth ; and immediately they sprang up, because they had not depth of 
earth.) Mk. has: “ And other fell upon the stony place, and where 
it had not much earth ; and immediately it sprang up because it 
had not depth of earth.”—dAAa] plural again, and so in merpóðn 
for Mk.'s dÀAo and werpades; see on 8%. But Mk. has dAAa in 
v.9 and zerpwdy in v.19, —dAAa 8€] for Mk.'s xai dAAo, as often. 

6. And the sun having risen, they were scorched ; and because they M. 
had not root they withered.| Mk. has: “And when the sun rose,” etc. 

7. And others fell upon the thorns, and the thorns grew up and M 
choked them.) Mk. has: “And other (sing.) fell into the thorns ; 
and the thorns grew up and choked it, and it gave no fruit."—4dAAa 
&é for Mk.'s xai dào, as often.—dérérvigay] Mk. has cuvérvegay. 
In Mt. x D have the simple verb, which occurs also in 18%, Mk 
53. årérvıav may be an assimilation to Lk. 

B. And others fell upon the good ground, and was giving fruit.) M. 
Mk. has: “ And others fell into the good ground, and was giving 
fruit, growing and increasing.” Mt. omits Mk.’s rather obscure 
last three words, see Swete.—4dAAa 9€] for Mk.'s xai dAAa, as often. 
éxf is easier than Mk.'s els. “ Some an hundred, and some sixty, and 
some thirty fold." Mk. has: “ And was bearing one thirty, and one 
sixty, and one an hundred fold." Mks «fs—£»—év is due to mis- 
translation of the Aramaic sn Sy or Hebrew “m ; cf. AND SN by, 
Gn 2612 (Targ.)=an hundred fold, ny3v tn, Dn 39? —sevenfold. 
Cf. Exp. Times, xiii. p. 330, and so now Wellhausen on Mt. Mt. 
has avoided the Aramaism by substituting ¢—d—4. 

9. He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.) Mk. has: “ And M 
He said, Who hath ears to hear, let him hear.” The words occur 
again in Mt 11 and 1348. 
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1-9. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following: 
óxAot rooi Mt 2 = óxAov wodAod, Lk $. Mk. has 6xAos rAcioros. 
ToU omeipev, Mt 5 — rob owetpar, Lk 5. Mk. has o7eipa: alone. 
èv rQ oepey abróv, Mt * Lk 5 Mk. has xai éyérero & r$ 

aeipev. 
ó dywy, Mt °, Lk $ Mk. has 6s dyes. 

M 10. And the disciples came and said to Him, Why dost Thos 
speak to them in parables?) Mk. has: “And when He was in 
private, those who were around Him with the Twelve were asking 
Him the parables.” This is ambiguous. Lk. interprets it to mean, 
“asked Him the meaning of the parable.” In Mk. we must under- 
stand that vv.10-33 refer to teaching on some occasion other than that 
implied in vv.!* 5-86, This explains Mk.’s plural wapaBodAds. On 
some other occasion the Twelve and others asked for an explana- 
tion of the parable of the Sower and of other parables. But Mt. 
prefers to treat Mk 419-33 as a part of the same scene as Mk 1-9. 85-36, 
He therefore omits * And when He was in private," and changes 
* Asked Him about the parables ” = “asked Him what the meaning 
of the parables was” into “Said to Him, Why dost Thou speak 
to them in parables?” For mporeÀĝóvres, see on 45.—oi pabyrat] 
“disciples” in a wide sense. Mt. thus avoids representing the 
Twelve as ignorant of the reason of Christ’s use of parables. See 
Introduction, p. xxxiil. 

M 11. And He answered and said that, To you it has been given to 
know the secrets of the kingdom of the heavens, but to them tt has not 
been given.] Mk. has: * And He said to them, To you the secret of 
the kingdom of God has been given, but to those outside all things 
happen in parables.”—pvorypia}| for the plural, see on 89. The 
singular might suggest that the very conception of the kingdom was 
something unknown. But the idea of the kingdom was current 
and familiar. Christ's teaching about it contained, however, many 
things unfamiliar. Hence the plural. Mt. adds the explanatory 
yvava. — Sé5ora:] Christ’s teaching about the kingdom had 
familiarised His disciples with many conceptions (pvorýptia) of its 
nature and near approach which remained unknown to the masses 
of the people.—pvorjpia| The word is used in the LXX to 
denote a “secret”; cf. Wis 223 “the secrets of God,” To 12! “the 
secret of a king," Jth 2? the same, 2 Mac 13%. The representa- 
tion of eschatological ideas, immortality of the soul, resurrection 
of the body, future judgement, Messianic kingdom as “secrets” 
revealed to the elect, is especially characteristic of the Apocalyptic 
and Sibylline literature, and the word in this sense has been 
adopted by the New Testament writers. See Armitage Robinson, 
Ephesians, pp. 234 ff. Slabeffk omit ray otpavay. 

éxewois 0€ ob dedéra:] Mk. has the obscure éxewois 9à rois ee 
dv rapaBodais wavra yiverat, which may perhaps mean, “all spiritual 
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teaching is like an unexplained parable to the uninitiated,” or “to 
the multitude outside (the place where we are).” 

12. For whosoever hath, there shall be given to him, and increased. M 
But whosoever hath not, even that which he hath shall be taken from 
Aim.) Mk. has a similar clause in 4% “For he who hath, there 
shall be given to him; and he who hath not, there shall be taken 
from him even that which he hath.” Similar words occur in 25% 
in the parable of the Talents, and Mt. here adds xai repeooevOyjorerat 
to assimilate to that passage or in anticipation of xal xpoorefijoerat 
tptv, Mk 4%. Here the words seem to refer to spiritual opportuni- 
ties. The disciples “had,” e.g., faith to receive the revelation of the 
secrets of the kingdom. Hence these secrets were entrusted to them. 
The masses of the people “had not” such capacity for divine 
truth. Hence these secrets were withheld from them, because 
the parabolic form in which Christ taught them only yielded its 
“secret” to those who already had some understanding of the 
nature of the secrets concerned. But the verse does not seem 
entirely applicable here, because it is difficult to give any adequate 
meaning to the last clause. The teaching in parables did not 
bring about the “taking away even what he hath." Mt. has 
probably added them here in order to afford at least a partial 
explanation of Mk.'s obscure “all things happen in parables.” 

18. Therefore I speak to them in parables: because seeing they M 
“do not see ; and hearing they do not hear, nor understand.) Mk. 
has: “ (Happen in parables) in order that seeing they may see, and 
not see; and hearing they may hear, and not understand ; lest they 
should turn, and be forgiven." 

The verse in Mk. is an adaptation of Is 69-19 &xoz dxovoere xal 
où pij cwvijre xal [jAémovres BrAdpere xai ob py Wyre—py Tore— 
(mw péjwoi xai ldcopas abrovs. In the last clause Mk.'s xai 
defy a)rois is nearer to the Heb. spy than to the LXX. As 
the words stand in Mk. they describe the purpose of the * all 
things happen in parables.” This may mean, “ To the unspiritual 
masses of the people, who have no capacity for divine truth, the 
whole of life, and, in particular, all revelation of divine secrets, is 
like an unexplained parable, into the real meaning of which they 
never penetrate. And this condition of things fulfils the words of 
God to the prophet Isaiah, which described the spiritual condition 
of that generation.” A modern speaker would use terms of analogy 
rather than of purpose to connect the state of things before him 
with the Old Testament parallel. But in the New. Testament any 
condition of things parallel to or analogous to a similar condition 
in the Old Testament is said to fulfil the terms which describe 
the latter. And the use of future tenses in the LXX of Isaiah 
easily lead to the use of the passage as a prediction of future events 
rather than as the description of a present condition. 
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Mt., however, has explained the question of Mk 4!° as asking 
after the reason of Christs use of parables, da ri dy wapaBodAats 
AaAeis atrois; and introduces this use of Isaiah's language with the 
direct answer, “ Therefore I speak to them in parables.” He 
cannot, therefore, continue with Mk.'s iva, the effect of which 
would be to represent Christ's speaking in parables as purposely 
adopted in order to prevent the people from understanding the 
teaching underlying them. The editor feels that this would be 
intolerable. He therefore changes {va into ór& and substitutes 
indicatives for Mk.'s subjunctives “I speak in parables, because 
the people are not able to receive nor to understand the ‘secrets ' 
when revealed in plain language." *'*'They see, and yet do not 
see; and they hear, and yet do not hear, nor understand." 
Nothing is here said (as apparently in Mk.) of the object gained 
by the use of parables, but an explanation is given of the causes 
which made it necessary. But there is implied the inference that 
the object was to present the “secrets” of the kingdom in a form 
which would enable all such as had (v.!%) capacity to understand, 
to penetrate their meaning, whilst it would shroud these divine 
secrets from those who had no qualifications for appreciating 
them. In this way Christ fulfilled His own saying, “Give not 
that which is holy to dogs, : nor cast your pearls before swine " (7°). 
D S! S? abcdeffk add py wore érwrpéjocw from Mk. 

14, 15. Mt. here introduces the direct quotation, which is in- 
directly employed in Mk 5H. 

B And there is being fulfilled for them the prophecy of Isaiah, 
which says, With hearing ye shall hear, and shall not understand ; 
and seeing ye shall see, and shall not perceive. For the heart of this 
people was made fat, and with their ears they heard heavily, and 
their eyes they smeared ; lest they should see with their eyes, and hear 
with their ears, and understand with ther heart, and should turn, 
and I should heal them. ] 

xal dvawAnpovras abrois] We might expect the editor to use 
the formula rws (iva) vÀypo0j rò 520év, on which see Introduction, 
p.lxi. But that formula seems to have been characteristic of a 
special group of quotations which the editor had before him in a 
Greek form. In this case he himself has recourse to the LXX, in 
order to quote a passage which has been suggested to him by 
Mk 43$ He therefore uses an introductory phrase of his own, 
which was suggested, no doubt, by the wzAnpw6y of the recurring 
formula, The quotation which follows seems to be verbally 
identical with the LXX of Is 69-16, even to the unexpected fut. 
ind. ldoopar of the last clause. 

16-17. Cf. Lk 109-4, Mk 433. 
L But blessed are your eyes, for they see; and your cars, for they 

hear, or verily I say to you, That many prophets and righteous 
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men desired to see the things which ye see, and did not see; and to 
hear the things which ye hear, and did not hear.) Mk. has: “ And 
He saith to them, Do ye not know (oiGare) this parable, and how 
shall you understand (yvwoeoGe) all the parables?” Mt. omits this 
reproach (see Introduction, p. xxxiii), and substitutes for it a passage 
from the Logia containing a statement of the privileges of the 
disciples. This saying also occurs in Lk 10% in a different 
context (the return of the Seventy), and differently worded: “ And 
turning to the disciples, privately He said, Blessed are the eyes 
which see the things which ye see; for I say to you, that many 
prophets and kings wished to see the things which ye see, and did 
not see ; and to hear the things which ye hear, and did not hear.” 

Up Ov x The ójv is emphatic, and contains a direct contrast 
to those referred to in atrois, vv.1013, éxevois, v.11, and in vv.1%165, 
* They” cannot understand the parables, and that is why I use 
the parabolic method, because they are not capable of appreciating 
the “secrets” when plainly taught in literal language ; “for they 
have blinded their eyes to the light of divine truth. But blessed 
are your eyes, for they see this divine light.” 

18. Ye therefore hear the parable of the sower.| The words are in- E 
serted by the editor. pic] * Because your eyes see, you are able 
to understand and to receive the ‘secrets’ which the parable enfolds.” 

19. Jn the case of every one who hears the word of theM 
kingdom, and does not understand, there comes the evil one, and 
wrests away that which was sown in his heart. This is he who was 
sown by the wayside.) Mk. has: “The sower sows the word. 
These are they who (are) by the wayside, where the word is sown. 
And when they hear, straightway cometh Satan, and taketh away 
the word which was sown into them.” Mk.’s explanation of the 
parable suffers from condensation. ‘These are they who are by 
the wayside " interprets Ó pév érecev rapa rij ó0óv, v.5, i.e. the seed 
which fell by the wayside describes the case of the people who 
hear the doctrine and allow it quickly to be lost from their memory 
and understanding. Properly speaking, “that which fell by the 
wayside" is the doctrine, and the wayside represents superficial 
hearers ; but Mk.'s loosely connected words seem to confuse the 
seed sown, £e. the doctrine, with the people amongst whom it is 
sown, #.¢. those who hear it. Mt. might have simplified by saying in 
his last clause, “ This is, ſ.e. this is represented by, that which was 
sown by the wayside"; but he follows Mk.'s confusion between 
the seed sown and the people amongst whom it is sown. He adds 
xai pù cvviévros to explain why the evil one succeeds in wresting 
the seed from them, and substitutes èv rj xapdig. abro) for Mk.'s 
harsher «ls atrovs—é ovypós, as in v.38. 

20, 21. And he that was sown upon the stony places, this is he M 
who hears the word, and straightway with joy receives it; but hath 
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not root in himself, but is ephemeral; and when tribulation or 
persecution for the word cometh, straightway is made to stumble.) 
Mk. has: “ And these are they likewise who are being sown on 
the stony places, who, when they hear the word, straightway with 
joy receive it; and have not root in themselves, but are ephemeral. 

. Then when tribulation or persecution for the word cometh, straight- 
way they are made to stumble.” ‘There is here again the same 
confusion in Mk., followed by Mt, between the seed and the 
people amongst whom it is sown.—owapeis] and so in v.?* for 
Mk.'s less suitable owepépevo. Mk. has oapérres in v.9. 6 8€ 
for xai oßrot; and ovx &ye & for xai oùx €yovaw, as often ; Tov Aóyov 
throughout this chapter means the good news of the kingdom ; 
cf. v.39, 

M 22. And he that was sown into the thorns, this is he who hears 
the word ; and the care of the world and the deceitfulness of riches 
choke the word, and it becomes unfruitful.) Mk. has: * And others 
there are who are being sown into the thorns. These are they 
who heard the word; and the cares of the world, and the desires 
concerning the rest, enter in and choke the word, and it becometh 
unfruitful.” Again the same verbal confusion. Lk. here simplifies 
by substituting the neuter: * And that which was sown,” etc. Mt. 
omits xai al wepi rà Acura érifvuías as being involved in ġ péppra 
ToU alvos. roð alavos probably implies the distinction between 
this and the coming age; see on 12%, 

M 28. And he that was sown upon the good ground, this ts he 
who hears the word and understands, who brings forth and pro- 
duces fruit, some an hundred fold, and some sixty, and some thirty. 
Mk. has: “ And these are they who were sown upon the 
ground, who hear the word and receive it, and bring forth fruit, 
one thirty fold, and one sixty, and one an hundred. Lk., again, 
has the neuter — “that which," etc. ovneis, cf. v.9, explains 
Mk.'s wapadéxovra.—_t8—8—6] for Mk.’s &—é—&. See on v.*. 
—ô de] for Mk.'s xal, as often. 

The parable as it stands here seems to describe the reception 
of the word, or good news, or teaching (v.19) about the secrets of 
the kingdom (v.!!) as taught by Christ. Some do not understand 
it (v.1). | Some cannot endure the persecution with which its 
disciples are assailed (vv.2>2!), Some are too much preoccupied 
by wordly pursuits to allow it to influence them (v.*). But others 
come it, and become true disciples of the kingdom (v.9); 
cf. v.53, 

10-28. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following: 
oi pabyrait, Mt 19; ol uafgral avro, Lk’. Mk. has oi sepi 

avTOv cvy rots Swoexa. 
ô 8i—4« Ire —,yvàvas TÈ pvorýpia, Mt ©, Lk Y, Mk. has xai 

Acyev—rd pvorypioy. 
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dy rj xapdia abro?, Mt %=dxrd ris xapdias, Lk 12, Mk. has 
els abrovs. 

dé, Mt 9, Lk 15; Mt 9, Lk 4; Mt 3, Lk 15, Mk. has xal 
24-30. The tares. 
94. Another parable He put forth to them, saying, The kingdom Y, 

of heaven is likened fo a man who sowed good seed in his field. | 
épou0»] The usual introduction of a parable in the later 

Jewish literature is: “A parable. To what is the matter like? 
To,” etc. See Bacher, Exeg. Term. i. 121, ii. 121. The use of 
parables is very common in this literature. Examples from the 
Mechilta may be seen in Fiebig, Altjüd. Gieichnisse. All the 
parables in Mt. which are not borrowed from Mk. are introduced 
with the formula dpowGy or ópoía éori, except 2514, which is 
introduced with a simple ócep, a method also used in the Jewish 
parables. Cf. Fiebig, p. 78. 

25. And whilst men were sleeping, the enemy came and sowed L 
fares in the midst of the wheat, and went away. | 

26. But when the blade sprouted and made fruit, then appeared L 
also the tares.| 

27. And the servants of the householder came, and said to him, L 
Lord, didst thou not sow good seed in thy field? Whence, therefore, 
hath it taresf] 

98. And he said to them, An enemy hath done this. And the L 
servants say to him, Dost thou wish, therefore, that we go and 
gather them?) 

29. And he saith, No, lest as you gather the fares ye root up also I 
with them the wheat. | 

80. Let both grow together until the harvest; and in the time of the Y, 
harvest Iwill say to the reapers, Gather first the tares, and bind them 
into bundles to burn them ; but the wheat gather into my granary.| 

atra eis Séopas] LXAS!S*abcg!?ff*qomit es. Defhk 
omit atrd. Epiph. quoted by Tisch. gives Séopas Séopas; cf. 
ocuprocw ovprócia, Mk 69; and see Moulton, p. 97. 

81. Mt. here omits Mk.’s added sayings, 42135, He has already 
inserted a parallel to 4?! in 515, and to 4% in 109. A parallel to 43* 
has already been given twice in 13° = Mk 49, and in 1115. A parallel 
to Mk 4% has been given in 7*5, and to 4% in v.2, This, therefore, 
brings the editor to 49*39, But it is probable that in the Logia 
he had before him a group of parables containing the Tares, the 
Mustard Seed, the Leaven, the explanation of the Tares, the Hid 
Treasure, the Goodly Pearl, the Drag-net, and a conclusion. He 
turns now to this source, and borrows from it, thus omitting 
Mk 4%-%, and substituting for 49-533 the similar parable of the 
Logia. After the third Logian parable, the Leaven, he turns back 
to Mk. and borrows Mk.'s conclusion, 4°**, before continuing 
with the explanation of the Tares from the Logia. Thus: 
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Mt 13. Mk 4. 
Seed growing secretly, omitted 2:29. 
Tares, 34-90 = 

Mustard Seed, 81-83 substituted for 80-33, 
Leaven, 33 — 
Conclusion, 84-95 83-94, 

It may seem strange that, having once abandoned Mk at 13%, 
he should take the trouble to borrow from him 45%, and that he 
should place this not after the Mustard Seed as in Mk., but after 
the Logian parable of the Leaven. By so doing he seems to intro- 
duce into his chapter two conclusions, 13935 from Mk., and 515 
from the Logia. 

But let us suppose that the Logia contained two groups of 
three parables, separated by the explanation of the Tares, and 
ended with the conclusion, vv.5!“?, Thus: 

13% Tares 
5-33 Mustard Seed ! First group. 

$5 Leaven 
48 Explanation of Tares. 

“ Hid Treasure 
45-46 Goodly Pearl Second group. 
47-50 Draw Net 

Of course, the difficulty here is in the position of the explana- 
tion of the Tares. Why does it not stand immediately after the 

ble? Moreover, the reference to the house, v.®, is improbable 
as a feature of the Logia. In any case this is probably due to the 
editor. It does not help us to attribute the whole of vv.9-f* to 
the editor, because the position of the section remains a difficulty, 
and because the section is characterised throughout by phrases 
which are probably due to the Logia. 

It is easiest, therefore, to suppose that the Logian parables 
were arranged as above in two groups of three, separated by the 
explanation of the Tares. The editor having once deserted Mk., 
inserts the first group of three, and then adds Mk.'s conclusion. 
He did not place it immediately after the mustard seed, where 
Mk. has it, because he did not care to break up the grouping into 
three. For his liking for this arrangement, see Introduction, p. lxv. 

81,82. Cf. Mk 45-3, Lk 1316 19, 
LM 81. Another parable He put forth to them, saying, The kingdom 

of the heavens is like fo a grain of mustard seed, which a man took, 
and sowed in his field.| Mk. has: “And He said, How shall we 
liken the kingdom of God, or in what parable shall we set it forth? 
Asa grain of mustard seed ?” 

poia deriv] see on v.™, Mt. avoids Mk.’s redundancy ; cf. 
Introduction, p. xxiv. For Mk.’s as, cf. 2514, and see on v.*. 

LM 82. Which indeed is less than all seeds. But when it has grown it 
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ts greater than the herbs, and becomes a tree, so that the birds of the 
heaven come and lodge in its branches.) Mk. has: “Which when 
it is sown upon the earth, though it is less than all seeds which are 
upon the earth, and when it is sown, grows up and becomes greater 
than all herbs, and makes great branches, so that the birds of the 
heaven are able to lodge under its shadow.” 

ô puxporepov pé éorw] Mt. simplifies Mk.’s harsh construction, 
Ss—juxpdrepov dv. He also avoids the repetition of Gray cap) 
and eri rìs yis. —xaragxyvoir] cf. Ps 1041%,—#y rois xAddots atroi] 
Mk. has i»ó riv oxtay avrov. Both expressions ; are used of birds 
in connection with trees. For trod ry oxcav abrov, cf. Ezk 177; 
and for & rots «Adds avrov, Dn 418 Th. The latter phrase 
expresses more suitably here the size of the tree. 

Mt. and Lk. have several agreements in this parable as against 
Mk. ; cf. ópoía € erw, Mt. Lk. ôv AaBov dvOpwros č torepey éy T 
— abro), Mt. = dy Aafjov .dvÜperros éfjaAev. elc xiprov éavroi, Lk. 
av(50f, Mt. = ybtyoe, Lk. ; 86rópov, Mt. Lk.—év rois xAd8ors abrov] 
So far as Mt. goes, these variations from Mk. might be easily 
explained as editorial revisions of Mk.'s text. But his omission of 
Mk 49*9, combined with these variations and with the fact that 
the interpretation of the Tares does not immediately follow that 
parable, but comes later, after other parables in vv.9945, suggests 
that he borrowed the whole section 3*8 (excepting v.*) from the 
Logia. In that case, when he came to Mk 4% he turned to his 
other source for all that follows down to v.53, His variations from 
Mk 49933 are then due chiefly to the fact that this parable stood in 
the Logia in a form which differed from that of Mk. Lk. at 818 
omits Mk 4?*94 but has the parable of the Mustard Seed com- 
bined with that of the Leaven later in his Gospel at 131821, He 
probably, therefore, borrowed them from a non-Marcan source, 
which may have been the first Gospel, or a source which contained 
these two parables in the same order and largely in the same 
language as the Logia. 

The parable seems to describe the future propagation of the 
word or doctrine of the kingdom. Starting from small beginnings 
in the teaching of Christ, it will spread rapidly and win many 
adherents. 

81, 82. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following: 
épola deriy—Óv AuBav advOpwros—atrov, Mt 9!, Lk 18 19, 
avtnh, Mt 5 = quenoe, Lk 9, Mk. has copy. 

, Mt 31 = els 8évópov, Lk % Mk. has petLoy dvrov ray 
Aa , 

pps rots xAddos atrov, Mt *3, Lk 1% Mk. has imó ry oiv 
avTov. 

88. Cf. Lk 139 21, 
Another parable He spake to them ; The kingdom of the heavens L 
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is like fo leaven, which a woman took, and hid im three measures of 
meal, till the whole was leavened.| Lk. has: * And again He said, 
To what shall I liken the kingdom of God? It is like to leaven,” 
etc.—ópoía éoviy| for this and for Lk.’s rit dpoutcw—ipoia orv, 
see on v.%, The parable, like that of the Mustard Seed, describes 
the propagation of the doctrine of “the kingdom.” Like leaven, 
this will spread rapidly until it has accomplished the purpose for 
which it was taught. 

84. The editor now inserts Mk.’s conclusion, 455-9, 
M 34. All these things spake Jesus in parables to the multitudes ; 

and without a parable He was speaking nothing fo them.] Mk. 
49- has: “And with many such parables He was speaking to 
them, as they were able to hear. And without a parable He 
was not speaking to them. But privately He was interpreting 
all things to His disciples.” Mt. has omitted Mk 5*5 and * on 
account of the ambiguity of 3 “as they were able to hear." 

85. He now adds one of the series of quotations from which 
he has elsewhere borrowed. 

O 85. That it might be fulfilled which was spoken through the 
prophet, saying, I will open My mouth in parables; I will utter 
things hidden from the foundation of the world.\|\—drws *A»po05) 
see Introduction, p. lxi, and on 1% The quotation is from Ps 
77% The LXX there has: ávo(fe v wapa[JoXeis tò orópa pov, 
$0éyCouas xpoBAjpara dr ápyis. The first clause of the Gospel 
quotation betrays reminiscence of the LXX, the second clause 
appears to be an independent translation from the Hebrew. For 
épevyco Gas, cf. Ps 18° ; and for xexpuppéva, cf. 2 Mac 12%. karafjoA 
xóa pov does not occur in the LXX, but here, 25%, Lk 11, Jn 17%, 
Eph r‘, three times in Heb., 1 P 19, and Rev 135 and 178% Cf. 
also Ass. Mos 114 “ab initio orbis terrarum" = mpò xarafjoAgs kós gov, 
with Charles' note, p. 58. But see critical note on p. 154. 

EL 36. Zhen having left the multitudes, He went info the house ; 
and there came to Him His disciples, saying, Explain to us the 
parable of the tares of the field.|\—rére] see on 27.—4d$«íis] as in 26% 
2272,—¢is ri olxiay] cf. 131. Mt.’s references to place in this 
chapter are very vague; vv.? were spoken in the boat. spooc- 
e\Govres, v.!°, may or may not suggest a change of scene, but in the 
former case nothing is said of the disembarkation nor of the scene 
of the following section, 1-95, The reference here to rois oxAovs 
suggests that the whole of 3-5 was spoken in the boat. If so, Christ 
now disembarks and returns to the house. Since the reference to 
the boat and the house are borrowed from Mk., it seems probable 
that róre ddeis—oixiay is an editorial insertion to introduce the 
explanation of the Tares.—zposfjAov] see on 49.—9cádyror]. 
The verb occurs again in 189, a probable Logian passage. It 1s 
found in Dt 15, Dn 26 LXX, 1 Mac 128, and several times in 2 Mac. 
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87. And He answered and said, He who sows the good seed is L 
the Son of Man.) 

88. And the field is the world ; and the good seed, these are the L 
sons of the kingdom ; and the fares are the sons of the evil one.]— 
oi vioi ris Baoelas) £e. those who are qualified to enter into it ; 
cf. “Son of the coming world,” Zaanith 22°, and other phrases 
quoted by Dalm. Words, p. 115. The phrase is used with rather 
a different application in 812, There it means “those who were 
chosen to enter the kingdom, but have failed to justify the choice.” 

89. And the enemy who sowed them is the devil ; and the harvest L 
is the consummation of the age; and the reapers are angels.]— 
cwréAea alóvos] The phrase occurs in wv.“ 248 and 28”. In 
the two latter it seems to have been inserted by the editor into 
his source. If this section is Logian, the phrase in 24? and 28% 
will be due to the influence of Logian language on the editor. If 
this section is wholly editorial the phrase points to the Jewish 
origin of the editor, for it is characteristic of Jewish, especially of 
apocalyptic, literature. It occurs in He 99. Cf. ewréAea rày 
alovov, Test. Levi 10 ; “consummation of the age,” Apoc. Bar 83! ; 
* consummation of the world," 5431; Dn 121? evwréA«av qpepoyv ; 
“consummation of the times," Apoc. Bar 13? 2715; “of time," 298; 
* the day when the great consummation of the great world will be 
consummated,” Enoch 161; “the end of this time," 2 Es 7113; “the 
consummation of the end of the days," Ass. Mos 118, Cf. Dalm. 
Words, p. 155; Volz, Jüd. Eschat. p. 166.—dyyedo] cf. 2491. 

40. As therefore the tares are gathered and burned with fire ; L 
so shall it be at the consummation of the age.] 

41. The Son of Man shall send forth His angels, and they shall L 
gather together out of His kingdom all stumbling-blocks, and they 
who do lawlessness. |}—dmwooredct] cf. 2451.—éx ris BacwWdas abro] 
This must not be interpreted in such a way as to suggest that the 
kingdom is conceived of as a present condition of things within 
which tares and wheat grow together. When the Son of Man has 
come, then the kingdom also will have come. Hence at that 
future date the tares can be said to be gathered out of His 
kingdom. 

49. And shall cast them into the furnace of fire: there shall be the Y, 
wailing and the gnashing of teeth. |}—xdyuvov ToU üpos] only again in 
v. a Logian passage; cf. “furnace of Gehenna,” 2 Es 7%, and 
see Volz, Jüd. Eschat. p. 285.—éxet orat, x.T..] See on 813, 

43. Zhen the righteous shall shine as the sun in the kingdom Y, 
of their Father. Who hath ears to hear, let him hear.) 

Tóre] see on 27.—ol Slxacoe éxXdjupovow] Cf. Dn 128 Th. 
xai of cuvievres Aájajyovsiy—Kkai årò Tüv Sixaiwv.—as Ó FAros] cf. 
references on 172, and add Ecclus 507 ós yAcos éxAduruv ; Ep. Jer 
66.—é xwv, x.T.À.] A similar refrain occurs in 117° 139. 
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The parable deals with the period prior to the future establish- 
ment of the kingdom, during which Christ and His disciples preach 
its “secrets” and announce its coming. See Introduction, p. lxx. 

35. Add'Hoealov, N* curss. and MSS. known to Eus. and Jer. Omit 
W*BCDS!S* The word is certainly not genuine.—xaraBodjjs xéopov] W* 

B 1 22k omit xócuow S? S? have “from of old” S5Qs-O (C502, assimilat- 
ing to the Syriac and to the Hebrew of the Psalm, which has oip *m, It 
seems probable that Mt. wrote xaraßoħĵs, that S! and S? assimilated to the 
Hebrew, and that the mass of authorities have added xócpov to assimilate to 
the general usage of the N.T. 

86. Xacá$gco] W* B; páros, 8° C Dai. S'S* a2 probably 
implies ĉ&asáønoor. 

44-50. Three Parables from the Logia. 
L 44. The kingdom of the heavens is like treasure hidden in the field; 

whith a man found and hid, and from joy goes and sells all that 
he hath, and buys that field.] This and the following parable deal 
rather with the nature of the doctrine of “the kingdom " than with 
the method of its propagation, as in the previons parables. The 
good news of the kingdom is of such value that men will give up 
everything else to accept it. 

L 45, 40. Again, the kingdom of the heavens is like a merchant, 
seeking goodly pearls. And having found one precious pearl, he 
went and sold all that he hath, and bought it. 

ópoía deri] see on v.4.—avOparw europe] cf. dv0powo Bare, 
1893 221; cf. avOpwry olxodeowrdry, 1353 2133. 

L 47. Again, the kingdom of the heavens is like a net, cast into 
the sea, and gathering of every kind. | 

L 48. Which, when it was filled, they drew to the shore, and sat 
down, and gathered the good into vessels, but the bad they cast away. | 
—Zyyn] so N B C M*. dyyeta, D E F al. dyyetov occurs again in 25*. 
S! S? have “the good as good " for rà xada els dyyn ; see Burkitt. 

L 49, 50. So skall it be at the consummation of the age: the 
angels shall go forth, and shall separate the evil from the midst of 
the righteous, and shall cast them into the furnace of fire : there 
shall be the wailing and the gnashing of teeth. | 

ovvreAcia.] see on planes) ste on v.4,—éxel črta x.1-X. | 
see on 812, 

L 01,52. Have ye understood all these things? They say to Him, 
Yea. And He said to them, Therefore every scribe who has 
become a disciple of the kingdom of the heavens is like a householder, 
who brings out of his treasure new things and old things. |—was 
ypapparevs] Christ's disciples were to be disciples and teachers 
of His doctrine, just as were the Jewish scribes of the Law and 
of the traditions; cf. 23** where He describes His disciples as 
“prophets and wise men and scribes."—pa£»revÓ«'s] only here 
intransitive, no doubt corresponds to *v55n, a scholar or disciple. 
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—dyvOpary olxobcarórg] see on v.. The thought seems to be of 
a house steward, who brings from his household stores, new and 
old things, food, raiment, etc., as and when they are needed for 
household use. Just so Christ’s disciples who had learned from 
Him the secrets of the kingdom, £e. the truths about its near 
approach, the qualities which befitted those who should enter into 
it, and the separation between bad and good which would be 
made at its coming, were to be teachers of others. In this respect 
they would be as stewards, bringing out of the stores of their 
newly acquired knowledge, truths new and old, as was necessary 
to the requirements of those who wished to learn from them. 

(9) Various incidents, 1355-159, borrowed from Mk. 
58. And it came fo pass, when Jesus finished these parables.) E 

For this formula, see Introduction, p. lxiv. 
64. The editor left Mk at 4%. Having already inserted 4%- 

555, he comes to 6! which he now borrows. i 
He departed thence, and came into His native town, and was M 

teaching in their synagogue, so that they were astonished, and said, 
Whence hath this man this wisdom, and these miracles?) Mk. has: 
* And He went forth thence, and cometh into His native town ; 
and His disciples follow Him. And when the Sabbath came, He 
began to teach in the synagogue. And the multitude (of zoAAo() 
hearing were astonished, saying, Whence hath this man these 
things? And what is this wisdom which is given to Him, and 
the miracles such as happen through His hands? 

peripe éxeiÜev] perñpev occurs again in 19! for Mk.'s épyera:, 
here for Mk.'s é£2A0«v.  dxeiÜev in Mk. refers to the house of Jairus ; 
here, to the house of Mt 13%.—eis rj» marplða abro] in Mk. 
apparently means Nazara, cf. Mk 1°, and so, no doubt, in Mt., cf. 
233.4 0óv] Mt. as usual avoids Mk.’s hist. pres. épxeras, and 
omits xal áxoXovÜo?cty ol pabyrai abro? as unnecessary, since the 
disciples are not mentioned in the incident that follows, and xai 
yevopfvov caBBdrov as unnecessary, since no further reference is 
made to the Sabbath.—édSacxev] Mt. avoids Mk.'s jpfaro, as 
often.—d0ev rovrq 4 copia arg] Mt, as often, dovetails together 
two clauses of Mk., see Introduction, p. xxiv; but in this case 
compensates by repeating the phrase in the next verse in a slightly 
different form, dev otv Toíro ravra sáyra.—xal al Óvvdpes] Mt. 
omits Mk.’s rovatrat &à r&v xetpóv abro yevoperas as otiose. 

55. Is not this the Son of the carpenter? Is not His mother M 
called Mary! and His brethren, James, and Joseph, and Simon, and 
Judas ?] Mk. has: “Is not this the Carpenter, the Son of Mary, 
and brother of James, and Joses, and Judas, and Simon?” Mt. 
has substituted “the Son of the carpenter” for “ the Carpenter,” 
from a feeling that the latter was hardly a phrase of due reverence. 
Mk.’s striking phrase “the Carpenter” is occasionally echoed in 
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later writers; cf. Celsus ap. Origen, vi. 34: fv réxray riv T€xvqv. 
Origen, vi. 36, denies that Jesus was called réxrov anywhere in the 
Gospels ; Just. Zryph. 88: rà rexrovwà épya npydlero ev ávÜpesrocs 
dv, dporpa kai (vyá; Acts of Judas Thomas, ed. Wright, p. 159: 
“I know how to make ploughs and yokes.” This substitution 
explains why he has felt it necessary to change Mk.’s 6 wids rìs 
Mapids. He might, of course, have simply substituted xai Mapuds ; 
but it is questionable whether, whilst feeling no objection to ** Son 
of Joseph” or “Son of the carpenter,” he would not have shrunk 
from **Son of Joseph (or the carpenter) and of Mary.” To the 
editor, Jesus was legally the Son of Joseph and physically the Son 
of Mary. He would probably avoid a phrase which seemed to 
describe Him as Son of Joseph in the same sense that He was Son 
of Mary. He therefore substitutes for 6 vids ris Mapıás a para- 
phrase, oUx % pýrnp atrov Aéyera: Mapidp ; and this carries with it 
the change of xai ddeAdds “laxaBov, x.r.À., into xai oi à i avrov 
"IdxwBos, x.T.A. 

Since parentage in Palestine was always reckoned (and expressed) 
from the father, it may be argued with much probability that Mk.’s 
6 vios rs Mapıás implies either the death of Joseph, or, more 
naturally, an allusion to the supernatural circumstances of the birth 
of Jesus. The verse is entirely misquoted when it is used as an 
argument that S. Mark himself believed Jesus to be the natural 
Son of Joseph and Mary. He may have so believed, but no proof 
of such belief can be found in this passage. 

"Iwoyp] Mt. substitutes the old Hebrew name for Mk.'s "Twos. 
The latter represents the Galilean ‘py ; cf. Dalm. Gram. 175. 

M 66. And His sisters, are they not all with us? Whence, there- 
Jore, hath this man all these things?) Mk. has: “ And are not His 
sisters here with us?”—7dev obv rovro ratra wávra] the words are 
an expansion of the clause omitted from Mk? See note on v.™. 
—mpós pâs] for Mk.'s Gde xpos 74s, see Introduction, p. xxiv. 
For elva 7pós, see Abbott, Johannine Grammar, 2363*. 2364.— 
mps] implies the familiarity of daily intercourse. 

M 57. And they were made to stumble in Him. But Jesus said 
fo them, A prophet ts not without honour, save in his native town, 
and in his house.) Mk. has: “ And they were made to stumble 
in Him. And Jesus said to them that a prophet is not without 
honour, save in his native town, and amongst his kindred, and in 
his house.” For oxaydarifeoPa, see on 529.—6 5€] as often for Mk.’s 
xai, see Introduction, p. xx.—«lxev] as often for Mk.'s Beye. Mt 
often omits Mk.’s érz; cf. Introduction, p. xx.—ov« éorw xpodyrys, 
K.T.À.] cf. the similar sayings, Lk 4%, Jn 44; and Sayings of Jesus, 
No. 6: oüx dor Sexrds mpopýrys èv rj warpid: avrov. Mt. omits 
xal dy rois ovyyevedow abro), as implied in the next clause; see 
Introduction, p. xxiv. 
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58. And He did not do there many miracles because of their M 
unbelief.| Mk. has: “And He could not do there any miracle, 
save that He laid His hands on a few sick folk, and healed them. 
And He marvelled because of their unbelief.” For the omission 
of éSvvaro and of éGavpacey, see Introduction, p. xxxi. 

55. réxrovos] S*abfi*g!h add “of Joseph”; S! has ‘‘ of Joseph” only. 
The true reading in Mk. seems to be à réxrwy 6 vlàs rijs Maplas; so N BD A. 
Mt. has changed from the motives above explained. The variants in Mk. are 
due to assimilation to Mt. Mt. has no objection to the phrase **Son of 
Joseph,” but might not unnaturally wish to avoid ‘ the carpenter.” 

The editor now comes to Mk 6°13, This he has already 
inserted (955). So he passes to Mk 6119, From this point in 
his Gospel the grouping of material taken from Mk. and elsewhere 
under subject-heads ceases to be observable. Henceforth he 
follows Mk.'s order, expanding it and adding to it other material. 

XIV. 1. At that time Herod the tetrarch heard the report concern- M 
ing Jesus.) Mk. has: “And the king, Herod, heard; for His name 
became notorious.” In Mk. the reference in $avepóv yap éyévero 
TO Óvopa. abro? seems to be to the mission of the Twelve which Mk. 
has just recorded: “ They went out and preached, and cast out 
many demons," etc. ‘ And Herod heard; for His name became 
notorious.” Mt., by altering the order, has separated this incident 
of Herod from the charge to the Twelve, and, moreover, had 
omitted altogether the express statement that they went forth on 
their mission. He therefore introduces the section with a loose 
formula, dy keve TQ xup; cf. 11% 121. For facu es he sub- 
stitutes the more precisely accurate rerpadpxys, which Lk. also has, 
and omits the surmises of the people. For dxon, cf. 4%. 

2. And he said to his servants, This is John the Baptist; he is M 
risen from the dead ; and therefore the powers are active in him.| 
Mk. has: “And he said (éAcyer, X A C LS!) that John the Baptizer 
has risen from the dead, and therefore the powers are active in 
him. But others were saying that it is Elijah. And others were 
saying that he is a prophet as one of the prophets. But Herod 
heard, and said, John whom I beheaded, he is risen.” Mt. seems 
to have had &eyer in Mk 1.—ßanrrıorýs] for Barrifwy, cf. the same 
change in 31}. Mt. abbreviates Mk.’s double statement of Herod’s 
opinion and the surmises of other people.—ai dvvdpes] elsewhere 
in this Gospel means “ miraculous actions.” Here, as in Mk. 1$, it 
seems to denote the supernatural powers who operated through 
the risen Baptist. 

8. For Herod seized John, and bound him, and threw him into M 
prison on account of Herodias, the wife of Philip his brother.| Mk. 
has: “For he, Herod, had sent and seized John, and bound 
him in prison on account of Herodias, the wife of Philip his 
brother. Because he had married her.”—éyce] The aorists 
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throughout the section are borrowed from Mk. They are 
practically equivalent to the English pluperfect.—ey $vAaxj] £2. 
Macherus, Josephus, Ant. xviii. 119.—®AGnrov} not the tetrarch, 
but a son of Herod the Great and Mariamne. Josephus, Axi. 
xviii. 136, calls him ** Herod." 

M 4. For John said to him, It ts not lawful for thee to have her.| 
—atre} Mk. has: 7 “Hpgdy. Mt. as often omits Mk.’s on. 
—abrj| Mk. has: rjv yvvaixa rot ddeAdod cov. For Mt’s 
avoidance of Mk.’s iteration of a phrase, see on 415, and Introduc- 
tion, p. xxiv. 

M 5. And wishing to kill him, he feared the multitude, because they 
held him as a prophet.| Mk. has a different account: “ And 
Herodias set herself against him, and wished to kill him, and could 
not. For Herod was fearing John, knowing him to be a man just 
and holy. And he was keeping him in prison ; and having heard 
him, he was much perplexed, and was hearing him gladly.” Mt, 
in summarising Mk., seems to be influenced by another form of 
the story. 

M 6. And on the birthday of Herod, the daughter of Herodias 
danced in the midst, and pleased Herod.| Mt. summarises Mk 
vv. and 3.—yevecios 52 yevouévors] For the dative, cf. Blass, 
p. 120, n. 3. The dative seems to be due to a fusion of Mk.’s rois 
yevecions with his preceding yevopévys jpépas. yevéow is used in 
the later Greek as equivalent to yeveOAca, a birthday ; cf. Fay£m 
Towns, 114™, 1158, 119%. 

M 7. Whence with an oath he promised to give to her whatever 
she should ask.) Mt. summarises Mk **, For 8 id», see 
on 1129,.—airjcgra] Mk. has airjegs and airnooy, but ynjoaro 
in v.5., For the middle as the stronger word, see Moulton, 
p. 160. For the juxtaposition of both voices, see Mk 10% 8$, 

M. 8. And she, being put forward by her mother, Give me, she says, 
here upon a dish the head of John the Baptist.| Mt. summarises Mk 
$35 In abbreviating, he shortens the narrative so far as to make 
it almost unintelligible. The reader must suppose that Herodias 
and Herod were living together, which Mk. has stated in v.1? on 
avrjv éydunoey, from the fact that the daughter of Herodias 
danced before Herod. He has also to infer that this took 
place at a public festivity from rovs cvvayaxeysévouvs of the next 
verse. 

M 9. And being grieved, the king, because of his oaths, and because 
of those who sat with him, commanded (it) to be given) Mk.’s 
Bac e/s creeps in here, in spite of rerpadpyys in v... The 
Tvvavaxepévovs is a hint that Mt. has omitted much that precedes 
in Mk. The editor summarises Mk vv.$9 $7, 

M 10. And he sent, and beheaded John in the prison.) 
M 11. And his head was brought upon a dish, and given to the girl ; 
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and she brought it to her mother.) For the passives, see on 4!, and 
Introduction, p. xxiii. 

19. And his disciples came, and took up the corpse, and buried him. | M 
Mk. has: “And His disciples heard it, and came (7A\@ay) and 
took up his corpse and placed it in a sepulchre.” For zpocépyer@at 
as characteristic of Mt., see on 45. 

And came and brought word to Jesus.| Mk. has: “And the M 
Apostles gather together to Jesus, and brought Him word, all 
things that they had done, and that they had taught. And He 
saith to them, Come ye yourselves privately into a desert place, 
and rest a little: for those who were coming and going were many, 
and they had no opportunity to eat.” In Mk. the execution of 
John is introduced parenthetically. The disciples go forth on 
their mission, 612, (As a result) Herod hears of the fame of 
Christ. He expresses his belief that John has risen. This gives 
occasion to the Evangelist to introduce the story of John’s execu- 
tion. In Mt. the sequence of events is distorted. He has omitted 
the statement of the Apostolic Mission, and is obliged to introduce 
Herod’s belief that Jesus was the risen John, with a vague reference 
of time: “ At that time.” But since he must have been aware 
that the story of John's execution is introduced parenthetically to 
explain the superstition of Herod, it is very surprising to find him 
treating it as though it were recorded here in its proper chrono- 
logical sequence: “ His disciples came—and buried him, and 
came and told Jesus. And Jesus having heard, departed." "That 
is to say, the Evangelist treats John's execution as though it 
happened historically before the events of Mk 69-4, and actually 
alters Mk vv.9*9! to suit this artificial sequence. The reason for 
this goes back to ch. 1o. The editor has there constructed a 
charge to the disciples which is quite unsuitable for the temporary 
Galilean missionary expedition described by Mk. He therefore 
omits the short description of this mission given by Mk. (61?- 15), 
When, therefore, he comes to the statement of Mk. that the 
Apostles returned to Christ and brought news of their doings on 
this mission, the editor is compelled to omit this also. He there- 
fore summarises Mk 9*3! into the sentence: ‘‘ And coming, they 
reported to Jesus”; but has done so in words which it is impossible 
to avoid connecting with the preceding: '* And his disciples came 
—and buried him." That he intended this is shown by his insertion 
of: “ And Jesus having heard,” and by his change of Mk.'s éxA8ov 
into áveyópoo«v. In Mk. the subject of &xijA9ov is Christ and the 
returned Apostles. But in Mt. the comers are John's disciples. 
Since they would improbably have accompanied Christ, the editor 
is obliged to alter the verb into the singular. This treatment of 
Mk.’s narrative is not more artificial than the editor’s rearrange- 
ment of Mk. in 8!-9*4 but is less justifiable, because even though 
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Mk vv.9**! had to be omitted in pursuance of previous changes, 
it was not necessary to supply another motive for Christ's retire- 
ment into the desert. 

M 18. And Jesus heard it, and withdrew thence in a boat fo a 
desert place privately ; and the multitudes heard it, and followed 
Him on foot from the cities.—édvexyapnoew tebe} both favourite 
words of Mt. ; see on 21? and 4%. The last place mentioned was 
Nazareth, 13595— «ai dxovcavres, x..A.] Mk. has: “And many 
saw them going, and recognised (them), and ran together there on 
foot from all the cities, and went before them.” Mt. summarises. 

M 14. And going forth, He saw a great multitude, and had com- 
passion on them, and healed their sick.) Mk. has: “And going 
forth, He saw a great multitude, and had compassion on them, 
because they were as sheep not having a shepherd: and He began 
to teach them much."—é£«A0av] in Mk. almost certainly means 
“having disembarked.” That is to say, the multitude reached 
the landing-place before the boat. This is probably the meaning 
also in Mt. For owdayyvilerOa, see on 9%. Mt. has already 
inserted the analogy of the sheep in 99.—4Ó«pdzevoev] Mt 
substitutes healing for teaching in 19? and 21!4= Mk ro! 1117. 15, 

M 15. And when it was evening, the disciples came to Him, saying, 
The place is desolate, and the hour is already a late one ; send away 
the multitudes, that they may go away into the villages, and buy 
food for themselves.) Mk. has: “ And already, it being a late hour 
(xai 599 dpas voAAxs yevopévys), His disciples came to Him, and 
were saying that, The place is desolate, and already it is a late 
hour (xai 457 dpa oJ) Send them away, that they may go 
away into the neighbouring hamlets and villages, and buy some- 
thing for themselves to eat.” —éyias è yevouéys| Mt. avoids Mk.'s 
iterated dpa zoAA7.—mpoo7jAGay] on the aor. in a, see Blass, p. 45. 
—Aé€yovres] Mt. as usual omits Mk.’s ére.—wapyAbe] For 
eapépxea Oar of time, cf. 1 P 48. The meaning here seems to be, 
“the hour (for the customary meal) is already passed."— roix 
óxAovss] The editor, who in v.'* copied Mk.’s óxAov, slips back 
here into his customary plural. For the omission of Mk.'s dypovs, 
see on 893, 

M 180. And Jesus said to them, They need not go away; give ye to 
them to eat.) 

M 17. And they say to Him, We have not here save five loaves, and 
two fishes. | 

M 18. And He said, Bring them hither to Me.) Mk. has: “ And 
He answered and said to them, Give ye to them to eat. And they 
say to Him, Are we to go away and buy two hundred pennyworth 
of bread, and give them to eat? And He saith to them, How 
many loaves have ye? go, see. And having ascertained, they say, 
Five, and two fishes.” Mt. summarises.— ox éxouev] The editor 
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avoids the half-sarcastic question of the disciples.—ot 8€] for Mk.'s 
xai, as often. Mt. also avoids the question in the mouth of the 
Lord; see on 89 16910 1711.14 17 181 197 2618 and Introduction, 
p. xxxii. 

19. And He commanded the multitudes to sit down upon the M. 
grass.) Mt. summarises Mk 9, 

And took the five loaves, and the two fishes, and looked up into 
heaven, and blessed, and brake, and gave to the disciples the loaves, 
and the disciples to the multitudes.| The editor slightly alters Mk. 
—wxey] For Mk.'s é5i8ov, see Introduction, p. xx.—éxi rod xóprov] 
see Introduction, p. xxvili. 

20. And they all ate, and were filled ; and they took up the remain- M. 
der of the fragments twelve baskets full.| For xoprátew, see on 5°, 

TÒ weproaevov Tüy KAacpdrwv Swidexa xopivous wAjpes] for Mk.’s 
harsher xAáepara 8wdexa xodivwy wAnpwpata. Mk. adds xal dwd 
raw ly Over. 

21. And they who ate were about five thousand men, besides M. 
women and children.|—oi 9€] as often for Mk.’s xa. The editor 
adds xwpis yuvaixav xai wradiwy ; cf. the similar insertion in 15°. 

12-91. There are a few verbal agreements between Mt. and 
Lk. as against Mk. ; e.g.: Mt 18 dveyópgaev — Lk V breyópyocv ; 
Mt 38 of xào FeorovOnoay atrg= Lk !! of 88. óxyAoi—fxoXovOgcay 
abro; Mt 1* &epdwevcey= Lk 1! Gepareias taro; Mt !5 rots dyAous 
= Lk!2 roy dxAov; Mt, Lk 19 of 8é for Mk.'s kaí; Mt!" oix éxop.ev 
em Lk 15 oóx eloiv uiv; Mt 15 Bpópara = Lk 15 Bpópara ; Mt 2 rò 
wenoodoy = Lk 17 rò sepia eboay. Both omit Mk v.5, And both 
avoid the questions in Mk 87-38, It is not, however, probable that 
they had a second source besides Mk. See Introduction, p. xxxix. 

Q9. And straightway He compelled the disciples to embark into M. 
a boat, and to go before Him to the other side, until ! He had sent away 
the multitudes.) Mk. has tò wAotov, and after sépav adds spós 
BnOcaddy, and then has eds atros dwroAve tov óxXoy. The occur- 
rence of Bethsaida gives rise to difficulties, because if the miracle 
took place on the north-eastern shore of the lake, Bethsaida (see 
on 11%) lay close at hand, and would hardly be called on the other 
side. Moreover, as a matter of fact, nothing is said of an arrival 
at Bethsaida, but of a disembarkation at Gennesareth, Mk 5, Of 
course, Mk. may have meant that they proposed to cross obliquely 
the north-east corner of the lake towards Bethsaida. They may 
have arrived at this place and embarked again, or may have 
been driven away from Bethsaida to the western side of the lake. 
In either case the mention of Bethsaida in Mk * seemed to Mt. 
unnecessary, as finding no further mention in the narrative.—rovs 
3xAovs] as usual for Mk.’s róv ÓyAov. 

98. And having sent away the multitudes, He went up into the M. 
mountain privately to pray.\—dmwodvcas rovs óyAovss] Mk. has the 

! ews oô for Mk.'s ews. See on 26", 
II 
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ambiguous éworafdpevos avrois, årņAĝðev for åvéßņ, and omits xar 
iS<ay. 

M 28,24. And when it was evening He was there alone, and the 
boat was already in the midst of the lake.) Mk. has: '* And when it 
was evening the boat was in the midst of the lake, and He Himself 
was alone upon the land.” 

Tossed by the waves, for the wind was contrary.| Mk. has: 
" And seeing them tossed in their rowing; for the wind was 
contrary to them."—óyías 6€] for Mk.'s xai éyias, see Introduction, 
p. xx.—flacaví(ew| has occurred in 8° of a patient suffering from 
paralysis, in 8% 2 Mk 57 of the demons. Here Mk. uses it of the 
rowers exhausted by their efforts. Mt. transfers it to the boat 
buffeted by the waves.—pécov ris ÜaAdcogs Fv] SOR CEFa 
latt. D has qv els uécov ris Gaddoons. B 13 124 238 346 S! S? 
have oradiovs sroAXovs dxó THs ys áxeixe. 

M 25. And at the fourth watch of the night He came to them, 
walking over the sea.| Mk. has: “ About the fourth watch of the 
night He cometh to them, walking on the sea (rs GaAdcons), and 
wished to pass by them.” Gey for Mk.’s historic present épxeraz, 
as often. For the omission of Mk.'s last clause, see Introduction, 
p. xxxi Mt. has ézi ri» OdAaccay for Mk.’s éwi ris Gaddooys. 
Cf. 13% éri róv alyuMóv for Mk.’s eri ris yas; 15% dvaweceity di 
Tijv ynv for Mk.'s éri rps yrs; and Introduction, p. xxix. 

M 26. And the disciples seeing Him walking on the sea, were 
troubled, saying that it is a phantasm ; and they cried out from 
fear.) Mk. has: “And seeing Him walking on the sea, they 
thought that it is a phantasm; and they cried out (dvéxpafar). 
For all saw Him and were troubled.” Mt. slips here into Mk.’s 
genitive, éri rs Oaddoons. See Gould on Mk 6%. 

M 927. And straightway Jesus spake to them, saying, Be of good 
cheer ; tt is I; be not afraid.) Mk. has: &AdAnce per abréy xoi 
Aéy« abrots. Mt. alters, as often, into éAdAyoa—Acyor. Cf. 
on 88, 

27-81. The editor here inserts four verses from tradition : 
P And Peter answered Him and said, Lord, if it be Thou, bid me 

come to Thee over the waters. And He said, Come. And Peter 
descended from the boat, and walked over the waters to come to Jesus. 
And seeing the wind to be strong, he feared; and, beginning to be 
immersed, he cried, saying, Lord, save me. And immediately Jesus 
stretched out His hand, and took hold of him, and saith to kam, O 
thou of little faith, Why didst thou doubt ?]—Tóv dvenov| B* CD 
al S! S? latt add loxvpóv; omit M B.—xararovri{erGar} occurs 
again in 18°—dirrdfew] occurs again in 28. —óXuyómwre] See 
on 69. Here the object of rioris seems to be not so much the 
providence of God as the power of Christ and His good will. 

M 82. And when they had gone up into the boat, the wind ceased.) 
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Mk. has: “And He went up to them into the boat. And the 
wind ceased.” e 

883. And they in the boat worshipped Him, saying, Truly, Thou M 
art God's Son.) Mk. has: “And they marvelled exceedingly in 
themselves. For they understood not about the loaves ; but their 
heart was hardened.” For the omission of this statement, see 
Introduction, p. xxxiii. 

For vpoocvveiv as characteristic of Mt., see on 2%. 
84. And having crossed over, they came to the land into Genne- M 

saret.| Mk. has: “ And having crossed over to the land, they came 
into Gennesaret; and came to moorings."—T'evvgcapér] called in 
I Mac 11%, in Josephus, and in the Talmud Gennesar. Fora 
description of the plain, see Adam Smith's Hist. Geog. 443, n. 1. 

85. And the men of that place recognised Him, and sent into all M 
the surrounding district, and brought to Him all who were in evil 
plight.| Mk. has: * And when they had gone forth from the boat, 
straightway recognising Him, they ran about all that country and 
began to bring (wepidepev) on beds those who were in evil plight, 
where they were hearing that He is. And wheresoever He 
entered into villages, or into cities, or into hamlets, they placed 
the infirm in the market-places.” Mt. summarises, and gives the 
impression that he understood Gennesaret to be not, as in Mk., 
a district, but a town. For Mk.'s dypovs, see on 893, For Mt.'s 
aavras, Cf, 494 816 1215, 

80. And were beseeching Him that they might only touch the M 
tassel of His garment; and as many as touched were completely 
cured.]—tva póvov) Mk. has iva xdv. For a similar change, see 
9", For xpaorédov, see on 9*.—dreowGyocay] Mk. has éowfovro. 
Mt.’s is a stronger word, “were (not ‘were being’) thoroughly, 
completely cured.” 

XV. 1. Then there come to Jesus from Jerusalem Pharisees and M. 
scribes, saying.| Mk. has: “And there gather together to Him 
the Pharisees, and certain of the scribes, who had come from 
Jerusalem.”—-7rore] see on 27.— 7poaépxovra«] see on 4°. 

2. The editor here omits Mk.’s long archaeological note, vv.*-4. 
Why do Thy disciples transgress the tradition of the elders? For M 

they wash not their hands when they are eating bread.) Mk. has: 
“Why do Thy disciples not walk according to the tradition of the 
elders, but eat bread with common hands."— vapaflaívovs«] for 
Mk.’s more technical ob wepirarodow xard.—ov yap vórrovra:, 
x.T.À.] Mk. has: dAAà xowais xepoiy do0(ovgiw roy dprov. Mt. 
avoids Mk.'s technical xowais xepaty. 

8. And He answered and said to them.) Mk. has simply: M 
* And He said to them." In what follows Mt. has altered the 
sequence of the verses in Mk. in such a way that he makes a 
double antithesis: “Why do Thy disciples transgress?” v.?; 
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"Why do ye transgress?” v.®; “God said,” v.4; “But you 
say,” v.5; and makes the speech work up towards the rhetorical 
climax: * Ye hypocrites," etc. 

Why do ye also transgress the commandment of God because of your 
tradition] Mk. has: “Well do you annul the commandment of 
God that you may keep your tradition.” Mt. turns the ironical 
statement into a question to form an antithesis with v.%, assimi- 
lating áfereire to wapaPaivere to make the antithesis more pointed. 

M 4. For God said, Honour the father and the mother; and, He 
who curseth father or mother, let him surely die.) Mk. has: “ For 
Moses said, Honour thy father and thy mother; and, he who 
curseth father or mother, let him surely die."—6«ós] substituted 
for Mwvoys to heighten the antithesis.—ríua TÓv wardpa xai riw 
prépa) Mk. has gov twice. So LXX in Dt 5€. In Ex 205, 
only after warépa.—é xaxoXoyüw, x.r..] from Ex 21! LXX has 
abro) twice and reXevrjoe« Üaváro, but A F Luc Üaráre reXevrdra. 
For # the Heb. has “and.” 

M. 5. But you say, Whosoever shall say to the father or the mother, A 
gift (is) anything wherewith thou mightest be profited by me, shall not 
honour his father.| Mk. has: “ But you say, If a man say to father 
or mother, Korban (that is, A Gift!) is anything wherewith thou 
mightest be profited by me—you no longer allow him to do ought 
for father or mother.” Mt. avoids Mk.’s technical term Kopfjáy, and 
endeavours to emend Mk.'s harsh construction. "The custom which 
the Lord was reproving was this, that the scribes allowed a man by 
a formula to dedicate all his property to the Temple, and so escape 
the duty of supporting his parents. A legal formula thus became 
more sacred than the divine command expressed in Scripture. 
In Mt. this is described thus: * Moses said, Honour thy father, 
etc. But you say, A man need not honour.” In Mk., however, 
the construction is very harsh. To complete the sentence we must 
supply after é$«eAxy0js some such words as “he is absolved from 
honouring his parents" But we should expect “and” before 
obxér. The fact is that the sentence consists of two unassimilated 
constructions: (1) You say, If a man says, etc. (he need not 
honour) (2) You no longer allow a man to do ought for his 
father or mother if he says, etc. Mt. has endeavoured to correct 
this harshness by converting obxért adiere avrov, x.r... into the 
required clause giving the contents of Aéyere. ‘You say, If a man 
say, etc, he shall not honour.” Clearly, however, this is not 
original “He shall not honour” is the result attributed by Christ 
to the scribal teaching, not the literal expression of that teaching. 
It is only explicable as a literary attempt to ease Mk.'s harsh 
Greek. On ov uý, see Moulton, p. 190. 

1 Cf. Josephus, Against Apion, 1: rb» xadodpevor Üpxor kopBàp — — BuXe 
è — Sapor 0coj. 
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6. And you made void the word of God because of your tradition. | M 
Mk. has: “Making void the word of God by your tradition 
which you delivered; and many such similar things you do." 
For Mts omission of the redundant 9 wapeddéxare, see on 816, 
For dxvpobv, which occurs here and in Gal 3", the lexx. cite 
Dion. H. 2. 72. Add Ditt. Sy% 329. 30.1 

% Ye hypocrites, well did Isaiah prophesy concerning you, M 
saying.| Mk. has: “And He said to them, Well did Isaiah 
prophesy concerning you hypocrites, as it stands written that.” 

8. Au people honours Me with their lips, but their heart is far M 
Jrom Me. 

9. And in vain do they worship Me, teaching as doctrines M 
ordinances of men.) The quotation is given in the words of Mk. 
(except ô Aads obros)= LXX (for otros ô Aads), which differ only 
slightly from the LXX of Is 29%. The LXX has: éy rois yeXcow 
airav ruGoiy pe, and évrdApara dyÜpérov kai SidacxaXlas. 

2. w] S? S? have “the commandments,” assimi 2 ES M discuti S! S? have “the assimilating to v 

D. varépa aóroU] add 4 rh» prépa abro, CEa, om. X BD S! S, 
— Abyor) K**BDabfi!* S! S3; ri» róuop, W* 460b C; rh» érroM», 

8. The quotation is completed by the addition of the words éyylfe uo at 
the beginning, and of rà erópari aüro0 kal after obros by CE aJ. 

10. And having called the multitude, He said fo them, Hear™ 
and understand.|—poocxaX«cáp«vos] Mk. adds máy. For Mts 
omission, see Introduction, p. xx.—elrev] for Mk.’s &eye, as often. 
—dxovere] Mk. has dxoícaré pov sáyres.—Tóv óyAov] Mt. retains 
Mk.’s sing. here and in vv.*- 83. 88.85, See Introduction, p. Ixxxvi. 

ll. Not that which goes into the mouth defiles the man; but M 
that which comes out from the mouth, this defiles the man.) Mk. 
has: “ There is nothing outside a man entering into him which can 
defile him. But the things which proceed from the man are those 
which defile the man.” The ambiguity of Mk. is clearly original. 
It is this ambiguity which called for explanation. Mt, by sub- 
stituting the explanatory éx ro? ordparos for dk rot dyOpwrov, makes 
all that follows tautologous and redundant. 

12-14, The editor here inserts three verses from the Logia: 
Then came the disciples, and said to Him, Dost Thou know that L 

the Pharisees, when they heard the saying, were made to stumble? And 
He answered and said, Every plant, which my heavenly Father did 
not plant, shall be rooted up. Let them alone: they are blind guides. 
And if a blind man be leading a blind man, both will fall into a pit. 

€] see on 27.—7poc«eA0óvres] see on 48.—éoxavdadr 

3 Ox. Pap. iii. 491. 3 (A.D. 126), 494. 4 (A.D. 156), 495. i (A.D. 181-189). 
In these three cases it means ‘‘to revoke” of a will. It occurs also in 
1 Es 6", 6 times in 4 Mac, and 6 times in Aquila. 
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see on 59. It is no wonder if the Pharisees were dismayed. For 
Christ's saying, that what went into a man did not defile him, 
directly contravened the Mosaic distinction between clean and 
unclean meats. «áca dvreía, cf. 310-12, The Pharisees and scribes 
were barren trees about to be cut down, chaff about to be burned, 
plants about to be uprooted. It is said of the heretic Acher that 
he uprooted plants by his false teaching, B. Chag. I 5*. —ó8 yo ciow 
Tv$Ào(] Lk. has a parallel i in the Sermon, 699 pýr: uvaraı rudAos 

Tupid Sdryeiv ; ovxi duddrepos eis BóÜvvov dpsrecovrra: ; 
M "E And Peter answered and said to Him, Declare to us the 

parable.| Mk. has: “ And when He entered into a house from the 
crowd His disciples were asking Him the parable.” For Mt.’s 
omission of Mk.’s vague and indeterminate reference to a house, 
cf. Mk 2! 3% 9% 1010 with the parallels in Mt 9! 122 159! 1719 ro? 
For the prominence given to S. Peter in this Gospel, cf. 10? 1438€. 
16168. — riv xapaBoAyv] That is the > saying of v., which Mt. has 
already interpreted by inserting èx ro? oróparos. 

M 16. And He said, Are you even yet without understanding! 
Mk. has: “And He saith to them, Are you also so without 
understanding ?”—é 8€] for Mk.’s «a£, as often. —«re] for Mk.'s 
Aéya, as often.—4áx,ajv| only here in N.T. Mk. has otras. 

M 1%. Do you not understand that everything that goeth into the 
mouth passeth into the belly, and is cast out into the closet.) Mk. 
has: “ Do you not understand that everything that goeth into the 
man from outside cannot defile him, because it goeth not into the 
heart, but into the belly, and goeth forth into the closet, cleansing 
al meats" The editor omits the last clause in Mk., which is 
difficult to construe, and of doubtful meaning. —éÀd«lpav] is a rare 
word of doubtful meaning. It is generally understood as equivalent 
to éxóraros. But Wellhausen argues that it means the “intestine,” 
on the ground that this suits the context in Mk. “The intestine 
(not the closet) cleanses meats by separating from them the 
unwholesome elements? But Mt., who substitutes ixfdAA eras for 
éxropeverat and omits xafap{uv sárra rà Ppépara, probably under- 
stood the word to mean “closet.” 

M 18. But the things which go out from the mouth go forth from 
the heart, and they defile the man.| Mk. has: “And He was 
saying that that which goes forth from the man, that defiles the 
man." Mt. again anticipates the explanation. Mk v.9 simply 
repeats the ambiguous saying of v. 155, and the explanation follows 
in v., But Mt, by substituting dx Tob oroparos for èx vov 
—R and by inserting èx ris xapdias é£épxeras, anticipates the 
explanation of the next verse. 

M. 19. For out of the heart go forth evil thoughts, murders, 
adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witnesses, railings.) Mk. has: 
“ For from within from the heart of men evil (xaxo() thoughts go out, 
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fornications, thefts, murders, adulteries, covetousnesses, malicious- 
nesses, craft, wantonness, an evil eye, railing, pride, folly.” Mt. in 
abbreviating Mk.’s list of evils confines it to external actions. 

20. These are the things that defile the man. But to eat with M 
unwashen hands does not defile the man.| Mk. has: “All these 
evil things go out from within and defile the man.” 1 

Cf. Buddhist and Christian Gospels, p. 93: “ Destroying life, 
killing, cutting, binding, stealing, speaking lies, fraud and 
deceptions, worthless reading, intercourse with another's wife— 
this 1s defilement, but not the eating of flesh.” 

D.—XV. 21-XVIIL 35— Mk 7%-9%, 

Further ministry in and on the outskirts of Galilee. A period 
marked by Christ’s teaching about His death and resurrection. 

The phrase éxeifey à dvagrds in Mk 7% marks the beginning 
of a new period in that Gospel Cf. éxéiüev dvacrds at the 
beginning of the next development, Mk rol Christ had hitherto 
worked in or near Capharnaum amongst the multitudes who 
thronged to Him. He now enters upon a period of travel on the 
outskirts of Galilee. It is true that we read of Him at Capharnaum, 
but He no longer publicly taught there, Mk 99; and instead of 

ching to the common people, He now devoted Himself to 
instructing His disciples on the subject of His death and resurrec- 
tion, Mk 88! 910123133, In Mt. the long and purposeless journeys 
are curtailed, cf. 159 with Mk 79%, and it might seem as though 
the editor intended to enter upon a new section of his Gospel at 
163! áxó róre, K.T.À., cf. 4. But even in 4!' this phrase does not 
stand at the very beginning of the section which it opens, 412-1590, 
and it is convenient to retain in Mt. as in Mk. the grouping: 
Mt 414-159 — Mk 114—723, work in or near Capernaum; Mt 
159-1855 Mk 731-99, work outside Galilee marked by a new 
phase in Christ's teaching; Mt 19-209!- Mk ro, journey to 
Jerusalem; Mt 21-28 = Mk 11-16%, last days of the Messiah's life. 

21. And Jesus went out thence and withdrew into the regions M 
of Tyre and Sidon.) Mk. has: ** And having arisen thence, He 
departed into the boundaries of Tyre and Sidon.—i£eóv] for 
Mk.’s Semitic ávaerás. —áveydpyoev] for Mk.'s àmjA0«v. See on 213, 
éxeiD«v in Mk. refers to the house of v.!7, In Mt. it has no antecedent. 

Mk. adds here: * And entering into a house, He wished no 

1 The addition of the last clause in Mt. is significant. In Mk. the section 
vv.+% might seem to be directed against the Mosaic regulations with regard to 
clean and unclean meats. Mt., by omitting Mk 19 end and by inserting the last 
clause, seems to have wished to make it clear that the whole paragraph was directed 
not against the Mosaic law, but against the ceremonial rules of the Pharisees. 
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one to know it, and could not be hid.” For Mt.’s omission of the 
house, see on 1515. For the omission of the statement that Christ 
* wished, but could not," see Introduction, p. xxxi. 

M 22. And behold a Canaanite woman came out from those 
boundaries, and cried, saying, Have mercy on me, Lord, Son of 
David; my daughter is grievously affiicted with a demon.) Mk. 
has: “But straightway a woman having heard about Him, whose 
daughter had an unclean spirit, came and fell at His feet. And 
the woman was a Greek, a Syrophcenician by race. And she was 
asking Him that He would cast the demon out of her daughter." 
It can hardly be unintentional that Mt. omits the statement that 
Jesus entered into a house in this heathen territory, and represents 
the woman as coming out of those boundaries to Jesus; cf. roë. 

28-95 are not in Mk. 
E And He answered not a word. And His disciples came and 

asked Him, saying, Send her away ; for she crieth after us. And 
He answered and said, I was not sent save to the lost sheep of the 
house of Israel. And she came and worshipped Him, saying, Lord, 
help me.|—npérwov] tpwrdw in the LXX and N.T. has the sense 
to “beg,” “beseech.” So in the Papyri, eg. Faydm Towns, 
cxxxi. 1; cf. Ditt. Syd. 328.5, 930. 56.—eis rà «pófara, «.v.A.] 
see on 108.—rpoaeAÓóvres] see on 45.—spocexóve] see on 23. 

M 26. And He answered and said, It ts not good to take the 
children’s bread, and to cast it to the dogs.) Mk. has: “And He 
was saying to her, Let first the children be fed : for,” etc.—xwápa] 
house-dogs. Mk. is fond of diminutives, which Mk. sometimes 
retains ; but cf. v.% Qvyárpuov, for which Mt. Ovydryp. 

M 27. And she said, Yea, Lord: for even the dogs eat from the 
crumbs which fall from the table of their masters.| Mk. has: “ And 
she answered and saith to Him, Yea, Lord; even the dogs under- 
neath the table eat from the crumbs of the children.”——Na/] “Yes, 
that is true.”—xai ydp] “ It is neither good to give the children's 
food to the dogs, nor is it necessary ; for they eat of the crumbs.” 
ytxiwy] The word seems to occur here only.—»«óp«] occurs here 
only in Mk., in Mt. 19 times, in Lk. 16, in Jn. 38. 

M 28. Then Jesus answered and said to her, O woman, great is 
thy faith: be st to thee as thou wilt. And her danghter was healed 
from that hour.|—rére] see on 27.—édwd ris apas éxeivys)} cf. Mt 
9% 818 3718 Mk. has: “And He said to her, For this saying go, 
the demon has gone out of thy daughter. And she went away 
to her house, and found the child lying upon the bed, and the 
demon gone out" For rioris æ assurance, confidence, trust in 
the healing power of Christ, see 819 9% 312 29, See Gould in Jo. 

21-28. The relation of this section to Mk 7?*9? is not easy 
to determine. It is possible that the editor here is substituting 
for Mk.'s narrative a second and longer account traditionally 
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known to him. On the other hand, a good many of the features 
of Mt.'s account remind us of characteristics of the editor of this 
Gospel. It is, e.g., quite natural that he should omit Mk v.24*; see 
above. Further, the phraseology of the whole narrative is strongly 
marked by the editors characteristic phrases; e.g. ávaxopetv, see 
on 213; xai ov, see on 1%; 'EXAégoóy pe Kip vie Aaveid, cf. 997 
€X€yoov Has vii Aaveid, 1715 Kupue dAéggóv pov tov vióv, 20% 
K ipu dAégoov Has vit Aaveld ; rpooépyer Oar, see on 4°; mposkuveîv, 
see on 2?; róre, see on 27; peydAn cov 17) riots yernOyrw co ùs 
OéX«s, cf. 813 as éricrevoas yevnÜyro cot, 999 3) rioris cov clowxéy 
ce, 999 xara rij sow pov yevnOyre opi; Kai idh ù Ovydrnp abris 
dwd Tis dpas éxeivns, cf. 999 xal éowby—dwo rìs opas éxetvys, 813 
xai idOn—év Tjj wpa éxeivp, 17'8 xai édÜepamev0n— dà ris Spas 
éxelyys. It would seem, therefore, that the editor has rewritten 
Mk.'s narrative with a view to explaining how it was that Christ, 
in spite of such sayings as 10* 5, should have extended His com- 
passion to a heathen woman. He did not enter into a house on 
heathen soil. Rather the woman came out to Him. At first He 
paid no attention to her entreaty, conscious that His mission 
concerned only the lost sheep of the house of Israel. When she 
still importuned Him, He told her that the children's bread, s.e. 
privileges intended for the Jews, should not be cast to dogs, i.e. 
to heathen women like herself. She, inspired by her misery, was 
quick to turn the analogy in her own favour. It was quite true, 
yet dogs fed from the crumbs of their master's table. "Therefore 
mercy shown to her might be justified by the metaphor. Thus, 
as in the previous case of condescension to a heathen (8515), faith 
forced the barrier of Christ's rule of working only amongst His 
own people. The chief obstacle to this view is the insertion of 
vv.1-5. Why does the editor lengthen the dialogue. Partly 
perhaps to heighten the effect. Not at once, and only because 
of the woman's earnest importunity, did Christ condescend to her. 
And partly, to explain the ambiguity of Mk * “Let first the 
children be fed." There is no specific explanation given in Mk. of 
this “children.” The reader is left, as the woman was, to apply it to 
the Jews as contrasted with the heathen(dogs). But Mt. by prefixing, 
“I was not sent save to the lost sheep of the house of Israel,” gives 
a clue to the interpretation. The “children” are the “lost sheep 
of the house of Israel.” Cf. Mt.’s interpretation, 1542, of Mk 715. 

Q9. And Jesus removed thence, and came by the sea of Galilee ; 
and He went up into the hill country, and sat down there.) Mk. 
has: '* And again He went out from the boundaries of Tyre, and 
passed through Sidon to the sea of Galilee, amidst the boundaries 
of Decapolis.” The geography of Mk. is difficult. He here 
describes a journey of considerable length from Tyre, through 
Sidon, to the east side of the lake of Galilee, without giving 
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any further details about it, so that it seems quite purposeless. 
Wellhausen is probably right in supposing that the text of Mk. 
is corrupt, and that àà 2davos covers some original statement 
about Bethsaida. This would considerably shorten the journey. 
The editor of Mt. has felt the needlessness of recording a long 
journey to the north without giving any details. He therefore 
brings Christ back at once to the lake. For peraBas éxeiÜDev as a 
connecting formula, cf. r1! peréBn éxeiDev, 12° peraBas éxeifer. 
Mk. now describes the healing of a deaf man at an unknown 
place. A little later, 83235, he records the healing of a blind man 
at Bethsaida. Mt. omits both miracles, probably intentionally, for 
it can hardly be accidental that they are both characterised by 
features which Mt. elsewhere avoids. In both the healing is 
performed in private, 7595 dwroAaBdpevos abróv dro ToU ÓxAov xar 
diay, 8% érraBopevos—eiqveyxney airov tw Tis copys. In both 
physical contact and material means are employed, ran ‘Bale 
rois BaxriXovs airod eis Tà Gra abro? «ai ricas iparo TS Y 
avro), 899 xal wricas els rà Gppata abroU èrıiÂeis ras xeipas abre. 
In the former we read that Christ sighed (éorévagev), and that the 
people disobeyed Christ’s express command to keep silence. In 
the latter the recovery of sight is gradual, and Christ asks a 
question, ef re BAéres, as though He were not sure how far recovery 
was taking place. In the first Gospel we have “touching” as an 
incident in healing, 8% 15 99? 20%, but never the use of spittle, and 
there is an opposite tendency to describe miracles as taking place 
at the simple word or command of Christ, 8° póvoy clare Aóyw, 95 
816 é£éBade ra «ve)para Adyp. Mt. elsewhere omits such phrases 
as daréva£ev, which seem to attribute emotion or effort to Christ ; 
cf. the omission of omdayxviabeis (D ópyerOes), Mk 18; ipfipuisod- 
pevos, 1555; mepiBAejdpevos avrovs per” ópyris mw)vrotjutros, 3°; 
eféorn, 37! ; Cavpacer, 6°; dvaorevdgas rQ xvevpars, 813 ; 
1014, and lays emphasis on the immediacy of Christ's miraculous 
healings ; ; cf. 815 921 17185, He elsewhere omits statements that 
people disobeyed Christ's commands ; cf. the omission of Mk 1*5 
on which see on 8*, and also statements to the effect that Christ 
asked questions as though He had not absolute knowledge. See 
notes on Mt 899 1415 169-10 1511.14. 17 181 r97 2615 and Introduction, 
p. xxxi It seems probable, therefore, that the editor intentionally 
passes over Mk 79?9', In lieu, he has substituted a general descrip- 
tion of Christ's miracles of healing, vv.99-81, 

E 9380-81. And there came to Him many multitudes, having with 
them lame, blind, dumb, maimed, and many others, and they cast 
them by His feet, and He healed them: so that the multitudes 
marvelled, as they saw the dumb speaking, the maimed whole, the 
lame walking, and the blind seeing: and they glorified the God of 
Jsrael.]—1poe2A0ov] see on 43.—2*apà roùs róðas aŭro) DS! 
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have imó. roùs óyAovs Savpdoat|so B E a/S! Si. x C D U A curss 
. have roy óxAov. It is very improbable that Mt. in this non- 
Marcan passage would have the singular. See Introduction, 
p. lxxxvi. 

82. And Jesus called His disciples, and said, I have compassion M 
on the multitude, because already three days they are present with 
Me, and have nothing to eat; and to send them away fasting I am 
not willing, lest they faint on the road.}—é 9$'Igco?s] Mk. has a 
longer introduction: *In those days again there being a great 
multitude, and they not having anything to eat, having called the 
disciples, He saith to them,” etc.—elrev] as usual for Aéye.— 
ezAayxví(ecÓm] See on 9%.—dre n pépat Tpéis mpoopévovoí 
po] The same phrase occurs in Mk. For the nominative stand- 
ing in a parenthesis interrupting the construction, see Blass, p. 85; 
Moulton, p. 70; and cf. Est 44 ob xékàņpar—eisiy aðrar pépa: 
tpidxovra, But the accusative would be so much more natural, 
that the nominative in Mt. and Mk. must be regarded as a proof 
of dependence of one Evangelist upon the other.—xai &zoAvca] 
Mk. has: * And if I send them away fasting to their homes, they 
will faint on the road: and some of them are from a distance." 
The change of éày drodvow into droAtcai—od éw, like other 
alterations of Mk. by Mt., heightens the note of mastery and 
dignity of Christ's words. The idea of His sending away the 
people to faint on the way home was to be avoided. 

83. And the disciples say to Him, Whence have we in a wilder- M 
ness loaves sufficient to feed so great a multitude?] Mk. has: “And 
His disciples answered to Him that, Whence shall one be able to 
feed these with loaves here on a wilderness?” For the omission of 
Mk.’s ori, see Introduction, p. xx. épypia and vier occur only 
here in the Gospels. Both are rare words in Biblical Greek. For 
xoprá(ew, see on 5°. dy épnpig is easier than Mk.’s êr’ épnyias. 

84. And Jesus saith to them, How many loaves have ye? And 
they said, Seven, and a few little fish.) Mk. has: * And He asked 
them, How many loaves have ye? And they said, Seven. . . . And 
they had a few little fish." "The editor here retains the question 
in the mouth of the Lord. In 14?" he avoided it. 

85. And He commanded the multitude to sit down on the ground.) M 
Mk. has wapayyé\A« and éxi ris yijs. For Mt.’s change of eri rìs 
yis into exi rjv yi, cf. 132; eri róv alyuAóv for Mk.’s éxi ris yis; 
14% ze«purarüy éxi rv ÜáAaccay for Mk.'s ézi rìs Gardooys; cf. 
Introduction, p. xxviii. 

80. And took the seven loaves and the fishes, and having given M. 
thanks, He brake and was giving to the disciples, and the disciples to 
the multitudes.) Mk. has: “ And having taken the seven loaves, 
having given thanks, He brake, and was giving to His disciples that 
they might distribute; and they distributed to the multitude. 
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And they had a few little fishes: and having blessed them, He 
commanded («re») also to distribute these.” 

M 987. And all ate, and were filled: and of the remainder of the 
fragments they took up seven baskets full.) Mk. has: “And they 
ate, and were filled: and they took up remainders of fragments 
seven baskets" Mt. adds rdyres and sAsjpess, to assimilate to 14™. 
—o¢vpisas} For this spelling, see Deissm. Bid. Stud. 158, 185. 
D has o¢vupidas here and in Mk 89. In Mk 8° it is read by st A* 
D; in Mt 16" by B D. 

M. 88. And they that did eat were four thousand men, besides women 
and children.) Mk. has: “And there were about four thousand.” 
Mt. adds xopis yvvauxüv xal radiwy, to assimilate to 14%. 

M 39. And He sent away the multitudes, and embarked into the 
boat, and came to the boundaries of Magadan.| Mk. has: “ And 
He sent them away; and straightway having embarked into the 
boat with His disciples, He came to the regions of Dalmanutha.” 
Mk.’s Dalmanutha is certainly corrupt. The editor of Mt. has 
tried to emend by substituting Magadan. If Cheyne (Encyc. Bib. 
1635) is right in suggesting that the real name of the place was 
Migdal-nunia, a suburb of Tiberias, Mt. has got from oral tradi- 
tion or from some earlier copy of Mk. a form which is not very far 
from the original. 

82-89. In these vv. Mt. has here and there assimilated the 
language to that of the feeding of the five thousand. 

Cf. 141? xai ew aon with 159. 
19 of 82 rots dxAots with 15M. 
2 xai ébayor rávres with 1587. 
99 kai jpay TÒ weptooevoy Tay KAacpdrov ddera xodírovs 

wAnpeas with 159! kal ro sepuroeiov raw kAaopérew 
fipar extra oupioas Apes. 

31 of 82 éobiovres foa» dvipes oa wevraxurxÜuox ic 
yuvawküv kal wasdioy with 1595 oi 82 do 
Terpaxwrxiot dydpes xopis -yuvauüy xal wasdiow. 

89. Ma NBD; Magedon, S*; Magedan, S'; Magedan, latt; 
Mayéahd ; tr a. * 

M XVL l And the Pharisees and Sadducees came, tempting Him, 
and asked Him to show them a sign out of heaven.| Mk. has: 
* And the Pharisees went out, and began to dispute with Him, 
seeking from Him a sign from heaven, tempting Him.” For the 
request for a sign, see 129». éxepwray=to beseech, cf. on 159. 
The editor substitutes his favourite xai mporeÀĝóvres for Mk.'s 
¿£ñAlov, of which the precise reference is obscure. Whence did 
they go out? 

2. And He answered and said to them.| Mk. has: “ And 
having groaned in His spirit, He saith.” For the omission of 
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dvacreváfas TQ venari avroð, see on 15% The editor here 
inserts two verses (but see critical note) which are not in Mk. 

When it is evening, you say, (Jf will be) fair weather: for the E? 
heaven is red.| 

8. And in the morning ( you sty), To-day (will be) stormy : for the BP 
heaven is red and angry. The face of the heaven you know how fo 
discern ; but the sign of the times ye are unable.) For similar ideas 
differently worded, cf. Lk 12545, 

4. An evil and adulterous generation seeks for a sign; and a sign 
shall not be given to it, save the sign of Jonah.) Mk. has: “Why 
does this generation seek ({yret) a sign? Verily I say to you, A 
sign shall not be given to this generation.” Mt. assimilates to 1299. 

4. And leaving them, He went away.) Mk. has: “ And leaving 
(åġeís) them, again having embarked, He went away to the other 
side.” Mt. transfers els ro répay to the next verse. 

1-4. Mt. and Lk 1116 99 agree against Mk. in the following :— 
onpetoy ix Tov otpayo), Mt ! = aypetoy t£ obpayot, Lk 16, 
vovypá, Mt 4, Lk 99. 
xal onpetov où Sobjwera airy el pù Td onpetov “lava, Mt 4, Lk 99. 

sive tard yevoptrns—od divacbe] CDal. Om. N BV XS'S*. The clause 

le fh EL ae 
ervyrájew occurs ih the LXX = 099 Ezk 279 2819 A, 32M, be Ead seems to 
occur only in Byzantine writers.  svppi[ew occurs in the LXX, Lev 1319. 4- 8. 
€ 14", B! R. 

5. And the disciples came to the other side, and forgot to take M 
óread.] Mk. has: “And they forgot to take bread, and bad 
not with them in the boat save one loaf.” In Mk. the dialogue 
which follows presumably took place in the boat during the cross- 
ing of the lake. Mt. by inserting xai 4AÓóvres ol paĝnraí before els 
TO mépay in Mk v.18 seems-to wish to make it clear that the subject 
of éreAd@ovro did not include Christ. The disciples forgot, not 
the Lord. His insertion has the further effect that the whole of 
what follows took place, not during the crossing, but when they had 
reached the other side. It is necessary, therefore, to omit Mk 145, 

6. And Jesus said to them, Take heed, and beware of the leaven M 
of the Pharisees and of the Sadducees.| Mk. has: “And He was 
charging them, saying, Take heed, beware (BAéwere) of the leaven 
of the Pharisees, and of the leaven of Herod.”—rpocéyere ám 
see on Io". Lk 12! also has xpocéyere in this connection.— xai 
Za80ovxaley] Mk. has xai rs (Ups Hpqóow It is doubtful what 
Mk. intended his readers to understand by the leaven of the 
Pharisees and of Herod. Possibly the plots of the Pharisees and 
the Herodians to kill Christ, cf. Mk 35. Mt. has understood (v1 to 
mean false teaching, and therefore substitutes Sa58ouxalwy for" HpqOov. 

7. And they were reasoning in (or amongst) themselves, saying, M. 
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(He says it) because we took no bread.] Mk. has: “ And they were 
reasoning with one another because they have no bread."! The 
disciples suppose that the Lord's warning against the leaven of the 
Pharisees had some reference to the fact that they were without 
sufficient provision, as though He were advising them to be on 
their guard against purchasing poisoned loaves.—oi 8€] for Mk.'s 
xal, as often.—éwXoyülovro èv davrois] occurs again in 219. 

M 8. And Jesus, perceiving tt, said, Why do you reason im (or amongst) 
yourselves, O ye of little faith, because you have no bread?) Mk. 
has: “ And perceiving it, He saith to them, Why do you reason 
because you have no bread? "— vois 8€] for Mk.'s «al ywous, as 
often.—«irev] for Mk.’s Aéye, as often. Mk. omits à Iyoots and 
dy éavrois Ó)uyómwrro. — &uyórwrro is also inserted by Mt. in 8%, 
where, as in the next verse, He is softening a rebuke administered 
to the disciples It occurs:also in 69 14%. Here rioris seems 
to be trust, confidence, assurance in the power of Christ to provide 
food as He had done before. 

M 9,10. Do you not understand nor remember the five loaves of 
the five thousand, and how many baskets ye took up? Nor the seven 
loaves of the four thousand, and how many baskets ye took up?) The 
editor rewrites Mk vv.!7-20 in such a way as to avoid the questions 
in Christ’s mouth (see notes on 8% 14! 1599 16919 5,41. 14 I7 181 
197 267-8), and to soften the rebuke of the disciples ; cf. 8%, note. 
Mk. has: “ Do you not yet understand nor perceive? Have ye 
your heart hardened? Having eyes, see ye not? And having 
ears, hear ye not? And do ye not remember? When I brake the 
five loaves to the five thousand, how many baskets full of fragments 
took yeup? Theysayto Him, Twelve. When the seven to the four 
thousand, of how many baskets took ye up (their) fulness of frag- 
ments? And they say to Him, Seven.” Mt. three times omits re- 
ferences to the hardness of the hearts of the disciples ; Mk 35 6% 817, 

M 11. How do ye not understand?) Mk. has: “And He was 
saying to them, Do ye not yet understand ?" 

E The editor here adds the explanatory that not about bread 1 
spake to you, but beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees. 

E 12. Then understand they that He bade them not beware of the 
leaven of bread, but of the teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees.| 
This explanation, which is connected with the substitution o 
ZadsSovxaiwy in v.° for *Hpo6ov, has little to commend it. Whatever 
may originally have been meant by “the leaven of the Pharisees and 

! xover. So B. D has efyap, and a bi q aderent. S! has “there ts no bread.” 
WV A C al assimilate to Mt. by substituting Éxouer and sei N aac Bat 
Mk.’s Éxovew is ambiguous. The clause might be rendered, ** They were disput- 
ing (cf. 9**) because they have no bread," without any apparent reference to the 
leaven of the preceding verse, which does not appear again in Mk.’s narrative. Mt. 
by inserting Meyorres and changing Eyovew into éAáflouer, connects the ‘‘ reason- 
ing” with the preceding saying, and so prepares for his insertion of vv. 13-13, 
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the leaven of Herod,” it can hardly have been teaching. The con- 
nection of the Pharisees with Herod suggests rather that the leaven 
symbolised the hostility and enmity of the Pharisees and of Herod ; 
cf. Mk 3°. For a similar note in favour of the disciples, see 1714 

12. rhs iléugs râ» üpro»] Om. rà» dprw», D S! S*abff*. This is 
robably right. S? assimilates to the preceding verse by adding '*of the 

Pharisees and of the Sadducees.” N° B L add ror dpruw ; C E al ToU dprov. 

18. The editor here omits Mk 8*-%, For this omission, see 
on 159. See also Briggs, Zhe Messiah of the Gospels, p. 93. 

And Jesus having come into the districts of Cesarea Philippi, W 
asked His disciples, saying, Whom say men that (I) Son of Man am 1| 
Mk. has: “ And Jesus and His disciples went out into the villages 
of Cæsarea Philippi, and on the road He asked (érypera) His 
disciples, saying to them, Whom do men say that I am ? "—4Aóuv 
é) for Mk.s xoi é£9AÓev, as often. Mt. substitutes roy viðv ToU 
dy0pwrov for Mk.'s u« to form an antithesis to v.16 6 vids ro? «o. 

14. And they said, Some (say) John the Baptist, but others M. 
Elijah, and others Jeremiah, or one of the prophets.) Mk. has: 
* And they spake to Him, saying that John the Baptist, and 
others Elijah, but others that one of the prophets.” Mt., as usual, 
omits Mk.’s om, and corrects efs into ba to harmonise with the 
other accusatives. The insertion of Jeremiah shows acquaintance 
with Jewish belief in the possibility of the appearance of the 
illustrious dead ; cf. 2 Mac 1518 where Onias and Jeremiah appear 
to Judas Maccabee; 2 Es 219: “For thy help I will send My 
servants, Isaiah and Jeremiah." For the expectation of Elijah, see 
on r1!4 Mt.’s of pé is intended to ease the Greek. For ér«pot 
in the third clause, see Blass, p. 179 ; Win.-Schm. p. 244. 

15. He saith to them, But you, whom say ye that Iam?) Mk. M 
bas: “ And He asked them, But you, whom say ye that I am?” 

16. And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the Christ, M 
the Son of the living God.] Mk. has: “ Peter answered and saith 
to Him, Thou art the Christ.” Mt.’s à vids rot Oeod (avros is 
explanatory. It has caused the substitution of róv viðv rot dvOpwrov 
for pé in v.!? to form an antithesis. 

18-16. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following: 
Ao 5é, Mt 4, Lk 19, Mk. has xai dAAoc. 
é€—« re, Mt ©, Lk 9, Mk. has Aéye. 
å vids rot «oU ro) orros, Mt 19 = ro? «ov, Lk 9). 
17-20. The editor here inserts four verses which are not in 

Mk. For the prominence given to S. Peter, cf. 10* 1478! 1526, 
17. And Jesus answered and said to him, Blessed art thou, Simon Y, 

Bar Jona, because fiesh and blood did not reveal (it) to thee, but My 
Father who is in the heavens.]—Zípwv] for the form, see on 4!*. 
Bép is the Aramaic “son,” and 'Ievá (cf. Jn 1) «mov = Jonah. 
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x as a shortened form of pm = John, is not found elsewhere. 
See Dalm. Gram. p. 179, Anm. 5.—càp£ xai alpa] tm Wa is very 
common in the Talmud and Midrashim as an ression for 
humanity as contrasted with God ; cf. B. Berakhoth 28^ “a king of 
flesh and blood," contrasted with ** the King of kings, * the fear of 
flesh and blood " contrasted with the “ fear of heaven."—ó rarýp pov 
ô ly ro& oipavois] see on 516. 

L 18. And I also say to thee that thou art Peter, and on this rock 
will I build my church, and the gates of Hades shall not prevail 
against it.) The wérpa is equivalent to the object of dwrexdAwfe in 
v.17 ** Flesh and blood did not reveal ##,” z.e. the Messiahship and 
divine Sonship of Christ. ‘Upon this rock of revealed truth I 
will build my Church." The play upon Ilérpos and «érpa means, 
* You have given expression to a revealed truth, and your name 
IIérpos suggests a metaphorical name for it. It shall be the zérpa 
or rock upon which the Church shall stand. In other words, it 
shall be the central doctrine of the Church’s teaching.” ‘The idea 
that the divine Christ is the keystone of the new edifice of the 
Christian Church, finds expression elsewhere in the parallel 
metaphor of the corner-stone in 1 P 2*5, Eph 2%.—éxxAynoia] As 
the Evangelist wrote the word, he, no doubt, had in mind the 
Christian society for which éxxAyoia had long been a current title 
(Acts, S. Paul, Hebrews, S. James, S. John's Epp., and Rev.). 
There is no difficulty at all in supposing that Christ used some 
Aramaic phrase or word which would signify the community or 
society of His disciples, knit together by their belief in His divine 
Sonship, and pledged to the work of propagating His teaching. 

ava gdov} Against the Church the powers of evil shall not 
prevail. But just as the Church has been compared to a building, 
so, too, the powers of evil. These have their metropolis in the 
fortress of Hades. For Hades symbolised as a strong fort with 
barred gates, cf. Is 3819 “ the gates of Sheol ” (rúas dou), Job 1716 
“the bars of Sheol,” Job 38!’ “the gates of death," Ps 9!5 19715, 
Wis 1613, 3 Mac 551, Ps--So/ 16%. “The gates of Hades shall not 
prevail against the Church” is a pictorial way of saying, “ The 
organised powers of evil shall not prevail against the organised 
society which represents My teaching.” 

L 19. Z will give to thee the keys of the kingdom of the heavens, and 
whatsoever thou shalt bind upon earth shall be bound in the heavens, 
and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in the heavens. | 

xAés] The figure of the gates of Hades suggests the metaphor 
of the keys. There were keys of Hades, Rev 115; cf. 9! 204. The 
apocalyptic writer describes the risen Christ as having the keys 
of Hades, £e. having power over it, power to enter it, and 
power to release from it, or to imprison in it. In the same way, 
“the kingdom of the heavens" can be likened to a citadel with 
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barred gates. He who held the keys would have power within it, 
power to admit, power to exclude. In Rev 3? this power is held by 
Christ Himself: * He that hath the key of David, that openeth 
and none shall shut, and that shutteth and none shall open." The 
words are modelled on Is 22??, and express supreme authority. To 
hold the keys is to have absolute right, which can be contested by 
none. Just so in B. Sanh. 113° it is said that the keys of birth, 
of rain, and of the resurrection of the dead are in the hand of God, 
and are delegated to no one. 

It would, therefore, be not unexpected if we found the Messiah 
or Son of Man described as having the keys of the kingdom of the 
heavens. This would imply that He was supreme within it. But 
it is surprising to find this power delegated to S. Peter. We must, 
however, be careful not to identify the éxxAgoia with the kingdom. 
There is nothing here to suggest such identification. The Church 
was to be built on the rock of the revealed truth that Jesus was the 
Messiah, the Divine Son. To S. Peter were to be given the keys of 
the kingdom. The kingdom is here, as elsewhere in this Gospel, 
the kingdom to be inaugurated when the Son of Man came upon 
the clouds of heaven. If S. Peter was to hold supreme authority 
within it, the other apostles were also to have places of rank: “ Ye 
shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel," 
18%, "The éxxAyoia, on the other hand, was the society of Christ's 
disciples, who were to announce the coming of the kingdom, who 
were to wait for it, and who would enter into it when it came. 
The Church was built upon the truth of the divine Sonship. It 
was to proclaim the coming kingdom. In that kingdom Peter 
should hold the keys which conferred authority. In the next 
clause this authority is described under a different metaphor. To 
“ bind" and to “loose,” in Jewish legal terminology, are equivalent 
to “forbid” and to “allow,” to “declare forbidden” and to 
* declare allowed”; see Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. in loc. The terms, 
therefore, describe an authority of a legal nature. If he who has 
the keys has authority of an administrative nature, he who binds and 
looses exercises authority of a legislative character. In the coming 
kingdom Peter was to exercise this two-sided authority.— 6 éày dyoys 
évi ris yijs dora: Sedeuévov êv rots oùpavois) The idiom “on earth,” 
* in heaven,” is simply an emphatic way of stating that the action 
referred to would be permanent in its results: “ Whatsover thou 
bindest shall remain bound, shall never be loosed.” Cf. B. Joma 
9*: “If a man sanctifies himself a little, he will be sanctified 
much ; if (he sanctifies himself) below, he will be sanctified above ; 
if (he sanctifies himself) in this world, he will be sanctified in the 
world tocome.” The contrast, therefore, between earth and heaven 
is merely literary. The words throw no light upon the earthly or 
heavenly position of the future kingdom. But nothing in this 
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i suggests any other locality for it than the renewed (cf. 1925) 

— The whole passage, therefore, might be paraphrased 
thus: *Happy are you, Simon, son of Jonah, because the truth to 
which you have given utterance was revealed to you by God Him- 
self. Your name is Petros, and this truth is a rock (xérpa) upon 
which I will build My Church. It will be the foundation truth of 
the belief of My disciples, ie. of those who await the kingdom of 
heaven. In that kingdom you shall hold an exalted position, 
having the keys of administrative power, and the right to legislate 
for the needs of its citizens." 

As an alternative, we might interpret ras xAeis with special 
reference to the function of a key in opening shut doors. Cf. 
Mt 23/8 “You shut the kingdom of the heavens before men: for you 
enter not, nor suffer those who are entering to go in”; Lk 1154 
“You took away the key of knowledge,” i.e. refused to open the 
doors of the kingdom of “ knowledge" to others. dacw coi ras 
«Ads will then mean: “I will give to you the right of admitting 
others to the kingdom." "The Evangelist may very possibly have 
had in mind the part taken by S. Peter in the early days of the 
Church in admitting Gentiles to its privileges, just as in the 
“ binding ” and “loosing” he may have had in mind the prominent 
part taken by S. Peter in regulating the affairs of the infant 
Church. 

It is possible that originally the “ keys" described the effect of 
S. Peters insight into divine truth. His perception that Jesus 
was the Divine Son, was a key which admitted him into the king- 
dom. By bringing others to the same faith, he would open for 
them, too, the kingdom, in contrast to the scribes and Pharisees, 
who locked it in the face of those who wished to enter, 234. But, 
if so, the Evangelist by inserting v.19 before v.19, and by combining 
the saying about “‘the keys" with the saying about “ binding” and 
“loosing,” has obscured the original meaning. In his connection 
the “keys” are not equivalent to S. Peter's faith, but represent 
a privilege promised to the Apostle as a reward for it. Further, 
the position of v.18, with its description of the Church as a fortress 
impregnable against the attacks of evil (the gates of Hades), sug- 
gests irresistibly that “the keys of the kingdom” mean more than 
power to open merely, and imply rather authority within the king- 
dom. And this is confirmed by the “binding” and “loosing” which 
immediately follow. The latter saying occurs again with the verbs 

- in the plural in 181€, This may be its more original form. If so, 
the Evangelist is here, as elsewhere, compiling detached sayings, 
fitting them into contexts which seemed to him to be suited to 
them. If we remove, therefore, 19b as alien to the context, we are 
justified in asking whether the remaining three verses originally 
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formed part of this incident. V.!" is in every respect suitable to 
the context. V.!8 might seem to betray the hand of the Evangel- 
ist in the phrase olxodopyow pov ri éxxAnoiay, which certainly 
seems to reflect ideas which presuppose the history and growth of 
Christianity in the early Apostolic age. But if Christ, wishing to 
commend S. Peter's faith, drew from his name a metaphor, “the 
rock,” to symbolise the value and importance of the revealed truth 
to which S. Peter had given utterance, this metaphor of the rock 
would suggest the phrase **to build" rather than any such expres- 
sion as '* My disciples shall stand." éxxAnoia may well be the 
equivalent of some Aramaic expression for community, society, 
school, band of disciples. Further, the idea thus gained of the 
Christian body as a building firmly founded, would suggest the use 
of the common phrase “gates of Hades" to describe the forces 
of evil which would attack it And it is possible that this latter 
phrase would suggest the keys of the kingdom of the heavens as a 
term expressing some privilege to be given to S. Peter. "The real 
difficulty in supposing that vv.!79* were spoken on this occasion, 
lies in the vagueness of the idea thus expressed. What were the 
keys thus given? Even if we identify the kingdom with the 
Church, it 1s not entirely satisfactory to suppose that the Lord 
simply foretold that S. Peter was to take a prominent part in the 
work of opening the door of faith to the Gentiles His share in 
that work, though a great, was not an exclusive one. S. Paul 
bore the burden of it. Of course we might, without identifying 
Church and Kingdom, give the words some such meaning as this. 
The truth of the divine Sonship shall be the keynote of the 
doctrine of My disciples in their work of preaching the coming 
kingdom. All to whom this truth is revealed will have in it a key 
to the kingdom, and will be able to admit others to it, #.e. make 
them members of the society which waits for the kingdom. In 
this case S. Peter would be mentioned on the ground that it was 
he who had given utterance to the divinely revealed truth, with the 
implication that all to whom it should be revealed would have 
the same privileges. But in view of the fact that v.19^ is almost 
certainly added to this context and modified by the Evangelist 
so as to apply specially to S. Peter, it is difficult not to be drawn 
to the conclusion that the whole of the passage, vv.1739, inserted 
in S. Mark, is the work of the Evangelist. The motive must have 
been to emphasise the prominence of S. Peter in the Christian 
body as foretold and sanctioned by Christ Himself. Through- 
out the Gospel the twelve Apostles are everywhere represented in 
a more favourable light than in Mk. Rebukes addressed to them 
by Christ are softened, see on 8% 169, Statements that they did 
not understand, or did not know what to say, or disputed, are 
passed over, cf. Mk 653 g”. 10. 82. 88.84 1410, Qn the other hand, it is 
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expressly said that they did understand, Mt 16! 171%, They had 
left all to follow Christ; but when He sat on the throne of His 
glory they would sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes 
of Israel, 19%. And amongst them Peter was pre-eminent. He was 
«pros, 10%. He had shown remarkable ventures of faith, 1429-91. 
To him Christ had given the keys, and the power of “binding” 
and “loosing.” It is, therefore, possible that 1617-9 are in their 
present order and connection the work of the Evangelist compiling 
detached sayings in honour of the great Apostle. The Jewish 
colouring in these sayings is very remarkable; ùp xai alua, 6 
waryp pov ô èv rois oùpavois, Aa, gdov, Tas kXcis, 7) Daciela. raw 
o)payüy, the “binding” and “loosing,” the literary contrast of 
* earth" and “heaven,” were probably all commonplaces of Jewish 
theological thought. The single word éxxAngia alone lies open to 
the suspicion of betraying Christian influence, and it may easily 
be explained as representing a more specifically Jewish or less 
Christian word. 

M 20. Zhen He charged the disciples that they should tell no one 
that He was the Christ.| Mk. has: “And He charged them that 
they should speak to no man about Him.”—+rére] see on 27.— 
Scecre{Aaro] Mk. here has éreriunoer, but deorefAaro in 5 7% 99. 
The verb occurs only here in Mt. B* D S! S? have éreripnoey.— 
rois paĝyraiîs] Mk. has abrois, but the insertion of vv.171? makes 
the explicit reference to the disciples necessary.—ór« a$rós éorw 
ô xpwrrós] for Mk.’s wept abrod. For similar explanatory glosses, 
see v.22 2667. 78, 

M 21. From that time Jesus began to show to His disciples that He 
must go to Jerusalem, and suffer much from the elders and chief 
priests and scribes, and be killed, and be raised again on the therd 
day.]—éxó róre] Mk. has xa. Cf. 41%. The Galilean mission to 
the common people is over. Henceforth the Lord devotes Him- 
self mainly to instructing His disciples. The rots pa@yrais for Mk.’s 
avrois assists the emphasis eir] Mk. has roy viðv roð àyÜpenrov, 
which Mt. has anticipated in v.!3, The editor inserts eis "TepoodAv 
dmeAÜetv xai, or rather substitutes it for Mk.’s &xoboxuuaoÜnva:s, 
which is involved in «oAAà «wafety. This carries with it the altera- 
tion of $zó into åró. D has ůré—rý rpírp pépa éyepÜva«] for 
Mk.s perà rpeis juépas dvagryvar. The resurrection took p 
according to tradition, on the Sunday after the Friday of the Cruci- 
fixion. The “after three days" of the Lord's prediction was, there- 
fore, interpreted as equivalent to “on the third day,” counting the 
day of Crucifixion as the first. So S. Paul (1 Co. 15*), the writer of 
the Acts (10), and the first and third Evangelists. Mk 881 9%! rọ% 
and Mt 12% 27% retain the “three days." "The order rpeoBurépey 
xai dpyuépeoy kal ypapurée is striking, because it is an unusual 
order. The editor has borrowed it from Mk. (so Lk.). Mk. adds 
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here xai wappyoig TOv y Addre (or éxAaAet, k S! Tat.), which 
Mt. omits as being of doubtful meaning. 

22. And Peter took Him, and began to rebuke Him, saying, ME 
(God) be gracious to Thee, Lord: that shall not happen to Thee.| 
Mk. has: “And Peter took Him, and began to rebuke Him.” 
The words from Aéyev are an explanatory gloss of the editor to 
explain Mk.'s ércripgv; see on v.2.—"DAeós vot] Cf. “ews pot 
=% nyon I Ch 111°, 2 S 20%; Letronne, Recueil des Inscripts 

grecques et latines de l'Egypte, ii. p. 286, Trews cot, "Advme: 
‘*(Sarapis) help thee, Alypius”; or with the subject inserted, ib. 
221, ews ?)uiv ITAárov xai évraó(a, quoted by Moulton, Class. Rev. 
I90I, D. 436.—ov py éra) For the fut. ind. after où py, see 
Blass, p. 209; Moulton, p. 190.—*pocAapfávev] occurs only here 
in Mt. and Mk. Its presence in Mt. is due to Mk. 

23. And He turned, and said to Peter, Go behind Me, Satan: W 
thou art a stumbling-block to Me: because thou thinkest not the 
things of God, but the things of men.) So Mk., without oxdy8adov «t 
épo?, which is inserted by the editor to explain the use of the harsh 
arava with reference to the Apostle. Mk. also has ériwrpadels for 
orpadeis (for orpédw, which Mk. never uses, cf. 932), and adds xai 
lòv rois pabyras abro), which seems to emphasise the publicity of 
the rebuke. "The editor omitted it for this reason, or because he 
missed the point of it here. dérifcw, see on 3!l.—o0 d$poveis rà rod 
Oeov, x.r.X.] seems to mean: “ Your ideas of the Messiah and His 
destiny are superficial. You can imagine a career of splendour for 
Him, but fail to understand that suffering and death are a part of 
the career planned out for Him by God." 

oxdvdadoy ef ipo) So 8* B 13; ef pov, x C ; el épol, D latt; 
pod EF ai Abbott, Johannine Grammar, 2566 c, suggests that 
the original may have been «lí sor=“I am a stumbling-block 
[it seems] to Thee!” But Zarava suggests that the following 
oxdvdaXdoy is used of S. Peter, not of the Lord. In trying to set 
aside thoughts of the coming Passion, Peter was at once Christ's 
adversary and His stumbling-block. And this interpretation alone 
explains the following ór«. 

21-23. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following: &xà 
—rĝ péry ipo tyepOjvar, Mt 8, Lk 33, 

21. à'Iycoós] So Nor C al S3 ; Inools Xpwrós, N” B®. The latter can 
hardly be original. It is the work of a scribe who wished to emphasise the 
fact that this was a turning-point in Christ's ministry and teaching. 

24. Then Jesus said to His disciples, If any one wishes fo come M 
after Me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow 
Me.) Mk. has: “And having called the multitude, with His 
disciples, He said to them,” etc. For the saying about the cross, 
see note on 10%, where another form of the saying has been 
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inserted. Here the meaning clearly is that the disciples must be 
ready to face death in allegiance to their Master, and after His 
ey The cross need mean no more than violent death ; see 
on 10%, 

M. 2. For whosoever wishes to save his life shall lose it, and who- 
soever shall lose his life for My sake shall find it.) See on 109.— 
ós—édv] See on 119. —évexev po] Mk. adds xai ro? etayyeXiov. 
For Mt.’s omission of one of two synonymous clauses, see on 816; 
and cf. 1999 évexev ro euod óvóparos for Mk.'s &yexev époU xai &vexey 
TOU evayyeAiov.—eipyoa| Mk. coce.— Mt. assimilates to ro™® in 
order to form an antithesis to droAéce. For antithesis in Mt., see 
on 153 $45 198.9, 

M 26. For what shall a man be profited tf he gain the whole world, 
but be deprived of his life? or what will a man give as exchange for 
his life?) Mk. has: “For what will it profit a man to gain the 
whole world and to be deprived of his life? For what would a man 
give as exchange for his life?” The meaning seems to be: 
* Suppose a man to shrink from martyrdom, he will, indeed, * save’ 
his physical life. But he will ‘lose’ the higher life of the soul. 
To gain the whole world, and to lose this higher life, is a profitless 
proceeding ; because this higher life cannot be purchased. No 
money can buy it."—é$e»05eeru] For Mt.’s preference for 
passives, see on 4l—(xuw0j] {yuo is to “fine” or **con- 
fiscate”; so in the passive, “to suffer confiscation or loss of”; 
cf. Phil 38 rà wdvra e{npudOyv.—édyrddAAaypa} is the price paid for 
anything; cf. Ecclus 615 pov miorod oùx dorw áyrdAXaypa, 2614 
ovx domy áyrdAAaypa, weradeupévys Vrvxüs, “there is nothing worth 
so much as, nothing which can be paid in exchange for, a well- 
instructed soul" ĝoî in Mk. is the aor. conj. ; cf. Blass, p. 49 ; 
Moulton, C/ass. Kev. 1901, p. 37; Gram. p. 55. Mt. substitutes 
the easier fut. ind. 

Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in this verse in the following : 
aheaArnOjoeras dyÜpanros—Óé, Mt. = adercirar dvOpwros—dé Lk. Mk. 
has dà$«A«t dyÜporroy— xa. 

M 27. For the Son of Man is about to come in the glory of His 
Father with His angels. And then He shall give to each man 
according to his work.) Mk. has: “For whosoever shall be 
ashamed of Me and My words in this adulterous and sinful 
generation, the Son of Man shall be ashamed of him when He 
shall come in the glory of His Father with the holy angels" Mt. 
has already inserted words parallel to the first clause of Mk. in 1053, 
He therefore omits them here, and makes of óravy &A0y a main 
clause, pAAa yap—épxeoGar. péAXAav, which here emphasises the 
nearness of the coming, is characteristic of Mt.; cf. 1713 21 A « 
—wapaiidocGa: for Mk.'s rapadidora:, 2017-33 249. He then adds, 
by way of compensation for the omitted clause of Mk., xai vore 
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rosacea éxdarw xarà rijv wpü£wv abrov.—éy rjj 6663 ro? sarpós abro] 
For the glory of the Messiah ; cf. Esto 619 “ The Lord of Spirits 
placed the Elect One on the throne of glory," 62? ‘The Lord of 
Spirits seated Him on the throne of His glory”; and Zest. Levi 18. 

xal róre àxoBóc €, x.r..] For the conception of the Messiah 
in glory judging men after their works, cf. Enoch 45° “On that 
day Mine Elect One will sit on the throne of glory, and make 
choice amongst their deeds," 69?' * And He sat on the throne 
of His glory, and the sum of judgement was committed to Him, 
the Son of Man." The terms seem to be borrowed from Ps 
618 ot droddcas éxdorw xarà rà épya airod; cf. Pr 241%, Ecclus 
2%, 

98. Verily I say to you, That there are some of those who stand M 
Aere who shall not taste of death until they see the Son of Man 
coming in His kingdom.) Mk. has: “ And He was saying to them, 
Verily I say to you, that there are some here of the bystanders 
who shall not taste of death until they see the kingdom of God 
come with power.” The &eye abrois of Mk. may be a hint that 
this saying was not spoken on the same occasion as the preceding. 
However that may be, Mt. omits xai &eyey airois, and connects 
the words closely with the foregoing. By substituting tov viðv rod 
ávÓpérrov dpxópevov v Tjj BaotX«(e abro) for rv Baorelav rod coU 
€AnAvbviay dv Suvdper, he makes it clear that what the “some of those 
who stand here” will see is the coming of the Son of Man “in the 
glory of His Father," or “in His kingdom." That is to say, he 
believed that that coming would take place in the lifetime of some 
of Christs contemporaries. The same belief finds expression in 
10% and 24%, and has an important bearing on the date of the 
Gospel—4,4:jv] see on 519. — yeóerĝar Üavárov] was a Jewish 
phrase ; cf. Schlatter, Die Sprache und Heimat des Vierten Evangel- 
isten, p. 35. It occurs in Jn 892, He 2°. 

XVIL 1. And after six days Jesus taketh Peter, and James, and M 
John his brother, and leadeth them up into a high mountain privately. | 
So Mk., without róv ddeAdoyv abrot, and with uóvovs after xar? iav. 
For Mts omission of one of two synonymous expressions, see 
on 81°, 

2. And was transfigured before them ; and His face did shine as M 
the sun, and His raiment became white as the light.) Mk.: “And 
was transfigured before them ; and His raiment became glistening, 
very white, as a fuller on earth cannot so whiten.”—perepoppuby] 
Both the later Evangelists seem to have found difficulty in the use 
of this word in reference to Christ. It was ambiguous, and it 
mpa easily be misinterpreted. Lk. omits it, and substitutes 
éyévero—rò elBos rod xpoowmrov abróv črepov. For this, cf. Dn 5° 
LXX ġ Spaces abro? 2AAÀ0«05, Theod. 4 popdy nAAnwhy, Secrets of 
Enoch 1! “the appearance of my countenance was changed." 
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Mt. retains the word, but explains it by adding xai Aapje rò 
Tpócorrov abro) ws ô os. For this, cf. Secrets of Enoch 15 “their 
faces shone like the sun," 19! “ their faces shining more than the 
rays of the sun," 2 Es 7% “their face shall shine as the sun," Rev 
116 * His countenance was as the sun shineth in his strength." In 
Enoch 149 the simile is used of raiment, * His raiment did shine 
more brightly than the sun.”—ra 6€ tudria abro èyévero Aevxà às rò 
dis] rà &€ for xai rd, as often. Mt. omits Mk.'s oriABorra. This 
word is used elsewhere of metals, eg. brass, Ezk 40°, Dn (Th) 
108; or of hills reflecting the sun's rays, 1 Mac 69. Lk. substi- 
tutes éfacrpdrrwy, which is the LXX equivalent of Theodotion's 
atiABovros in Dn 10° For Mk.'s simile of the fuller, which Lk. 
omits, Mt. substitutes as ro dias. 

M 8. And, behold, there appeared unto them Moses and Elias talking 
with Him.| Mk. has: “ And there appeared to them Elias with 
Moses, and they were talking with Jesus.”—xai iSov] see on 1%. 
The order Moses and Elias, substituted by Mt. and Lk. for Elias 
with Moses, is probably simply due to a natural desire for the 
chronological order ; cf. Lk.’s order in 118l 8, as compared with 
Mt 1241-42, On Elijah as the expected forerunner of the Messiah, 
see note on v.’©, There seem to be traces in Jewish literature 
of a belief that Moses would accompany Elijah when he came; 
see Volz, /Zd. Eschat. 191-193, and cf. Jochanan ben Zaccai in 
Midr. Debarim R. Par. x11 (Wünsche), p. 55: * When I bring the 
prophet Elijah, you shall both (Moses and Elijah) come together." 
Moses may be referred to as one of the two witnesses of Rev 11? ; 
see Bousset and Swete, 2» loc, and Tert. Anim. 50. 

M 4. And Peter answered and said to Jesus, Lord, it ts good for us 
to be here: if Thou wilt, I will make here three booths ; for Thee one, 
and for Moses one, and for Elias one.) Mk.: “And Peter answered 
and saith to Jesus, Rabbi, it is good for us to be here: and let us 
make three booths,” etc. For the Semitic use of åroxpiĝeis, see 
Dalm. Words, p. 24. 9€ for xat, as often. «lrev for Aye, as often. 
—Kip«] see on 82. 'Pagf«í occurs again in Mk ro! rr% 1445, 
Mt. retains it only in the last instance.—rpeis oxgvás] The idea 
apparently is that of prolonging the scene. Mk. adds at the end: 
* For He did not know what to answer ; for they were very afraid." 
For Mts omission, see Introduction, pp. xxxiii f. ; and cf. the 
omission of Mk., 14**. The “fear” is postponed by Mt. to a 
more suitable place in v.6. 

M 5. While He was still speaking, behold, a cloud of light over- 
shadowed them: and behold a voice out of the cloud, saying, This 
ts My Son, the Beloved in whom I took pleasure; hear Him.|—én 
abro) AaAobvros] is inserted by the editor; cf. similar insertions, 
Mt 12% = Mk 3°!, and Mt 9!8=Mk 5%. In both these passages, 
however, the clause is placed at the beginning of a section as a 
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connecting link. Here there seems no reason for the insertion. 
Lk. has a similar clause; see below. Mk. has xai éyévero here 
twice, and in 19.11 233 44.99, Mt avoids it in 1? 2% 44, He has it 
5 times in a formula, 799 11! 139 19! 251. In 37 - Mk 1? he has 
«ai idov, and in clause 4 here he assimilates to that passage. In 
clause a he has simply iSov.—vepéAn| Mt. adds $vrwj; cf. Rev 
1414 vedéAn Aevxy. The cloud is the symbol of the divine 
presence. It was to reappear in the Messianic period; cf. 2 Mac 
28 ó at 3) Sofa rod Kupiov xal 7) vepérAn.—érecxiace] cf. Ex 
409 dreoxiaLey im atria 1) vepéAn.—xai ov] for Mk.'s xoi ¢yévero, 
assimilated to 3!7.—otrós éorw, «.7.X.] See on 3". Mt. assimilates 
to that passage by adding èv œ evddxnoa.—dxovere avrov] cf. Dt 1815, 
—airov dxovcerte] Christ was the prophet foretold by Moses. 

6. And the disciples, when they heard it, fell upon their face, and E 
Seared exceedingly. | 

7. And Jesus came and touched them, and said, Rise up, and E 
fear not.) Mk. has nothing corresponding to these two verses. 
Mt., who has omitted éxgoBor yàp éyévovro from Mk 5, where “ He 
knew not what to answer; for they were very afraid" seems to 
express a degree of bewilderment on the part of the Apostles 
which is unexpected, expands it here into the statement that the 
disciples were exceedingly afraid when they heard the divine voice 
from the cloud of light. Lk. places the “fear” at the entry into 
the cloud. —e$óbpa] occurs 7 times in Mt, 1 in Mk., 1 in Lk.— 
wpoatjAev] see on 45. 

8. And lifting up their eyes, they saw no one, save Jesus only.] M 
Mk. has: '*And suddenly, looking round, they saw no one with 
them, save Jesus only." Mt. has modified to suit the previous 
verse. ‘Suddenly looking round" would harmonise badly with 
* Jesus came and touched them.”—ovdéva] Mt. omits Mk.'s 
ovxérs; see Introduction, p. xxxi. 

1-8. Mt. and Lk. both modify Mk. in some striking respects. 
In some of these modifications they agree, but not in others, e.g. 
both feel the necessity of explaining uerepopoo0», but do so in 
different ways; see above. Both omit er(Afgovra, but Lk. sub- 
stitutes éfaorpdzrov. Both omit the simile of the fuller, but Mt. 
substitutes ús rò das. Both transfer the fear of the disciples to 
another part of the narrative, but they do not agree in the position 
which they assign to it; see on v... These changes look like 
independent editing. Further, both agree in xai idov and in 
Moves xai 'HAeas, Mt *, Lk 9; in «rey, Mt 4, Lk 55; in éri aùroù 
Aadowwros, Mt 5— rara 8 abro) Aéyovros, Lk *; and in A 
Mt 5, Lk 5, Of these all except the insertion of “while He was 
still speaking" =“ while He was saying these things,” may be 
accidental coincidences. The additions of Mt. in vv.* * 7 are 
probably due to the editor. On the other hand, Lk 519* and 
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éxdeXeypévos in 55 for dyawyros rather suggest that Lk. had a second 
source for the narrative. But they might be explained equally 
well by supposing that Lk. is inserting reminiscences of other 
versions of the incident, or as simply editorial insertions. The 
insertion of “ while He was still speaking" =“ while He was saying 
these things," can hardly be purely accidental, but is insufficient 
even in combination with the other small details, xai Sov, Mwdons 
kai "HA«ías, elrev, Aéyovaa, to serve as a basis for the theory that 
Mt. and Lk. had in common a second narrative which they both 
used in addition to Mk. If so, their divergences, e.g. in Mt?= 
Lk ®, in Lk 31-53, in Mt *7, and in Lk 55, cause fresh difficulties. 
Rather Lk. may be supposed to have read Mt., and to have 
occasionally written reminiscences of Mt.’s phraseology. 

M 9. And as they came down from the mountain, Jesus charged 
them, saying, Tell no man the vision, until the Son of Man be risen 
from the dead.) Mk. has: “And as they came down from the 
mountain, He charged (dceoreiAaro) them that they should recount 
to no man what they saw, except when the Son of Man should 
rise from the dead.” See note on Lk 9*5, 

eyepOy for &vaorjj ; cf. on 1621, 
Mk. has here the words: “ And they kept the saying to them- 

selves, disputing what the ‘rising from the dead’ was." Mt. omits 
other statements of misunderstanding on the part of the disciples ; 
cf. the omission of Mk 65? 817, and see Introduction, pp. xxxiii f. 

M 10. And the disciples asked Him, saying, Why therefore do the 
scribes say that Elijah must come first] Mk. has: “And they 
were asking Him, saying, Why do the scribes say that Elijah must 
come first?” ‘Two facts in the preceding narrative may have 
suggested this question. The disciples had seen Elijah on the 
mountain. In what relation did this appearance stand to the 
coming which was attributed to him by the official theologians ? 
Further, it was part of this official theory, that Elijah would 
prepare the way for the Messiah by restoring all things. (On this, 
see Volz, /Zd. Eschat. p. 192.) But if all things were restored, 
and Israel was made ready for the Messiah, what did Christ mean 
by foretelling His death and resurrection ? Why death in view 
of the restorative work of the forerunner ?—érepárqaay] aor. for 
Mk.'s imperf, as often. rí for Mk.’s ambiguous or; cf. similar 
changes in 179 2 Mk 9%, Mt g8 = Mk 2%. 

M 11. And He answered and said, Elijah indeed cometh, and shail 
restore all things.| Mk. has: “And He said to them, Elijah 
indeed having come first, restores all things.”—åroxaraorýoe) for 
Mk.'s ámokarwráve is an assimilation to the LXX of 45. 
Christ answers that the scribes are right in expecting a return of 
Elijah to accomplish a restoration, because so much was foretold 
in the prophet Malachi. 
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The words which follow in Mk. are very obscurely expressed : 
* And how has it been written concerning the Son of Man, that 
He should suffer much, and be set at nought?" Does this mean: 
“It has not been so prophesied. Elijah’s coming was foretold, 
but not the Messiah's suffering"? Or, “Seeing that Elijah was 
predicted as coming to restore, in what sense are the prophecies 
of Messiah’s suffering to be understood"? Or, “Elijah indeed 
comes, and (yet) how has it been written of the Son of Man? (It 
stands written) that He should suffer”? “But I say to you that 
Elijah has come,” that is, ** It was not only foretold that he should 
come, but he has come in the person of John the Baptist." ** And 
they did to him whatever they wished." That is, “And he did 
not restore all things, because Herod thwarted prophecy by putting 
John to death. Thus no restoration has taken place, and there 
is room for the fulfilment of the prophecies of Messiah's death.” - 
* As it has been written concerning Him." "To what does this 
refer? The answer is generally found in r K 19* 19 “The fate 
intended for Elijah had overtaken John: he had found his Jezebel 
in Herodias" (Swete). But how can this prophecy by type and 
contrast explain the matter of fact words xa(ós yéypawrai ir 
abtróv? How can the escape of Elijah from death at the hands of 
Jezebel be a prophecy of the execution of John the Baptist at the 
instigation of Herodias? Mt. has re-edited the passage in order 
to simplify it. He omits the obscure question Mk !35 and the 
equally obscure xafws yéyparra: ex aùróv. The reference to 
Herodias can hardly have been present to his mind, for he has 
omitted Mk.’s statements that she persecuted the Baptist. Further, 
he adds: oix éréyvwoay airéy dAAd, to explain the failure of the 
prophecy that Elijah should restore all things, and to compensate 
for the omission of Mk 1% adds the definite statement: ovrws xal 
ô vids rot dvÜpdmrov péca ráoyev ir abráv, 

19. And 1 say to you, That Elijah has already come, and they M 
did not recognise him, but did in his case whatever they wished. So 
also the Son of Man is about to suffer from them.|—ovx €xéyroaav 
airdv] £.e. did not recognise Elijah in the person of the Baptist.— 
70€Anoay| aor. for imperf., as often.—ezoincay—éca 70éAnoav} Cf. 
Dn 1115 zoujoev—xarà rò OéAnpa abrov.—p€AA«] see on 16%. 

18. Zhen understood the disciples that He spake to them concern- E 
ing John the Baptist.| An editorial comment in favour of the 
disciples; cf. 1614. 

14. And when they came to the multitude.) Mk. has: “And M 
having come to the disciples, they saw a great multitude, and scribes 
disputing with them. And straightway all the multitude seeing 
Him, were astonished ; and running up, were saluting Him. And 
He asked them, Why dispute ye with them?” Mt. shortens the 
narrative throughout. Here he omits as elsewhere the question 
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in the mouth of Christ. See Introduction, p. xxxii. The rest he 
probably passes over because it is ambiguously expressed. Who 
were the parties to the dispute—the scribes and the disciples, or 
the scribes and the multitude? Why should the people be 
astonished (éx@apfety is a strong word) when they saw Christ? 

There came to Him a man, kneeling down, and saying.] Mk. 
has: * And there answered Him one out of the multitude."— 
apoo7AGey | see on 4°. 

M X 15. Lord, have pity on my son: because he is moonstruch, and in 
evil plight: for often he falls into the fire, and often into the water. | 
Mk. has: “ Teacher, I brought my son to Thee, having a dumb 
devil; and wheresoever it takes him, it throws him down: and he 
foams, and gnashes his teeth, and wastes away." Andin v.9* “ And 

. often it cast him into the fire, and into waters, to destroy him.” 
The symptoms seem to be those of some form of epileptic seizure, 
described in Mk. under terms of demoniac possession. Mt. omits 
the references to demoniac possession, except in vv.1 ®,—«xúpie 
for Mk.'s &iódoxaAe. A similar change in 8%.—oceAnnid{erat] only 
again in 4%, 

M X180. And I brought him to Thy disciples, and they could not heai 
Aim.) Mk. has: “ And I spoke to Thy disciples that they should 
cast him out, and they could not (icxvcav).—xpoowveyxa] - See on 
4°.—Geparetoas] because Mt. omits the references to demoniac 

ion. 
M 17. And Jesus answered and said, O faithless and perverted 

generation, how long shall I be with you? how long shall I suffer 
you? bring him to Me here.) Mk. omits ô "Incots.—ebrev] for Mk.'s 
Aéye, as often.—xai deeorrpappévy] is not in Mk. ; cf. Dt 325. 
pav] “in your company.” Mk. has zpos pâs; cf. Mk 6°.—dde] 
is not in Mk. ; cf. Mt 141, Mk. adds here eight verses describing 
how the boy was brought, how the spirit rent him so that he fell 
on the earth and wallowed foaming, how Christ asked how long 
he had been so afflicted. Then follows a short dialogue with the 
father, after which Christ commands the spirit to come forth ; upon 
which the spirit having “cried and rent him much, came forth: 
and he became as dead; so that many said that he had died." 
jesus then took him by the hand, and he rose up. For all this 
Mt. simply has: 

M 18. And Jesus rebuked him; and the demon came forth from kim: 
and the boy was healed from that hour.) It is probable that Mt. has 
intentionally omitted Mk.’s account of this healing. He elsewhere 
omits questions in the mouth of Christ; see Introduction, p. xxxii. 
He elsewhere has omitted a narrative of the expulsion of a demon, 
Mk 12935, in which it was said that after the command of Christ 
the demon rent the sufferer and cried out. And, lastly, he has 
elsewhere omitted a miracle in which the healing was described 
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as a gradual process, Mk 8%. He therefore substitutes the 
simple statement that Christ rebuked the demon, and the boy 
was healed; but curiously enough retains the clause that the 
demon came out, although he has elsewhere in the narrative, 
except in the next two verses, suppressed the references to features 
of demoniac possession. For årò rìs dpas éxeí(vgs, cf. 818 933 1538, 

19. Then came the disciples to Jesus privately, and said, Why M. 
could not we cast him out?) Mk. has: “And when He entered 
into a house, His disciples privately were asking Him, Why (ór:) 
could not we cast him out?” For Mt.’s omission of the house, 
see on 15, da ri for Mk.’s re; cf. rh 1719, for dr, and gll 
&à ri, for ore. 

20. And He saith to them, Because of your little faith: for M. 
verily I say to you, If you have faith as a grain of mustard seed, 
you shall say to this mountain, Remove hence yonder ; and it shall 
remove ; and nothing shall be impossible to you.) Mk. has: '* And 
He said to them, This kind cannot go out by anything except by 
prayer.” This apparently means, “devils (or this particular 
species of devil) can only be expelled by the power of prayer 
which you lacked.” But the words are vague and ambiguous. 
Mt. omits them, and substitutes a direct reproof, ‘ because of your 
little faith." Cf. the editor's use of éAtyémtoros in 699 899 148! 168. 
To emphasise the effect of faith, he adds a saying, influenced, 
perhaps, by ópos, 171-9, which recurs in a different form in 21%), 
where it is taken from Mk. Lk 179 has a similar but quite 
independent saying.—&Myorwrría] alors here is different from 
the trust implied in 819 9% 33. 32 155 680 836 1431 168, In all these 
passages it 1s assurance, trust in the power and love of God or 
of Christ. Here it is the same trust, but combined with the 
confidence that the man who has it can himself apply the divine 
power to work miracles. Cf. 21% and 1 Co 13*. The Talmudic 
writers use “uprooter of mountains” as a term of praise for a 
skilful expositor of the law who removed difficulties of interpreta- 
tion. See Lightfoot on Mt 21%. 

14-20. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. (a) in two or three 
small points, eg. Aéyov, Mt !5, Lk 38; Sre, ib. ; ndvvyOyoay, Mt 16, Lk €; 
elev, Mt 17, Lk € ; xai 0worpappérn, ib. ; bbe, Mt 7, Lk 4; (7) in 
omitting the greater part of Mk 3*95, of which, however, Mt. 
shows a trace in v.15 wodAdxis yáp, «.7.A.= Mk ™, and Lk. shows 
traces in v.53 éfépyns xpále kai orapdooea abróv per adpod xai 
pods dawroxwpe år abro) cuvrpiBov atrév. Cf. Mk 9-99, Lk. has 
transposed the convulsions of the sufferer after the command of 
Christ to a general description of his condition before that 
command. Lk. treats Mk 1-9 in a similar way. It is there said 
that after Christ's command “the unclean spirit rent him, and 
cried with a loud voice." Lk 4*5 omits the loud cry, and adds a 
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clause to the effect that the demon did him no harm. It is 
therefore probable that the two Evangelists independently modify 
Mk. in this passage. The other verbal agreements are insufficient 
as a basis for a theory of a second source used by Mt. and Lk. 
It may more probably be supposed that Lk. had read Mt., and 
inserted reminiscences of his phraseology into his own account. 

20. &uyorwrla»] N B 1132233124 346 S? dårısrlar, CD al S! 
latt. óMyoswría occurs only here, but éAryémrioros occurs 4 times in Mt. 
Internal evidence is in favour of &uyomwrlía—(1) in view of the facts collected 
in Introduction, ppm f., it is unlikely that the editor would have written 
dwrwria here, w his use of édryérioros 4 times of the Apostles would 
suggest éx:yoriorla as a suitable word here; (2) the substitution in the 
MSS. of the common daieria for the rare é\:yorteria is easier than the 

"PV 91. roro 88 rà yér oóx éxwopeterat 5 ey cal ryerelg] So è os ook el p Tpocevyxi 
Nd C D allatt. Omit 8* B33eff! S! S£ The words are interpolated here 
— 99, which had already been corrupted by the addition of «wl 
IoT 

M 22. And whilst they were gathering together in Galilee, Jesus 
said to them, The Son of Man is about to be delivered into the hands 
of men.) Mk. has: “ And they went out thence, and were going 
through Galilee. And He wished that no one should know it; 
for He was teaching His disciples, and saying to them that the 
Son of Man is being delivered into the hands of men." 

It is in accordance with the editors practice to omit Mk.'s 
xal ovx 70eXev iva ris yvo. Cf. his omission of ova :0cAer -yvavat 
from Mk 7*4 Oev wapedOety abrois. from Mk 69. But it is 
difficult to see why he substitutes ovorpedopévaw 52 abraw dv Tj 
Taala for Mk.'s éropevovro 8a Tis loeuAaías. | avorptdieatac 
occurs only once again in the N.T., in Ac 28%, of S. Paul gathering 
sticks. It is used of the movement of soldiers or of men 
conspiring together. Here apparently it means simply to “ gather 
together."—péAX«] See on 16%, 

M 28. And they shall kill Him, and on the third day He shall be 
raised again.| Mk. has: “And they shall kill Him; and being 
killed, He shall rise after three days.” See on 16%, 

M And they were exceedingly grieved.) Mk. has: “And they were 
ignorant about the saying, and were fearing to ask Him.” For 
Mt.’s omission of the ignorance of the disciples, see Introduction, 
p. xxxiiii—AvweioGa:] occurs six times in Mt, twice in Mk.— 
ogddpa] seven times in Mt., once in Mk. | 

Lk. also found a difficulty in the ignorance of the disciples in 
view of Christ's plain statement. He adds a clause to the effect 
that “it was hidden from them that they should not perceive it,” 
probably meaning that their ignorance was due to the divine 
providence. See note on Lk 9*5. 

22, 28. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following :— 
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de, Mt 9, Lk 9$; edre, Mt 2, Lk *. Mk. has Acyer, péda 
mapaôiðocĝan Mt 32, Lk 44. Mk. has wapaddorat. 

22. avorpepopévwy] SON B1.  draerpedouérur, C D al 

24. And when they came to Capharnaum.| Mk. has: “And M 
they came to Capharnaum." Mt. here inserts (87) the incident 
of the stater in the fish’s mouth. Mk. has here: “ And being in 
a house, He was asking them, What were you disputing about on 
the way? And they were silent, for they had disputed with one 
another on the way (as to) who was the greater.” It is quite in 
accordance with Mt.’s practice to omit this. For his omission of 
questions in the mouth of Christ, see Introduction, p. xxxii. For 
his omission of disputes among the disciples, see on 1619, He sub- 
stitutes for it the simple statement that “the disciples came to Jesus, 
saying, Who is the greater in the kingdom?” 181. But this by 
itself, and as compared with Mk., would be rather abrupt. Mk.’s 
account of the dispute formed a suitable introduction to the dis- 
course which follows. Mt. therefore, having omitted Mk.’s introduc- 
tion, substitutes another, viz. the incident of the stater in the fish. 
In this story Peter was singled out by the tax-collectors as though 
he were in some way the representative of Christ’s followers. This 
affords, therefore, an occasion for the question, * Who zhen is the 
greater?” £.e. “Why is Peter assumed to be the chief among us?” 

They who receive the half-shekel came to Peter, and said, Does not P 
your Master pay the half-shekel? He saith, Yes.) According to 
Ex 3018 every Jew from the age of twenty was to pay half a shekel 
to the Temple treasury once a year, The LXX renders shekel by 
dSpaxpov, so that the sum to be paid according to the LXX of 
Ex 3015 was 76 quo ro? Sdpaypov. But Josephus, Ant. iii. 194, 
says that the shekel was equivalent to four Attic drachme, and calls 
the sum paid to the Temple 76 Oópaxpov, Ant. xviii. 312, so that 
this was a current term for the Temple tax. After the destruction 
of Jerusalem, the Romans confiscated this yearly tax, and applied 
it to the support of the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus; Josephus, 
Wars, vii. 218. As v.9 shows, it is the tax paid to the Jewish 
Temple that is here intended. The narrative, therefore, reflects 
the condition of things in Palestine before the year 7o a.D. It 
looks like a tradition which had grown up in Palestine to regulate 
the position of. Jewish Christians towards the Jewish authorities. 
Christ Himself had paid the Temple tax. His disciples should do 
the same. Earthly monarchs take tribute from subject peoples, 
not from their own race and kin. Christians, as disciples of the 
Son of God, were children of the heavenly King. By analogy, 
they should be exempted from paying tribute to His Temple. This 
might rightly be imposed upon the Jews who, as compared with 
Christians, were strangers and foreigners. But no good purpose 
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could be gained by giving needless offence. For the tax, see 
Schürer, 11. i. 249 ff. We should expect here ro &paxuov. For 
the prominence assigned to S. Peter, see on 1619, p. 180. 

P 25. And when he entered into the house, Jesus anticipated kim, 
saying, What thinkest thou, Simon? From whom do the kings of 
the earth receive taxes or tribute; from their own people, or from 
aliens 1| —«ls riv oixiay] may be a reminiscence of Mk. v.%.—ri cox 
Soxei] the phrase is common in the latter part of the Gospel; cf. 
1813 2138 2217.43 2699, — oi Bac eis ris yrs] are obviously contrasted 
with God, the heavenly King ; cf. 555.—rüv viðv aùraw] in Oriental 
idiom, means not relatives, but members of one's own race. 
* Earthly monarchs (in the East) take no tribute from their own 
people, but from aliens" "The implied analogy is that God, the 
heavenly King, takes no tribute from His own people. But by 
His sons or people the Jews can hardly be intended. Otherwise, 
the meaning would be that the Temple tax, as paid by the Jews, 
was an unjustifiable one, not binding on the consciences of 
religious Jews. It might be paid voluntarily as a freewill offering, 
but not of necessity. It is, however, questionable whether the 
Lord would thus have criticised the imposition of the Temple tribute 
sanctioned by Old Testament precedent, Ex 30!*. Compare, how- 
ever, His criticism of the Pentateuchal distinction between clean and 
unclean meats. Rather the vioí seem to signify a class of people 
contrasted with the Jews. The latter are the aliens who are rightly 
called upon to pay tribute to the heavenly King. In this case the 
viof must be Christ and His disciples. ‘They were in a true sense 
* Sons of God,” cf. 5°, and might claim exemption from tribute. 

réAn] taxes on goods.—»«i5vcos] the capitation tax. 
P 26. And when he said, From aliens; Jesus said to him, Then 

are their own people free. | 
P 27. But that we may not cause them to stumble, go to the sea and 

cast a hook, and take the first fish that comes up. And having opened 
sts mouth, thou shalt find a stater. That take, and give for Me and 
thee. |—oxavéadiowpeyv] See on 5*%.—orarjpa] The stater was 
equivalent to four drachmz, and thus exactly equivalent to the 
Temple tax for two persons. The Evangelist probably recorded 
this tradition as illustrative of Christ’s foreknowledge and power, 
which emphasised His independence from obligation to pay taxes. 
Divine foreknowledge may also be intended in v.95 zpodpOacer. 

M — XVIIL 1. Zn that hour came the disciples to Jesus, saying, 
Who then is greater in the kingdom of the heavens 1| The editor 
here returns to Mk 55, but omits the dispute and Christ's question 
(see above), for which he substitutes the statement that the disciples 
came with a question. The dpa is probably intended as a link 
with the preceding incident. ‘Why is Peter regarded as chief 
among us ? Who is to be chief in the coming kingdom ?" In order 
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to form a connecting link, the editor inserts éy éxe(vy rj apq; cf. 
the insertion of & éxe(yo rq kupë, 121. For zpoo7AOov, see on 4°. 

2. And He called a child, and placed him in the midst of them, 
and said.) Mk. has: “And sitting down, He called (é$óvgoc) the 
Twelve, and saith to them, If any one wishes to be first, he shall M 
be last of all, and servant of all. And He took a child, and placed 
him in the midst of them; and having taken him irito His arms, 
He said to them.” For the omission of évayxaAwdpevos, cf. 1915, 
In Mk. there now follows a series of sayings, 9999, broken by 
a short paragraph of incident, 5&9, The connection of these 
sayings is sometimes very obscure, and frequently artificial. The 
transition, ¢.g., from 42 to * is difficult, and unless svpé in v.*9 has 
the same reference as in €$, the connection of thought seems to be 
broken there also. It is probable that Mk. has strung together 
detached sayings or paragraphs. éwi rẹ óvóparí pov of v.9' would 
remind the Evangelist of 589-99 and €, both of which have a similar 
phrase vv. 4, ray rovovrwy madiwy (= children) of v.27 would 
bring to his remembrance v.43 with its puxpov rovrov TOV murrevdv- 
Twv (=recent converts). And the cxavdaricy of € would suggest 
the section +48, although this paragraph has no immediate bearing 
on the subject with which the discourse started. Lastly, mvpí of 
v.48 would suggest the (probably) quite different wip of v.* (see 
Swete), and dAoOifoeras of this verse recalls to the Evangelist’s 
mind the saying about salt, v.™. 

The editor of Mt, however, has treated the whole series of 
sayings as though it formed a unity, only omitting some of the 
least harmonious verses, But just as he has made Mk 6€? and 4 
the basis round which to group a number of other sayings so .as 
to form a discourse of some length, so he has done here. The 
relation of Mt. to Mk. may be shown as follows. Passages in 
brackets are added by Mt : 

Mt 18r] for 5; cf. Mk 10, 
9*7 a 

omitted at. 
52 . 

» 4, 
0 = «43, 

- o, 
omitted 45-50, 

0-85 

Mt r9!* is a closing formula like that which closes the three 
previous great discourses in Mt 7% r1! 1358, 

Of the verses omitted, $% has already found a place in 10%; 
55-0 are omitted because they break the tenor of the speech; €! 
has already been recorded in 10%; © are probably omitted on 

I3 
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account of their difficulty. A saying parallel to v.5 has already 
been recorded in 513. Of the verses inserted, 12-* find a parallel 
in a different context in Lk 1597; 9 finds a parallel in a different 
context in Lk 172; 7 in Lk 17}; !5 in Lk 178; and “in Lk 174. 

L 3. Verily I say to you, Except ye turn and become as children, 
ye shall not enter into the kingdom of the heavens.) That is to say, 
“in asking who shall be the greater, you have entered upon a path 
which will not lead you to this end. The very question shows 
that you do not understand what greatness is. You must tum 
back and recover the childlike temper which is untempted to 
self-advancement. You must become again as children, e. 
unassuming. Otherwise, so far from being great in the kingdom, 
you will never even enter it.” "This verse anticipates Mk 10}, 

L 4. Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as this child, he shall be 
the great one in the kingdom of the heavens.) That is to say, “‘great- 
ness involves humility. To be great one must be unassuming.” 

M. 6. And whosoever shall receive one such child in My name receives 
Me.] Mk. has: “Whosoever shall receive one of such children 
in My name receives Me.” By “receive in My name” here is 
apparently meant to recognise in the humble, unassuming dis- 
position of children a feature of the Christlike character; cf. 1129. 
They who recognise and welcome this characteristic of childhood 
receive Christ, f.e. are in communion with Him. 

The editor here omits Mk 5/41, But it is noticeable that in 
109. 43 he has parallels to the first and last of these sayings. 

M. 6. And whosoever shall cause to stumble one of these little ones who 
believe in Me, it is expedient for him that an ass's millstone be hanged 
about his neck, and (that) he be sunk into the deep sea.) Mk. has: 
* And whosoever shall cause to stumble one of these little ones who 
believe in Me, it is good for him rather if an ass’s millstone is placed 
about his neck, and he is cast into the sea.”—ôs 5€] for Mk.'s xai 
ds, as Often.—rav «irevóvroy] In Mk. the thought of the dis- 
course has been turned by the insertion of vv. from the 
consideration and treatment of children to that of children in 
faith and belief! In Mt, who has omitted 5*9, the thought is 
still of children. The editor retains Mk.'s raw mıorevóvrwy eis dnd 
in spite of its incongruity. Mk. has xaAóv éerw—pGAXov for 
ocuppépe. Mt. assimilates to 52 9, Lk. in 17! has AvoetreAet.— 
iva xpexacby| Mk. has eè wepixerran So Lk. The iva is an 
assimilation to 5%*8.—xararovric6j}| Mk. has BéBAyra, Lk. 
éppurra.—rérayos THs Oaddooys| Mk. has ri» OdAacoyy simply. 
muorevey els occurs only here in Mt. In Mk. it is wrongly 
omitted by X D Aabffik. The szwrevóvrov cis épé there, 

1 Men like the Exorcist, vv.9-9, or like he who merely gave a cup of cold 
water, v.f, were *' little ones who believe in Me.” No stumbling-blocks were 
to be placed in their way. 
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immediately after vv., can only refer to such as had confidence 
in the power of Christ, like the man who cast out demons in His 
name even though he was not an immediate follower of Christ. 
The construction does not occur again in Mk. nor in Lk. It is 
common in Jn. The rév swrrevóvrov eis éké in Mt. is incongruous, 
and is only explicable as borrowed, i. e. not omitted, from Mk. 

7. Woe to the world because of stumbling-blocks/ for there is 
necessity that stumbling-blocks come; but woe to that man through 
whom the stumbling-block comes!) Lk 171 has: dvévdexrov otw rov 
+a oxdvdara pù eAGeiv, Ai ovat de ob Epxeraz. The editor inserts 
the saying here because of the verbal connection between oxdydara 
and dns rid of the previous verse ; cf. the juxtaposition of 616 
(adavifovcr) and 619? ddavife. For xéopos, cf. 51* 1385. 

B. And if thy hand or thy foot is causing thee to stumble, cut it W 
of, and cast (it) from thee. It is good for thee to enter into life 
maimed or halt, than having two hands or two feet to be cast into 
the eternal fire.) [Mk. has two separate sayings for the hand 
and the foot: “ And if thy hand should cause thee to stumble, cut 
it off. It is good for thee maimed to enter into life, than having 
the two hands to go away into Gehenna, into the unquenchable 
fire. And if thy foot should be causing thee to stumble, cut it off. 
It is good for thee to enter into life halt, than having the two feet 
to be cast into Gehenna.” Mt. has the saying about the hand in 
59, He combines here, selecting BAnOjva: (Mk *) rather than 
dmeAÓety (). In $59» he has both verbs. He assimilates to 
5™ by substituting el oxavdarle for dày oxavdarjioy (Ly), and 
éxxowov for dréxowov, and by adding xai Bade årò «ov; cf. Intro- 
duction, p. xxx. For “life,” see on 714&.—«is tò wip rò aidnov] 
Mk. has: els rijv yeévay, «ls rÒ wip rò doBeorov. 1d wip Td alóvioy 
is an assimilation to 2541.  alew«os occurs again in 25% of xóAaats, 
and in 1919-39 2546 of fan. On the idea of everlasting punishment, 
see Volz, /üd. Eschat. p. 287. Cf. Ps-Sol 295 drwreu alwvios ; 
Enoch 91? “eternal judgement”; 278 “judgement—continually, for 
ever”; 221 “punishment and torture for ever”; 6713 “fire which 
burns for ever”; Josephus, Wars, ii. 164, “everlasting punishment” 
(aidlep repwpig xordLer Bas); Ant. xviii. 14, “an everlasting prison " 
(cipypdv aidiov); Secrets of Enoch 10° hell is “an everlasting 
inheritance”; Jubilees 24% “eternal malediction”; Berakhoth 28 
(Jochanan ben Zaccai) “ All the more should I weep now that 
they are about to lead me before the King of kings, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, who lives and abides for ever, and for ever and 
ever; whose wrath, if He be wrathful, is an eternal wrath; and if 
He bind me, His binding is an eternal binding; and if He kill 
me, His killing is an eternal killing; whom I cannot placate with 
words, nor bribe with wealth”; Baruch 851 “there will be no 
opportunity of returning, nor a limit to the times" In view of this 
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general drift of contemporaneous thought upon this subject, there 
is no justification for the attempt to weaken the meaning of aissv«os 
in this Gospel. For the questions raised as to the duration of 
punishment in the Rabbinical schools, see Volz. 

M 9. And if thy eye is causing thee to stumble, pluck tt out, and 
cast (it) from thee. It is good for thee with one eye to enter into life, 
than having two eyes to be cast into the Gehenna of fire.) Mk. has: 
* And if thy eye should be causing thee to stumble, cast it out. It 
is good for thee with one eye to enter into the kingdom of God, 
than having two eyes to be cast into Gehenna, where ‘their 
worm dies not, and the fire is not quenched.’” Mt. assimilates 
to 52 by substituting eL—onavdariLa for dav—oxavdarily, roi for a, 
dee for éxjaAe, and by adding xoi Bare &xó cov. The addition 
of ToU wupds after y«évay is an assimilation to 52 and a substitute 
for Mk v.*. 

L 10. Take heed, do not despise one of these little ones; for I say 
to you, That their angels in heaven always see the face of My Father 
who is in heaven.) The editor adds a saying which clearly has 
reference to children, not to adult Christians of childhke faith, 
and is an additional proof that in v.? he still had literal children in 
mind. The ràv juxpàv rovrov of v. and of this verse probably 
suggested the insertion of this saying here. See note on v.*.— 
BXérovow tò wpócoov] Cf. 1 K 108, 2 K 2579? To 12% The 
* seeing the face" means that they stand in the immediate presence 
of God. The verse gives an additional reason for reverencing the 
Christlike qualities of children; cf. v.6, 

L 12. What think ye? if any man have a hundred sheep, and one 
of them stray, doth he not leave the ninety-nine, and go to the 
mountains and seek that which has strayed 1] 

L 18. And tf it happen that he find it, verily I say fo you, that he re- 
Joices more over tt, than over the ninety-nine which did not stray.) Lk 
1597 has a similar saying. The parable there illustrates the divine 
love which seeks to reclaim sinners. In Mt. after v. and before 
v.14 it apparently illustrates from another point of view the value of 
children in God’s sight. Their angels stand in His presence, and 
He cares for them as a shepherd does for his lost sheep. But this 
can hardly be an original connection. 

L 14. So it ts not the will of (before) your Father who is in heaven, 
that one of these little ones should perish.) Vv. have probably 
been added here by the editor as a third saying about Trav puxpew 
rovrwy ; cf, vv.& 10, Even if vv.1*1* be interpreted of children in 
faith, Ze. recent converts, vv.!*14 can hardly be in an original 
connection. 'They presuppose a context such as that in Lk. 
where they would illustrate the divine love, not for children or for 
childlike believers, but for sinners who had strayed away from His 
love. For «Apa guxpoobe, cf. 11% ebdoxia guxpoober. 
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10. rü» ,uxkpQü» Troórw»] Dbcff!?g!? S5, add rô» surevórror els 
éjd, to assimilate to v.9. The words are very unsuitable here. 

11. Abe yap 6 vlàs ToD dvOpwrov cca: Tò dxod\wdds] So D al S? latt. 
Omit&BL*11333eff! S. The verse is TA omnes from Lk 19", 
apparently in order to make some sort of connection between v.!* and 1*8, 

15. The thought with which the discourse started was the 
necessity of an unassuming and unpretentious disposition in those 
who hope to enter the kingdom. Children and behaviour towards 
them were the test of this quality, vv.!5. A change was then 
made to the consideration of conduct towards children, and the 
sin of putting stumbling-blocks in their path, v.*5. Another abrupt 
change due to Mk. introduced the subject of a man who puts 
stumbling-blocks in his own spiritual life, vv.79. Lastly, in some 
verses added by Mt. to Mk.'s discourse the thought returned to 
the consideration of right conduct towards children (or childlike 
believers?), vv.!%14, In these last three verses the thought of 
God's forgiveness of sinners is not prominent. Rather the thought 
emphasised here is that of His love for children (or childlike 
believers?). But the love of God is most strikingly expressed in 
His forgiveness of sin, and the Evangelist is aware that the 
parable could more appropriately be employed to illustrate His 
forgiving love. This suggests to him the sayings which follow 
about forgiveness as a necessary qualification of the Christian 
character. It seems clear that the juxtaposition of the ideas of 
giving no offence to little ones, v.°, and of forgiving sin, v.15, is 
purely artificial and literary, and that it is due to the editor of 
the Gospel. Now it is noticeable that vv.* 7. 15-31 are paralleled 
in Lk 17* 1-**, That is to say, that both Evangelists connect 
the ideas of giving offence to little ones and of forgiving sin. 
Since a motive for this connection can be discovered in Mt., 
whilst in Lk. it seems purely arbitrary, it seems probable that 
Lk 1715 is due to reminiscence of Mt 18. 

15. And if thy brother sin against thee, go convince him between Y, 
thee and him alone: if he hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother.| 
Lk (17% 4) has: “If thy brother sin, rebuke him ; and if he repent, 
forgive him. And if seven times a day he sin against thee, and 
seven times turn to thee, saying, I repent, thou shalt forgive him.” 
Cf. Zest. Gad 6** “If he admit his offence and repent, forgive 
him.”—@eyfov] cf. Lev 19! eye Adybas Tóv sov cov.— 
perat? co) xaiatrov] isan Aramaism. The thought is of personal 
offences. The Christian disciple is to be reconciled to his offended 
fellow-Christian before he can bring offerings to God, 539-94, He 
must also do everything in his power to bring one who has wronged 
him to penitence and to forgiveness. 

16. But if he will not hear (thee), fake with thee one ort 
two more, that at the mouth of two witnesses or three every word 
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may stand.|—tav 9$ pi dxovoy) £e. if he will not admit his wrong- 
doing and be reconciled to you.—wapdAafe pera cot én wa 
9 vo] £e. take with you one or two that they may admonish 
him, and be witnesses to the fact that you have made efforts to 
re-establish amity.—éva 4 dvo] in order that the Mosaic “two or 
three” may be satisfied. The two or three are the offended 
Christian and the one or two whom he takes with him. The 
matter is not treated from a strictly legal point of view, because 
the offended person would not be regarded as a witness in a law 
court. Moreover, the one or two are to witness not to the offence, 
but to the unwillingness of the offender to be reconciled, and to 
the efforts made by the offended party to bring about reconcilia- 
tion. It is probable that the quotation is an addition to the 
original saying made by the Evangelist, or by the compiler of 
his Jewish Christian source. The words quoted are from Dt 19% 
éri ordpatos Óvo papripwy xal éxi ordparos Tpi paprüpev orycera: 
way ppa. Luc has Óvo papripey f) tpv. 

L 17. But if he refuse to hear them, tell it to the Church; and tf he 
refuse to hear the Church also, let him be to thee as the Gentile and the 
toll-gatherer.| wapaxovey in the later Greek is to refuse to hear, cf. 
Es 3° 8, To 34, Polyb. xxvi. 2. 1, xxx. 18. 2, and Mk 5% with Swete’s 
note.—éxxAnoia] see on 1:615. The Church is the society of 
disciples of Christ who dwell in any place. For é0rwós and 
TeÀovys, see on 54647, The Christian disciple who refuses to be 
reconciled to his fellow-Christian is to be regarded as no true 
member of the Society. 

L 18. Verily / say to you, Whatsoever things you shall bind om earth 
shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever things you shall loose on 
earth shall be loosed in heaven.| The saying with the verbs in the 
singular has already been recorded in 16. Here it means that 
the decisions of the community regarding what is or is not 
justifiable in its members must be regarded as final. 

L 19. Again I say to you, That if two of you agree upon earth 
concerning anything which they shall ask, it shall be done for them 
from My Father who is in the heavens.| This gives the reason for the 
assurance made in v.18 The decisions of the community will be 
final, because God will hear the petitions of even two Christians 
who agree together. But the verse cannot be in an original 
connection. In v.!? the agreement presupposed is agreement in 
coming to decisions upon questions which concern the Church’s 
welfare. "V.!9?is clearly an encouragement to prayer on the ground 
that the agreement of the smallest number in their petitions will 
insure an answer. The “on earth” and “in heaven” in both 
verses suggested the insertion of !? here. Cf. note on v.*. 

L 390. For where two or three are gathered in My name, there 
am I in the midst of them.) That is to say, the prayer of two 
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who are agreed will receive an answer, because Christ is with 
His disciples in their prayer; cf. Sayings of Our Lord, Log. v. : 
* Wherever there are (two) they are not without God, and wherever 
there is one alone I say I am with him”; Mal 316 “ They that feared 
the Lord spake often the one to the other, and the Lord hearkened 
and heard”; Adoth 3* “Two that sit together and are occupied in 
the words of the Law have the Shechinah (ñe. the Divine Presence) 
among them." Cf. 3? and B. Berakhoth 6* quoted by Taylor, 
The Oxyrhynchus Logia, p. 34f. 

15. eis cé] So D al latt S! S?. The words are wrongly omitted by N 
B 1 22 234^, and if not expressed would have to be understood. They are . 
not found in Lk 17°, but occur in the next verse.  Üra*ye is omitted by S! S? 

20. D S! have this verse in a negative form: **For there are not two 
or three gathered together in My name that I am not in the midst of them." 

21. Zhen came Peter, and said to Him, Lord, how often shall my 
brother sin against me, and I shall forgive him? unto seven times ?] 
Lk 174 has: “ And if seven times in the day he sin against thee, and 
seven times turn to thee, saying, I repent ; thou shalt forgive him." 
For the introduction of Peter, cf. 14% 1515; and see note on 1619, 
p. 180. 

22. Jesus saith to him, Not, I say to thee, until seven times ; but, 
until seventy times seven.) The latter number is meant as an 
indefinitely great one. There is the same literary contrast between 
seven and seventy times seven in Gn 4% LXX. Cf. Moulton, 
p. 98: “A definite a//usion to the Genesis story is highly probable. 
Jesus pointedly sets against the natural man's craving for seventy- 
sevenfold revenge, the spiritual man's ambition to exercise the 
privilege of seventy-sevenfold forgiveness." Dr. Moulton had pre- 
viously said that the meaning *'seventy seven times” is unmistakable 
in Genesis. It is very probable that Mts éfóougkovráxis. &rra. is 
modelled on the similar phrase in Genesis, but it seems doubtful 
whether in both passages we should not translate seventy times 
seven, rather than seventy-seven times. In Mt., D has éBdopzyxov- 
Taxis érrdxts, an obvious emendation. Blass renders seventy times 
seven, p. 145. So Wellhausen and Zahn, in Joc. Contrast the 
teaching in the Babylonian Talmud, /oma 86^ ** Rabbi Jose ben 
Jehuda said, If a man commits an offence once they forgive him, 
a second time they forgive him, a third time they forgive him, the 
fourth time they do not forgive him: for it is said (here follow Job 
3379 and Am 2°)”; 87° “ Rabbi Isaac said, Every one who vexes 
his neighbour, if only in words, must appease him.” ‘Rabbi Jose 
ben Hanina said, He who begs forgiveness from his neighbour 
must not do so more than three times, for it is said” (here follows 
Gn 217, in which are here three particles of entreaty). 

23. The editor now inserts a parable to illustrate the necessity 
of forgiveness. 
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L 28. Therefore the kingdom of the heavens is like to a man, a king, 
who wished to take reckoning with his servants.}—épouwOy] See on 
1116, —tvopary Bac] cf. 20! 223 1353, Here and in 22? drOpwros 
Basis probably means “an earthly king,” a grecised form of the the 
Jewish “king of flesh and blood” which is common in the parables of 
the Talmud and Midrashim.—ovvapa: Aóyov] occurs in BU 775, 2nd 
cent. A.D. ; ; the middle voice in Fayém Towns, p. 261, ovvinppat 
TQ watpi, 1st cent, A.D. ; and in Ox. Pap. i. 113, and cent. A.D. 

L 24. And when he began to take account, there was brought to him 
a debtor to the amount of ten thousand talents. ]—ds dpecrAdrys}] Cf. 
Blass, p. 144. And see on 9!8.—yupiwy raÀdvrev] The talent 
was equivalent to 6000 denarii, or Z,240. 10,000 talents is, there- 
fore, an enormous sum. We must either suppose that the sum is 
heightened in order to form a literary contrast to the roo denarii, 
or suppose that the servants here referred to are the higher officers 
of the king, through whose hands would pass the imperial taxes. 

L 25. And when he was unable to pay, his lord commanded kim to 
be sold, Prud wife and children, and all that he had, and payment 
to be made. 

26. Therefore the servant fell down, and did homage to kim, 
saying, Lord, have forbearance with me, and I will pay thee ail] 

L 27. And the lord of that servant had compassion on him, and 
"aioe him from the debt.| 

28. And that servant went out, and found one of kis fellow- 
p who owed him one hundred denarit.| The denarius was 

worth about eightpence halfpenny. 
And he seized him, and held him by the throat, saying, Pay any- 

thing thou owest. | 
L 20. Therefore his fellow-servant fell down, and besought him, 

saying, Have forbearance with me, and I will pay thee.] 
L 80. And he would not; but went and cast him info prison, until 

he should pay what was owed.] 
L 81 Therefore his fellow-servants, seeing what had happened, were 

grieved exceedingly, and came and recounted to their lord ali that kad 
happened. |—éXvmjfuaay oóbpa] see on 179. 

82. Then his lord called him, and saith to him, Thou evil — 
I forgave thee all that debt, since thou besoughtest me.]—Tóre] See 
on 2’.—épeAy] occurs in 1 Co 7°, Ro 13%! 

L 88. Oughiest not thou to have had pity on thy fellow-seroant, as 
I had pity on thee 1] 

L 94. And his lord was angry, and delivered him to the tormentors, 
until he should pay all that was owed. | 

1 For examples from the Papyri, see Deissmann, Bi. Stud. p. 221. And 
add Ox. Pag. ii. 286. 18 (A.D. 82), 272. 16 (A.D. 66), iv. 719. 24 (A.D. 193), 
736. 75 (A.D. Di Fayim Towns, 247. The word is not found in literature out- 
side the New Testament. 
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85. So also my heavenly Father will do to you, if ye forgive not L 
each his brother from your hearts. | 

The details of the parable do not seem altogether consistent. 
After v. we seem to have a story of a wealthy merchant and his 
slaves, rather than one of a king and his ministers. The story 
has quite probably been adapted by the editor to suit the context. 
But the main point, that an unmerciful disposition will meet with 
the divine wrath, is quite clear. The parable begins with the 
formula “the kingdom of heaven is like." This means nothing 
more than that a lesson may be drawn from what follows, which al] 
who hope to enter the kingdom should lay to heart. 

E.—XIX. 1-XX. 34. JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM. 

XIX. 1-12. From Mk 10116, 
1. And it came to pass, when Jesus finished these words.) For E 

the formula, cf. 739 11! 1555 261, 
He departed from Galilee, and came into the boundaries of M. 

Judaa beyond Jordan.| Mk 10! has: “ And He arose thence, and 
cometh into the boundaries of Judæa, and beyond Jordan."—7A6ev] 
for Mk.'s hist. present, as often. The addition of dro rs TaAsAaias 
marks the editor's perception of a new stage in Mk.'s Gospel. 

2. And there followed Him many multitudes; and He healed them M 
there.) Mk. has: “And there journey with Him (?) again multitudes; 
and as He was wont, He was teaching them.”—xoAovOncay|] Mt., 
as often, avoids the hist. pres. evvzopevovra. He omits Mk’s Semitic 
dvaoras as in 15% = Mk 7% and 269 2 Mk 1457, and omits also, as 
often, Mk.'s wdAw.—eOepdrevoev] The editor substitutes healin 
for teaching in 14!4= Mk 6%, and in 2114 = Mk 1118.—óxAo« wodAol. 
For the addition of coAAo(, cf. 4% 81-18 132 1559, 

In Mk. most MSS. have evvropevovras máy 6yAot. This is 
the only occurrence in Mk. of the plural oXAo. But DS! abc ff} 
ikq have the singular. «cvvzopev«oÜa. occurs only here in Mk. 
D has owvépxeras, cf. Mk 39. ovvropeverGa: xpos is awkward, and 
the reading of D a/ may be original. 

8. And there came to Him Pharisees, tempting Him, and saying, M 
Js it lawful to put away a wife for every cause ?| Mk. has: “ And 
Pharisees came and were questioning Him, if it is lawful for a 
man to put away a wife, tempting Him." At first sight Mt. seems 
more likely to be original than Mk. The Jews did not question 
the legality of divorce. That was legalised by Dt 24}3. But 
they debated about the scope and limits of reasons for divorce. 
Cf. Gittin go*, where the views of the schools of Hillel and of 
Shammai are given. The former allowed divorce for trivial offences, 
the latter only for some unchaste act. But it is clear that Mt. is edit- 
ing Mk., and that in xarà wacay airiav and (e?) ui) €ri ropvedg, v.9, he 
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has inserted into Mk.'s narrative matter which is really inconsistent 
with it. In Mk. the Pharisees first put their leading question, Is 
it lawful to divorce a wife? 'They themselves would have no doubt 
of the legality of this, but they test Christ (zepáfovres, Mk 3), 
knowing probably from previous utterances of His that He would 
reply in words which would seem directly to challenge the Mosaic 
law. Cf. His criticism of the distinction between clean and unclean 
meats, Mk 71*33. Christ answers with the expected reference to the 
law, What did Moses command? They state the Old Testament 
law. Moses sanctioned divorce. Christ at once makes His 
position clear. The law upon this point was an accommodation 
to a rude state of society. But a prior and higher law is to be 
found in the Creation narrative, * Male and female He created 
them," Gn 177 LXX, £e. God created the two sexes that they 
might be united in the marriage bond, which is, therefore, ideally 
indissoluble. In answer to a further question of His disciples, 
the Lord enforces the lesson. A man who puts away his wife and 
marries another commits adultery. A woman who puts away her 
husband and marries another commits adultery. Upon this point 
Christ’s teaching passes beyond the ordinary conditions of Jewish 
society. No woman could divorce her husband by Jewish law. 
But that is no reason why the Lord should not have expressed 
himself as Mk. records. There were exceptional cases of divorce 
by women in Palestine. Cf. Salome, Jos. Ant. xv. 259: “She 
sent him (Costobar) a bill of divorce, though this was against the 
Jewish law (and dissolved her marriage with him).” And there 
is no reason why He may not have been acquainted with the 
possibility of divorce by women in the West, or why, even if He 
had not this in view, He may not have emphasised His point by 
stating the wrongfulness of divorce on either side of the 
tie. All this is logical and consistent. Compare with it Mt’s 
account. The Pharisees are represented as inquiring, Is it lawful 
to put away a wife on any pretext? Christ answers as in Mk., that 
marriage from an ideal standpoint is indissoluble. The Pharisees 
appeal to the law against this judgement. In reply we should 
expect the Lord, as in Mk., to state the accommodating and 
secondary character of the legal sanction of divorce, and to reaffirm 
the sanctity of ' marriage. But instead, He is represented as affirm- 
ing that wopveia constitutes an exception. Thus He tacitly takes 
sides with the severer school of Jewish interpretation of Dt 24, and 
acknowledges the permanent validity of that law thus int 
in a strict sense, which immediately before He had criticised as an 
accommodation to a rude state of social life. This inconsistency 
shows that Mk. is here original, and that xara ácav airíay and (el) uy 
eml vropveig are insertions by the editor of Mt. into Mk.'s narrative. 
The motive of these insertions can only be conjectured. But in 
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view of other features of the Gospel, it is probable that the editor 
was a Jewish Christian who has here judaised, or rather rabbinised 
Christ's sayings.! Just as he has so arranged vv.!¢29 as to represent 
Christ's attitude to the law to be that of the Rabbinical Jews, who 
regarded every letter of the law as permanently valid, so here he 
has so shaped Christ's teaching about divorce as to make it con- 
sonant with the permanent validity of the Pentateuchal law, and 
harmonious with the stricter school of Jewish theologians. It is 
probably to the same strain in the editor’s character, the same 
Jewish Christian jealousy for the honour of the law and for the 
privileges of the Jewish people, that the prominence given to Peter 
(see on 1619, p. 180), and the preservation of such sayings as 
roč% 35 is due. And to the same source may probably be attri- 
buted the judaising of Christ's language, in such expressions as “‘ the 
kingdom of the heavens," ** The Father who is in the heavens." 

8. ei ear] See note on 12!°,—xara wacay airiay| cf. Jos. 
Ant. iv. 253: yuvaxòs 88 ris cuvoixovons BovAópevos SualLeryPivas 
kaĵ’ dodyroroiy airias. 

4. And He answered and said, Have ye not read, that the M 
Creator from the beginning made them male and female?) Mk. has: 
* But from the beginning of the creation male and female He 
made them.” 6 xrícas dw dpyys is an adaptation to suit the 
altered order of Mk.’s dx’ dpyys xricews, for which cf. Pesikta 
R. K. 21 (Wünsche, p. 205): Diy 5v ina nbnnp.3 dpcev xai 
09Av eroincew avróvs is a quotation from the LXX of Gn 1% 53, 

b. And said, For this cause shall a man leave the father and the M. 
mother, and shall be joined to his wife ; and the two shall become one 
Jesh.) Mk. has no “and said,” and omits the second clause of 
the quotation. The editor has inserted xai elrey to separate the 
two quotations, and inserts the clause omitted by Mk. The 
passage comes from the LXX (the Hebrew has no “two”) of 
Gn 2%, which has airo? after rarépa and after uyrépa. Luc omits 
the second airod. So Mk. Mt. omits both. 

The idea involved in the verses seems to be that God created a 
single pair, who were therefore destined for one another. It was also 
written that a man should forsake his parents and cleave to his wife, 
and that he and his wife should be one flesh. In other words, married 
couples were in respect of unity, as the first pair created by God, 
destined for one another. Divorce, therefore, should be out of the 
question. This conclusion is expressed in the next verse. 

6. So that they are no longer two, but one flesh. What therefore M. 
God joined together, let not man separate.| So Mk. Divorce, 
therefore, is from an ideal standpoint not to be thought of. 

7. They say to Him, Why then did Moses command to give a bill M. 
1 See also p. 167, note I. 
3 Cf. also Ass. Mos 17 12* ab initio creatura orbis terrarum. 
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of divorce, and put away (a wife)?| In Mk. this clause occurs 
earlier in the narrative in the form, ** And he answered and said, 
What did Moses command you? And they said, Moses allowed 
us to write a bill of divorce, and to put away (a wife)" Mt, as 
usual avoids the question in the mouth of the Lord. No Jew 
would regard Dt 24! as anything else than a Mosaic command to 
adopt certain forms in cases of divorce. And yet, as grammatically 
construed, the passage does not command the giving of a bill of 
divorce, but assumes that as a matter of practice it will under 
certain circumstances be given. See Driver, in Jo. 

8. He saith to them, that Moses for the hardness of your heart 
allowed you to put away your wives, but from the beginning if was 
not so.| That is to say, the toleration of divorce by the law is 
a departure from the high standard of morality presupposed in 
the creation of a single pair. Divorce is a bad custom which 
has grown up amongst a degenerate people, and the Mosaic law 
tolerated it as an accommodation to a low level of moral custom. 
Mk. has: “And Jesus said, For the hardness of your heart he 
wrote for you this commandment.” 

9. Mk. has here: ** And in the house again, the disciples were 
asking Him about this" Mt, as elsewhere, omits Mk.’s vague 
references to a house. See on 9! 1515 31 5719, 

M 9. But I say to you, that whosoever shall put away his wife, save 
Jor fornication, and shall marry another, commits adultery.) Mk. 
has: “ And He saith to them, Whosoever shall put away his wife, 
and shall marry another, commits adultery against her. And if she 
who has put away her husband shall marry another, she commits 
adultery.” —A¢yw 9€] for Mk.'s xai Adye, to make an antithesis with 
v.8, cf. Introduction, p. xxxi. The editor omits the last clause 
as inconsistent with Jewish custom. See on v.& Some of the 
copyists of Mk. have also found it inconvenient, and modified it 
so as to get rid of the conception of divorce by a woman. See 
critical note in Swete. A parallel to this saying has already been 
recorded in 583, See note there. 

And he who marries her that is put away, commits adultery. | 
This clause is notin Mk. If genuine (see below), it may be meant 
to compensate for the omission of Mk 23, 

E 10. Zhe disciples say to him, If the reason (of divorce) between a 
man and his wife be so, it is not convenient to marry.) The editor 
adds three verses which are not in Mk. Vv.!!1 are probably an 
editorial link to connect 13 with the preceding. airia refers back to 
alría of v.*, If the cause or reason of divorce between man and 
wife be so, £e. if it is to be limited to unchaste acts, it is better 
not to marry, because marriage with a woman of bad temper or 
malicious tongue, e.g., is in that case an intolerable burden which 
cannot be thrown off. 
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ll. And He said to them, All do not receive this saying, but those E 
£o whom it has been given.) That is, “what you say about the 
expediency of abstaining from marriage has some truth in it. But 
it 1s not practicable for all men, but only for some for whom pro- 
vidence has so destined it, ¢g. physical eunuchs, and those who 
abstain from marriage in order to obey a religious call. If a man 
feels himself called to do so, let him.” It is clear that if the passage 
be so interpreted, the disciples instead of receiving an explanation 
and solution of their difficulty that marriage without facility for 
divorce would be a burden, receive what amounts to a commenda- 
tion of abstention from marriage for the kingdom’s sake. In other 
words, whilst vv.! are calculated to heighten the conception of 
marriage, vv.10-13 are clearly intended to increase respect for those 
who renounce marriage. This can hardly be an original connec- 
tion. V.!2 is probably added here by the editor simply because it 
is concerned in a negative way with the subject of marriage, which 
has been the subject of vv.1-9. 

If v.!! be a historical saying of Christ, it looks very much as 
though it were originally connected with the exposition of Christ's 
about divorce as given in Mk., and not with this teaching as 
modified by Mt. For the saying of the disciples, that if Christ's 
exposition of the question of divorce were to hold good, marriage 
would be a burden better left alone, seems to arise naturally 
enough from the strict teaching that divorce is not permissible, 
whilst it is very unexpected in the mouths of Christ's disciples as a 
protest against the doctrine that divorce should be limited to cases 
of adultery. Could not Christ's disciples endure what the disciples 
of Shammai submitted to? 

It might be possible to interpret the passage in a different 
direction by referring rév Aóyov rovrov not to the question of the 
disciples, but to the statement by the Lord of the indissoluble 
character of the marriage bond, vv.!?. ‘Not all can receive this 
estimation in their understanding and carry it into practice in 
their life, but those to whom it has been given by the divine grace. 
But these can receive it ; for just as thereare physicial eunuchs, so 
there are spiritual eunuchs, who, knowing marriage to be a sacred 
and indissoluble bond, abstain from it for the purpose of dedicating 
their lives to the kingdom." But the logical consequence of *' not 
all receive this saying (vv.!9) but those to whom it has been given,” 
is not for there are some who abstain from marriage, uf for there 
are some who recognise the sacred nature of the bond, and live 
married lives without recourse to divorce. "The whole section in 
Mt. suffers trom inconsistency of thought due to literary revision 
and compilation. (el) pù éxt wopyeia is inconsistent with v.5, and 
whilst this verse, and the whole paragraph, 19, exalts marriage as an 
institution of the Creator; v.is without depreciating it, emphasises 
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the duty of renouncing it under certain circumstances.—xespety ] “to 
contain," then of the mind “to contain,” “receive,” **hold," the 
saying is too sweeping to be universally received and practised.— 
tov Adyov rovrov] (see above) either the dictum that it is better not 
to marry, or less probably the exposition of Christ that marriage is 
a permanent bond, and should be unbroken by divorce, vv.**.— 
ols 8é8ora«] See on 13!l. ipi» Sora: are those who have received 
spiritual insight, which enables them to receive and practise the 
high standard involved in **this saying." 

L 12. For there are eunuchs who were born so from their mother’s 
womb, and there are eunuchs who were made eunuchs by men, and 
there are eunuchs who made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of 
the heavens. He who can receive it, let him receive it.) The verse 
explains what is meant by ols déSoraz. Some there are to whom 
the spiritual capacity to recognise the truth of “this saying” 
and to practise it has been given. For just as there are 
physical eunuchs, ze men for whom natural infirmity or the 
cruelty of men has made marriage impossible, so that for them the 
saying “ better not to marry” is a necessary truism ; so there are 
some who have made themselves spiritual eunuchs, £e. have 
renounced marriage for the sake of the kingdom, #.e. because the 
calls of religious duty have made marriage inexpedient. To such 
as these spiritual insight has been given which enables them to 
realise that it is better not to marry. For renunciation of earthly 
blessings for the sake of the kingdom, cf. vv. 39, The Lord may 
have had in mind such instances of the renunciation of marriage as 
the Essenes, or John the Baptist, or some among His disciples. 

3. TpoceA0órres Papwraio] The words are omitted from Mk. by D S'a bk. 
If they are not genuine there, Mt. has inserted them. For his partiality for 
wpocépxecOa, see on 4* ; and for the insertion of the Pharisees, cf. « 
and Introduction, p. Ixxviii. 

4. ó «risas] So B 1 22 33 124.  xricas is probably a reminiscence of 
Mk 10%, and is probably genuine. —ó ro:joas} of NC D Z a/ S! S? latt, though 
strongly gested: is probably an assimilation to the following érolyeev, and to 
the LXX of Gn 17. S? S? have: ‘* Have ye not read that He that made 
the male from the beginning, the female also made?” This is not the original 
text (Merx), but a clumsy translation which necessitates the omission of asrov's 
at the end of the clause.—dpcev xal 05Xv érolnoer abroós] is taken by the 
editor from Mk. If he had wished to suggest the complete equality of the 
sexes by omitting adroés, he would also have changed the order of the words 
to make this clear. xal etre» is added by Mt. to separate the two quotations. 
It is omitted by S!, but after the change of Mk.'s xricews into 6 xrísas it 
suitably introduces the — quotation as a direct command of the 
Creator expressed in the words of Scripture. S! ff omit & dpxy$s. 

7. orar] S!S* introduce a subject ‘‘ that he that would dismiss his wife 
should give," etc. 

9. The e in Mk. runs: és ay drodécy rh» yuraixa abroU xal yazgoy 
Any Rin ér’ abríjr kal dàr adrh drodtcaca rà» drdpa atris yaphoy 
&AXor poxara:. This has given trouble to the Syriac and Latin translators, 
who substitute desertion for divorce in the second clause, So S!, who also 
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transposes the clauses: ‘‘ That woman which leaveth her husband and 
becometh /Ae wife of another doth indeed commit adultery, and that man 
which leaveth his wife and taketh another doth indeed commit adultery " 
(Burkitt). D has xal éà» yurh é£6A0y årò rod dvdpés, and so in substance 
dabcff? Wellh. Mt. inserts (el) uh él oprela after ^yvraika atrod, and omits 
the harsh ér’ aérfy. He also omits the whole of the second clause. 

B D S? 133 latt assimilate to 52 by substituting sapexràs Aéryov ropvelas for 
(el) uh él sroprelg. B C* N further assimilate to 5° by substituting roe? aùrhy 
pouxevOsjya. for poxarau.) BN also omit xal yauhon &AXyr for the same 
reason. S? adds ‘‘against her,” to assimilate to Mk. 

kal ó dwoXeAugérg» yautoas poxara] is omitted by NC'DLSS! 
Stabeff'g'h. It seems to be a further assimilation to 59. 

13-22. From Mk 101533, 
18. Zhen were there brought children to Him, in order that He M. 

might place His hands upon them, and pray; and the disciples 
rebuked them.) Mk. has: “And they were bringing children to 
Hin, in order that He might touch them ; and the disciples were 
rebuking them."—rór«| see on 27.—apooyvéxOyoay] Mk. has 
spocéQepov. Mt. substitutes aor. for imperf., as often. For Mt.'s 
preference for passive verbs, see on 4!; and cf. $véx0», 14!!, for 
qveyxey Mk. 6399, —ràs ypas érifjj atrots kal rpooei{yra:] Mk. has 
simply atrav djwyra. Mt.’s words are an editorial explanation. 
—treripyoay| aor. for Mk.'s imperf. (A D allatt (so also Lk. 8 B að), 
but N B érerijoav), as often. 

14. And Jesus said, Allow the children, and forbid them not, to M 
come to Me: for of such is the kingdom of the heavens.) Mk. has: 
* And Jesus saw and was vexed, and said to them, Allow the 
children to come to Me; do not forbid them: for of such is 
the kingdom of God." It is usual with Mt. to omit verbs like 
jyaváxrgcev as applied to Christ; see on 8? and 15%, and Intro- 
duction, p. xxxi —xaei uù xeAvere] Mk. rather frequently in the 
latter part of his Gospel has no connecting link between sayings. 
Mt. generally supplies a particle. Lk. also has xaí here.— àv 
Tou vroy iori 7) Bacrela trav obpayav] i.e. many qualities character- 
istic of childhood are necessary to admit people into the kingdom. 
See on 1855, 

15. Mt. here omits Mk v.15. He has anticipated it in 1894: M 
And having laid His hands upon them, He departed thence.| Mk. 
has: “ And having taken them in His arms, He was blessing them, 
having laid His hands upon them. And as He was going forth 
to travel ” (eis ó8óv). Mt. omits Mk.’s évayxadiodpevos, as in 183, 

16. The connection of sections in Mk. ro is probably purely 
topical The relation of Christianity to the marriage ques- 
tion (112) suggested the incident of the children (1516), and the 

1 It would be natural to suppose that rapexrds Adyou soprelas is original here, 
if it were not that we should then have to explain why (el) uh erl ropreig has 
been substituted here only, and not in 58, e two phrases may be alternative 
renderings by the editor of the my 131 of the school of Shammai, See on 5”, 
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relation of Christianity to wealth (1737) followed naturally enough. 
Mt. simply follows Mk.'s guidance. 

M And, behold, one came to Him, and said, Teacher, what good thing 
shall I do, that I may have eternal life?] Mk. has: "And as He was 
going forth into the way, there ran one, and, kneeling down before 
Him, was asking Him, Good Teacher, what shall I do that I may 
inherit eternal life?” —éropevOy éxeiDev xoi bov] for Mk.'s xai éxxopev- 
opévov els ó8óv. For xai idov, see on 1%,—<«ls xpore\ Bow aire cre 
abbreviates Mk.'s xpocdpapayv els xal yovurerjoas abróv éxnpera 
avróv. For wpoce\Oay, see on 4°. igxaA«| Mt, in view of 
his modification of the next verse of Mk., transposes “ good ” from 
“Teacher” to “ what."—ox& (wjv alóvwwv] For “eternal life," 
see Dalm. Words, p. 156; Volz, Jud. Eschat. p. 368. Mk. has 
xAnpovouynow. Inheritance” is a common Jewish metaphor, to 
express participation in the blessings of the future; cf. Dalm. 
Words, 125 ff.; Volz, Jud. Eschat. p. 306. 

M 17. And He said to him, Why askest thou Me about the good? 
One is the good. But if thou wilt enter into life, keep the com- 
mandments.| Mk. has: “ And Jesus said to him, Why callest 
thou Me good? No one is good save one, God. Thou knowest 
the commandments.” Mt.’s changes are probably intentional, to 
avoid the rejection by Christ of the title “ good,” and the apparent 
distinction made between Himself and God. In Mk. the meaning 
seems to be, ‘“ Why go out of your way to call one whom you 
regard as a human Teacher ‘good’? Goodness is a quality of 
character, and belongs in any full sense to God alone. But God's 
goodness is revealed in His commandments, and inheritance of 
eternal life depends upon keeping them." Thus the words begin as 
a rebuke for the thoughtless use of the epithet ** good," and end as 
an answer to the question, * What shall I do," etc. Mt, by placing 
* good " in the main question, is obliged to treat all that follows as 
a direct answer to the question. The sequence of thought seems 
to be, “ Why askest thou Me about the good? One is good,” ze. 
“the good” is not an independent and limited quantity in life which 
can be ascertained and “done.” It is an attribute of character, 
and that the divine character. But the goodness of the divine 
nature is revealed in His commandments. In order to make clear 
this last thought, which is already implied in Mk., the editor 
substitutes * But if thou wilt enter into life, keep the command- 
ments," for Mk.'s ** thou knowest the commandments.” 

For Type», cf. 23? “ keep,” £.e. a continual process, not a single 
act which can be begun and ended (ri wowjow dyafov), as a 
necessary preliminary to entry into life. 

M 18. He saith to Him, Of what sort? And Jesus said, Thou shalt 
not kill, Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou 
shalt not bear false witness, Honour father and mother ; and, Thou 
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shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.| Mk. has: “Do not kill, Do 
not commit adultery, Do not steal, Do not bear false witness, 
Do not defraud.” Mt. takes a severer view of the character of the 
questioner than Mk. By representing him as asking, ‘‘ What good 
thing shall I do that I may have eternal life?” he makes the 
question more unintelligent than it isin Mk. Here, by inserting 
Aéya—ro, he emphasises the man’s obtuseness. In v.™, by putting 
into his mouth, ‘“ What lack I yet?” he attributes to him self- 
sufficiency. And he omits altogether Mk v.3*, Compare the 
treatment in Mt 22° of the questioner described in Mk 1228, 
roias may mean, *What sort of commandment?” cf. 22%. Or 
votos may be hardly distinguishable from rís, ** Which command- 
ments ?" cf. Blass, p. 176; Win. -Schm. p. 241. See on 248.- 
ob povecas, x.T.A.] Mk. has p) govevoys, x.T.A. After pù vev8o- 
paprupyoys, Mk. has uù droorepjoys (son A B*CDlatt). This may 
be a reminiscence of Ex 2119, or Dt 24!* (LXX A F), or Ecclus 4!. 
Mt. omits it (ifit was in his text of Mk., but B S! omit there), and 
substitutes after “honour father and mother,” “thou shalt love thy 
neighbour as thyself.” ‘This comes from Lv 1915, and occurs again 
in 229 —- Mk 1259 — Lk 10%7, whence it is here taken. The first 
four clauses come from Ex 2016 or Dt 517-2, In Mk. the order 
pù pox. pH pov. is attested by A N X al latt, but wy pov. pù porx. 
in X* BC a/S!. Mt. has this latter order, which is that of the 
Massoretic Text of Ex. and Dt, and of the LXX AF. In. Ex. B 
has où potx. où kÀAej. où $ov., and in Dt. où po. ob gov. où Kray. 
Thus Mk. (x* B C al S!) and Mt. agree in order with the Heb. 
(M. T.) and the LXX (A F Luc). The other order, où poix. ob 

. ob xXey,, represented by Mk. (A N X aj latt), Lk 189, LXX 
(B in Dt), Philo, is now supported by the Hebrew Papyrus 
published in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archeology, 
xxv. pt. i. pp. 34-56. Mk. has the indicative for the conjunctive 
of the LXX. Mt. assimilates to the LXX. 

19. ripa ràv warépa xal riv prépa] Mk. has cov after rarépa, M 
and in Ex. LXX B omits the second gov. Mt. (x B C* D a/) omits 
the pronoun altogether as in 15*. It is twice inserted by S! S? and 
some old latt, but can hardly be genuine. "This is surprising, since 
the tendency i in Mt. is to assimilate Mk.'s quotations to LXX, not 
to deviate from it. 

20. The young man saith to Him, All these things I observed : M 
what lack I yet?) Mk. has: “ And he said, Teacher, all these 
things I observed from my youth.” —À veavioxos] Mt. has formed 
a nominative for the verb out of f Mk’ S dx veorntés pov, which 
he omits. He also omits Mk.'s &$ásxaAe, and has éfvAaga for 
épvrafduyy.! The former is the New Testament form elsewhere ; 

1 Weiss renders this in Mk. ** From all these I p myself." See 
Meyers Comm. 6th ed. is Joc., and cf. Ac 21”, 2 Ti 4 

14 
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cf. Lk 1195 18%, Jn 12%, Ac 755 16* 21%, Ro 2%, Gal 6!3, x Ti 5% 
699, 2 Ti 112-14 — 1i én torepa] is formed out of Mk.'s & oe éorepa 
in the next verse. See on v.ié. 

M 21. Jesus said to him, If thou wishest to be perfect, go sell thy 
possessions, and give to the , and thou shalt have treasure in 
heaven: and come follow Me.| Mk. has: “ And Jesus looking on 
him loved him, and said to him, One thing is lacking to thee: 
go sell whatsoever thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt 
have treasure in heaven: and come follow Me." Mt omits the 
first clause, in accordance with his tendency to drop out clauses 
which attribute emotion to the Lord; cf. on 8%, and Introduction, 
p. xxi Moreover, the questioner, as described by Mt, with his 
‘obtuse self-complacency, was not lovable. Mt. substitutes: “ But 
if thou wilt be perfect.” What could be said to a man of this 
sort, one who conceived of eternal life as something to be acquired 
by merit, as a day labourer earns a wage; one who regarded 
** goodness" as a definite and ascertainable quantity which could 
be worked off; one who so misunderstood the commandments, 
and so deceived himself as to suppose that he had kept them; 
one who could ask the question, What do I yet lack? “If thou 
wilt be perfect,” says the Lord. The words are, of course, a 
descent to the level of the questioner. He thought of perfection 
as attainable by works, and the Lord took him at his own estima- 
tion, and proposed to him a task which would not lead him to 
perfection, but which would do one of two things. If he obeyed, 
he might learn in the service of Christ something of the spirit 
of the gospel, which sets before men the ideal of the divine 
perfection, 5, and which can never conceive of perfection as a 
goal reached ; cf. Lk 171°. If he found the task too hard for him, 
he would have learned to be less Confident of his own capacity 
to do the one thing needful for inheritance of eternal life. 

For réAaos, cf. 5*8.—oov tà trdpxovra] for Mk.’s doa dyes. 
Ta wrapxorra occurs in 24% 2514, never in Mk., but often in Lk. 

M 22. And the young man when he heard this saying went away 
grieved: for he had great possessions.| Mk. has: “ But his coun- 
tenance fell at the saying, and he went away sorrowful: for he 
had great possessions.” Mt. omits Mk.’s strong word orvyrácos, 
with its implication of unwillingness to obey Christ’s command, just 
as he omits Mk 1*5 with its direct disobedience of Christ's word. 

16-22. The section with its striking deviations from Mk. is 
most easily explained as being derived from the second Gospel. 
The alteration in v." seems clearly secondary as compared with 
Mk. On the other hand, the insertions in vv.!?: 19. 31 and the double 
historic present vv.!*- 9, might seem to point to another source, 
but are insufficient as a proof of such a source. 

Lk. has some points of agreement with Mt. against Mk. 
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Both have ¢pvAafa (Lk N A B L) for é$vAafápsv, both have 
ovpayois for ovpave, both omit orvyvdeas and substitute dxovcas, 
both omit p) droorepyoys, and both omit éuPAdpas aùr Fydrnce 
abróv. These. agreements are not sufficient to make a second 
source necessary. 

10. &8doxare] CE al S! S? latt add dya6é, assimilating to Mk 10!7.— 
rl dya0éy]  dya0ó» is omitted by S! S? f? 238 248 for the same reason. 

CUM épergs rept To d-ya000] SoNBDLS'S?*latt. C Ea/assimi- 
late to Mk. 

els dorly 6 dyads] NBDL 1 22 S'a; and with 6 orbcff!2S*, CE 
al assimilate to Mk. 

In these verses Mt.’s omission of dyaGé after d:3dcxaXe, his insertion of 
dyad» after rl, his change of Mk.’s rl pe Aéyecs dyaddr into rl ue epwrgs 
wept ToU dyaGo0, and his c € of oddels d»ya00s el ph els ò 0cós into els dori» 
ò dyaGés, seem clearly due to a desire to warn readers of Mk. that the Lord 
did not refuse, as applied to Himself, a title which He admitted as applicable 
to God, and did not draw a sharp distinction between Himself and God. 
That these changes are due to Mt. himself rather than to the copyists of his 
Gospel, is suggested by the changes made by Mt. in the text of Mk., which 
are collected on pp. xxxi, xxxii of the Introduction. 
i ue later copyists of the Gospel have assimilated the passage to the text 

o š 3 
20. épidagta) KR°bC DalS'S*abce ff#hq add éx veéryrés pov from 

Mk.—rl br: srep] Om. S! 
21. év oópavos] BCD. But XE F have é odpary as in 6%, S? adds, 

‘‘ and take thy Cross.” The words are added in Mk. by A N X alaq S}. 

23-80. = Mk 1039-31, 
28. And Jesus said to His disciples, Verily I say to you, That M 

a rich man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of the heavens. And 
again I say lo you.) Mk. has: “And Jesus looking round saith 
to His disciples, How hardly shall they who have riches enter 
into the kingdom of God. And the disciples were amazed at 
His words. And Jesus again answering saith to them, Children, 
how hard it is to enter into the kingdom of God.” Mt. by 
abbreviating avoids the redundancy of Mk., cf. Introduction, 
p. xxiv; and also the amazement of the disciples, cf. Introduction, 
p. xxxiv. dX is a reminiscence of the clauses omitted from Mk. 

dvoxdAws] is an uncommon word.  óvaxoAía occurs in Job 3499; 
Svoxodos, Jer 495, Ezk 29 (Th); Ditt. Sy//. 213. 33, 9vakóAwv, 
xatpwv, and in Galen, Arist., Plato, Xenophon, and other writers. 

24. It ts easier for a camel to enter through the eye of a needle, M. 
than for a rich man into the kingdom of the heavens.| Mk. has: “It 
is easier for a camel to pass through the hole of a needle, than for a 
rich man to enter into the kingdom of God."—«óxororepos] see on 
9°.—rpyparos| for Mk.'s late and rare rpyuaMás.—eloeA0e] Mt. 
avoids the duplication of the verb deAbety, eloeAÓeiv in Mk.— fadgis] 
add to the examples in Lexicons, Ox. Pap. iv. 736. 75, (A.D. 1). 

25. And the disciples when they heard it, were very astonished, M. 
saying, Who then can be saved?) Mk. has: “And they were 
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exceedingly astonished, saying to Him, And who can be saved? " 
Mt. inserts dxovoayres and pabyral, substitutes his favourite o¢dipa 
for Mk.’s stronger repies, omits wpos abróv, and substitutes ri 
dpa for xai tis. For ris dpa, cf. 18! 1995 249, Mk 48. For 
Mk.’s rpòs abróv, see Abbott, Johannine Grammar, 2366°. 

M. 26. And Jesus looking upon (them) said to them, With men this is 
impossible ; but with God all things are possible.) Mk. has: “ Jesus 
looked upon them and saith, With men it is impossible, but not 
with God. For all things are possible with God.” Mt. inserts a 
conjunction, and substitutes a past tense for Aéye, as often. He 
omits the redundant dAX’ où wapa Ges: cf. Introduction, p. xxiv. 

M 27. Then Peter answered and said to Him, Behold, we have left 
all things, and followed Thee ; what then shall we khave?) Mk. has: 
* Peter began to say to Him, Behold, we have left all things, and 
followed Thee."—róre] Mt. avoids Mk.'s abruptness and his $e£aro. 
His insertion of ri dpa érra: uiv seems intended to relieve the 
ambiguity of S. Peter's statement as recorded in Mk., where ** Behold 
we," etc., is a half-interrogative statement evidently intended to pro- 
voke comment. “We have done what the young man could not 
bring himself to do (v.2). What reward in heaven shall we have?” 

M 28. And Jesus said to them, Verily I say to you, That.) Mk. has: 
* Jesus said, Verily I say to you.” Mt. avoids Mk.'s abruptness. 

Mt. here inserts the following : 
L  Yetwho have followed Me, in the regeneration when the Son of 
Man shall sit on the throne of His glory, ye also shall sit on twelve 
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel.) Lk. has somewhat 
similar words in 22%®._—wadivyeeoia] After the advent of the 
Messiah the Jews expected the creation of a new heaven and new 
earth. Cf. Is 65!” 663, Dt 32!2 (Onq.), Apoc. Bar 329 “the 
mighty One will renew His creation”; 441* “the new world,” cf. 
Charles’ note on 32% marsyeveoia is used by Philo, Vita Mos. 
ii. 12, of the renewal of the world after the Flood, and de Mund. 
xv. of the restoration of the world after being burned. There 
seems to be no exact Aramaic equivalent According to Dalman, 
Words, p. 177, “new world” would be the nearest.—órav xafioy, 
x.7.X.] cf. Enoch 625 “ Pain will seize them when they see that Son of 
Man sit on the throne of His glory”; and see on 169.—vAàs rov 
"IopayA] £.e. those to whom they had preached the gospel ; cf. ro® 3. 

M 29. And every one who hath left houses, or brethren, or sisters, 
or father, or mother, or children, or lands, for My names sake, shall 
receive a hundredfold, and shall inherit eternal life) Mk. has: 
“There is no one who hath left house, or brethren, or sisters, 
or father, or mother, or children, or lands, for My sake, and for 
the gospel’s sake, but he shall receive an hundredfold now in 
this present time, houses, and brethren, and sisters, and mothers, 
and children, and lands, with persecutions ; and in the coming age 
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eternal life? Mt. avoids Mk.'s harsh construction, obdeis gore ôs 
ádyjke.—4ày pn AdBy. In Mk v.9 the thought is of the many 
advantages of incorporation into the Christian society. In it the 
convert should find fresh ties and new interests more satisfying 
than those from which he had cut himself adrift; cf. 1 Co 3%. 
But in Mt.’s connection, after the insertion of v.2, the whole 
emphasis is on the future reward in the aAuwyeveria. This is why 
Mt. omits Mk.s viv dy TQ xap rovrqg—Owrypóv, for which his 
xAnpovonyoe is a sort of substitute. The Apostles should sit on 
thrones ; but even the humblest disciple should receive a manifold 
compensation, and inherit an estate greater than any which he had 
abandoned, namely, life everlasting. 

80. But many first shall be last; and last first.| The con- M 
nection of this clause with the preceding is obscure both in Mt. 
and in Mk. It would seem that the wroAAoé must refer to Christian 
disciples. All will inherit life everlasting, but many who are now 
first shall then be last. It seems best (with Swete) to understand 
the words as a rebuke to the self-complacent spirit implied in S. 
Peters words: “It may be difficult for the rich to enter into the 
Kingdom, but we who have left all are in no danger of exclusion." 
Christ's words are a warrant for this confidence, and at the same 
time a rebuke and a warning. The ambiguity lies in the *' first " 
and *last" Does He mean * Many who first became My disciples 
will find greater difficulty of entry than many who followed Me at 
a later period”? Or is the ap@roe used of rank rather than of 
time: “ Many who now seem to hold a position of privilege will 
then find themselves in the lowest place"? Lk. (13) has similar 
words in a different connection, and the saying occurs in the Wew 
Sayings of Jesus from Oxyrhynchus, il. 25-27 in a doubtful context. 

23-80. Mt. and Lk. in this section have a number of small 
points of agreement against Mk. 

Eg.: Mt ®=Lk 18% &à—«lre. Both omit Mk v.24; but Mt. 
has a trace of it in rá òè Aéyo tpt. Mt * Lk © rp)paros. 
Mt *5- Lk 99 áxovcavres. Mt 9 = Lk * elrev, and the omission of 
GAN’ ob wapa beg. Mt TV —Lk B erev, 2koXovÜjoapey. Mt B= 
Lk 2 ô &íà—«lrey.. Mt ®, Lk 9 rodAamAaciova (Mt. B L). 

24. Bacrdelay rod 0c00] Z curssabce S! S? have Bac ela» rO» oüparyQr. 
We should certainly expect the latter, but, in editing Mk., Mt. does not seem 
to have carried out his modifications with absolute uniformity, and he may have 
left ToO Geof here. If so, it was inevitable that it should be altered into ray 
opary. But in view of the facts given in Introduction, p. lxvii, it must 
remain probable that rO» odpaydy is original here, and that it has been changed 
into ToU Oeo to assimilate to Mk. 

Tphparos] N* B, but Xc DL X al, rpviráparos. 
29. uyrépa] NC K a/ S? add 4 yvraixa, which occurs in Lk 189, Itis 

omitted here by BD 1 S'abeff!?, It is unnatural here after the express 
prohibition of divorce in vv,'-*. 
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ee So XC DX S:S? mwouarAasira as in Lk. is read 

XX. 1-16. “For the kingdom of the heavens is like to a man, 
a householder,” £e. in the preparation for the kingdom, God deals 
with His servants as a householder does with his hired labourers, 
who pays them each and all the stipulated wage. Just so God 
when the kingdom comes will give to all who enter His service 
the eternal life which He has promised to them. The parable, as 
originally spoken, can hardly have had any other object than that 
of warning Christ's first disciples, that others who should become 
His disciples at a later date would also be partakers of privileges 
equal to theirs who had first joined Him (cf. Gal 1°). The state- 
ment that the payment of wages began with the last hired, is a 
literary device to account for and to emphasise the dissatisfaction of 
the first hired labourers. The editor has been led by this feature 
to insert the parable here as an explanation of Mk.’s difficult v.™. 
The first called will be as the last called, because all alike will 
receive an equal reward. A somewhat similar question is solved on 
parallel lines in 2 Es 54-43, God has made promises of love to 
His people: * And I said, O Lord, Thou hast made the promise 
unto them that be in the end: and what shall they do that have 
been before us, or we, or they that shall come after us? And He 
said unto me, I will liken My judgement unto a ring: like as there 
is no slackness of them that be last, even so there shall be no 
swiftness of them that be first.” Cf. also Afoc. Bar 30% “the 
first will rejoice, and the last will not be grieved.” This does not, 
however, exclude the thought of differences of position in the 
kingdom ; cf. 19%, 

L L For the kingdom of the heavens is like—for the formula, 
cf. on 1116 1394—/o a householder,—cf. 13°,—who went out early 
—“ the time of working,” says the Babyl. Talmud (Bad. Mes 83°), 
“is from sunrise"—4o hire labourers into his vineyard.) For the 
earthly estate owner as contrasted with God, see the parable from 
the Mechilia, cited by Fiebig, Altqüdische Gieichnisse Jesu, 69. 
For a somewhat similar parable, with, however, a very different 
application, see Jer. Talm. Berakhoth 5* quoted by Lightfoot.— 
probdoacGas épydras} misses the ring of the original va nx; 
cf. Bab. Mes 76°. 

L 2 And having agreed with the labourers at the rate of a 
denarius a day, he sent them into his vineyard.| For the denarius, 
cf. on 18%, It was equivalent in value to the Greek drachma 
which Tobit receivéd as his daily wage (515, and the word, like 
many other Latin terms, passed into Jewish use. 

L 8 And he went out about the third hour, and saw others stand- 
ing in the market-place unemployed. ]—&yopá] had passed into Jewish 
usage. See Dalman's Worterbu The third hour is 9 a.m. 
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4. And he said to them, Go also ye into the vineyard, and L 
whatsoever is fair T will give to you. And they went. | 

b. Again he went out about the sixth (=12) and the ninth L 
(=3 p.m.) hour, and did likewise.) 

6. And about the eleventh hour (=5 p.m.) Ae went out, and L 
Jound others standing ; and he saith to them, Why have you stood 
all the day unemployed t] 

7. They say to him, Because no one hired us. He saith to them, L 
Go ye also into the vineyard. | 

8. And when it was evening, the master of the vineyard saith to L 
his bailiff, Summon the labourers, and pay to them the wage, beginning 
from the last unto the first.]—érírporos] has passed into Jewish 
usage ; see Dalman, Worterbuch. 

9. And they came (who had been hired) about the eleventh hour, L 
and received each a denarius.) 

10. And the first came, and thought that they would receive L 
more ; and they also received each a denarius.) 

11, 19. And having received it, they murmured against the house- L 
holder, saying that these last laboured one hour, and thou hast made 
them equal to us, who bore the weight of the day and the heat.|— 

ay] only here in Mt. It is equivalent to nynnx, Jer. Talm. 
Berakhoth 5°. It is a vernacular word found in the LXX, N.T., 
and later writers ; cf. Kennedy, Sources, 39. It occurs in Ox. Pap. 
i 33, ii. 14, and cent. A.D.—xavowv] a colloquial word found in 
the LXX, N.T., and late writers; cf. Kennedy, 154.  xaícwv 
occurs 15 times in the LXX, generally of a hot blasting wind = 
Heb. op, It is used as here of heat in Athenzus, iii. p. 73* 

orwot orépavos wavy evades kal Kavowvos Spa puxrixwrarot, 
18. And he answered and said to one of them,.Friend, I do not L 

wrong you: didst not thou agree with me at a denarius 1] — Eraipos] 
cf. 1136, It occurs again in the vocative, 2213 2690, 

14. Take what is thine, and go: tt ts my will to give to this L 
latest (comer) even as to thee.| 

15. May I not do what I will with my own (or in my house)? L 
or is thine eye grudging because Lam liberal?) i.e. “do you grudge 
my generosity?” For rovypdés and édbadpds, cf. on 6%. 

10. So the “last” shall be “first,” and the “first” "Jast."| E 
That is, “in a similar way the saying about first and last will be 
fulfilled. All alike will receive the reward of eternal life, whether 
they became disciples of the kingdom at an earlier or at a later od." 

At this point C D S! S? al add wodAoi ydp «low. KAyroi óM yo 
83 éxAexrof. But it is almost impossible to give the words any 
meaning in this connection. They are genuine in 22M. 

17-19. From Mk 10%, 
17. And as Jesus was going up to Jerusalem, He took the twelve M 
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disciples privately, and on the way He said fo them.] Mk. has: 
And they were on the way going up to Jerusalem: and Jesus was 
going before them ; and they were amazed ; and they who followed 
were afraid. And taking again the Twelve, He began to tell them 
the things which were about to happen to Him.” Mt. abbreviates 
Mk., omitting as often the unexplained amazement or fear of the 
disciples; cf. 19% = Mk 10%, 189 = Mk 95, Mt 897 = Mk 49, Mt 173 
= Mk 9*3; or of the multitude, c£. Mk 5:1% 38, and Mk.s raw 
and ore 

M 18. Behold, we go up to Jerusalem ; and the Son of Man skall 
be delivered to the chief priests and scribes, and they shall condemn 
Him to death.] So Mk. The agreement in “chief priests and 
scribes ” without “elders” is proof of dependence. Cf. on 16%. 

M 19. And shall deliver Him to the Gentiles for mocking, and 
scourging, and crucfying: and on the third day He shall be raised 
again.]—«ls tò uraia] Mk. has xai éuwaifovow, and adds «ai 
eurricovew airg.—xai ocravpoco] Mk. has xai åroxrevoðew. 
Mt.’s change is probably due to remembrance that crucifixion was 
the actual form of death. But there would be no difficulty in 
supposing that Christ, if He foretold His death, would speak of 
it as crucifixion. See on 10°.—xai rj tpirg ġpépg tyepOycera] 
For Mk.’s pera rpeis Huepas dvaornoeras, see on 16%, 

17-19. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in omitting Mk *™, and 
in the omission of óru Mk 33; and of raAw, Mk 53; in dre, Mt 7, 
Lk; and in rj tpiry jpépg, Mt, Lk 8, See Introduction, 
p» xlviii. 

17. xaláraBalro»] X D a/S! S3, de e», B1. The 
is in Mt.'s — 172 3 3988 — — attested here. odd 

20-28. From Mk 105545, 
M 20. Then there came to Him the mother of the sons of Zebedee 

with her sons, worshipping Him, and asking something from Him.] 
Mk. has: * And there come to Him James and John, the two 
sons of Zebedee, saying to Him, Teacher, we wish that Thou wilt 
do for us whatsoever we ask." 'The substitution of the mother 
instead of the two sons as the chief petitioner (cf. avrg, v.*1) is 
probably due to a desire to minimise the ambition of the 
Apostles. See Introduction, p. xxxiii—Tóre] See on 27.— 
wpockwvéeiy] See on 22. zpoo?jÀ0ev] for Mk.’s historic present, as 
often. For the verb, see on 4*.—airoica] For the active voice, 
see on 14", 

M 21. And He said to her, What do you wish? She saith to 
Him, Say that these my two sons shall sit, one at Thy right hand, 
and one at Thy left hand, in Thy kingdom.) Mk. has: “And He 
said to them, Who do you wish that I should for you? And they 
said, Grant to us that we may sit, one at Thy right hand, and 
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one at Thy left hand, in Thy glory.”—<«ls—xai els] see Blass, 
P. 144. 

22. And Jesus answered and said, Ye know not what ye ask. M 
Can you drink the cup whith I am about to drink? They say to 
Him, We can.) Mk. has: “And Jesus said to them, Ye know 
not what ye ask. Can you drink the cup which I drink, or be 
baptized with the baptism with which I am baptized? And they 
said to Him, We can."—puAAe] see on 16%. Mk.’s “cup” and 
* baptism" both signify suffering. For “cup” as a metaphor of 
sorrow, cf. La 4%, Is s1!*. For “baptism,” cf. Lk 129, Mt. 
omits the latter clause as synonymous with the first, cf. 85, or 
simply on the ground of its obscurity. 

98. He saith to them, Of My cup indeed ye shall drink ; but to M. 
sit at My right hand and at the left is not Mine to give, but (it shall 
be given to those) for whom it has been prepared by My Father.| 
Mk. has: * And Jesus said to them, The cup which I drink, ye 
shall drink ; and with the baptism with which I am baptized, shall 
ye be baptized. But to sit at My right hand or at the left is not 
Mine to give, but (it shall be given to those) for whom it has been 
prepared.” 

For Mt.’s addition, $xó ToU rarpós pov, cf. 25%, ô Hrofpace ô 
warnp pov, Dr 22a b c ff1? g! h. 

94. And the ten having heard, were vexed about the two M 
brethren.| Mk. has: “And the ten, having heard, began to be 
vexed about James and John."—$yav av) The aor. as often 
for Mk.’s parro and inf.—rav dvo adeAddv| Mt. avoids Mk.’s 
express mention of the names of the two Apostles. 

25. And Jesus having called them, said, Ye know that the rulers M. 
of the Gentiles lord it over them, and the great ones have authority 
over them.| Mk. has: “And Jesus having called them, saith to 
them, Ye know that they which are accounted to rule over the 
Gentiles lord it over them, and their great ones have authority 
over them.” déè for xal, as often. elev for Aéye, as often.—ol 
dpxovres] Mk. has of Soxotvres dpxew, an unusual paraphrase. 
See Swete.—oi peydro.] Mk. adds atriv.—xarefovord{ev] is 
a very rare word. Its occurrence in Mt. and Mk. is proof of 
dependence. See on Lk 22%. 

26. Not so is it amongst you. But whosoever wishes amongst M 
you to be great shall be your minister.) So Mk. with &€ after ovros, 
and éy piv after yevéoGa instead of before péyas. 

Q7. And whosoever wishes among you to be first shall be your M 
servant.) So Mk. with rdyrwy for dpév. 

28. Even as the Son of Man did not come to be ministered to M 
but to minister, and to give His life a ransom for many.) So Mk. 
with xal yáp for orep. 

This is the first passage in the Gospel where the death which 
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has been foretold is described as intended to have a definite result 
or effect. For the idea of expiatory self-sacrifice, cf. 2 Mac 7%- 35, 
4 Mac 17%. “Give his life”: cf. Afechslta (Ugol.) 207. * Moses 
gave his life for three things, and they were called by his name," 274. 

22. rivew] C E al add from Mk. xal rò Básriwpa 8 yd  Basrrijons: 
Barrio Hijra. 

23. riese] C X al add from Mk. cal rò Básrwpa 8 éyà Basrifenss 
Barrıohhoeshe, 

28. drri roddGr] S* adds here: ‘‘But seek ye, that from littleness ye 
may increase, and not from greatness become little. What éime ye are bidden 
to a supper party be not sitting down /o meat in an honourable place, that 
there may not come one more honourable than thou, and the lord of the 
supper say to thee, * Bring thyself down’; and thou be confounded in the 
eyes of the guests. But if thou sit down #& meat in a lesser and 
there come one less than thou, and the lord of the supper say to thee, * Bring 
thyself, and come up and sit down to meat’; then thou shalt have more 
glory in the eyes of the guests" (Burk). S! is wanting here, but did not con- 
tain the passage. Dabeff!?g!h m n and 6 Vulgate MSS have the same 
insertion, but without the negative in the second clause. The passage is 
ancient, and finds parallels in the Canonical Gospels. For the first sentence, 
with the negative jn the second clause, cf. Mt 23, Lk 144 18". For the 
rest, compare Lk 14*!, The negative of S? looks like an afterthought 
to bring the originally independent first sentence into harmony with the 
following passage. 

29-34. From Mk 10403, 
M 20. And as they go forth from Jericho, there followed Him a 

great multitude.) Mk. has: “And they come into Jericho. And 
as He goes forth from Jericho, and His disciples and a great 
(ixavov) multitude." Mt. abbreviates, omitting the quite needless 
statement of the entry into Jericho, including the Lord and His 
disciples (who have been mentioned in the last paragraph) in airer 
for a?ro?, inserting a verb for the óxAos, and substituting the more 
usual zoAvs for ixavós. 

M 30. And behold two blind men sitting by the roadside heard that 
Jesus is passing by, and cried, saying, Lord, have pity on us, Thou 
Son of David.| Mk. has: “The son of Timzus, Bartimæus, a 
blind beggar, sat by the roadside. And having heard that it is 
Jesus, the Nazarene, he began to cry, and to say, Thou Son of 
David, Jesus, have pity on me.”—xai i$ov] see on 19.—98vo] Mt. 
substitutes two men for Mk.'s one, and as a consequence omits 
Mk.'s name of one man. But cf. his omission of the name Jairus 
in 9$, For the “two,” see on 8%,—'Inaots] Mt. omits Mk.'s 
ô Nafapyvds. Cf. the same omission in 285- Mk 165. In 26% 
= Mk 14% he substitutes 6 Tad:Aatos.—éxpafay] the aor., as often, 
for Mk.'s paro and inf.—éxpafay Aéyovres] for Mk.s xpalew xoi 
Aéyew : cf. on 89, —Kupi] for Mk.’s 'Iyco$, see on 8°.—vids] nom. 
for vocative; cf. Blass, 86f. See on Lk 18%. 

M 81. And the multitude rebuked them, that they should be silent. 
But they cried the more, saying, Lord, have pity on us, Thou Son of 
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David.| Mk. has: “And many were rebuking him, that he 
should be silent; but he was crying much the more, Thou Son of 
David, have pity on me.”—émreripyoe and éxpagay] aors. for Mk.’s 
impfs,as often.  . 

89. And Jesus stood and called them, and said, What will ye M 
that I should do for you?) Mt. abbreviates three verses of Mk. 

33. They say to Him, Lord, that our eyes may be opened.) Mk. M 
has: “ And the blind man said to Him, Rabboni, that I may see.” 

84. And Jesus, having compassion, touched their eyes; and M. 
straightway they saw, and followed Him.| Mk. has: “And 
Jesus said to him, Go, thy faith hath saved thee. And straighway 
he saw, and was following Him on the way”; yaro ray dpydrov 
airév| dupara occurs only here and in the omitted section, 
Mk 82239, The clause here is probably a reminiscence of that 
passage.—7xoAovGyoay | aor. for Mk.’s imperf., as often. 
29-34. Mt 3 and Lk * agree against Mk. in Kúpe for 

Mk.'s 'Paggovel. Cf. also mapdya, Mt 9 —mapépxera Lk *7. 
Mk. has dcr. 

F.—XXL-XXVIIL THE LAST DAYS OF THE 
MESSIAH'S LIFE. 

XXL 1-11. From Mk 111, 
XXI 1. And when they came near to Jerusalem, and came tom 

Bethphage, to the Mount of Olives, then Jesus sent two disciples. | 
Mk. has: “And when they come near to Jerusalem, to Bethphage 
and Bethany, at the Mount of Olives, He sendeth two of His 
disciples.” —7yyway, dréoreAg] aors. for Mk.'s hist. presents, as 
often. Mt. inserts a second verb, #Aov, to ease clause a, and omits 
Bethany. This probably is simply due to his tendency to omit 
redundant details. He feels that one village is sufficient to identify 
the scene. By0$ayj- IND n3 = “house of unripe figs ” ; cf. Dalm. 
Gram. p. 191.—rore] see on 27. 

2. Saying to them, Go into the village which is over against you, M 
and straightway you shall find an ass fied up, and a colt with her ; 
loose, and lead to Me.) Mk. has: “And saith, Go (trdyere) into 
the village which is over against you, and straightway entering into 
it, you shall find a colt tied up upon which no one of men ever 
sat ; loose it, and bring.” —Aéywy] for xoi Adya, as often.—ropeveo ĝe] 
for trdyere. Cf. a similar change in 28'2 Mk 167. sopeverOar 
occurs once in Mk 99 as a variant for wapawopeverOa ; in Mt. it 
occurs twenty-eight times. Mt. omits elowopevépevo: els abr as 
redundant.—óvov—xoi z@dov per’ avrís] Mt. adds óvov in view 
of the passage which he is about to quote (v.4). dydyere is a more 
usual word in this connection than Mk.'s dépere. 
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M 98. And if any one say anything to you, you shall say that the 
Lord hath need of them ; and straightway he will send them.| Mk. 
has: “ And if any one say to you, Why do ye this? Say, The Lord 
hath need of it and straightway sends it again here" (- wil 
return it). Mt., as often, omits rat\iv.—evGis 5€] for xai evis, as 
often. In Mk. the subject of dxocréAAe seems to be ó mips 
“The Lord needs it, and will soon return it" Mt. seems to make 
the sentence mean, *and (at your words) he (the man who spoke 
to you) will send it." 

O 4,5. And this came to pass, in order that it might be fulfilled 
which was spoken through the prophet, saying, Tell ye the daughter 
of Zion, Behold, thy King cometh, meek, and sitting upon an ass, 
and upon a colt, the foal of a yoke-bearer. | 

ToUro 8% yéyovey iva xAnpwhj| For the formula, see Introduction, 
p. lxiv. The quotation for which the editor has prepared, by insert- 
ing dvov—per aùrīs in v.5, comes in the main from Zec 9°.—etrare 
Tjj Gvyarpi X«v] seems to be a reminiscence of Is 62H LXX. The 
rest of the quotation agrees with the LXX of Zec. except in the 
last seven words, for which the LXX has: êri ùroĉúóyiov xol sor 
véov. Mts éwi Ovov xai éwi wüAXov vióy trofvyiov looks like a 
translation of the Heb., with adaptation of the words of the LXX. 
For úroģúyıov = ass, see Deissm. Bib. Stud. p. 160 f. 

M 6. And the disciples went, and did as Jesus commanded them.) 
Mt. abbreviates Mk vv. *°.—wopevOévres é) for Mk.’s xai &sx5AÓor. 
The & for kai, as Often. Cf. wopeverOa: for dwrépxeoOa, Mt 264% = 
Mk 14%. 

M % And brought the ass and the colt, and placed upon them their 
clothes, and He sat upon them.) Mk. has: “And bring the colt to 
Jesus, and place upon it their clothes; and He sat upon it."— 
yayov] aor. for Mk.'s hist. pres., as often.—T3jv óvov xa] for the 
insertion, see on v.3.—éréÜsxev] aor. for Mk.'s hist. pres., as often. 
—ér abróv| Mt, in modifying the passage, is not quite careful 
to make the details harmonious. The Lord could not ride on 
both animals, and there was no need, therefore, to place clothes on 
both.—ra ijíra]| Mk., who adds abróv, almost certainly means 
that the disciples managed to find some raiment, which they threw 
over the colt's back. Mt. writes rà iudrua simply as though he 
understood it to refer to the saddle cloths of the animals.—ézare 
avrav|] If the editor had not just said that they placed clothing 
upon them, we might take érdve avray here to refer to the imdne. 
But he may have meant it to refer to the animals, regardless of the 
impossibility of riding more than one at a time. 

M 8 And the very great multitude spread their garments in the way; 
and others were cutting branches from the trees, and were spreading 
(them) in thè way.) Mk. has: “And many spread their garments 
on to the way. And others having cut litter from the fields."—3 à 
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meros óyAos] 8€ for xaf, as often. For mAcioros óxAos, see on 
11%; and cf. Blass, p. 143.—£korrov «Addous] is the substitution 
of a more ordinary feature for Mk.'s unusual or«fjáóas xóyavres. 
The editor adds xai éerpóvvvovy dy rq 699 to make it clear what was 
done with the branches, In Mk. this is implied in his abrupt 
participle xóyavres. 

9. And the multitudes who were going before, and who were M 
Jollowing, were crying, saying, Hosanna to the son of David: 
Blessed is He who cometh in the name of the Lord ; Hosanna in the 
highest places.| Mk. has: “ And they who were going before, and 
they who were following, were crying, Hosanna: Blessed be He that 
cometh in the name of the Lord: Blessed is the coming kingdom of 
our father David; Hosanna in the highest places."—3€] for xa£, as 
often.—'DQcavyvá] See Dalm. Words, 220f. The word is derived 
from Ps r18% 5 mm pv3 wan WI... X Nyen = "give salva- 
tion now—Blessed be He that cometh in the name of the Lord." 
M3 nyw^n is addressed to God, and is a prayer for help and 
deliverance. In the source from which Mk. drew, ny'vi1 had been 
shortened into the common form yen. Cf. Dalm. Gram. p. 249. 
Mk., as often, retains a Hebrew or Aramaic phrase; and it is 
probable that he, without necessarily “ being ignorant of its origin 
and meaning," believed that it had become a cry of greeting and 
homage, like our “hail” or “welcome.” Only on this ground can 
we explain his ócavyà év rois iiorots, which can only mean, “let 
those in the heights of heaven say, Hosanna.” Mt., who adds to 
the first ‘Qoawd the words r$ vig Aaveó, must also have supposed 
écavvá to be a cry of acclamation. He need not have been 
ignorant of its philological meaning. The multitudes cried 
* Hosanna,” £.e. “ glory, or hail, or welcome to David's son.” evr 
pévos ô épxóp.evos èv óvóuart Kupiov is the LXX of Ps 118%, Mk. 
adds a clause: ebAoyguévg ù Epxopévyn Baowela rod Tarpós Juv 
Aaveis, which Mt. omits as tautologous.—éecavvà év rois tloras] 
Lk. also understood àcavvá to be a cry of acclamation ; he renders 
it by déFa. See note on Lk 1955. 

10. And when He entered into Jerusalem.) Mk. has: “And M 
He entered into Jerusalem.” Mt. now inserts, AX the city was 
moved, saying, Who is this? And the multitudes said, This is the 
prophet Jesus, who is from Nazara of Galilee. 

8. frrpwoar, second time] N* Dceff*q. déoerpórrvo, 8° BC a/b f ff} 
g'*hS* In Mk. forpwoay is read by most MSS., but éerpórrvor by DS! 
curss, The imperf. is probably genuine in Mk. and in the second clause 
of Mt. Mt. having altered the imperfect into Éerpwcar in clause a, con- 
tinued with imperfs. Éxomror, écrporrvor in clause 4, and in v.9 (xpafor. 
M* D in Mt. have assimilated éerpór»vor to the ferpwoar of clause a, 
and of Mk., and in Mk. most MSS. have assimilated éerporrvor to Mt.'s 
aged a. Lk.’s drerrpdvrvor shows that he too had the imperf. in his copy 
of Mk. 
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1-10. Mt. and Lk. agree in the following: 
nyyay, Mt ! = jyywev, Lk 99; €yyílovow, Mk 1 
áàréore ev, Mt !, Lk 99; drooreAAc, Mk 1 
Aéyov, Mt ?, Lk 99; xai Aéye, Mk 3. 
dydyere, Mt 2, Lk 99; dépere, Mk 3. 
épeire, Mt 9, Lk 31; ecrare, Mk 8. 
jyayov, Mt 7, Lk 55; dépovow, Mk 1. 
éavrav—ev ry 099, Mt 9, Lk 96; atrav—els raw dddy, Mk 8. 
Aéyovres, Mt °, Lk 98, 
19-17. From Mk 111519, 

M 12. And Jesus entered into the temple of God, and cast out ail 
who sell and buy in the temple, and overthrew the tables of the money- 
changers, and the seats of those who sell the doves.) Mk. has here: 
* And He entered into Jerusalem, into the temple: and having 
looked about at all things, it being already a late hour, He went 
out to Bethany with the twelve." The editor of Mt. omits this. 
For omission of verses of a similar character, cf. the omission of 
Mk 1 612-18, The next three verses in Mk. are 1%-14, which con- 
tain the first part of the narrative of the fig-tree, the sequel being 
vv.9-95, Mt., with the obvious intention of representing the wither- 
ing of the fig-tree as having taken place immediately upon the 
word of Christ, postpones vv.1** that he may connect them with 
20-25, This brings him, therefore, to Mk 15-19, which he now inserts. 
The result of these changes may be shown thus : 

First day—Mt. Entry. . . . Cleansing of temple. Return to 
Bethany. 

: Mk. Entry. Return to Bethany. 
Second day—Mt. Cursing and withering of fig-tree. "Teaching, 

2115-25. 
j Mk. Cursing of fig-tree. Cleansing of temple. 

Third day—Mt. 
" Mk. The withered fig-tree. "Teaching, 11—13. 

Mt. has, therefore, shortened Mk.'s sequence of events by one 
day. Lk. does the same, but does not even suggest that the two 
days which he mentions were consecutive. He places the entry 
and the cleansing of the temple on one day, omits the incident of 
the fig-tree, and introduces teaching parallel to Mt 214-25 and 
Mk 117-13 with “and it came to pass on one of the days.” It 
is clear that neither Mt. nor Lk. regarded Mk.'s sequence of events 
as chronologically important in detail. It is not probable that Mt.'s 

e in Mk.'s order is accidental rather than intentional. But, if 
so, at Mk v.!? he came to the words xai eia jAÓ9ev cis 'IepooóAvpa. els 
TO iepdv. From these words he passed on by accident to Mk v.15 xai 
épxovras eis '"IepooóAvpa xai elmeXAÓÜGv cis rò iepóv, and he therefore 

1 ro 0ceo0] So C D al latt S*; N B L omit. The phrase rà lepde ro6 Oeo? 
does not occur elsewhere, and is probably genuine here. 
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continued with the account of the cleansing of the temple, Mk vv.15-19, 
Then finding that he had omitted the cursing of the fig-tree, Mk 
vv.1*14 he combined it with the withering of the fig-tree, Mk vv.20-25, 

19. Mk. has: “And they come to Jerusalem: and He entered 
into the temple, and began to cast out those who sell and who buy in 
the temple, and He overthrew the tables of the money-changers, and 
the seats of those who sell the doves."—é£éBaAev] the indic., as often, 
for Mk.’s p£aro, and the inf. Mk. adds, “ And did not allow any 
one to carry a vessel through the temple." 

18. And saith to them, It stands written, My house shall be M 
called a house of prayer ; but ye made! it a lair of robbers.) Mk. 
has: “And was teaching, and saying, Does it not stand written 
that My house shall be called a house of prayer for all nations? 
but ye have made it a lair of robbers.”—6 olxds pov, x.r.A.] the 
quotation is from the LXX of Is 56’. Mk. seems to have carried 
the quotation too far. The temple was not, in fact, a house of 
prayer waow rois €Üvecw. Mt. omits the words.—omyAatoyv 
Agerüv] seems to be a reminiscence of Jer 711. 

14. And there came to Him blind and lame in the temple; and E 
He healed them.| Mk. has here: “And the chief priests and 
scribes heard, and were seeking how they might kill Him: for they 
feared Him, for all the multitude was amazed at His teaching.” 
Mt. substitutes for this an account of miracles done in the temple 
which the chief priests saw, and how they heard the children cry- 
ing, Hosanna, and were vexed. He elsewhere substitutes a state- 
ment of healing for Mk.'s statement of teaching. See on 1414 192. 
He has already omitted Mk.’s reference to teaching, Mk v.V. The 
editor seems to regard the first day as a day of action (vv.1*15), the 
second as a day of teaching. Hence Mk.’s edidacxey, 111" is, trans- 
ferred to Mt 21%, and Mk 1118 râs yàp ô óxAos eferAjocero emi Tjj 
axi abrot to Mt 2295. 

15. And the chief priests and scribes seeing the marvellous things E 
that He did, and the children who were crying in the temple, and 
saying, Hosanna to the Son of David, were vexed.] 

16. And said to Him, Dost Thou hear what these say? And 
Jesus saith to them, Yes ; did you never read that “ From the mouth 
of babes and infants Thou didst bring praise to perfection” 1] The 
quotation is from the LXX of Ps 8°. The Heb. has “strength ” 
for “ praise,” and is, therefore, less adapted to this context. Lk. 
places sayings parallel to these during the entry into Jerusalem, 
1999-9 “Certain of the Pharisees from the multitude said to Him, 
Teacher, rebuke Thy disciples. And He answered and said, I say to 
you, that if these shall be silent, the stones will cry out.” It seems 
clear that Mt. and Lk. have independent traditions behind them. 

17. And having left them, He went outside the city to Bethany, 
1 dwatoare] SoC Dal, asin Lk. WB L have soetre, 
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and passed the night there.) Mk v. has: “And when it became 
late they were going outside the city."—<e{j\@er] aor. for Mk’s 
imp. éferopevorro, as often. But Mk. has e£jAÓev in v.11, —45A4064] 
Lk. has the same verb in a similar connection, 2197. It occurs 
from Homer downwards, and is common in the LXX. It is used of 
men, Apoll. R. 2. 1284; Diod. r3. 6; Hdt. 8. 9, 9. 37, Xen. Cyrop. 4. 

18-22. From Mk 11214. 20-35, 
M 18. And carly in the morning, as He made for the city, He was 

hungry.| Mk. has: “And as they were passing by early in the 
morning,” v.2; and: “ And on the morrow as they went out from 
Bethany, He was hungry,” v.14. 

M 19. And seeing a fig-tree by the way side, He came to it, and 
found nothing on it, save leaves alone, and saith to it, There shall no 
longer be fruit from thee for ever.) Mk. has: “ And seeing a fig-tree 
from afar having leaves, He came, if haply He might find anything 
on it: and having come to it, He found nothing except leaves; for 
it was not the season of figs. And He answered and said to it, May 
no one any longer eat fruit of thee forever. And the disciples were 
hearing it.” The editor omits ef dpa mı cipyou éw abrj xoà Aber, 
and 6 yàp xatpos oùx fjv avxov, which might suggest that Christ 
hoped against probability to find '* fruit" and was disappointed. He 
also modifies the imprecation or wish, Mk 1€, into a solemn pro- 
phecy of fact. 

E 10. And the fig-tree withered away immediately.) Mk., who 
puts the continuation of the story on the following moming, has 
no parallel to this. 

M 20. And the disciples saw it, and marvelled, saying, How im- 
mediately did the fig-tree wither away/) Mk. has: “And Peter 
remembered, and saith to Him, Rabbi, see, the fig-tree which Thou 
didst curse is withered away.” 

NM 21. And Jesus answered and said to them, Verily I say unto 
you, If ye have faith, and doubt not, not only shall ye do this of the 
Jig-tree, but if ye shall say to this mountain, Be taken up and cast 
into the sea, it shall kappen.) Mk. has: “And Jesus answered 
and saith to them, Have faith in God. Verily I say to you, That 
whosoever shall say to this mountain, Be taken up, and cast into 
the sea, and shall not doubt in his heart, but shall believe that 
what he speaks happens, it shall be to him.”—éwoxpibeis 8€] for ai 
dwoxpels, as often.—elrev] for A€ye, as often. Mt. omits Mk.’s 
dri, as Often.—eay exyre mior] for Mk.’s éxere ior is an assimi- 
lation to 177.—ziors] here, as in 179, means trust in the divine 
power combined with confidence that he who trusts can make use 
of the divine power to work miracles. See on 179, In Mk. x D 
curss S! have el éyere, and Mt. may have had this before him. If 
so, he has changed to dà» éyyr« to assimilate to 179. 

M 22. And all things, whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, 
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ye shall receive.) Mk. has: “Therefore I say to you, All things 
whatsoever ye pray and ask, believe that ye received, and it shall be 
to you.”—airjoyre}] Mt. omits one of Mk.’s two synonymous verbs ; 
see on 8°.—zorevovtes| i.e. with trust in the power and love of 
God to grant the request. Mk. adds here: ** And when ye stand 
praying, forgive, if ye have ought against any one; that your Father 
who is in the heavens may forgive you your trespasses.” The 
verse seems out of place in Mk., and appears to have been added 
as an afterthought. It is very possibly an early gloss. The phrase 
** Father who is in the heavens" occurs nowhere else in Mk.! Ifthe 
verse was in the copy of Mk. used by Mt., the latter has omitted it, 
because he has recorded similar sayings in 61* 592, A further 
addition is made in Mk. by the majority of MSS., namely, ef de 
Deis oùx ddiere ob5é 6 rarhp pv ô dy (rois) obpavois ádrjo« (opiv) rà 
wapartopara tay. The clause is omitted by N BLSAS! k. 

23-27. From Mk 1177-88, 
98. And when He came into the temple, there came to Him, as M. 

He was teaching, the chief priests and elders of the people, saying, 
By what authority doest Thou these things, and who gave Thee this 
authority?| Mk. has: “ And they come to Jerusalem: and as He 
was walking in the temple, there come to Him the chief priests, and 
scribes, and elders, and were saying to Him, By what authority 
doest Thou these things? or who gave Thee this authority that 
Thou shouldest do these things?” Mk.’s xai épxovra: els "lepoodAupa 
is unnecessary after v.18.—2poo7AGav] aor., as often, for Mk.'s hist. 
present. For xpooépxeoOa, see on 4%. For the aor. in a, see Blass, 
p- 45.—Àáoxovri] This is to be a day of teaching, as yesterday was 
of action ; see on v.14,.—* poc) A0ay —A €yovres | for Mk.'s épxovrat.—xai 
éAeyov, as often. Mt. omits Mk.'s redundant iva rara rors at the end. 

94. And Jesus answered and said to them, I also will ask you one X 
thing, which if ye tell Me, J, too, will tell you by what authority I do 
these things.) Mk. has: “And Jesus said to them, I will ask you 
one thing, and answer Me, and I will tell you by what authority I 
do these things" Mt.’s dy dày eimnré por káyà épà is a grammatical 
correction of Mk.'s xai dwoxpiOyre pot xal épa. 

25. The baptism of John, whence was tt? from heaven, or from M 
men? And they disputed among themselves, saying, If we say, From 
heaven ; He will say to us, Why then did you not believe him?) So 
Mk. without ó0ev 7v and with droxpiOyré po, which Mt. omits 
as redundant, after dvÜperrev.—oi 8% dieAoyifovro] for Mk.'s xai 
SeeAoyiLovro, as often.—4v éavrots] for Mk.'s zpós éavrovs. For a 
similar change, cf. Mt 167, Mk 8% The point seems to be 
that John had borne witness to Christ as the Messiah. If the 

1 But the antithesis ** the Father—the Son " occurs also only once in Mk., viz. 
13°, yet is certainly genuine. Inthesame way Mk 119 may bea genuine survival 
in M. of a Palestinian form of expression which finds fuller expression in Mt, 

I5 
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authorities had given credence to John, they would have had no 
need to ask by what authority Jesus acted.—ézwrevoare atre] 
muorrevey in 81? 999 189 2132 meant to have “trust,” “assurance” in 
the power and goodness of God or of Christ. But here and in v.3! 
24% 9 it has the weaker sense to “ give credence to.” 

M 26. Butif we should say, From men ; we fear the multitude, for all 
hold John as a prophet.) Mk. has: “ But should we say from men 
—they feared the multitude. For all held John that he was truly a 
prophet.”—2ay 8€] is a grammatical correction of Mk.'s harsh &AA«. 
—doBoipu«0a] avoids Mk.’s aposiopesis.—€xovew ùs xpopyryy] is a 
correction of Mk.'s efyov—dvrus ore xpopyrys Fv. 

M 27. And they answered Jesus, and said, We do not know. He also 
said to them, Neither tell I you by what authority I do these things.| 
So Mk. with A€yovory for elray and xai ô "Inaots A€ya abrois for édy 
airots kal ards. 

23-27. Mt. and Lk. agree in the following: 
aire Siddoxovri, Mt 33; dddcxovros atrov, Lk}; mepcrarov.ros 

avrov, Mk 7T. 
Aéyovres, Mt 33, Lk ?, 
éxoxpieis 8£ Mt 95, Lk 9$, Mk. has no årorxpĝeis. 
xdyo, Mt M, Lk 5, 
elrnre, Mt 9*5; eiware, Lk 8; dxoxpiOyre, Mk ?9. 
Both Mk. and Lk. omit &a ratra wos from Mk ?$ and 

&okpiügré pot from Mk 9), 
oi 5é, Mt 9, Lk 5; xai, Mk 8l, 
day 5é, Mt 9, Lk ©; dAAd, Mk 8$, 
Mk. has here: “ And He began to speak to them in parables,” 

followed by the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen. Mt. inserts 
first the parable of the Two Sons, then borrows from Mk. that of 
the Husbandmen, and then adds the parable of the Marriage Feast ; 
thus forming a group of three prophetic parables (cf. Introduc- 
tion, p. Ixv), foretelling the divine judgement impending over the 
Jewish nation. See Gould on Mk 12}, 

28-32. Parable of the Two Sons. 
L 28. But what think ye? A man had two sons; and he came to 

the first, and said, Son, go to-day work in the vineyard.|—ri Se tpi 
8oxé] See on 1755.—*poseA0dv] See on 4°. 

L 20. And he answered and said, I am not willing ; but after- 
wards he repented, and went.| 

L SO. And he came to the second, and said likewise. And he 
answered and said, I (go), sir ; and went not. 

L 81. Which of the two did the will of the father? They say, 
The first. Jesus saith to them, Verily I say to you, That the toll- 
gatherers and the harlots go before you into the kingdom of God.) 
—-rxpodyovew tpis «ls riv Bac «av rod eo] We might have 
expected the editor to use cis rv Barıeiay r&v otpayay, so that 
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mpodyovow would have been a timeless statement of fact, meaning 
“ go" into the kingdom whenever it shall appear, and so practically 
equivalent to a future; cf. rapadiSorar, Mk 9°. It very probably 
represents an Aramaic participle. The fact that we have To) 
0«o? instead of r&v o)pavóv makes it clear that the phrase is not 
editorial, but that it is derived from the source used. The reason 
why the editor did not alter it into ray o)pavóv is not clear. But 
(1) he has perhaps once out of fourteen times left rot 0«oü in a 
Marcan passage (Mt 19%). (2) He elsewhere once has a phrase, 
which he generally alters, e.g. pera pets ?uépas, 2799. Contrast 
169! 173 2019, (3) He may have felt that here, as in 12% the 
** kingdom of God" of his source was not quite the same as the 
“kingdom of the heavens” which he elsewhere describes. See 
also on 21? In “go before you into the kingdom” the meaning 
is not so much, “will go before you into the kingdom when it is 
inaugurated,” as “obey God by fulfilling John's command to 
repent, submit to the divine will, take upon themselves the yoke of 
the kingdom, and become heirs of its promises." In other words, 
the “kingdom ” here means rather the condition of preparedness 
for the coming kingdom than that future kingdom itself. Had the 
Evangelist written, “ will go before you into the kingdom of the 
heavens," he would have represented the Lord as foretelling the 
future admission of the people to whom he was speaking into the 
kingdom. This was just what the editor wished to avoid. They 
were to be cast out of the kingdom, 812, ** Go before you into the 
kingdom," on the other hand, emphasises the fact that the toll- 
gatherers and harlots “go,” and leaves it quite ambiguous whether 
the persons addressed “go” or not. Like 12%, this parable pro- 
bably came from the Logia ; and if that is so, the Logia contained 
not only parables of the kingdom of the heavens, but other sayings 
and parables in which the phrase “ kingdom of God” was used in a 
sense not always identical with “the kingdom of the heavens." 

82. For John came to you with the way of righteousness, and you Y, 
did not believe him: but the toll-gatherers and the harlots believed 
him: and you saw (it), and did not afterwards repent, so as to believe 
him.|—ev 486 Stxavoowvys}] 450s here, like the Heb. 774 and the 
Aramaic XMix, means not so much the path trodden as the manner, 
custom, method. To come with the way of righteousness is to 
come as a representative and teacher of righteousness and of her 
methods. ‘John came with the way of righteousness,” means 
* John came, and what he taught was good,” he represented and 
stood for the manner of life which righteousness demands. See 
Wellhausen, in /oc., and cf. ó8óv Oeod, 2216. The Lord applies the 
answer of the authorities to their own conduct by way of contrast. 
They had said that that son was to be approved who, though he 
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was unwilling at first, yet afterwards went into the vineyard. But 
the Baptist came preaching righteousness, calling men to go into 
God's vineyard through the gate of repentance, and they had given 
no ear to his preaching. In this respect they were like the first 
son of the paf&ble, who said I am unwilling. But, unlike him, 
they had not afterwards repented and obeyed the Baptist’s call 
On the other hand, the toll-gatherers and the harlots had also 
been like the first son, but they had changed their mind when 
John preached, and had obeyed the call This only hardened 
the Jewish authorities the more. A vineyard in which outcasts 
worked was no vineyard for them. A kingdom into which the 
toll-gatherers could enter was no kingdom for them. Thus toll- 
gatherers and harlots went before them into the kingdom of God. 
— To muoredoat] *gives rather the content than the purpose of 
perepednOyre,”” Moulton, p. 216. But unless ov be omitted or 
another negative be inserted before mwrevoa, it is difficult to 
make any sense of the clause which will suit this context, except 
by translating “to believe,” Ze. “and believed him." See below. 

28-31. x C D Lal S! S! latt have the obedient son first, the 
disobedient son second. 

B reverses the order. 
In v." x C L al c f q S? have rpõros. This seems to be required 

by the context. The Pharisees could hardly give any other answer, 
and the Lord's reply seems to presuppose it. The Pharisees 
were in part like the first son, £e. they refused to give heed to 
John’s preaching. But they were also unlike him, since he came to 
a better state of mind, whilst they hardened themselves the more. 

B has terepos, D latt érxaros, S! “the last." In the case of B, 
which has reversed the order of vv.99- 9, the Pharisees still approve 
the conduct of the son who first refused and afterwards went. 
But D S! latt make the Pharisees approve the conduct of the son 
who promised to go and failed to fulfil his promise. Wellhausen 
believes this to be the original text, and supposes that the 
Pharisees intentionally gave a perverse answer in order to make 
pointless the moral which Christ was going to draw from the natural 
rejoinder. They ought to have answered that the first son did 
his father's will, and He would then have contrasted their conduct 
with that of the son approved by them, and compared them to 
the son whose conduct they reprehended. But they purposely 
give the wrong answer, and Christ's rejoinder, v.*!, is an expression 
of indignation at their perversity, rather than an explanation of 
the parable. Merx, too, upholds this reading, and finds in it the 
Original text which has given rise to the other readings. But it 
seems probable that the order of X CD L a/ and xparos are the 
original. 

There would be a natural tendency to transpose this order : 
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(1) It might be argued that if the first son went, there was 
no occasion to summon the second ; 

(2) the fulfilment of the command forms an unexpected climax 
to the story ; 

(3) it was natural to identify the disobedient son with the 
Jew, the obedient son with the Gentile. Along this 
line of interpretation the latter should come last in 
chronological order ; 

(4) the jerepov of v.” may have had some influence in causing 
this verse to be placed after v.99 ; 

(5) further, v.22 may have suggested the change of order. 
“John came, and you did not believe " — oix àx2A9«; 
$t Es Mna and harlots believed” = ueraj eA 0cis 
dr7nrbe. 

On these grounds the order of B might be explained as due 
to emendation for literary and exegetical reasons, and the substitu- 
tion of “the last” for “the first” might be supposed to be later 
than the transposition of order. 

But the MS. evidence suggests that the substitution is earlier 
than the transposition of order, and is the probable cause of it. 

The earliest emendation seems to have been the substitution 
of “the last” (D latt S!) for “the first.” This may be due to 
antipharisaic motives. The Lord had said of them that “they 
say and do not.” They must, therefore, be represented as 
approving of one who said “I go,” and went not. The variations 
dorepos, xatos are against the originality of this reading. 

The transposition of order seems to have originated in a text 
in which * the last " had already been adopted, and to have been 
made by some one who misunderstood the motive which had led 
to the substitution of “the last" for “the first,” in order to make 
the Pharisees return the obvious answer. 

92. ob nerepeMjógre] B 1 13 22 33latt have o0. D omits the nega- 
tive. cealter its position guod non credidistis. S! also omits. Burkitt 
translates ** but ye, when ye saw sf—at the last have ye changed your 
mind that ye should believe in Him?” Bat the clause is not necessarily 
interrogative in the Syriac. The omission is probably accidental. The 
clause is very difficult. Mt. has roô with the infinitive seven times. In 
2" and 3” with an aorist, of a definite action, in 11! and 13° with a present, 
of a continuous action. In 6? it occurs after rpó. Here ‘‘did not repent 
so as to believe” should be ro? ricrede rather than roô mioreBou. But to 
translate “did not repent of having believed” seems to destroy the sense. 
The Pharisees had not believed, v.9. D’s omission of the negative gives a 
possible rendering ‘‘ repented so as to believe” ; but this seems an unlikely 
conclusion to the saying. The transposition of the negative by c e also gives 
& weak finish to the saying, and is probably a translator's emendation. A 
omits the whole of the last clause. This may be due to homeeoteleuton. It 
is difficult to think that the clause as it stands is original, but if any part 
is genuine ob or 0632 perepedHOnre must have belonged to it; possibly roQ 
wicretou aùr is a later gloss. 
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33-46. From Mk 12183, See Briggs Zhe Messiak of the 
Gospels, p. 114. 

83-46. The labourers in the vineyard. 
M 33. Hear another parable: There was a man, a householder, 

who planted a vineyard, and placed round it a fence, and digged in 
if a press, and built a tower.) Mk. has: “A man planted a vine- 
yard, and placed round (it) a fence, and digged a press, and built 
a tower.” The details are borrowed from Is 5%. For the a 
—oixodeordrys doris, cf. 1352 dvOpwre ol ry Sorts, 20! fÈ., 
183 dvÜpdyro Bac ds. Mk. has simply dvÓporros.—dpaypów a$:o 
wepeOnxey]| Mk. has wepiÜgkev dpayuóv. For Mt’s order, d. 
Is 5%—Anvov] Mk. has trodymoyv; Is. xpoAynov. 

M 88. And let it out to husbandmen, and went away.) So Mk. 
NM 34. And when the season of the fruits arrived, he sent kis 

servant to the husbandmen to receive its fruits.] Mk. has: “ And 
sent to the husbandmen at the season a servant, that he might 
receive from the husbandmen the fruits of the vineyard.” 

M 35. And the husbandmen took his servants, and beat one, and 
killed another, and stoned another.) Mk. has: “ And they took 
him, and beat him, and sent him away empty. And again he sent 
to them another servant; and him they—(?) and shamefully 
treated. And another he sent, and him they killed." 

M. 86. Again, he sent other servants more than the first: and they 
did to them likewise.) Mk. has: “And many others ; beating some, 
and killing some." In Mk. there is before the final sending of the 
son a triple sending of a single messenger, vv.» * 5, followed by a 
general statement, v.5 “and many others.” Mt. simplifies this 
into a double sending of several messengers, vv.*+ 9, but seems to 
show a trace of Mk.’s first three messengers in his $y ué, ôv X, 
ôv 06, v.5. He avoids Mk.’s rare and uncertain (probably corrupt) 
word éxepariwoay. Further, in Mk. the treatment of the first three 
messengers is climactic: the first they beat and sent away, the 
second they put to shame, the third they killed. After this “the 
many others” comes in very weakly. Mt., with his double sending 
of several messengers, avoids this anticlimax. Lk. has a triple 
sending of a single messenger. The first was beaten and sent 
back empty-handed, the second beaten and dishonoured and sent 
away, the third wounded and cast out. Thus the crime of murder 
is not reached till the son is sent. 

M 37. And at last he sent to them his son, saying, They will 
reverence my son.| Mk. has: “Still one he had, a son beloved. 
He sent him last to them, saying that they will reverence my 
son.” See Gould on Mk 12-4), 

M 388. But the husbandmen, having seen the son, said amongst 
themselves, This is the heir ; come, let us kill him, and let us have his 
inherifanc.] Mk. has: “But those husbandmen said to one 
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another that this is the heir; come, let us kill him, and ours shall 
be the inheritance.—4» éavrois] Mk. has pds davrovs. Mt. avoids 
wpos in this sense ; cf. v.%, and 167= Mk 816, 

89. And they took him, and cast him outside the vineyard, and M 
killed him.| Mk. has: “And they took him, and killed him, and 
cast him outside the vineyard.” Mt, with the history of the 
Passion in his mind, reverses Mk.'s second and third clauses. 
Christ was crucified outside the city. See on Lk 20%, 

40, 41. When, therefore, the lord of the vineyard shall come, what W 
will he do to those husbandmen? They say to him, He will evilly 
destroy the evil ones, and will give the vineyard to other husbandmen, 
who will render to him the fruits at their seasons.) Mk. has: 
* What wil the lord of the vineyard do? He will come 
and destroy the husbandmen, and will give the vineyard to 
others" In Mk. Christ Himself answers the rhetorical question. 
Mt. places the answer in the mouth of the rulers, that they them- 
selves, as in v.*!, may pronounce their own condemnation. This 
change involves others. Mk.’s abrupt ré momoe ð xiptos Tob 
djsmeAóvos must now, as an independent sentence, be rounded off 
by the anticipation of órav otv Gy, and by the addition of éxe(vois, 
which had been omitted from Mk 7. In v.*! kaxoùs xaxós takes 
the place of éAeicera:, which has been transferred to v.99; éxdaceraz, 
cf. é£éóero, v.28, takes the place of Sauce, and a clause is added to 
round off the sentence. For the phraseology, cf. Ps 1°. 

42. Jesus saith to them, Did you never read in the Scriptures, M. 
The stone which the builders rejected, this became the head of the 
corner : from the Lord was this, and it is marvellous in our eyes ?| 
So Mk., without “Jesus saith to them,” and with “ Did you not 
read this Scripture," for Mt.’s * Did you never read in the Scrip- 
tures" The quotation is from the LXX of Ps 117%. air 
corresponds to the Heb. neutral pronoun nx}. ** This " means this 
fact, that the rejected stone became the head of the corner. 

49. Therefore I say to you, That the kingdom of God shall be E 
taken from you, and shall be given to a nation which produceth its 
Jruits.| The words do not occur in Mk. They are an expository 
comment of the editor. The parable carries forward the thought 
of the preceding section. The Jewish rulers had adopted towards 
the Baptist a policy of non-recognition, which involved them in 
doubts as to the authority of Christ as the Messiah, vv.25-32, Their 
action was typical and prophetic. "They had at all times disobeyed 
the messengers of God, and were on the point of putting to death 
the Messiah, the Son of God, and His final Messenger to them. 
Consequently the divine favour, the kingdom - the vineyard, would 
be withdrawn from them and given to others.  Vv.*!-*? express the 
same thought under another metaphor. The stone which the 
builders of Israel, that is, the Jewish authorities, rejected would 
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become the chief stone in another building. The edifice of Israel's 
national life was to give place to another building ; cf. 1618 oxe- 
Sopjow pov rijv exxAnciav.—i BacirAda roù eo) Since the parable 
as a whole is clearly taken from Mk., there is every reason to 
suppose that this verse, which is not in Mk., is an editorial 
comment on the meaning of the parable. The vineyard was to be 
taken from the Jewish nation; but what term could the editor sub- 
stitute for the vineyard? What he wished to express was, no doubt, 
the privileged position of the Jews as the recipients of a divine 
revelation. But this was just what the Rabbinical writers express 
by “ the sovereignty of the heavens.” When a heathen became a 
proselyte, and was incorporated into the privileged Jewish people, 
he was said to take upon himself the sovereignty of the heavens ; 
see Dalman, Words, p. 97. We might therefore have expected the 
editor to use the phrase fjacueía Gv obpavàv. But since he has 
throughout the Gospel employed this term for the eschatological 
kingdom which Christ announced, and which was to be inaugurated 
when the Son of Man came upon the clouds of heaven, it would 
have been unsuitable here. For that kingdom had never been the 
possession of the Jewish rulers, and could not be taken from 
them. The phrase Baowda roù eod, in the sense current 
among the Jews of the 1st century A.D., of sovereignty of 
God, seemed more suitable here; and the editor, by using it, 
once more betrays his Jewish origin, and emphasises his sense of 
the difference between this phrase in his Gospel and the more 
frequent facia rav oüpayüv. See on 12™ and 21%, and Intro- 
duction, p. Ixvii. —€&9ve] the conception of the Christian society as 
an €vos occurs only here in the Gospel. It has twice been called 
an éxxAycia, 1617 1817, The word is probably here suggested by 
the idea of the Jewish nation, implied in the pov. 

EP 44 And every one who falleth upon this stone shall be dashed in 
pieces: but upon whomsoever it shall fall, it shall scatter him as dust.] 
The words do not occur in Mk. The stone of v.*$ seems to have 
suggested the stone of Is 81* !5 and the stone of Dn 2% 445, The 
verse apparently means that the rejection of the Messiah, “ the son” 
of v. and “the stone” of v.43, would involve the complete break 
up of the Jewish polity.—JAuxp5c«] is borrowed from Dn 2“ (Th), 
and is used in the same sense as in that passage, namely, to break 
into small pieces, or to scatter as dust; see Deissm. Bib. Stud. 
p. 225. See also Briggs, Messianic Prophecy, p. 208. 

The verse is omitted by D 33abeff!? S1. It may perhaps be 
an interpolation from Lk 20!8, where the saying occurs in the form 
was 6 merwv èr éxeivoy tov AMGov, x.r.X. But the verse as it stands 
in Mt. looks very much like an early gloss, suggested by v.*. That 
verse seems to be an editorial interpretation of the meaning of the 
parable. The vineyard was to be given to others, v.®. That is to 
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say, the privileges of the Jewish nation, entrusted to it by God, 
were to be taken from it and given to others. "The editor describes 
these privileges as “the kingdom of God,” by which he probably 
means the whole of the special revelation vouchsafed to the Jewish 
nation. He could hardly have used the term “the kingdom of 
the heavens," because he everywhere employs this term to signify 
the kingdom announced by Christ as coming in the near future. 
Here the parable necessitates the use of a term to describe some 
privilege, corresponding to the vineyard, already in the possession 
of the Jewish nation. It is not very probable that after thus 
interpreting the parable and closing the narrative the editor would 
have added v.** which carries the thought back again to v.9. But 
a later copyist of the Gospel has been reminded by the word é6ve 
(v.9) of a passage in Dn 2** where it is said that the kingdom 
shall not be left to another people, 7 Baca abro? Aa@ érépo obk 
imroAud0 ceras, Th. ; atrn 7) BaotAeía dAXo vos où uù édop, LXX. 
Whilst considering this contrast, his eye was caught by the next 
clause in Dn., Aerrvret. kal Aupyoea máoas ras Bacueias. This 
afforded him the nucleus of an explanatory gloss, v.“, which he 
has built up out of Dn 2% (Th.), Is 8!*15, How, then, are we 
to explain Lk 2018? It is natural to say that, if not genuine in 
Mt., the history of the saying begins with Lk 20!3, whence it has 
been transferred to Mt. But, if I am not mistaken, the history of 
the clause begins rather with Mt 219. It was the &0ve. of that 
verse which directed attention to the “other nation” of Dn 2%, 
and so to the Aixpyoe of that passage. It is improbable that the 
Original editor of Mt. inserted v.“, but it may have been inter- 
polated at a very early date, and may have been read as part of 
the first Gospel by the author of the third. Or it may have passed 
from the first Gospel into the third at so early a date that no hint 
of its spuriousness there is given by the extant witnesses to the 
text of that Gospel. There is, of course, no reason why the same 
glossator should not have inserted the words in both Gospels. 

45. And the chief priest and the Pharisees heard His parables, M. 
and perceived that He speaks about them.) 

40. And seeking to arrest Him, they feared the multitudes, since M 
they held Him for a prophet.| Mk. has: “They were seeking to 
arrest Him, and feared the multitude: for they perceived that He 
spoke the parable with reference to them. And leaving Him, they 
went away.” Mt., who has another parable to insert, omits the last 
clause. Mt.’s slight changes of Mk. are intentional. éyvwcav ydp 
in Mk. explains not the immediately preceding clause, but éfyrow 
abróv xparjoa. Mt. places the clauses in logical order: (a) the 
motive, “they perceived that He spoke about them”; (7) the con- 
sequent action, * seeking to arrest Him”; (c) the hindrance, “ they 
feared the people." Then to maintain the external form of Mk.'s 
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sentence, he adds another clause stating the ground of ¢dofyOycar. 
—dxAovs] as often, for Mk.’s singular. «is srpod»ryv, according to 
Wellhausen, is Aramaic. We should expect as, as in v.™. 

83-46. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following parti 
culars. Both have the order dyOpwros ébvrevoey dpsreA eva, Mt ©, 
Lk 20°. Both insert of yeeypoG Mt 55, Lk Both insert iddrres, 
Mt 9$, Lk !& Both insert otv, Mt *, Lk !5, Both insert oi 
&pxiepecs, Mt 55, Lk 19 More important is the fact that Lk. also 
inserts words almost identical with Mt“. If Mt “ be genuine, 
this agreement might seem to suggest a second source. But 
since in other respects the texts of Mt. and Lk. read like the 
result of independent redaction of Mk., it is better to suppose 
that Lk. had read Mt., and that the agreements just mentioned 
are due to reminiscence by Lk. of Mt's version of the parable. 

The editor here adds a parable from the Logia. 
E XXIL 1l. And Jesus answered again, and spake in parables to 

them, saying, 
L 92 The kingdom of the heavens is likened to a human king, who 

made a marriage for his son.) For pows, see on 13%. For 
dvOpurw Bacci, 18%. 

L 8. And sent his servants to call the invited (guests) to the 
marriage: and they were unwilling to come.| 

L 4. Again, he sent other servants, saying, Say to the invited 
(guests), Behold, my feast I have prepared: my oxen and fatlings 
are slaughtered, and all things are ready: come to the marriage.| 
For the double sending, cf. 2199. 

L 65, 6. And they, neglecting (the invitation), went away, one to kis 
E estate, and one to his business: and the rest seized his servants, 

and ill-treated them, and killed them.|—iSiov| here = the possessive 
pronoun ; see Deissm. B16. Stud. 123. 

E  ". And the king was angry, and sent his armies, and destroyed 
those murderers, and burnt up their city. | 

6, 7. These verses may be due to the editor writing in remem- 
brance of the death of the Baptist, the Crucifixion of the Messiah, 
the persecution of the Apostles, and the destruction of Jerusalem. 
V.8 follows well upon v.5 ot« fjoay afore suits the indifferent 
guests of v.5 much better than the executed murderers of v.*. The 
verse expresses the editor’s belief in the connection between the 
fall of Jerusalem and the Parousia. The marriage feast here 
follows the burning of the city. 

L 8. Then he saith to his servants, The marriage feast is ready, 
but the invited (guests) were not worthy. | 

L 9. Go therefore to the byways, and as many as ye shall find, 
invite to the marriage. |—defddous rav ôr] Cf. Hdt. i. 199. 

L 10. And those servants went out into the highways, and gathered 
all whom they found, both evil and good: and the marriage feast 
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was supplied with guests.]—cvviyyayov] is probably a translation of 
the Aram. root D33 which in the Piel means to “gather,” and in 
the Hiphil to “bring in,” to “invite.” The subst. D395 means 
hospitality, e.g. DTW NDIN, Skabd 127%, Peak, c.i. wovnpors pre- 
pares the way for vv.1-!4.—,ovnpovs re kaí) re xaí only here in 
Mt., re occurs also in 27 2812, 

1-10. So far the editor has adapted a Logian “kingdom” 
parable to his context. In the original parable the story of a 
king who made a marriage feast and invited guests who were 
indifferent to the invitation, was used to describe the reception 
accorded to the good news of the coming kingdom of the heavens. 
By inserting vv.*" the editor has adapted this, and brought it into 
line with Mark’s parable of the Husbandmen, and the preceding 
parable of the Two Sons. The Jewish nation in the person of its 
rulers had refused to listen to God's call to repentance (2183), had 
rejected the Messiah (v.9), and had neglected the summons to 
the marriage feast (225). Consequently, judgement upon them 
was at hand. Another people would receive their privileges (214° 
2219) whilst the Jewish metropolis, and with it the Jewish polity, 
would be destroyed, 22%. The next four verses seem to be the 
closing paragraph of another parable. They are hardly suitable 
here as a conclusion of vv.1-!°, because the people invited in from 
the streets could hardly be expected to have provided themselves 
with festal attire. The parable to which 1134 originally belonged no 
doubt spoke of an interval between the invitation and the feast, 
during which the guests were expected to make suitable preparations. 

Such a parable is attributed to Jochanan ben Zaccai in B. 
Shabbath 153°, and to Judah ha Nasi in Midr. Koh 98 (Wünsche, 
p. 122). A king invited his servants to a feast, but gave them no 
fixed time for the meal. The wise attired themselves fittingly, and 
waited at the palace door. The foolish went away to their work. 
Suddenly the king issued his summons. The wise came in their 
festal robes, and the foolish in their working clothes. ‘These were 
made to stand and watch the wise enjoying the meal. Lk 1415-4 
has a parable of similar outline to Mt 22!39, But the language 
and details are quite different. The two Evangelists clearly are 
not borrowing from the same written source. 

ll. And the king went in to behold the guests, and saw there L 
a man not attired in a wedding garment.|— otx évdedupévov] cf. 
Moulton, pp. 231 f.—@edvac Gas] cf. on 11". 

19. And he saith to him, Friend, how camest thou in here not L 
having a wedding garment? And he was reduced to silence.}— 
éraipe| See on 20%, 

18. Then the king said to the servants, Bind him feet and hands, L 
and cast him out into the outer darkness ; there shall be the wailing 
and the gnashing of teeth.] Parable and fulfilment here inter- 
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mingle. In the parable the rejected guest was dismissed from 
the palace with ignominy. But the editor has in mind the fulfil 
ment of the parable in the expulsion of the unworthy from the 
kingdom into the darkness of Gehenna, cf. 13*-- 43, and gives the 
ending of the parable in terms more appropriate to its explanation 
and fu filment. For rò oxéros, x.r.À, see on 8!2, 

L 14. For many are called, but few chosen.] Vy.1-4 do not seem 
to suit this connection. The editor has added them apparently 
because of the similarity of subject-matter, a wedding feast 2%, 
a wedding garment 1-14, Vy,1-10 in this connection seem clearly 
prophetic of the fate of the Jewish nation. That is to say, this 
application is given to the parable by the context into which the 
editor has set it. But vv.!!* seem to have no bearing upon this 
application, unless we suppose that the editor found in the verses 
some such train of thought as the following. The Jews as a 
nation would be punished for their rejection of God's call by the 
destruction of their national polity, vv.!*. "Their privileges would 
be given to other people, v.!°; but though the invitation would be 
given to all, none would be admitted without the proper qualifica- 
tion, 4-4, It seems clear that the parable from which 1133 are 
taken originally had reference not to the Jewish nation at all, but 
to the Christian society waiting for the coming kingdom. During 
this period the disciples were to be in a state of readiness, 
when the kingdom came all who were not prepared would be 
rejected. Compare the parable of the Tares, 13% %43, and that 
of the Virgins, 25-*. The wedding garment obviously symbolises 
a condition of readiness and equipment with the necessary quali- 
fication. What this is need not be further defined than by saying 
that it is the righteousness obtained by obedience to Christ's 
teaching, 5%; or by doing the will of God, 7*!; or the moral 
qualifications which Christ recommends, 18? ; or confession of 
Him before men, 10%. V.M seems to express this warning in a 
proverbial form. Many are called to enter the kingdom, but 
comparatively few obtain the necessary qualifications, and are 
ultimately admitted. The words, though they express the same 
lesson of warning as vv.1115, do not seem very harmonious in form 
with them. ‘They may be a detached saying added here by the 
editor because of the verbal connection! between xAyroí and 
xexAnpévor, vv.*-*. The contrast between the few and the many is 
found in 2 Es 8! “The Most High hath made this world for many, 
but the world to come for few"; “There be many created, but 
few shall be saved”; cf. 855 “the multitude of them that perish "; 
95 “there shall be more of them which perish, than of them 
which shall be saved”; Apoc. Bar 44% “the dwelling of the rest 
who are many will be in the fire." 

1 Cf. on 6? 187, 
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15-22. From Mk 121*V, See Gould in loc. 
15. Then the Pharisees went and took counsel how they might M 

entrap Him in argument. 
16. And they send to Him their disciples with the Herodians, M 

saying, Teacher, we know that Thou art true, and teachest the way 
of God in truth, and carest not for any man ; for Thou regardest 
not the person of men.) Mk. has: “ And they send to Him certain 
of the Pharisees and of the Herodians, that they might ensnare Him 
in argument. And they came and say to Him, Teacher, We know 
that Thou art true, and carest not for any man ; for Thou regardest 
not the person of men, but truly teachest the way of God." In 
Mk. the “they” must refer to the chief priests and elders and 
scribes, who have not been mentioned by name since 11%. Mt., 
who throughout regards the Pharisees as the most bitter of Christ's 
opponents, and lays stress on their hostility, has inserted chief 
priests and Pharisees in 21“, and reintroduces them here as the 
subject of the sentence. For róre, see on 2*. For sopevÓévres, 
see on 212; and for cvpBovAwy AaBoy, 121. Mt. substitutes 
waydetey for Mk.’s dypevev. He retains here, unusually, Mk.'s 
historic present, droordAAovow. He had omitted the Herodians 
from Mk 3°, but retains them here because their presence adds 
point to the narrative. As supporters of Herod, they would have 
been glad to denounce to the Roman Government any one who 
agitated against the political s/a£vs guo. The rearrangement of 
clauses in v.!° brings together the two positive sentences followed by 
the two negative ones.—rijv ó9óv rot 0«o?] for dov, see on 2131. The 
way of God is the conduct or manner of life which God requires. 

17. Zell us, therefore, What thinkest Thou? Ts tt lawful to give t 
tribute to Cesar or not?) Mk. omits the first clause, and adds 
Spev $) py Sapper. For rf coe Soxet, see on 17%. For Mts 
omission of the redundant “ shall we give or not give,” see on 816; 
and for xgvaos, 17%. 

18. And Jesus perceived their malice, and said, Why tempt ye I 
Me, ye hypocrites?) Mk. has: “And He knew (eidds) their 
hypocrisy, and said to them, Why tempt ye Me?” Mt. substitutes 
wovnptav for irdxpiow, but adds troxpiral, 

19. Show to Me the tribute coin. And they brought to Him a x 
denarius.| Mk. has: “Bring Me a denarius, that I may see it. 
And they brought (one).” Mk.’s $épere may be due to the fact that 
Roman denarii would not be current in the Temple, and were, there- 
fore, not likely to be found there. Ifso, Mt. with his érde(gare misses 
the point. SeeSwete. For zpoc pu, see Introduction, p. Ixxxvi. 

20. And He saith to them, Whose is this representation and M 
legend? They say to Him, Cæsars.) Mk. has: “And He saith 
to them, Whose is this representation and legend? And they said 
to Him, Cæsars.” For róre, see 27. 
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M 21 Then He saith to them, Render therefore fo Cæsar the things 
of Cesar, and tò God the things of God.) So Mk., with “ And Jesus 
said” and no obv, which occurs in Mk. about four times as against 
about fifty-six occurrences in Mt. For the meaning, see Swete. 

M 22. And they heard (it), and marvelled, and left Him, and 
departed.| Mk. has: “And they were marvelling at Him."— 
éGavpacay] aor. for Mk.’s imperfect, as often. 

15-22. Lk. agrees with Mt. in omitting Sipe 4} p) SSper from 
Mk v.44; in defare Lk *=Mt !? éwideifare against Mt 195 dépere ; 
and in the order érodore—ra Kaícapos as against Mk.'s rà Kaioapos 
&ró8ore. Also in aùrois, Mt ™  spós avrovs, Lk $5. 

23-33. From Mk 12!5?7, 
M. = 923. On that day there came to Him Sadducees, saying that there is 

no resurrection, and they asked Him.) Mk. has: “ And there come 
Sadducees to Him, who say that there i is no resurrection ; and they 
were asking Him.” For év éxeivp Tj) ép, see 13! ; arpoa Bor, 
see on 435. Mt. avoids Mk.’s hist. pres. &pxovra& as often.— 
érepórgsay] Mt. avoids Mk.'s imperf., as often. 

M. 24. Saying, Teacher, Moses said, If a man die, not having 
children, his brother should marry his ‘wife, and raise up seed fo his 
brother.| Mk. has : “Saying, Teacher, Moses wrote for us, that if 
a man’s brother die, and leave a wife, and leave no child, that his 
brother should take his wife, and raise up seed to his brother.” 
Mk.’s Greek is awkward. In &ypayev ór.—iva there is a confusion 
of two constructions, and the threefold ddeAdcs obscures the 
meaning. Mt. substitutes res for ros ddeAgds, thus getting rid of 
one á&Adós, omits the superfluous iva, omits the unnecessary «ai 
karaÀímy yuvaixa, and substitutes the technical éreyaupevem for 
AáfBy :! cf. Gn 389 ydpBpevoa abrjv. In Lv 18% p marriage 
with a deceased brothers wife is forbidden. But Dt 255! 
specifies certain circumstances under which it shall be the duty of a 
man to contract such a marriage.—45) čxwv réxva] The Heb. has 
simply "son," £e. male issue. But the LXX has owéppa, and 
Jos. (Ant. iv. 255) interpreted in this sense. 

M 28. And there were with us seven brethren; and the first, havi: 
married, died, and not having seed, left his wife to hes Brother | 
Mk. has: “Seven brethren there were; and the first took a wife, 
and died, and left no seed.” 

M 20. Likewise the second, and the third, to the seventh.| Mk. 
has: “ And the second took her, and died, not leaving seed. And 
the third likewise. And the seven left no seed." 

M 27. And last of all, the woman died. ] So Mk. with &rxarov for 
jorepov. Mt. seven times has torepov. 

M 28. In the resurrection, therefore, of which of them shall she be 

! In Dt 255 LXX has xal cvvomjoe arg for 32%, but Aq. has (cal) ércyen- 
Bpevoes (avri). 
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wife, for all had her f] Mk. has: “In the resurrection, of which 
of them shall she be wife, for the seven had her as wife?" Mt. 
avoids Mk.'s repeated “seven” and ''wife," and inserts a con- 
necting particle (oty). 

20. And Jesus answered and said to them, Ye err, not knowing M 
the Scriptures, nor the power of God.] Mk. has: ‘‘Jesus said to 
them, Do ye not therefore err,” etc. Christ’s answer is twofold. 
In denying the possibility of a resurrection, and in supposing that 
imaginary complications arising out of earthly relationships could 
be used as an argument against it, they betrayed (a) insufficient 
knowledge of the law, which, if it did not explicitly teach the doc- 
trine of the resurrection, yet did implicitly teach its possibility ; (5) 
want of faith in the power of God to solve all such difficulties as 
they alleged. Broadly speaking, a belief in a resurrection was a 
fundamental doctrine of Jewish literature from the second century 
B.C. See Charles, Zschatology; Volz, Jiid. Eschat. 240 ff. ; Schürer, 
i. ii. 179 ff. But very varied views were held as to its scope. 
The Sadducees denied it; see Jos. Wars, ii. 165; B. Sanh 9o. 
So did the Samaritans, who were accused by the Jews of having 
falsified the Pentateuch in order to obliterate passages which taught 
it; Sank go”. Appeal was made on behalf of it to Scripture, eg. 
in B. San go> R. Jochanan appeals to Nu 18%, from which it 
is deduced that Aaron is eternally living: * Here is also the 
resurrection of the dead signified.” R. Simai appealed to Ex 64 
‘The Sadducees asked R. Gamaliel, Whence is it proved that the 
Holy One, blessed be He, will raise the dead? He answered, From 
the Pentateuch, the Prophets, and the Hagiographa.” There follow 
citations of Dt 3116, Is 26!%, and Ca 71°. “He has no part in 
the world to come,” says the Mishnah (Sanh 101), “who denies 
that the resurrection can be proved from the Pentateuch.” 

80. For in the resurrection they do not marry, nor are given in M 
marriage, but are as angels in heaven.!] Mk. has: “ For when they 
rise from the dead they do not marry, nor are given in marriage ; 
but are as angels in the heavens.” "The point seems to be that, in 
the life which follows the resurrection, men will then be as the 
angels in heaven now are, immortal, and without need of marriage 
to propagate their kind. 

81, 82. But concerning the resurrection of the dead, Have ye M 
not read that which was said to you by God, saying, Tam the God 
of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob 1 Hes 
not the God of dead (persons), but of living.| The inference seems 
to be that when the words were spoken the patriarchs were still 

1 èv rg obparQ. Mk. has é» rots oóparois, and the plural would accord with 
the usage of the first Gospel. Cf. 24% 9 189, Mk 153? has the singular in this 
connection, and Mt. there substitutes the plural, so that the singular in 229 is 
all the more unexpected. 
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living, and that their resurrection was a natural and probable 
corollary. Cf. the similar inference from Nu 18% with reference 
to Aaron, quoted above from Sank go’. Mk. has: “But com- 
cerning the dead, that they rise: have ye not read in the book of 
Moses, at ‘he Bush how God spake to him, saying, I am the God 
of Abraham, and God of Isaac, and God of Jacob? He is not 
God of dead persons, but of living: ye greatly err.” The quota- 
tion is from Ex 3°. 

83. And when the multitudes heard, they were astonished at His 
feaching.] The editor inserts here words which he has omitted 
from Mk 1138 “For all the multitude was astonished at His 
teaching.” 

23-33. Lk. agrees with Mt. against Mk. in the following : 
zpoaijA0ov, Mt 33 = poo eA0óvres, Lk 7; épyovraz, Mk 34. 
érnpwrncay, Mt B, Lk ?7; érypwrav, Mk 18, 
vorepov, Mt *', Lk 82; écyarov, Mk %, 
elxev, Mt 3, Lk *; éd», Mk *. 
Both Mt 3 and Lk 35 insert ody, and both omit AaBer airgy, 

kai &séflayev pù karaQuzov oréppa from Mk 2, 

23. Aéyorres] SoN BD a/S! S? (“and they say”). The meaning seems 
to be that certain Sadducees came and denied that there was a resurrection. 
Nc E F a/ have ol XAéyorres ; but with this reading we should expect also el 
Ladsovxaioz. 

90. dyyedu) Add 0eo0, N L. Omit BD 1 209 latt S! S*, 

84-40. Cf. Mk 12294, 
84. And the Pharisees, having heard that He had silenced the 

Sadducees, were gathered together. 
85. And one of them asked Him, testing Him. 
Mk. here records the story of a scribe who, approving of 

Christ's answers, himself asked a question, and expressed great 
approval of the answer which he received. "The story ends with 
a statement of Christ's appreciation of the character of His 
questioner. In Mt. the incident takes a different turn. The 
Pharisees gather together, and one of them puts a question to 
Christ, testing Him. The whole of Mk.'s continuation of the 
narrative after Christ's answer is omitted. It is difficult to see in 
the continual mention of the Pharisees in Mt. any other purpose 
than a desire to prepare the way for the chapter of denunciation 
of the scribes and Pharisees which is to follow in ch. 23. Cf. 21% 
“the chief priests and the Pharisees,” 2255 “the Pharisees,” 
9 “the Pharisees,” €! “the Pharisees.” This may account for 
the unfavourable view taken here of Mk.’s scribe. He was a 
Pharisee, and came to Christ with hostile intent. Consequently 
the approval expressed of him by Christ must be dropped, and 
with it goes what may have seemed to the editor the somewhat 
patronising words of the scribe in Mk 123* 33, Cf. the omission 
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of the reproachful où 4éAe« cov from Mk 4% = Mt 835, and of the 
somewhat sarcastic question from Mk 6% = Mt 14". 

In this way Mt 22% might be explained as due to editorial 
revision of Mk 12%.. But another factor has to be taken into 
account. Lk. in the parallel to Mk. abbreviates the whole section 
into one sentence: “And certain of the scribes answered and 
said, Teacher, Thou hast well said. For no one dared to ask 
Him anything.” Two reasons for this shortening may be con- 
jectured—(a) Lk. found Mk.’s narrative to be not free from 
objection; (4) he had already inserted a similar story free from 
the objectionable element in 10?537, Now, Lk 10257 agrees in 
some points with Mt 22% against Mk 12. In both, according 
to the usual text, the questioner is described as voyixds. In both 
he comes to test Christ—7epátov, Mt 55; édcrepáluv, Lk 35. 
Both stories have a definite reference to the law, êv Tẹ vóp ; and 
both omit the quotation from Dt 6*, and partially assimilate Mk.'s 
quotation of Dt 65 to the Hebrew by substituting v for Mk.'s èx 
(=LXX). Lk., however, has both prepositions. These facts are 
rather difficult to explain. We might suppose that Mt. and Lk. 
were both acquainted with a narrative of a lawyer who came to 
tempt Christ. Lk. inserted it in ch. 10, and afterwards omitted the 
somewhat similar narrative of Mk 12, whilst Mt. substituted it for 
the story of Mk 12. Or Mt.’s text may be regarded as a revision 
of Mk.’s, and Lk 1025?7 may be entirely independent, or affected 
by reminiscence of Mt. and Mk. on the part of Lk. 

86. Teacher, what kind of commandment is great in the law?) M? 
Mk. has: “What kind of commandment is first of all ?”—-rotos 
cf. 19'8, Or it is equivalent to ris; cf. 21957, Win.-Schm. 

. 241. 
E 87. And He said to him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God M? 
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind.) 
Mk. has: “Jesus answered that the first is, Hear, O Israel; The 
Lord our God is one Lord: And thou shalt love the Lord thy 
God from all thy heart, and from all thy soul, and from all thy 
mind, and from all thy strength.” The quotation is from Dt 6°. 
The LXX has “from all thy mind (&voías), and from all thy 
soul, and from all thy power (Svvdyews).” But A F Luc have 
xapdias for ĉavoias. Mk. seems to have conflated the two 
renderings, and to have substituted loyvos for Svvdpews. Mt., 
remembering the fact that there were only three clauses in the 
original, retains only the first three from Mk., and assimilates to 
the Hebrew by substituting à for éx. 

88. This is the great and first commandment.]| M? 
80. A second similar one ts this, Thou shalt love thy neighbour wp 

as thyself.) The quotation is from Lv 1918, and has already been 
quoted in 19!8, This saying in a negative form is ascribed to Hillel 

16 
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in B. Sabb 31* “ What is hateful to thee, do not do to thy neigh- 
bour. That is the whole law. All else is commentary upon it."! 

M? 40. On these two commandments hangeth the whole law, and the 
prophets.| Mk. has: “ Greater than these is no other command- 
ment.” 

Mt. here postpones Mk ** to the end of the next section, 
where it suitably closes the whole series of questions. 

84. éxi rb abré] D latt S! S? have éw’ aírór cf. 277 owýyayor èr’ abrós. 
èri has here a hostile significance, as in Ac 47. This reading gives an 
admirable sense, and would be easily corrupted into ér? rà aóró: cf. Ac 49. 

85. rouxós] Om. 1 e S! Arm Orig. The word occurs seven times in 
Lk., not in Mk., nor elsewhere in Mt. 

37. Barolo] c S! S? have ‘‘ power” (c. virtute) 2 lexói from Mk. S! S? 
aga a ** from " for é» throughout, assimilating to Mk. (and the Pesh. VS. 
Oo 

41-45. From Mk 12%-8%, 
M — 4L And when the Pharisees were gathered together, Jesus asked 

them, saying.] Mk. has: * And Jesus answered and said, as He 
taught in the temple." For the emphasis on the Pharisees, cf. 
on v.%. The collocation of cwvx0ycav, v.95, with rep roo Xpurrog, 
v.42, suggests that very possibly the Evangelist had in mind Ps 2°. 

M 49. What think ye about the Messiah? Whose Son is He! 
They say to Him, , David's.] Mk. has: “How say the scribes 
that the Messiah is David's Son?"—fí ipivy oxa] cf. on 17™. 
For Aéyovow arg, cf. 19" 2191 2231, 

M 48. He saith to them, How then does David in the Spirit call 
Him Lord, saying? Mk. has: “ David himself in the Holy Spirit 
said." —4v xvevpare] że. by divine inspiration. Cf. “ David said in 
the Holy Spirit,” Schtr ha-Schirim 2! (Wünsche, p. 54), and see 
Bacher, Exeget. Termin. ii. 202. 

M 44. The Lord said to My Lord, Sit at My right hand until I 
place Thy enemies underneath Thy feet.) So Mk. That is to say, 
“there is a Psalm of David in which the writer speaks of the 
Messiah as Lord.” It is assumed that the Psalm is Davidic, and 
that it deals with the Messiah. The reference is to Ps rrol. 
Both Mt. and Mk. differ from the LXX in omitting the article 
before xvptos, and in substituting troxdrw for úroróĉov. 

M 48. /f, therefore, David calls Him Lord, how is He His Son? 
Mk. has: ** David himself calls Him Lord, and whence is He His 
Son?” Christ here raises a difficulty which He does not solve. 
If the Messiah is David’s Son, how is it that David, speaking by 
divine inspiration, ascribes to Him a divine title and divine 
prerogatives? ‘The solution suggested, though not expressed, is 
that the Messiah is not only Son of David, but Son of God. See 
Dalm. Words, pp. 285 f. 

! Cf. also Sipra on Lv 1938 (Ugol. zol. 853) 5 R — Akiba said, This is the 
greatest commandment in the law," and A R. (Wünsche, p. 113). 
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46. And no one could answer Him a word, nor did any one M 
dare from that day to question Him any further.] Mk. has: “ And 
no one any further dared to question Him." 

Mt. and Lk. agree in the following: 
abrovs, Mt 41, Lk 4, 
xadrei—ras, Mt *5, Lk 4; Aéye—4360c, Mk T, 
Both insert otv, Mt *5, Lk «4 

44. iróxaro] NBD albehq S! S*; brorôdior, EF al latt. In Mk. 
bwéxarw is read by B DE T4 28 S!, bworddioy by NALX a/ latt. Lk. has 
bmomódvr here (X B al S!, but D latt S? órórarw) and in Ac 29. 

XXIII. For Mk 129% Mt. substitutes a much longer dis- 
course. The relation of this to Lk, may be shown as follows: 

Lk. Mt. 
1-8 
4 114 
5 
€» — Mk 1235.9 1143 2046 

Tb-11 

12 1411 184 
15 1152 
15 
16-22 

“ 
25-26 1189-41 
27-28 114 
29-81 1147-48 
52-83 
34-36 1149-51 
87-89 1 334-35 

It will be seen that Lk 1199-9 contains sayings spoken to a 
Pharisee, 3, or Pharisees, #2, or lawyers, “, all of which are 
incorporated in Mt 23, but without distinction of audience, in a 
different order, and in different language. The last difference 
makes it very unlikely that Mt. and Lk. had a common written 
source. Mt vv.?7-9 recur in Lk 139**5 in a different context, and 
with variations of language. A common written source is im- 
probable. 

l. Then Jesus spake to the multitudes, and to His disciples, say- E 
ing.) Mk. has: “ Andin His teaching, He was saying.” Lk. also 
has rots paĝyraîs in this connection. 

9. The scribes and the Pharisees sit on the seat of Moses.) Cf. L 
B. Rosh ha Shanah 25* “ Every council of three in Israel is like the 
council of Moses”; Adoth 1! ** Moses received . . . and delivered 
to Joshua, and Joshua to the elders, and the elders to the 
prophets, and the prophets to the men of the great synagogue."— 
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ixdÓwray] The aor. is difficult. It may be due to the fact that 
the editor writes from his own standpoint, and looks back upon 
the period when the scribes and Pharisees were in power. But 
Wellhausen speaks of it as a Semiticism. 

L 8 All things therefore whatsoever they say to you, do and 
observe.| The words are difficult in view of the criticism of the 
regulations of the traditional law in 151-9; cf. esp. 155. We must 
suppose that a limitation is to be inferred from “sit in Moses’ 
seat.” Do all things that they teach, in so far as this is in 
harmony with the spirit of the Mosaic law. The comprehensive- 
ness of the saying reminds us of 5185,— But do mot according fo 
their works: for they say, and do not.) This can hardly mean 
that the Pharisees did not themselves endeavour to conform to 
the regulations of the traditional law. The Aéyovew implies that 
the whole Pharisaic system was professedly an endeavour to fulfil 
the commands of God expressed in the Old Testament, and to 
live up to the moral standard there revealed. By ob wosotc: is 
meant that in practice their system tended to miss the real 
righteousness of the Old Testament, and to overlook its true prin- 
ciples, love, mercy, truth, etc. Cf. 12’ They professed regard 
for the Old Testament, but neglected the mercy which it taught; 
15* 5 they so explained away the divine command of filial duty as 
to sanction the direct contrary; 23% they paid great attention to 
minuter regulations of the law, but neglected the great underlying 
moral principles. 

L 4. And they bind heavy burdens, and lay them upon the 
shoulders of men ; and they themselves with their finger are unwilling 
to move them away.) Lk 11 has: “Ye burden men with in- 
tolerable burdens, and yourselves touch not the burdens with one of 
your fingers.” The verse gives an example of the failure to ** do” 
referred to in v.3 The law was given not as a burden, but as 
a privilege. But the Pharisaic interpretation of it made it a 
burden upon life. And the Pharisees refused to lighten this ever- 
accumulating burden of legal restrictions in the slightest degree. 
Traditionalism is always unwilling to relinquish what has become 
effete and antiquated. "The burdens referred to are those of the 
traditional law with its ever-increasing complexity. 

For xwwjoa = “ to remove,” cf. Rev 25 614, 
L 8. And all their works they do to be seen of men: for they 

make wide their phylacteries, and enlarge their tassels.| The verse 
emphasises a special vice which was eating into the heart of the 
whole Pharisaic system. For ¢vAaxrjma, see DB, “ Phylacteries.” 
For xpdoweda, cf. on 9™. 

ML 6,7. And love the chief seat at feasts and the first places tn the 
synagogues, and salutations in the market-places, and to be called by 
men, Rabbi.) Lk. has (119): “You love the first place in the 
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synagogues, and the salutations in the market- places.” Mk. 
reverses the order, and so does Lk. in the parallel to Mk 20%, 
—d¢urov01] so Lk. firovvrwv. Mk 88 has 0eMóvrov. 

8. But be not ye called Rabbi: for one is your Teacher, and all L 
ye are brethren. | 

9. And call no man your father upon earth: for one ts your Father, L 
the heavenly one] xarépa pù xadeonre oj is harsh. “Father” was a 
term of respect for the men of a past generation ; cf. the title of the 
Mishnic treatise Pirke Aboth = Sayings of the Fathers, and the title 
zaTépov ùpvos of Ecclus 44. The Aramaic Abba was used as a 
title or name of distinguished teachers; cf. Levy, JVeuAeb. Wörter- 
buch; Dalm. Words, 339. 

10. And be not called leader: for one is your leader, even L 
Christ.)  xa@yyyrjs and &:8doxados (v.8) are probably renderings 
of 233. If so, the two verses are duplicate versions of one saying. 
See Dalm. Words, 340. 

ll But the greater among you shall be your minister.) Ct. Mk L 
35 1015, 

: 12. And whosoever shall exalt himself shall be abased, and who- I, 
soever shall humble himself shall be exalted.) Cf. Pr 2993. Similar 
words occur in Lk 141! 18M, 

4. a] Addxal 8ucBdoraxra, BD al. OmitN a Lı 
abe MOT Probable an interpolation from Lk “oe iie 
T Saxridy aùr wr] Om. S, 

5. rà pvħaxrhpia airway] S! S? have “‘the thongs of their frontlets.”— 
peyadtrvovew rd xpdoweda] S! S? have ''lengthen the fringe(s) of their 
cl ” The translators are influenced by knowledge of Jewish practice and 
custom. 

7. D al S! S e el. 
8. any eel e S'S* Mere edil not ye men Rabbi,” assimilating to v.9, 
12. E F G a/ add here: '* Woeto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites : 

for ye devour the houses of widows, and for a pretence pray at length. 
Therefore ye shall receive more abundant judgement.” Omit N BDL Zae 
ff!g!*S! The words are an interpolation from Mk 12%, Lk 20". ' In some 
authorities the words stand after v.?5, 

18-82. Seven illustrations of Pharisaic “saying,” and “not 
doing." 

18. But woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye shut L 
the kingdom of the heavens before men: for ye enter not in, neither 
do ye allow those who are going in to enter.) Lk 1152 has: ‘Woe 
to you, lawyers! for ye took away the key of knowledge. Your- 
selves ye did not enter, and those were going in ye prevented.” 
Cf. Fragment of a Lost Gospel, ed. Grenfell and Hunt, ll. 41-46, 
which may be reconstructed as follows: “ The key of the kingdom 
(or of knowledge) they hid. Themselves entered not, neither 
suffered they those who were going in to enter." 'The meaning is 
that the Pharisaic interpretation of the law obscured rather than 
illuminated its religious content. 
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L 15. But woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye go 
about sea and land to make one proselyte, and when he is become (one) 
ye make him twice as much as yourselves a son of Gehenna.| For 
the Jewish Propaganda, cf. Bousset, Rel. Jud. 80-82; Schürer, 
I. ii, 291 ff. For rj» £ypáv — ry ym, cf. Jon 1°, Hag 2°.—vloe 
yeevvms] that is, one destined for Gehenna ; cf. DIT) *32, Rosh ha Sh 
175, XIN phiyn 12 = “son of the coming age”, Berakh 57°. 

rojou va, mporýÀvrov] £.e. to Pharisaism. Whilst the number 
of heathen attracted to Judaism at this period was very great, 
a comparatively small proportion would have been regarded by 
the Pharisees as satisfactory converts. The Hellenistic Jewish 
literature, e.g. the writings of Philo and the Sibylline Oracles 
(Book iii.), are evidence of the zeal of Jews of the Dispersion to 
attract Gentiles to the worship of the one God. But converts to 
Pharisaism as distinguished from Judaism, with its infinite variety 
of shades of belief and practice (Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes, 
Therapeute, and those who belonged to none of these orders), 
were probably few. a may reflect upon this comparative failure 
of Pharisaic missionary zeal. Friedlander! ingeniously illustrates the 
verse by reference to Jos. Ant. xx. 34-48. It is there recorded that 
a Jewnamed Ananias converted to the worship of God Izates, son of 
Monobazus of Adiabene, but told him that he could worship God 
without being circumcised. However, another Jew, “reputed to be 
accurately acquainted with Jewish learning," wdvu wepi rà warpia 
Soxadv dxptBys elvan, persuaded Izates to be circumcised, on the 
ground that he was guilty of impiety in neglecting to do so. 
Friedlander sees in this story an example of the Pharisaic zeal in 
compassing sea and land to make one proselyte to their own rigid 
interpretation of the universal application of the requirements of 
the law to the Gentiles. 

L 16. Woe to you, blind guides, who say, Whosoever shall swear by 
the temple, it is not valid ; but whosoever shall swear by the gold of 
the temple, is bound by his oath.) Cf. 5®*87, As in that section, the 
reference is not to legal oaths but to the unnecessary reference to 
divine things in common life, Kiddushin 71* “by the temple,” 
Taanith 24° '* by the temple worship.” 

L 1%. Fools and blind: for which is greater, the gold, or the temple 
that hallowed the gold f] 

L 18. And, Whosoever shall swear by the altar, it is not valid ; 
but whosoever shall swear by the gift which is upon tt, he ts bound 
by his oath. | 

19. Ye blind men: for which is greater, the gift, or the altar 
that halloweth the gift?) B C al prefix pwpoi xaí£, as in v.. 

L 20. He therefore who sweareth by the altar, sweareth by if, and 
by all that is upon it.) 

1 Rel. Beweg. pp. 32 f. 
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21. And he who sweareth by the temple, sweareth by tt, and by L 
Him who dwelleth in it. 

22. And he who sweareth by heaven, sweareth by the throne of L 
God, and by Him that sitteth upon it.] 

28. Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye tithe L 
mint and dill and cummin, and have neglected the weightier matters 
of the law, judgement, and mercy, and faith: these ye ought to have 
done, and not to have neglected those.) Lk 11% has: “But woe 
unto you, Pharisees! for ye tithe mint and rue and every herb, 
and pass by judgement and the love of God: these ye ought to 
have done, and not to have passed over those.”—For the tithing of 
small herbs, cf. Maaser, i. 1: “ Everything which is eatable, and is 
preserved, and has its nourishment from the soil, is liable to be 
tithed.—ydvécpov|= mint. See DB, “ Mint."—dvz60ov] æ dill. See 
DB, “Anise”; cf. Maaser, iv. 5: “Rabbi Eliezer said, Of dill 
must one tithe the seed, and the leaves, and the stalks.” —x«vpivov] 
Sce DB, “Cummin.” All three herbs were used in cooking, and 
the two latter for medicinal purposes. For dv50ov, Lk. has 
mjyavov. Nestle, Ex. Times, Aug. 1904, suggests a misreading 
of BY = mýyavov, for NDIY = dvyfov. For “ judgement,” cf. 

Is 117, Jer 228, Zec 79, Secrets of Enoch 42° “ Blessed is he who 
gives a just judgement for the orphan and the widow.” For 
“ mercy," cf. 9!®; and for “faith,” cf. Hab 24. 

24. Blind guides, who strain out the gnat, and swallow down L 
the camel.) 

25. Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye cleanse L 
the outside of the cup and of the platter, but within they are full of 
rapacity and wantonness.| Lk i19 has: “Now, ye Pharisees 
cleanse the outside of the cup and the plate (riveg), but your 
inside is full of rapacity and wickedness.—yéuovsw] The verb is 
usually followed by a genitive. 4x here signifies that the contents 
of the vessels are obtained by immoral methods. 

28. S! S? omit. Burkitt thinks that they presuppose rara 3& sofa 
Káxeiva ph ddeiva, and that this is original, being a literal translation of an 

ic idiom. In Lk 119 S? again omits &e, but S! presupposes it. But 
the Syriac VSS. elsewhere omit óei, So S! Mk 9! 13%, Lk 1212 18! 24%, 
Jn 3! 49-9! ; S? Mk 13%, Lk 24, Jn 37. 

28. For the purification of vessels, see Schürer, 11. ii. 106 ff., and 
B. Kelim. The verse is aimed at the excessive importance attached 
to the ceremonial cleanness or uncleanness of utensils. After all, 
what does this matter, provided that they are used for honourable 
purposes? But if they be used to contain food gained in a dis- 
honest manner, they may rightly be regarded as unclean. 

26. Blind Pharisee, cleanse first the contents of the cup and of the L 
platter, that its outside also may be clean.) That is, **use the vessels 
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only for food honestly procured, and it will be unnecessary to ask 
if the outside is ceremonially clean." Lk 119-*! has: “ Ye fools, 
did not He who made the outside make also the inside? But give 
as alms what is within; and, behold, all things are pure to you.” 
It is questionable whether the two Evangelists understood the 
words to be a polemic against the Pharisaic regulations about the 
purification of vessels, or whether they interpreted cup and plate as 
metaphors for men, like the sepulchres of the next verse, and 
understood the words to be aimed at the regulations concerning 
personal ceremonial cleanness ; cf. Mk 7!f. In Mt. the reference 
to the cleansing of literal vessels seems hardly disputable, and asrov 
in v.9 would have to be deleted before rov sorgpíov could be 
interpreted as a metaphor of the human person. Lk., by i 
Uv in v.9, seems to draw a contrast, not, as in Mt., between the 
outside of "the vessels and their contents, but ‘between the 
ceremonial cleanness of the vessels and the moral uncleanness of 
their possessors. Cf. Buddhist and Christian Gospels, p. 84: 
“What use to thee is matted hair, O fool! what use the goatskin 
garment? Within thee there is ravening; the outside thou 
makest clean." But in v.“ he seems to fall back upon the other 
contrast between the inside and outside of the vessels. Wellhausen 
thinks that Lk. has here misrendered his original. He would 
transpose éowfey and we (with D Cyp) in v.9, render soi 
by do=set straight =cleanse, and substitute for Sdre éAegpoovvqw 
Mt.’s xafdpwov. “Does not the man who cleanses the inside 
cleanse the outside too? (cf. Mk 71€). Cleanse the inside, and, 
lo, all is clean.” If this be the original form of the saying, Mt. has 
wrongly inserted rov rornpiov and abro? in v.%. But, however the 
apparent inconsistency in Lk. be explained, it seems most natural to 
suppose that Mt. rightly understood the saying to be aimed at the 
casuistical distinctions between clean and unclean utensils.\—«ui 
TRS wapoyidos}] omit D S! 1 209 ade ff. 

L 27. Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye are 
like to whitened tombs, which outside appear beautiful, but inside are 
full of dead bones, and all uncleanness.| Lk 11% has: “ Woe to 
you! for ye are as sepulchres that are unseen, and the men who 
walk over them do not know it" It was customary on the 1 5ih 
of the month Adar to whitewash graves, that people might not 
unintentionally touch them and contract ceremonial defilement ; 
B. Moed Qat. x a, Schequal, i. 1. Moed Qatan, 5a, bases this on 
Ezk 39!5.—xexovtapévos] The tombs were whitened with chalk 

! If this be so, the thought here is much the same as that which Mt. (159€3 
has read into Mk 7**, There it is “ Eating meat with unwashen hands 
will not defile you if you are morally clean” ; here it is ‘‘ from vessels 
which are ceremonially unclean will not defile you, if the has been 
honestly obtained.” 
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or lime. The Talmudic verb is j"Y-to mark, distinguish. 
xexovtapévyot occurs in Pr 219, where it apparently means plaistered, 
j.e. luxurious, dwellings. There is no need to suppose that oitrwes 
piv dpaivovra paion which is omitted in S!, is a later gloss by 
someone who thought that the purpose of the whitening the tombs 
was to beautify them. patos might seem to suggest an esthetic 
purpose for the whitening. But the original Aramaic may have 
been a more colourless word. "Thesaying in Lk 11 has a different 
turn. There the Pharisees are likened to unwhitened tombs, 
which therefore defile those who unwittingly pass over them. The 
difference is not favourable to the theory of a common Greek 
source for Mt. and Lk. 

28. So also ye outwardly appear to men to be just, but within are L 
Jull of hypocrisy and lawlessness.) Like the whitened sepulchres, 
the Pharisees were fair outside, foul inside. 

29. Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye build L, 
the tombs of the prophets, and adorn the sepulchres of the just.| 
Lk 1147 has: “ Woe to you! for ye build the sepulchres of the 
prophets, but your fathers killed them.” 

80. And say, If we had been in the days of our fathers, we L 
would not have been their associates in the blood of the prophets.| 
That is, ** You honour the dead whom your ancestors put to death, 
and say that, had you lived in the days of your fathers, you would 
have been wiser than they." 

81. So that you bear witness to yourselves, that ye are the 
descendants of those who killed the prophets.) Lk 11% has: 
“ Therefore ye are witnesses, and consent to the deeds of your 
fathers: for they killed them, but ye build (their sepulchres).” 
“ By so saying, you bear witness to the murder-taint in your blood." 

89. And you will fill up the measure of your fathers.) “ And L 
you will sin as they sinned.” 

83. Ye serpents, ye offspring of vipers, how are you to escape from L 
the condemnation of Gehenna 1 

84. Therefore, behold, I send to you prophets, and wise men, and Y, 
scribes, Some of them you shall kill and crucify ; and some of them 
you shall scourge in your synagogues, and hunt them from city to city. | 
Lk. has: “Therefore also the wisdom of God said, I will send to 
them prophets and apostles, and some of them they shall kill and 

te.” In S. Luke &a& rotro 7 copia Geot eimeyv may be an 
insertion by the Evangelist into Christ's words, and by 7) co$ía may 
be meant Christ Himself. Or the clause may be a continuation of 
Christ's words. In that case the words which follow are presumably 
a quotation from an unknown source. Seeon Lk 11. In Mt. there 
is no hint that the words are a quotation, and the Evangelist clearly 
regards them as words of Christ Himself. But, of course, the 
Evangelist may have been aware that the Lord was quoting and 
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adapting to Himself words from some literary source.— mpogyras 
xai go$o)s kai ypapparés] The Christian missionaries are de- 
scribed under terms taken from Jewish institutions. The zpodqrys 
passed over into the Christian Church, but the terms codo and 
ypappareits were too familiar in contemporary Judaism to be 
permanently adopted by Christian teachers. For the scourging in 
the synagogues, cf. ro!*; for the persecuting from city to city, 10%. 

L 988. Zn order that there may come upon you all the righteous 
blood slain upon the earth, from the blood of Abel the righteous to the 
blood of Zachariah son of Barachiah, whom ye slew between the shrine 
and the altar.) Lk 119? has: “In order that the blood of all the 
prophets (slain from the foundation of the world) may be required 
from this generation, from the blood of Abel to the blood of 
Zachariah, who was slain between the altar and the house.” Abel 
(Gn 4) and Zachariah (2 Ch 24%®) represent the beginning and 
end of the Old Testament Canon of Scripture, in which Chronicles 
is the last book. The murder of Zachariah left a deep impression 
upon Jewish tradition. In the Bab. Talmud, Sank 965, Gittin 
57°; in the Jerus. Talmud, Zaanith 69*; and in the Midrashim, 
e.g. Echa Rabbati, Wünsche, p. 21, Koheleth 316, Pesikta R. Kahana 
15, it is recorded that Nebuzaradan slew many Jews in order to 
quiet “the blood of Zechariah,” who is said to have been “a priest 
and a prophet It seems natural, therefore, to suppose that the 
Zachariah of the Gospels is the Zachariah of 2 Chronicles. Abel’s 
blood cried from the ground (Gn 4!). Zachariah, when dying, 
said, “The Lord look upon it and require it" (2 Ch 24%).— 
vio? Bapaxíov] The Zachariah of 2 Ch. was son of Jehoiada. It 
is possible that Christ spoke of Zachariah as son of Barachiah, 
because the tradition of His age identified or confused the priest 
and the prophet; cf. Zec 1! (see Dictionary of Christ and Gospels, 
art. “ Barachiah"). In this case the omission of viov Bapayiov 
by «* is due to someone who wondered at the Barachiah instead 
of Jehoiada. Or the “son of Barachiah” may be an insertion by 
the editor of the Gospel, either on the ground of Jewish tradition, 
or in remembrance of the LXX of Is 8?, Zec r}. The fact 
that the editor of the Gospel elsewhere uses LXX forms of proper 
names, as in 'Acdd, "Apas, 19-19, is in favour of the latter. Or, 
lastly, the “son of Barachiah" may be a later insertion in the 
Gospel. 

L 9386. Verily I say to you, All these things shall come upon this 
generation.) Lk 115 has: “ Yea, I say to you, it shall be required 
from this generation.” 

L 397. O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which killeth the prophets, and 
stoneth those sent to her, how often would I have gathered thy children, 
as a hen gathereth her young ones under her wings, and ye would 
not!| So Lk 13%.—émowayayeiv] Cf. 2 Es 19. 
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88. Behold your house is left to you.] So Lk 13%. L 
89. For I say to you, You shall not see Me henceforth, until you L 

say, Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Lord.) So Lk 139 
with 5¢ for yáp, without dx dpr, and with fus for éws dy. dederas 
iui] cf. Apoc. Bar 83 “He who kept the house has forsaken 
it"; Joseph. Wars, vi. 299; 2 Es 195, Jer 127 26°, Enoch 89% 
“ He forsook that their house.” åa’ dpr] See note on p. 283. 

87-89. The words seem to be a fragment belonging to an 
earlier period of the ministry, when Christ was leaving Jerusalem 
for the last time before His triumphal entry. We must imagine a 
controversy with the Jews similar to that recorded in S. John 
10789, As on that occasion, the Jews had perhaps tried to stone 
Him. He therefore spoke to them these parting words. They 
had rejected His teaching, and had adopted towards Him a policy 
which would lead in the near future to His death, and in the 
further future to the destruction of their State. For the present 
He would visit their Temple no more, "Their house was given up 
to them. They would see Him no more until they greeted Him 
with the words of the Psalmist. 

The editor seems to have placed the paragraph here because it 
was suggested to him by the murders of v.% (Zachariah was stoned, 
2 Ch 24%). Lk. links them to another saying of Christ about 
Jerusalem, 125496, 

26. xal rs vapoy(8os] is omitted by D S! x 209 a e; aóro0] B* DES! 
I 13 28 69 124 157a e; aórQ», N B* aj, xal ríjs wapoyidos may have been 
inserted to assimilate to v.9, and adro8 consequently changed into aérü». 

27. S! has: **Graves that on the outside are whitened, and inside," etc., 
omitting ofrwes pèr dalyovra: ópaio, Merx regards the words as a gloss 
added by someone who misunderstood the — of the whitening of the 
graves. But this is quite unn . Our Greek text simply states that 
graves when whitened appear outwardly beautiful, and does not say that they 
were whitened in order to beautify them. S! has probably taken offence at 
the word ópaíot as too strong a term to express the result of the whitening, 
and consequently omitted the clause. 

82. vA»pócere] So B* S! 60. sAnpócare is read by N B! C al, but the 
imperative breaks the connection: '' You acknowledge that you are physicall 
descended from prophet-murderers, and, in fact, you are also morally their 
successors, and will sin as they sinned.” The present would be even better 
than the future, and the Aramaic original may have had the participle =" Ye 
are filling up” ; that is, ** You sin, e.g., in the murder of the Baptist as they 
sinned.” DH a/ have the aorist éwAnpwoare, which gives an inferior sense. 

85. voü Bapaxiov] Omit N* 6 13. Jerome’s Nazarene Gospel had 
filium Joiadæ. ‘‘In evangelio guo utuntur Nazareni pro filio Barachize 
filium Joiadz reperimus scriptum," Comms. in Mt. 

88. à ofxos óuà») N C D al add feyuos ; cf. Jer 22° els éphuwow fora à 
olkos obros. Omit B L ff? S}. 

adlera: bui» ò olkos buGy) 4 olkos may mean either the city or the temple. 
For the latter, cf. Jer 269 ** Them will I make this house ” (cf. v.’ * the court 
of the Lord's house") ‘‘like Shiloh ;" Apoc. Bar 8* “He who kept the 
house ” (cf. ! **from the interior of the temple”) **has forsaken it." For 
the former, cf. Jer 127 '* I have forsaken My house ” ; 22* ** This house shall 
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become a desolation. For thus saith the Lord concerning the house ci 
the King of Judah.” Exock 899-95 ‘‘they forsook that their house”; 
9 cc He — that their house and tower." See Charles’ note on 9, The 
two meanings seem here to be combined, ‘‘ Your city and Temple are 
abandoned by God, and given up to desolation.” For the idea of the 
abandonment of a doomed city by the divine power which protected it, cf. 
the story told in Jos. Wars, vi. 299, of the priests who, before the of 
the city by Titus, heard a sound as of a multitude, saying, ‘‘ Let us go hence.” 
C£. also Apoc. Bar 8% 4, and Tacitus, Hist. v. 13. 

XXIV.-XXV. Discourse on the last things. 
24'* Occasion of the speech. 
* Events preceding the final apostasy. 

15-33 The affliction preceding the Second Coming. 
39-831 The Second Coming. 
8251 Admonitions to watchfulness. 

251-9 Three parables, —the first inculcating watchfulness, the 
second diligence, the third describing the final 
judgement. 

Part of this discourse is contained in Mk 13. 
2413 ES Mk 1312 

s = 8.4 
48 5. 9» 

Mt. has already inserted Mk 1 395 10a. 11-18 in 1017-22, He there- 
fore does not repeat them here, but summarises 9511.12 in the 
words: rére wapaddcover Ups «ls OA xal droxrerciow bpüs. 

9» 1L 18 
9b 13a 

[19-18] 
18 ü 18b 
M ES 10 

15-25 ii 14-23 
26-28 Caged 29-31 i 94-27 
82-33 = 23-29 
84-36 in 90-88 

pra] 
42 summarises 83-37 

43-51 
25 [19 

14-30 
81-46 

Mt. and Lk. agree against Mk. in the following: 
ov xaraAvO:cerai, Mt ?, Lk 5; ob py xaraAvOg, Mk 3. 
A€yovres, Mt ?, Lk 7. 
elroy, Mt 4, Lk 5; paro Aéyew, Mk 5. 
yp, Mt 5, Lk 8. 
yép, Mt 5, Lk 9, 
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xai, Mt 7, Lk 2, 
év tẹ dypà, Mt 8 = êv dypa, Lk 1791; els rov dypov, Mk 19, 
ibov, Mt B, Lk 17? ; ide, Mk 91, 
3, Mt 3, Lk 17%. i 
qaw otpaveav, Mt 99, Lk 3; ai êv rois oùpavois, Mk $5. 
xai Sdfys mois, Mt 9, Lk 37; wodAjs xal Sofys, Mk 28, 
dws dy, Mt 5, Lk 53; uéypis ot, Mk 9), 
ov py, Mt 9 Lk 95; où, Mk 5, 
It seems clear that Mt. has seen in Mk !5 an eschatological 

discourse to which he could attach other sayings of a similar 
nature. By so doing he has built up a discourse forecasting the 
future from the moment of utterance to the final judgement. The 
general drift of this discourse seems clear. 

In v. the disciples ask, “When will these things, £e. the 
destruction of the temple, be? And what shall be the sign of Thy 
coming and of the end of the world?" In vv.** Christ foretells 
the events that will happen before the end. There are to be false 
Christs, v.5; wars and rumours, v.5 ; political disturbances, famines, 
and earthquakes, v.7; persecution of Christians by pagans, v.? 
treachery and apostasy amongst Christians themselves, vv.191; the 
gospel to be preached in all the world, v.14, 

Then will come the end (rò réAos). This is to be ushered in 
by a period of unprecedented distress. Its beginning will be 
marked by the appearance of the BdeAvypa ris epnudcews in the 
holy place. The Christians in Judæa are advised to flee to the 
mountains, v.1$ and the urgency and physical sufferings accom- 
panying their flight are graphically depicted, vv.1^?2, False Christs 
and false prophets are once more to arise, vv.???*, Then amidst 
portents of nature the Son of Man will come upon the clouds of 
heaven, and gather His elect to Himself, vv.2931, 

Here follow the words and parables of warning to watchful- 
ness, 2493-259. The whole discourse is magnificently ended by a 
description of the coming judgement. 

XXIV. 1. And Jesus went forth from the temple, and was going M. 
on His way ; and there came to Him His disciples, to show Him the 
buildings of the temple.| Mk. has: “And as He was going forth 
from the temple, one of His disciples saith to Him, Teacher, see 
what stones and what buildings!" For zpocAÓov, see on 4°. 

2. And He answered and said to them, See ye not all these things ? M 
Verily I say to you, There shall not be left here a stone upon a stone, 
which shall not be thrown down.) Mk. has: “ And Jesus said to 
him, Thou seest these great buildings; there shall not be left here 
a stone upon a stone, which shall not be thrown down." 0 8€ for xal 
ô, as often.—s où xaradvOyoerat] Mt. avoids Mk.'s harsh repeated 
ov pý. For où pý as common in discourse, see Moulton, p. 19r. 

8. And as He was sitting on the mount of Olives, His disciples M 
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came to Him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be! 
and what (shall be) the sign of Thy coming, and of the consummation 
of the age?) Mk. has: “And as He was sitting at the mount of 
Olives over against the temple, Peter and James and John and 
Andrew were asking Him privately, Tell us, when shall these 
things be, and what shall be the sign when all these things are 
about to be consummated ? ”—ézi] for Mk.’s harsh els.—apooy) ov } 
see on 4°. Mt., in view of Mk vv.9**', transforms Mk.’s question 
about the fall of Jerusalem into one concerning the second coming 
and the end of the age. He introduces rapovoia without any 
antecedent explanation. In so doing He overlooks the fact that 
the disciples, according to the Gospel narrative, had not the 
requisite understanding of the future for a question about Christ’s 
coming. For wapovaia, cf. Secrets of Enoch 321 “My second 
coming," 42° “the last coming.” —ouwvrercias roô aldvos] is a tech- 
nical apocalyptic expression; cf. Volz, /Zd. Eschat. p. 166. Cf. 
Apoc. Bar 13° “ the consummation of the times," 2715 298 30% 547 
563 598 823 837-33, Ass. Mos 118; cf. Enoch 16! “until the day when 
the great consummation of the great world be consummated” (uéxps 
7uépas THs reA«ubm eus —4y jj ô alàv ô péyas reAsoÓsjoerax), Dn 124 
LXX, xaipós ovvredcias ; 128 LXX, ovvréAeia. uepüv ; Zest. Levi 
10, avvréA«ua. TOv alóvoy. 

M 4. And Jesus answered and said to them, Take heed lest any 
man lead you astray.] Mk. has: “And Jesus began to say to 
them,” etc. Mt. omits Mk.'s #p£aro, as often. 

M 5. For many shall come in My name, saying, Iam the Messiak ; 
and shall lead many astray.) Mk. has: ‘‘ Many shall come in My 
name, saying, that I am (He), and shall lead many astray.” Mt. 
inserts a connecting link (ydp), omits ór: as often, and adds the 
explanatory ó Xpwrrds. 

M 6. And ye shall be about to hear of wars and rumours of wars. 
See that ye be not troubled. For they must come to pass ; but not 
yet is the end.) Mk. has: “And when you shall hear of wars and 
rumours of wars, be not troubled. They must come to pass ; but 
not yet (is) the end.” —eAAjorere] see on 1697. —yáp] added to form a 
connecting link.—ré réAos] i. e. the fall of Jerusalem, and the con- 
sequent zapovaía, and ovvréAca. ToU alavos. 

M 7. For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against 
kingdom: and there shall be famines, and earthquakes, in divers 
places.| Mk. has: “For nation shall rise against nation, and 
kingdom against kingdom. There shall be earthquakes in divers 
places. There shall be famines.” Mt. smooths the jerky style of 
Mk. by adding particles. 

M 8 And all these things are a beginning of — Mk. has: 
“A beginning of sufferings are these things.—adivew| The Jews 
spoke of *the sufferings of the Messiah." By the phrase they 
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signified the time of unprecedented trouble which was to precede 
the Messianic salvation ; see Volz, Jd. Eschat. p. 173 ff. ; Schürer, 
I. ib 154-156. Cf. B. Sanhed 98* “The disciple of Rabbi 
Eleasar asked him, What can one do to be preserved from the 
sufferings of the Messiah?” ; Sağ 118* “three visitations, the 
sufferings of the Messiah, the judgement of Gehinnom, and the 
war of Gog and Magog." For descriptions of the evils of the last 
days, cf. 2 Es 15. 16, poc. Bar 27. 4891-97 59919, Jubilees 2316-25, 
2 Es 5113 61835, Enoch 99* 10015, 

9. Then shall they deliver you up to affliction, and shall kill you.) M 
In these words Mt. summarises Mk vv.9* 11.12, which he has 
already inserted in 10172, because they referred to the treatment of 
the Apostles. 

And you shall be hated of all nations for My names sake.) Som 
Mk 131 omitting ràv éÜvày. 

10. And then shall many stumble, and shall deliver one another L 
up, and shall hate one another. | 
== many false prophets shall arise, and shall lead many L 

astray. 
19. And because that lawlessness is multiplied, the love! of many L 

shall wax cold.| 
10-12. These verses are not in Mk. For the apostasy of the 

righteous in the last days, see the references in Volz, Jüd. Eschat. 
p. 179.—7À0vvÓzva. rijv åvopíav] cf. 2 Es 5% “iniquity shall be 
increased,” 19 “unrighteousness shall be multiplied," Znoch 917. 

18. But he who endured to the end, he shall be saved.) Sow 
Mk 1378 Cf. Dn 122 Theod. paxdptos ó tropévwv (LXX upéva) ; 
2 Es 6% * And it shall be that whosoever remaineth after all these 
things . . . he shall be saved,” 975 “ And every one that shall be 
saved . . . he shall be preserved." 

14. And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the M 
world for a testimony to all the nations, and then shall come the end.] 
Mk 132° has: “And to all the nations must first the gospel be 
preached."—rà réAos] i.e. the fall of Jerusalem and the end of the 
world. The editor defines rò ejayyéuov by adding rìs Baoucias, 
and somewhat limits the conception of the preaching to all nations 
by inserting eis paprvpov, which he borrows from Mk v.!0.—7zaow 
ros (veau | for Mk.’s harsh eis rdyra rà 40v ; see on 1018, 

15. When, therefore, ye see “the abomination of desolation,” M 
which was spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in the holy 
place. Let the reader understand. | Mk. has: “And when you 
see ‘the abomination of desolation ' standing where he ought not. 
Let the reader understand.” 

T) Boddvypa tis épnpdoews] the phrase in Mk. seems to be 
borrowed from Dn 124; cf. 9f BdeAvypa rüv épypucewy, 119 
B8Avypa tppdoews. The object alluded to in these passages 

2 å&yáry. See Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 198 f. 
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seems to have been an idol altar. Cf. 1 Mac 15* 599 “they builded 
.an abomination of desolation upon the altar ;—and they sacrificed 
upon the idol altar, which was upon the altar of God." Cf. Driver 
on Dn 11%. In Mk. the phrase denotes an undefined object 
described as fulfilling the prophecy of Daniel But see Swete on 
Mk 134. The participle which follows is in the masc. gender, and 
suggests that the Evangelist had in mind a statue or other personal 
object.—é dvayweoxwy voeírw)] is a tacit reference to Daniel Mt. 
adds an explicit reference to Daniel, substitutes a neuter for Mk.'s 
masc. participle, and substitutes for Mk.'s ambiguous rov où Sei the 
more definite év róre dyip. In Ac 61? 21% róros dyws means the 
temple. But in both places it has the article which we should 
expect here. However, the temple is probably intended. The 
editor may have had in mind Dn 9 xai ewi rò iepóv BdeAvypa Tew 
épgj.oceoy orai dus ouvrercias. In 2 Mac 2!8 “the holy place” 
means the Holy Land. 

M 16. Zhen let those in Judæa flee to the mountains.) So Mk. 
M 417. He whois on the housetop, let him not come down to take 

things out of his house.) Mk. has py caraBarw pydt cioeAOdre. 
For Mt.’s omission of one clause, see Introduction, p. xxiv. 

M 18. And he who ts in the field, let him not turn back to take his 
coat. |—tv TẸ d&yp@] for Mk.'s harsh els róv &ypóv, cf. v.3. 

M 19. But woe to those who are with child, and to those that give 
suck in those days [| So Mk. 

M 20. And pray that your flight happen not in winter, nor on the 
Sabbath.) Mk. has: “ And pray that it happen not in winter.” 
The subject here is probably general, “the period of affliction.” 
Mt. interprets with special reference to v.16, and adds 9 ¢vy7 Sue. 
With this in mind, he adds also the remarkable uye caf fro, a 
clear proof of the Jewish predilections of the Evangelist; cf. 519 
109.33 199 23933, "The saying with this addition was no doubt 
familiar to him from his Palestinian sources. It may have stood 
in the Logia. See Introduction, p. lv. 

M 21. For there shall be then great affliction, such as hath not 
happened from the beginning of the world until now, nor skall 
happen.| Mk. has: “For those days shall be affliction such as 
there hath not happened like it from the beginning of the creation 
which God created until now, and shall not happen.” Mt. omits 
Mk.s redundant roavrn and fw éxrwe» ó Ó«ós, cf. on 8!6, and 
substitutes róre ora: for Mk.’s Semitic évovra: ai pépa: ékeiras. 
For the idea of the last days as a period of unprecedented 
tribulation, cf. Dn 12! éxeívy 3) zjuépa OAipews oia ovK €yevn ad od 
tyevrnOncay Cos Ts )pépas éxeivys: Ass. Mos 8! “ And there will 
come upon them a second visitation, and wrath such as has not 
befallen them from the beginning until that time"; cf. Jer 3o!, 
1 Mac g”. 
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22. And except those days were shortened, no flesh should bc M 
saved: but because of the elect, those days shall be shortened.| Mk. 
has: “ And except the Lord shortened the days, no flesh should 
be saved. But because of the elect whom He elected, He shortened 
the days."—4éxoAofó05cav] pass for Mk.’s act; cf. Introduction, p. 
xxii. For the omission of Mk.’s redundant ots e£eAé£aro, cf. on 
85.—o)x—^züs| A Hebraism; cf. Blass, p. 178. But see also 
Class. Rev. 1901, p. 442. «xoAoBdw is elsewhere used of physical 
amputation.—exAexrovs] For the elect in the final tribulation, cf. 
Enoch 1! 28% 8 4 489 62% 11. 12. 18 “the elect shall be saved on that 
day.” 
In Enoch 80% it is said that “in the days of the sinners the 

years will be shortened” ; cf. Apok. Abrahams 29: “ zür Verkürzung 
des Aons der Gottlosigkeit.” 

28. Then if any one say to you, Behold, here is the Messiah, or M 
here ; believe (him) not.) Mk. has: “And then if any one say to 
you, Behold, here is the Messiah ; behold, there; do not believe 
(him)."—,ij zwrejcyre] Mk. has pi morevere, which is less 
applicable to a future occurrence. See Moulton, p. 124. 

94. For there shall arise false Messiahs, and false prophets, and M 
shall give great signs and marvels ; so as to. lead astray, tf possible, 
even the elect.) Mk. has: “For there shall arise false Messiahs 
and false prophets, and shall give signs and marvels to lead astray, 
if possible, the elect.” 

25. Behold, I have told you before.| Mk. has: “ But take ye M 
heed, I have told you beforehand all things.” 

26-27. Occur in Lk 17294 
26. Jf, therefore, they say to you, Behold, he is in the desert; go L 

not forth : behold, he is in the chambers ; believe (them) not.) Lk. has: 
* And they will say to you, Behold there, or behold here. Go not 
after nor follow (them).” 

27. For as the lightning goes forth from the east, and appears to L 
the west ; so shall be the presence of the Son of Man.) Lk. has: “ For 
as the lightning, when it flashes from the one part under the heaven 
shines to the other part under the heaven, so shall be the Son 
of Man.” The idea apparently is that the presence of the Son 
of Man will be not local, but everywhere visible. See on Lk 
1 79^ 87, 

28. Occurs in Lk 177". 
98. Wheresoever the corpse is, there will be gathered the eagles.) L 

An enigmatic sentence, probably a proverbial saying; cf. Job 39 
ob Ò dy dot reOvedres rapaypypa eipicxovras, sc. “ young vultures." 
Here the meaning probably is that the Parousia will be at the 
destined time when evil has reached its fated climax. Just as 
when life has abandoned a body, and it becomes a corpse, the 
vultures immediately swoop down upon it; so when the world has 

17 
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become rotten with evil, the Son of Man and His angels will come 
to execute the divine judgement. See Hastings, DCG i. p. (5. 

M 29. And immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun 
shall be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light, and the 
stars shall fall from the heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall 
be shaken.| Mk. has: “But in those days after that tribulation 
the sun shall be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light, 
and the stars shall be falling from the heaven, and the powers 
which are in the heavens shall be shaken.” Such signs are 
symbolical of any great manifestation of Jehovah’s power. Cf. 
Is 131 at the fall of Babylon, “The stars of heaven and the 
constellations thereof shall not give their light, the sun shall be 
darkened in his going forth, and the moon shall not cause her 
light to shine”; 34* at the destruction of Edom, “ All the host of 
heaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall be rolled together 
like a scroll”; Ezk 327 at the desolation of Egypt, “I will cover 
the heaven, and make the stars thereof dark ; I will cover the sun 
with a cloud, and the moon shall not give her light" In the 
Apocalyptic literature such portents are to recur in the last evil 
time. Cf. Joel 28: “The sun shall be turned into darkness, and 
the moon into blood”; 315 “ The sun and the moon are darkened, 
and the stars withdraw their shining”; 2 Es 5* “The sun shall 
suddenly shine forth in the night, and the moon in the day"; 
Enoch 80* “ And the moon will alter her order, and not appear at 
the (appointed) time”; Ass. Mos 105 “ And the horns of the sun 
will be broken, and he will be turned into darkness; and the 
moon will not give her light, and will be turned wholly into blood." 
Mt. inserts ei@éws. He has not, like Lk., definitely interpreted 
the BséAvypa of Mk 1* with reference to the last siege of Jerusalem. 
But nevertheless it remains probable that by his éerós & róre dyie 
he tacitly alludes to something that was to happen in the temple 
during the final invasion of Palestine by the Roman armies. By 
inserting eùĝéws in v.9 he signifies his understanding that the 
wapovoia of the Son of Man was to take place at no great length 
of time after the fall of Jerusalem. Cf. ray’, Rev 229. 

E 3S0. And then shall appear the sign of the Son of Man in 
heaven.| The words do not occur in Mk. They appear to be 
the answer to v.® ri rò onpetov rps os wapoucias; There, however, 
the “sign ” seems to be distinct from the “coming.” ‘ What shall 
be the sign which warns of Thy coming?” Here by analogy we 
should render: “Then shall appear the sign which precedes the 
Son of Man,” as though the sign were some independent and 
unexplained phenomenon. Possibly this is the editor's meani 
who thinks of the sign as some unique portent which heralds the 
immediate coming of the Son of Man. But more probably the 
direct reference is to Dn 7!*. The coming of one like a Son of 
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Man there predicted was itself a sign: “Then shall appear the 
well-known sign of the Son of Man predicted by Daniel.” 

And then shall all the tribes of the land wail.) The words are E 
not in Mk. They are based on Zec 121? xai xopera ù yì xara 
$vAàs $vAas. 

And they shall see the Son of Man coming upon the clouds of W 
heaven with power and great glory.) Mk. has: “And then shall 
they see the Son of Man coming in clouds with great power and 
glory" Mt. has transferred rore to the previous clause. The 
words are based on Dn 718, with a reminiscence of Zec 12! For 
Mk.'s èv vehéAais, Mt. substitutes ézi rüv vedeAav ToU obpavov, to 
assimilate to the LXX of Daniel. See Driver on Dn 7!5, For 
the “glory” of the Son of Man, see on 167. 

The same combination of Zec 12101? with Dn 7!* occurs in 
Rev 17. It is, of course, possible that one writer is dependent on 
the other, but equally possible that this combination of the two 
passages was a commonplace of Christian Apocalyptic study. 
For the Messianic application of the previous clause of Zec 1219, 
cf. Jn 199. Bousset on Rev 17 suggests that there is implied in 
the passage a belief that Christ would appear with or on the cross. 
If Mt. had this in mind, the “sign of the Son of Man” would 
mean the crucified Saviour appearing in the air. 

81. And He shall send His angels with a great trumpet, and M 
they shall gather His elect from the four winds, from the ends of 
heavens to their ends.| Mk. has: “And then shall He send the 
angels, and gather His elect from the end of earth to the end of 
heaven.”—droore\di rovs dyyéAous avrov] cf. 1341. For the trumpet 
as the signal for the gathering of the elect, cf. Ps-So/ 111°, Is 
2718, Apok. Abrahams 31. Schemoneh Esreh 10: “ Blow the great 
trumpet for our freedom, and raise a signal for the gathering of 
our dispersion.” 

32. And from the fig-tree learn its parable. So soon as its M 
branch becomes soft, and it puts forth leaves, ye perceive that the 
summer is near.) So Mk., with éoriv and two variations in order. 

33. So also ye, when ye have seen all these things, perceive that it W 
ts near at the doors.) Mk. has “these things happening” for “all 
these things."—éyyós—éri Opes] is one of the pleonasms so 
characteristic of Mk. The subject of écrív in Mk. seems to be 
the coming of the Son of Man. In Mt. the insertion of sávra 
seems to suggest a wider reference to all that has gone before, 
including the appearance of the Son of Man, which is regarded as 
closely connected with the preceding events ; cf. evféws (v.?9). 

84. Verily I say fo you, That this generation shall not pass M 
away, until all these things have happened.| Mk. has uéxpis od for 
tws av. 

85. Heaven and earth shall pass away, but My words shall not M. 
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pass away.]—o? py wap\Owow] for Mk.'s ob rapeàcórovran Cf. 
on v.is, and Moulton, 190-192. 

M. 36. But concerning that day and hour no one knoweth, not even 
the angels of the heavens, except the Father alone.| Mk. has “in 
heaven,” “or hour," and omits “alone.” In Mk. the “day” and 
“hour” are synonymous expressions for the period of the coming. 
Mt. westernizes, by oer: A n hour ” as a nearer specification of 
time within the “ day.”—oide ô vids] is omitted in S! w** E F gi? 
al; and its omission would be so consonant with Mt.’s treatment 
of Mk. in respect of statements about the person of Christ, that 
it is difficult to think that he would have retained the clause here. 
See Introduction, p. xxxi. For God's knowledge of the period of 
the Messiah, cf. Ps-Sol 175, Zec 14". 

Vv. 87-41 find a parallel in Lk 1:739937.9.36 95, Mt. drew 
them from the Logia, Lk. from an independent source. 

L S87. For as the days of Noak, so shall be the presence of the 
Son of Man.) Lk. has: “And as it was in the days of Noah, so 
shall it be also in the days of the Son of Man.” “The days 
of the Messiah" was a technical expression for the Messianic 
period.! 

L 88, 80. For as they were in those days which were before the flood, 
eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the 
day in which Noak entered into the ark, and they knew not until 
the flood came and took away all ; so shall be the presence of the Son 
of Man.) Lk. has: “They were eating, they were drinking, they 
were marrying, they were given in marriage, until the day in which 
Noah entered into the ark, and the flood came and destroyed all ; 
so shall it be on the day in which the Son of Man is revealed.” — 
tpwyovres} only here in Mt, not in Mk. or Lk, five times in 
Jn., always of eating the flesh of Christ. Lk. here has qobior. 
tpwyev “would seem to be used in ordinary Greek exclusively 
to mean eating vegetables, fruit, sweetmeats, etc, never flesh," 
Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary, 1710 n. 

L 40. Zhen shall there be two in the field ; one is taken away, and 
one ts left. Lk. has: “I say to you, on this night there shall be 
two upon one bed. The one shall be taken away, and the 
other shall be left" In Mt. the wrapaAapBavera refers back to 
émiowafgovor (v.3). The Son of Man will come as unexpectedly 
as did the Flood. Just as this surprised men in their ordinary 
pursuits, and snatched them from their pleasures ; so will the angels 
surprise men at work, and summon the elect from their daily toil. 
*'Three things,” said Johanan ben Zaccai, “come unexpectedly, 
the Messiah, a discovery, and a scorpion," B. Sank 97*. 

L 41. Two (women shall be) grinding at the mill; one is taken, 

"s Cf. Shabbath 113°, Sanhedrin 91°, and Enock 61° “the day of the Elect 
c. 
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and one is ft.) Lk. has: ‘There shall be two (women) grinding 
together ; the one shall be taken, and the other shall be left." 

80. xal róre xéporra: rica at dural rijs *yfs) S! omits, and has “ ye 
will see ” for the following Syorra:. Merx believes the clause to be a gloss 
from Rev 17 kal kóyorra éx’ abrür waca al $vAal rijs ys. The clause is a 
résumé of Zec 1219 xéyorras dr abrór, 13 kópera: f) yi, 1 racar—d¢vral. It is 
certainly curious that Mt. and Rev. should agree so closely in an inexact 

otation of this kind. But the words may well have been a current Jewish- 
Christian adaptation of Zec. to the Second Coming known to both writers, 
Wellhausen remarks that the clause is not very suitable here, because in this 
connection the appearance of the Son of Man should be a sign of joy that the 
period of the great tribulation is at an end, and that the redemption of the 
elect has come. But to the anti-Pharisaic editor the joy of the elect would 
not be diminished by the remembrance that their anti-Christian Jewish 
persecutors would wail when the Son of Man appeared. The editor simply 
wishes to remind his readers that when the sign of the Son of Man was seen 
the poney of Zechariah would be fulfilled. 

l. oddwcyyos] add ¢Grns, BX al; ral pôrns, D al. Cf. 1 Th 4", 
36. râ oùparðr] N* * è B D r3 28 86 124 346 abceffi!?*h1q add 

0882 ô viós. The words are genuine in Mk., but Mt. omitted them; cf. 
Introduction, p. xxii. Their insertion here is due to assimilation to Mk. 
They are rightly omitted here by Noa E FG al g!? S}, Mt.’s póros is a kind 
of compensation for the omitted clause. 

49. Mk. here has four verses (5599) containing a double exhorta- 
tion to watchfulness and a simile of an absent householder. Mt. 
abbreviates these into one verse. 

42. Watch, therefore, because ye know not at what day your Lord M. 
cometh.) Cf. Mk 5. To compensate for the abbreviation, Mt. 
adds two similes of a householder and of an absent housemaster, 
which are found in a different connection in Lk 12%. 40. 42-46, 
There is a remarkable amount of agreement here between Mt. 
and Lk., the only variations being the following : 

Mt. Lk. 
48 éxcivo, 89 rotro. 

guiaxy. ópg. 
dy clacey ádrxev. 
Thy olxíay, TÓv olxoy. 

44 S14 rovro, v —— 
— 41 

45 ô mords SovAcs kal dpdvenos. — 995 ó mırròs olxovdpos ô ppdvepos. 
xardorncey. KATAOTHO EL, 
olxereías. Ü«pa:reías. 
Soiva: atrois. — 
THY Tpodrjv. ovropérptov. 

47 — m H ddAnbiis. i 
48 — 45 £px«o Gat. 
49 rovs avyDovAovs abroV. 45 rovs raibas xai ras wadioxas. 

dohiy 8 xal rim perà trav dcÜiew re xol müvew xai 
peO0vóvrov, peOvonxer Oar. 

81 inrokpcrüy, 16 driorwy. 
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Mt. has no parallel to Lk 4755 and Lk. has no parallel to 
Mt 515, 

The agreement may be due to use of a common source. 
Against this must be set the divergence in phraseology and con- 
text. Or it may be due to the fact that different sources contained 
the section with much agreement of language. Or Lk. may have 
seen Mt. 

Mk vv.®*8 seem to have suggested to the' editor the insertion 
here of Mt 24*5—25!2, for in 251? he repeats the text of Mk. from 
which this interpolation took its origin. 

sola] roĉos is here equivalent to ris, Moulton, 95; Blass, 176. 
L 49. And know this, that if the master of the house had known in 

what watch the thief comes, he would have watched, and not have 
permitted his house to be broken through. | 

44. Therefore be ye also ready ; because atan hour which ye think 
not the Son of Man cometh. | 

45. Who then is the faithful and prudent slave, whom the master 
set over his establishment, to give to them their food in season f) 

46. Blessed is that slave, whom his master shall find so dong 
when he comes. 

47. Verily I say to you, That he will set him over all his 
possessions. | 

48,49. But if that evil slave say in his heart, My master delays, 
and shall begin to beat his fellow-slaves, and shall eat and drink 
with the drunken ;] 

L 0&0. The master of that slave shall come on a day when he does 
not expect (him), and at an hour which he does not know, | 

L bl. And shall cut him asunder, and set his portion with the 
hypocrites ; there shall be the wailing and the gnashing of teeth. }— 
dkc drat, x.r.A.] See on 81%, 

XXV. 1-12. A parable from the Logia. 
L 1. Zhen shall the kingdom of the heavens be likened to ten 

virgins, who took their lamps, and went out to meet the bridegroom. 
—Tór«] i.e. at the period of Christ's coming (24%).—opotwOjoera: 
ie. admission into the kingdom will be granted to those who 
act like the wise virgins of the parable. On els 9xárrgow with 
genitive, see Moulton, 14, note 3. 

The scene depicted seems to centre round the house of the 
bridegroom, who has gone to fetch the bride from her parents’ 
house. The bride is not mentioned, because she plays no part in 
the application of the story to Christ returning from heaven. ‘The 
addition of xai rs winds, therefore, in D X È S! S5 St Arm latt, 
seems to be a natural but thoughtless interpolation. 

L 9. And five of them were foolish, and five wise. 
“Like a king of flesh and blood, who distributed kingly 

garments to his servants. The wise amongst them folded them up 

pop B p M 
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and put them in a chest; the foolish of them went and used them 
for ordinary work," Shabéath 152". “Like a king who invited 
his servants to a feast, and gave them no fixed time. The wise 
amongst them adorned themselves, and sat at the king's door, 
saying, Lacks the king's house anything? The foolish amongst 
them went to their work, saying, Is there ever a feast without 
preparation ?" Shabbath 153*. 

8. For the foolish took their lamps, and took no oil with them.) L 
4. But the wise took oil in their vessels with their lamps.| L 
5. And while the bridegroom delayed, all slumbered and slept) L 
6. And in the middle of the night a cry was raised, Behold, the Y, 

bridegroom / come out to meet him. 
7. Then all those virgins arose, and trimmed their lamps.] L 
8. And the foolish said to the wise, Give to us of your oil, because Is 

our lamps are going out.) 
9. But the wise answered, saying, There might not be sufficient L 

for us and for you: go rather to the dealers, and buy for yourselves.) 
10. And whilst they went to buy, the bridegroom came ; and those L 

who were ready went in with him to the marriage-feast, and the door 
was shut.] 

11. And afterwards come also the rest of the virgins, saying, Y 
Lord, Lord, open to us.| 

12. But he answered and said, Verily I say to you, I knowl 
you not. | 

18. Watch therefore, because you know not the day nor yet the M 
hour. 
A editor here returns to Mk ®=Mt 24% after his inter- 

polated parables of illustration, 24$3-2513, Cf. his similar insertion 
of a parable, 2015, to illustrate Mk 10? There, too, he returns 
to the text in 2016, 

1. rod vupdlov] add xal ris vdudys, D X Z, 1 124 209 262 latt S! S? 
sé 

The adaptation of the circumstances of a marriage festival to the coming of 
the heavenly Christ necessitated the omission of one of the chief actors in an 
actual marriage ceremony. The story might have been so adapted as to 
represent the bridegroom as coming to fetch his bride. In that case it would 
be the latter who would have to be represented as waiting for his arrival. 
But this would not give the required moral. A plurality of waiting persons 
is demanded, that a division may be made between them. The waiting 

rsons must, therefore, be represented as members of the household of the 
absent bridegroom, here ten maid-servants. Ten friends or men-servants 
would have served equally well. The brid m has gone to fetch his 
bride from her parents house. Obviously in the application of the figure of 
bridegroom to Christ there is no room for the figure of the bride. For what 
bride would the heavenly Christ bring from heaven? The bride, therefore, 
has no interest for the story, and must be omitted. The insertion of xal rs 
véhßnſ9n seems to be due to a thoughtless desire to fill in details of the story, and 
possibly to the influence of the pae use of bridegroom and bride to denote 
Christ and the Church; cf. Eph 5%, 
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9. phrore o0 ph ápxéeg] SoBCDA. RAL Z have oix for oó p$; 
cf. Blass, pp. 213, 255, 256; Moulton, 192. 

14. A second parable illustrating the condition of things at the 
coming of the Son of Man. S. Luke has an independent version 
of the parable in 191135, 

L 14. For the case is that of a man travelling abroad, who called 
his own servants, and delivered to them his possessions. p yàp 
dvÜperros åroðņpðv seems to be a reminiscence of Mk 13% os 
dvOpwros dwddnpos. 

L 18. And to one he gave five talents, and to one two, and to one 
one ; to each according to his capacity ; and set out.] 

L 16. Forthwith he who had received the five talents went and 
traded with them, and gained five other talents. | 

L 1%. Likewise, also, he of the two gained other two. | 
L 18. But he who received the one went away and digged in the 

earth, and hid his master’s money. | 
L 19. And after a long time cometh the master of those servants, 

and taketh account with them.]—cvvaipew—Acyorv] cf. on 18%. 
L 20. And he who had received the five talents came and brought 

other five talents, saying, Lord, five talents thou didst deliver to me ; 
lo, I have gained other five talents. ] 

L 21. His master said to him, Well done, good and faithful ser- 
vant: over few things thou wert faithful, over many things will I 
set thee: enter into the joy of thy lord. ]—7» xapay TOU Kvpíov cov 
cf. “the king rejoiced,” Shabbath 153* 152”.—rpooeÀĝór] cf. on 4°. 
—nmpoajveykev] cf. on 816, 

L 2%. And he of the two talents came and said, Lord, two talents 
thou didst deliver to me: lo, I have gained other two talents.] 

L 28. His master said to him, Well done, good and faithful ser- 
vant: over few things thou wast faithful, over many I will set thee: 
enter into the joy of thy lord.) - 

L 24. And he who had received the one talent came and said, Lord, 
J knew thee that thou art a hard man, reaping where thou didst 
not sow, and gathering whence thou didst not scatter :] 

L 925. And JI feared, and went away and hid thy talent in the 
earth: lo, thou hast thine own.| 

L 26. And his master answered and said to him, Evil and slothful 
servant, thou knewest that I reap where I sowed not, and gather 
whence I did not scatter :] 

L 27. Thou oughtest therefore to have given my money to the 
changers, and I should have come and recetved my own with 
interest.) 

L 28. Take therefore from him the talent, and give to him who 
hath the ten talents.) 

L 399. For to every one who hath there shall be given and increased : 
but from him who hath not, even what he hath shall be taken from 
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him.| Cf. on 13!2 where the saying is borrowed from Mk. There 
it seems to have reference to spiritual opportunities, and the use 
made of them. So here. The man who had ten talents had his 
chance, and used it. He deserved encouragement. The man 
who had buried his talent had missed his chance. It was there- 
fore withdrawn from him.] 

80. And cast the unprofitable servant into the outer darkness: L 
there shall be the wailing and the gnashing of teetA.] 

“ These shall be bound in prison," Skaddath 152», Cf. on 812. 
81. But when the Son of Man shall come in His glory, and L 

all the angels with Him, then He shall sit upon the throne of His 
glory.) Cf. on 1677 19%; Briggs, Messiah of the Gospels, p. 225. 

82. And there shall be gathered before Him all the nations: and L 
He shall separate them from one another as the shepherd separates 
the sheep from the goats.) For expressions in Jewish literature of 
the idea of a universal judgment, see Volz, /Zd. Eschat. 85. 

ddopica] again in 139. In view of the necessary reference of 
avrovs to rà ém, it is impossible to limit the atrovs to members 
of the Jewish Christian community. The Gentiles are judged by 
the standard of their conduct to Jewish Christians, the rav adeAdar 
pov of v.*9, 

33. And He shall place the sheep at His right hand, and the L 
goats at the left.) See Hastings, DCG i. p. 63. 

84. Then shall the King say to those at His right hand, Come, L 
ye blessed of My Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from 
the foundation of the world.|—6 Baoeis| The change from “Son 
of Man,” v.?, to “king” here is very abrupt and unexpected. It 
looks as though a parable in which “the king” was the central 
figure had been adapted to refer to the coming of “the Son of 
Man."—ri» Frowacpeévny tpiv Bacrciav] cf. Dn 77, Secrets of 
Enoch 9: “ For them (the righteous) this place is prepared as an 
eternal inheritance."—xA»povou5care] For the idea of “ inherit- 
ing" the future blessedness, cf. Volz, /Zd. Eschat. 306; and for 
the inheritance as prepared, #6. 124. 

35. For I hungered, and ye gave Me to cat: I thirsted, and ye L 
gave Me to drink: Iwas a stranger, and ye invited Me A 

ovvnydyere] Wellhausen compares DX. It is possible that 
D33 was used in this sense. The noun D357 is common in the 
phrase ome D290 = hospitality, e.g. Shabbath 127*, Peah c. r. 
—treivaca, x.7.A.] cf. Is 587, Ezk 187, To 416, Secrets of Enoch 9. 

86. Naked, and ye clothed me: I was sick, and ye visited Me: L 
Z was in prison, and ye came to Me.|—yvpvos, x.T.A.] Is 587, Ezk 187, 
To 416, Secrets of Enoch 9, 2 Es 2”.—nobévyoa, x.r.A.| Ecclus 7%. 
On the duty of visiting the sick, cf. Nedarim 39. 40: “He who 
visits not a sick man is as though he shed blood. . . . Everyone 
who visits the sick will be saved from the judgement of hell"; 
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Buddhist and Christian Gospels, p. 105, ** Whosoever, O monks, 
would wait upon me, let him wait upon the sick." 

L 897. Then the righteous shall answer Him, saying, Lord, wher 
saw we Thee hungry, and fed Thee? or thirsty, and gave Thee to 
drink! 

L * When saw we Thee a stranger, and invited Thee tn? or 
naked, and clothed Thee t| 

L 89. When saw we Thee sick, or in prison, and came to Thee ;] 
L 40. And the King shall answer and say fo them, Verily I say 

to you, Inasmuch as ye did it to one of the least of these My brethren, 
ye did it to Me.) Cf. 10%. 

L 41. Then shall He say also to those on the left hand, Depart 
from Me, ye accursed, into the eternal fire, which is prepared for the 
devil and his angels.) Cf. Secrets of Enoch 10** “This place is 
prepared for those who do not honour God ;—for these this place 
is prepared as an eternal inheritance. QUEE «ip TÒ abkóvwv] cf. 
189.—ró Jrouucpévoy TQ StaBddrAp xai rois dyyAas abroi| cf. 
Enoch 10}8 “ they evil angels) will be led off to the — of fire." 
—1 jroupacpévoy D:22abcff?!glh Iren Orig Hil have 
ó 3jroipacev 6 xaryp pov; ff omits xai rots &yyéAous abrov. 

L 42 For I hungered, and ye gave Me not to eat: I thirsted, and 
ye gave Me not to drink.| 

L 48. Z was a stranger, and ye invited Me not in: naked, and ye 
clothed Me not: sick, and in prison, and ye visited Me not.| 

L 44. Then shall they also answer and say, Lord, when saw we 
Thee hungry, or thirsty, or a stranger, or naked, or sick, or in 
prison, and did not minister to Thee? 

L 45. Zhen shall He answer them, saying, Forasmuch as ye did it 
not to one of these least, ye did it not to Me.] 

L 46. And these shall go away into eternal punishment, but the 
righteous into eternal life | Cf. Dn 123; and for “everlasting life,” 
see Dalm. Words, 156 ff. This splendid ending (vv.?!46) of the 
long discourse reads like a Christian homily. 

XXVI. 1-5. From Mk 14}2. 
EM 1. And it came to pass, when Jesus finished all these words, that 

He said to His disciples.) For the formula, cf. 7 113! 135 19". 
Here it is an editorial link, enabling the editor to resume Mk.’s 
narrative, which he abandoned at 24*.—*sdyras rois Adyous] i.e. 
the whole discourse, 24-25. 

M 2. You know that after two days cometh the Passover, and the 
Son of Man is delivered up to be crucified.| Mk. has: “And the 
Passover and the Unleavened Bread was after two days.” The verse 
is a difficult one. The Passover was on the 14th of the month, and 
the Unleavened Bread followed on the rsth, lasting till the 21st. 
It is difficult, therefore, to understand how both feasts could be 
said to be “after two days." The copyists in Mk. found the com- 
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bination difficult. D a omit xai rà djvpa. S? and k have Pascha 
Azmorum.! Mt. omits xai rà dvpa as incorrect, because if the 
Passover was after two days, the Unleavened Bread was after three ; 
and as unnecessary. Moreover, “after two days ” is difficult. It 
is generally supposed to mean on the morrow. But although 
* after three days" seems to be equivalent to ** on the third day," 
it is doubtful whether any Jew would have used *' after two days" 
as meaning on the morrow, any more than he would have said 
* after one day” if he meant “ to-day.” It is possible that behind 
pera Ojo $uépas lies the Aramaic pov ^nà, meaning “after a 
time,” the ^n being misread as jmn -two. Dalman, Gram.? p. 
215, quotes for por N3 Pea ao*, Vay. R. 10, and for por «nab 
Vay. R. 23. We may therefore suppose that the original of Mk. 
ran : * And the Passover and the Unleavened Bread was after some 
days,’ i.e. was drawing near. Lk. (22!) has seen that this must be 
the meaning. Mt., by adding xai ô vids, x.r.X., emphasises the fact 
that the Lord foresaw His arrest at the moment that the authorities 
were plotting it.—«is rd oravpwbivar} cf. 2019. 

8. Then were gathered together the chief priests and the elders & 
of the people into the palace of the high priest, who was named 
Cataphas.| The verse is not in Mk. But in the next verse he 
speaks of “the chief priests and the scribes.” Mt. substitutes for 
the latter “the elders of the people,” as being a more forcible 
element in the Sanhedrin. 

4. And counselled one another that they should seize Jesus by M 
craft, and kill Him.) Mk. has: * And sought how they might 
seize Him by craft, and kill Him.”—ovveBovAcicavro] reciprocal 
middle ; cf. Moulton, p. 157. 

b. And they said, Not during the feast, in order that there may M 
not be a tumult amongst the people.) Mk. has: “For they said, 
Not during the feast, lest there be a tumult of the people,” thus 
laying greater emphasis on & SéAy.—iva py—yéryrat] for Mk.’s 
pý wore €orat, on which see Blass, p. 213; also Gould, £s Zx. 

6-18. From Mk r4*9. 
0. And when Jesus was in Bethany, in the house of Simon the M 

leper.| Mk. has: “And when He was," etc.—rot 9à—yevouévov) 
a correction of xai óvros ; cf. in 2699 6 5à IIérpos éxdOyro, a similar 
correction of Mk.'s xal óvros ro? Ilérpov. Mk. adds: “as He sat at 
meat," which Mt. omits here, and transfers to the next verse. 

% There came to Him a woman having an alabaster vase of M 
precious ointment.) Mk. has: “There came a woman having an 
alabaster vase of ointment, costly spikenard.” And poured it over 
His head as He sat at meat.) Mk. has: “She brake the alabaster 
vase, and poured it on His head.”—wpooyAdev] for Mk.'s A66. 

1S! has: '*Two days before it was the Unleavened Bread of Pasek” 
(Burkitt). 
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For the word as characteristic of Mt, see on 45. Mt. omits the 
explanatory vápóov morcs; cf. Introduction, p. xxv.—fapvripov)} 
for Mk.'s voAvreAo)s. For Boporiuos in this sense, cf. Strabo, 
798. Mt. omits the breaking of the vase.—xaréyee éwi rips 
xepadys.| Mk. has the common post-Homeric construction, with 
the simple gen.—dvaxerpévov] for Mk.'s xaraxeuiévov ; cf. a similar 
change ing, Mk. 4 times has xaraxeioÜa:; Mt. avoids it in each 
case. For “alabaster,” see Hastings, DCG i. p. 41. 

M 8 And the disciples saw tt, and were vexed, saying, Why this 
destruction?| Mk. has: “And some were being vexed among 
themselves. Why was this destruction of the ointment ?” 

M 9. For this might have been sold for much, and given to the foor.] 
Mk. has: “ For this ointment might have been sold for more than 
three hundred pence, and given to the poor. And they were 
indignant with her.” For Mt.’s shortening, cf. Introduction, p. xxiv. 

M 10. And Jesus perceived it, and said, Why do you trouble the 
woman? for she did a good deed for Me.) Mk. has: “ And Jesus 
said, Let her alone. Why do you trouble her? A good deed she 
did in Me.” Mt. inserts yvovs; cf. a similar insertion in 1215. 
He omits ddere atry as implied in the next clause; cf. Intro- 
duction, p. xxv.—els ué] for Mk.'s dv pol For d», cf. & avra, 
Mt 17!3, where Mk. has the simple dative. 

M 11. For always you have the poor with you, but Me you have 
not always.) Mk. adds after “with you”: * And whensoever ye 
wish, you can always do well to them.” Mt. omits as redundant. 

M 12 For in having cast this ointment upon My body, she did 
i! to prepare Me for — Mk. has: “ What she could she did. 
She anointed My body beforehand, with a view to preparation for 
burial."—évrad«áfav] late and uncommon; cf. Gn 502; Plut. 
De Esu. Carnium, i.'995 C; Test. XII. Patr. Jud. 26. ` 

M 18. Verily I say to you, Wheresoever this gospel is preached 
in all the world, there shall be told also what she did, for a memorial 
of her.) Mk. has: “And verily I say to you, Wheresoever this 
gospel is preached into all the world, also what she did shall be 
told for a memorial of her."—éy] Mk has els; cf. a similar change 
in 24}4, 

7. Bapvripov] B al S!.—»oAvripov] R A D al 
14-16. From Mk 141911, 

M 14. Then went one of the twelve, who was called Judas Iscariot, 
to the chief priests.) Mk. has: “And Judas Iscarioth, the one of 
the twelve, went away to the chief priests.”—róre] cf. on 27.—els 
is here equivalent to ris; cf. on 8/5. Mk.'s 6 eis is paralleled in 
early papyri; cf. Moulton, p. 97.—TIoxapusrys] cf. on 10€ 

M 18. And said, What will you give me, and I will deliver Him 
to you ?]] Mk. has simply: “ In order that he might deliver Him to 
them." 
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And they weighed out to him thirty pieces of silver.| Mk. has: 
* And they promised to give him silver.” Mt. alters, with a view 
to 27°, where he quotes Zec 1118, In the preceding verse, Zec 1112, 
occur the words, éorycay tov puoĝóv pov tpidxovra ápyvpots. He 
therefore assimilates Mk.’s phrase to this passage. 

16. And from that time he was seeking a favourable opportunity M 
that he might deliver Him.| Mk. has: “ And he was seeking how 
he might favourably deliver Him.”—etxa:piay]= “opportunity.” 
Cicero, Ad Att. xvi. 82; Plat. Phedr. 272 A; Ox. Pap. i. 123. 3 
(third or fourth century A.D.). 

14-16. Mt. and Lk. agree in the following : 
"Iokepwrrys, Mt 15 ="loxapwrny, Lk 8; 'Ioxapus0, Mk 19, 
lýre eixaipiay, Mt 16, Lk 6, 
17-85. From Mk 14121, 
17. And on the first day of unleavened bread the disciples came to M. 

Jesus, saying, Where wilt Thou that we prepare for Thee to eat the 
Passover?) Mk. has: “ And on the first day of Unleavened Bread, 
when they were sacrificing the Passover, His disciples say to Him, 
Where will Thou that we go and prepare that Thou mayest eat the 
Passover?” "The verse is chronologically difficult. ‘The first day of 
Unleavened Bread followed the Passover day. And even if we 
admit that the name Unleavened Bread was popularly given to the 
whole eight days! (cf. Jos. 44s. ii. 317: “‘afeast for eight days 
which is called the feast of Unleavened Bread "), the Passover day 
after 3 o’clock (when they were sacrificing the Passover) seems too 
late for the disciples to begin their preparation. It is more natural 
that this should have been completed on the day before. It is 
therefore probable that the text of Mk. rests upon an Aramaic 
original, which has been misunderstood by Mk. The original 
probably referred to a point of time prior to the Passover. It may 
have run, “ And before the feast of Unleavened Bread.” Ifso, Mk. 
misunderstood “ before” as meaning “on the first day,” and has 
still further confused matters by identifying this “first day” with 
the Passover day, adding, ‘‘When they were sacrificing the 
Passover.” He feels that the supper recorded in vv.!*- could not 
have taken place after the Passover day. Having got from his 
original *on the first day of Unleavened Bread,” he is therefore 
obliged to identify this with the Passover day, and represent the 
meal as a Passover meal. In his source it was probably a meal 
two days before the Passover, after the necessary preparation had 
been made for the Passover meal on the 14th. Mt. and Lk. 
adopt without question the confused reckoning of Mk. and his 
identification of the meal with the Passover meal. Mt. omits 
Gre Tb waoyxa &Üvov, either because the clause seemed unnecessary 
because implied in what follows, or perhaps to avoid the harsh 

1 See against this Chwolson, Das Letste PassamaA Christi, p. 4. 
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juxtaposition of the first day of Unleavened Bread and the 
Passover. 

vpocrjABoy—A£yovres] cf. on 85.—0éX«s érouidoopev] cf. Lk g*, 
and Moulton, p. 185. 

M 18 And He said, Go into the city fo such a man, and say, The 
teacher saith, My time is at hand ; I celebrate at thy house the 
Passover with My disaples.| Mk. has: “ And He sendeth two of 
His disciples, and saith to them, Go into the city, and there shall 
meet you a man carrying a pitcher of water: follow him. And 
wheresoever he shall enter in, say to the master of the house that 
the teacher saith, Where is My chamber, where I may eat the 
Passover with My disciples?” Mt. avoids questions in the mouth 
of the Lord (cf. Introduction, p. xxxii), and therefore omits sov 
éorivy TÒ xardAvpd pov. He avoids also the obscure reference to 
the man with the pitcher, the ambiguity of which is probably due 
to the fact that the Lord had an understanding with one of His 
adherents in the city, which enabled Him to throw an atmosphere 
of secrecy over His movements. He ostensibly arranged to keep 
the Passover meal on the 14th, whilst He purposed to eat a sub- 
stitute for it on the evening of His message. In this way He safe- 
guarded Himself from arrest during that last evening meal, since 
even if the place of meeting had been known outside the circle of 
the Twelve, no one, not excluding the Twelve, could have suspected 
that He would be found there till the evening of the 14th. 

ô kapós pov éyyós dorw] The words seem to be a previously 
arranged password. ‘“ Prepare the Passover meal; but for to-day, 
not to-morrow: for My Passover must be eaten to-night.” Mk. 
adds here: * And He will show you a large upper room furnished 
(and) ready: there make ready for us." Mt. omits. 

M 19. And the disciples did as Jesus appointed them, and prepared 
the Passover.| Mk. has: “ And the disciples went out, and came 
into the city, and found as He said to them : and made ready the 
Passover." 

17-19. Mt. and Lk. agree against Mark in à 32 elrer, Mt !5, Lk ™ for 
kal Aéyeu, Mk P; and in d, Mt 2’, Lk 1 for Mk.'s xal. 

Mote on the dates in Mk 14. 

I. Mk 14! qv 8? rò áo xo xai rà dlupa perà Svo juépas, x.v.X. 
According to the usual interpretation, the authorities are here 
represented as plotting on Wednesday the 13th to arrest the 
Christ and to put Him to death, but as deciding not to effect this 
éy rj éoprj. Did they then propose to postpone His capture 
until after the Feast of Unleavened Bread? If so, why did they 
arrest Him on the Thursday evening, the r4th-r5th, and cause 
Him to be put to death on the 15th, f.e. év rq éoprj, contrary to 
their intention ? 
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It is clear that something is wrong with the text, for 7ò rác xa 
and rà dvpa are not coincident, but successive periods. Both 
could not happen pera Svo ?uépas. Moreover, pera dvo juépas is 
itself obscure. It is argued that pera rpeis ġpépas is equivalent to 
Tj Tpírp épp — "on the day after to-morrow,” cf. 1631; but the 
analogy of this usage does not justify pera 8vo ġpépas in the sense 
of “on the morrow.” Greek and Aramaic alike used other 
expressions to denote this. We are therefore led by the general 
intention of the narrative to suppose that the authorities planned 
the arrest some days before the feast, and proposed to effect it 
before the feast. This is confirmed by the light thrown upon the 
following narrative, Mk 14%°, by Jn 121, where it is said that the 
feast at Bethany took place six days before the Passover. This 
would date the determination of the Sanhedrin in Mk 14! as six 
days or more before Passover. 

2. Mk 141* xai r mporn pépa Trav alvpwv Gre TO masya €Üvov. 
The clause must be corrupt. The first day of Unleavened Bread, 
the 15th Nisan, succeeded the Passover day, the 14th. Further, 
the 14th after 3 o'clock would have been too late to make 
preparation for the meal This must have been accomplished 
at least on the day before. 

3. Mk 147 xai dias -yevouévgs epyxerat, x.r.A. In the belief of 
the editor of the second Gospel this was the Passover meal eaten 
on the evening of the 14th. But this identification introduces 
confusion into the whole of the surrounding narrative. For (a) 
the authorities had decided against arrest ev rj éoprj. (6) Simon 
would not be “ coming from work” (1529), cf. B. Berakhoth 4^, nor 
would Joseph have bought a linen cloth on a feast day (15*), nor 
would one of the disciples carry arms on such a day (141°). 

If, now, we put aside the chronological notices in Mk., the 
general tenor of the narrative is clear. In 14}? the authorities 
decide to arrest Christ before the Feast, £e. before the Passover. 
The meal of Mk 149? took place, as the writer of the Fourth Gospel 
states, six days before the Passover. On or soon after the day of this 
feast, Judas arranged with the authorities to effect Christ's arrest, 
Mk 1419-11, 

The Passover, the 14th, fell on the Sabbath. Two days before, 
ie. on Thursday the r2th, Christ bade His disciples make the 
necessary preparations for the Passover meal, Mk 14!*16, That 
same evening He sat down with His disciples at a meal in which 
He anticipated the Passover by two days, and instituted the Holy 
Communion, Mk 141735, That evening He was arrested in the 
garden, and after trial before the Sanhedrin on the following morn- 
ing (Friday the 13th) was condemned by Pilate and crucified. 
He was buried the same day at evening (Mk 14%). 

Thus, as the authorities had decided, His execution took place 
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before the Feast, ze. on the 13th, and the notices that Simon was 
* coming from work," that one of the disciples was armed, and 
that Joseph bought a linen garment, are in harmony with the rest 
of the narrative, since the days on which these things took place 
were not feast days. With this arrangement the writer of the 
Fourth Gospel is agreed. The last supper was “before the Pass- 
over," i.e. two days before, on Thursday. The authorities would not 
enter into Pilate's palace on the following morning, i.e. Friday the 
I3th, because their purification in readiness for the Passover on 
the following day (Saturday the 14th) would have been rendered 
null! (1839) The crucifixion took place on the eve of the 
Passover (1915; cf. the same statement, B. Sank 43°, Ev. Pet 
3), which was also the eve of the Sabbath (r93! 43, cf. Das 
Leben Jesu; Krauss, p. 56: “The Passover fell in that year on a 
Sabbath." 

It is therefore clear that Mk 141%, which seems to identify the 
first day of Unleavened Bread with the Passover day, and which 
suggests the identification of the.last supper with the Passover 
meal, must be corrupt. The primary corruption no doubt lies in 
the words rj vpórg quépa Tov d{vpev. Behind this, whether in 
a documentary or oral source, must lie words which should give 
the meaning “ before the feast of Unleavened Bread,” thus re- 
suming, v.?, “not on the feast.” The editor having misinterpreted 
this to mean “‘ on the first day of Unleavened Bread,” is obliged to 
suppose that the Passover day is intended. The real “ first day of 
Unleavened Bread” would be, as he is aware, too late. He there- 
fore inserts ore rò áo xa čĝvov, thus identifying the last supper with 
the Passover meal, and introducing hopeless confusion into the 
succeeding narrative. The narratives of Mt. and Lk. are entirely 
based on Mk., and have the same confused chronology, although 
Mt. seems to have endeavoured to avoid some of the harsher 
incongruities by omitting xai rà dčvpa from Mk 14), dre rò áo xa 
&0vov from Mk 1414, épxou£voy dx dypo? from Mk 15”, and d&yopacas 
ovwvdova from Mk 15%. 

Chwolson in his note, Ueber Das Datum im Evangelium Matthi, 
xxvi 17,? suggests that the original of Matthew ran MDpb NOVI 
XYD = “in the days before the feast of Unleavened Bread"; 
that the first D of ND?PD was omitted, and the sentence translated 
as though it were N"vDb1 NOP «pra, But Mt. is dependent on 
Mk., and the error must be sought in Mk. Chwolson’s Aramaic 
phrase or some similar expression very probably lies behind Mk.'s 
T) *porp ?uépe. In any case, Chwolson is right in regarding this 

1 Entry into the house of a heathen caused uncleanness for seven days 
(Chwolson). 

2 Monatsschrift für Gesch. und Wissenschaft des Judenthums, lxxiii. 537- 
855. 
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phrase as impossible, and in seeing that what is wanted is some 
phrase meaning, “ Before the feast of Unleavened Bread.” 

Chwolson in his extremely valuable treatise, Das Letzte 
Passamahi Christi, suggests that the Passover fell on a Friday 
and was transferred to Thursday, because on the Friday there 
would not have been time for the roasting of the lambs before 
the beginning of the Sabbath. He thinks that whilst the offering 
of the lambs was therefore necessarily antedated, there was a 
difference of opinion as to the eating of the Paschal meal. Some, 
including Christ, eat it on the Thursday, others preferred to eat it 
according to the Mosaic law on the Friday the 14th, though the 
killing had been transferred to the previous day on account of the 
proximity of the Sabbath. 

But Chwolson's investigations are concerned with the text of 
the first Gospel, and his suggestions leave unsolved the texts of 
Mk. and Lk. It is with Mk. that any attempted solution must 

If we transfer Chwolson's emendation to Mk 1412, we may 
gladly admit that this writer is excellent authority for justifying us 
in substituting “Before the feast of Unleavened Bread" for 7j 
Tpürp pép tav álópev. But what of ôre rd ác Xa vow? Are 
we to accept this statement with the identification of the last 
supper with the Passover meal which is implied in it? It seems 
extremely probable that the ore 7é rdoyxa &Üvov is due to the same 
writer who has just written rjj rpary 7?)uépa trav d{vpwr. He realises 
that the last supper could not have taken place on the r5th, which 
was, properly speaking, the first day of Unleavened Bread. He is 
therefore obliged to suppose that by the first day of Unleavened 
Bread the Passover day was intended. And this preliminary error 
confuses the whole of the following narrative. In other words, 
Mk 14! is so certainly corrupt that no inference ought to be 
drawn from it as to the chronology of the succeeding narrative. 
And, apart from it, nothing is more clear than that the crucifixion 
of Christ did not take place on the 15th, from which it follows 
that the meal of vv.!’-25 was not the Passover meal of the 14th. 
But then what was it? Do not the disciples say, Where shall we 
make ready the Passover? And did not Christ bid them go and 
prepare it? But there is really no difficulty about the matter if 
we read vv.!#16 in the light of the previous narrative. The San- 
hedrin had decided on the removal of Christ before the feast, 
and had covenanted with Judas to arrange for His arrest at a 
convenient opportunity. Of all this Christ was aware. He knew 
that before the killing of the lambs in the Temple on the evening 
of the 14th, He himself would have fallen a prey to the plots of 
His. enemies. And yet He proposed to eat the Passover meal 
with His disciples. Not, however, the technical Passover meal 
of the 14th, but a meal which should serve as such. Hence the 

18 
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mystery of vv.1*16, Preparation for the Passover meal of the 
14th had to be made early. In this case the disciples seem to 
have thought it well to begin on Thursday the 12th. "They went, 
we read, and prepared the Passover. Not, of course, the lamb. 
That could only be offered in the Temple on the 14th, and then 
brought to the room afterwards. But they made other prepara- 
tions, saw to it that the room was properly equipped, and perhaps 
purchased the necessary accessories of the feast. It may be 
thought that yroiuacay tò márya must mean more than this, and 
include the actual preparation of the lamb itself, and so point to 
the 14th. But, in the first place, the phrase is due to the writer 
who has written v.!?*, who believed that the meal thus prepared 
was the technical Passover meal The original may well have 
meant nothing more than “ prepared for the Passover.” And, on 
the other hand, it is very unlikely that the two messengers should 
have acted as representatives of the whole body in the solemn 
service of the slaughter of the lamb in the Temple on the 14th. 
Preparation by two delegates could only be preparation of sub- 
ordinate details, not the actual sacrifice of the lamb itself. But 
why the mystery about the place of the meal? No doubt because, 
in view of the danger of arrest, Christ wished to keep His move- 
ments secret. He had arranged with some one that a room should 
be ready. There He sent His disciples to make preparations as 
though for the Passover meal of the 14th. Then the material 
and place for a meal having been secured, He came suddenly on 
that same evening of the 12th and sat down with His disciples, 
secure at least for a time from arrest, for He had the betrayer in 
His company. It was not the technical Passover meal, but for 
Him and for His disciples it would serve as such. There was 
indeed no lamb. But there was bread symbolising Christ's body, 
and that sufficed. 

M $20. And when if was evening, He sat down with the twelve 
disciples.) Mk. has: “ And when it was evening, He cometh with 
the twelve. And as they were sitting.”—dyias 8€] for xai dyias, as 
often.—dvéxero] for &pxeraa—x«ai dvaxepévwy avrov, thus omitting 
the historic present. Cf. Introduction, p. xx. 

M — 21. And as they were eating, Jesus said, Verily I say to you, 
that one of you shall deliver Me up.) Mk. has: “And as they were 
eating, Jesus said, Verily I say to you, that one of you shall deliver 
Me up (one) who is eating with Me.” The last clause emphasises 
the heinousness of the treachery of the act. Mt. omits the 
words as already implied in els é ipew. For efs=ris, see Blass, 
P. 144. 

M 22. And being very grieved, they began fo say to Him each one, 
Is it I, Lord?) Mk. has: * They began to be grieved, and to say 
to Him one by one, Is it 1?”—xai] Mt. avoids Mk.’s asyndeton.— 
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copa] is characteristic of Mt., see on 210. —els &xacros] see Blass, 
P. 179, for Mk.’s harsher els xarà els, which occurs in Jn 8°. 

23. And He answered and said, He who dipped with Me his M 
hand in the dish, he shall deliver Me up.) Mk. has: ' And He said 
to them, One of the Twelve. He who dippeth with Me into the 
dish.” ‘One of the Twelve” reaffirms the treachery of the act, and 
ô dp asrróp.evos, x.T.A., is equivalent to ô éoOiwy per’ pod. Not only 
one of the Twelve, but also a partaker in a common meal. The 
clause in Mk. does not give any clue to the individuality of the 
traitor, for probably all dipped into the dish, but only emphasises 
his treachery. Mt. in substituting ó ¢uBSdyas—ri xetpa, and add- 
ing obrós pe wapaduce, may have understood the words to be a 
direct clue to the betrayer's personality. Hastings, DCG i. p. 464. 

24. The Son of Man indeed goeth as it stands written about M 
Him: but woe to that man through whom the Son of Man is 
delivered up! good were it for him if that man had not been born.| 
Mk. has the same with dre at the beginning and no 7v after 
xaAóv. “Mt. improves the Greek by adding 4,” Moulton, p. 
200. : 

24. The sentence is very Semitic in construction and tdea. 
For trdyev = goes on his destined path, goes to his fate, dies, see 
Schlatter on Jn 79. For xafos yéypamrrat, see Bacher, Exegef. Term. 
1. 88, 11.91. The solemn repetition of ô dyÜpwros éxeivos and the 
atre—s dvOpwros éxeivos is also Semitic. The whole verse could be 
literally translated into Hebrew or Aramaic; cf. B. Chag. 11> “It 
were better for him if he had not come into the world,” Enoch 38? 
* It had been good for them if they had not been born." 

25. And Judas, who delivered Him up, answered and said, Is it 1, E 
Rabbi? He saith to him, Thou hast said.) The verse is not in Mk. 
Mt, who has understood 6 é&fjamrópevos as marking out the traitor 
in an indirect way, adds here a clause to make his identity still 
clearer.—ov elras) For the tense, see Moulton, p. 140. The 
clause is an evasive or ambiguous affirmative, and is quite in the 
Semitic manner. For Rabbinic parallels, see Dalm. Words, 309 ff. 
But cf. Chwolson, Das Letzte Passamaki, p. 88, who denies that 
it is a Rabbinic formula of affirmation. So also Merx, in loc.: 
*]u hast es gesagt ist keine rabbinische Formel" But the 
passages quoted by Dalman seem sufficient to show that “thou 
hast said” is in harmony with the Jewish spirit, where an indirect 
affirmation is required. In the present instance it is needless to 
ask whether it can or cannot express a direct affirmative, because 
such a direct affirmative would mar the spirit of the whole narra- 
tive, as Mt. has well understood. Christ had stated the terrible 
fact that one of His chosen friends, who was at that very moment 
sharing with him in a common meal, would betray Him into the 
hands of His enemies. They answer Him in indignant words 
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which are half-interrogative, half-negative, It is not I? And Judas 
amongst the others put the same question. Now it is incor 
ceivable that Christ should have answered him with a simple 
affirmative. Such a statement made publicly could only have 
provoked an outburst of fury against Judas, and perhaps for a 
time at least have frustrated his purpose. If intended only for the 
ear of Judas, it was the sort of thing which could not have been 
said under the circumstances. It would only have led to angry 
denial. What was required was just what ov elras expresses, an 
ambiguous affirmative, suggesting to the traitor himself the cer- 
tainty that his treachery was known ; to others, if they overheard it, 
a half uncertainty as to what was meant, and leaving opportunity 
to Judas of withdrawing from his course of treachery before its 
absolute and final exposure. See Gould on Mk 14%. 

M 26. And as they were eating, Jesus took bread, and blessed and 
brake it, and gave it to the disciples, and said, Take, eat ; this is My 
body.| Mk. has the same, omitting ô ‘Ijcots and ¢ayere: and 
with xai 2wxey abrots xai for kal Sots rots pa@yrais avrov.—sé] for 
«a£, as often.—dprov| X BC DS!; roy dprov, A aL—eirAoynoas] i.e. 
“uttered a form of thanksgiving.”—rotré éorw tò c&pá pov] The 
tory is quite unemphatic, and in Aramaic would be unexpressed. 
‘This is My body,” £e. “this broken bread, of which you all eat, 
represents My body.” The inference that in some sense the 
disciples were to partake of Christ’s body is unexpressed, but 
is implicit in the words rotro= “this broken loaf”; the neuter is 
due to attraction to Tò capa. 

M 27. And He took a cup, and gave thanks, and gave (it) to them, 
saying, Drink ye all from A Mk. has: * And He took a cup, 
and gave thanks, and gave (it) to them, and they all drank from it." 
Mt. assimilates értoy to the imperative of the previous verse.— 
worjpov| So N BE al Si; tò sorjpov, ACD al. The article 
here and before dprov in v.9 has probably been added to signify 
the Eucharistic bread and cup. 

M 928. For this is My blood of the covenant, which ts being shed 
for many unto remission of sins.| Mk. has: “And He said to 
them, This is My blood of the covenant, which is being shed on 
behalf of many.”—rotro] = this wine.—rà ald pov ris &abýrns 
This wine represents My blood, #.e. My covenant blood, i.e. My 
blood shed to ratify a covenant. Nothing is said in Mk. to define 
the nature of the covenant, except that the blood was being shed 
on behalf of many, £e. to give them a right to the privileges of the 
covenant. The covenant might be regarded as a covenant between 
Christ and the many, or, more naturally, between God and the 
many. Mt. by adding els doc ápopruiv, shows that he under- 
stood the covenant to be a covenant betweeh God and the many 
by which remission of sins was secured to them, the sign of this 
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covenanted forgiveness being the shed blood. For blood as 
signifying the ratification of a covenant, cf. Ex 248.—rijs &afijkys] 
So XBLZ; ris xuvijs &abýxys, A C D al; tò rijs kawftis Stadyxys, 
A Cal S!has: “My blood, the new covenant.” 

29. And I say to you, Iwill not drink from now of this fruit M 
of the vine until that day when I drink it with you new in the 
kingdom of My Father.| Mk. has: “ Verily I say to you, that I will 
no longer drink of the fruit of the vine, until that day when I drink 
it new in the kingdom of God.” The words are striking and 
unexpected. They seem to be a solemn farewell. But instead of 
a promise of a future return, we have this allusion to the joys of 
the Messianic kingdom. For the banquet as symbol of that joy, 
cf. on 84, and add Enock 621* “With that Son of Man will 
they eat and lie down, and rise up for ever and ever,” where, - 
however, the picture is hardly so much that of a banquet as of 
perpetual fellowship.—ot pý] cf. Moulton, 187 ff.—yévgua] from 
yiverOas as opposed to yévvgpa from yevde. Cf. Deissm. Bible 
Studies, p. 184.—yévnpa ris duweXov—xavov] Why new? Contrast 
Lk 229. But in the Messianic kingdom all things will be new; 
cf. Is 4315, Rev 215.—4áx' dpr] is not in Mk. Lk. also adds 
&xó vou viv. 

80. And they sang a hymn, and went out to the Mount of Olives.) M. 
So Mk. 

8l. Then saith Jesus to them, All ye shall be made to stumble in Me W 
on this night ; for it stands written, [will smite the shepherd, and the 
sheep of the flock shall be scattered.) Mk. has: “ And Jesus saith to 
them, that all ye shall be made to stumble: because it stands written, 
I will smite the shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered.”— 
róre] see on 27. Mt., as often, omits Mk.’s ór.— oxavdadicOjeoe] 
see on v.9. Mt. adds éy épo: dy rjj vuxri ravry to make the point 
of the following quotation explicit—zardfw, x.r..] The quota- 
tion is from Zec 13’.—wardéw] LXX and Heb. have the imperative. 
—rov *rouiéya] so Heb. and LXX q** *^ A Q I—xal &aoxoprurÓj- 
govra: Tà zpóflara] so Heb., LXX, AQ. Mk. transposes subject 
and verb.—rjs voipvys] not in Heb., but so LXX A. Since Mt. 
does not elsewhere add extraneous words to Mk.'s quotations, and 
does add words which are found in the LXX (cf. 195, where he 
adds «ai (xpoo)xoAAnOyoerat tH yuvaixi: 2253, where he adds elai), 
it is more probable that he here adds rijs woiuvys because he found 
it in a LXX text, than that LXX A should have been assimilated 
to the Gospel. The order xai dacx. rà mpófara is another 
assimilation to the LXX. 

89. But after I am risen, I will go before you into Galilee.) SoM 
Mk., with dAAd for 8e. For the unclassical insertion of pe, see 
Blass, p. 239; Moulton, p. 212. 

33. And Peter answered and said to Him, If all shall be M 
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made to stumble in Thee, Iwill never be made to stumble.] Mk. has: 
* And Peter said, Although all shall be made to stumble, yet (dAAq) 
not L"—4*e] So Lk. Mk. has 6$». 

M 384. Jesus said to him, Verily I say to you, That on this night, 
before the cock crow, thrice thou shalt deny Me.) Mk. has: “ And 
Jesus saith to him, Verily I say to thee, That to-day, on this night, 
before that the cock crow twice, thrice thou shalt deny Me.” 
Mt. omits Mk.’s redundant oyepoy; cf. Introduction, p. xxv.— 
aptly] for Mk.’s «piv 7%, cf. Blass, p. 229. Mk.’s dés is of doubtful 
authority ; see Swete. 

M 85. Peter saith to Him, Even if I must needs die with Thee, 
I will not deny Thee. Likewise also said all the disciples.| Mk. 
has: “And he was confidently saying, If I must needs die with 

- Thee, I will not deny Thee. And likewise all were saying.”— 
ob pj] For the construction with fut. ind., cf. 16%, and Moulton, 

P. 190. 
86-56. From Mk 145, 

M 80. Then Jesus cometh with them to an estate called Gethsemanei, 
and saith to the disciples, Sit here until I have gone away yonder and 
prayed.| Mk. has: “ And they come to an estate of which the name 
(was) Gethsemanei, and He saith to His disciples, Sit here until I 
have prayed."—Trére] see on 2’.—épxera:] Mt., against his custom, 
retains the historic present. —T'eÜopave | = “ oil-press" ; cf. Dalm. 
Gram.* p. 191.—atrov| for Mk.'s ĉe, on which see Blass, p. 58.— 
Zws of] = “ until," Blass, p. 272.! 

M 987. And He took Peter and the two sons of Zebedee, and began 
to be grieved and distracted.| Mk. has: “ And He taketh Peter 
and James and John with Him, and began to be amazed and 
distracted."—43apaAaBóv]| Mt. avoids, as usual, the historic present. 
—Avwreiofa:}] a softer word than Mk.’s strong éxéapBetcOu; cf. 
Introduction, p. xxxi. Mt., however, retains the striking ddynpoveu, 
on which see Lightfoot, Philippians, 2%, Gould and Swete on Mk. 
Lk. omits the whole clause.—adyoveiv] occurs in Ox. Pap. ii. 298. 
45, first century A.D. Alay ddnpovotper. 

M 38. Zhen He saith to them, My soul ts very grieved unto death : 
stay here and watch with Me.) Mk. has the same, without “ with 
Me,” and with xai for róre, on which see 27.—éws Üavarov] Cf. Jon 
49, Ecclus 518. For yvy$ of the human soul of Christ, cf. Jn 
1277, Lk. omits the whole clause. See on Lk 224%. 

M 989. And He went forward a little, and fell on His face, praying, 
and saying, My Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass away from 
Me ; but not as I will, but as Thou (willest).| Mk. has: “ And 

1 Mk. has ges. Cf. the same change in 14" = Mk 69. Mk.’s fus may 
haps mean ‘‘ while” here and in 69, but Mt. uses čws ob in five other cases 

«c 139 14” 17? 18%) in the sense '*until," so that it probably bears that 
meaning here. In Aramaic 1 ‘y has either meaning. 
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He went forward a little, and fell (imp.) (on His face, D . 
S! k) upon the ground, and was praying that, if it were 
possible, the hour might pass from Him. And He saic 
Father, all things are possible to Thee. Take this cup frc 
But not what I will, but what Thou (willest).” k omits dz’. 
wapéveyxe.—€xeoey| aor. for Mk.’s imp., as often.—ézi ri 
avrov] cf. 179. Mk. has érè ris yas. Mk. puts the content: 
prayer twice—once indirectly, and again directly. Mt., a: 
shortens ; cf. Introd. p. xxiv.—2pocevxdjevos|] Mt. omits hei 
Óvvaróv dorw mapéàby år abro?) dpa. % dpa here is ambiguo 
is used in a different sense in v.*7. But Mt. transfers el Suvari 
and rapépxopa: to the next verse ; cf. k’s omission in Mk.- 
pov] Mk. has "ABBa ô warjp. Mt. omits the Aramaic 'A 
My Father: cf. Dalm. Gram.? p. 9o. 198. For Mk.s ô za: 
Blass, p. 86; Moulton, pp. 7off. Mt. substitutes márep ; 
For rorijpuvr as a symbol of sorrow, cf. on 20%. The “cug 
be nothing but the approaching passion. ‘The Lord's 1 
soul shrank from the cross,” Swete.—ei Suvardv écrw] Mi 
wdyra Suwvara cot, but el dwardy darw in v.%5, The recognit 
the fact of God’s sovereign power seems less suitable here th 
expression of acquiescence in the necessity of the “cup.” L 
been influenced by a similar feeling, but he has the still 
ei BovAa,. — wapéAGarw| softens Mk.’s direct wapéveyxe, b 
wapéAGy in Mk v.°5.—2aAnyv] cf. 112*- %, and Blass, p. 268. Lk 
adds zAyv. In Mk. the request is conditioned by the last c 
but the whole verse leaves the impression of an ungranted re 
more strongly than Mts modified rendering.—as éyo 
Mk. has the more difficult r on which see Blass, p. 
(D has 9). On the “cup,” see Hastings, DCG i. p. 37. 

40. And He cometh to the disciples, and findeth them sle 
and saith to Peter, Could you not thus watch with Me one h 
Mk. has: “ And He cometh and findeth them sleeping, and 
to Peter, Simon, dost thou sleep? Couldest thou not watch 
hour?" — dpxeras — ebpírxe.] Mt. retains the historic pr 
contrary to his habit; cf. v.. Lk. also adds mpos rovs uaÓmrc 

41. Watch and pray, that you enter not into temptation 
spirit, indeed, is willing, but the flesh is — So Mk., with àt 
for «lo«A85re; cf. Introduction, p. xxvi. Lk. also has eiro 
—eis wapacpov] cf. 613, The words seem to be Suge 
Christ's own experience. He, too, had entered into “te ewe A 
v.%, See Gould on Mk 14%. Aprat 

42. Again a second time He went away, and prayeg 
Father, if this cannot pass, except I drink it, Thy te Se... ae? 
Mk. has: “And again He went away, and prayeq t? Jr pe 

same word.” The prayer added in Mt. expresses , > be 
1 So N* B, but N° A C D have the compound rep 

by 
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than v.9 the submission of Christ to the Father's will.—yergÓjgre 
TÒ Óc pd cov} cf. 610. 

M 48. And He came again and found them sleeping, for their eyes 
were weighed down.| Mk. has: “And again He came and found 
them sleeping, for their eyes were being weighed down. And they 
knew not what to answer Him.”—fBeBapnpevar|] Sc. trv, cf. Hom. 

. Od. ii. 139, olve B«Bapyóres. Mk. has xaraßapuvópevo. For Mt.'s 
omission of xai oùx pOeway, x.r.À., cf. similar omissions from Mk 
653 95, and Introduction, p. xxxiii f. 

E 44. And He left them again, and went away, and prayed the 
third time, saying the same word again.] Mk. has no correspond- 
ing third withdrawal, but in v.*! presupposes one in the words, 
* and He cometh the third time." Mt. fills the lacuna by slightly 
enlarging Mk v.9. For ddeis, cf. 1395. 

M 45. Then He cometh to the disciples, and saith to them, Sleep on 
and rest ; behold the hour is at hand, and the Son of Man is being 
delivered up into the hands of sinners.| Mk. has: “And He 
cometh the third time, and saith to them, Sleep on now and rest: 
it is enough, the hour has come: behold the Son of Man is being 
delivered up into the hands of sinners.”—épxera:] as in vv.96 and 9. 
Mt. retains the historic present, contrary to his custom.—rére] see 
on 27. Mt. omits Mk.’s rare impers. dweyet. 

M 46. Arise, let us go: behold, he that is delivering Me up is at 
hand.| So Mk. with a transposition of subject and verb. 

M 47. And while He was still speaking, behold, Judas, one of the 
Twelve, came, and with him a great multitude with swords and 
staves, from the chief priests and elders of the people.) Mk. has: 
* And immediately, while He was still speaking, there cometh 
Judas, one of the Twelve, and with him a multitude with swords 
and staves, from the chief priests and scribes and elders.” Mt. omits 
Mk.’s eùĝvs, as often, and adds idov, on which see 19, Lk. also 
has i8ov.—Adev] aor. for Mk.’s wapayiveras, as often.—dxó] for 
Mk.’s rapá Mt. omits xai rav ypapparéwy, and adds rov Aacv 
at the end. 

M 48. And he that was delivering Him up gave them a sign, saying, 
Whomsoever I shall kiss, that is He: seize Him.| Mk. has : * And he 
that delivered Him up had given them a sign, saying, Whomsoever 
I shall kiss, that is He: seize Him, and lead Him away safely."— 
Burev] for Mk.'s pluperfect, cf. 2718 —onpeiov.] Mk. has ovooypor, 
on which see Swete. Mt. omits xai &xdyere dopaAds as redundant ; 
see Introduction, p. xxiv. 

M — 49. And immediately he came to Jesus and said, Hail, Rabbi: and 
hissed Him fervently.] Mk. has: “And coming immediately he came 
to Him, and saith, Rabbi: and kissed Him fervently.” Mt. omits 
ub 's ékÓóv as redundant ; see Introduction, p. xxiv.—xaip«] added 
y Mt. 
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60. And Jesus said to him, Friend (do that) for wi 
art come.] Mk. has no corresponding clause. Lk. alsc 
insertion. ‘Jesus said to him, Judas, with a kiss dost tho 
up the Son of Man?" éraípos occurs in some MSS. at 1116, a 
vocative, 2013 and 22!%, both times in parables.—zdpep 
only here in Mt. The clause is enigmatic in its brevity : “ 
for which thou art present,” #.e. ** accomplish your purpose 
Wellhausen, “ Do you kiss Me for the purpose on account 
you are come," z.¢. “on such an errand?” Blass, p. 176, 
into alpe, * take what thou art come to fetch." 

DO. Then they came and laid hands on Jesus, and seize 
Mk. has: “ And they laid hands on Him, and seized | 
tore] See on 27.—spooeAÓ0óvres] See on 4°. 

51. And, behold, one of those who were with Jesus stretch 
his hand, and drew his sword, and smote the servant of 
priest, and struck off his ear.| Mk. has: “ And one of th 
stood by drew his sword, and struck the servant of the hig 
and struck off his ear.”—IlSov] See on 1%.—els] Mk. h 
tıs, On which see Blass, p. 144.—ra@v pera 'Iyoov] for Mk.’: 
Tv wapeotyxdrwv.—xaragas] Mk. has éracey, cf. Mt. 26%, 
has érdrage. See on Lk 22%, 

52-54. Mt. adds here three verses which have no pai 
Mk. or Lk. 

Then saith Jesus to him, Return thy sword to its place: 
who take the sword shall perish with the sword. Or think 
that I cannot appeal to My Father, and He shall now fur: 
with more than twelve legions of angels? How then sh 
Scriptures be fulfilled, that thus it must happen ?}—róre] 
27. —1TAÀ«ío] indecl. x* B D; see Moulton, p. 50. 

The insertion seems intended to throw light upon the r 
less incident of Mk v.*. "This was an act which might h 
to an attempt to prevent Christ's arrest. But He Himself c 
it He did not desire the plans of His enemies to be thwa 

55. In that hour Jesus said to the multitudes, As against « 
did you come out with swords and staves to take Me? Dail; 
Temple I sat teaching, and you did not seize Me.) SoM 
* daily I was with (rpós) you in the temple teaching” for **i 
the Temple I sat teaching."—» xey rjj ópg] see on 8" 
Mk.'s 74v pós tyds, see Abbott, Johannine Grammar, 236 

66. And all this came to pass that the Scriptures of the f 
might be fulfilled.| Mk. has simply: “But that the Scr 
might be fulfilled (you have arrested Me in this treacherous 
Mt. supplies the ellipse by inserting the formula cobro ( 
yéyovey (on which see Introduction, p. lxi), and so mak 
independent sentence. 

Then all the disciples left Him, and fied) Mk. has: 

— 

P d 
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they all left Him, and fled." Mt. here omits Mk vv.5152; cf. 
Introduction, p. li. 

57-75. From Mk 1453-73, 
M 87. And they seized Jesus, and led Him away to Cataphas the 

high priest, where the scribes and the elders were assembled.] Mk. 
has: “ And they led Jesus away to the high priest. And there come 
together all the high priests and the elders and the scribes.” —oi ôe] 
é (also in Lk.) for xac, as often.—^4pós rov dpywpéa] Mt. adds the 
name as in v.°.—érov—ovrGyoay] for Mk.'s kai evvépxovrat avoid- 
ing hist. pres., as often.—oi ypa. xai of xpeo.] the more usual order 
for Mk.'s of rper. xal oi ypap. Mk. prefixes of dpytepeis. Mt. 
omits, as already implied in xpos róv ápytepéa., 

M X ) 58. And Peter was following Him from afar unto the court of 
the high priest, and entered in, and sat with the servants, to see the 
end.| Mk. has: “And Peter from afar followed Him inside into 
the court of the high priest, and was sitting with the servants, and 
warming himself at the blaze."—ó é] for Mk.'s xai 6, as often. 
7xoAov0«] Mk. has the aor. ; generally the position is reversed.— 
čws rs atÀ s] abbreviates Mk.'s redundant éws éco eis rijv ata sjv ; cf. 
Introduction, p. xxiv f.—éxá£»ro] (so Lk.) for Mk.'s v cvvcabjpevos. 
—lóeiv rà réAos] gives a motive for Peter's action, which is wanting 
in Mk.'s merely pictorial xai Peppatvopevos xpos TO has. 

M. 659. And the chief priests and all the Sanhedrin were seeking 
false witness against Jesus, that they might put Him to death.| Mk. 
has: “ And the chief priests and all the Sanhedrin were j 
witness against Jesus, with a view to putting Him to death.”— 
yev?ouaprvpéíay] emphasises the treachery of the authorities. 

M 60. And did not find (any), though many false witnesses came.] 
Mk. has: “And were not finding (any). For many bore false 
witness against Him, and their testimonies were not agreed.— 
«Ùùpov] aor. for Mk.'s imp., as often. 

M But afterwards two came, (61) and said, This man said, I can 
destroy the temple of God, and build (it, another) after an interval 
of three days.) Mk. has: “And certain rose up and bore false 
witness against Him, saying, That we heard Him saying, That I 
will destroy this Temple made with hands, and will build after an 
interval of three days another made without hands. And not even 
so was their witness agreed." The narrative in Mk. is not free 
from difficulty. The authorities sought false witnesses, two at 
least being necessary according to law, cf. Dt 19!5, but could not 
find them (5). For many offered witness, but two could not be 
found to agree (©). An example of the testimony offered by these 
discordant witnesses is given in 57-8, Jt seems to be a garbled 
version of words spoken by Christ, and was no doubt represented 
as a threat to destroy the Temple. But even these witnesses could 
not agree. The attempt, therefore, to produce the requisite number 
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of witnesses failed, and it was necessary to find other grounds 
for condemning the accused. Mt., however, seems to have re- 
garded Mk vv.5758 as at least part of the ostensible ground for 
condemnation. He therefore distinguishes between the witness 
here recorded and that of the previous false witnesses by in- 
troducing it with Zerepov, “later,” and by inserting “two.” “At 
last the requisite agreement between the legal minimum number 
of witnesses was obtained." Mt. seems to have interpreted the 
“Temple” of Mk 59 of the literal Temple, and adds roð Oeod. At 
the same time he seems to have found difficulty in attributing to 
Christ even in the mouth of false witnesses a direct threat to 
destroy the Temple, and alters the words into an assertion that 
Christ had power to do so (dvvapza: xaraAtoa), and to build another 
in three days. The insertion of dvo in v.9 carries with it the 
omission of Mk v.9, because the consent of two witnesses in the 
statement was sufficient to make it a ground of accusation. 

&à tardy 3)uepày] cf. Mk 133 D. For dd = “ after the lapse of an 
interval,” cf. Gal 21. It seems to mean “during” in Ac 13, so 
Blass, p. 132. So perhaps here “within three days.” But see 
against this Abbott ( Johannine Grammar, 2331€) who renders 
Ac 1° “after an interval of forty days.” 

60. 3/o] add Wevdouapripes, A3 C D a7 latt Si, 
62. And the high priest rose up, and said fo Him, Dost M 

Thou answer nothing? what do these witness against Thee 4 
Mk. has: “ And the high priest rose up into the midst, and ask 
Jesus, saying, Dost Thou not answer anything? what do these 
witness against Thee?” Mt. omits Mk.'s ovx; see on 2714, 

68. And Jesus was silent.] Mk. has: “And He was silent, M 
and answered nothing.” Mt. omits the last clause as redundant ; 
cf. Introduction, p. xxv. 

And the high priest said to Him, I adjure Thee by the living M. 
God, that Thou tell us if Thou art the Anointed, the Son of God? 
Mk. has: “ Again the high priest was asking Him, and saith to 
Him, Art Thou the Anointed, the Son of the Blessed ? "—4 vids rov 
Oeo] Mk. has ô vids To eù ov. Since, according to Mk., the 
endeavour to procure the legal number of witnesses had failed, the 
high priest directly interrogates the accused. He was popularly 
regarded as one who claimed to be the Messiah, and had been 
greeted as such by the populace, Mk 119-9, It is very doubtful 
whether the high priests, the Sadducees, held any definite Messianic 
doctrine, but, no doubt, the Pharisees (cf. Ps-So/) anticipated the 
coming of a Davidic “king” ; and other conceptions of the Messiah 
were current, as, €g., in the Apocalyptic literature. Wellhausen 
argues that the claim to be the Messiah could not, according to 
Jewish conceptions, have been regarded as a blasphemous claim, 
But quite apart from the exact meaning of the relationship of the 
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Messiah to God, which is. implied in such terms as “Son of God,” 
* Son of the Blessed," the nature of the Messiah, as depicted in the 
literature of the period as of earthly and heavenly origin (cf. Volz, Jud. 
Eschat. pp. 214f.), is such that claims to be Messiah might quite 
well be regarded as blasphemous, if they were untrue. And the 
high priest, no doubt, knew quite well that the idea of Messiahship, 
as used of Himself by Christ, involved and implied the conception 
of heavenly origin (cf. Mk 123). Mk.’s toù eùoyyroð is an 
abbreviation of a common Rabbinical formula, and 1s no doubt 
original. Mt. changes into the Christian and universal ro? @eow. 
“The Son of the Blessed” occurs in the Acta Pauli (Schmidt), 
p. 26, and “the Blessed," p. 29.—iva ġpîv eéwps] Lk. also has 
elxóy Wty. 

MGA. Jesus saith to him, Thou saidst : but I say to you, Henceforth 
you shall see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of power, and 
coming on the clouds of heaven.) Mk. has: “And Jesus said, I am ; 
and you shall see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of 
power, and coming with the clouds of heaven.”—ov elxas] Mk. has 
éyó «lus. On ov elas, see v.%. The phrase implies a fine under- 
standing of the circumstances of the scene. Christ was not “the 
Son of God” in any sense in which the words could be understood 
by the high priest, and a question such as that addressed to Christ, 
where questioner and questioned lived in a different atmosphere of 
thought, could not, nor ever can be, answered with a word. Yet 
the phrase is an implied affirmative. ‘Thou hast expressed in a 
phrase the inference which seems to follow from My teaching, and 
that inference is a half truth. But more is implied. From hence- 
forth,” etc. The same evasive affirmative lies behind Lk 22 and 
Jn 189: “Thou sayest that I am a king. That is a right inference 
from My teaching ; but the kingship which I claim is a kingship of 
spiritual supremacy."—4' dpre] is difficult! It seems to be equiva- 
lent to *soon," “hereafter.” ‘‘I am the Messiah, but the Messiah 
of the future, not of the present ; you will understand when you 
shall see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven.” Lk. 
also has årò rob vüv.—ér(] Mk. has perd. See on 24%, where 
Mk. in the parallel has év ve$éAass. perá occurs in Theodotion's 
VS of Dn 7!5. See Gould on Mk 149. 

M 65. Then the high priest rent his garments, saying, He has 
blasphemed ; what further need have we of witnesses? lo, now ye 
have heard the blasphemy.| Mk. has: “ And the high priest rent 

1 dors does not occur in Mk. or Lk. In Mt. prs occurs 4 times, and 
including dw’ pri 7 times. In 239 and 269 dw’ dpr: means *' from the present 
moment.” But in 26% this meaning cannot be pressed, because the period 
between the moment of utterance and the resurrection must in any case be 
excluded from the scope of the phrase. It is probably used here in the sense 
' hereafter” with the implication **soon." On dx’ dpri, see Abbott, Johannine 
Grammar, 1915, Vi. 
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his clothes, and saith, What further need have we of witnesses? 
ye have heard the blasphemy.”—rére] see on 27.— rà iparía] a 
more ordinary word than Mk.’s rovs xvróvas. See DCG i. p. 209. 

66. What think ye? And they answered and said, He i15 M. 
worthy of death.) Mk. has: “What seemeth it to you? And 
they all adjudged Him to be worthy of death.” 

67, 68. Zhen they spat in His face, and buffeted Him; and M 
some smote Him, saying, Prophesy to us, Thou Anointed One, Who 
is he who struck Thee?) Mk. has: “ And some began to spit upon 
Hin, and to cover His face, and to buffet Him, and to say to Him, 
Prophesy. And the servants received Him with blows.”—rére] 
see on 27.—évérrvcay|] Mt. frequently avoids Mk.’s #pfavro. 
He telescopes Mk.’s éunrvew abro xai weptxadvrrey abro) TÒ 
apocwrov into évérruvcay els TÓ wxpocwrov avrov: but his added 
clause, ris éorw ô vaícas oe, seems to imply reminiscence of the 
omitted words. In of ô épárwayr he abbreviates Mk.'s xai oi 
tanpérat paricpacw abróv &aBov. The addition, “Who is he 
that struck Thee?" which Lk. also has, is no doubt intended to 
explain «podnjrevcov. It may, however, be doubted whether the 
verb in Mk. has not a more general reference, such as “ Prophesy 
now the destruction of the Temple"; cf. Mk v.58. In view of 
Mt.'s explanatory clause, it is extraordinary that he should have 
omitted the *' covering" of the face. 

69. And Peter sat outside in the cour! ; and there came fo kim M 
a maid-servant, saying, And thou wast with Jesus the Galilean 1) 
Mk. has: * And whilst Peter was below in the court, there cometh 
one of the maid-servants of the high priest ; and seeing Peter warm- 
ing himself, she looked at him, and saith, And thou wast with the 
Nazarene, Jesus?”—ééw] in the outer court. Mk. has xére.— 
éxa@yro] (Lk. also has xa@jevov) refers back to v.5°.—poo7nAber] 
see on 4°. Mt. avoids thus Mk.’s hist. pres.—TaAc\aiov] for 
Mk.’s Nafapyvov, which Mt. elsewhere omits, e.g. in 20% and 285. 

70. And he denied before them all, saying, I know not what M 
thou sayest.| Mk. has: “And he denied, saying, I know not, 
nor understand what thou sayest.” For Mt.’s omission of the 
redundant ovre éwiorayas, see Introduction, p. xxv.—otx« olda] 
So Lk. Mk. has otre ola. See on Lk 22°57, 

7l And another saw him when he had gone out into the M 
gateway, and saith to those there, This man was with Jesus the 
JVasarene.] Mk. has: “And he went outside into the antecourt ; 
and the maid-servant saw him, and began to say to those who stood 
by that this man is (one) of them.”—dAAy] Mt. infers from the 
change of scene that the 4 wacdionn of Mk. was different from the 
maid-servant of the previous verse.—ofros fy, x.r.X.] Mt. assimi- 
lates to the previous charge, but substitutes for Mk?g alapo, 
Natwpalov: cf. 233.—Aéye«] Avoiding, as often, Mk.'s à Me 

“er 

B —€— ⸗ 
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omits Mk.’s ors as often, and sau, which would not harmonise 
with dAA. 

M 72. And again he denied with an oath that, I know not the 
man.) Mk. has: “ And he denied again. ? —fjpviraro] assimilating 
to v.'®, and avoiding Mk.'s imperfect jpvetro. 

M 73. And after a little while there came they who stood (there), 
and said to Peter, Truly thou also art (one) of them; for thy speech 
betrayeth thee.) Mk. has: “And after a little again they who 
stood by were saying to Peter, Truly thou art (one) of them ; for thou 
art a Galilean.” Mt. omits Mk.’s «duy, as often.—zporeMdvres] 
see on 4X— xal yáp, x.r.X.] is apparently an explanatory inter- 
pretation of Mk.’s “ for thou art a Galilean.” Mt. supposes that 
this was an inference from S. Peter’s language or pronunciation. 
See Dalm. Words, p. 8o. 

M 74. Then he began fo imprecate, and fo swear that, I know not 
the man. And immediately the cock crew.| Mk. has: “ And he 
began to imprecate, and to swear that, I know not this man of 
whom you speak. And immediately the cock crew a second 
time. ”"—rore) see on 2'.—xarafeuarílew] only here for Mk.’s 
dvafepnariLey, which occurs three times in Acts 23. With either 
word the meaning is “to invoke a curse on himself if his state- 
ment were not true."—xai etfs] Mk. adds èx Sevrépov (om. 
N L); cf. dé in v. (om. & C* D) and v.” (om. X C* D). 

M 75. And Peter remembered the word of Jesus, who said that 
Before the cock crow, thrice thou shalt deny Me. And he went out- 
side, and wept bitterly.| Mk. has: “ And Peter remembered the 
word, how Jesus said to him that, Before the cock crow twice, thrice 
thou shalt deny Me. And ér Sader he was weeping.” If the 
text of S. Mark which lay before Mt. had &s in vv.% and "3, and 
èx Óevrépov in v., Mt. has probably omitted all three for the same 
reasons that have caused so many changes in the Western copies 
of Mk. See WH, $ 323, and p. 330.—rod jjparos] so Lk. Mk. . 
has rò fpa. —8 éw, which occurs also in Lk., seems to be a 
substitute for, or interpretation of, Mk.'s difficult ir Ba. See 
Swete, and especially Moulton, p. 131.—€xAavo] aor., as often, 
for Mk.'s imperfect —^mixpós] is added by Mt (and Lk.) to 
emphasise the point. See Hastings, DCG i. p. 444. 

73. Fó» ce movi] D latt S! have pada zz '* is like," i.e. ** resembles 
theirs.” 

XXVIL 1, 2 From Mk 15}. 
M 1. And when it was morning, all the chief priests and the elders 

of the people took counsel against Jesus to put Him to death.) Mk. 
has: “ And immediately in the morning the chief priests, with the 
elders, and scribes, and all the Sanhedrin, made a council,”— 
Tpotas à yeropévis] for Mk.’s xai ev@vs mpwi. Mt. substitutes 
& for xai, and omits eb0/s, as often.—ovpBovAoy AaBor] see on 
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r234, Mk. has ovp. vovjcavres. Mt. here, as in 2647, omits xai 
ypapparéwy, and adds after mpecBurepo, rod Aaod. He omits xai 
OXov rò ovvédpioy as superfluous, but adds, perhaps as compensa- 
tion, wayres before oi ápxepets ; cf. Lk. rav rò cAxfos avbróv. 

2. And bound Him, and led Him away, and delivered Him to M. 
Pilate the governor.] Mk. has: “ Bound Jesus, and carried Him 
away, and delivered Him to Pilate."—àmfyayov] cf. 2657 for Mk.’s 
daryveyxay, Lk. has qyayov.—rq "ryepyów] Mt. uses this word of 
Pilate 7 times, Mk. o, Lk. 1 (207°), Mt. adds also the clause, 
«xarà To) "Incov dore ÜavarQcaa avrov: cf. 269. adore with the 
infinitive here expresses purpose ; cf. Moulton, p. 207. 
— Mt. here adds an incident which has no parallel in Mk. 

or Lk. 
8. Then Judas, who delivered Him up, when he saw that He was P 

condemned, repented, and brought back the thirty pieces of silver to 
the chief priests and elders, saying. |—rére] see on 2’.—perapeAn Geis] 
as in 21%% 83 —čorpepe] is not used elsewhere in an active sense in 
the N.T. ; cf. Is 388. 

4. I sinned when I betrayed righteous blood.] P 
And they said, What is that tous? Thou shalt see (to that).| P 
5. And he cast the silver into the temple, and went away and P 

hanged himself. |\—piyas] as in 159.— eis rov vaóv| vads in 2319. 21. 85 
269! is used of the shrine. Judas could hardly literally cast the 
money into this shrine, into which none but priests entered. He 
may have cast it down in the court of the priests. —dvexwpyoe] see 
on 2!2.— «ai dreAdav dmpytaro] cf. 2 S 17% xai dmjAÓev—xoi 
á&sjytaro. 

6. And the chief priests took the silver, and said, It is not lawful P 
fo put them into the corban, for it is the price of blood.) xopBavas is 
an Aramaism. It is used in Jos. Wars, ii. 176, for the money 
hoarded in the Temple (róv l«póv 0ncavpóv kaňeîraı è xopBavas). 
This was collectively “the offering” par excellence. But the term 
is not so used in Rabbinic writings. 

7. And they took counsel, and bought with them the potters? 
field, for a burial-place for strangers.|\—ovpBovdov AaBóvres] see 
on 12M, 
j Wherefore that fieid was called, Field of Blood, unto this P 

day. 
9, 10. Then was fulfilled that which was spoken through Jeremiah O 

the prophet, saying, And I took the thirty pieces of silver, the price 
of Him that was priced, whom they of the children of Israel did 
price, and I gave them for the potters field, as the Lord appointed 
me.|---rér« érÀnpó05] See Introduction, p. lxi. 

The passage alluded to is, no doubt, Zec 114%. The good 
shepherd of Israel received as wages from the rulers of the people 
a paltry sum. He was bidden to cast it to the potter, So he 

BN = a A1 
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cast it to the potter in Jehovah’s house. The quotation in Mt 
seems to play upon the facts of the narrative with reference to this 

e. Christ was the Good Shepherd. He had been estimated 
at a paltry sum, thirty pieces of silver, by the rulers of the people. 
This sum should therefore be cast to the potter, or, by a slight 
change in the Hebrew, into the treasury (“Mx for ^v). It is 
probable that in Zec r1!5 9% is original. It alone gives a good 
sense, and a reason for mn’ m3. Why should the potter be in 
Jehovah's house? The treasury was naturally there. The M.T. 
may have substituted "yv from a feeling that the sum thus despised 
was not good enough for the sacred treasury. Just so the chief 
priests in Mt. will not put the sum into the treasury, but give it for 
the potter's field. Cf. Wellhausen on Zec r1!5. 

xai éAaflov rà Tpáxovra ápyipia] Zec 11!5 has xai #Aaßov rois 
TpidxovTa pots.—TyY Tiny TOU Terysnpévov by èryýoayro dro 
viðv lopajÀ| seems to be a loose translation of the previous 
words of Zechariah, orbyn np ww pn WIN. The LXX is quite 
different.—xai wxa aira els róv áypóv Tov xepapéws] seems to be a 

loose translation of ayvn Ske—ine poe. The riv dypov appears 
to be due to the translator allowing the facts upon which he is 
commenting to creep into his translation ; cf. v.7. «ada cwéra£é 

por Kupros looks like a reminiscence of "5x mm soam, Zec 1138; in 
the LXX language of Ex 9!? xa0à cvvéragey Kupios. The addition 
of this clause and the rst pers. in the original make it clear 
that édwxa, and not édwxay, is the right reading. The action of the 
prophet in casting his rejected wages to the potter is regarded by 
the translator as prophetical of the action of the Sanhedrin in 
rejecting the proffered wages of Judas, and giving them for the 
potter’s field. The application of the prophecy in this connection 
is clearly based upon two or three traditional facts. Judas had 
thrown the money into the Temple; cf. mo» ma ina poem. The 
Sanhedrin refused to put it into the treasury; cf. the probable 
emendation of ^Xwt into 9%. The money thus rejected was 
applied to the purchase of a potter’s field ; cf. vn Se—ing 
The translator seems to have had the Hebrew text in his mind, 
and to have quoted from memory. From his acquaintance with 
the variant readings “YW and "v (cf. for the former the renderings 
of Pesh. and Targ. Jon.), and from the way in which both words are 
alluded to in the narrative (for "yx, cf. v. róv xopfavày), we may 
infer that the writer of this narrative was also the translator of the 
quotation, and that he was thoroughly versed in Rabbinical methods 
of exegesis. See Hastings, DCG i. p. 91r. 

The narrative as it now stands seems to carry with it some 
traces of the style of the editor of the Gospel. rre, see on 2*. 
dvaxopeiv, 10 in Mt, r in Mk., o in Lk.; cupBovArov AapBdver, 5 in 
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Mt.; and evrráccew, 3 in Mt. may be claimed as such. On the 
other hand, xopBavas, and the quotation in ® 10, based as it is upon 
the Hebrew, and suggestive of Rabbinical method, point to a 
Hebrew or Aramaic original for the section. The story is clearly 
one in which existing tradition led to the application to it of the 
prophecy. And such a detail as the strangers’ burial-ground is too 
meaningless to be accounted for as a literary invention. It seems, 
therefore, probable that the narrative formed one of a cycle of 
Palestinian traditions known to the editor of the Gospels. A 
different tradition is given in Acts 118-19, 

The attribution of the prophecy to Jeremiah may be due to 
reminiscence of Jer 36579 LXX (purchase of a field), combined 
with 18? (the potter). 

x nre] B*"v*Labcdg!q S! “blood of the righteous”; d6qQor, 

bya] UT ; jp NA Bai; “thou shalt know,” S!, 
D. els rr raw] NBL; ér r8 vag, AC ail. 
9. dd] add 'Iepeuíov, N A B al; om. 33 157 ab S}. The omission is 

so natural that it seems probable that the word is genuine. 
10. &uwxa] N 122 S! ; weary, B aj. See above. 

11-26. From Mk 155-15, 
ll. And Jesus stood still before the governor: and the governor M. 

asked Him, saying, Art Thou the King of the Jews? And Jesus 
said, Thou sayest.| Mk. has: * And Pilate asked Him, Art Thou 
the King of the Jews? And He answered and saith to him, Thou 
sayest."—6 8& "Incots tardy CmpooÓ«v roù Tyepóvos] With this E 
connecting link Mt. returns to Mk.'s narrative.—Aéyoy] is inserted 
also in Lk.—é¢y] So Lk. Mk. has Aéye. For ov Aéyes, cf. 
ov «Uras, 26% 64, 

19. And when He was accused by the chief priests and elders, M. 
He answered nothing.) Mk. has: “And the chief priests were 
accusing Him much.” Mt. avoids, as often, Mk.’s imperf. and the 
adverbial woAAd.—désexpivaro] The classical middle is rare in the 
N.T. It occurs only once in Mk 14°, where Mt. omitted it, and 
in Mt. only here, where it seems, therefore, to be a reminiscence 
of the clause omitted from Mk 14; but Mt., as usual, has only a 
single negative ; see on 2714. On ázexpivaro, see Abbott, Johannine 
Grammar, 2537. l 

18. Then Pilate saith to Him, Dost Thou not hear how many M 
things they witness against Thee?) Mk. has: “And Pilate again 
was asking Him, saying, Dost Thou not answer anything? See 
of how many things they accuse Thee.”—rére] see on 2’. Mt., as 
often, omits Mk.'s wdéAuy, and avoids his imperf. érnpwra. 

14. And He did not answer him, not even fo one word; so that M 
the governor marvelled greatly.] Mk. has: “And Jesus still 

19 
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answered nothing; so that Pilate marvelled.” Mt. avoids, as 
usual, Mk.’s double negative, but here compensates by adding xpos 
obde iv popa. Cf. Introduction, p. xxv; Hastings, DCG i. p. 358. 

M 18. And at the feast the governor was wont to release to the 
multitude a prisoner whom they wished.) Mk. has: “ And at the 
feast he was releasing to them a prisoner whom they were begging 
off." —«liba—dzroAvew] to emphasise the fact that this was a 
customary concession. Mk. uses his imperfects so indiscrimin- 
ately that his dwéAvey might mean nothing more than “released " 
on this occasion.—xerá| is not necessarily distributive, meaning 
“at each feast," so S!, though this was probably the idea in the 
mind of Mk., as Mt. has rightly seen. 

M 16. And they had then a prisoner of note, named Jesus Bar- 
abbas.| Mk. has: “ And one called Barabbas was bound with the 
rebels who had committed murder in the revolt. And the mult- 
tude went up, and began to ask (that he would do) as he was doing 
for them.” See Gould and Swete on Mk 15’. 

M — 17. When, therefore, they were gathered together, Pilate said to 
them, Whom will ye that I release to you? Jesus Barabbas, or 
Jesus who is called Anointed " Mk. has: “And Pilate answered 
them, saying, Will ye that I release to you the King of the Jews?" 

M 18. For he knew that they had delivered Him up through envv.] 
Mk. has: “For he knew that the chief priests had delivered Him 
up through envy.”—78«a] Mt. avoids Mk.'s imperf. éy&veoxe.— 
zapé)exav| Mt. avoids Mk.'s pluperfect; cf. 2618, 

19. Mt. adds here: 
P And as he was sitting upon the judgement-seat, his wife sent 

fo him, saying, Have thou nothing to do with that righteous man: for 
I suffered much in a dream to-day on account of Him.|—xar' óvop] 
only besides five times in chs. 1.2. See on 19.—3oAAd] this 
adverbial woAAd, which is common in Mk., occurs elsewhere in 
Mt. only twice, 13? 16?!, both from Mk. 

M 20. And the chief priests and the elders persuaded the multitudes 
that they should ask for Barabbas, and destroy Jesus.) Mk. bas: 
* And the chief priests moved the people that he should rather 
release Barabbas to them.” For the insertion of xai of rpeoBurepor, 
cf. v.12,—rovs óxAovs] plur. for Mk.'s sing., as often. See Introduc- 
tion, p. Ixxxvi.—éreway] for Mk.’s ávéreway, which is late and 
uncommon in the sense to “incite.” Add to references in lexx. 
dvaciopevot = being “incited,” 725. Pap. 28. 20 (B.C. 114). 

M 21. And the governor answered and said to them, Whom will 
ye that I release to you of the two? And they said, Barabbas.| 
Mt. inserts this last clause in order to bring into the narrative 
explicitly the answer of the people to Pilate’s question. In 
Mk v.? Pilate asks if they wish the King of the Jews to be 
released. No direct answer is given, but one is implied in v.". 



In v.? Pilate “again” asks, What is then to be done to Jesus? 
They answer in v.!5 that He should be crucified. In v.!* Pilate 
asks a third question, Why should Jesus be crucified? In Mt 
Pilate first asks whether they will have Barabbas or Christ (v.!). 
In v.?! this question is repeated in other words, and seems to be 
merely resumptive on the part of the editor, no answer having 
been given. The answer comes in the same verse. They desire 
Barabbas. Consequently in v.?? Pilate asks a second question, 
What then is to be done with Jesus? And in v.?5 a third question, 
What evil had He done? The insertion of the resumptive 
question in v.?! necessitates also the insertion of Aéye abrois ô 
IleAaros in v.3?.— ármoxpiüeis 88 ó iyepav elrev abrois] Mk. has 
ó òè IleAáros máy daroxpels éAeyev aùrois. Mt. omits máy 
because he is about to repeat the governor's first question. 

22. Pilate saith to them, What then shall I do to Jesus who is M 
called Anointed? They all say, Let Him be crucified.) Mk. has: 
* What then shall I do to Him whom you call the King of the 
Jews? And they cried out again, Crucify Him.” 

28. And he said, What evil has He done? And they the more M. 
were crying out, saying, Let Him be crucified.| Mk. has: “And 
Pilate said to them, Why, what evil has He done? And they the 
more cried out, Crucify Him.”—éxpafov] Mk. has the aor. The 
position is generally the reverse. But in Mk. A D al x 69 346 
have éxpafov, and so probably S!. 

24, 25. Mt. here interpolates two verses : 
24, 28. And Pilate, seeing that he avails nothing, but that rather P 

a tumult results, took water, and washed his hands before the 
multitude, saying, I am guiltless of the blood of this righteous man: 
ye shall see (to it). And all the people answered and said, His blood 
(Ge) on us and on our children.| Cf. Ev. Peter: “And no one of 
the Jews washed his hands, neither Herod nor any of his judges." 

26. Then he released Barabbas to them; but he scourged Jesus, M 
and delivered Him to be crucified.| Mk. has: “ And Pilate, being 
willing to content the multitude, released Barabbas to them ; and 
he delivered Jesus, when he had scourged Him, to be crucified.— 
tov ôf] So Lk. Mk. has xaí Mt. substitutes 9€, as often. 

16, 17. S! 1* 118 209* add 'Igcoü» before BapaBBüs iy y$, and 
"Incoür Tór before Bapagga» in v.". For the reading, see Burky’, gxce em 
note, Evangelion Da Mepharreshe, ii. 277. The reading yoon? to 
Origen, who says that it was not found in many copies, forsy, u 
nomen Jesu conveniat alicui iniquorum. Origen’s negative , O» f ojala 
it was found in some copies, and his unwillingness to acce, SStwgO, oe 
decisive proof in favour of its genuineness. It is accepted t. Bt X, Me 
Merx. Butsee WH. y R NY » 

27-56. From Mk 15191, Mk 15!62 is omitte 
Q7. Then the soldters of the governor took Jes a 

“sky Viv 
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torium, and gathered to Him all the band.) Mk. has: “ And the 
soldiers led Him away within the court which is the Pretorium, 
and call together all the band.—róre] see on 27. —«is Tò spasrepv] 
Mt. dovetails, as often, a twofold phrase of Mk.’s; cf. Intro- 
duction, p. xxv. Mk. has “within the court which is the Pre- 
torium”; “within” as opposed to the space outside the palace 
where the tribunal was set up, v.'*.—avAys] ñe. the court in the 
palace of Herod which was used as the Pretorium or residence 
of the governor when he was at Jerusalem ; cf. Sanday, Sacred 
Sites, pp. 55 ff.—evvfyayov] avoiding, as often, Mk.'s hist. pres. 

M 28. And they stripped Him, and put round Him a scarlet cloke.] 
Mk. has: “ And they put on Him a purple robe, and put round 
Him." The “scourging” of v.9 has already implied stripping. 
In Mk. the xol seperiüéacw has as object the crown of thorns. 
Mt. seems to have supposed that both verbs referred to the robe. 
wepir(Onus may be used of either object. For orédayvoy, cf. Eur. 
Med. 984, and for xAapvéa, Sapph. 68. We should expect Mt. to 
omit one verb; cf. Introduction, p. xxiv.! But instead he converts 
évdidvocxey into éxÓvew, unobservant of the fact that the action 
implied in this verb was unnecessary. He avoids as usual Mk.'s 
hist. presents.—yAapvda xoxxivyy] The chlamys was generally a 
military garment, but was worn also by kings. Mk. has «opdvpa. 

M 29. And they wove a crown of thorns, and put it on His head, 
and a reed in His right hand: and kneeling down before Him, they 
mocked Him, saying, Hail, King of the Jews/| Mk. has: '* —having 
woven a crown of thorns, and began to salute Him, Hail, King of 
the Jews.”— Paced] see Moulton, p. 71.3 

Mt., having transferred Mk.'s vepcriféacw to the previous clause, 
is obliged to insert a conjunction xaí and a new verb éwré@yxaz, 
and adds éxi rjs xe$aA fs abro?. He inserts also xai xdAapovr èv Tjj 
Sefig avrov, taking the “reed ” from Mk v.9, where it seems point- 
less and out of place. The xai yovvmenjsavres čprporĝe aŭror 
évéraifav aùr is also anticipated from Mk 9 xoi riévres rà 
yovara xpocexvvowy avrà Mt. substitutes yovvrerg7avres ; cf. 17! 
Mk 1% 1o", and changes rpogexúvovv into the évéra:gay of Mk v.™. 

M — 80. And they spat upon Him, and took the reed, and beat upon 
His head.) Mk. has: “And they beat His head with a reed, and 
were spitting on Him."—eyrrícayres] Mt. avoids Mk.'s imperfect, 
as often. 

M 81. And when they had mocked Him, they stripped Him of the 
cloke, and put His own garments on Him.| so Mk., with wopdupa 
as in v.17 for xAapuvda. 

M And they led Him away to crucify Him.] Mk. has: “ And they 

1 However, Noa B D 157abc ff2q S! do omit wepéOyxay airy, and have 
kal dvéducay for kal éxüícarres. This may be the original text. 

3 N AL have ò Bagiheús=“‘ Hail you * King' " (Moulton) 



lead Him out in order that they may crucify Him.”—åmýyayor] 
avoiding, as often, Mk.'s hist. pres. Lk. also has åmýyayov. 

82. And as they were coming out, they found a man of Cyrene, by M 
name Simon: him they impressed, that he might bear His cross.] 
Mk. has: “And they impress a passer-by, Simon, a Cyrenian, 
coming from the country, the father of Alexander and Rufus, that 
he may bear His cross.”—#yydpevoay] see on 541. Mt. avoids, as | 
often, Mk.’s hist. pres. Mt. omits épyduevoy dx’ dypot = “coming 
from work”; cf. Berakhoth 4°, perhaps because work would not | 
have been possible on the first day of Unleavened Bread. See | 

! 

— a 

on p.272. He also omits “the father of Alexander and Rufus"; 
cf. Introduction, p. xxxvi.—iva dpy rév cravpóv airov] cf. Artem. 
Oneir. ii. 56: ó nov aùr vpoavuXoboÜat wpórepov avróv BaordLet, 
and note on 10%, 

88. And they came to a place called Golgotha, that is (a place) M. | 
called Skull-place.| Mk. has: “And they bring Him to the 
Golgotha-place, that is being interpreted *skull'-place."—4A6óvres | 
avoiding, as often, Mk.’s hist. pres. . Lk. also has 2A0av.—T'oAyo0G | 
is the Aramaic «nw a skull" For the dropping of the | 
second 5, cf. Dalm. Gram.? p. 166. 
, 34. And gave Him to drink wine mixed with gall: and He tasted, M | 
and would not drink.) Mk. has: “And they were giving Him | 
drugged wine: and He did not take it.”—Swxay] aor. for Mk.’s 
imperf., as often.—olvov perà xoAfs pepuypévov) for Mk.’s éopupno- 
pévoy olvoy, probably with reference to Ps 6893 2wxav—yoAryy, xai | 
—Jó£os, and perhaps to avoid Mk.’s rare cpupvi{ew.—olvov] AN al 
have dfos; ff omits. ó£os is a further assimilation to the 

85. And they crucafied Him, and divided His garments by M 
casting lot.) Mk. has: “And they crucify Him, and divide His 
garments, casting lot over them (to determine) what each should ' 
take.”—-cravpicavres—Stepeploayro| avoiding, as often, Mk.’s hist. | 
presents. For dcexepioavro, cf. Ps 2119. 

80. And sitting down they guarded Him there.) Mk. has: M 
* And it was the third hour, and they crucified Him.” But for 
dcravpécay, D ff? k n have d$iAaccov. Mt. seems to have had this 
in his text of Mk. Mt. seems to have wished to avoid Mk.’s 
difficult third hour; cf. Jn 19!4.—4x«t] Lk. also has this, 

87. And they placed above His head His accusation written. WE 
This is Jesus the King of the Jews.) Mk. has: “And the insert: 
tion of His accusation was written, The King of the Jey, y p 

£ 

— m s 

Lk. also adds this. wu 
38. Then are crucified with Him two robbers, one S 

hand, and one at the left.) Mk. has: “And they Se th’ 4. - 
Him two robbers, one at (His) right hand, and one a, Seq 44 — 

cravpoüvra| hist. pres., contrary to Mt’s custom. X v) S v 
active, see Introduction, p. xxiii. NW j qu 
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M 930. And the passers-by were blaspheming Him, shaking thar 
heads.) so Mk. Cf. La 2%. 

M 40. And saying, Thou destroyer of the temple, and builder (of if) 
in three days, save Thyself. If Thou art the Son of God, come dowa 

the cross.) Mk. has: “ Ah, Thou destroyer of the Temple, 
and builder of it in three days, save Thyself by coming down from 
the cross."—ó xaraAvwv] See Moulton, p. 127, who translates 
“you would-be destroyer."— ei vids «l rot Geov} Lk. also has ei 

tor ô Xpiords ToU Ücov. 
M 41. Likewise also the chief priests mocking with the scribes and 

elders, said.) Mk. has: “Likewise also the chief priests mocking 
to one another with the scribes, said.” For the insertion of xai 
axpeaBurépey, cf. vv.12 99, 

M 42. Others He saved ; Himself He cannot save. He ts Israel's 
king. Let Him come down now from the cross, and we will believe 
upon Him.) Mk. has: “Others He saved; Himself He cannot 
save. Let the Anointed, the King of Israel, come down now from 
the cross, that we may see and believe."—4uwrre/couey] Mk. has 
two verbs; cf. Introduction, p. xxv. 

Mt. here adds: 
E 48. He trusted in God; let Him deliver Him now, if He desires 
Him: for He said, I am the Son of God.] The first clause is 
similar to Ps 219 yAmoe èm. xipiov pvuodoĝw airév.—éri bAa 
avróv. The second is an allusion to Wis 218 «€i ydp éerw ô 
Sixatos vids Geot—fvoera: abróv. The verse is probably due to 
the editor. 

M 44. Likewise also the robbers who were crucified with Him, 
were reviling Him.| Mk. has: “ And they who were being crucified 
with Him, were reviling Him.” 

M 45. And from the sixth hour there was darkness over all the 
land unto the ninth hour.| Mk. has: “And when it was the 
sixth hour, there was darkness over the whole land unto the ninth 
hour.” —yĵ] may mean “earth”; so in Mk 13%7- 81 (where, however, 
the contrast with heaven requires it) 219. But here there is 
nothing to suggest that it means more than “land of Israel"; 
cf. Ev. Peter 5, oxéros karéox« sücay Tiv “lovdaiay, and Ex 107 
éyévero axóros eri mârav yav Alyémrov. 

M 46. And about the ninth hour Jesus called out in a loud voice, 
saying, Elei, Elei, lema Sabagthant? that is, My God, My God, why 
didst Thou forsake Me?) Mk. has: “ And at the ninth hour Jesus 
called out in a loud voice, Eloi, Eloi, lama Sabaqthani, which is 
being interpreted My God, My God, why didst Thou forsake 
Me?"—3jA«] Mt. hebraises Mk.'s wi with reference to Ps 221. 
"EX is the Aramaic ‘TON, the w for a being due to the influence 
of the Hebrew ‘DON ; see Dalm. Gram? p. 156. Mk.’s Aaza (B D) 
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also shows reminiscence of the Hebrew. Mt. and Mk. (XC L) 
have the Aramaic A«uá; see Dalm. p. 221.—caBayOavei]| is the 
Aramaic paw. The e, as in paffjei, is to be pronounced 8; see 
Dalm. p. 147, Anm. 4. Ps 22! runs ‘onary mod ‘bx bw. The 

words as uttered in Aramaic would be *3npav nnd now nbs. Mk. 
has slightly Hebraised in éAwi, Mt. entirely in Ae, Mk. also in 
Aapd. D in Mk. has {ap@dve, which may be a further assimilation 
to the Hebrew, and represent ‘3naty, since D seems to assimilate 
the whole verse to the Hebrew reading, JA Ai Aaua fadOdn, Lk. 
omits the whole verse.—6«é] Mk. has ô ĝeós. For the vocative 
case, see Blass, p. 87. Ps 21? has 6 Oeds ó Oeds pov—iva ri 
éyxaréAures pe. Mk. has ô 0eós pov ô 0eós pov eis ti. Mt. Oe€é pov Bed 
pov iva ri. Mt. assimilates Mk.'s eis ri to the LXX.—éyxaréAures] 
D in Mk. has veas, probably to soften the harshness of the 
idea of Christ’s entire abandonment by God. Lk. omits the verse 
altogether. 

47. And some of those who stood there heard, and said that Hem 
calls Elias.| Mk. has: “ And certain of the bystanders heard, 
and said, Lo, He calls Elias.” Mt.'s change of Mk.'s éAo( into the 
Hebrew 2A«( may be due to the fact that the latter sounds more 
like Elias than the former in Greek, though not in Hebrew. The 
bystanders were probably Jews. ‘n2%=my God, might be inten- 
tionally perverted into mx = Elijah, by a Jew. See Gould. 

48. And immediately one of them ran, and took a sponge, and W 
filled it with vinegar, and put it on a reed, and gave Him to drin&.] 
Mk. has: “ And one ran and filled a sponge with vinegar, and put 
it on a reed, and gave Him to drink."— xai eùĝéws Spapdv] Mk. 
has ópouóv 9$ ris, We should expect the position to be reversed. 
D has xai Spapov els koi ràýoas in Mk. Mt. probably had this in 
his copy of Mk.—zAyoas re] Mk. never has ré. It occurs again 
in Mt 221? 2812, Mk.’s ris or els is vague. Was it one of the 
guards, or a Jewish onlooker? The latter is not impossible. Mt., 
by adding é¢ abro», probably interprets of the Jewish bystanders. 

49. And the rest said, Stay, let us see whether Elias is coming to M 
save Him.| Mk. has: “Saying, Let us see whether Elias is coming 
to take Him down." In Mk. it is the offerer of the vinegar who, as 
he gave the Lord to drink, said, ‘‘ Let us see,” etc. But Mt. infers 
from the plural ¿wpe that it was not the offerer of the vinegar, but 
the bystanders who said, “Let us see.” He therefore substitutes 
for Aéyuv, of 52 Xouroi «l'ray, changes “Agere into does, * And the 
rest said, Stay” (i.e. “do not relieve Him”), and changes  gehew 
atróv into cócev. “Let us see if Elias will come to y. ** ais 
ance.” For Mk.s dere wpe, cf. Mt 74.—odowr] —X Ld 
fut. part., see Blass, p. 37. See also Moulton, p. 356 p © ne 

50. And Jesus, again having cried with a loud voice, ` 
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air d Mk. has: “ And Jesus, having uttered a loud cry, expired." 
—xpdgas] Mk. has åġeís. Mt takes this verb, and adding rò 
xvevua, substitutes it for Mk.'s égervevcer, possibly to emphasise the 
voluntariness of Christ's death ; cf. Jn 199. For dédievac rò srvevpa, 
cf. ádíevas rv Jvxyv, Gn 3515. For ddieva: dry», cf. Gn 45*. 

M. O61. And behold the veil of the Temple was rent from the top to 
the bottom into two.) Mk. has: “ And the veil of the Temple was 
rent into two from the top to the bottom."—i8ov] See on 19.— 
TÒ xararéracpa Tov vaov] Jerome says that the Gospel according to 
the Hebrews had superliminare for xarazéragga, “In Evangelio 
cujus sæpe fecimus mentionem superliminare templi infinite 
magnitudinis fractum esse atque divisum legimus," Z» Jc. “In 
Evangelio autem quod Hebraicis literis scriptum est legimus non 
velum templi scissum sed superliminare templi mire magnitudinis 
corruisse," Ep. 120. 8. Jos. Wars, vi. 299, records, amongst other 
portents that preceded the fall of Jerusalem, the following : “ At 
that feast which we call Pentecost . . . the priests felt a quaking, 
and heard a great noise; and after that heard a sound as of a 
great multitude, saying, ‘ Let us depart hence." In B. Joma 39° it 
is said that, amongst other signs which happened forty years before 
the destruction of the Temple, **the doors of the Temple opened 
of themselves until Rabbi Jochanan ben Zaccai rebuked them, 
saying, *O Temple, Temple! Why troublest thou thyself? I 
know that thy end is near." Zahn may be right in suggesting 
that all these accounts are reminiscences of an event that happened 
at the porch of the Temple at the period of the crucifixion. A 
cleavage in the masonry of the porch, which rent the outer veil 
and left the Holy Place open to view, would account for the 
language of the Gospels, of Josephus, and of the Talmud. 

Mt. here adds: 
P 09,09. And the earth was shaken, and the rocks were rent; 

and the tombs were opened, and many bodies of the saints that 
had fallen asleep arose, and came out of the tombs after His 
resurrection ; and entered into the Holy City, and were made 
manifest to many.| The passage probably comes from Mt.’s cycle 
of Palestinian traditions. The cause of the rending of the veil was 
an earthquake, which also exposed the bodies of the dead by 
laying bare their graves. These dead saints, whose rest was so 
rudely shattered, appeared to many in the city. Mt. adds this 
account to the Marcan record, but interpolates a clause which is 
inconsistent with the obvious meaning of the tradition. If Christ 
was the first-fruits of them that slept, how could His resurrection 
have been preceded by that of these saints? Under the influence 
of some such idea the editor adds the caution, * after His resurrec- 
tion.” Or had his authority, “ After their resurrection” ; and did he 
by mistake or purposely alter “ their" to “ His” ?—féye«paw] occurs 
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only here in N. T.—rijy áyíay wodw!] cf. 45.—évejavío05oav] only 
here in Mt. On the verb as signifying a visible manifestation, see 
Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary, 1716n. Cf. Buddhist and Christian - 
Gospels, p. 189: “ When the Lord entered into Nirvana, a great 
earthquake, terrific and tremendous, accompanied His entry into 
Nirvana." 

54. And the centurion, and they who were guarding Jesus with M 
him, when they saw the earthquake, and the things which happened, 
feared exceedingly, saying, Truly this was a Son of God.| Mk. 
has: “ And the centurion, who stood by over against Him, seeing 
that He so expired, said, Truly this man was a Son of God.” 
—dxaróvrapxos] Mk. has xevrupiwy (also vv.“ *), which does not 
occur elsewhere in the N.T.  éxaróvrapxos (ns) occurs some twenty- 
two times in the LXX. Lk. also has éxaróvrapyys, and rò yevóp.evov 
= Mts ra ywópeva.—kal ol per abroi, x.r...] Mt. seems to have 
regarded Mk.'s ó wapeorynxws èf évavrías atrod as an unnecessary 
tautology, and to have substituted “and those who,” etc.—iSdvres 
tov ce«cpóv| Mk. has: dr ovrus éférvevoev (D: otrus abróv 
xpá£ayra, referring the ovrws to the “loud cry”). Mt. links on to 
his interpolated verses by substituting róv ceopoy xai Tà yevdpeva. 
—Ó«o? vids] The centurion, who may well have known that Jesus 
was popularly understood to claim to be the Son of God, expresses 
his conviction that the circumstance of His death pointed to the 
reality of the claim. 

55. And there were there many women beholding from far off, M 
who followed Jesus from Galilee, ministering to Him.) Mk. has: 
* And there were also women beholding from far off,—who when 
He was in Galilee were following Him and ministering to Him,— 
and many others who came up with Him to Jerusalem." Mt. 
condenses Mk.'s prolix account, apparently omitting the last clause, 
but really incorporating it by inserting voAAai after yuvaixes, and 
substituting áró for év, and airwves for ai.—nxorovGyoav] Aor., 
as often, for Mk.'s imperfect.—dwo ris TadsAaias] So Lk. 

56. Amongst whom were Mary of Magdala, and Mary the M 
mother of James and Joseph, and the mother of the sons of Zebedee.) 
Mk. has: “ Amongst whom were Mary of Magdala, and Mary the 
mother of James the little and of Joses, and Salome.” The 
Sinaitic Syriac renders in both Gospels, ‘‘Mary the daughter of 
James”; and so Wellhausen. Mt. apparently identified Salome as 
the wife of Zebedee. 

57. And when it was evening, there came a rich man of% 
Arimathea, named Joseph, who also himself was a disciple of Jews 
Mk. has: “And when it was now evening, since |j the 
preparation, s.e. the Friday, there came Joseph of + ege 

! Add to reff. on 4°, Is 48? §2', and cf. ù lepà wédus, Philo, D «i$, 31 
(i. 691), 4 lepowéds, Legatio ad Caium, 36 (ii. 587), 38 (ii. 590). e tha 
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a wealthy councillor, who also himself was awaiting the kingdom 
of God.—oóías Se] for xai pias, as often. Mt. omits Mk.'s note 
of time. The éwrei jv rapaccevy in Mk.'s source probably referred 
to the eve of the Passover and of the Sabbath, which in this year 
probably coincided. Mk., who has identified the last supper with 
the Passover meal, omits very probably a reference to the Passover, 
and defines wapacxevy as being the day before the Sabbath. 
Jn 19 is aware that the day of crucifixion was the eve of the 
Passover, rapacxevy rou wdoxa. See p. 271.—2rAovowos] for Mk.'s 
eboyjpov Bovrevrys. Mt. may have had in mind Is 53? xai rovs 
mÀovcíovss ávri ro) Üavárov.—4puaÜnrev0n] see on 13593.—robvopa] 
Lk. also has óvóuar.. See Hastings, DCG i. p. 902. 

M 58. He came to Pilate, and asked for the body of Jesus. Then 
Pilate commanded it to be given.) Mk. has: “ Having dared, he 
went in to Pilate, and asked for the body of Jesus; and Pilate 
wondered whether He were already dead; and having called the 
centurion, asked him whether He were already dead. And 
having ascertained it from the centurion, he granted the corpse to 
Joseph.” Mt. and Lk. seem to have preferred to omit Pilate’s 
doubt about Christ’s death, and to have consciously avoided Mk.’s 
(v.5) -ràpa. Lk. also has obros xpoce\ uv. 

M 69. And Joseph took the body, and wrapped it im a clean 
linen cloth.) Mk. has: “And he bought a linen cloth, and 
taking Him down, he swathed Him in the linen cloth." Mt 
omits the purchase of the cloth, cf. p. 272, and adds xaflapa. 
—[dveriife] Mk. has évetAnoey. Lk. agrees with Mt. Cf. 
Abbott (Corrections of Mark, 520f.; Johannine Vocabulary, 
1866, Additional Note), who gives examples of the rare word 
évruMooey. 

M 60. And laid it in his new tomb, which he hewed out in the 
rock: and having rolled a great stone to the door of the tomb, de- 
parted.| Mk. has: “And placed Him in a tomb, which was hewn 
out of rock, and rolled a stone against the door of the tomb.” Mt. 
adds kawę, i.e. “unused.” For the custom of using a great roll- 
stone like a millstone to close the entrance of the graves ot 
wealthy men, see the interesting note and illustrations of Merx on 
Lk 22524, 

M 61. And there were there Mary of Magdala, and the other 
Mary, sitting over against the tomb.) Mk. has: “And Mary of 
Magdala and Mary (mother) of Joses were seeing where He was 
laid."—3 dàn M.] cf. v.58. Mk. has Mapía 5j Iwoyros, which Well- 
hausen translates “the daughter of Joses.” For Mt.'s insertion of 
éxet, cf. v.55, 

4G. rel, Met or 3M, most MSS S! latt; duel, B; Awl, X. Nand B 
assimilate to Mk. 

Aeud] NBL 33ff!g! ; Mud, AK a fq; XAauá (soin Mk. BD) Dibh 
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Both in Mt. and Mk. Aepd is best attested. Mt. seems to have het 
Ae. D in both Gospels hebraises the whole clause. 

49. At the end of this verse the words: os 8¢ AaBur Adyy 
aŭro rh» vAevpáàr xal é£fAOer 000p xal alua, are added bp M BCL 
67 115 127*. The words seem to be a gloss derived from Jn 199 in: 
some one whose memory was recalled to Jn 19* by the els é£ adrdy o 
verse. In spite of their strong attestation, the fact that the next ver: 
with ó è Ingos rá» xpdtas, and the contradiction, in fact, bet 
statement made by the verse as here placed and the Fourth Go: 
served to check the transmission of the words by later copyists. Tt 
is omitted by A D a? S! latt. 

52. rõr dylwr] S! has '* the righteous? — rü» Sixalwe. 
56. 4 rod 'Iaxófov xal'Iucfjó mhrap] S! has: ‘‘ daughter of Ja 

mother of Joseph”; and so in Mk 15®  ** daughter of James the | 
mother of Joseph," and Mk 157 ‘the daughter of James.” Int 
place 'Iwe ros or '19c5$ is the reading of most MSS. D ff? n q anc 

tof James.” Itseemsclear, however, that in Mk 159, Mk. intended to 
Mary as “‘the mother of James and Joseph." In v.* he writes the ar 
% ‘Iwofros, which to a Semitic translator would naturally suggest *' da 
Joses.” Yet Mk. himself can hardly have intended to suggest a 
Mary from her of v.9, and his slovenly 4 ’Iwojros must be taken 
** mother of Joses.” S}, translating daughter in accordance with 
usage, has seen the difficulty of describing this Mary in v.@ as ‘‘ motl 
in v. as '* daughter" of Joses, and has therefore assimilated to v.“ 
stituting *' James" for *'Joseph" in v.. D and the Latin versi 
apparently been influenced by the Syriac in this substitution, or n 
made the change independently to assimilate to v.9. 

62. Mt. here inserts vv.92-96, 
And on the morrow, which ts after the Preparation, the 

gathered together the chief priests and the Pharisees to Pilate, 
Lord, we remembered that that deceiver said, whilst yet alive 
three days I rise again. Command therefore that the g 
made secure until the third day, lest His disciples come a: 
Him, and say to the people, He ts risen from the dead: and 
deception shall be worse than the first. Pilate said to them, 
guard: go, make as secure as you cam. And they went, and 
the grave (having sealed the stone) with the guard. |—rj 8 è 
Wms €ori pera rijv rapaakeviv] is a very paraphrastic express 
“the morrow.” According to Mt.’s reckoning, this would 
Sabbath, since the crucifixion took place on the Friday fo 
the Passover. Why does he not say simply “ on the morr 
«on the Sabbath”? He may have omitted Mk.'s note : 
(1547), because he felt that Mk.’s ére( was inexplicable 
burial with the prior arrangements can hardly have beei 
pleted before the Sabbath entered, and “since it was the p 
tion" seems therefore to be unmotived. He may also hi 
that the action of the authorities in effecting the sealing and 
ing of the grave was an unlikely course for them to h 
the Sabbath, and to have avoided therefore the q; ve e 
Sabbath." But having written “on the morrow, tect 
have been unwilling to omit altogether Mk.'s deg, he ee 

Wo? 
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in 159, and to have added '* which is after the Sabbath " by way of 
compensation. For a similar case, where, after omitting a clause 
from Mk. he inserts it later in his narrative, cf. obdty dwexpivaro, 
27!3,—oi Bapicatoc] See Introduction, pp. lxxviii f. 

pera Tpeis juépas.] Since Mt. corrects this phrase where it 
occurs in Mk. into rq rpfry pépa, see on 1699, it is strange to 
find it here. 

xouorodio] a Latin word. It occurs in a letter from Alexandria 
Of A.D. 22, Ox. Pap. ii. ccxciv, L 20, of certain people who were 
év kogroóeíg = “in prison.” 

64. ol paGyral (abrod)] add »wrós, F G aS. Om. XN AB D sg latt. 

XXVIIL 1-8. From Mk 1615. 
M 1. And after the Sabbath, at the dawning towards the first (day) 

of the week, came Mary of Magdala and the other Mary to see the 
.| Mk. has: “And when the Sabbath was over, Mary of 

Magdala and Mary the (mother) of James, and Salome, bought 
perfumes that they might come and anoint Him. And very early 
on the first (day) of the week, they come to the tomb whéh the sun 
had risen."—óyà 8% caBBdrwy] seems to correspond to Mk.’s 
duayevopévov rod caBBarov. But whereas Mk. goes on to record 
something which happened on the evening after the close of the 
Sabbath, Mt. omits this, and passes on to the event of the next 
morning. His éye ràv caBBaroyv is therefore pointless and neglig- 
ible. He seems to have wished to omit the “purchase,” but not 
to have cared to pass over the note of time attached to it Cf his 
omission of the “ purchase,” Mk 159. For ójà rav caBfárev in 
the sense of “late on the Sabbath " = “ after the Sabbath,” cf. Blass, 
p. 97; Moulton, p. 72; Zahn, in Joc. ; and Dalm. Gram.? p. 247, 
Anm. 2. It is, however, very difficult to believe that dye raw 
Bdrwv can mean anything else than either “as the Sabbath ended,” 
or “when it had ended,” £e. “on the evening after the Sabbath 
had drawn to a close,” which is exactly what the parallel phrase in 
Mk. means; cf. Dalm. Ze Anm. 4. And yet this meaning is 
inconsistent with the context ; for rj éxipwoxovoy eis juày ca Bárwr 
corresponds to Mk.'s Nay pei Tfj pia tay caBBdrwr—dyarelAarros 
ToU Àu and clearly means “at or about sunrise on Sunday 
morning." In other words, Mt. by omitting Mk.'s reference to 
the purchase of perfumes has combined two entirely inconsistent 
notes of time. Of course, Mt.’s two notes of time will be in 
harmony if we suppose that he wishes to correct Mk. and to place 
the visit of the women to the grave on the Saturday evening. In 
that case rf éxiqwoxovcy means “as the Sabbath was passing into 
the first day of the week," £e. “on Saturday evening." This is the 
meaning which émddoxew has in Lk 235 “the Sabbath was 
beginning," £e. not Saturday morning, but Friday evening. The 
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Aram. 73) means both “dawn” and “the beginning of the 
technical day," £e. “evening.” See the note of Merx on Lk 23%. 
But it is very difficult to think that Mt. has consciously abandoned 
Mk.s reckoning of the appearance of the angels at dawn on 
Sunday to the women, and has placed it on the Saturday evening. 
However, Mk.'s Alav mpoi Tjj pig T&v aafárov—ávare(Aavros ToU 
7A£ov is itself difficult (see Swete). It is possible that Mt. believed 
that the appearance of the angels to the women took place on 
Saturday evening, and that he has substituted therefore for Mk.'s 
Aíav pol, x.r.X., a technical Jewish phrase which expresses the 
time on Saturday evening when the Sabbath was ending or 
had just ended. On the whole this seems the easiest view 
of the matter. Mk.’s chronology will be here, as in 14!:!3, 
due to misunderstanding of his Aramaic authority. See on 
Lk 23%, 

Ócepijcat. rov Tá$ov] The motive given by Mk., tya éAobca: 
dXclipwow abróv, must be changed by Mt. after the insertion of 2792-96, 
The sealing of the tomb and the setting of the guard made it 
impossible for the women to suppose that they could find access 
to the tomb. «opea. is a reminiscence of the omitted clause, 
Mk 1547. 

2-4. And, behold, there was a great earthquake : for an angel of B 
the Lord descended from heaven, and came and rolled away the stone, 
and sat upon tt. His appearance was as lightning, and his raiment 
white as snow: and from fear of him the guards were dismayed, 
and became as dead men.] Mk. is quite different. Mt., who has 
inserted the account of the sealing of the tomb and the setting of 
the guard, could hardly follow Mk. here in his record that the 
women expected to obtain access to the tomb, and thought that 
the stone would be the only obstacle. They came to see the 
tomb only. Mk vv.55 have to fall out.—idov] see on 17.—cao- 
pos] cf. the earthquake, 275!.—pos«A0óv] see on 4S. dorpam] 
cf. Dn 10%, and note on 17*$—4ós xww!) cf. Is 118, Dn 7 
(Th.) xai rò évyÓvpga airod ace xu»v Aevxóv, Mt 172 D S? latt, 
Rev 114 See Hastings, DCG i. p. 504. 

b. And the angel answered and said to the women, Fear ye not: M 
for I know that ye seek Jesus the crucified.) Mk. has: “And he 
saith to them, Be not amazed; ye seek Jesus, the Nazarene, the 
crucified.” 

6. He is not here: for He is risen, even as He said. Come, see W 
the place where He lay.| Mk. has: “ He is risen; He is not here: 
lo the place where they laid Him.”—xaĝùs «Ire] Mt. anticipates 
this clause from Mk v.’, where he has reason for substityting ‘Sot 
eltxov iptv. See below. 

! Cf. also Mk 9 A DS al latt S!, Secrets of Enoch 18 y 
whiter than snow,” Ænoch 106* 99 « his body was whiter than 
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8. Aevxóo] Om. S! c ff! gt *, 
6. fxevro] Add ô xúpos, ACD al. Omit N B 33 S! e. —ó xípxos] is not 

ased in direct narrative of Christ in this Gospel, and is, no doubt, not genuine 
here.—etxe»] S! adds **to you” (fem.), a manifest error of translation. 

M 7. And go! quickly, and tell His disciples that He is risen from 
the dead ; and, behold, He goes before you into Galilee; there ye 
shall see Him: behold, I told you.) Mk. has: “But go, tell His 
disciples and Peter that He goes before you into Galilee. There ye 
shall see Him, even as He told you." Mt. omits xai rẹ Hérpą. See 
below.— dod elrov ópiv] Mt. interprets rots pabyrais atro? of the 
larger body of Christ’s disciples to whom Christ had not spoken 
these words. See below. 

M 8. And they went away quickly from the tomb with fear 
and great joy; and ran to bring His disciples word.| Mk. has: 
* And they went out, and fled from the tomb; for fear and 
amazement possessed them: and they told no one anything; 
for they were afraid." With these words our Mk. ends. See 
Swete. 

Attempts have recently been made? to show that Mt 2893 
preserves in part the lost ending of Mk.'s Gospel. 281135 no 
doubt, formed no part of it, for this section is the sequel of 2792-55, 
which is an interpolation into Mk., and like it, no doubt, came 
from a non-Marcan source. But it is urged that in 289-10. 16-30 we 
have a portion of Mk.'s lost ending edited by the author of the 
first Gospel. The argument rests (1) upon the probability that 
Mk. contained just such a narrative as we have recorded in 
Mt 28%10. 16-2, which supplies the fulfilment of the promise, 
Mk 167; (2) upon some points in Mt.’s narrative which suggest 
that he is editing an earlier account. 

E.g. (a) Mk 167 has rois pa@yrais abrov xol r$ llérpe. This 
suggests that there was to be a special appearance to Peter, and 
possibly that rots yzabyrats indicates not the “ Eleven,” but the 
larger body of Christ's disciples. If Mt., for reasons indicated 
below, proposed to omit this appearance to Peter, it is natural that 
he should omit r$ IIérpo here. 

(4) Mk 16? says that the women “told no one, for they were 
afraid." It is very natural that this should have been followed by 
an appearance to them of Christ dispelling their fear and repeating 
the angel’s message. Mt. alters **and told no one," etc., into 
“ran to tell His disciples.” Consequently the appearance of 
Christ, vv.919, repeating the angel's message is quite unmotived. 
It would seem that Mt. has found Mk.'s oùer? oddév «lrav difficult, 
and has altered it, and then has continued with the appearance of 

1 sropeóea 0a for Mk’s bmd-yew. See on 21}. 
* Cf. especially Torkild Skat Rórdam (The lost end of Mark's Gospel, 

Hibbert Journal, July 1905), to whom I am indebted for much that follows, 
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Christ without noticing that the clause “they told no one,” etc., is 
necessary to explain the appearance. 

(c) The rò ópos of Mt 28! is unexplained in Mt. If in Mk. 
there stood an account of Christ's appearance to Peter (Mk 167) 
and the Eleven, at the latter of which He again bade them go to 
Galilee, and appointed a mountain as a meeting-place, it would be 
adequately accounted for. In that case Mk 169 must have been 
followed by narratives which recorded that the women brought 
Christ's message to the disciples, that the disciples disbelieved, 
and that, therefore, Christ Himself appeared to them and probably 
also to Peter. Why, then, has Mt. omitted all this? For the 
same reasons that have caused him to make the alterations of 
Mk.'s statements about the Twelve which are tabulated in Intro- 
duction, p. xxxiii f. 

(d) In Mt 28" we read that “when they saw Him they 
worshipped. But some doubted.” Who are the some? Hardly 
some of the Eleven. It is inconceivable that Mt. should end his 
Gospel leaving his readers with the impression that some of the 
Eleven doubted the fact of Christ's resurrection. The oi pre- 
supposes a larger gathering than the Eleven only. But Mt. says 
distinctly of &ydexa pabyra Yes; but this does not preclude 
the possibility, even in the editor’s mind, that others were 
present. If in his source an appearance to the Eleven 
immediately preceded, which he has omitted, it is not un- 
natural that he should say that the Eleven went to Galilee, and 
there they and others met Christ at the appointed place of 
gathering. 

‘These suggestions seem to make it possible that the Mk. 
which Mt. had before him contained after v.8 words corresponding 
to Mt 289-15, then a statement that the disciples disbelieved the 
message of the women; and that, therefore, Christ appeared to 
Peter and to the Eleven, repeating the command to go to Galilee, 
and appointing a mountain as a place of meeting; lastly, a 
narrative corresponding to Mt 2819-2, The whole of Mt 28919 
might be Marcan so far as language goes, except, perhaps, xai 
ov (iov occurs in Mk. only in sayings, not in narrative), and 
tére, Which never occurs in Mk. in narrative. For imývrnoev, cf. 
Mk 5?; for spoo«AÜo0ca, cf. Mk 19! 6% ro? 12% 1485-48; for 
éxpdrnoay, cf. (of the hand, but gen., not acc.) Mk 19! 5€ g?'; 
for xpocextvnoay, cf. Mk 59 1519. But mposépyeoĝaı and poo kvvety 
are so characteristic of Mt., that, like xai [Sov and rore, they may 
be due to Mt.’s editorial revision. How much of Mt 281%% stood 
in Mk. cannot, of course, be determined with any precision. oi 
82 ddexa pabnrai seems to have been transferred here by the 
editor from the narrative which preceded in Mk. sopevecOa 
occurs only in Mk 99 (B* D), and in Mt. twenty-eight times. It 
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is therefore probably editorial of never occurs in Mk. +a 
never occurs in Mk., and in Mt. only here in this sense. 
S&wrdle does not occur in Mk, and in Mt. only again 14%). 
wpooxvvey may be editorial pafyrevew is probably editorial 
várra tà vy is probably Marcan, cf. Mk 139. pe» may be 
Marcan, cf. Mk 79 So may évereAdunv, Mk 107 13%. On 
the other hand, xoi ov is probably and éws ris cwvreAecas 
roð alavos certainly editorial. See on 13%. On the other 
hand, vv.*!° 16-20 contain no phrase that is characteristically 
Marcan. We should expect to find in a narrative section like this 
eùbvs, an historic present, an imperfect or some other characteristic 
of Mk.’s style. But still this is not decisive. If, e.g., Mk.’s 
were lost from 15*!, we should feel doubtful whether Mt 2757 
were based on Mk. These verses contain no characteristically 
Marcan phrases, whilst pa , *pooeÀÜov, Tóre are all 
Matthzan. This is probably due to the fact that the section in 
Mk. has few of his most characteristic phrases, though now that 
we have it before us we can specify the following as finding 
analogies in his language: 55g óyías yevouerys, cf. 6550 83 1111; 
Rv *poabexó ; Mk. has ĝv with a participle 16 times, Mt. only 
6, of which 4 are from Mk. ; the repetition of eè 30» réÜvoxev ; Fw 
AcAaropynpévoy; and the imperfect @edpovy. Indeed, the test of 

age is so indecisive that we might pick at random sections 
which Mt. has borrowed from Mk., e.g. 121999 815-97, of which we 
could not be sure that Mk. was the source, if the corresponding 
sections of his Gospel had been lost. It must, therefore, remain 
as a possible inference, on the grounds stated above, that 
Mt 28910-1539 are based on verses which originally stood at the 
end of Mk.’s Gospel. If this were not the case, it is possible that 
vv.199 are an editorial epilogue to the Gospel. A parallel may 
perhaps be found in 2595!46 if this is a Christian homily based 
quite possibly on traditional sayings of Christ, placed at the end 
of the great discourse, 244-25™, as a suitable peroration to the 
speech. In this casé vv.1*99 may be based on sayings from the 

ia or other sources. 
M? 9. And, behold, Jesus met them, saying, Hail. And they came 

and held His feet, and worshipped Him.}—For xai Sov, see on 
1%,—xporeOotaca] See on 45.—éxparyoay] See on v9 In 
Mk. xpare is used with “hand” in the genitive as the object 
three times, 19! 54! 9*7, and so Mt 99. Elsewhere it takes the 
accusative ; so 121! of an animal in a pit, 148 21% 264. 43. 50. 86. 57 
of the seizure of arrest, and 18% of a creditor seizing hold of his 
debtor.—^pocsxivey] See on 2*. 

MP 10. Then saith Jesus to them, Fear not: go fell My brethren, 
that they go into Galilee, and there they shall see Me.\|—rére] See 
on 27.—rois ddegois pov] Is this to be understood as referring 
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(c) In connection with baptism we find two expressions, ** in 
the name of Christ" — Ac 2% 109 — and “into the name of 
Christ "—Ac 19°. These are not identical in meaning. 

“In the name of Christ" probably implies the fact that the 
person baptized had expressed his belief in Christ, and his wish to 
be Christ's disciple, and that the name of Christ was uttered over 
him, symbolising the fact that as a result of the ceremony he had 
become a disciple of Christ. The phrase thus describes a part of 
the procedure of the baptismal ceremony. 

* Into the name of Christ," on the other hand, lays stress on 
the result of the ceremony. The person baptized became “into 
the name of Christ,” f.e. became His disciple, ;.e. entered into a 
state of allegiance to Him and of fellowship with Him.! 

* Baptizing them into the name of the Father, and of the Son, 
and of the Holy Spirit" means, therefore, “ causing them to submit 
to a rite which results in their becoming disciples of, and confers 
upon them fellowship with, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit." 

The remarkable fact that here only in the New Testament 
do we get the Triune Name used in connection with baptism, can 
be easily misunderstood. Elsewhere we have only the name of 
Christ. It is urged that a series of passages in the New Testament 
are most reasonably explained, if the writers were acquainted with 
the tradition that Christ Himself had sanctioned the use of the 
Threefold Name in connection with baptism. But, on the other 
hand, it is equally difficult to believe that if the tradition as 
recorded here by Mt. had been widely known in the time of S. 
Paul, and had been interpreted as a direction of Christ as to the 
exact form of words to be used in baptism, we should find several 
references to baptism in or into the name of Christ, and none 
in or into the Threefold Name. Nevertheless, the conclusion 
that the formula as here recorded marks a developed and late 
stage of doctrinal belief and ecclesiastical practice, is unjustified. 
The phrase may already have stood in the lost ending of Mk. ; but 
even if we suppose that Mk.'s ending contained a reference to 
baptism in or into Christ's name, or no clause about baptism at 
all, and if the connection of baptism with the Threefold Name is 
due to the editor, yet the conception Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 
is clearly as ancient as the Christian Society itself. For S. Paul, 
cf. 1 Co 128, 2 Co 1315; for S. Peter, 1 P 13; for S. John, 1 Jn 3% * 
and the Gospel, passim. In the earliest Gospel, Mk 13%, we 
already have the antithesis “ the Father, the Son,” which, combined 
with the Jewish and Christian conception of the Holy Spirit, pre- 
supposes the possibility of the formula “ Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit.” Mt. has borrowed this phrase from Mk., and in 117" he 
has a parallel saying showing that the combination “the Son, the 

Cf Heitmtüller, Zw Namen Jesu. 
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Father," was also familiar to the source from which he wa: 
(the Matthean Logia?). This antithesis “the Father—thi 
above all characteristic of the Fourth Gospel, and is r 
due to the Palestinian background of that very Hebra 
Thus, even if the editor of the first Gospel was the first to 
baptism with the Threefold Name, he was probably only 
that rite into connection with a circle of Christological i 
phrases which were current in the early Palestinian Cht 
which from Palestine had penetrated Christian teaching eve 
The objection that the Gospel containing this phrase cz 
early, because it conflicts with the custom of the early Pa 
Church, which baptized in or into the name of Christ, re 
the false assumption that the editor intended to represer 
as prescribing the formula which should be used at baptisr 
words rather mean baptizing them into the fellowship 
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, and desc! 
the formula to be used at baptism, but the end and air 
would be secured in and through baptism. The editor 1 
have written these words at a period when it was custo 
baptize in or into the name of Christ, without at all wi: 
represent Christ as having prescribed a fuller formula, but 
with the intention of summing up in a phrase the end : 
of the Christian life into which the convert entered at | 
The best commentary on the words would be 1 Jn 1? cc 
with 1 Jn 3% %, See Briggs, Messiah of the Gospels, p. 22 

19. Barrifovres atrovs els rò dvopa Tou marpòs Kal Tow 
TOU dyíov wveiparos| On the text, see Conybeare, Zeitsch. 
Neutest. Wissensch. 1901, 275 ff.; Hibbert Journal, Octobe 
Lake, /naugural Lecture; Riggenbach, Der Trinitarische Tat 
Chase, Journal Theol. Stud. vi. 481 ff. The evidence of E 
must be regarded as indecisive, in view of the fact that al 
MSS. and all extant VSS., contain the clause (S! S? are un 
wanting). The Eusebian quotation : ropevOevres paSyretoar 
rà vn dv TẸ Óvóparí pov cannot be taken as decisive prc 
the clause eis rò dvopa, «.7.X., was lacking in copies kn 
Eusebius, because dv TG Óvópar( pou may be Eusebius’ 
abbreviating, for whatever reason, the following clause. | 
other hand, Eusebius cites in this short form so often tb 
easier to suppose that he is definitely quoting the words 
Gospel, than it is to invent possible reasons which ma 
caused him so frequently to paraphrase it. And E ? 
suppose his short form to have been current in 
Gospel, there is much probability in the conjecture y 
original text of the Gospel, and that in the secon t 
clause, Barrüovres avrovs els To Óvopa, K.T.À., supplar, at ceo e 
dv TQ ôvóparí pov. An insertion of this kind deriveg x SS 

Xo 
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use would very rapidly be adopted by copyists and translators. 
The Didaché has, ch. 7: Barricarte els ro dvopa ToO zarpós xal Tow 
vioU xai ToU dyiov xvevparos: but the passage need not be dependent 
on our canonical Gospel, and the Didaché elsewhere has a liturgical 
addition to the texts of the Gospels in the doxology attached to 
the Lord's Prayer. But Irenzus and Tertullian already have the 
longer clause. 

M? 20. Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever T commanded 
them: and, behold, I am with you all the days, unto the consumma- 
tion of the age.]—Tnpev] cf. 1917 23*.—xai iBov] cf. on 1%— 

fas rot alvos) If Mt. has been recasting in this section 
a portion of Mk.'s lost ending, this phrase is no doubt due to 
him ; see on 13%, 



NOTE 

ON THE GOSPEL AS A CONTRIBUTION TO OUR 

LEDGE OF THE HISTORICAL LIFE OF CHRI 

Now that the commentary has come to its end, it may seei 
able to attempt an estimate of the value of the Gospel a: 
tribution to our knowledge of the life of Christ. I would: 
have spared myself a task like this, which necessitates an e: 
beyond the territory of concrete fact into the mist-covered 
individual judgement and conjecture. But the read: 
naturally ask whether the analysis of the Gospel into its 
does, or does not, throw light upon the value of the box 
historical record ; and it is but fair that some answer slx 
given. 

I hope that the commentary has made clear the fo 
facts about the editor of the book: 

I. that he used S. Mark's Gospel in Greek ;! 
2. that he used a Greek translation of the Matthzan Lo 
3. that he borrowed from a collection of Greek translat 

Messianic passages from the Old Testament ; 
4. that he had before him one or two narratives, in pa: 

that of the centurion's servant, in a Greek form 
identical with the form in which they occur in the 
Gospel ; 

5. that he had access to a series of Palestinian tra: 
chiefly about Christ's birth and infancy, and abo 
closing days of His life, but including also one « 
relating to the period of His Galilean ministry. 

These facts do but serve to make the personality of the 
a complete enigma. On the one hand, the fact that he used 
sources, and employed the Greek Old Testament, would na 
lead us to suppose that he was a Christian Jew of the Y 
Why should a Jewish-Christian of Palestine write in G v? 
should he rely for his facts almost entirely upon the Q Sex! 

Y 
1 For Mk. as based on an Aramaic original, see note, p, EY. 

~ 

S 
believes the original Mk. to have been written in Hebrew. Se 
the Life of Jesus, pp. 134-135. wy oy 

al 
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Gospel? On the other hand, the cycle of Palestinian traditions 
suggests a Palestinian editor. Of course, these traditions might 
have been carried from Palestine to a Jewish-Christian living in 
the West, and their fragmentary character would be most naturally 
accounted for on this view. But what clinches the argument 
in favour of a Palestinian origin for the completed Gospel is 
the impression which it leaves upon the mind as being a book of 
the Palestinian Church. In it we breathe on every page the 
atmosphere of the anti-Pharisaic Jewish-Christianity. “The official 
representatives of the Jewish nation have rejected Christ They 
slander the circumstances of His birth, and misrepresent His 
sojourn in Egypt. "They ridicule the claims of a Messiah who came 
from Nazareth." 'To such calumnies the Gospel is a counterblast. 
“ Jesus is the Messiah of Jewish expectation, and the pages of the 
Old Testament bear witness to Him. He is truly David's son, and 
yet also by supernatural birth Son of God. The flight into Egypt 
took place when He was an infant, too young to learn magical arts 
there. He dwelt at Nazareth, a city of no repute, that the pro- 
phetic anticipation of Him might receive its fulfilment. The 
representatives of official Judaism have rejected Him; but in so 
doing they have drawn down upon their nation the Divine wrath ; 
and judgement is near at hand, when Jerusalem shall be delivered 
into the hands of its enemies, and the Son of Man shall come to 
gather His elect into the Kingdom of the Heavens.” And whilst 
the Gospel is Palestinian in its attitude to Pharisaism, it is also 
Palestinian in its description of the Christian Church, and in its 
relation to Gentiles. The community of Christ’s disciples still 
retains Jewish nomenclature. Its officials are “prophets,” and 
* wise men,” and “scribes” (23%). Offending members of the 
Society are to become to them, as to the Jew, “as heathen and as 
toll-gathers " (1817). Christ no doubt sanctioned the reception of 
Gentiles into the Society (8% 15%), but in His earthly life He 
expressly taught that His mission was to the chosen nation, and 
He bade His disciples adhere to this limitation (15% 105). If He 
sometimes extended His mercy to Gentiles (813 15%), and if He 
bade His disciples make disciples of all the nations (2819), had not 
the Old Testament itself, the text-book of Pharisaism, anticipated 
the admission of Gentiles into the covenanted mercies of God ? 
The standpoint of the whole book upon this question seems to be 
this, that the Jewish-Christian Society was the successor of the Old 
Israel in God's grace. The “Sons of the Kingdom” (813) had 
been cast out, and the new Israel had taken their place (21*). 
But the relation of Gentiles to God's mercy remained the same. 
Under the old system they might join themselves to Israel as 
proselytes, under the new they might attach themselves to the 
Jewish-Christian Society. 
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And once again: how Palestinian the book is in its ati 
the law! If Christ had attacked the Pharisaic traditions, 
at the same time upheld the permanent sanctity of the Sc 
He had not, as the Second Gospel might seem to sugge 
ruled the Deuteronomic sanction of divorce (19°), nor hac 
a reader of that Gospel might infer, set aside the Mosaic dis 
between clean and unclean meats. (159). If He had brush: 
Pharisaic scruples which forbade men to do works of neces: 
of mercy upon the Sabbath, yet the Old Testament law 
Sanctity of the Sabbath was still in force (249). The lette: 
Old Testament was still binding upon Christian men (5 
members of the Christian Society were still to obey its prece 
e.g., in the matter of obtaining “two or three witnesses” 
passing judgement (1816). 

It seems hardly possible that a Gospel so interpenetri 
ideas such as these could have been written anywhere 
Palestinian soil. 

Of course, it may be urged that I am over-emphasisin; 
Jewish-Christian aspects of the Gospel. It will be said that 
of the Parables were originally meant to teach ideas of : 
liberal and universal character. 'That may be quite true; 
does not affect my point. I am not now dealing with the pr 
meaning of Christ's words as He spoke them, but with the in 
tation placed upon them by the editor of this Gospel, and 
writers of the sources from which he drew much of its co 
And my point is this, that by the editor himself, and still m: 
the author of his Palestinian source, importance was attacl 
those sayings of Christ that could be interpreted in such a ' 
to represent Him as having taught the permanent validity 
Jewish law, and the prior claim of the Jew to participation : 
Kingdom. One debt which we owe to the First Gospel i 
that it enables us to reconstruct in some measpre the theol 
the Jewish-Christian Church in the middle of the first centur 

But few readers of this commentary will be content with : 
method of interpreting the Gospel. “What we want to k 
they will say, “is not only what the Palestinian Christians be 
about Christ, but whether they were justified in so beli 
Does the Gospel give us an historically accurate account of tl 
of the Lord? Did He teach what He is here represent 
teaching ?” 

Let us re-examine the component parts of the Gospel. 
(a) S. Mark. 
It will, I hope, have become clear to the reader that, whe. 

editor of the First Gospel alters the order of incidents in the Se 
his motive is a purely literary one, and its effect artificial. 
Introduction, pp. xili-xvil. Again, the editor seems to ha 

L 
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information at his command which would enable him to correct 
S. Mark's narratives. The sayings which he inserts into these 
narratives will be treated below. But his changes in the narrative 
details of S. Mark hardly ever commend themselves as of great 
historical value. Those relating to our Lord and to His Apostles 
have been discussed in the Introduction, pp. xxxi-xxxiv, xxxviii 
Others seem to be of the nature of conjectures. If he substitutes 
Gadara for Gerasa, that is probably only because the Gerasa best 
known to him was clearly out of the question as being too remote 
from the scene of the miracle, whilst Gadara was at least within 
reasonable distance. On the other hand, in Magadan he may be 
nearer to the original name than is S. Mark’s corrupt Dalmanutha. 
Another point of knowledge of fact is perhaps to be found in the 
substitution of Matthew for Levi in the list of the Apostles (10%). 
But the duplication of the Gadarene demoniacs, and of the blind 
men at Jericho, is probably purely artificial. With the sole excep- 
tions of Magadan for Dalmanutha and of Matthew for Levi, there 
is, I believe, no instance where changes made by Mt. in Mk. 
approve themselves as betraying knowledge or reminiscence of the 
original scene. On the other hand, the greater number of the 
alterations, whether they are purely linguistic, or whether they 
change the point of view of the narrative; whether they are of the 
nature of omission of what is difficult, or expansion of what is 
obscure ; whether they set in a new light Christ’s relation to the 
law, or shift the emphasis of His doctrine of the Kingdom,—nearly 
always seem to be of the nature of editorial revision, springing not 
from more accurate knowledge, or reminiscence of the actual events 
of Christ’s life, but from a desire to bring S. Mark’s narratives as 
much as possible into harmony with the editor’s conception of 
Christ’s Person, and with his interpretation of Christ’s teaching. 

In other words, if we want to have an accurate reproduction of 
Christ’s doings, we shall always find ourselves nearer to the 
historical Christ in S. Mark’s narratives than in these narratives as 
edited by Mt. 

(5) However, Mt. not only re-edits the material contained in 
the Second Gospel, but he adds to it. What is the historical value 
of this added material? It will be convenient to divide this into 

1 Of course it does not lie within the scope of this note to attempt an 
estimate of the historical value of the Second Gospel. The English reader 
may be referred to the Dean of Westminster's Study of the Gospels, and to 
Professor Burkitt’s The Gospel History and sts Transmission. But, by way of 
illustration of my own view, I will only say that I believe that the simple reader 
who accepts the Second Gospel as a narrative of literal fact, is nearer the truth 
than the critic who starts heavily handicapped by hard and fast conceptions of the 
limitations of personality, and who distorts narratives, which on all other evidence 
are proved to be early, into late and legendary growths, because they contain a 
record of facts which his theories will not allow Lin to credit as historical. 
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narratives and discourses, although, of course, the divi 
not sharply defined. With regard to narrative-materia 
remarkable thing is that the editor adds so little to our 
He has some narratives of Christ’s Infancy, and a fe 
relating to the last week of His life; but how little he a 
material for reconstructing the history of Christ’s minist 
able to tell us something more than we learn from S. M 
Baptist's preaching and of the Lord's Temptations ; h 
tribute an additional miracle—that of the centurion's se 
he knows of a few traditions in which S. Peter was the c 
But how little it all amounts to! 

And, of course, we must guard ourselves from the 
position that he records all that he knew. None o 
Evangelists, we may be sure, did that. The editor ma 
bably have been acquainted with some of the non-Marca 
recorded by S. Luke, and possibly with some of the 
material found only in the Fourth Gospel But his 
limited, and his interest lay chiefly in the preservation : 
sayings. Whatever may have been the reason which de 
to use S. Mark's Gospel as the framework for his nar 
decision, once made, rendered it impossible for him to : 
from other sources to the period of the Galilean minist 
has found room for a few traditions connected with S. 
may be sure that he has done so only out of consideratic 
interest of his Palestinian readers in the “first” (10 
Apostles. 

With regard to the historical value of these traditions, j 
must unhappily be almost entirely subjective and conject 
it is probable that they do not stand all upon the sam: 
value. Ofthe incidents in chaps. 1-11 enough has already | 
See pp. 18-22.! The account given of the Baptist's preaci 
additional corroboration in the Third Gospel; but it ma 
ably be supposed that the editor of the First Gospel ha: 
elsewhere, woven into a discourse dominated by a singl 
(denunciation of the Pharisees and Sadducees) sayings s[ 
two or three different occasions, and to different audienc 
narrative of the Lord's Temptation also finds support in t 
Gospel. It may very well rest upon Apostolic reminis 
communications of Christ to His companions. Another 
also given by S. Luke is that of the centurion's serv 
commends itself by its general agreement in character ar 
sentation with the narratives of S. Mark. Here, as in (pe: 
incidents borrowed from the Second Gospel, M 

je t pas 
! See also Briggs’ Criticism and the Dogma of the Po | 

American Review, June 1906), and ** Annunciation " and «4 Pr. 
e D 
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interwoven with the narrative verses (811.13) drawn from his dis- 
course-source. On the three short miracles, 93733 and 12%, see 
the notes. They are probably editorial, and literary rather than 
historica. In any case they do not add to our knowledge of 
Christ information different in kind from that given by S. Mark. 

The two incidents relating to S. Peter (14293! and 17?*?7) seem 
nearly related in character. The former presents no more difficulty 
than do some of the miracles in S. Mark, and may be regarded as 
equally credible. Against the latter one or two plausible objections 
may be raised. As the commentary will show, the narrative seems 
to presuppose the following situation. The Jews pay the tax to 
the Temple. They inquire if Christ and His disciples will pay it 
also. In His answer, Christ seems to draw a distinction between 
His disciples, who in a true sense are sons of the heavenly King, 
and the non-Christian Jews, who are really aliens. (Cf. elsewhere 
in the Gospel the same conception of the Jews as those whose 
claim to descent from Abraham has no spiritual justification (39), 
and as “Sons of the Kingdom" (813), whose **Sonship" will not 
avail to prevent them from being cast into the outer darkness.) 

By analogy with Oriental political custom, the Jews =“ the 
strangers " (17%) should pay the Temple-tribute, whilst Christ and 
His disciples, as the Sons of God (1725), should be exempted. But 
they would pay, as an act of grace, what could not be demanded 
from them as tribute legally due. Now it is quite possible that 
the question here debated was raised in Christ's lifetime, and that 
He bade His disciples pay the Temple-tax as a concession to the 
patriotic zeal of their fellow-countrymen. But, on the other hand, 
it may be doubted whether the sharp distinction here drawn 
between Jews and Jewish-Christians does not suggest a later 
historical situation for the narrative. It seems more easily ex- 
plained if we suppose it to be a product of the early days of the 
Palestinian Church, when Jews and Jewish-Christians were falling 
apart, and when the question, whether Jewish-Christians, who were 
ceasing to use the Temple for worship, could conscientiously con- 
tinue to pay the Temple-tax, was becoming a subject of con- 
troversy. But, in any case, the narrative reflects the circumstances 
of the Jewish-Christian Society in the period before the fall of 
Jerusalem, and it must therefore be early in date. Of the non- 
Marcan narratives in chaps. 27—28 it is difficult to speak with any 
precision. If 28910. 16-20 are based on the last ending of S. Mark, 
they must be adjudged to be of equal value with the rest of the 
contents of that Gospel If they are drawn from Palestinian 
tradition, they must rather be classed with 279-10. 19. 34-35. 53-58. 62-66 
2874. 11-15, Of these 2791? is exceptional, because the fact under- 
lying the narrative, namely, the evil end of the recreant Apostle, 
finds corroboration in the different account in Ac 1199, But by 
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what standard or test of historical credibility are we to judge the 
other narratives? Plausible reasons might be found to account for 
the invention of some of them. £.g. 27?* might be attributed to a 
desire to emphasise the guilt of the Jewish authorities, and 2792-96 
and 281135 to a wish to emphasise the miraculous character of the 
Resurrection. But who is there with any judgment of human 
nature who will condemn these narratives on such purely a priori, 
subjective, and conjectural grounds; and what reason can be 
adduced for the invention of so motiveless a detail as that con- 
tained in 2719, The details which convey most strongly the im- 
pression of legendary growth are those in 275255 and 287%, But 
the student, who finds no reason for saying that a narrative which 
contains miraculous detail must therefore be unhistorical, will con- 
tent himself with observing that all these non-Marcan details in 
chaps. 27-28 are traditions of the early Christian Church in Pales- 
tine, and in default of further evidence for or against the details 
recorded, will refrain from dogmatic utterances upon their precise 
historical value. 

(c) These narrative-sections are, however, not the only addition 
which Mt. was able to make to S. Mark's Gospel. He made a 
much more important contribution to the understanding of the life 
of Christ when he added to S. Mark's narratives a large number of 
sayings. I have endeavoured to show in the Introduction that 
many of these sayings were probably drawn from the Matthzan 
Logia, and that this accounts for the name given to our First 
Gospel I wish now to add something as to the form in which 
these sayings occur in our Gospel, and then to discuss their claim 
to be a faithful expression of Christ's teaching. 

And first, as to the form in which they are given to us. It 
seems to be clear that the process of compiling detached sayings 
which is already observable in the Second Gospel (e.g. in chap. 9) 
has been carried to much greater lengths in the First. 

(r) The sayings interpolated into the middle of one of S. 
Mark's sections are not always introduced there, because they were 
originally spoken under the circumstances implied in the narrative, 
but because they add to or illustrate or elucidate the tenor of 
Christ's teaching as recorded by Mk. on that occasion : 

E.g. 99 2: 127 was probably a detached Logion which could be 
used to illustrate any incident of controversy with the Pharisees; 
1259 is probably a fragment from some other occasion of Sabbath- 
controversy, inserted in its present context to compensate for the 
omission of Mk.’s “the Sabbath was made for man and not man 
for the Sabbath." 12113 has been treated in the same way. S. 
Luke (145 and 1316) has similar sayings, but the circumstances 
amidst which he places them are different. 

(2) In other cases Mt. bas built up, around a few verses of 
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discourse recorded by Mk., a longer discourse. This is the case 
with Mt 105-93 = Mk 6713, Mt 13*52 = Mk 4754, Mt 18- Mk 9, Mt 
1274-45 = Mk 32-3, Mt 23— Mk 1279, Mt 24-25 - Mk 13. In 
some of these cases Mt. may rather be substituting for Mk.’s 
short discourse a longer one from his Logian source, than simply 
compiling detached sayings round Mk.'s nucleus. But, in either 
case, the discourses, as they now stand in the First Gospel, are in 
large measure the result of accretion of detached sayings round a 
common centre. 

In other words, the artificiality which characterises Mt.'s 
arrangement of incidents also marks his arrangement of sayings. 
Many of them were clearly not spoken on the particular occasion 
to which he assigns them. 

But, if we allow for this transposition of many sayings from 
their original context (which after all rarely affects the meaning of 
the saying, for what difference, eg., does it make whether the saying 
about an ox or an ass in a pit was originally spoken after the heal- 
ing of a man with a withered hand (Mt 12), or of a crippled woman 
(Lk 13!5)), how far have these sayings, whether peculiar to Mt. or 
'in substance recorded by Lk. as well, any real claim to be genuine 
utterances of Christ ? 

Before speaking of them as a whole, I will deal with one or two 
which seem to be most open to objection. 

Against Mt 31*!5 it may reasonably be urged that the omission 
from Mk 14= Mt 3? of eis dgeow duapridy suggests irresistibly that 
31*15 is an editorial expansion of Mk., to explain how it was that 
the Lord could submit to John’s baptism. Of course the words 
need not be due to the editor himself. He may have received 
them amongst his Palestinian traditions. But, even so, the 
impression which they leave upon the mind of being rather an 
attempt on the part of Christ’s disciples to explain away a difficulty 
in His life, than an original utterance of Christ Himself, is very 
strong. 

2551-46 leave upon my own mind the impression that they are a 
Christian homily, based no doubt upon reminiscence of words of 
Christ,! but, in its present form, due to the editor or to some 
Palestinian preacher. I am aware that no convincing proof can be 
given for such a judgment; but, on the other hand, I do not feel 
that there is any fatal objection to such a view. The editor was, 
I believe, the sort of man who would add such a homily as a suit- 

1 Cf. Burkitt, The Gospel History and it! Transmission, p. 199, ‘It is not 
so easy to make new Sayings and Parables like those in the Gospels of Matthew 
and Luke." These words would fitly apply to the passage under discussion. 
My point is that, not the tenor of the words, but the literary form in which they 
are set, suggests a Christian homily. The discourses in the Fourth Gospel 
furnish some analogy. 
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able peroration to his compilation of Christ's sayings on the last 
things, without necessarily intending his readers to suppose that the 
words were the exact words of Christ Himself, or suspecting that 
they would do so. If the passage was already familiar to many of 
his readers as a piece of Christian literature, they would know why 
it was placed in its present position, and would not misunderstand it. 

2816-20 may in part be based upon Mk.’s lost ending, but, if not, 
it represents a piece of Palestinian tradition. In this case, I do 
not suppose that it ever occurred to the editor that his readers 
would infer that the exact words here recorded were literally 
spoken by Christ upon this particular occasion. 

On 1112-18. 19 3d. see the notes. 
But what shall we say of these sayings taken as a whole? IfI 

am right in conjecturing that they are in large part drawn from the 
Matthzan Logia, then they are perhaps the earliest of all our 
sources of knowledge for the life of Christ, and rest even more 
directly than does the Second Gospel on Apostolic testimony. 
For the Apostle Matthew seems to have written down for the use 
of his Palestinian fellow-Christians some of the sayings of Christ 
that he could remember, selecting no doubt such as would appeal 
most strongly to his readers and satisfy their needs. Better 
security that these sayings were really uttered by Christ Himself 
we could hardly desire. 

There remains, however, one consideration which calls for our 
attention. I have endeavoured to show that these sayings are 
strongly marked by special features. As they now stand in the 
First Gospel, they represent our Lord as adopting a conservative 
attitude towards the Old Law, as teaching that He would return on 
the Clouds of Heaven to inaugurate the Kingdom, and as not 
limiting the scope of His teaching to Jews, but as assuming that it 
was intended, in the first place, for the Jew, and, in a secondary 
sense only, for the Gentile. And the question may well be asked, 
are we to assume that in broad outline Christ really taught such 
conceptions as these? Seeing that there must be between the 
original Aramaic Logia at least two stages of transmission, first a 
translation into Greek accompanied possibly by some re-editing, 
and secondly their incorporation into our Gospel, accompanied 
certainly by a good deal of artificial arrangement and editorial 
revision, is it not probable that the impression which these sayings, 
as they now stand, give of Christ's teaching upon these points, is 

| in large part due to the Palestinian-Christian editors through whose 
hands they have passed? 

| Now this is a question which concerns to a small extent the 
commentator on the First Gospel, and to a larger extent the 
historian who attempts to reconstruct from all sources the life of 
Christ. The commentator must answer that, to some extent at 
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least, the impression given by the Gospel upon these points is due 
to the manipulation of his sources by the editor. 

With regard to Christ's attitude to the law, e.g., it seems clear 
that the editor has rewritten Mk ro!-!? in order to bring Christ's 
teaching upon the subject of divorce once again into barmony with 
the stricter school of Jewish interpretation of Dt 24**. He has 
done so by combining with Mk 10133 another tradition as to 
Christ's teaching upon this subject, which he has also preserved in 
the Sermon on the Mount (595), and which he no doubt drew from 
the Logia. But the commentator will naturally say, ‘“ If the editor 
has interpolated into Mk ro a clause “except for fornication,” 
which is clearly inconsistent with the tenor of Christ's teaching 
upon that occasion, he or the Jewish editors through whose hands 
the Logia passed may also have interpolated the similar clause into 
the Logion preserved in 595." 

Again, the editor seems clearly to have tried to interpret 
Mk 71*3* in such a way as to avoid the obvious impression that 
Christ directly attacked the Mosaic distinction between clean and 
unclean meats ; and, if this be so, some of the other passages in 
the First Gospel which emphasise the permanent validity of the 
law may have undergone similar revision. And once again: it 
seems clear that the editor has so altered Mk 9! as to make it 
emphasise the near approach of the Second Coming. If that be 
so, then some of the other passages in the Gospel may have under- 
gone revision by the editor, or by his Jewish-Christian pre- 
decessors, from similar motives. In particular, the eùĝéws of 249 
may be due to such revision. 

So far the commentator: the result of his observations being 
this :—that, whilst the original group of Logia was a selection of 
Christs sayings which laid emphasis on His teaching about His 
Second Coming, on His teaching about the permanence of the 
Old Law, and on the first claim of the Jew to discipleship of the 
Kingdom, some allowance must be made for a possible intensifying 
of these points in the process of transmission of the Logia in the 
period between the time when the Apostle Matthew penned them 
and the time when they appear in our Gospel; and that, in any 
case, the editor has worked over S. Mark's Gospel in order to 
introduce these conceptions into it where before they did not 
exist, or existed in language so ambiguous that other interpretations 
were possible. 

At this point the commentatator should cease his work, and 
the historian of Christ's life should succeed him. Without any 
claim to be an historian, I may perhaps be permitted to suggest 
the way in which an historian would perhaps make use of the 
results of the commentator's work as just sketched 

It seems clear that, if due allowance be made for some over- 
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emphasis and undue insistence upon details, the representation of 
Christ's teaching upon the three points that have been so often 
mentioned was that which was familiar to the early Jewish- 
Christian Church, and which influenced to some extent the 
entire Apostolic preaching in its earliest stages. Thus, the 
eschatological conception of the Kingdom and the belief in the 
imminent coming of Christ affect to some extent all the literature 
previous to the First Gospel. It is found in S. Mark (chap. 13). If 
Ac 1—12 may be taken as in any sense a generally accurate account 
of the belief of the early Church at Jerusalem, it prevailed there 
(1! 39). It is frequently found in S. Paul's earlier letters, 1 Thess., 
2 Thess., 1 Co 17 1622, Ph 3%. It is found in S. James (57%), in 
S. Peter (1 P 173), and in S. John (1 Jn 3?). 

Again: the belief that Christ had taught that the Gospel was 
intended primarily for the Jew, explains the controversy that 
occupies so large a part of the narrative of the Acts. Pressure of 
circumstances alone seems to have opened the eyes of the 
Palestinian Apostles to those other aspects of Christ's teaching, 
which led logically to the Jew and the Gentile being placed in 
a position of equality. 

And again: the belief that Christ had come, not to do away 
with the claims of the Old Testament upon the consciences of 
men, but to reinforce them with stronger sanction than ever before, 
is a part of the common Christian belief of the New Testament 
writers. 

On these grounds, the representation of the First Gospel of 
Christ's teaching upon these points (due allowance being made for 
some over-insistence upon detail, and over-emphasis due to 
massing of sayings under a common head) has every claim to be 
regarded as historically accurate. 

On the other side must be set the wider perspective of much of 
S. Paul's teaching, and of the Third and Fourth Gospels, with 
regard to the Second Coming, and to the scope of the Gospel ; 
and the question is naturally raised, ** Do these wider conceptions 
represent a gradual spiritualisation of Christ's actual teaching, or 
do they carry us back to the historical Christ, whose teaching was 
misunderstood and narrowed in range and conception by the 
early Palestinian Church? At this point the historian will bring 
into account some other considerations. He will observe that a 
good deal of the discourse-material in the First Gospel, which it 
seems necessary to interpret from the standpoint of the editor, in 
accordance with ideas that run through the entire book, would 
(taken by themselves and in a different context) lend themselves to 
a very different interpretation. Such parables, e.g., as the Sower, 
the Mustard Seed, the Draw-Net, may, where they stand, teach 
lessons about the nature of the coming Kingdom ; but how possible 
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it is that, as originally uttered, they were intended to illustrate the 
gradual spread of Christianity in the world. The preaching to the 
Gentiles may, to the editor, have seemed no obstacle to the 
immediate coming of Christ, but the words, as originally spoken, 
may well have foreshadowed a still far-distant future. The *'ful- 
filling of the law” may, to the editor, have involved the permanent 
validity of the smallest commandment, but, interpreted in the light 
of Christ's teaching elsewhere, it seems clear that the words must 
have had a much wider meaning, 

The historian who notices points like these will shrink from the 
conclusion that upon such subjects the teaching of Christ was 
altogether and exclusively what the editor of the First Gospel 
represents it to have been, to the exclusion of representation of it 
to be found in other parts of the New Testament. 

And this should lead us to what seems to me to be a right 
judgement upon the representation of Christ's teaching as found in 
this Gospel. 

That teaching was no doubt many-sided. Much of it may have 
been uttered in the form of paradox and symbol. The earliest 
tradition of it, at first oral, and then written, was that of a local 
church, that of Jerusalem, which drew from the treasure-house of 
Christ's sayings such utterances as seemed to bear most im- 
mediately upon the lives of its members, who were at first all 
Jews or proselytes. In this process of selection the teaching of 
Christ was only partially represented, because choice involved 
over-emphasis. Paradox may sometimes have been interpreted as 
an expression of literal truth, symbol as reality, and to some 
extent, though not, I think, to any great extent, the sayings in 
process of transmission may have received accretions arising out of 
the necessities of the Palestinian Church life. Thus the repre- 
sentation of Christ's teaching in this Gospel, though early in date, 
suffers probably from being local in character. In the meantime 
much of Christ's teaching remained uncommitted to writing ; and, 
not until S. Paul's teaching had made men see that Palestinian 
Christianity suffered in some respects from a too one-sided repre- 
sentation of Christ's teaching, did they go back to the utterances 
of Christ, and reinterpret them from a wider point of view ; seeking 
out also other traditions of different aspects of His teaching which 
had been neglected by the Palestinian guardians of His words. 

But in making such generalisations I am going beyond my 
allotted sphere as commentator on the Gospel, and I leave these 
questions now to judgements which are wiser than my own. 
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fessor of Church History, University of Oxford. 
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THE LATER LATIN CHURCH. By E. W. Watson, M.A., Professor 
of Church History, King’s College, London. 

THE GREEK AND ORIENTAL CHURCHES. By W. F. ADENEY,D.D., 
Principal of Independent College, Manchester. 

THE REFORMATION. By T. M. Linpsay, D.D., Principal of the United 
Free College, Glasgow. [2 vols. Now Ready. 

SYMBOLICS. By CHARLES A. BniGGS, D.D., D.Litt., Professor of 
Theological Encyclopedia and Symbolics, Union Theological Seminary, 
New York. 

HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. By G. P. FisHER, D.D., 
LL.D., Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Yale University, New Haven, 
Conn. [ Revised and Enlarged Edition. 

CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS. By A. V. G. ALLEN, D.D., Professor of 
Ecclesiastical History, Protestant Episcopal Divinity School, Cambridge, 
Mass. [Vow Ready. 

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION. By RoBerT FLINT, D.D., LL.D., some- 
time Professor of Divinity in the University of Edinburgh. 

THE HISTORY OF RELIGIONS. By GEorGE F. Moonz, D.D., LL.D., 
Professor in Harvard University. 

APOLOGETICS. By A. B. Bruce, D.D., sometime Professor of New 
Testament Exegesis, Free Church College, Glasgow. 

[Revised and Enlarged Edition. 

THE DOCTRINE OF GOD. By WiLLIAM N. CLARKE, D.D., Professor 
of Systematic Theology, Hamilton Theological Seminary. 

THE DOCTRINE OF MAN. By WiLLIAM P. PATERSON, D.D., Professor 
of Divinity, University of Edinburgh. 

THE DOCTRINE OF CHRIST. By H. R. MAcKINTOSH, Ph. D., Professor 
of Systematic Theology, New College, Edinburgh. 

THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF SALVATION. By GEonck B. STE- 
vENS, D.D., sometime Professor of Systematic Theology, Yale University. 

[Now Ready. 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHRISTIAN LIFE. By WILLIAM ADAMS 

Brown, D.D., Professor of Systematic Theology, Union Theological 
Seminary, New York. 

CHRISTIAN ETHICS. By NEWMAN SMYTH, D.D., Pastor of Congrega- 
tional Church, New Haven. [Revised and Enlarged Edition. 

THE CHRISTIAN PASTOR AND THE WORKING CHURCH. By 
WASHINGTON GLADDEN, D.D., Pastor of Congregational Church, Columbus, 
Ohio. [Now Ready. 

THE CHRISTIAN PREACHER. [Author to be announced later. 

RABBINICAL LITERATURE. By S. SCHECHTER, M.A., President of 
the Jewish Theological Seminary, New York City. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO 

The Literature of the Old Testament 
By Prof. S. R. DRIVER, D.D., D.Litt. 

Canon of Christ Church, Oxford 

New Edition Revised 

Crown 8vo, 558 pages. $2.50 net 

“His judgment is singularly fair, calm, unbiassed, and independent. It 

is also thoroughly reverential. . . . The service, which his book will render 
in the present confusion of mind on this great subject, can scarcely be over- 
estimated.”—The London Times. 

" . . . Canon Driver's book is characterized throughout by thorough 
Christian scholarship, faithful research, caution in the expression of mere 
opinions, candor in the statement of facts and of the necessary inferences 

from them, and the devout recognition of the divine inworking in the religious 

life of the Hebrews, and of the tokens of divine inspiration in the literature 
which records and embodies it."—Dr. A. P. PEABODY, in the Cambridge 
Tribune. 

Old Testament History 
By HENRY PRESERVED SMITH, D.D. 

Professor of Biblical History and Interpretation, Amherst College 

Crown 8vo, 538 pages. $2.50 net 

“Professor Smith has, by his comprehensive and vitalized history, laid 
all who care for the Old Testament under great obligations.”"—The In- 
dependent. 

“The volume is characterized by extraordinary clearness of conception 
and representation, thorough scholarly ability, and charm of style."—T'he 
Interior. 

“We have a clear, interesting, instructive account of the growth of Israel, 
embodying a series of careful judgments on the countless problems that face 
the man who tries to understand the life of that remarkable people. The 

‘History’ takes its place worthily by the side of Driver's Introduction. 
The student.of to-day is to be congratulated on having so valuable an ad- 
dition made to his stock of tools."—T'he Expository Times. 
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The Theology of the Old Testament 
By A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D., LL.D., D.Litt. 

Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis, New College, Edinburgh 

EDITED FROM THE AUTHOR'S MANUSCRIPTS 

By S. D. F. SALMOND, D.D., F.E.LS. 
Principal of the United Free Church College, Aberdeen 

Crown 8vo, 568 pages. $2.50 net 

* We hope every clergyman will not rest content till he has procured and 
studied this most admirable and useful book. Every really useful question 
relating to man—his nature, his fall, and his redemption, his present life of 
grace, his life after death, his future life—is treated of. We may add that the 
most conservatively inclined believer in the Old Testament will find nothing 
in this book to startle him, while, at the same time, the book is fully cogni- 
zant of the altered views regarding the ancient Scriptures. The tone is 
reverent throughout, and no one who reads attentively can fail to derive fresh 
light and benefit from the exposition here given."—T7he Canadian Church- 

* We commend this book with a special prayer, believing that it will make 
the Old Testament a richer book; and make the foundation upon which the 
teachings of the New 'Testament stand more secure to every one who reads 
it."—The Heidelberg Teacher. 

A HISTORY OF 

Christianity in the Apostolic Age 
By ARTHUR CUSHMAN McGIFFERT, Ph.D., D.D. 

Washburn Professor of Church History in the Union Theological Seminary, 
New York 

. 

Crown 8vo, 681 pages. $2 50 net 

“There can be no doubt that this is a remarkable work, both on account 
of the thoroughness of its criticism and the boldness of its views.”—The 
Scotsman. 

“Dr. McGiffert has produced an able, scholarly, suggestive, and con- 
structive work. He is in thorough and easy possession of his sources and 
materials, so that his positive construction is seldom interrupted by citations, 
the demolition of opposing views, or the irrelevant discussion of subordinate ' 
questions."—T'he Methodist Review. 

“The clearness, sclf-consistency, and force of the whole impression of 
Apostolic Christianity with which we leave this book, goes far to guarantee 
its permanent value and success."—T he Exfositor. 
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Apologetics 
Or, Christianity Defensively Stated 

By ALEXANDER BALMAIN BRUCE, D.D. 
Professor of Apologetics and New Testament Exegesis, Free Church College, 

Glasgow; Author of “ The Training of the Twelve," “The Humilia- 
tion of Christ,” “The Kingdom of God,” etc. 

Crown 8vo, 528 pages. $2.50 net 

“The book is well-nigh indispensable to those who propose to keep 
abreast of the times."—Western Christian Advocate. 

* In a word, he tells precisely what all intelligent persons wish to know, 
and tells it in a clear, fresh and convincing manner. Scarcely anyone has 
so successfully rendered the service of showing what the result of the higher 
criticism is for the proper understanding of the history and religion of 
Israel."—Andover Review. 

* We have not for a long time taken a book in hand that is more stimulating 
to faith. . . . Without commenting further, we repeat that this volume is 
the ablest, most scholarly, most advanced, and sharpest defence of Chris- 
tianity that has ever been written. No theological library should be with- 
out it."—4Zion's Herald. 

Christian Ethics 
By NEWMAN SMYTH, D.D., New Haven 

Crown 8vo, 508 pages. $2.50 net 

* As this book is the latest, so it is the fullest and most attractive treat- 
ment of the subject that we are familiar with. Patient and exhaustive in 
its method of inquiry, and stimulating and suggestive in the topic it handles, 
we are confident that it will be a help to the task of the moral understanding 
and interpretation of human life."—T7'he Living Church. 

“This book of Dr. Newman Smyth is of extraordinary interest and value. 
It is an honor to American scbolarship and American Christian thinking. 
It is a work which has been wrought out with remarkable grasp of con- 
ception, and power of just analysis, fullness of information, richness of 
thought, and affluence of apt and luminous illustration. Its style is singu- 
larly clear, simple, facile, and strong. Too much gratification can hardly 
be expressed at the way the author lifts the whole subject of ethics up out 
of the slough of mere naturalism into its own place, where it is seen to be 
illumined by the Christian revelation and vision."—The Advance. 
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The Christian Doctrine of Salvation 
By GEORGE B. STEVENS, Ph.D., D.D., LL.D. 

Dwight Professor of Systematic Theology in Yale University 

Crown 8vo, 558 pages. $2.50 net (postage 22 cents) 

‘The book is a great work, whatever one’s own dogmatic opinions may 
be, or however one might wish to criticize some of the positions taken by 
Dr. Stevens. It shows mastery of the subject, breadth of view combined 

with the minutiz of scholarship, that is admirable. It should have a wide 

reading, and it can do much for this transitional time of ours, when nothing 

is more needed than the rcinterpretation of the old formulas in the life of 
to-day." - The Examiner. 

* Professor Stevens has performed a task of great importance, certain 

to exert wide and helpful influence in settling the minds of men. He has 
treated the subject historically and has given to Christ the first place in 

interpreting his own mission."—Congregationalist and Christian World. 

The Christian Pastor and the Working Church 
By WASHINGTON GLADDEN, D.D., LL.D. 

Author of “Applied Christianity," “Who Wrote the Bible?” “Ruling 
Ideas of the Present Age,” etc. 

Crown 8vo, 485 pages. $2.50 net 

“Packed with wisdom and instruction and a profound piety. . . . It is 
pithy, pertinent, and judicious from cover to cover. . . . An exceedingly 
comprehensive, sagacious, and suggestive study and application of its 

theme." —T'he Congregationalist. 

“We have here, for the pastor, the most modern practical treatise yet 
published—sagacious, balanced, devout, inspiring."—T he Dial. 

“A comprehensive, inspiring, and helpful guide to a busy pastor. One 
finds in it a multitude of practical suggestions for the development of the 
spiritual and working life of the Church, and the answer to many problems 

that are a constant perplexity to the faithful minister.” — T he Christian 

Intelligencer. 
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Theology of the New Testament 
By GEORGE B. STEVENS, D.D., LL.D. 
Professor of Systematic Theology, Yale University 

Crown 8vo, 638 pages. $2.50 net 

* In style it is rarely clear, simple, and strong, adapted alike to the gen- 
eral reader and the theological student. The former class will find it read- 
able and interesting to an unusual degree, while the student will value its 
thorough scholarship and completeness of treatment. His work has a sim- 
plicity, beauty, and freshness that add greatly to its scholarly excellence and 
worth." —Christian Advocate. 

“It is a fine example of painstaking, discriminating, impartial research 
and statement.”—The Congregationalsst. 

“It will certainly take its place, after careful reading, as a valuable 
synopsis, neither bare nor over-elaborate, to which recourse will be had by 
the student or teacher who requires within moderate compass the gist of 
modern research." — The Literary World. 

The Ancient Catholic Church 
From the Accession of Trajan to the Fourth 

General Council (A. D. 98-451) 

By ROBERT RAINY, D.D. 
Principal of the New College, Edinburgh 

Crown 8vo, 554 pages. $2.50 net 

“This is verily and .ndeed a book to thank God for; and if anybody has 
been despairing of a restoration of true catholic unity in God’s good time, it 
is a book to fill him with hope and confidence." —The Church Standard. 

“Principal Rainy has written a fascinating book. He has the gifts of an 
historian and an expositor. His fresh presentation of so intricate and time- 
worn a subject as Gnosticism grips and holds the attention from first to last. 
Familiarity with most of the subjects which fall to be treated within these 
limits of Christian history had bred a fancy that we might safely and profit- 
ably skip some of the chapters, but we found ourselves returning to clase up 
the gaps; we should advise those who are led to read the book through this 
notice not to repeat our experiment. It is a dish of well-cooked and well- 
seasoned meat, savory and rich, with abundance of gravy; and, while no 
one wishes to be a glutton, he will miss something nutritious if he does not 
take time to consume it all.” —Methodist Review. 
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History of Christian Doctrine 
By GEORGE P. FISHER, D.D., LL.D. 

Titus Street Professor of Ecclesiastical History in Yale University 

Crown 8vo, 583 pages. $2.50 net 

“Intrinsically this volume is worthy of a foremost place in our modern 
literature. . . . We have no work on the subject in English equal to it, for 

variety and range, clearness of statement, judicious guidance, and catholicity 
of tone.” —London N onconjormist and Independent. 

“It is only just to say that Dr. Fisher has produced the best History of 
Doctrine that we have in English.”"—The New York Evangelist. 

“It meets the severest standard; there is fullness of knowledge, thorough 
research, keenly analytic thought, and rarest enrichment for a positive, 

profound and learned critic. There is interpretative and revealing sympathy. 
It is of the class of works that mark epochs in their several departments.” — 
The Outlook. 

Christian Institutions 
By ALEXANDER V. G. ALLEN, D.D. 

Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the Episcopal Theological School in 
Cambridge 

Crown 8vo, 577 pages. $2.50 net 

“Professor Allen's Christian Institutions may be regarded as the most 

important permanent contribution which the Protestant Episcopal Church 
of the United States has yet made to general theological thought.”—The 
American Journal o] Theology. 

“It is an honor to American scholarship, and will be read by all who 
wish to be abreast of the age."—T'he Lutheran Church Review. 

“It is a treasury of expert knowledge, arranged in an orderly and lucid 
manner, and more than ordinarily readable. . . . It is controlled by the 
candid and critical spirit of the careful historian who, of course, has his 

convictions and preferences, but who makes no claims in their behalf which 

the facts do not seem to warrant." —T he Congregationalist. 

' He writes in a charming style, and has collected a vast amount of im- 

portant material pertaining to his subject which can be found in no other 
work in so compact a form.”—The New York Observer. 
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A History of the Reformation 
I. THE REFORMATION IN GERMANY 

By THOMAS M. LINDSAY, M.A., D.D. 

Principal of the United Free Church College, Glasgow 

Crown 8vo, 544 pages. $2.50 net (postage 21 cents) 

“This volume is marked by high scholarship and considerate frankness 
in the treatment of debatable questions."—7' he Universalist Leader. 

“The arrangement of the book is most excellent, and while it is a worthy 
and scholarly account it is so arranged that for the student of the Reforma- 

tion it is almost encyclopedic in its convenience and conciseness. It is a 
book no library, public or private, can really be without.”—Record of Chris- 
tian Work. 

*No previous history, we believe, has given so full and graphic a por- 
traiture of the intellectual, social and religious life of the age which gave 
birth to the Reformation, or exhibited so clearly the intimate connection 

of the evangelical revival under Luther with the family religion present and 
taught in German homes from medieval times." —T'he Christian Intelligencer. 

“The book, as a whole, is one of rare value. It is full of pictures as vivid 

as if they were drawn from life. In a sense they were, for Dr. Lindsay has 
succeeded in thinking himself into the life and point of view of the era of 
which he writes, to a remarkable degree. 'The reader who completes this 
intensely interesting volume, will look forward eagerly to the next."— 

Christian World. 

“The good balance of material, which Principal Lindsay has attained by 
a self-denying exclusion, as well as by much research and inclusion of fresh 

material, makes the work a real addition to our materials for study.”—T he 

Congregatsonalist. 

* Every intelligent layman can enjoy the book thoroughly, while its foot- 
notes and bibliographies give it interest and value for the special student.” — 

New York Observer. 
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